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Fitr o The effect of plasma from sheep foetuses and from pregnant sheep on the

percentage of reticulocytes of the test rabbits. Upper curve: the mean deviations

from the initial value on the 4 first days after the injection of foetal sheep plasma;

lower curve: the daily mean deviations after the injection of pregnant sheep

plasma The- mean errors of the means are draivn as circles. Note the small circles

representing the mean errors on the 2nd and 4th day after the injection of pregnant

sheep plasma.

In fig. 2 a similar comparison between tbe variations in tbe

percentage of reticulocytes in tbe group injected with tbe plasma

from foetuses and from tbe pregnant sbeep is shown. Tbe differ-

ence between tbe two curves may be regarded as statistically

significant on tbe 2nd and 4tb day; on tbe 3rd day no reticulocyte

counts were performed in tbe group wbicb bad injections of

pregnant sbeep plasma.

Summing up, it may be said that foreign plasma, both foetal

and adult, tends to call forth a rise in tbe number of red cells and

tbe reticulocyte percentage in an immunized rabbit. Tbe erytbro-

cytosis, caused by adult plasma, however, is soon replaced by an
erytbropenia, while after tbe injection of foetal plasma tbe erjiibro-

cytosis and reticulocytosis are stronger and last for a longer period.

Tbe present material is far too small to allow any valuable

conclusions to be drawn as to the changes in tbe erythropoietic

activity of tbe plasma with increasing foetal age. It might, how-
ever, be of some interest to compare the polycythaemic reactions
caused by tbe injection of plasma from different foetuses. Such a
comparison is illustrated in fig. 3. As the average red cell values
in tbe test rabbits treated with foetal plasma were above the
imtial level only on the 1st and 2nd day following the injection
(fig" 1)> only the values for these 2 first days for each rabbit are
compared. It is seen, that the plasma from a foetus aged 71 days
caused only a slight increase in the number of red cells. The reac-
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58 EVA BOSSDORFF.

Ke. 3. The effect of plasma from sheep foetuses of different ages on the red ceE

count of the test rabbits. For each rabbit the deviation from the initial value on

the 1st and 2nd day after the injection is considered. To distinguish between

the values of different rabbits a different mark for each rabbit is used. A curve

is drawn through the points representing the maximal increase of red cells in cacb

age-group.

tion, as may be noted, does not differ from tbat caused by adult

sheep plasma, and hardly exceeds the daily variations met with

in untreated rabbits. The 2 rabbits injected with plasma from an

85-day-old foetus showed in the 2nd day an increase of 0.5 mill,

in the red cell count, which can hardly be regarded as a random

variation. The maximal increases in the rabbits injected with

plasma from 105—106 and 121 days old foetuses lie even higher,

and exceed by far the normal daily variations. Accordingly a

curve drawn through the maximum point for each age group

shows a rising tendency. Fig. 3 might be interpreted as shelving

that while the erythrocytosis-promoting effect of plasma from a

71-day-old foetus is doubtful there seems to be no doubt as to

the effect of the plasma from older foetuses.
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PAUL LAGET AND ANDERS LUNDBERG.
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piir -j Alotor S 1 root, cat. At beginning of the experiment no discharge to

cooling, a. After 10 minutes treatment with Ca++-free Krebs solution, band c.

The same root after 5 minutes treatment with Krebs solution free from Ca

and K+. Higher amplification m a.

tion has been more or less evident in most experiments of this

kind. The rhythms never appeared after treatment wth Ca-free

Krebs alone. It was likewise impossible to produce the rhythmic

discharge in a normal nerve, i. e. one that had not been treated

with Ca-free Krebs, despite the fact that this gave a good dis-

charge to cold.
. ^ •

Since the question of interaction between fibres is of importance

and rhythmic discharges are a fundamental property of nerve,

these observations were extended to spontaneously active nerve.

In order to examine if spontaneously discharging roots were in-

fluenced by potassium-free Krebs in the same manner as e

discharge to cooling we made experiments with roots treated wi

sodium phosphate 0.03 M (mixture of primary and secondary
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volleys waxes and wanes with maxima every 30 msec, Fig. 6 c

is taken from another experiment and the sweep speed is higher

so as to illustrate the two rhythms. The record being mono-
phasic it illustrates the fast and the slow rhythm better than

fig. 6 b. In these experiments the discharge and the synchroniza-

tion, contrary to what is the case with the discharge to cooling,

does not depend upon the change of temperature but on the

absolute temperature reached. Increase of the concentration of

phosphate ions in Krebs solution up to exchange of all sodium

chloride (0.154 M) may lead to some synchronization of the dis-

charge but very small in comparison with that seen in fig, 6 after

withdrawal of potassium.

It must be emphasized that the rhythms are the same in every

experiment, the frequency merely varying with the temperature.

The rhythms are therefore not likely to be due to interference

between two groups of fibres spontaneously active at different

frequencies. This conclusion is ^strongly supported by fig. 6 c

where the small monopJiasic discharges are clearly still synchronized

with the 200/sec. frequency but are simply smaller in amplitude.

The rhythms seen in the nerves treated with phosphate and in

those treated with Ca-free Krebs represent no doubt the same

phenomenon and only differing because of the temperature levels

at which they appear.

That the two rhythms represent different processes is clear

from the fact that they have different temperature coefficients.

Qio of the slow fluctuation is about 10, but of the fast about 2.

It is well known that in citrate- and oxalate-treated nerves the

membrane has a tendency to oscillate in a fast rhythm and that

impulses may be initiated on the crest of the negative fluctuations

(see Brink and Bronk, 1941, Abvanitaki 1942, Monnier 1946,

Lorente de No 1947). The fact that in our experiment the dis-

charge appears in volleys with a frequency of about 200/sec. must

be due to a synchronized excitation of this kind in the region where

the impulses are generated.

With regard to the slow oscillations in the height of the re-

sponses, since these are recorded in a region of nerve were the en-

vironment is normal, it is unlikely that they represent changes in

the height of single fibre potentials. It is more likely that they

indicate the number of fibres which are excited at each moment

by the fast rhythmic process. Now the nerve excitability is

known to be closely correlated wth the afterpotentials (Gasser
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EFFECT OF SALYRGAN (mERSALYL). Ill

Osmotic Pressuro Dotorminations.

Diffcteaoes in the osmotic pressure oftUo lilasiua samples

the plasma and a IM.o ndU NaOl-solutioii was J”,";™

of a sUghtly modified form — as described by Baiu.na (1917) ol

Hill-Baldes tbermoelectrical vapour pressure method (Bau)Ks ct I.

1931 1939). The determinations were carried out with the thermopilt.

kept’in an air atmosphere. All determinations were made by the .same

person within a few hours after the drawing of the blood.
_

The sensitivity of the arrangement, with insignificant vanatioiw lor

the different thermopiles, was 19.9 .scale divisions per 1 niM NaU.

The calibration curve was a straight line through the origin, riie read-

ings were taken 25 minutes after the piles were placed in the humid

chamber. Then the readings remained constant within the error of

the method for the reading period. The standanl error with respect to

a single determination of the difference in osmotic j)rc.ssure between a

151.0 niiil NaCI-soIution and a 152.a mM NaCI-solution was 0..TJ niM.

The standard error of a single determination of the difference.s in os-

motic pressure between the various plasma samples — calculated from

37 double, 1 triple and 1 quadruple determination — Wiis 0.7.'» mJl

NaCl or about O.a percent of the total osmotic pressure of the jilasma.

This error is somewhat greater than that given by B.\li)U.s. The ac-

curacy was, however, adequate for the present investigation. The
osmotic pressure of the plasma samples was determined by comparing

them with the first sample, taken 30 minutes after the end of the ure-

thane injection. This sample was also compared with a 151.0 m.M NaCI-

solution.

The results are e.xpressed in terms of the millimolarity of the re-

ference solution (151.0 niM NaCl-solution). An osmotic pressure dif-

ference of, say, 0.9 mil between two plasma samples thus implies a
difference in vapour pressure equal to that between a 151.0 mil and
a 153.1 mil NaCl-solution.

Results.

No significant differences in the osmotic pressure of blood
from the salyrgan-treated animals and from the controls were reg-
istered. Table 1.

During the experimental period there was a statistically* in-
significant decrease in the osmotic pressure of the blood. If both
groups of animals were treated as one unit the difference was also
insigmficant, Table 2. In some animals belonging to both groups
the difference was, however, so great that it cannot be explained
by errors of measurement.

statistical calculations were made according to tho formulaa for smallsamples as given in Fischers Statistical Methods for Research Workers.
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changes that ocom in the adipose and other tissues have been
studied to a certain extent (Dam and Mason 1945, Mason, Dam
and Granados 1946, Granados, Mason and Dam 1947). How-
ever, in order to make possible the further study of the relation-
ship between peroxidation and the development of the above
mentioned symptoms, it proved fundamental to develop a method
for the histochemical demonstration of peroxides. Such a method
has been recently developed (Glavind, Granados, Hartmann &
Dam 1949), and applied to the study of the relationship between
peroxides and the formation of the acid-fast pigment in the adipose
tissue of vitamin E deficient rats (Granados, Glavind, Hart-
mann and Dam to be published).

The works on the influence of dietary fats on the sterility in-

duced by vitamin E deficient diets, and especially those on the
role played by fats in the bioassay of vitamin E, have been re-

cently reviewed by Mason and Harris (1947). Since it has been
observed that the quantity and kind of fat are factors of impor-
tance in the development of certain symptoms in vitamin E defi-

ciency (Dam 1944 a and b), and that, for instance, 20 % lard added
to a vitamin E deficient diet fail to produce the yellow-brown col-

oration of the adipose tissue induced by 20 % cod liver oil (Gra-
nados and Dam 1945 b), we have studied the influence of no
dietary fat, 20 % lard, and 20 % cod liver oil on the sterility

symptom in vitamin E deficient rats.

Experimental.

Seventy-eight newly weaned female rats were divided into six groups
(13 animals in each), and reared on the diets presented in Table 1. The
minimum tocopherol content^ of the diets given to groups 1, 3 and 5,
as determined by Dam and coworkers’ method (1948), was of 0. i mg%,
0.6 mg%, and 0.3 mg%, respectively. Water was available ad libitum!
During the first 10 weeks all the animals were weighed weekly.

After 10 preliminary weeks 10 females from each group were mated
for 5 days (only one female with one male in each cage) with healthy
males between 100 and 150 days of age, which had always been kept
on the stock colony diet. From the 12th day after mating had begun
all the animals were weighed daily, and inspected grossly for the “pla-
cental sign . Three females of each group were left unmated, the aver-

I The term "mimmuin tocopherol content” was chosen because the chloro-
torm extractiOB used an too method does not with certainty remorc any toco-
pherol present in combination with the dietary casein.
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perature. Even if the localization of the various spots in the coor-

dinate system is not quite accurate, the results found are so un-

equivocal that it can be said with certainty that the cold spots

found at a low temperature are more easily induced to react,

when the skin temperature is raised and that other — previously

refractory spots — are made to react.

It is possible that the temperature of the single cold spot has
a bearing on its mode of reaction. The question of what influence

heating the skin corresponding to a cold spot has upon its reac-
tivity is examined in 6 test series on 6 different cold spots each
of which has been warmed and thereafter cooled 3—

i

times. In
10 of 22 experiments a sensation of cold was released by the
cooling, but not in the others. No relation can be demonstrated
between the appearance or failure of the cold sensation and the
preceding heating time or the heating temperature employed.-
Neither does the time interval passed after a foregoing cold reac-
tion affect following reactions. When a cold sensation was felt,
it lasted from 6 seconds to 2 minutes. This perhaps can be taken
as an expression of a greatly varying adaptation, but considering
the difficulties which often arise in deciding when cold sensation
has disappeared, especially due to tingling and numbness of the
arm fixed for a longer time, it becomes doubtful how far these
differences are an expression of true variations in adaptation.
The experiments show that the application of heat to the skin

at a point corresponding to a cold spot is not in itself sufficient
to make the spot sensitive to cold. This means that the differencem sensitivity at various skin temperatures is governed by other
actors, possibly changes of temperature in larger areas of the
skin or the tissue below.

Discussion,

The influence of the skin temperature on the number of react-ing cold spots may explain the lack of agreement among variousauttors regarding the mimber of cold spots per square centimetreAs there are areas of the skin, which never react to cold evenigh temperatures, it must be ossnmod that there are sneoifioreeepta for cold. The cause of the occurrence of a l”„m
by the higher sldn

I f I
otrestitutional proo-14 4JJ378, Acfa phys. Scandinau. VoL 18.
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Sammary.

1) Fibroblasts from embryonic chicken heart tissue have been
cultivated on a simple artificial medium containing dialyzed

plasma, dialyzed serum, Tyrode solution and fructose-1. 6-diphos-

phate Ca-salt, glutamine, cystine and glycine. One drop per cul-

ture of dialyzed embryonal extract was used as clotting agent.

By replacement experiments it could be shown that the four

low-molecular components were obligate necessary to the growth
and maintenance of the cultures. The experiments have been
carried out both in Carrel flasks and in hanging drop cultures.

2) Hypoxanthine added to the above medium, increased the
growth ratio. Hanging drop cultures on this medium have been
transferred 5 times during a period of 10 days without any visible

change of morphological status.

3) With aid of paper partition chromatography it has been
found that reducing sugars (glucose) organic phosphates, espe-
cially aminoethanol phosphoric ester, glutamine, cystine, glycine
and hypoxanthine are present in dialysate from calf embryo
muscle extract, the latter previously known to contain a complete
set of low-molecular accessory growth factors for the cultivation
of fibroblasts from embryonal chicken heart tissue in vitro.

4) The five components used in the synthetic medium: Glucose
-f a suitable phosphate source, glutamine, cystine, glycine and
hypoxanthine, which also exist in extracts from embryonal tissue
could be regarded as the main nutritional low-molecular compo-
nents for the growth and maintenance of fibroblasts from
embryonic chicken heart tissue w vitro and hi vivo.

Our thanks are due to the International Cancer Foundation
for financial support of part of this investigation.
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SERUM PROTEIK COHCENTRATIOK.

Tables.

Proiein albumin and relative albumin percentages of the same samples

and after spray-drying of the products containing glucose,

• • 0^1 tneff-cnni!

Sample

Pooled Serum
Pooled Serum with

admixt. of 5 % of

.glucose

Spray-dried Serum

with admixt. of 5 %
of glucose

—

;

Dates

1

Number
]

of
j

Persons 1

BB Ax 100

flm Ax 100BBAx 100

mm H T m1Bifl

A 7.06 5.15 72.9 6.08 4.87 72.9 49.19 31.67 G4.4 22. X. 19^18

11. XI. 19-18

15. Xr. 1938

63
166
107
35

B 7.18 4.72 65.0 6.53 4.30 66.8 49.59 33.37 67.3

c 6.98 4.67 66.9 6.65 4.48 67.3 50.01 34.85 69.7

D 7.11 4.60 66.0 49.90 33.97 68.0 3. XII. 19-18

7.09 4.80 67.2 49.67 33.56 67.5 371

unteered for this purpose. The blood is drawn with the employment of

a tourniquet and a wide cannula, the donors being in the lecumbcnt

position. After venesection the quantities of blood obtained from the

different donors are pooled, after which the serum is separated and
frozen. After an admixture of 5 per cent glucose, and sterilization, the

serum passes through the spray-drying chamber with an ingress tem-

perature of 60° to 70° C. Owing to the very rapid evaporation the tem-
perature will, however, hardly exceed 30° C, in the course of the drj’ing

itself (MarcussEn, 1945). The serum protein analyses were made ac-

cording to the method of Henriques and Klause.v (1932), with pre-
cipitation of the globulin fraction under standard conditions with semi-
saturation with ammonium sulfate and constant pH and total protein
concentration (Bing, 1936), a method that on indirect comparison with
the electrophoretic patterns of the fractions proved to give a very
accurate picture of the ratio between the albumin and globulin con-
centrations (Bock, 1947).

Duplicate or triplicate determinations were made with each serum.
An amino-acetic acid solution of known concentration was used as
control of the nitrogen analyses. After solution in a quantity of di-
stilled water suitable for the analyses the samples of dry serum examined
were dealt with in exactly the same manner ns the liquid sera, with
regard to their content both of total protein and of albumin.

The results of an examination of four different pooled sera will
appear from Table 2, in which the first and second columns com-
prise the natural pooled serum before, respectively after, admixture
of 5 per cent, of glucose. Column 3 shows the corresponding values

the dried product. As may be seen, there are onlv
g differences between the serum protein percentages of the
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When synthetizing indol derivatives Erdtilan and Lofgren

(1937) found 2-(dimethyl-amino-methyl)-indol (I) to show local

anesthetic activity, when rubbed on the lips or on the tongue.

An isomere, the alkaloid gramin (II), showed no anesthetic ac-

tivity, while the m-dimethyl-amino-o-toluidide (III) was found to

be anesthetic too. The authors referred the activity to the general

formula (IV); in anilides Kj is substituted by oxygen and in a series

of compounds and R3 were substituted by hydrogen and II4

and Us by alkyl residues.

—CH„—N(CH3)a

H H
III.

2-(dimethyl-amino-methyl)-indol w-dimethyl-amino-o-toluidide

Rj__CH3-N(CH3)3

I

H
II.

gramin (donaxin)

1—^91378. Actaphys. Scandinav. Vol. 18.

\
C-CH-N<

R3

/R4

IV.
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' Fig. 1. Photograph of a two-dimensional paper chromatogram showing the distri-

bution of the amino acids from extract of OalUphora-^wp&o, 3 days old. The paper

is run using pyridine/amylalcohol (I) and n-butyric/igo-valerio acid (2) as solvents.

Ta taurine. Asp aspartic acid, Ly lysine, G1 glutaminic acid, So serine, Ar argimne,

G glycine, Th threonine, A1 alanine, /3-Al /J-alanine, Ty tyrosine, P proline, V valine,

M methionine, Pe a peptide, L leucine, II isoleucine. The yellow proline spot is not

visible on the photograph. Jlethionine is not found during this pupal age.

glycine, valine, proline, serine, leucine and iso-leucine, glutaminic

acid, aspartic acid, and tyrosine together with a few peptides in

low concentrations. Taurine is lacking. No qualitative difference

between the sexes was noted. As will be observed the difference
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A series of compounds, 16 in all, "were prepared, a number of

wbicb were tested for tbeir pbarmacological properties by U. S.

V. Euler. All of these displayed a certain anesthetic activity,

tested on the rabbits cornea, and a toxicity about that of procain,

but were too irritant to be worth of any further testing or clinical

use.

Taking up the concept of anesthetic activity of acetanihde

compounds, Loegben and coworkers proceeded and sjmthetized

some ninety compounds, a number of which were alkyl-amino-

acyl anilides (Loegren 1946 a, Loegren and Lundquist 1946 b).

Other compounds of different chemical constitutions were intended

to elucidate the importance of certain chemical characteristics

of the anesthetic activity (Loegren and Eischer 1946 c, LQe-

GREN and WiDMARK 1946 d, Loegren 1948).

Especially one compound, <u-diethylamino-2,6-dimethylacet-

anilide (xylocain, LL 30),

-CHa

y \ -NH—CO.CH2-N(CaH5)2

XcHa
(xylocain, LL 30) co-(iiethyIamino-2,6-dimethy]acetanilide

synthetized in 1943, was found by Loegren and Lundquist in ex-

periments on themselves to display promising anesthetic prop-

erties. The chemical data of this compound, which was named
xylocain,^ were published in 1946 (Loegren 1946 a).

An extensive ‘pharmacological study of xylocain in relation to a

number of already known local anesthetics, procain, tetracain

(pantocain, decicain) and cocain, was begun already in 1943 at

this department. A preliminary report was given in 1947 (Gold-

berg 1947 b), showing xylocain to be a potent local anesthetic

both for surface and infiltration purposes with a comparatively

low toxicity.

A thorough study on the anesthetic activity in teeth ofman with

due reference to a number of anesthetic parameters was carried out

by Bjorn and Huldt (1947); reports on the use were given by
Bremer et al. (1948) in odontology and in surgery by Gordh
(1948).

In 1948 Loegren published an extensive study on chemical

and physicochemical properties of xylocain and a large body of

^ Now manufactTired by ASTBA, Sodertalje, Sweden.
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It miglit be interesting in this connexion to consider the amino
acid oxidation during metamorphosis. As appears from Fig. 4,

in TnuNBEEG-experiments an addition to the pupal mass of cer-

tain amino acids present in the pupae produces an increase in

the Mb-reducing power at the beginning

and the end of the metamorphosis period.

An addition made in the middle of this

period, however, has low effect. Since the

concentration of the various amino acids

in the pupae at these times is largely the

same. Fig. 3, the conclusion might be

drawn that the corresponding enzymatic

amino acid oxidation should display a U-

shaped fluctuation, that is to say it should

be high at the beginning and at the end of

the metamorphosis period but descend to

a minimum between the two. It is inter-

esting that an addition of glycine produces

the same variation in the Mb-reducfcionas

an addition of alanine and valine, although
•

glycine is assumed to be oxidized by a dif-

ferent enzyme than the other two amino

acids, viz,, a special glycine oxidase. A
particular study of certain amino acid

oxidating enzyme systems verifies the

above mentioned assumption. The activity

of the apo-enzyme of I-glutaminic de-

hydrogenase and l-amino acid oxidase

varies in such a manner that a minimum

occurs in the middle of the pupal period,

Fig. 4, The change in rate Fig. 5. The amino acid oxidation thus

ofmethylene blue reduction displays a fluctuation similar to the total

aminfS v2ticlfax“s dehydrogenase activity and also to the

(zero-line = spontaneous total metabolism, cf. Agkell (1947). A

pSSSopm?ntl)fS high total metabolism involves a high

phora, horizontal axis. amino acid oxidation and the conversal

is also true. The amino acid concentration

in the pupae is, as was previously pointed out, approximatively

the same whether the oxidation of these substances is high, as

at the beginning and at the end of the pupal period, or at its

minimum in the middle of the metamorphosis. This should indi-
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related compounds; as a screening test for anesthetic activity

the substances were rubbed on the tongue or injected subcuta-

neously.

The aim of this work is to study a number of isomcrcs and homo-

logues of xylocain, fifteen in all, from a pharmacological point

of view in order to get a concept of the biological effects of this

body of alkyl amino-acyl derivatives.

The pharmacological properties studied were convulsive action,

toxicity, effect on blood pressure, anesthetic activity on the rabbits

cornea and in dermal wheals, compatibility with adrenaline on

blood pressure and in local anesthesia, and possible irritant action

in the rabbits car and intra- and subcutaneously in man.

The amounts available of the different compounds were re-

stricted, and only the compounds, seen in table ], could be

chosen for a thorough pharmacological testing.

Exporimontal.

The amounts available of the different substances were restricted,

and the compounds, .seen in tabic 1, were cho.sen for this pharma-
cological study in due collalioration with iTOFCaKS' at the I)cpt. of

Organic Chemistry of the University of Stockholm, who originally

prepared and provided the substances.

Large amounts of xylocain, which was used ns a standard, was kindly

furnished by ASTRA, Sbdcrtnljo, Sweden; procain, tctracnin and cocain
were of the usual commercial brands.

The compounds arc denoted by the position of their characteristic

radicals: in the benzene nucleus, in the side-chain and at the amino-'N.
The compounds were studied in three scries:

Series I: Compounds 2, 3, 4, 2,4, 2,G, 2,G a, 2,4 ,G, and procain.

Series II: it 2,G, 2,G^, 3,4, 3,5 and procain.

Series III: » 2,G, 2,Gnl), 2,G ib, 2,G cli and procain.

The compounds of each series were tested simultaneously and com-
pared to procain, compound 2,G (xjdocain) being used ns a standard in
each series; series I was performed in a more elaborate manner (see
below).

The compounds were all prepared as hydrochlorides and were solved
as sterile solution 2 % by weight, 0.85 g NnCl added and the acidity
adjusted to pH 5.8—5.9; the compounds of series 1 were also prepared
as a 4 % solution by weight, 0.4 g NaCl added pr 100 ml, pH = 5.9.
Compound 2,6 ch was freely soluble only over 40°, and cristallized

at room temperature; all others were freely soluble at 18°.
The constitution and molecular weight of the substancc.s are given in

table 1 and references are given to chemical data.
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TaWe 2.

TM table indicates the number of tests that must be made with 1—9
animals in the group in order to show by the t-test that a percentage devia-

tion with different degrees of certainty deviates from 0. The standard
deviation of the sample has been supposed to exceed the deviation 0.5,

1, 2 and 4 times. P shows the probability that the deviation is due to chance.

P == 0.1 P = 0.05 P = O.oi P = O.ool

Batio be-

tween stand-

ard devia-

tion/devia-

tion 0.5/1 1/1 2/1 4/1 0.5/1 1/1 2/1 4/1 0.5/1 1/1 2/1 4/1 0.5A 1/1 2/1 4/1

1 animal/
group 2.8 4.6 12.8 45.2 3.5 6.4 17.9 63.8 5.2 10.4 30.3 110.2 7.7 16.4 49.3 mo

2 animals/

KTOUP 2.5 3.5 7.4 23.5 2.9 4.5 10.2 33.2 4.1 7.0 17.2 57.0 6.0 10.7 27.4 93.4

4 animals/

group
9 animals/

group

— 2.8

2.4

4.6

3.3

12.8

6.8

— 3.5

2.9

6.4

4.3

17.9

9.5

— 5.2

3.8

10.4

6.6

30.3

15.6

4.9

4.7

7.7

5.9

ie.4

10.0

49.3

24.8

and when n is small, these laws are no longer applicable. In such

cases recourse must be had to the methods elaborated for small

mvalues, such as the t-test and the analysis of variance.

In the t-test t has a definite value for different degrees of sta-

tistical validity and different number of degrees of freedom.

According as the statistical validity increases or the number of

degrees of freedom diminishes, the t value must be increased. If

tests are made on several animals simultaneously the variance

diminishes and t will increase. The number of degrees of freedom

N
can thus be reduced but not so much as — as the effect ofreducing

a

the number of degrees of freedom has, relatively speaking, a

greater effect on t than the diminished variance.

How many tests will have to be made simultaneously on a

animals relatively to the number of tests on single animals in

order to attain the same degree of validity in both cases is in-

dicated by Table 2. The values have been obtained by linear

interpolation from the t-values given by Student (1925) and by

Fisheb and Yates (1938) for the degrees of freedom 1—30 and

30—120, respectively. It should be pointed out that, whilst

Student indicates the probability that a given positive value will

not exceed -j- t, Fisher shows the probability that this value,
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Desig-
nr j.-

nation
Chemical Constitution

\ —NH—CO CH,—^•{CjHi)^

to-diethylamino-2-methylacetanilide

4
1

2.3

>—NH—CO • CH*—N(CjH5)2

<<)-diethylamino-3-methylacetanilide

CHa<^ NH—CO - CH,—N(C.H,)i

a)-diethylaniino-4-methylacetani]ide

CH, CHa

<f CO.CHj—N(C,Hs),

<u-diethylamino-2,3-dimethylacetanilide

I

OH,

5 2.4 oh/ )- -NH—CO • CH,—N(C,HJ,

a)-diethylamino-2.4'dimetbylacetanilide

220.3 1 0:

8

220.3 I; 9

220.3 1:13

234.3 1:13

6 25 ^ ^NH-CO-CH,-K(C,H,),
CH7“'

o-diethylanuno-2.5-dimethyIacetanilide

CH,

/ NH-CO • CHr-N(C,H,),

CH,
tD-diethylaniino-2.6-dimcthyIacetamlide

(LL 30. xylocain)

CH,

8 3.4 OH,/ )>—NH—CO-CH,-N(C,H,).

<o-diethylainino-3,4-dimethylacetanilide

234.3 1:14

234.3 1:15

234.3 1:17

9 3^5
^-NH-CO-CH,-N{C,H,),

CH,
to-diethylaniino-3.5-dimethylacetanilide

234.3 1:18
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(1948) wlio also denied tlie existence of an intermediate substance.

His concept that “epinephrine is the only sympathetic adrenergic

mediator” is, however, in contrast with recent evidence.

It should be noted that Euler used the word sympathin in

a different sense than did Cannon and Eosenblueth. The latter

authors used this term for a combination product formed by the

mediator from the nerve endings (called M, supposed to be ad-

renaline) and a specific substance in the effector cell (E and I re-

spectively).

According to Euler (unpublished data) the mesenteric nerves

of rabbit contain about 30—40 times more nor-adrenaline than

adrenaline. It seems very probable therefore that the substance

set free at the nerve endings on stimulation of the mesenteric

nerves in the experiments presented here is mainly nor-adrenaUne.

The effect of electrical stimulation could thus be compared with

that obtained after adding nor-adrenab'ne to the bath. The nor-

adrenaline, as well as adrenaline, is believed to act directly upon
the sympathetic receptors of the cell, in this case to produce re-

laxation. As to adrenaline evidence for its direct action upon the

receptors of the cell has been produced already by Langley and
proven by subsequent authors. The other sympathomimetic
amines are also most generally supposed to act cL'rectly upon tlie

cell. Some controversial alternatives have been suggested, how-
ever. This will be discussed more in detail below.

It seems reasonable to assume that the sympathomimetic amines
are capable of reacting with the sympathetic cell receptors
and thus produce their sympathomimetic effects because of their
chemical relationship to adrenaline and nor-adrenabne. If this be
true, it also seems justified to assume that the antagonism stud-
ied in these experiments is an example of pharmacological com-
petition. For comparison some results published by Unna (1943)
may be mentioned. He showed that N-allyl-morphine which was
less effective than morphine in raising the threshold for pain in
mice, could diminish the action of morphine. From his experi-
ments he concluded that N-allyl-morphine by virtue of its chemical
relationship to morphine exerted its action upon the same centers
as morphine; thus rendering the centers less sensitive to mor-
phine. His results could be considered an example of pharmacolog-
ical competition as discussed by Woolley (1947).
As illustrated in figure 2 the amines could be divided into

three classes with respect to their action upon the intestine.



nr
Desig-
nation

Chemical Constitution
Mol.

weight
Chemical
Data*

10 2,4,6

CHs

CH,. -NH—CO • CHi—
OH,

w-diethylamino-2,4,6-trimethylacctamlido

(LL 31)

248.4

11 2,6 a

CH3

/ KH—CO • CH'-N(CiH,).

CHj
a-diethylamino-2,6-dimethylpropionylanilido

248.4

1:19

m3

12 2.6 iS

CH,

-NH—CO • CH. • CH,—N(a.H0j/
\ /

CH,
/9-diethylamiao-2,6-dimcthylpropionylaniIide

248.4 11:1

13 2,6 nb

OH,

/ NH—CO'CH,—NH-CH,-CH,-CH,-CH,'

OH,
<o-n-butylamino-2,6-dimcthylacctanilido

234.4 m:3

CH,
\

CH,

NH—CO •CH,—NH -CHs-CH
/CH,

\CH,

cj-isobutylamino-2,6-dimothylacetaniIido

234.4 III: 4

/
CH, /CH,-CH,/^^_
>-NH.OO.CH,-HH.CH^^^^_^^^/

CH,
cu-cyclohexylamino-2,6-dimcthylacetaniHdo

260.4 IV: 6

* 0: 8 denotes substance nr 8 in table 1 in Ekdtmatt and Lofqeen (1937)
I: » » » Lofoben (1946 a)m “ '> » Lofgren and LoKDQinsT (1946 b)
ni: » * » Lofgren and Fischer (1946 0)
IV: I) i> , Lofgren and Wrn.WARK (1946 d)

Toxicity.

Method: In order to establiali the acute toxicity, 2 % solutions of each
substance, pH 5.8—5.9, were injected subcutaneously into white mice
with a weight of 13—20 g, 5 doses of each concentration to 5 animals in
each group; in series 1 4 % solutions too were tested according to the
same scheme. The doses with the 2 % solution were: O.so, 0.44, O.co,



c. Tlie effects on blood-pressure in vagotomized

and sinus denervated animals.

In animals whose vagus nerve has been divided bilaterally before

ae blasting experiment the arterial blood-pressure drops within the

lext two or three seconds after the detonation, as in animals which

aave not been vagotomized. As to the extent of this blood-pressure

drop there is no significant difference between vagotomized and

non-vagotomized animals. But the blood-pressure appears to remain

low for a considerably longer time in vagotomized animals. In sur-

viving, non-vagotomized animals the blood-pressure has usually re-

turned to about the initial value within 4 or 5 minutes. An example

may be mentioned here, namely, rabbit K 54 which after bilateral

vagotomy had been exposed in the detonation chamber to a maxi-

mum pressure of 12.8 kgf/cm^ and an impulse of 15.1 gf*sec/cm^

The blood-pressure fell from an initial value of 110 mm Hg before

to 40 mm Hg 12 seconds after the detonation. It remained at be-

tween 40 and 55 mm Hg during the next minute, but after that it

began to rise again slowly. Ten minutes after the detonation the

pressure was 75 mm Hg, and only after approximately 20 minutes

had it reached the original value. Large portions of both lungs were

haemorrhagic but the haemorrhages were not specially massive.

Also in animals which have been vagotomized and sinus denervated^

before the blasting, there is a lowering of blood-pressure as in the
other animals, though with some differences.

At the moment of the detonation the above-mentioned rise in

pressure is seen. This rise, which in the non-treated animals was
nearly instantaneous and ceased again very rapidly (duration about
0.02 sec), occurs more slowly here as in the vagotomized animals.
Thus, within about 0.1 sec the pressure rises up to a value of 150 to
180 mm Hg. Then within 0.2 to 0.3 sec it falls again to the same, or to
a somewhat higher value than before.

After this pressure peak, directly caused by the detonation the ar-

terial pressure is generally somewhat raised for the next 1 or 2 sec,

after which it begins to fall rapidly. It drops in a few seconds to very

I Denervation of the carotid sinuses was accomplished by ligating and cut-

ting off the internal carotid artery and the tissues between this and the ex-
ternal carotid artery about 0.5 cm above the bifurcation. The completeness
of the denervation was checked by letting the animals breathe a mixture of

8 per cent oxygen and nitrogen.

I I — 496036 C.-Jy Clemedson
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1.00 and 1.5 mg/g body weight, and with the 4 % solution; 0.24, O.so,

0.54, 0.8 0 and 1.2 mg/g body weight. The error of the method is approxi-

mately 10—^15 %.

Results: The animals reacted principally in the same way to all

substances, the differences being more of a quantitative nature.

On a low dose the animals showed no reaction at all or loss of

spontaneous activity. On a higher dose the animals showed the

Straub tail-phenomenon, the animals moving about, having the

tail erected with a slight bow of the tip in a cranial direction. Then

convulsions appeared of tonic and clonic type, passing into ex-

tension convulsions in the' extremities, and opisthotonus: in some

cases of a degree to cause the animals to raise on the maximally

extended hind limbs and to fall backwards. Then a paralysis

developed with loss of righting reflexes, and on higher doses the

animals eventually died in respiratory and cardiac failure.

The number of animals in each group showing con'vulsions, and

the number of animals succumbing, were noted. In all 750 animals

were used for these experiments.

The median convulsive dose (CDso), and the median lethal dose

(LD50) were computed graphically by plotting the added per-

centage of animals reacting, transformed to probits according to

Bliss (1938), against log dose. The graph also allows of determining

the standard deviation, being the inverse value of the declination

of the line, representing the dosage effect curve. It was striking

to notice, that all substances had approximately the same stan-

dard de'viation, the difference between them being a shift of the

curve, corresponding to the difference in toxicity. The magnitude

of the standard deviation, about 40 %, was of the same order as

that found for xylocain and procain (Goldberg 1947 b).

The values found for the convulsive and lethal doses are tabu-

lated in table 2.

The doses for the 4 % solution (series I) were as a rule lower than

those for the 2 % solution, implying the toxicity to increase with

increase of concen-tration (cp. Goldberg 1947 b). Here only the

values for. a 2 % solution will be given.

The lethal doses of the different compounds varied between
0.2 and 2 g/kg, thus a range of 10 •times. Extensive tests with

xylocain and procain on a large number of animals have shown
(Goldberg 1947 b) a 2 % solution of xylocain to have a LD^o
of 0.6 g/kg and that of procain to be 0.9 g/kg.

From the figures here presented (table 1), the following relation-
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The circulation time is

animals but prolojiged in

unchanged or shortened in slightly injured

animals with severe lung injuries.

CHAPTER 15.

Body Temperature in Blast Injury.

No statements are given in the literature as to the body tempera-

ture in animals injured by blast.

41so in cUnical literature dealing «-ith blast injuries statements as to the body

temperature are noticeably sparse. Usually, vhen first examined after the acci-

dent. the injured seem to have had subnormal or normal temperature, v Inch

has then risen, particularly if complications have set in. Tunbridge and \ IL-

SON (1943) mention one case, a man aged 38, who was injured when a flying

bomb detonated at a distance of less than 14 m. One hour after the accident

the temperature was 36.1“ C. Seven hours later it was 36.9° C, and severe symp-

toms of blast injury had developed. The following morning the temperature

was 37.1° C. On the third day it had risen to 39.7° C probably due to pneumonia

having set in. The temperature never fell below 39.3° C, and the man died on

the fourteenth day after the accident. In two other cases the temiierature was

36.4° C and 37.1° C, respectively, and in a third 36.8° C, 2 hours after the deto-

nation. Barrow and Rhoads (1944) state that on admission to hospital the

body temperature in most of their patients injured by blast was slightly subnor-

mal. In those severely injured there was a secondary rise in temperature of 1

or 2° C after 4 to 12 hours.

Own investigations.

The body temperature of the rabbit is normally subjected to greater

variations than that of man, and seems more dependent on the tem-

perature of the surrounding air. Determinations of the rectal tem-

perature of 40 normal animals gave a mean value of 38.9 + 0.05° C

(a = 0.29° C). The variations during two consecutive days are shown

in table 34, where the mean values from determinations carried out

at three different times of the day have been entered.

As is seen the temperature is remarkably constant during the day.

The condition for this, however, is that the animals must be accus-

tomed to the procedure of measurement, that they are absolutely still

and calm, and that they are not exposed to draught or strong temper-
ature changes. If the animals are restless the body temperature rises

and may increase by 0.5° C, or more. Determinations of the tempera-
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Table 2.

Toxicity and Anesthelie Action.

Duration of Anesthetic Action
j

Toxicity
Babbits Cornea

Dermal wheals 1

(guinea-pig) i

Substance*
Convulsive Lethal

in

Per Cent

Ab- Bel-

2%
2 % 1

4-20;
/ig/ml 1Dose Dose solute ative 1%

(GD»o)

g/bg
LDjo
g/kg

Igf
min.

hrs adren-.

abn 1

min.

5! . . . . 0.3 1.8 20 30 90 5 131 126 247

3 0.4 1.5 25 25 80 5 171 238 353

4 0.3 0.7 43 30 170 6 204 285 319

2,3 0.5 0.8 60 30 250 7 165 220 .313

24 0.5 0.7 70 40 170 6 208 288 359

2;5 0.5 l.I 45 40 160 5^2 228 311 321

2,6 (ryloe.) 0.3 0.4 75 60 180 5V* 162 183 332

3,4 0.5 1.2 40 12 140 5 209 222 313

3,5 0.7 2.0 30 18 1.30 6 221 242 338

2,4,6 0.2 0.2 90 40 180 5V* 201 202 272

2,6 « 0.3 0.4 75 70 210 6*/. 238 276 344

2,6 /S 0.2 0,3 70 60 .300 7 150 172 242

2.6 nb...... 0.2 0:3 70 60 220 6 100 155 319
2,6 ib 0.2 0 .5. 40 52 240 6 1.30 161 320
2,6 ch 0.15 0.2 - 75 43 240 4V* 107 190 270
Procain . .

.

*• Cp. t£

0.4

ible 1,

O.G 70 137 151 237

sliip "between chemical constitution and lethal effect can he as-

sumed:

a) One methyl group in 2- or 3-position, or two methyl groups
in 2,5 and 3,5-position have the lowest lethal effect.

h) A methyl group in 4-position increases the lethal effect, if

alone or combined in a 2,4-, in a 3,4- or in a 2,4,6-position, and has
about the same effect as a 2,5-position.

c) Two methyl groups in 2,6-position increase the lethal effect.

d) Three methyl groups have the strongest lethal effect (2,4,6).

e) A lengthening of the side-chain increases the lethal effect

(2,6 /5), whereas a branching does not change it (2,6 a).

f) A n-butyl (2,6 nb) or a cyclo-hexyl radical (2,6 ch) increase
the lethal effect as compared to a diethyl radical (2,6) or an iso-
butyl radical (2,6 ib).

As to the convulsive action, the doses varied for all compounds
between 0.15 and 0.5 g/kg. The determinations are as a rule not so
exact as to allow of a definite ranking, the error being 15—25 %.
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creased formation of certain organic acids, particularly lactic acid in

the blood.

In the slightly injured animals the alkali reserve decreases during

the first two hours but after that it rises again quickly above the

initial value. This latter increase may be explained as an excess

compensation brought about by the hyperventilation.

The increase of non protein nitrogen and the phosphorus content
in plasma, usually seen in traumatic shock, appears in blast injury in

animals only which have obtained such severe lesions that they die

within a short time after the detonation. An increase, though even
this only pre-mortal, is observed also in regard to potassium in plasma.
The creatinine content does not change.

Thus none of the changes, such as increase of non protein nitrogen
and of creatinine, phosphorus and potassium in plasma, which would
be attributed to hypoxemia of the kidneys, occur in animals which
survive the detonation, and only the reduced alkali reserve indicates
a hypoxemia of the muscles (formation of acids).

The results of the blood analyses thus speak against traumatic shock
having been of any importance.

CHAPTER 17 .

Causes o! Death in Blast Injury.

Krohs et coU. (1942) point out that "there are a nnmher o£ ways o£
icmg killed by blast, of which total disintegration of the body is
the extreme case met with very close to an explosion”. A total dis-
integration of the body due to blast, however, would be rare, as iton y occurs m the immediate vicinity of the charge within the area

t of

;

no external injuries, or only quite insignificant external in-juries there have been many divergent opinions. It has indeed beenpossible to point to the extensiveness of the lung lesions but the majority of authors have been inclined fn o tt
' ° ™

(19401 th.tfWnofi 1
^ Hadfield et coll.

Lk
changes are insufficient in caus-

ft T, f
” ““ f” a® of death

... Mast .n,ury (ct. also Tukbridgr and Wtnsox 1943).
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On the whole there is a certain relationship between convulsive

and lethal dose, those with a low toxicity, however, having a

relatively high convulsive action (2 and 3), CD.o being a low per-

centage of LDjo- One limit can be taken at 40—50 % (table 2),

compounds below this limit having a strong convulsive and para-

lyzing action.

The dose for loss of righting reflexes was approximately equal

to or slightly higher than the convulsive dose.

Effect on Blood Pressure.

a. Pure compounds.

Method: The effect on blood pressure was established in the rabbit.

The animal was anesthetized by 1.7 5 g urethan per kg intravenously

in a 20 % solution; the trachea and one jugular vein were cannulated

and the arterial blood pressure was recorded from one carotid artery

by means of rubber tubings and Hg manometer. The compound was
injected into the jugular vein in a 2 % solution, pH 5.8—5.9, together

with 3—5 ml of Ringer solution. Several compounds were compared
in the same animal. In all some 400 injections (a and b inclusive),

were made and evaluated in 15 animals.

Results: All substances had a depressant action on the rabbit’s

blood pressure, and gave an average fall in pressure of about

20—'30 mm Hg on a dose of 1.3—2 mg/kg. The action was un-

affected by atropin or cutting of the vagi. A typical record is

The experiments give an orienta-

tion as to the intensity of the effect,

but do not allow of a quantitative

comparison. Some conclusions as to

a possible differentiation between

the substances may be drawn;

A methyl group in a 2-position

seems to have slightest effect on

blood pressure, whereas a methyl

group in a 3,4- or 5-position in-

creases the depressant action.

The fall in blood pressure is

on an average 50—100 % larger

than that caused by procain

injected in the same concentra-

tion.

snown in iigure i.

1

Fig. 1. Effect of Compounds nrs
4 and 2,6 a on Arterial Blood
Pressure. Rabbit, 3.0 kg. Time:

30 seconds. 2 % Solutions.

1. 0.25 ml nr. 4. 2. 0.25 ml
nr. 2,6 «. 3. 0.40 ml nr. 4.
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„f tranrfet of dyoa in connootivo ti«.o and thi» was supposod to l,e

clused by an inctcasod amount of pulsation enerEy tranam.ttod from

Tod vassals. Thus, it follows that dooroasiuE hypo..,n,a mu t

o!„sra dectaaso in the rate of dye transfer. Tab ,he the above
ab-

luent at face value the influence of subnormal and increased blood

flow throUEh synovial inembranM may m view of the before mei -

tioned dissimilar structual and circulatory patterns induce the fo -

lowing chain of events.

Since the-regulatory mechanisms so acting on the vessels as to per-

mit the increased blood flow in hyperemia must be directly oppo-

site in action to those reducing the blood flow to or lielow the normal

level, it seems likely that in the case last mentioned the rate of

transfer of soluble matter (colloids, dyes) is decreased and the amount

of pulsation energy transmitted to the tissues is diminished. The

simplest way in which the blood flow through the synovial membrane

can be decreased is by partial constriction of the terminal arterioles.

According to the above reasoning this would cause a decreased trans-

fer of matter. The absorption of an isotonic electrolytic solution

from the joint cavity to the blood capillaries ought to increase

simultaneously owing to a decreased hydrostatic pressure in the

vessels engaged in fluid transfer.

On the other hand, hyperemia in synovial membranes— where the

capillary bed is so constructed that no shunt mechanisms exist and

the terminal arteriole is the most distal arterial vessel — would lead

to an increased transfer of colloids through the membrane and a

simultaneously decreased fluid absorption to the blood capillaries.

It is known that in resting tissues where a vasomotion mechanism

in the sense of Zweifach et al. exists, a predominance of the con-

strictor phase is said to occur in the precapillary sphincters to-

gether with a reduced mean flow in the a-v channels. In analogy

with the above reasoning additionally increased “vasomotion” would

mean that a colloid, e. g. a solute which cannot permeate blood

vessels, ought to be absorbed at a slower rate from joint cavities.

During increased vasomotion an isotonic electrolytic solution em-
ployed as an absorption indicator in the joint ought to disappear
at a more rapid rate than in normal controls. In hyperemic synovial
membranes the transmitted pulsation energy should— presupposing
a vasomotion mechanism as outlined above — increase the transfer

of colloid. In the latter case the absorption of an isotonic electrolytic
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b. Combination with Adrenaline.

Method: The compounds were tested on their compatibility

adrenaline on the rabbit’s blood pressure, mixtures of the compound m
a 2 solution and 2—20 ug adrenaline per ml being used, corresponing

to a concentration of adrenaline of 1 : 500,000—1 : 50,(W0 reap. The

usual atnouut of adrenaline added to a local anesthetic for clinical

application is 10—10 /<g per ml (1 : 100,000

—

1 : 25,000).

Fig. 2. Effect ofCompounds nr. 4 and 2,6 « + Adrenaline on Arterial Blood Proasuro

Rabbit 2.0 kg. Time: 30 seconds. 2 % Solutions + 20 ,«g adronaline/ml.

1.

0.

10 ml nr 2,6 «. 3. O.lO ml nr 4.

2. 0

.

20 ml » 4. 0.20 ml »

Results: All compounds gave a rise in blood pressure when using

tbe mixture 1 ; 100,000, as an example 0.2 of this mixture,

injected into a rabbit of 2 kg, gave a rise in blood pressure of

25—30 mm Hg. Thus, e. g. 1 jug adrenaline/kg not only counter-

acted tbe depressant action of a compound in 2 % solution but
even induced a rise in blood pressure. A typical record is shown in

figure 2.

Some experiments with 0.2—0.4 ml of a mixture with adrenaline

1 : 500,000 gav? a varying response: sometimes a fall and some-
times a rise in blood pressure. This concentration of adrenaline,

1 : 500,000, was thus approximately the threshold value for

counteraction.

Tbe experiments suggest tbe conclusion that those substances,
which in pure form caused a large fall in blood pressure, need a
greater amount of adrenaline added to give a rise in blood pressure
than those substances, which alone gave a slighter fall in blood
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Fig, 7

The figures in parentheses represent the approximate contents
in % of fresh tissue, calculated on the basis of analyses of
he author and others and under the assumption that the

zi:" r'

“"Tr' components in axom andnyeUn sheaths is further illustrated in the diagram fig 7based on similar calculations. There, the lipids _ but’nof'the
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pressure. A ranking of tke substances in combination with adrena-

line vrith. regard to these findings gave a fairly good agreement

with the ranking of the substances with no adrenaline added.

Anesthetic Activity.

a. Rabbits Cornea.

Method: The possible property of the compounds to induce surface

anesthesia was tested on the rabbit’s eye. 0.25 ml of a 2 % solution, pH
5 . 8—5 . 9 ,

was instilled into the conjunctival sac and left there for 30

seconds. In series I 0.25 ml of a 4 % solution was used too. The onset

and disappearance of anesthesia was followed quantitatively in the

following way (Goldberg, in press);

A series of standardized irritation hairs were used to elicit a blink

reflex. The absolute force of the hair was measured. It is shown by the

present author (Goldberg, in press), that the critical value of stimula-

tion when irritation hairs are used to measure the sensitivity of the

cornea to touch or pain stimuli, is the total force exerted by the hair

e. g. expressed in gf, and not the pressure ppr unit area, e. g. expressed

in gf/mm®. The force of the weakiest hair which just elicited the blink

reflex was denoted as threshold value; with increasing anesthesia the

threshold increases and could thus be used as a measure of the depth

of anesthesia.

The course of anesthesia was followed every 15 minutes by applying

a whole series of test hairs (30 hairs), ranging from O.ois to 5.o the

weakiest hair being noted, which just elicited the blink reflex. The lid

hairs were removed beforehand.

In order to be able to compare different concentrations and com-
pounds, special stress was laid on the following stages;

a) absolute anesthesia: no blink reflex could be elicited by any stimula-

tion (threshold stimulus > 5 gf),

b) relative anesthesia: threshold stimulus = 1 gf ,

c) no anesthesia: the moment when the normal value is reached.

Four eyes on four different rabbits were used for each substance and
concentration, as the main purpose was to establish if the substances

could bring about surface anesthesia, not to differentiate quantitatively

between the substances. Two and two of the substances were applied

to the right and the left eye resp. of one and the same rabbit.

There is a large variation from animal to animal, whereas the two
eyes of an animal react almost exactly like. This procedure thus allowed

a comparison between two substances, and a rough comparison be-

tween aU of them. In all 116 experiments were performed on 58 animals.

The error is approximately 25—50 %.

Results: All substances gave a substantial surface anesthesia

with total loss of sensitivity to touch or pain stimuli after applica-

tion of a 2 % solution or a 4 % solution. The absolute anesthesia



li,e glycolipids, according to Feyrter, would be more or less

diffusely distributed in the axis-cylinder; less is known ot

cholesterol. However, because of its being a »sheath typical*

lipid and its comparatively higher increase than that of the

phospholipids in the stage when axons are forming and hence

cell surfaces augmenting, at least to some extent cholesterol

may be assumed to be concentrated to the surface layer.

Using physical methods, Schmitt et al. (152) have extensiv-

ely investigated the organization of the lipids in the myelin

sheath. Here I have no intention of discussing their well-

known results. It should be pointed out, however, tliat a

definite pattern of molecular proportions between the various

sheath lipids would logically complete their diagrams of

myelin sheath structure. My results suggest that such a pattern

really exists, the ,
finer composition of which should be the

object of continued studies.
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Fig. .3. Surface Anesthesia on the RnbhvtV Eye. Con^pounds nr. 2 and i\. Depth

of Anesthesia, established by calibrated irritation hairs, expressed ns threshold

stimulus in gf plotted against time in minutes.

A. 2% Solutions. B. 4 % Solutions,

lasted at least 12 minutes, in some instances up to 70 minutes,

on an average 40 minutes. Relative anesthesia lasted up to 5 hours,

generally 2—3 hours, and the sensilivity returned to normal

within 4Vs—7 hours, the anesthesia as a rule lasting longer with

a 4 % solution. A typical scries of experiments is shown in figure 3.

The record clearly shows the course of anesthesia and the pro-

longation of the action due to increase in concentration (2 and 4 %,
A and B resp.). Compound 2 had a somewhat more potential

action than nr 3 in both concentrations, as measured by the longer

duration of the absolute anesthesia.

Absolute values are given in table 2. A rough ranking by an
arbitrary scale of the substances as to differences in anesthetic

property is shown in table 3.

It can be assumed that introduction of two or more methyl
groups brings about an increase in the surface anesthetic activity,

a methyl group in a 2- or 4-position seems to give a higher activity

than a 3- or 5-position; and a 2,6-position to give the strongest
effect. A lengthening of the side chain does not change the ac-
tivity (2,6 a and 2,6 ^), whereas introduction of other radicals
than ethyl groups at the amino-N (2,6 nb, 2,6 ib, 2,6 ch) definitely

decreases the activity.



XIX

Accessories

viiii Slyke-Ncill’s manomelric apparatus

Receiver tot 0.5 N NaOH free from COs (rubber tipped)

Quartz lumps crushed lo suitable dimensions (1-2 mm in length)

.lena glass reaction vessel with rubber jointed adaptor.

Rubber tubing (treated acc. (116))

Method

Hydrolysis, Same os for ethanolaminc determination (p. XVII).

Preparing the sample, 5 mi sample solution (or sample diluted with

distilled water to 5 ml), totally containing 0.03-0.05 mg N as amino acid,

are transferred to a reaction vessel and the solution buffered by adding

100 mg citrate buffer.

EHmmaiion of the preformed CO3 gas. Add some quartz lumps to prevent

bumping. Heat to boiling in about 30 seconds the reaction vessel over the

flame of a micro Bunsen burner and boil for exactly 1 minute.

Cool solution lo below 25= by putting vessel under running lap water

for 3 minutes or into ice water for 1 Yi minutes.

Preparing vessel for evacuation following ninhydrin addition, Fi.x

adaptor rubber tube with squeezer applied lo strong water suction pump
with interconnected manometer. Moisten free end of rubber lube with

distilled water. Now add 2 ml mercury and later 50 mg ninhydrin

to cooled solution in reaction vessel. The ninhydrin having been added

immediately connect lo vessel rubber tube from pump and ns quickly as

possible and within 30 seconds evacuate to a pressure of 20-30 mm Hg,
then close vessel by means of squeezer. Finally, seeing that no air enters,

substitute squeezer with glass adaptor. Put away vessels with adaptors
downwards, then mercury should cover rubber joint and fill 2 cm of lube
above it.

If a series of samples are lo be determined it is advantageous to first

execute all preliminary steps including evacuation and then boil all the
vessels simultaneously.

Boding samples. As quickly as possible lower vessels into a large, actively
boiling water bath (this should not depreciate temperature below 98=).
Leave vessels completely submerged for 20 minutes.

Cool vcfflcls to room lempctataro in running wnlor and limn put llicm
arnlo nnl. adaptors down nnlil it is nonyoni.nl to dotermino tl,o CO.
generated.

Votanwc dctominolion cO, „„alcd In rnoclion „ per-(orrnod acn (8S) Pressnro, are measured at a volume ot D.s ml

, „ "r *""" ** "-ote in a reanlionvessel. Boil for 1 minute, cool, add about 2 mi .

malvsis in . . ,

^ ^ evacuate and continue
analysis as from ^Volumetric determinotlnn rn , , .crmmauoii of CO3 generated m reaction
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Table 3.

Banking of Compounds as to Phatmacological Proper ties.

Ri

—NH—CO-CHs-Rj—

N

/
\
B4

B3
R,

Substance* Toxicity

Anesthesia Irritation
j

Cornea Subcut.
Ear

(Rabbit)

2 -f ++ + -k
i

-k-k
I

3 + -k-k-k -k-k -k-k-k 1

4 -k-k+ -k-k-k -k-k(-k) -k-k
2,3 ++ + -k-k -k-k-k + 4" -k-k 1

2.4 ++ -k-k-k -k-k+ -k -k-k-k (-k)

2,5 +(+) ++{+) -k-k -k-k -k-k -k-k -k-k-k
'

2,6 (xylocain) + -t-+ -k+++ -k-k-k 0 0

3,4 +(+) ++ -k-k-k +++ 4-+
3,5 + ++ -k-k-k -k-k -k-k -k-k
2.4,6 -t--i—h-k -k-k-k -k-k-k 0 (-k)

2,6 a -k -k-k-k -k-k -k-k {+) -k-k-k
2,6/3 -k+ -k(-l-) "k -k-k-k k(-k) 0 -k-k
2,6 nb -f-k+ ++ ++ k-k-k(-k) -k

2,6 ib H—((•+•) -k-k ++ -k-k -k

2,6 ch H—k-kd- -k-k + 4* 0 +
Procain ......... ++(+) 0 -k 0 0

^ Cp. table 1.

b. Intradermal Wheal.

Method: For testing infiltration anesthesia 0.‘.i5 ml of a 2 % solution,

pH 5.8—5.9, was injected intradermally into the guinea-pig’s back.

Each compound was tested in 1 %, 2 % and 2 % -f adrenaline ] : 50,000

(20 //g/ml). In series I each compound and concentration was tested in

10 wheals, 9 wheals on each animal; in series II 15—^26 wheals and in

series III 11—^16 wheals were made per compound and concentration.

All compounds of one and the same series were tested on each guinea-

pig, using xylocain and procain as control. The position of each com-

pound and concentration was changed from lateral to medial, from

cranial to caudal, thus compounds and concentrations being randomized,

all compounds were injected in each animal, procain included, being

used as a reference. Experiments have shown that -there is a large

variation from animal to animal, but a smaller one within one and the

same animal between positions. The standard deviation was 12—57 %,
and the standard error of the mean 6—8 % on an average. In all 786
wheals were evaluated in 150 animals.

Anesthetic parameters (Bjorn 1947, Goldberg 1947 a): The onset

of the anesthesia was immediate, therefore only the duration was
established by measuring the time till the reaction of the animal to a

pin prick became normal. The incidence was 100 %; the range was not

tested.



Elements to be added in traces only

mg

B
0.05

Cu 0.3

Fe 0.6

Mn 0,06

Mo 0.06

Zn 6.0

These latter elements arc added in 3 ml of llic following solution;

Boric acid

ang

57

Fcrrichloride. 6 HsO 06

Zinc chloride 420

Sodium molybdate 42

Manganese chloride. 7 HsO 141

Copper sulphate 375

Dissolve all above suKstances an water and dilute to 3 l^ volume.

Immediately after preparation decani solution into 3 1 liter Pyrc.v flasks.

Stopper flasks with non-absorbent cotton wool, slcrilirc at almospbcric

pressure in autoclave for 15 minutes, then at 15 pountls for 30 minutes

or at 20 pounds for 15 minutes. Avoid repealed autoclaving, Disemti

opalescent, cloudy or coloured solutions.

Preparation of conidium suspension

Suspend conidia in a few ml sterile dir.Ullcd water. Take conidia from

a culture strain of Ncurospora about 4-0 days old. Eslimalc npproximalo

number of conidia per volumetric unit and dilute if necessary, A few 100

conidia per drop is adequate.

Standardizing

Make up standard solutions containing respectively 15, 20. 25, 30 and
35 pig inositol per ml saturated NaCl solution.

Pipette into each of several 125 ml fKosks 20 ml basal medium and then
exactly 1 ml of the respective standard solutions. Charge in this manner
12 flasks or more with each standard solution.

Stopper flasks with cotton wool and sterilize in autoclave. After sterilisa-
tion add to each flask l drop of slerile conidium suspcn-sion. Stopper flasks
and incubate at 25° C.

10 and 15 pg flasks should be incubated for
20 and 25 » » « „ „

30 and 35 » » » „

6-7-8 days

5-6-7 »

4-5-6 »

Daily collect m a net mycelia from 4 flaxk.s of each concentration.

iXT fa f and dry at
100 for 2 hours. Cool in a vacuum exsiccator and weigh to 0.1 mg.
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Results: The results are given in table 2. All substances "were

potent local anesthetics, already in a 1 % solution. They were

generally more potent in a 2 % solution, and they showed the

longest duration when combined with adrenaline. Nr 2 seems to

have the shortest duration, and be of the same activity as pro-

cain. This result with nr 2 confirms the observations of Lofgren

(1946 a). He reports that “In Selbstversuchen des Verfassers

zeigte sich jedoch nun mehr, dass die Substanz als Infiltrations-

anastheticum dem Novocain nahe steht, dass sie aber dem Novo-

cain als Leitungsanastheticum offenbar unterlegen ist.” My ex-

periments show that all the other compounds tested cause a def-

initely larger duration than procain.

As in surface anesthesia, compounds 2,6 P, 2,6 nb, 2,6 ib and

2,6 ch have the lowest activity. Then follows a group of 3, 4, 2,3,

2,6, 3,4, 2,4,6, numbers 2,4, 2,5, and 2,6 a ha\’ing the strongest

effect. The differences in effect are not of an order of magnitude,

with the exception of the extremes, as to allow of any definite

conclusions as to a relationship between chemical constitution and

anesthetic activity. Extensive experiments on the relation be-

tween 2,6 (xylocain) and procain in dermal wheals definitely

show the superiority of xylocain (Goldberg 1947 b).

Irritant Action.

a. Subcutaneous injection into the rabbit’s ear.

Method: O.i ml of a 2 % solution, pH 5.8—5.9, was injected sub-
cutaneously into the outer third of the rabbit’s ear well between the two
layers of the skin (Gronberg 1935), albino rabbits being used. This
amount produced a slight wheal, which was completely absorbed
within a few hours. 5 ears were used for each compound, two compounds
on every animal. As for other tests, the animals may vary in their
reaction to a compound, an animal sometimes only reacting slightly
to a rather irritant compound. It was never noted, however, that an
animal was hypersensitive and reacted abnormally to otherwise not
irritating compounds. The variations were overcome by injecting
two and two compounds in every rabbit. In all 98 experiments were
performed in 49 animals. The site of injection w'as then observed for a
total period of 15 days (series 1} or 40 days (series II and III) and the
following reactions^ were looked for: hyperemia, extra-vasal blood
imbibition, infiltration,^ surrounding edema and necro.sis.
A qualitative gradation is given in table 4, the ranking made at an

arbitrary scale according to the number of reactions and their duration.
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Table 4.

Irritant Action in the Babbit’s Ear.

Qualitative Effect Quantitative
Effect

Substance* 100 % 50% 0% Ranking Maximal Area
found mm*.

4 6 7 + 20
3 4—5 8—12 14—15 ++ 72
4 4—5 8—12 14—15 b'4'(+) 78
2,3 4—

5

7—8 12—16 ++ 45
2,4 7—8 10—12 15 +++ 200

2.5

2.6 (xylocain)

11—14
1—2

14-16
2—3

21—28
4—

5

++++
0

211
6

3,4 6—8 9—20 25—30 +++ 78
8.5 20—28 28—35 >38 ++++ 131
2,4.6 1—2 2-3 4—5 0 6
2.6 a 4 4—6 8 (+) 10
2,6 yS 3—4 5—6 7—

8

0 4
2,6 nb 7-8 10-14 15—25 +++{+) 130
2,6 ib 4-5 6—10 12—16 + "1- 45
2,6 nb 1—

2

2—3 4 5 0
0

6

Procain 1—2 2—3 3 6

* Cp. table 1.

Hyperemia, possibly infiltration of very slight degree
(max.area 2—3 mm*)

» » of slight degree (<[ 20 mm*)
» * + edema
t> large infiltration surrounding edema
» » » 0 » + necrosis

= 0
= +
= ++
= +++
= ++++

Results: A numter of experiments on physiological saline, and

on procain 2 %, pH = 5.8—6.0, injected in the same way, showed

these solutions to give a slight hyperemia and blood imbibition,

combined with a slight infiltration of 1 X 2 mm^ the reaction

lasting in some instances for 2—3 days. These reactions were

denoted as 0,

It is obvious that the compounds vary considerably as to pos-

sible irritant action: from no effect (2,6, 2,4,6) to necrosis (2,5, 3,5).

It seems as if a 2,6-position is a supposition for no irritant effect;

other positions cause an irritant action, a single 2-position a slight

reaction, a 3- or 4-position an increase. Thus 2,4, 2,5 and 3,4

and 3,5 have the strongest irritant action, 2,5 and 3,5 inducing

a necrosis. In 2,4,6 the 2,6-position seems to counteract the effect

of the 4-position (cp. injection in man, where 2,4,6 has a slight

irritant action). A branching of the side-chain causes a slight

effect (2,6 a), whereas a mere lengthening is without effect
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arterial pH during the coarse ot a respiratory eye e (see fig^

6 From these observations it Mows, that in contone with

fslow rate of respiration it must be very difBcult to obtain

sinrie samples of blood, the pH, pCO, or CO, content ot which

actaally represent the average values of the circulating arterial

blood This fact will presumably explain some of the diverg-

euces iu certain results, which different investigators have

obtained from experiments concerning the chemical control of

breathing.

Arterial Oxygen Saturation and pH.

As mentioned the oximeter designed for the recording of

arterial oxygen saturation was especially elaborated to compen-

sate automatically for alterations in the hemoglobin content of

the blood. It was not possible, however, to attain a complete

compensation in case the circulating blood was temporarily

diluted excessively by rapidly performed injections of large

doses of physiological saline solutions. Then the galvanometer

deflection increased temporarily, but returned in a few seconds

to its former position.

When acid or alkali was administered rapidly in doses, which

induced marked alterations in the arterial pH, the oxygen satu-

ration tracing also showed temporary deviations. The direction

and magnitude of these deflections depended upon the previous

degree of oxygen saturation. Thus when the animals were

breathing pure oxygen, rapid injections of HCl caused a small

temporary deviation upwards in the ox5'gen saturation curve,

whereas injections of NaHCOg and NagCOg under the same
condition caused a lowering (fig. 7). These colour reactions

seem rather obscure in comparison with those observed under
hypoxemia. In the latter condition the same injections gave
rise to reversed, initial and temporary deviations in the arterial

oxygen saturation tracing. These deviations are ascribed to

a dominating effect on the arterial oxygen saturation by the
veil known shift in the dissociation curve of oxihemoglobin,
vhich takes place, when the pH of the blood is changed (cf.

Barceopt & Oebeli 1910—11).

Another example of the mutual relationship between oxygen
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(2,6 /?). A n-butyl radical (2,6 nb) or an isobutyl radical (2,6 ib)

at tbe amino-N cause a strong increase in irritant action, whereas

cyclo-hexyl (2,6 ch) has no effect.

A quantitatiye measure of the degree of irritation was procured

in the following way;

The central area of hyperemia + blood imbibition and the area

of infiltration were measured and added, the mean of these two
areas being used for computation. The average of the 5 reactions

was taken as a measure of the irritant effect, and plotted against

time. Some examples are given in figure 4.

The record (fig. 4 A) clearly shows that the area, expressed

in mm2, on any day was related to the irritant effect of the sub-

stances, two substances of the same effect shoiving curves, more
or less coinciding (nrs. 3 and 4, 2,6 and 2,4,6), curves for substances
of different effect showing a different course (nrs. 2, 2,4, 2,5 and
2,6). Eor all compounds, with one exception, the maximal area
appeared after 24 hours, the horisontal part of the curve of sub-
stance nr. 2,6 most probably being due to a missing observation
between the 1st and the 4th day. Hyperemia, infiltration and
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edema thus showed maximal values after 24 hours; necrosis

developed after 4—7 days.

The rate of regression and healing of the reaction is an inter-

esting phenomenon. The course seems to follow a logarithmic

or exponential curve, first decreasing rajpidly, and then to de-

crease at a gradually slower rate. A logarithmic course implies

the size of the area to diminish progressively by a constant frac-

tion. When plotting the area, transformed into logarithms, against

time in days (fig. 4 B), the decrease became approximately hnear

(fig. 4 B), the regression coefficient, in logarithmic units, on an

average being 0,1, corresponding to an approximate diminishing

of the area by 20—30 % a day.

The agreement between the qualitative and quantitative ranking

is good, and speaks in favour of using these methods as a means

of establishing an irritant action. The logarithmic course of the

healing of these reactions agrees with theories on the heahng of

wounds, this too showing an exponential course after a latency

period of some days (reviewed by Sandblom 1944).

6. Subcutaneous injection in man.

Method.: In some tentative experiments each compound was injected

in a small amount, O.i—0.5 ml, intra- and subcutaneously in man in a

2 % solution, pH 5.8—5.9. The subjective reaction was denoted: no
pain = 0; slight smarting = +; considerable smarting = -]—b; iR‘

tensive smarting, injection to be stopped = -]—j—[-•

Results: The results are seen in table 3. The action varies con-

siderably from no reaction (2,6) to heavy pain, lasting for several

days (3, 2,5, 2,6 a), even after injection of 0,1 ml. Nr. 2,6 and

2,4,6 seem to be the only compounds not giving reaction in man.

No relationship of any certainty could be established between the

irritant action in the rabbit’s ear and that in man. Thus 2,6 and
'possibly 2,4,6 are the only compounds passing both tests and giving

no irritant action in animal or man.

Discussion.

It is evident that there seems to exist a certain relationship

between chemical constitution and pharmacological action, this

relationship, however, changing with the property studied. A
survey is given in table 3. No conclusions can be drawn with

certainty about the effect of position or radicals not studied.
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as the introduction of small changes in the constitution can lead

to great effects, Xylocain (2,6) and possibly LL 31 (2,4,6) seem

to have outstanding properties, being potent local anesthetics

both for surface and infiltration purposes, and not being irritant.

Lopgben (1948) has supposed the action of xylocain to be due

to inhibited resonance and an o-effect, as judged among other

from the molar refraction; the value of the thermo-dynamic ioniza-

tion constant, pK^ being low, was supposed to play a certain

role too. Measurements on isolated motor nerve from frog by

Ehrenberg (in press) suggest the free base to-decide the activity.

Finally determinations of the distribution coefficient oleyl alcohol/

water suggest the Meyer-Overton rule not to be valid for this

group of local anesthetics (Lofgren 1948).

Summary.

Pharmacological properties of fifteen homologues and isomeres

of xylocain, being alkyl-amino-acyl derivatives (table 1) were in-

vestigated. All compounds were tested in a 2 % solution, pH
adjusted to 5.8—5.9.

The convulsive dose (CDjo) varied between 0.25 and 0.5 g/kg,

the lethal dose (LDco) between 0.2 and 2 g/kg; both were

established in white mice.

All compounds caused a fall in the rabbit’s blood pressure.

In combination with adrenaline a concentration of more than
1:333,000 (3 /^g/ml) increased blood pressure.

The compounds were potent local anesthetics, causing a surface
anesthesia on the rabbit’s eye with an absolute duration of 12—70
minutes and a total duration of 4—7 hours.

The infiltration anesthesia in dermal wheals in guinea-pigs
lasted in a 1 % and 2 % solution up to 300 minutes; addition of
adrenaline 1 : 60,000 (20 pg/ml) caused a marked increase, shorving
the compatibility with adrenaline.

The irritant effect varied for the different compounds, xylocain
and LL 31 (2,4,6) being not irritant neither in the rabbit’s ear
nor in man.

A relation between chemical constitution and pharmacological
action was assumed and varied for each property studied.

2-—i91378. Acta phys. Scandinau. Yol. 18.
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The present work supplements my previous observations on

coloured adaptation of- single retinal elements of decerebrate cats

with a study of adaptation to ’white' light (Gernandt, 194:8).

The results can be described very briefly and should be considered

in relation to the earlier work. Striking differences had been noted

between the effects of a red, a blue and a green adapting light on

three test lights, a red at 0.650 /i, a green at 0.500 // and a blue at

0.450 demonstrating again the extreme variability of the isola-

ted elements with respect to colour sensitivity. Sometimes one,

sometimes another adapting light caused a large reduction of

sensitivity to one or two of the test lights. Sometimes there was
a small, sometimes a large general depression of sensitivity to all

test lights. The present work is a repetition of the same type
of experiment with the same test lights and a ’white’ adapting
light.

Procedure,

Well isolated large spikes from the dark adapted cat’s retina were
used and their '^resholds first determined for the three spectral test
lights, the red, the green and the blue. Then the eye was light adapted
for 10 mm ™ a tungsten lamp run at 2,800° K the beam of which
delivered 800 m. c. at the animal’s eye. However, the strength of this
light was cut down by means of a neutral filter of density 2.09. Thus
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tlie animal light adapted to about 8 m. c. only. Immediately, after

the ten minutes of light adaptation, threshold measurements with the
three test lights were begun again and the observation times noted for

these thresholds. Gradually the original values were restored while

the course of dark adaptation was followed in this manner with the

test lights. If an element failed to reach its original value in the dark it

was discarded, because in such cases one had to count with some dam-
age caused by the pressure of the micro-electrode.

Results.

The results will be evaluated in terms of an ’adaptation factor’

which simply shows how many times the threshold had risen as

a consequence of light adaptation. We shall merely discuss the

adaptation factors obtained immediately after light adaptation.

There were 26 elements, 17 of which were on/off-elements for

which two adaptation factors were obtained, one for each com-

ponent (on-component and off-component). Averaging the adapta-

tion factors obtained for each of the three test lights one finds

that the green, blue and red test stimuli had been depressed res-

pectively 43, 17 and 10 times. Assuming homogeneous visual

purple to be the photosensitive substance concerned, these figures

should be equal or slightly higher for red and blue if there were a

significant ^minution of concentration of this substance. It is

clear that neither the red nor the blue part of the spectrum has

been activated solely by a photochemical substance with the

known properties of visual purple in solution (see Gernandt,

1948).

However, this rough calculation of average effects does not do

justice to the method which, after all, is designed for the analysis

of individual elements. It is impossible to show the results for

aU elements but fig. 1, presenting distribution curves for the adap-

tation factors of the three test stimuli, should give some idea of

the great variation in adaptability. The abscissae show the adapta-

tion factors subdivided into 5 groups plotted logarithmically,

the ordinates are number of adaptation factors falling within

each of the five groups.

The maximum adaptation factor noted in these experiments

was 640 (green-test light), the minimum 0.03. An adaptation fac-

tor of 1.0 means that the threshold remained unchanged by light

adaptation or returned to normal so quickly that there was no

time to record the change. An adaptation factor below 1.0 means
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tliat light adaptation actually made the element more sensitive

to the test colour. For two elements there was a rise vi sensHiviiy

(in addition one similar case had been seen in the previous experi-

ments with coloured adaptation, Gernandt, 1948). For one of

them the adaptation factors were respectively 0.03 (green and blue)

and 0.06 (red). The element -was dark adapted, recovered fully,

and the experiment repeated. Again there was a rise in sensitiidty

of the Same order. It was an on/off-element and the rise referred

chiefly to the on-component. For the off-component the values

were 1.0 (green), 3.9 (blue) and 0.7 (red), thus no adaptation for

green and red and a modest adaptation for blue. The values for

the other element were 0.4 (6), 0.7 (B) and 1.5 (H) in the on-

component, 41 (G), 10 (B) and 4.4 (K) in the off-component.

The state of balance between excitation and inhibition in the

on- and off-components of an on/off-element, expressed by the

extremely variable off/on-ratio (Gbaott and Tansley, 1948),

can apparently be disturbed by a change in the state of adapta-

tion. Some elements which, on our definition (presuppo;5ing full

dark adaptation and the intensity range available in our spectrum),

are pure off-elements are actually on/off-elements with an infi-

nitely high off/on-ratio. This was proved when I found 2 ’pure’

off-elements in which after light adaptation an on-component
turned up. Technically this too is an increase of sensitivity com-
parable to the one described above. An on-component, suppressed

in the dark, has become supra-threshold after modest light-

adaptation.

The most remarkable fact, shown by fig. 1, is the extreme
variability of the adaptive effect. There are elements which un-
dergo comparatively enormous changes of threshold under the
influence of our relatively weak adapting light. As an instance I
have chosen two elements for which the adaptation factors were:
(i) on-component: 3.7 (G), 15.7 (B) and 18.9 (E), off-component:
640 (G), 300 (B) and 100 (E), (ii) on-component: 340 (G), 25 (B)
and 2.8 (E), off-component 376 (G), 39 (B) and 4.3 (E). In the
former case the off-component was relatively more adaptable, in
the latter case both behaved similarly. In the former case the
red in the on-component suffered the greatest amount of adapta-
tion, the blue almost as much, but the green was ’hardy’. With
any number of such variations available inmy material it is diffi-
cult to believe that the photosensitive substance in the receptors
always can be the same for the three stimuli. If it be visual purple
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Fig. 1. Ordinates; number of elements falling within each of the ranges for

adaptation factors given in log units on the abscissae. The three test colours

marked above the graph.

this substance must exist in different states as concluded by

Donner and Granit (1948). One of the very interesting off-ele-

ments in which an on-component turned up after light adaptation

was exceptionally adaptable in the red. The values were: 29 (G),

4.0 (B) and 66 (R). A case of specific blue-sensitivity to adaptation

was found in the following on/off-element: on-component: 3.0 (G),

6.3 (B) and 1.2 (R), off-component: 3.7 (G), 106 (B) and 4.3 (R).

The sets of values selected above must not leave the impression

that all elements differed as much for the three test stimuli. A
statistical analysis would have shown a positive correlation be-

tween the degrees of adaptability for the three test stimuli. This,

however, was not undertaken. Only the average values given

above were calculated.

In view of the sometimes spectacular differential adaptabilities

to the three test stimuli in spite of the homogeneity of the adapta-

tion light it is necessary to consider the question as to whether

these differences might have been due to differences in the rates

of recovery. All three test stimuli could, of course, not be mea-

sured simultaneously and thus the relative rates of recovery must

have introduced errors. The question is merely whether these

errors could have been large enough to explain the results of fig. 1

and the differential adaptabilities noted above.

In the threshold measurements after light adaptation green

took the first place in 9 cases, blue in 8 cases and red in 9 cases.

The high adaptation factors for red and green were not necessarily

among those measurements in which these colours came first. Their

distribution was, in point of fact, quite irregular. For blue, how-

ever there was some tendency among the high adaptation fac-

tors to occur in the group where blue came first. The times of
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recovery varied a great deal, from 10 min. to half an hour or,

occasionally, more. The only general rule noted was that the

thresholds characterized by large adaptation factors tended to

be restored to normal later than those that had changed but

little. The more adaptation, the longer the time to full recovery,

but this rule was not without exceptions. It is thus quite evident

from a close scrutiny of the material that the variations in the

adaptation factors, shown in fig. 1, cannot be due to the order

in which the measurements have been made.

In my experiments with coloured adaptation it was noted that

the adaptability was related to the off/on-ratio of the on/off-eic-

ments (Gernandt, 1948). If the element was relatively more on-

sensitive, the maximum effect of adaptation was found in the

on-component. Similarly, if it was relativel}’- more off-sensitive,

adaptation attacked the off-component more strongly. This rule

was found confirmed with the “white” adapting light used in

these experiments and for all test lights. It was, in fact, very well

obeyed with the green and blue test lights, less strictly so with

the red test light.

Comments.

The variations in adaptability to a white test light of relatively

weak strength, shown in fig. 1, may to some extent be due to

the variations in the off/on-ratio. This is suggested by the fact

that, in general, the effect of the light was felt more strongly by
the most sensitive component of the element. A similar explana-
tion is also suggested by the rare cases demonstrating an increase
of sensitivity of the element undergoing adaptation. It will be
recalled that this increase in two cases led to the appearance of
an on-component in what in the dark had been a pure off-element.

It is difficult to discard the explanation that in such cases a re-

distribution of excitation and inhibition mthin the complex
on/off-structure had taken place.

On the other hand, it would certainly be to ascribe too much
to the forces maintaining the off/on-ratio if one assumed them
to be responsible for the sometimes extremely selective effects
upon the three test lights. There must be substances specifically
sensitive to red, green or blue light. This was shown very clearly
by my previous experiments with coloured adapting lights. We
are thus dealing with a complicated system in which specific
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coloured effects combine with processes responsible for the dis-

tribution of excitation and inhibition within the elements.

Starting, as I have done, with full dark-adaptation one would

expect relatively simple results if the current theories, derived

from psychophysical experiments, were right in representing this

state as one determined by a relatively homogeneous substance,

visual purple, such as it is known in the extracted state. The anal-

ysis shows a far more complex behaviour of the individual ele-

ment in modest light-adaptation. My results are thus in full

agreement with those of Donner and Granit (1948) who found

it necessary to assume that visual purple in the retina existed in

states of different probability expressed by different absorption

curves. The photochemical experiments of Ball, Collins, Mor-

ton and Stubbs (1948) support this explanation. The general

and specific variations in the adaptability of the elements are one

more expression of a photochemical differentiation which, at the

moment, is best ascribed to changes of resonance within the

structure ’visual purple-receptor protein’.

Summary.

Isolated elements in the fully-dark-adapted cat’s retina have

been subjected to modest light-adaptation of about 8 metres

candles for 10 min. and the drop in threshold measured for a red,

a green and a blue monochromatic test light.

An ’adaptation factor’ was calculated for each test light and
element to show how many times the threshold had changed as

a consequence of the adaptation.

These adaptation factors varied over a range of about 1 600,
in terms of multiples of threshold, both for the different test col-

ours as well as from element to element.

The variation with the test colour demonstrates that the modest
light-adaptation used had a differential effect with respect to
colour. If visual purple alone were involved this substance must
therefore exist in other states of probability than the one deter-

mined by the standard absorption measured in extracts from
dark-adapted eyes.

The effect of light adaptation on the off/on-ratio shows that

the elements also become differently balanced under the influence

of light.
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The present paper is a continuation of two recent notes (Steens-

HOLT 1948 a, 1948 b), in which we first investigated the effect of

optical isomerism in the transformation of histidine to creatine

by animal tissue in vitro, and then attempted to examine some

further details of this process. In the present note particular at-

tention will be given to analogous transformations of certain

substances which are chemically closely related to histidine.

Experimental Eesults and Their Discussion.

The biological material mostly consisted of rat muscle tissue, prepared

as in the previous experiments.

The histidine, urocanic acid and methionine were all Hoffman-La
Roche products. Imidazole lactic acid was prepared from histidine,

in the essential points according to the method of Frankel (1903) and
Knoop and Windaus (1904). Imidazole acetic acid was prepared ac-
cording to the method of Pvman (for references see Beilstein 1936),
which necessitated a rather long and tedious synthetical procedure.
The rest of the compound needed for our experiments was kindly sup-
plied by the Research Department of Hoffman-La Roche, to whom I
am deeply grateful for their generous help. Both samples agreed with
respect to physical characteristics, and no difference between them
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and creatinine, and has been used by the present writer in previous

work. To begin with, we have therefore investigated whether imidazole

lactic acid, imidazole acetic and urocanic acid have any disturbing

effect on the determination of creatinine by the B. B. L. E. L.-method.

This was done by analyzing pure aqueous creatinine solutions of known
concentration and examining the effect of adding the imidazole acids

in question. No disturbing influence of the compounds could he de-

tected. We also determined the content of total creatinine in rat muscle

pulp before and after addition of the acids. The same total amount of

creatinine was always found irrespective of the presence of the acids.

Histidine was previously shown to behave similarly. The B. B. L. E. L.-

method therefore appears to be sufficiently specific for the purpose

in hand.

We now first examined whether urocanic acid can be trans-

formed into creatine by rat muscle tissue in vitro. This was done

as follows. A vessel A contained 0.4 g rat muscle pulp suspended

in 6 ml phosphate buffer of pH 7.0. Another vessel B was pre-

pared in the same way and contained moreover 30 mg urocanic

acid. The mixtures were incubated for 3 hours at 37° C. At the

end of this period the mixtures were deproteinated and worked

up as previously described, and the determination of total crea-

tinine carried out by the B. B. L. E. L.-method. Urocanic acid

was then replaced by imidazole lactic acid resp. by imidazole

acetic acid. The results of four experiments of this land are con-

tained in Table 1, which gives the relative increase, expressed in

per cent, of the total content of creatinine in vessel B compared

to vessel A. We list at the same time the results of simultaneous

experiments with l(-)-histidine. Experiment 1 was carried out

with the same muscle pulp for all four acids, and so were experi-

ments 2, 3 and 4, It may be of interest to know the absolute

values of the amounts of creatine in the muscle pulps used in

these experiments. We have actually determined the total amount

of creatinine, since by our method of analysis all the creatine

present is converted into creatinine during the process of auto-

claving. In the four experiments listed above we found total

amounts of creatinine corresponding to 460, 480, 475 and 468

mg per 100 g of muscle tissue respectively. Bemembering the well

known fact that creatine and creatinine occur in muscle tissue in

the proportion 100 to 1, approximately, it is seen that our values
agree well with those given in the literature (see Guggenheim
1, c. for figures and references). The variations from one animal
to another in our work were therefore rather small. An explana-
tion for this fact may perhaps be sought in the circumstance
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Table 1.

Relative increase in total creatinine

in per cent

1. exp. 2. exp. 3. exp. 4. exp.

Urocanic acid 12.0 14.2 16.0 12.5

Imidazole lactic acid 11.0 16.0 15.5 12.0
Imidazole acetic acid 3.0 3.2 2.9 2.5

l(-)-histidine 12.5 15,5 17.2 14.0

that we tave used rats of about tbe same age and body weight,

and, moreover, the animals had been kept on the same diet under
identical conditions for several weeks before the experiments.

Table 1 clearly gives an indication of the relative rates of trans-

formation of the imidazole derivatives in question. It appears
that there is not much difference between histidine, imidazole
lactic acid and urocanic acid, while the rate of transformation of

imidazole acetic acid is considerably slower than for the other
substances.

We next investigated whether our imidazole acids were actually
transformed into creatine, and not into creatinine. The well
known fact will be remembered that creatinine, by its structural
formula, can be regarded as an imidazole derivative, and it is

therefore quite possible to assume a priori that the imidazole
acids are converted into creatinine. The B. B. L. E. L.-method is

fortunately of sufficient specificity to allow a decision to be reached
on this point, since 3,5-dinitrobenzoic acid gives a colour only
with creatinine, not with creatine. We need therefore only de-
termine the amount of creatinine in the mixtures before and after
autoclaving. Such experiments were abeady carried out for hi-
stidine by Menne (1942), who found that the content of creatinine

'

in the mixtures before autoclaving was very small and did not
change on addition of histidine. The present writer confirmed
this and obtained similar results for the other three imidazole
acids. Because of the previous work of Menne the numerical
details are omitted. We conclude that all four imidazole acids
are converted into creatine, not creatinine.

It is not uninteresting to examine whether methyl donators
like methiomne, choline and betaine have any effect on the yield
of creatine in the process under consideration. This was done by
comparing the contents of creatinine in a vessel A containing
muscle pulp and phosphate buffer, a vessel B prepared in the
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Table 2.

.

Kelative increase in total creatinine in per cent
in vessels

B C B C B C B C

Urocanic acid 13.0 12.5 12.0 12.5 14.0 13.7 14.5 14.5

Imidazole lactic acid 12.0 12.3 11.9 11.6 12.2 12.1 11.8 11.8

Imidazole acetic acid 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.1 2.5 2.5 2.G 2.7

l(-) -histidine 14.1 14.1 14.5 14.4 16.0 15.8 16.3 16.3

The total amounts of creatinine in the mixtures correspond to

1. exper.: 475 mg per 100 g tissue

2. » : 500 mg per 100 g tissue

3. I) : 490 mg per 100 g tissue

4. '» : 465 mg per 100 g tissue

same way but containing also a suitable amount of imidazole

acid, and a third vessel C, identical with B but containing the

methyl donator. A typical experiment was as follows:

Vessel A; 0.4 g rat muscle pulp; 6 ml phosphate buffer, pH 7.0.

Vessel B: 0.4 g muscle pulp; 35 mg urocanic acid; 6 ml phos-

phate buffer.

Vessel C: 0.4 g muscle pulp; 35 mg urocanic acid; 35 mg methio-

nine; 6 ml phosphate buffer.

The vessels were again incubated at 37° 0 for 3 hours and the

mixtures then worked up and analysed as previously described.

Similar experiments were carried out with imidazole lactic acid

and imidazole acetic acid. Table 2 gives the results of 3 experi-

ments of this kind. We include also experiments with l(-)-histidine,

in which case the results agree with those given in a previous

note. We give the relative increases in vessels B and C compared

to vessel A, together with the absolute values of the total crea-

tinine for vessel A. It appears that methionine has no effect on the

yield of creatine. Replacement of methionine by betaine and

choline proved ineffective. Experiments at pH 6.0 and 7,8 gave

similar results.

These experiments are of some interest for the following reason.

If guanidine acetic acid, which has long been recognized as a

precursor of creatine, was formed as an intermediary step in the

conversion of the imidazole acids to creatine, it is indeed to be
expected that the addition of methionine to the reaction mixtures

would have increased very considerably the yield of creatine, as is

clear from previous work of for instance Borsook and Dubnofp
(1940) and the present writer (Steensholt 1945). As was shown
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Table 8.

Bolative increase in total creatinine

in per cent

pH =6.0 6.5 7.0 7.4
j

7.8

TJrooamc acid 3.5 7.0

1

13.0 9.5

1

1

;

3.3

Imidazole lactic acid 3.0 6.8 13.2 , 9.8 3.0 ‘

Imidazole acetic acid 0 1.4 3.1
1

1.2 0
l(-)-histidine 2.5

I

7.2
1

14.5
1

7.4
1

2.0 !

In the experiment mth urocanio acid the total quantity of creatinine in the
mixtures amounted to 460 mg per 100 g tissue. In the experiments with the other
acids the corresponding figures wore 490, 476 and 466 mg per 100 g tissue. The
figures in one and the same column aro not strictly comparable.

above this expectation did not materialize, and we are therefore

probably justified in concluding that guanidine acetic acid is

not an intermediary step in the process. It follows that we can
hardly regard the conversion of histidine and the other imidazole
acids studied here into creatine as a proper methylation process.

It may be remembered at this point that the methyl donators
examined above are probably the most efficient and certainly the
best known ones, as far as present experience goes.

The pH dependence of the transformation imidazole acid-crea-
tine was studied by making experiments similar to those reported
above at pH 6.0; 6.5; 7.0; 7.4 and 7.8. The results of some of these
experiments are summarized in Table 3. It appears that there is

a pH optimum at about 7.0 for all the acids. This agrees with
the previous result for histidine. It is concluded that the differ-
ences between the side chains of the imidazole acids stuped here
are not sufficient to produce any change in the pH optimum.
We may finally mention that we have carried out some experi-

ments on possible inhibitors for the imidazole acid—creatine con-
version. Since imidazole acetic acid was shown above to give
only a small yield of creatine, the inhibiting experiments were
made only with imidazole lactic acid and urocanio acid as sub-
strates. The procedure was the same as that previously used,
for instance in studying the effect of methionine. The results
can be briefly summarized as follows. Potassium cyanide, sodium
borate and sodium pyrophosphate were used in concentrations
up to 0.01 m, 0.01 m and 0.05 m respectively, but could not be
seen to affect the process. Sodium fluoride, however, turned out
to have an inhibiting effect. When present in 0.01 m concentration
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it brought about a reduction amounting to about 50 per cent in

the yield of creatine. We also studied the effect of some heavy

metal salts, such as manganese chloride and nitrate, ferrous and

ferric chloride, and nickel chloride, which were all found to have

no influence on the reaction. These results are very similar to those

previously found for histidine.

It is tempting to speculate on the possible intermediary steps

in the transformation of these imidazole acids to creatine, and it

would not be very difficult to write down more or less plausible

schemes of reactions. However, it will appear from the above

that our present lack of experimental knowledge does not allow

us to weigh critically the evidence for or against the various

possible hypotheses. It is fairly clear that the process consists in

a breaking down (by deaminations and oxidations) of the ali-

phatic side chain, and in an opening and rearrangement of the

imidazole ring. It was shown above that the rate of transforma-

tion of imidazole acetic acid is much smaller than that of the

other acids, which have a longer side chain. The presence of this

side chain may therefore favour the enzymatic cleavage of the

imidazole ring, and it is perhaps not unreasonable to suppose

that the opening and rearrangement of the ring take place before

the side chain is broken down and reduced in length. It was further

pointed out that guanidine acetic acid is in all probability not an

intermediary step in the reaction. The formation of arginine by
the cleavage of the imidazole ring is therefore also excluded, since

arginine can be transformed into creatine by muscle tissue in

vitro via guanidine acetic acid. Hence it seems unlikely that the

ring is broken up between atoms 3 and 4r, since this might lead

to the formation of arginine by the uptake of an amino group.

It is possible, however, that the cleavage takes place between

atoms 1 and 5, with a subsequent rearrangement during which

the methyl group is transferred from position 4 to position 3,

and an amino group is taken up. The breakdown of the aliphatic

chain then follows. This does not seem an altogether idle specula-

tion, for in some preliminary experiments it was actually found

that the presence of ammonium salts increased the yield of

creatine. However, these problems require much further work.

It is conceivable that the method of isotopes could be fruitfully

appbed, and experiments with imidazole acids other than those

used here might be helpful. The present writer hopes to return

to these questions in later papers.
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Summary.

An investigation is made of the transformation of imidazole

lactic acid, urocanic acid and imidazole acetic acid to creatine

by rat muscle tissue in vitro. The rate of transformation of imida-

zole acetic acid is much smaller than that of the other imidazole

acids and of histidine. The presence of certain methyl donators

does not influence the yield of creatine, and it is concluded that

guanidine acetic acid does not form an intertnediary step in the

process. The pH optimum is determined and the effect of certain

inhibitors is studied. The possible interpretations of these findings

are briefly discussed.

I am glad to express my best thanks to Professor R. Ege for

generous hospitality.
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The respiration valves, which are used at present, usually have

a dead space, which is considerable compared to the physio-

logical dead space in the respiratory tract. Thus, for instance,

the dead space in a commonly used valve is 36 ml. (Enghoff

1929), However, in examinations, where refract alveolar air

samples are included, it is especially desirable that the dead space

of the valve is as insignificant as possible. For practical reasons

(respiratory resistance and certain space for the deviations of the

valve membranes) the possibilities to diminish the dead space are

limited in a valve of the ordinary design.

The constructing of a valve without dead space is possible by

dividing the valve so, that inspiration and expiration take place

in two tubes independently of each other. This is accomplished

by a dividing wall in the valve chamber and the tube for the

mouthpiece as fig. 1 shows.

In a valve of the construction described here, each half of the

valve is standing in open connection with the respiratory tract

during the whole respiratory cycle. Thus a certain change of air

may possible take place even in that part of the valve, where the

membrane is closed. In other words, a certain functional dead

space may exist. Naturally, incomplete and slow closure of the

membranes may have the same effect. This also goes for bulging
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Fig. 1. Respiration valve.

I. Inspiration tube. 2. Rubber membranes. 3. Separating wall. 4. Tubes for air

samples etc. 5. Tube for rubber mouthpiece. 6. Expiration tube.

of the membrane and a number of other technical imperfections.

However, these defects are the same in the ordinary valves.

With a respiration valve constructed in this manner samples

of the air in the inspiration half of the valve chamber were taken

refractively at the end of forceful expirations. The COz-content

in the samples was about 1 %. Thus the inspiratory part of the

valve in this moment contained alveolar air to about 1/5 of the

volume. It may be supposed that the inspiratory and expiratory

part have functional dead spaces of the same magnitude. Thus the

dead space of a valve may be reduced to 1/5 of the geometrical

volume of the valve chamber and the tube for the mouthpiece by
use of a separating wall. In the valve shown on fig. 1 this vol-

ume is 50 ml. and the dead space consequently 10 ml.

Reference.

Enghoff, H., Scand. Arch. Physiol. 1929. 85. 1.
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Problems connected with abdominal pain are one of the central

questions of applied physiology. Opinions stiU vary as to the role

of different nervous systems in transmitting painful impulses

from the viscera; especially as regards the stomach.

The great interest in vagotomy, shown recently by surgeons has

brought into still more prominence the question of interrupting

pain pathways from the stomach.

Previoas Obserrntions.

As long as we have no definite anatomical knowledge of the

visceral afferent fibres, physiological research carried out on

animals may prove instructive. So far however the results of

such experiemnts though similarly planned have often been

contradictory.

A manifold sensory innervation of the stomach is presupposed

by some researchers but mostly it has been assumed that pain

sensations from this organ are transmitted by one nervous system

only. Por the present it is wiser to keep separate facts derived

from human patho-physiology and findings from animal experi-

mentation.

The role of somatic nerves is not accurately understood. There

are few exceptions. Lennander (1901) on the basis of his classical

observations at operations on man originated the theory of parietal
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referred abdominal pain. He also pointed out tbe transmitting

function of the posterior peritoneum as well. Consequently he

thought that the cause of pain in gastric ulcer is lymphangitis

spreading in the serous membrane and the retro-peritoneal space.

Morley (1931) found not only the anterior parietal peritoneum

but also the mesentery decidedly sensitive from its root to a

point a little distance away from its attachment to the bowel.

These structures are probably supplied by cerebro-spinal nerves.

In a diagrammatic figure of his monograph on abdominal pain

afferent somatic nerves are shown also in the lesser omentum.

Clinical findings correlate with anatomical and experimental facts.

Sheehan (1933) has studied the distribution of visceroceptors of

the mesentery in man and in the cat. A small number offree nerve-

endings appeared to be somatic in origin. It was confirmed by

experimental degeneration that the afferent myelinated nerves

of the Pacinian bodies travel along the splanchnics.

Ishikawa (1932) found the region of the left gastric artery

very sensitive in man and the dog. In microscopical examination

numerous myelinated fibres of large diameter, very probably

belonging to the somatic nerves, were seen, but he thought that

these fibres run chiefly in the vagus.

The conveyance of afferent, painful impulses from the digestive

tract through the vagi was assumed by many investigators in the

19th century. This opinion later met with opposition but some
surgeons continued to believe in it. According to a recent state-

ment of Kay and Neil (1947) some still think that the vagus
nerves do not transmit pain impulses from the abdominal viscera.

Clinical observations of the pain abolishing effect of injuries to

the spinal cord or spinal anesthesia reaching the upper thoracic

segments do not support the opinion about a parasympathetic
source of the sensory innervation of the stomacL

Since vagotomy has become popular as an operation for gastric

ulcer some authors such as Johns and Grose (1947) point out
that the cessation of ulcer pain is the most striking advantage
of the operation. I have seen the same effect in two cases as a
primary result. Analogously Wulpf (1947) reports the complete
disappearance of an intractable pain. He admits that this major
and dramatic operations may also have some mental influence
upon the patient.

Among physiologists also there are still some difference of
opinion. According to Best and Taylor (1945) it has not been
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definitely demonstrated that the sensation of pain can be trans-

mitted by the afferent fibres of the vagus nerve but it is possible,

if not probable, that such is the case. Cannon (1933), however,

has stimulated the lower vagus in conscious cats without causing

signs of pain.

Some light on the conducting visceral pain has been thrown by

balloon distension experiments after destruction ofthe sympathetic

trunks in man for hypertension. Bentley and Smithwick (1940)

observed a disappearance of the pain from homolateral side of the

abdomen after unilateral splanchnicectomy and thoraco-lumbar

sympathectomy. Pain as a result of balloon distension of the upper

jejunum was no longer felt after bilateral denervation. After con-

firming these observations Bay and Neil concluded that the

passing of pain from the stomach and other abdominal organs in

man is solely connected with the sympathetic system. — Leriche

(1937) found that stimulating the splanchnic nerves during an

operation under spinal anesthesia was painful.

Kappis (1913) stated that in his experiments on dogs the

stomach was insensitive to pulling after cutting the splanchnics.

Prohlich and Meyer (1912) found in experiments with the same

kind of animal no response to stimulation after eliminating the

somatic innervation of the abdominal cavity, the splanchnic

nerves being left intact.

More recently Nash (1942) says in his^ “Surgical Physiology”

that the afferent path for pain from the stomach is in the splanch-

nic nerve only. In Wright’s (1945) “Applied Physiology” no

definite information as to the sensory innervations of the stomach

is given.

Sources of Error.

A comparative study of pain paths from the stomach in primary

sensory neurons is possible by resecting alternately the main

nerves and posterior roots. By the latter operation — if it has

sufficient number of roots — both the afferent fibres from the

stomach running in the splanchnics as well as the somatic fibres

from the lesser omentum are eliminated. The method has ben used

before. Ishikawa has done a complete series of sections in dogs.

His results however are not generally accepted.

Experimental work on pain is not quite successful in animals.

As Lewis (1942) has pointed out the indices of pain in this con-
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nection are not very reliable. Some of tbe bodily reactions re-

cognized by human experience as frequent associations of pain,

such as raised blood pressure, withdrawal movements, dilatation

of pupil, respiratory changes, and so on are spinal cord or medullary

reflexes and can occur without pain. In some phenomena the in-

itiating impulse is suppoesd no to travel by pain paths. The same

may be true in regard to parietal reflexes, which according to

clinical experience are far from constant accompaniment of pain

and tenderness. A comparative study — not possible in man —
might prove informative, presuming it is carried out under con-

ditions as similar as possible. This is to a great extent a matter of

stimulation. Three things must be taken into consideration.

Firstly the kind of stimulation is important. The question of

an adequate stimulus to organs of the digestive tract which are

insensitive to many forms of stimulation is not yet fully settled.

Judging from some earlier investigations only the pulling or

strectching of the supporting ligaments is painful, but the human
and animal experiments of Hurst (1911), Schrager' and Ivy

(1928) and others have demonstrated the pain producing effect of

the balloon distension of a hollow viscus. In consequence Hurst
and Stewart (1929) have emphasized the distension of contrac-

tion of the muscular coat of the stomach as an adequate physio-

logical stimulus. This does not mean that other forms of effective

stimulation are not possible, as recent observations show the

threshold lowering effect of inflammation.

Secondly, the strength of the stimulus must be constant.

Neglect of this— together with inadequate recording— is probably
the reason for the different results of animal experiments. Accord-
ing to Best and Taylor a pressure reflex can be elicited from
every somatic or visceral nerve by stimulation strong enough
to cause pain in a conscious animal; a depressor reflex is more
likely to be evoked by weak, slowly repeated stimulation. Some
variations in blood pressure response have, however, been noted
depending on the localisation in the abdominal cavity of the af-

ferent component of the reflex arc. — As it is very difficult to
measure the exact strength of pulling I have used the distension
method.

Thirdly, a different grade of distension should be used because
a difference in the threshold stimulation of sympathetic and
somatic nervous systems has been suggested.
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Methods.

The experiments were made on 13 cats. Full-grown animals with

a body weight from 2,370 g. to 4,250 g. were used. The experiments

include a complete series of operations carried out on four cats belonging

to the same litter.

A light ether anesthesia with 10—^20 g. ether was induced to make
the intravenous injection possible. The recording was done after about

an hour— when the smell of the ether had disappeared— in chloralose

anesthesia. The amount of drug used was O.oc g. per kg. in 1 % solu-

tion. In rhizotomies 2—3 days previous to the ordinary experiments,

a complete ether anesthesia according to the open method with a

premedication of 0.125 g. avertin per kg. of body weight was used.

The cat was fixed on its back on an ordinary animal operating table.

A heparinised cannula was inserted in the right carotid artery and a

glass tracheal cannula in the trachea after ligating the central end.

An upper middle line abdominal incision was performed. An inflation

tube with a thin-walled rubber bag at the end, fitted airtightly was
passed into the stomach and the procedure was controlled through

the laparotomy wound. The tube went in the mouth through the hole

of a transverse stick which prevented the animal biting it off. The
other end of the tube was connected with a mercury blood pressure

manometer (“Erkameter”). The carotid cannula was connected through

a balanced anti-coagulant fluid system with another mercury mano-

meter and this again with a membrane manometer. Alternatively a

U tube with a float was used. The respiratory movements were recorded

simultaneously with the blood pressure by means of a Krogh’s spiro-

meter suited to experiments with small animals.

I am familiar with cutting of posterior or anterior roots in cats

from 26 previous operations for other purposes. I have also a little

experience of root and nerve sections in man.
The left and right vagus was sectioned according to a technique

described recently by several surgeons as suitable in vagotomy, i. e.,

a trans-hial subdiaphragmatic resection in which the possibility of

accessory fibres is observed.

The splanchnic nerve was dissected on both sides transperitoneally

a little below the point where it curves round the crus of the dia-

phragm and up to its entrance into the coeliac ganglion. A guide to

the nerve was also the suprarenal. Damage to other nerves of the retro-

peritoneal space was avoided.

In two of the vagus and splanchnic nerve experiments instead of

immediately severing them, a silk thread was led imder the nerves

and the cutting was done in a later phase with a simultaneous recording

of blood pressure and respiration.

The posterior roots from 6th (once 5th) to 12th dorsal segments

were cut intradurally on both sides in a number of experiments. The
sources of the major splanchnic nerve in cats are cells in the 5th to

12th dorsal segment. The afferent paths running in this nerve are
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believed to enter tbe spinal cord over fewer segments. In man tbe

segments concerned with the sensory innervation of the stomach are

the 7th and 8th dorsal segments and probably the 6th and 9th as shown,

for instance, in a table compiled by White and Smethwick. The seg-

ments in cat (and dog) are however not comparable with those in

man as pointed out by Fulton (1943). These ordinary experimental

animals possess 13 dorsal, 7 lumbar and 3 sacral segments. — Very

little is Imown about the entrance into the spinal cord of the cerebro-

spinal fibres from the lesser omentum. Ishikawa states that a section

of the 6th to 12th roots bilaterally in dogs causes a considerable de-

generation of probably cerebro-spinal fibres around the left gastric

artery.

For the purpose of stimulation the rubber bag in the stomach was

inflated to a pressure of 30 mm. Hg, 40 mm. Hg and 50 mm. Hg
successively. The lowest pressure corresponded to a moderate degree

of distension of the organ. The highest pressure meant a very extensive

distension of the walls and a considerable strectching of the supporting

ligaments of the stomach which was protruding through the laparotomy

wound.

Experimental Results.

Nine experiments successfully carried out are equally divided

among sectioning of the vagi, splanchnic nerves and posterior

roots. In addition by way of comparison, an equal number of

anterior roots were cut in one.

Distension to a certain intra-stomachal pressure was followed

by a physiological response, i. e., always by a rise in blood pressure

and respiratory changes. Again a pulling of the stomach in a num-
ber of my experiments caused sometimes a rise, sometimes a fall

of the carotid pressure.

In four cats the stomach was distended in the beginning of the
experiments using each grade of the stimulation two or three
times. Previously a laparotomy had been performed but the
innervation of the stomach was intact in this phase of the experi-

ments. The beginning of the rise in the blood pressure was seen
to start immediately after the inflation was induced. The rise

went on uniformly reaching its maximum usually within a minute.
During the control period before distension the carotid pressure
record showed only typical oscillations due to the heart beat and
respiration. The fluctuations were about 10 mm. Hg. Higher
pressure usually caused a more marked response. — The release
of the intra-stomachal pressure may cause some irregularities and
always a prompt fall in the carotid pressure. Similar results
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Table Showing Rise in Blood Pressure due to Stimulation.

Experi.
mental
Animal
No.

Rise in Blood Pressure (mm. Hg)'^

Operation
Distension of the Stomach to

30 mm. Hg
Pressure

40 mm. Hg
Pressure

50 mm. Hg
Pressure

2

Tjaparotomy

35 45
4 25 35 25
7 30 35 40

9 15 20 30

2
Vagus Nerve Section

35 35 40

4 20 25 25

5 45 50 50

7

Splanchnic Nerve Section

10 10 20

8 5 15 15

9 0 10 10

10
Posterior Boot Section

0 10 0

11 10 15 20

12 15 15 25

13

Anterior Root Section

15 20 30

were obtained in all experiments of this group. The rise in carotid

pressure is tabulated below. The mean values by which the blood

pressure exceeds the normal fluctuations are given. They show

considerable variations. There are always variations in work on

blood pressure and the number of my experiments is quite too

small to give any definite report. The general course of the blood

pressure response is, however, typical. It is more important to

observe the form of the response than the exact increase of carotid

pressure.

Eespiratory changes due to distension of the stomach were also

constant. They are— when fuUy developed—• equal to the changes

seen in Fig. 1. Immediately after beginning the distension the respi-

ratory movements which during the control period were regular,

became smaller. They were often irregular and sometimes more

frequent, followed — when the inflation of the stomach ceased—
by one or two large movements which may be compensatory.

After resection of the vagi in two cats about the same carotid

pressure figures were observed as before. Also in a third animal

^ The values given in this table are the means of two or three measurements.
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Fig. 1. Experimental animal No. 5. Showing response of carotid pressure and
respiration due to distension of the stomach to 30 mm. Hg pressure after vagotomy.
The beginning and ceasing of the stimulation at the arrows. Base line, time in 30

secs.

the cutting of this nerve did not inhibit the blood pressure re-

sponse, The rise -was considerable, reaching 45—50 mm. Hg
(Tig. 1). In. other respect too the response was typical and uniform
in all three animals.

In two cats the carotid pressure figures in connection with
stomach distension are obviously lower after cutting the splanchnic
nerve bilaterally than before. In the third animal a smaller rise

was also obtained. The less marked blood pressure curve is illu-

strated in Fig. 2. Otherwise the immediate vascular response was
quite typical. The respiratory changes in two cats were unchanged
hut in experimental animal 8 they were not as clear as usual. In
experimental animal 9 an increase of the threshold of the stimula-
tion was noted.

A previous cutting of the posterior roots (the vagi being intact)
abohshed the respiratory response completely in all three animals,
A shght rise in blood pressure often remained. The rise is however
so slow that it is not seen in the records which consequently
ypear almost horizontal (Fig. 3). In this experimental group
but also after splanchnic nerve section, and after a simple lapar-
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Fig. 2. Experimental animal No. 9. Showing a marked diminution of the carotid

pressure rise but otherwise a t5T)ical response due to distension of the stomach
to 40 mm. Hg pressure after section of the splanchnics. The beginning and ceasing

of the stimulation at the arrows. Base line, time in 30 secs.

Fig. 3. Experimental animal No. 10. Showing no respiratory response. Blood
pressure rise also absent. Distension of the stomach to 30 mm. Hg pressure

after posterior root section. The beginning and ceasing of the stimulation at the
arrows. Base line, time in 30 secs.
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Kg. 4 Experimental animal No. 13. Cutting of anterior roots. Showing a Bmall

hut typical vascular and respiratory response to distension of tho stomach using

30 mm. Hg pressure. The beginning and ceasing of tho stimulation at the arrows.

Base lino, time in w secs.

otomy the oscillations were occasionally small in extent. This

seemed not to interferere with the blood pressure rise especially

in the beginning of the experiments when there was no obstruc-

tion in the fluid system of the recording apparatus. — After a

previous section of anterior roots the distension of the stomach

gave an immediate rise of carotid pressure. The increase of the

blood pressure and the respiratory changes were small but other-

wise typical (Kg. 4).

The recording during nerve cuttings gave some interesting

results. There was a considerable difference between vascular and
respiratory responses to vagus nerve and splanchnic nerve section.

Resection of both vagi caused no immediate response. In one cat a
shght rise about 5 mm. Hg for a period of min. was observed.
The other cat showed a considerable but slow rise and fall during
3 min. Occasionally, after the same period had elapsed, an in-

crease in depth and rate of respiration was noted. These changes
did not interfere with the acute respiratory response following
distension later on during the experiment. The section of both
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Fig. 5. Experimental animal No. 8. Response due to cutting (at the arrow) of the

right splanchrjc nerve. Base line, time in 30 secs.
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Fig. 6. Experimental animal No. 9. Respon.so due to pulling of the stomach after

section of the splanchnics. The internal between the two arrows indicate the dura-
tion of the stimulation. Base line, time in 30 secs.

the right and left splanchnic nerve gave a slight hut immediate

rise (h'ig- 5) blood pressure similar to the record presented

by Wright (p. 531 of his text-book).
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Fuitlier evidence tliat blood pressure changes and a typical

response do not always correspond was obtained from one experi-

ment in wMcb tbe rubber bag had accidentally been introduced

into the oesophagus — probably in the middle or lower part of it

•—
• instead of the stomach. Inflation to a pressure of 30 mm. Hg

caused a slow rise of the carotid pressure by about 10 mm. Hg.

The respiratory changes were absent. Distension to 40 mm. Hg

pressure was followed by a small fall in blood pressure occurring

slowly.

In the case of the intact splanchnic nerve (and cerebro-spinal

fibres in the lesser omentum) a pulling of the stomach caused a

rise in the carotid pressure. After the section of the splanchnic

nerve bilaterally the pulling of the stomach caused a fall of the

blood pressure and a respiratory response (Fig. 6). After poste-

rior root section no vascular or respiratory response was ob-

tained. In all these experiments the vagi were intact,

Commout.

The experimental findings of Ishikaiva differ from my results.

He found the stomach otherwse insensitive after cutting the poste-

rior roots of splanchnic nerves, except that pulling the stomach
gave some blood pressure response. When these operations were

followed by section of the left vagus the response diminished even
more but some vascular and respiratory changes remained. He
states that severing the vagus causes degeneration of somatic
fibres in the anterior gastric plexus.

My results are confirmed by other observers. The experiments
of Cannon have been mentioned before. Sheehan found no
degeneration of the Pacinian corpuscles in the mesentery after
severing the vagi but if the splanchnic were cut these nerve end-
ings did not stain. A short period of observation does not yet
allow convincing conlusions about a lasting pain abolishing
effect of vagotomy in man. It is also possbile that the cessation
of the important motor function or other sensory functions of
tbe vagi may play a part in the disappearance of pain.
From my experimental results it is to be inferred that probably

painful impulses from the stomach in the cat can be conveyed
through two different groups of afferent fibres. The intra-dural
operation in itself did not abolish the vascular and respiratory
response because a similar operation on the anterior roots had no
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such effect. A dual transmissioii of pain from the stomach is only

assumed in an antomical sense. A physiological distinction is not

justified. Lewis has pointed out that the term, sometimes used
— “sympathetic afferent” nerves — is incorrect. Afferent pain

fibres run only temporarily in the sympathetic nervous system.

Anatomically they are comparable to cerebro-spinal fibres.

Observations from operations on man also show that the splanch-

nic nerve is not the only path for pain from the stomach. Splanch-

nic anesthesia, according to Kappis or Braun, in which surgeons

earlier used to operate upon the stomach, failed to produce com-

plete insensibility. Bulling the stomach caused a considerable

amount of local pain and discomfort. Cerebro-spinal fibres con-

nected with the visceroceptors in the lesser omentum and probably

in the posterior peritoneum and the retro-peritoneal space may
not under ordinary circumstances transmit much pain because

the end organs are far away. It is however easy to understand

that stretching the ligaments or a lymphangitis can cause pain.

Lymphangitis is connected with many conditions of the stomach

at least in man. Lewis too admits the possibility of pain from

viscera as a result of neighbouring somatic structures being in-

volved. I have previously published some clinical observations on

a supposed parietal reference of pain under certain conditions.

To interrupt important afferent paths from an organ certainly

diminishes considerably the sensation of pain. Lewis stresses

the fact that pains is to a great extent a matter of spatial summa-
tion of pain impulses. According to experimental observations

made by him (and Kellgren) on man and animal, pain or as-

sociated phenomena can be derived from any deep-lying tissue.

Langley (1900; 1903) realized the relatively small number of the

afferent fibres running in the sympathetic system of the abdomen

and consequently that the threshold of visceral sensation was high.

— The importance of adequate stimulation has already been dealt

with before.

A close connection between a viscero-sensory "reflex” and a

viscero-motor reflex has been suggested. An anatomical corres-

pondence of both reflex arcs is not necessary. Miller and
SisiPSON (1924) on the other hand found that in cats the motor
responses as a result of the distension of the stomach or stimu-

lation of the gastric sympathetic nerves round the coeliac gan-

glion, was not entirely abolished by the section of the posterior

roots of the 7th to 10th dorsal segments or of the splanchnics.
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Extirpation of the coeliac and the superior mesenteric ganglion,

however, caused a complete cessation of the reflex effects. Sheehan

has described, except the two types of receptors mentioned be-

fore, in the mesentery a fine plexus of non-myelinated fibres

terminating in free nerve endings which appeared to be purely

sympathetic.

Summary.

1. A constant form of stimulation was obtained through disten-

sion of the stomach by means of a thin-walled rubber bag inflated

to a certain pressure. A different grade of distension was used.

Kecording of carotid blood pressure and respiration was carried

out according to well-known physiological methods,

2. A typical response in its general course followed the disten-

sion under light chloralose anesthesia. The absolute blood pressure

figures showed considerable variations. A trans-hial subdiaphrag-

matic resection of both vagi caused no inhibition of the vascular

and respiratory response. Cutting the 6th to 12th dorsal roots

bilaterally abolished the respiratory response and the immediate

blood pressure rise. Some rise of blood pressure occurring slowly

often remained.

3. Consequently the splanchnic nerves seems not to be the

only path for pain from the stomach. Pain impulses may be trans-

mitted by cerebro-spinal fibres ending in the lesser omentum.
A dual transmission of pain from the stomach is only assumed in

anatomical sense. A physiological distinction is not justified.

4. Pulling the stomach may cause a rise in carotid pressure by
intact splanchnics. A fall in blood pressure could be noted after

the same procedure when a number of important paths for pain
from the stomach had been interrupted by section of this nerve.
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Introduction.

The number of oxygen-carrying elements in the foetal blood is

known to rise steadily during gestation. In some species as for

instance man and rumiaants which bear their young in a stage

of relatively full development, the foetal blood values near term

even exceed those reported during extrauterine life. During the

last foetal period signs of increased blood formation ate found

in the bone marrow as well as in the peripheral blood, which,

however, disappear rapidly after birth. (Goodall, 1908, Lipp-

MAN, 1924, Seyfarth, 1927, Sabin et ah, 1936.) The foetal

erythrocytosis, in infants, according to Lippman and to Wegelius

(1948) reaches a maximum a few days after delivery. Both authors

consider the erythrocytosis during the first hours of extrauterine

life to be a real one, and not solely due to haemoconcentration.

Anoxia is generally considered to be the cause of the foetal

polyglobulia, as the intrauterine circulatory conditions do not
allow a full oxygen saturation of the blood. This view is supported
by the negative correlation between the oxygen saturation of the
blood in tbe umbilical artery and the oxygen capacity of the blood,
demonstrated by Barcropt (1946). Differing opinions have, how-
ever, been put forward. Krafka (1930) observed a decrease in
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the percentage of reticulocytes in foetuses shortly before term,

and, therefore, regards the foetal anoxia as having no role in

regulating the erythropoiesis.

In various conditions, where anoxaemia leads to increased

blood formation, substances are known to appear, which, trans-

ferred into other organisms by means of plasma injections, pro-

mote erythrocytosis. These substances, erythropoietins, have been

demonstrated in anaemic animals (Cabnot et Deflandbe, 1906,

Gibelli, 1911, Muller, 1912, Yu-Tin, 1938), in organisms kept

under lowered atmospheric pressure (Foebsteb, 1932, Yu-Tin,

Loeschke and Schwartzeb, 1939, Bondsobff and Jalavisto,

1918) and in patients with congestive heart failure (Bonsdobff

and Jalavisto). The plasma taken from babies at delivery or

during the first weeks of Hfe, too, is stated to have a similar

erythropoietic effect (Loeschke and Schwartzeb, 1939, Dobing,

1918) while plasma from older, icteric babies is wholly inactive.

On the basis of these results, the formation of such active

substances in the foetal organism would be expected.

The present paper is intended to furnish some information as to

the presence of erythropoietins in the plasma of foetuses during

the later period of intrauterine life, and on the changes in the

erythropoietic activity of the plasma during advancing foetal age.

Material and Methods.

The blood samples to be tested as to the erythropoietic activity, were
obtained from sheep foetuses aged from 71 to 121 days. In table 1 are

given the age, length, weight and haematological status of the foetuses.

The upper and lower age hmits are calculated with reference to the time
limits, between which conception had taken place; for estimating the
probable age the length and weight of the foetuses are considered.

The foetuses were delivered by Cesarean sections. As an anaesthetic

for the ewes medinal or nembutal was used. The foetal blood samples,

drawn from the carotid artery, or, in some cases, from the umbilical

vein, were collected into heparinized centrifuge tubes.

As a control for the foetal blood, samples of adult sheep blood were

tested. The blood from pregnant ewes was drawn from the jugular

vein under general anaesthesia; as an anticoagxilant heparin was used.

Blood from non-pregnant sheep, drawn from the jugular vein also, was
defibrinated by means of beating.

All the blood samples were centrifuged without delay and 3 cc of the

plasma and serum respectively were injected within 3 hours intra-

peritoneally into adult rabbits.
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Table 1.

Data concerning the sheep foetuses, from which the hlood

samples were drawn.

Age of foetuses, days
Length.

mm
Weight

g 1 1

Hb B %
probable

lower

limit

upper
limit

71 71 86 150 150 3.69 49/57 475 9.2

85 85 100 200 300 6.18 66/69 575 8.2

105 99 114 320 1,030 6.35 76/88 775 1.9

106 92 107 330 1,070 5.71 65/75 925 1.3

121 106 121 — 1,960 6.35 76/88 1,450 0.5
1

The test rabbits were kept in cages, large enough to allow some amount
of exercise, and fed on oats, hay, swedes and sprucetwigs. The room
temperature was kept low. Blood samples were taken from the ear
vein of the rabbits between 9—^11 a. m. In the group of rabbits injected
with plasma from foetuses or pregnant ewes, haemoglobin, number of
red and white cells and reticulocyte percentage were determined before
the injection and on the first four or five days succeeding the injection.
In those rabbits, which received injections of non-pregnant adult
plasma, only haemoglobin and erythrocytes were determined.
The blood picture of the untreated rabbits showed a relative con-

stancy. In single rabbits only slight deviations in the values from day
to day were observed. In different rabbits the haemoglobin values
varied from 67 to 103 % Hb, the red cells from 4.7 to 5.5 mill/cu.mm,
the white cells from 5700 to 7530/cu.mm, and the reticulocytes from
0.8 to 5.4 %.

In order to avoid the confusing effect of protein from foreign species,
the rabbits were immunized against sheep plasma, Bor immunization
0.7 cc. of adult sheep plasma was injected into the ear vein of the rabbit
and after 3—5 days another injection of 1.5 cc. was given. After the
immunization some inconstancy in the blood values was observed.
The plasma-samples to be tested were, therefore, never injected imtii
the recipient rabbit’s blood count was found stable again.
A part of the data was treated statistically. For calculating the mean

error of the mean, Fechner’s formula was used

1.25 -iTy

(n— 0.2)l/n

LSbJ rf dSati'r “““ aetermination and n the

Control Experiments.

sblL°nW
erythrocytosis-promoting effect of adult

ep plasma, the following experiments were performed.
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Table

The variations in the red cell count (Er) and percentage of reticulo-

Deviation

Age of
foetus,

days

Initial value 1st day 2nd day

Er
mill./cu.

mm
R
%

Er
mill./cu.mm

R
%

Er
mill./cu.mm

R
0/
/o

71 5.5 4.4 + 0.3 — 1.0 — 0.2 —2.2
85 5.0 3.5 + 0.2 ± 0.9

85 4.9 2.9 + 0.1 + 8.5 ± 10.5

105 5.4 1.7 4- 0.2 ± 1.3 ± 6.0

105 4.9 —
105 4.9 4-0.3 -i* 3.1 ±0.2 ±4.1
106 4.9 5.4 4- 0.3 ± 1.2 1.8

121 5.2 3.9 4- 0.8 ± 3.9m ±2.1

5.10 ± O.O9I2.9 ± 0.5 4-0.23 ±0.09 -{-3.1 1.1 ±0.36 ± 0.09 ±4.0 ± 1.1

Column 1; probable age of the foetuses; columns 2—3: initial Er and R values;

columns 4—12: deviations in Er and from the' initial value on the 6 first days

1. Serum from an adult, non-pregnant sheep was injected into

3 rabbits.

2. 3 other rabbits received injections of plasma, drawn from 2

pregnant ewes on the 105th and 121st day of pregnancy.

The injection was followed in both groups by a slight rise in

the erythrocyte count on the 1st day, which, however, was lev-

elled again on the 2nd day. On the 3rd and 4th day the number
of red cells fell below the initial value (Kg. 1, the lower curve).

In the haemoglobin only increases or decreases within the limits

of normal daily fluctuation were encountered. The number of

white cells, when determined, remained unaffected by the injec-

tion. The percentage of reticulocytes was slightly increased on the

1st day following the injection, but dropped back to the initial

level on the 2nd day (Kg. 2, lower curve).

Accordingly, adult sheep plasma seems, when injected into

rabbits, to call forth a slight erythrocytosis and reticulocytosis

which, however, last only for one day, and is afterwards replaced

by an erythropenia.

Experiments with Foetal Sheep Plasma.

The erythropoietic activity of foetal blood was tested by in-

jecting plasma from 5 sheep foetuses of different ages into 8
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o

cytes (E) in the rabbits injected with plasma from sheep foetuses.

on the

3rd day 4th day 5th day

Er
mill./cu.mm

R
/o

Er
mill./cu.mm

In
+ .5.7

+ 6.9

-i- 4.2

-f- 2.0

+ 0.7

+ 0.0

+ 0.3

+ 0.0

— 0.3

— 0.1

— 0.5

+ 3.9

+ 6.1

+ 2.3

+ 6.9

+ 0.7

+ 0.5

+ 0.4

-^2
+ 0.1— 0.4

— 0.2

1

—0.02 ± 0.06 +3.5 + 1.2 —0.12 ± O.IO +4.4 ± 1,1 {—0.06 + 0.14

following the injection. In the bottom, line are shown the means of the initial
values and of the daily deviations, and the mean errors of the means, t

rabbits. The data concerning the foetuses are given in table 1.

As a rule the injection was followed, in the test rabbits, by an
increase in the red cells and reticulocyte percentage, well beyond
the daily fluctuation in normal untreated rabbits. The erythro-
cytosis lasted for 2—3 days, after which the number of red cells
was decreased below the initial count. The reticulocytosis, on
the contrary, lasted throughout the period of i days during which
the blood picture was followed. In the haemoglobin only a slight
and inconstant increase was found, and, consequently, the color
index usually showed a decrease. No increase in the number of
white cells were encountered.

The variations in the red cell count (Er) and percentage of
reticulocytes (R) in the rabbits injected with plasma from sheep
foetuses, are. shown in table 2. In the 1st column the probable
age of the foetus is given, the 2nd and 3rd column comprise the
red cell and reticulocyte values of the recipients on the day of
mjection (initkl value), and the 4th to 12th column the variations
ftom the imtial value on the 5 successive days. In the bottomhue the means for columns 2-12 and the mean errors are
represented. It may be stated that in the number of erythro-cytes there is an average increase compared to the initial valueCH e s and 2ud day, which, however, has statistical signifi-cance only on the 2nd day. The average increase in the reZlo-
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Fig. 1. The effect of foetal and adult sheep plasma on the red cell count of the re-

cipient rabbits. Upper curve: the mean deviation from the initial value on the 6-

first days after the injection of foetal sheep plasmaj lower curve; the daily mean
deviations after the injection of adult sheep plasma. The mean error of each mean

is drawn as a circle.

cyte percentage can be beld as statistically significant on all 4
days follovring the injection.

A comparison between the changes in the recipient rabbit’s

blood picture after injection of plasma from sheep foetuses and

from adult sheep is needed for proper evaluation of the poly-

cythaemia-promoting activity of foetal plasma. Fig. 1 represents

such a comparison in regard of red cell changes. According to the

curves, on the 1st day after injection there is no difference be-

tween the effect of adult and foetal plasma, whereas on the 2nd
day, when the effect of the foetal plasma is at a maximum, the

values in the group treated with adult plasma lie below the initial

level. The difference between the two curves at corresponding

points on the 2nd day is statistically highly significant. On the

other hand, the significance of the (bfference between both

curves on the 3rd and ith day can only be considered as probable.
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Discussion.

On the basis of the data presented above, it may be concluded,

that the plasma from sheep foetuses has a polycythaemia pro-

moting activity during the latter period of intrauterine life

stronger than that of the plasma from adult sheep.

The question naturally may be put forward whether the poly-

cythaemic reaction to the foetal plasma is genuine, and caused

by an increased activity of the bone marrow of the recipient.

Such, probably, is the case. There could hardly be any question

of an apparent polycythaemia, due to haemoconcentration, as the

recipients, in spite of the erythrocytosis, show no increase in the

number of white cells. Furthermore, the decrease in the color

index, observed in most cases, indicates the presence of new cells

in the peripheral blood. And, finally, the high reticulocyte count

lasting several days after the injection must be interpreted as a

sign of increased erythropoiesis.

The short interval between the injection and the polyglobulia

caused thereby may arouse some doubt as to the origin of the

cells. Yet, if the active substances were to cause only an emptying

of the blood depots, the reaction could not very well last as long

as 2 days. On the other hand, signs of increased bone marrow
activity are usually not considered to appear in the peripheral

blood as early as the 1st or 2nd day. According to Whitby and
Britton (1947), the reticulocyte peak in pernicious anaemia
patients occurs on the 3rd to 10th day after the onset of liver

treatment, and Jacobson and Williams (1945) working on
splenectomized rabbits, report an increased percentage of reti-

culocytes on the 2nd to 6th day after intravenous administration

of active liver substances. The early erythrocytosis and reticulo-

cytosis in the present material is, however, in good accord with
the results of some other authors. Hahn, Boss, Bale and Whipple
(1940) detected marked iron-atoms in the circulating red cells of
anaemic dogs a few hours after the feeding, and Karvonen (1948)
in his calculations arrives at maturation times for erythrocytes
of a few hours.

The rapid decrease in the red cell count after the initial erythro-
cytosis might possibly seem unexpected. Still, the reticulocyte
percentage remains high for several days, and even the decrease
in the erytirrocytCs is smaller in the group of recipients treated
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witli foetal plasma tlian in tlie control group. Any lasting effect,

on the other hand, could hardly be expected after a single in-

jection of a substance which probably is soon destroyed or in-

activated by the recipient organism. — The recipients, it must

be born in mind, are normal animals, with a balanced blood status,

and naturally would strive to level their blood count as soon as

the stimulus had disappeared.

The fall in the number of red cells below the initial value, ob-

served in the main experimenteal group as well as in the control

group, remains unexplained. It is not very likely that the frequent

removals of blood would be responsible for the anaemia, the

amounts drawn being very small. Another explanation might be

the toxic, anaemia-producing effect of foreign proteins. This is

all the more likely as there was no control to show whether full

immunity was obtained by the 2 injections of sheep plasma pre-

vious to the experiment. The effect of heparin, used as an anti-

coagulant, upon the blood picture, is an unknown factor, too.

As the rise in the erythT0C3rte count and percentage of reticulo-

cytes even in the control group on the let day after injection is

within the limits of statistical probability, it must be regarded

as likely that normal sheep plasma has a slight polycythaemic

effect on the rabbit. Some small deviations in the red cell count

and percentage of reticulocytes after the injection of adult sheep

plasma, might, however, be regarded as non-specific reactions to

foreign proteins, due to lack of immunity.

As to the permeability of the placenta to erythropoietins, noth-

ing definite can be said. In view of the difference between the

erythropoietic activity of foetal and maternal plasma, there

probably is no complete permeability. The slight polycythaemic

reaction caused by the injection of pregnant ewe plasma, cannot

be regarded as due to foetal erythropoietins, as plasma from non-

pregnant sheep gives a similar reaction. On the other hand, con-

siderable amounts of foetal erythropoietins might be present in

the mother’s circulation, without their concentration yet being

high enough for 3 cc. of the plasma to cause a noticeable poly-

cythaemic reaction. Furthermore, the higher oxygen-content of the

maternal blood would possibly lead to a rapid inactivation of the

foetal erythropoietins. On the other hand, the erythropoietins

might be inactivated by a special activity of the placenta, or they

might fail to pass through placenta because of a large molecular

size.
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The led cell and haemoglobin values for the foetuses in the

present material, in accordance with the results of previous

investigations show a rise towards term (Table 1). This rise does

not disagree with the view, suggested by fig. 3, that the erythro-

poietic activity of the plasma increases with growing foetal age.

The fall in the percentage of reticulocjrfces during the last period

of gestation, at the time when the . number of red cells in-

creases and the plasma contains erythropoietic substances (table

1, last column) might seem difficult to explain. Yet, it must be

remembered, that in sheep blood during extrauterine life only

an occasional reticulated red cell is encountered. Consequently,

the decrease in the reticulocyte count need not be considered as

a sign of decreased blood formation, but can be regarded as an

initial development towards adult state.

Considering the data known about the foetal blood formation

and the peripheral blood picture of foetuses, it seems most prob-

able that the erythropoietic substance present in the plasma is

at least partly responsible for the foetal polyglobulia. The exis-

tence of a humoral stimulus for the foetus’s bone marrow is

also presumed by Hoogstraten and Karvonen (1948) who
could not detect any difference between the erythropoietic ac-

tivity of the bone marrow from the cranial and caudal end of the

foetus, regardless of the higher oxygen tension in the cranial end.

Summary.

In order to demonstrate the presence of erythropoietins in

foetal plasma, the following experiments were performed.

1. Controls. Plasma from pregnant ewes and adult, non-pregnant
sheep was injected intraperitoneally into 6 rabbits, immunized
against sheep plasma. The adult plasma caused a slight eythro-

cytosis and reticulocytosis on the 1st day after injection, which
was on the 2nd day replaced by erythropenia, with a normal
percentage of reticulocytes.

2. Plasma from 5 sheep foetuses aged from 71 to 121 days
was injected into 8 immunized rabbits. An erythrocytosis was
observed on the 2 first days after injection, and a remarkable
increase in the percentage of reticulocytes took place. The red
cell values were decreased below the initial level on the 4th and
5th day, though never as low as in the control group on corres-
ponding days. The reticulocytosis lasted for 4 days. The increase
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in the red cells and reticulocytes compared to that in the control

group was found statistically significant.

It is concluded, that the foetal plasma near term is more active

in promoting erythrocytosis than adult plasma. The active pub-

stance contained in the plasma probably has a role in stimulating

the foetuses’ bone marrow.
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In a previous work (Lundholm and Mohme, 1949) it has been

shown that ergotamine in a dosage of 25 y per kg of the body-

weight reduces the oxygen consumption on an average by 13

per cent. In order to ascertain whether this reduction of the

oxygen consumption may be attributed to the sympathicolytic

effect of the ergotamine, the corresponding effect on the oxygen

consumption of dihydroergotamine (DHE), prepared by Stoll

and Hotmann (1943), has been investigated. In fact, according

to Rothlin and Bbugger (1945), Bruggeb (1945) and Rothlin

(1946/47), DHE has a more powerful sympathicolytic effect

than ergotamine whereas its direct effect on the organs is weaker.

Method. The oxygen consumption has been recorded in accordance
with a technique previously described (Lundholm and Mohme,
loG. cit.). The investigation was made on six cats; it comprised 2 ex-

periments with DHE and 1(—^2) control tests with the injection of
physiological saline into each cat. The procedure was as follows: When
the cat had been introduced into the respiration box and had come
to rest (after about 20 minutes), the oxygen consumption in the course
of 60 minutes was recorded (normal test). An intramuscular injection
of DHE, in physiological saline, was then given in a dosage of 25 y
per kg of the body-weight. This dosage was selected, firstly because
previous tests with ergotamine had been made with the same amount,
secondly because any specific effect of DHE sh^^uld be .shown even
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rig. I. Time-action-curve of DHE and ergotamine and control tests.

Abscissa; Time in minutes after injection.

Ordinata; Increase or decrease per cent of the oxygen consumption.

C>— — 3 3 DHE (25 y per kg, intramuscular injection).

# • > Ergotamine (25 y per kg, intramuscular injection).

O O O Control (physiological saline).

with a comparatively small amount of the substance, and lastly because

it was desirable to avoid toxic effects. After the injection the con-

sumption of oxygen from 5 to 125 minutes was again recorded. —
In the control tests the procedure was the same, except that physio-

logical saline was injected instead of DHE.

Results. The time within which DHE and ergotamine, respect-

ively, have their effects on the oxygen consumption is recorded

by the chart in Fig. I. The ergotamine values have been taken

from an earlier %vork (Lundholm and Mohme, loc. cit.). The chart

shows that the effect of the drugs on the oxygen consumption

sets in after the lapse of about 30 minutes. This tallies "with

Eothlin’s statement (1947) that DHE is not completely absorbed

until after ca. 30 minutes. Not, however, until about 50 minutes
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Table 1.

Cat
num-
ber

Dihydroergotamine Control

normal
0. cc/60

min.

drug

,0 s cc/50

—

110 min.

increase

or decrease

per cent

normal
0. oo/60

min.

phys. sal.

0- cc/50

—

TlO min.

increase

or decrease

per cent

I 2 350
1. 861.5

2. 922.3

832.7

821.8

— .3.3

— 10.9

861.1 956.1 + 11.0

II 1950
1. 1 031.5

2. 1 016.4

913.7

948.9

— 11.4

— 6.G

934.3 924.2 — 1.1

III 1350
1. 624.3

2. 745.3

— 4.0

— 17.4

725.0 670.1 — 7.0

IV 3 300
1. 1 199.2

2. 1 468.9

1 104.4

1 302.1

— 7.9

— 11.4

1 312.0 1 340.9 -f- 2.2

2100
1. 1 108.7

2. 938.9

1 063.7

809.3

— 4.1

— 13.8

916.6 850.4 HD
VI 2 800

1. 1 263.3

2. 1 480.5

1219.3
1 273.1

— 3.5

— 14.0

1 870.8

1 1190.2
1 996.0

1 188.9

-j’ 6.7

— 0.1

The effect of 25 }' per kg body weight of DHE of the oxygen consumption
and control tests. The o.xygen consumption is recorded 50—110 minutes after

injection.

have elapsed since the iniection. do we notice a distinct fall of

the oxygen consumption, which reaches its minimum (— 19.4 %)
during the second hour. In Table I, where the results are given

in figures, the oxygen consumption during the time 60—110

minutes after the injection is accordingly recorded. The change
as compared with the normal values has been estimated in per-

centage.

A study of the Table shows that in all the tests a fall of the
oxygen consumption has set in. This fall averaged 9.0 per cent.

Expressed in cc per kg of the body-weight the fall will be 43.

In the percentage computation the range of variation was — 3.3

% to — 17.4 %. (Computed in cc per kg of the body-weight, the
corresponding range of variation is — 12.3 to — 95.8.)

The material has been treated statistically in accordance with
the t-test (Fischer 1936). The results will be found in Table
II. The fall of the oxygen consumption after the administration
of DHE is statistically sigmficant. In the control tests no such
effect can be observed. The difference between the control tests
6—49f37S. Actaphgs. Scandinav. Vol. 18.
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Table II.

Variate

Mean
Increase or

decrease

per cent

Standard
error

of the
mean

Degrees
of

freedom
P

Dihydroergotamine — 9.0 ± 1.3? 11 6.529 OooV

-f- 0.6 ± 2.57 6 m
— 1.3.4 ± 1.83 9 7.341 < O.ooi

Difference

Standard
error

of the
difference

Degrees
of

freedom
P

between control tests and
dihydroergotamine tests .

.

+ 9.6 17 3.287

between dihydroergotamine
and ergotamine tests + ± 2.294 20 1.918 0.05—O.IO

Statistical analysis according to the t-test of dihydroergotamine, orgotamino

and control tests. (The ergotamine tests have been hold from LtrNDHonM and
Mohme, 1949.)

and the dihydroergotamine tests is also very probable. No sig-

nificant difference in the effects of DHE and ergotamine on the

oxygen consumption can be shown. To judge by Fig. I, the effect

of ergotamine seems to be somewhat stronger. No reliable con-

clusions can, however, be drawn, seeing that towards the end

of the recorded tests the DHE curve also fell to the same low

values as the ergotamine curve.

Discussion. DHE, as previously mentioned, has the sympa-

thicolytic effect of ergotamine in an intensified degree, whereas

its direct effect on the organs is weaker. As DHE too tends to

lower the oxygen consumption and as this fall is of the same

magnitude as after the administration of ergotamine, it may
presumably be attributed to an inhibition of the impulses from

the sympathetic system. This view is borne out by the effects

of other sympathicolytic drugs on the oxygen consumption.

According to Mutakami (1930), yohimbine lowers* the oxygen

consumption in rabbits. Issekutz and Haran'gozo-Oroszy (1942)
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found that F 883 in a dosage of 0.1 ing per kg lowered the oxygen

consumption in rats by ca. 15 per cent. According to Biorck

and Hall (1947), dibenzyl-/?-chloroethy]amine (30 mg per kg)

lowers the oxygen consumption in rats by 17 per cent. The effect

of all the sympathicolytic drugs on the oxygen consumption is

thus both qualitatively and quantitatively the same. According

to Gannon, Newton, Bright, Menkin and Moore (1929), a

fall of the oxygen consumption by 10 per cent, ensues in cats

after complete sympathectomy. The low values found for the

oxygen consumption after the administration of DHE and ergo-

tamine, — 9.0 and — 13.4 per cent., respectively, are also well

compatible with the supposition that the fall of the oxygen con-

sumption is caused by blocking the impulses from the sympa-

thetic system.

Summar5'.

The effect of dihydroergotaraine (DHE) on the oxygen

consumption has been investigated by the author in experiments

on cats. When about 30 minutes have elapsed after the injection

of DHE in a dosage of 25 y per kg of the body-weight, the effect

sets in. About 50—110 minutes after the injection the oxygen
consumption falls on an average by 9.0 per cent. The fall of the

oxygen consumption is attributed to an inhibition of the normal
activity of the sympathetic system.
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Introduction and Problem.

In an electro-ph.ysiological investigation on Nervns cutaneus

suiae fibularis (below called the suial nerve) in the rabbit it was

found that mechanical stimulation of the skin could give rise

to nerve discharges which were slowly adapting. The present

work describes the function and distribution of the end organs

responsible.

Historical Section.

In 1926 Adrian and Zotterman showed on cats that impulses

can be recorded from a cutaneous nerve when a mechanical

stimulus is applied to the hairs or to the foot pad in the distri-

bution area of this nerve. Two different kinds of response are

described, a short outburst of impulses when the hairs are rapidly

bent and kept in this position and a continuous discharge when

a heavier pressure is applied to the foot pad. The former type

of discharge was elicited in hair touch receptors which thus have

a rapid adaptation to a constant mechanical stimulus. Pacinian

corpuscles or similar end organs were held responsible for the

continuous discharge recorded when a heavier pressure was applied

to the foot pad. These end organs were thus evidently slowly

adapting. These findings have later been verified, those concerning

the hair touch receptors by ZotteriiIAN (1933, 1937, 1939 a,

1939 b), those concerning Pacinian corpuscles by Adrian and

UlIRATH (1929).

* British Council scholar.
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Fitzgerald (1940) recorded impulses elicited in slowly adapting

receptors around tlie vibrissae hairs of the cat.

The neuro-histology of the sural area in the rabbit has been

especially studied by Weddell, Guttmann and Gutmann

(1941). Two types of receptors were found in this area, basket-

formed end organs around the root of the hairs and beaded

fibres. The former are innervated by myelinated, the latter by

unmyelinated fibres so far as can be judged from the histological

picture. No Pacinian corpuscles were ever found in this area.

This is, as will be seen, an essential point and has during the

present investigation been histologically controlled (Franken-

HAEUSER, Weddell and Feindel 1949). Nor has there hitherto

been found any other organized end organ in the region.

Technique.

Preparation. Young rabbits (800—^1,800 gr.) under urethane nar-

cosis were used for the experiments. The sural nerve was exposed either

in the middle of the thigh or below the knee or, occasionally, in both
these places and prepared free from surrounding fat and loose con-

nective tissue. The epineurium was usually left intact.

The blood supply to the nerve was kept intact as far as possible.

A longitudinal vessel had to be destroyed when the nerve was exposed
in the thigh and a few small vessels when the incision was below the
knee.

The nerve was prevented from drying by keeping it either in moist
air or in medicinal liquid paraffin. Tyrode solution was also used for

this purpose.

Recording device. The impulses were led off with silver wire elec-

trodes from the exposed nerve. Two four-stage condenser resistance
push-pull-coupled amplifiers were used. The impulses were made
audible by a loudspeaker and visible on cathode ray tubes. Eecords
were taken on continuously running bromide paper.

Stimulation. The cutaneous receptors were stimulated either by
touching the hairs with cotton wool or by touching the skin with a
blunt rod or a no. 1 nylon suture thread on a holder. A thrust of ap-
proximately 200 mgr, bent the nylon thread. The diametre of the
thread was O.is mm. In some experiments the hairs were cut short in
order to expose the skin in the sural area.

Results.

It is well known that the receptors at the base of the hair
adapt rapidly to a constant stimulus (see historical section).
This was repeatedly verified in the present investigation.
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Fig. 1.

A. B. (continuous). Constant ptcssuro. The first outburst is mainly elicited

in hair touch receptors.

0. Shows the frequency of impukcs chcited when light pressure (first part)

ns compared with heavier pressure (last part) is applied.

j) Shows the adaptation for constant pressure. A one minute interval

between each record.

Time a. c. 60 cycles.

Fiu-thcr explanation in text.

On the other hand a steady pressure applied to the sural area

usually gave a response of the type shown in Rg. 1, A, B. Clearly

this is very slowly adapting and entirely different from the usual

touch receptors, A short note on these findings has been published
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Fig. 2.

A. Pressure released for the time marked.
(?. (continuous). Adaptation of a single "spot”.

Time a. c. 60 cycles.

Further explanation in text.

in the proceedings of the Physiological Society (1948). A Pacinian
corpuscle -would probably give this type of response (Adrian
and TJmrath 1929) but no Pacinian corpuscles could ever be
found in tMs area by the histological studies (Weddell, Gutt-
MANN and Gutmann 1941) or in a re-exanoinatiou specially direc-
ted to this matter (Prankenhaeuser, Weddell and Peindel
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The function and the distribution of the receptor responsible
for the continuous discharge was systematically studied.

The frequency of impulses elicited by a pressure on the skin

in the sural area was higher for heavy than for light pressure

(Fig. 1, C). For a constant pressure the frequency decreased with
the time so that the discharge was extinguished after three to

Average adaptation curve for two “spots”. Frequency of impulses plotted
against duration of constant pressure.

five minutes (Fig. 1, D—^H). If the pressure now was released

and immediately applied again a similar slowly adapting response

was obtained. If the pressure was released while the discharge

was continuing, impulses stopped immediately (Fig. 2, A).

Spikes of varying amplitude were recorded when a skin area of

half a cm® was stimulated, i. e. when several nerve fibres were

activated (Fig. 1, A, B).

It should be pointed out that light movement of the hairs was

not an adequate stimulus for this type of discharge. A defor-

mation of the skin itself was necessary in order to evoke the slowly

adapting response.

The sural area was systematically tested wdth a nylon suture

thread (maximum pressure 200 mgr., 0.15 mm. diametre). A high

frequency of discharge, up to about 200 per second, was elicited

from a skin area of about 0.2 mm. diametre (Fig. 2, B). Such an
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Fig. }.

Molhylono blue prop:vrat5on of a marked
“fipot". (With iwrinission of WKDnnLUnnd
FniXDEr,,)

area is below called a sensitive “spot”. At a distance of 0.2 mni,

from tbe “spot” a low frequency (20—75 per second) was elici-

ted by tbe same pressure and about 0.4 mni. from the spot

no response whatever was obtained. Thus the receptor.s respon-

sible for this type of discharge could be locabV.ed within 0.2 mm.

Some of the “spots” were

marked with indian ink. They

remained excitable by the

nylon thread for several

hours. Fig. 1, D—H, showed

the slow adaptation when a

large area was excited. The

record contained the response

of several different receptors.

Fig. 2, B—G, shows the adap-

tation when a single sensitive

“spot” is excited by the nylon

thread. The discharge fre-

quency declines over some

three to five minutes, and

the relation of frequency to duration of discharge is plotted in

the curve shown in Fig. 3.

The uniformity of the spike heights, independent of pressure

and of adaptation, are typical of a single fibre response, and in

the sural area it does not appear that the 200 mgr. nylon thread

ever excites more than one fibre.

Four to eight “spots” were found per cm- of the skin. They
were scattered over the skin surface without any marked grouping

but the distribution was usually denser in the proximal than in

the distal part of the sural area. This does not necessarily mean
that there are less receptors in the distal than proximal regions,

but only that less of them are connected to the sural nerve (which
is recorded throughout). It is in fact found that the regions of

nerve overlap are those where the sural sensitive “spots” are
scarce.

When folds of the loose skin were displaced across the deeper
tissues the spots” marked on them still gave the usual discharge.
This shows that the receptor is localized in the skin and not in
the subcutaneous tissue.

The sensitive “spots” were examined histologically and the
relatively simple sensory end organ shown in Fig. 4 was found.
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This work is appearing elsewhere (Frankenhaeuser, Weddell
and Feindel 1949).

Summary.

It was found that a pressure applied to the distribution area of

the sural nerve (rabbit) elicited a slowly adapting response.

The adaptation time was about five minutes. Pacinian corpuscles

were excluded. The end organs responsible for this discharge

were localized within 0.2 mm. Their mechanical threshold re-

mained below 200 mgr. The discharge from a single receptor

followed the aU or none law. No after discharge was obtained.

Fom to eight receptors were found per cm® skin.

I wish to thank Doctor Graham Weddell in whose laboratory

this work was carried out.
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Introduction and ProMera.

Recent investigations on the ischaemic blocking of nerves

show some disagreement. The question of the localization of the

block is the chief contradiction. Several investigators claim that

ischaemia blocks the nerve first in its proximal part, whereas

some claim that the most distal part of the nerve is first affected

or even that the end organs might be affected at an early stage.

Most of these investigations have been carried out on humans
and comparatively few animal studies have been undertaken.

The animal experiments were carried out under conditions which

prevent a direct comparison with the results obtained on man.

The problem of the present investigation is first to find out

how different conditions in animal experiments affect the ischae-

mic survival time (the time up to the moment of conduction

block), and then to find out which part of the nerve is first blocked.

A further question which was investigated is whether there

is any clear relation in the survival time for fibres conducting

impulses from slowly adapting touch receptors, and rapidly adapt-
ing hair touch receptors and if such a relation can be correlated

with the conduction rates in the corresponding fibres.

The technique described by Adman and Zotterman (1926) to

record sensory impulses from an exposed nerve was found to be a
convenient basis for the experiments. The same technique has been
used by Zotterman (1933) for ischaemic experiments.
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A purely cutaneous nerve in tlie rabtit, Nervus cutaneus suxae

fibularis (below called "tbe sural nerve), was chosen for the experi-

ments. This nerve is small enough for leading off reasonably

large single impulses in the larger myelinated fibres, and the

nerve can be dissected over a relatively long stretch witliout

branches.

Historical Section.

It has long been known that a nerve can be -kept alive out-

side the body for a considerable period of time provided it is pre-

vented from drying and has access to oxygen (Bowditch 1890,

Herzen 1897, Bbodie and Halliburton 1901, Beck 1908 etc.).

If the nerve does not have access to oxygen it gradually becomes

blocked (v. Baever 1903, Baas 1904, Gottschalk 1914, 1919,

Gerard 1927, a, b, 1930, 1932, Lehmann 1937, Lorente de no
1947 etc.).

The oxygen consumption of a nerve has been quantitatively

measured by Thunbbro (1901) and Gerard (1927 b, 1932).

Gerard (1932) and later Lorente de no (1947) have shown

that an asphyxiated nerve is depolarized to a critical level at the

moment when it stops conducting impulses.

The time taken to establish an asphyctic block varies for

different animals and for different conditions. Thus Gerard

(1930) found that an excised dog nerve becomes blocked consider-

ably quicker than a frog nerve. A nerve with high respiration is

blocked more rapidly than a nerve with low respiration. The

higher the temperature the more lively is the respiration and the

more rapid the blocking (within certain limits). These results

have recently been verified by Wright (1946) ivho pointed out

that the survival time is shorter and the rate of oxygen uptake

higher close to the cut end compared to the rest of the nerve.

So far experiments on excised nerve only have been mentioned.

Several investigations have been undertaken on humans and on

animals with the nerve in situ during ischaemia. Human experi-

ments will now be considered, followed by animal experiments.

Investigations on Man.

Tabritius and v. Bermann (1913) investigated the loss of

different sensory modalities in a finger occluded at its base by

an elastic band. It was shown that the stereognostic ability dis-
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appealed, at a momeiit wlieii toucli and. pressure still were felt.

No sensations from touch and pressure were observed at a mo-

ment when temperature and pain sensitivity still were intact.

The ability of discriminating small differences in weight dis-

appeared simultaneously with sensation for touch and pressure.

It should be mentioned that touch anaesthesia appeared after an

occlusion of about 45 minutes.

Lewis, Pickering and Bothschild (1931) carried out a syste-

matic investigation on ischaemic blocking of human nerves and

published a number of important findings. Their results on the

mechanism of asphyxia were made the basis for future experi-

ments and their technique has been used and developed by a

number of later investigators (Zottermah 1933, Lewis and

PocHiN 1938, Kugelberg 1944, 1946 a, b, Weddell and Senclaib

1947, Sinclair 1948, Barlow and Pochin 1948, Gordon 1948).

A brief account will therefore be given of Lewis, Pickering

and Bothschild’s work. One or several pneumatic blood pres-

dure cuffs were apphed to different parts of the arm and the

forearm for varying time periods and the sensitivity of the skin

distal to the cuffs was tested. Paraesthesias appearing after appli-

cation and after release of the cuff were noted and are described

by Lewis et al. It was found that the anaesthesia appears more
rapidly when the cuff is applied to the proximal part of the upper

limb than when it is applied to the distal part. The anaesthesia

always starts in the distal part and spreads proximally. Further
it was shown that different sensory modalities were blocked at

different times.

It is outside the scope of the present investigation to go into

further details of this paper. It ought, however, to be pointed

out that the main conclusions drawn by the authors are that a
nerve is more sensitive to asphyxia in its proximal than in its

distal part {i. e. a proximo-distal gradient) and that long nerves
are affected earlier than short nerves {i. e. a centripetal spread
of anaesthesia).

These conclusions have been confirmed by most of the investiga-
tors in this field (Zotterman 1933, Thompson and Kimball 1936,
Kugelberg 1944, Groat and Koenig 1946 a, b, Barlow and
Pochin 1948) but questioned by some (Bentley and Schlapp
1943, a, b, Weddell and Sinclair 1947, Sinclair 1948).
Kugelberg (1944) produced nerve ischaemia by a pressure

cuff and showed that all the nerve distal to the cuff exhibited an
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increase in accommodation. This occurred earlier in the proximal
than in the distal part of the ischaemic stretch and was also

earlier in the long nerves than in the short ones.

Sinclair (1948) recently carried out a series of cuff experi-

ments on man similar to those undertaken hy Lewis etal. (1931).

He does not get a significant difference in blocking time when
the cuff is applied high on the arm and low on the (upper) arm.

Further he claims that the anaesthesia does not have a purely

centripetal spread but that it affects the areas supplied by differ-

ent nerves or nerve branches so that one such area becomes

anaesthetic throughout its whole extension simultaneously. Hair

touch sensibility is found to be blocked by ischaemia later than

skin touch sensibility. He concludes that a greater sensitivity in

the proximal part of the nerve is not the only reason why the nerve

becomes blocked more rapidly when the cuff is applied to the

arm than when it is applied to the forearm. As other influential

factors he suggests that a nerve is more effectively compressed

in the arm than in the forearm and that the blood occlusion

is more effective on the arm than on the forearm. He also thinks

it possible that the end organs are affected at an early stage.

Thompson and Kimball (1936) have experimented on humans

with a blood pressure cuff applied above the elbow and electrical

stimulation at the level of the wrist. They found that "the ischae-

mia of the nerve first increased and later diminished the irri-

tability of the fibres first stimulated by a current increasing from

aero”. They concluded that "in mammalian nerves in vivo asph}'xia

affects the large fibres first”. The authors investigated low

threshold fibres only, i. e. large fibres. It seems to be mere

speculation to conclucde that the large fibres are affected before

small fibres when the latter were never tested.

Animal Experiments.

Experiments on animals have been undertaken in order to

study the problem under conditions more easily controlled.

It is outside the scope of this work to describe the earlier

studies where a muscle twitch was used as an index for a con-

tinuous conduction of impulses in an efferent nerve since this

paper deals with cutaneous nerves only.

ZoTTEP.MAN (1933) describes some ischaemic e.xperiments on

the cat. A rubber band was tightly tied around the thigh and

impulses were led off from the exposed distal part of a sensory
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nerve activated, by stiniulation of tbe paw. He concludes. As

still after 40 minutes many of tbe receptors and the fibres were

in functional condition it is obvious that the receptors and the

distal parts of the fibres either need very little oxygen or can

work on a very high oxygen debt.” With this finding and with

his results obtained in experiments on humans Zotterman

supports Lewis, Pickering and Rothschild’s view that a nerve

is more sensitive to asphyxia in its proximal part.

Groat and Koenig (1946 a) investigated nerve excitability

after the death of experimental animals (cat). The trachea was

clamped and the action potentials elicited by electrical stimula-

tion of different parts of the exposed nerve were recorded. They

concluded that an ischaemic nerve neither becomes blocked ac-

cording to the principle of punctate blocks appearing in random

order along the entire length of the nerve, nor is it a compact

block beginning proximally and spreading distally. It is essentially

the proximal part which is first affected except for some fibres

where the block starts more distally and the proximal part remains

intact,

Bentley and Schlapp (1943 a) in electro-physiological experi-

ments on the cat found that in "a limb rendered ischaemic by
a complete tourniquet at its root the nerve in the leg and foot

becomes inactive in about 30 minutes though the nerve in the

thigh survives for at least two hours”. They also showed that the

time difference did not depend upon a difference in sensitivity to

ischaemia in the proximal and distal part of the nerve, but that
owing to some access to oxygen conduction persisted longer in

the thigh than in the leg.

The results obtained by all the other investigators discussed

are in general agreement with each other even if there are minor
points of disagreement which have led the various investigators

to contradictory conclusions. But they are in complete disagree-

ment with the results obtained by Bentley and Sohlapp.
A point of considerable interest is whether the pressure of

the cuff on the nerve is one of the factors responsible for paral-
ysis. Most of the investigators take the view that the effect of
pressure cannot be neglected but the extent of this effect remains
obscure (Zotterman 1933, Lewis, Pickering and Rothschild
1931). Bentley and Schlapp (1943 a) conclude that pressure
does not shorten the ischaemic survival time in tourniquet experi-
ments.
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Clask, Hughes and Gasser (1935) investigated the electro-

neurogram during ischaemic conditions. They compared the
blocking time of A, B and C fibres with the events in ischaemic

experiments on humans. Later, Gasser (1943) investigated the

blocking of different fibre groups in more detail. He states that

“When a nerve is asphyxiated in an experimental animal, the

first fibers to be blocked are those in the delta elevation; then as

the asphyxia progresses, the larger medullated fibers are included.

In general, the larger the fiber the longer it survives, but the size-

order is not rigidly followed. At all stages of the asphyxia some
fibers larger than those in which the major portion of the blocking

is occurring are losing their power of conduction.”

Impulses in a Cutaneous Nerve.

It is a well known fact that impulses in an exposed cutaneous

nerve can be recorded when stroking the hairs in its distribution

area (Adrian and Zotterman 1926, Zotterman 1933, 1937,

1939, a, b, 1941). B-ecently it was shown that impulses from a

slowly adapting receptor in the sural area in the rabbit can be re-

corded separately from the hair touch impulses (Frankenhaeuser

1948, 1949).

Conduction Rates.

The work of Gasser et al. in correlating conduction rate, fibre

size and impulse amplitude is a classic (Gasser and Erlanger

1927, Gasser and Grundfest 1939, Hursh 1939, Gasser 1943). It

is outside the scope of this paper to give a complete review of

these investigations but the main results should be quoted. "The

velocities in A fibers depend upon their size. For all practical

purposes the velocity can be described by a constant times the

axon diameter, though more accurately the function connecting

the two variables is probably one that would yield a flat curve

approaching a straight line from a direction indicating a power

slightly less than one.” (Gasser 1943.)

Sanders and Whitteridge (1946) have shown on regenerating

nerves that the conduction rate is more closely related to the

myelin thickness than to the axon diameter. Zotterman in 1936

called attention to the influence of myelin thickness;

Zotterman (1933, 1937, 1939 a, b, 1941) measured the conduc-

tion rates for impulses in single fibres elicited by different kinds

of cutaneous stimuli. He finds on the cat’s saphenous nerve
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that "the large potentials produced by deformation of the^skin

and movements of the hairs are conducted at 30—60 m/sec.”. —
“When the hairs are touched very lightly by moving the finest

wisp of cotton wool over them the records show only dz (8 17

m/sec,
)
potentials, often followed by a weak after discharge of C

potentials.” (1939 a.)

Technique.

The rabbit was kept under urethane narcosis which was supplemented

by ether inhalation when necessary. For leading off impulses, the sural

nerve was exposed at the middle of the thigh or about three cm. below

the knee^ or at both these places. The exposed part of the nerve was

kept in moist air or in liquid paraffin in order to prevent drying.
^

The experiments (when not otherwise stated) were conducted with

the animal or the leg in free air and in ordinary room temperature,

22—23°. In some amputation experiments the leg was immediately

after the amputation put in a thermostat-controlled liquid paraffin

bath. The temperature of the bath was kept at either 37.5°

or at 22.5° i 0.5°. The temperature in the proximal and distal part

of the leg was in a series of experiments observed by the use of iron-

constantan thermocouples connected to a Cambridge spot galvano-

meter.

Silver electrodes were used for the leading off, and a two-channel

condenser coupled amplifier, cathode ray tubes and a loudspeaker

were used for recording the impulses. Photographs were occasionally

taken on bromide paper.

Methods of Making the Leg Ischaemic.

In one group of experiments the trachea was clamped in order
to make the whole animal ischaemic. The trachea was first prepared
and when the nerve had been exposed, the trachea was occluded with
artery forceps. The onset of ischaemia was measured from the moment
of clamping.

In some experiments the leg was amputated at the two levels men-
tioned.

In another group of experiments a “sphygmomanometer cuff”
was applied around the leg. The cuff consisted of two thin walled
rubber tubes surrounded by silk on a wooden clamp. The width of the
cuff was 4 cm. The pressure in the cuff was kept at 150 mm. Hg. The
cuff was apphed at different levels of the leg and its position was marked
by its upper border on the leg. A 4 cm. elastic rubber band, tightly
tied around the leg was used alternatively with the sphygmomano-
meter cuff.

^ electrodes at the middle of the thigh are below for simplicity called
the proximal electrodes and the electrodes below the knee the distal electrodes.

expression "at the thigh” means at the middle
o ne thigh and below the knee means about three, cm, below the knee.

6—i91378. Acta phys. Scandinav. Vol. 18.
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Stimi3latioii.

A stroke over the kairs or a pressure applied to tke skiu were used
as stimuli. Tke strength, of these stimuli varied considerably from time
to time but they were nevertheless found suitable since they made it

possible to record the survival time of even the last blocked fibres,

whereas a more localized stimulus activates a few fibres only and
may leave others conducting.

The Survival Time.

By “ischaemic survival time” is here meant the interval between
the moment of circulatory arrest (or of trachea clamping) and the

moment when no impulses can be recorded from the nerve upon strok-

ing the hairs. When instead of hairs the slowly adapting end organs

are stimulated in order to measure the survival time ofthe corresponding

fibres, this is always mentioned. The term “ischaemic survival time”

is used for convenience and the question of whether this time is affected

by a pressure to the nerve or other causes, is at the moment left open.

The main thing is to be sure that the conduction block is not complicated

by other factors affecting the exposed part of the nerve, e. g. drying,

mechanical injury etc.

The error for the determination of the survival time was judged not

to exceed two minutes. The moment of onset of ischaemia could be

determined within Vi of a minute and the moment of complete blocking

within IV2 minutes.

Several experimental errors were reduced by performing two experi-

ments simultaneously (within 1—^2 minutes) on both Hmbs of an

animal. Sometimes the two experiments were identical and provided

a check upon random variation; sometimes the circulatory arrest or

amputation was performed at different levels in the two limbs and

afforded a control against variation in narcosis or body temperature

since this should affect both limbs similarly.

Kesnlts.

Preliminary Controls.

The majority of the experiments in this paper are concerned

with the circulatory arrest in nerve and the measurement of the

time this condition must persist before it produces a conduction

block.

Now there are several factors which could conceivably stop

impulses being recorded. Before an ischaemic conduction block or

an ischaemic end organ paralysis can be investigated it must be

ascertained that the nerve is not blocked at .the recording site

and that excessive fluid does not short circuit the electrodes.
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Fig. 1. Typical action potentials elicited by a stroke over the hairs during an

ischaemic experiment. Record A: before ischaemia, record B; a few minutes

before complete ischaemic block.

Conduction block was proved to occur in the ischaemic part

of the nerve within the leg and not in the exposed part, because

when the block had appeared, squeezing the nerve at the place

just peripheral to where it became exposed, still gave recorded

impulses. Moreover, when the circulatory arrest was released,

the impulses were conducted normally again within a minute

or two. This is clearly inconsistent with the interpretation that

"block” was due to drying or short circuiting at the recording site.

In fact the degree of shunting at the electrodes was always con-

trolled throughout the experiment by observing the size of the

spike recorded from a uniform group of fibres, and keeping this

constant, as Zotterman has described (1939).

In several experiments a considerable motor activity was
noted. This interfered with the recording of sensory impulses. It

was found that a few drops of ether in the neighbourhood of the

rabbit’s head depressed this activity. These findings have been
described in more detail (Feankenhaeuser and Lendebvold
1949). Such use of small quantities of ether, 2—’3 drops, was
found a convenient

.
method of depressing the motor activity

whenever needed during the experiments.

Proximo-distal Gradient.

In these experiments the trachea was clamped and the ischae-
mic survival time recorded (Fig. 1). When the nerves in both legs
of the animal were simultaneously exposed at equal levels, the
survival time was found to be equal. When the impulses were led
off from the thigh^ in both limbs, both were blocked at 26 minutes

^ See foot note p. 7.
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Fig. 2. In this and subsequent figures the representation is as follows: The sural
area is indicated by the bootshaped figure. The line representing the sural

nerve is interrupted in that part where the nerve lies buried witWn the leg.

The electrodes are shown by hooks, the incision by a dotted line, and the survival
time (minutes) by the figure on the corresponding side.

Fig. 2. Trachea clamp experiment. Operation in the middle of the thigh.

Fig. 3. Trachea clamp experiment. Operation below the knee.

Fig. 4. Trachea clamp experiment. Operation in the thigh and below the knee.
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(Kg. 2), wlien from below tbe knee, the survival times were 49 and

50 minutes (Fig. 3). Wben one nerve was exposed in the thigh and

the other below the knee (Fig. 4), the survival times were 27 and

47 minutes respectively as observed from records taken simul-

Pig. 6. Amputation experiment. The numbers indiento the extreme value.'; of

survival times obtained in several experiments.

Fig. 6. Amputation experiment. The numbers indicate extreme values from
several experiments.

taneously. It is thus clear that the nerve is blocked some 20 minutes

earlier at the middle of the thigh than below the knee.

Now when the trachea is clamped the circulation continues

for a short time and could bring to the nerve toxic products
resulting from ischaemia elsewhere in the body. Such effects

will not arise in ischaemia of the leg resulting from amputation.
The sural nerve was exposed either in the thigh (Fig. 5) or

below the knee (Fig. 6), sometimes at the same level on each leg

and sometimes different. The legs were amputated just above the
exposed nerve in each case, and the survival times measured.
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The extreme values found were 27—30 minutes in the thigh and
47—57 minutes below the knee, and these lie so close to the values

(above) when the trachea was clamped, that there are no grounds
for supposing circulating toxins to be involved in the nerve block.

Now the difference in survival time in the two regions of the

leg might be due to some difference in susceptibility inherent in

the nerve in the two regions, or it might be due to differences in

the nerve environment, principally temperature gradient and
oxygen leakage. This question was investigated as follows.

The Influence of Temperature.

The nerves were exposed in the thigh and the legs were am-

putated just above the exposure. After amputation, the legs were

put in liquid paraffin baths of either 37—38° or 22—23° tempera-

ture, and the survival times were measured in the usual way. At
37—38° the mean survival time was 18.5 minutes and at 22—33°

temperature the value was increased to 34 minutes. This gives a

difference of 1.1 minutes in survival time for an alteration of one

degree in temperature. Thus the temperature ought to be about

18° lower at the distal part of the leg than it is in the proximal to

account for the 20 minutes difference in survival time observed

in the former set of experiments. Now it is quite evident that

such a temperature gradient does not exist in the leg, but on

the other hand it is very likely that the calculated coefficient

is too low, since the temperature in the leg does not equilibrate

at once with the bath temperature. So, though the bath tempera-

ture varied by 15° the leg temperature changed by some smaller

amount. It is unlikely that this could be less than 7.5° so that

the real coefficient should be less than 2.2 minutes per degree.

From this follows an expected difference in temperature at the

two recording sites of 9°. Now the temperatures at theses two

points were measured by thermo-couples and an average curve

for two experiments is given in Fig. 7. This shows that five

minutes after clamping the trachea, the temperature is about 1°

higher in the thigh than below the knee and after 12 minutes

the temperature is equalized, after this the thigh is cooler than

the leg (on account of greater heat loss through the larger opera-

tion w’ound). A temperature difference of 1° throughout the

whole experiment would give a time difference of only 2. 2 minutes.

This value lies within the variation between single experiments,
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SO tlie temperature gradient lias a negligible influence on the sur-

viving time. Clearly we must look elsewhere for the exph\nation

of the 20 minutes difference found in the survival times at thigh

and knee.

temp.

Fig. 7. The temperature in the thigh (full lino) and below the knee (dotted lino)

plotted against time after amputating the leg (kept in air of room temperature).

The curves are average curves from two experiments. Single readings deviate

by less than one degree from the curves.

Fig. 8. Trachea clamp experiment. The skin was slit over the nerve on one leg.

Oxygen Leakage.

The nerves rendered ischaemic by clamping the trachea were
not entirely deprived of oxygen, because the recording site was
exposed to air. It seemed possible, therefore, that some oxygen
might diffuse into the leg about the recording site and prolong
the survival time of the nerve in the neighbourhood. To test
whether the skin was in fact an effective barrier to oxygen dif-
fusion the following experiment was done (Fig. 8).
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The sural nerve was exposed at the thigh on both sides. On
one side the distal part of the leg was left intact. On the other,

the skin over the sural nerve was opened. The subcutaneous

tissue and the nerve were left untouched. The trachea was clamped
and the survival times were determined. It was found that the

survival time was 30 minutes in the

intact leg and 54 minutes in the other.

In sharp distinction to all the former

experiments in which similar regions of

ischaemia were associated with nearly

identical survival times, the present

results show clearly that when merely

the skin over the nerve is cut, the

survival time is much prolonged. A
similar result was found in some experi-

ments where the nerve was exposed

Fig. 9. Trachea clamp experi- below the usual distal level SO that a
The incision was ex- Qf subcutaneous tissue under-

tended into the sural area, f .

lying the sural area had free access to

air (Fig. 9), the survival time was markedly longer, up to two hours.

The spikes could only be elicited for this long time &om the proxi-

mal part of the sural area which was rather near the skin incision.

Clearly then the skin is an important barrier to oxygen diffusion

and differences in the accessibility of oxygen from operation

wounds must be excluded before we can safely draw conclusions

about the local susceptibility of various regions of nerve. Such

information may be obtained when the circulation is arrested at

various levels by means of tourniquets.

In each leg the nerve was exposed at the thigh (Fig. 10). Elastic

bands were tied tightly round the legs, on one side above the

knee, on the other below it. The survival time was simultaneously

determined for both sides. In one experiment the survival time

was 27 minutes for each legj in another 28 minutes for each leg.

These experiments show that when the entry of oxygen through

the operation wound is excluded, the survival time is the same

for different lengths of ischaemic nerve.

There are three possible interpretations. Either there is no

gradient of susceptibility in the nerve, or the blocking in the

present experiment is not due to ischaemia but to the pressure

of the tourniquet, or the failure was not due to conduction at all

but to ischaemic paralysis of the end organ.
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Now the pressure of the tourniquet has no action in blocking

londuction apart from circulatory arrest as can be seen from the

Allowing experiments. Both legs had the sural nerve exposed

n the thigh (Fig. 11), and were simultaneously amputated just

Fig. 10. Tourniquet experiment.\The proximal border of the tourniquet is

indicated by 000.

Kg. 11. Amputation experiment with a tourniquet on one leg.

above. On one leg only, an elastic band was tightly tied round
t e leg above the knee, and both legs were put into a bath of
liquid paraffin at 35°, and the survival time measured. Both
legs had the same survival time of 24 minutes. Thus the pressure
of the touxmquet upon the nerve was quite insufficient to affect
the survival time.

The Survival of Ischaemic End Organs.
WTien impulses fail at the end of the survival time, it is of

prime importance to know whether this is due to the conduction
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block in the iscbaemic nerve, or wbetber the ischaemic end
organs no longer respond to stimulation as suggested by Sinclair

(1948). The following experiment proves that the block in nerve
conduction is the limiting factor.

The nerve was exposed (Fig. 12) at the thigh and also just

above the sural area (note that this

level is more distal than in the other

experiments). The operation wound at

the distal point was made as small as

possible for leading off. The trachea was

clamped and the survival times were

determined as usual. At the proximal

end the survival time was about 30 min-

utes, at the distal point about 80.

From this it is plain that between

30 and 80 minutes from the clamping

of the trachea .the leg was in a condition

where the end organs still responded

and the impulses were seen at the distal

electrodes but did not reach the proximal ones. Moreover the

survival time in this clear case of conduction block was about

the same as in the former experiments when recording from

the thigh.

It is not unlikely that the end organ in the present experi-

ment received a little oxygen from the small operation wound.

So it is not claimed that the ischaemia of the end organ in this

case is the same as in the former experiments. But it is claimed

that inexcitability of the end organ could not be the limiting fac-

tor in the other experiments since it clearly was not in the present

one which had the same survival time.

The main argument from the foregoing experiments may now

be summarized. The survival time of a short stretch of nerve, is

always longer than that of a great stretch of nerve, whether

ischaemia is produced by amputation or by clamping the trachea.

This is probably due to oxygen being able to diffuse in from the

sldn incision to all parts of the short stretch, for when the skin

was slit over the long stretch, its survival time was prolonged to

the same value. In tourniquet experiments oxygen diffusion

cannot take place, and no difference is found in the survival time

of the long and the short ischaemic stretches of nerve, since this

equality is due neither to the pressure block of the tourniquet

3?ig. 12. Trachea clamp ex-

periment. Nerve exposed
through small distal incision.
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nor to an early failure of the end organ to respond, it must be

due to an equal susceptibility of the two regions of the nerve. The

view that there is a regular gradient of ischaemia-sensitivity

down the nerve is therefore disproved.

A Comparison of the Survival Time in Fibres from Hair-

Touch and Slowly Adapting Receptors.

It has been shown that impulses in nerve fibres from slowly

adapting receptors can easily be recorded separately from the

impulses in fibres from hair touch receptors (Frankenhaeuser

1949). Since the largest spikes are of about equal amplitude in

both these groups of fibres it is of interest to investigate the dif-

ference in survival time between them. The two survival times

were measured in most of the experiments described. It was

regularly found that the fibres conducting impulses from slowly

adapting receptors were blocked later. This time difference varied

from 5'—15 minutes. This relation in survival time between the

two different types of fibres was the same regardless of the method

used for rendering the leg ischaemic, and was not altered even when
the tourniquet applied a considerable pressure to the nerve.

From these experiments it cannot be determined if every fibre

conducting impulses from slowly adapting receptors is intact

by the time when all fibres from hair touch receptors are blocked.

It is nevertheless clear that the majority of these fibres still are

conducting at this moment.

Conduction Rates.

Technique. The conduction rates in single fibres were measured using
a technique earlier described by Zottebman (1939). The sural nerve
was exposed as close to the sural area as possible and as high on the
thigh as possible. From these two parts impulses were led off and
recorded with two amplifiers on a double beam cathode ray tube. In-
spection of the records taken simultaneously on moving paper showed
the same pattern of impulse discharges in each, but those from the
proximal leads arrived later by a fixed interval due to increased con-
duction time. The conduction velocity was obtained by dividing this
interval into the length of nerve between the two sets of electrodes,
measured at the end of the experiment. Hair touch receptors and
slowly adapting receptors were stimulated separately, and so it was
possible to measure in the same experiment the conduction rates in
single fibres of these two different types.
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Fig. 13. Frequency distribution curves of “hair touch fibres” (full line) and
"slowly adapting fibres” (dotted) plotted against conduction rate (abscissae).

The ordinates show the number of fibres measured in each velocity group.

The numbers for "hair touch fibres” slower than 45 m/sec, are too low because

of difficulties in identifying these small impulses in the records.

Results.

Since the hair touch receptors are supplied by fibres of widely

varying size (Zotterman 1939) and the slowly adapting recep-

tors are represented by a fairly narrow size group, the investiga-

tion aimed to find the extent of overlap bet%veen the fibre groups.

Less attention was paid to the absolute conduction rates. In order

to exclude experimental errors, such as differences in temperature

in different experiments and the relatively large unavoidable

error in measuring the length of a nerve of the size of the sural

nerve, a comparison between the two fibre groups was always

made within the same experiment.

It w'as regularly found (Fig. 13) that some fibres conducting

hair touch impulses have a conduction rate higher than that of

all the investigated fibres from slowly adapting receptors in the

same preparation, though it w’as quite evident that most of the

fibres conducting hair touch impulses have a conduction rate

which is substantially slower. It is thus obvious that hair touch

fibres completely overlap the main bulk of fibres from slowly

adapting receptors.
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TWs is interesting because, as we have seen, in ischaemia

the main bulk of fibres conducting impulses from slowly adapting

receptors still conducted at a moment when every fibre conducting

impulses from hair touch receptors was blocked.

Discussion.

The results obtained in the present investigation will now

be compared with those obtained by previous investigators.

The difference in survival times seen when the nerve was

exposed at different levels in the leg is shown to be due to relative

accessability to atmospheric oxygen. This factor does not seem

to have been taken into account in the previous investigations

on ischaemia in animals.

ZoTTERMAN (1933) during ischaemia led off impulses from the

exposed distal part of a nerve, and found that this was still con-

ducting after 40 minutes. He concluded that the receptors and the

distal part of the nerve need very little oxygen. This conclusion

is confirmed by the present results. He further stated that these

experiments confirm Lewis et al’s view that the nerve itself is

more sensitive to ischaemia in its proximal part. Since, hoivever,

the distal part of the nerve had access to external oxygen {skin

cut through) this fact must be taken into account (p. 014). In addi-

tion to this, inhomogeneities may cause a smaller sensitivity of

the distal part of nerve (p. 021).

Since it has been established that the sldn is an oxygen barrier,

it is evident that the proximo-distal gradient obtained by Groat
and Koenig (1946 a) on an exposed nerve does not necessarily

apply to a nerve inside an intact ischaemic limb.

The sural nerve is relatively homogeneous without any visible

branches, in this nerve no proximo-distal gradient in the nerve
itself was found. This shows that a steady gradient is not a
regular feature of nerve, but evidently non-uniform conditions
such as the transition from root to trunk or the subsequent
branching of the nerve might be associated with changes in sus-
ceptibility to ischaemia. The present work has sought to eliminate
such non-uniform causes of susceptibility change, and the con-
clusions do not contradict other work such as Groat and Koenig
(1946 b) where greater anatomical heterogeneity contributed to the
results.
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On the basis of the present investigation it may he under-
stood why Bentley and Schlapp (1943 a) obtained results con-

tradictory to those obtained by all other investigators. Bentley
and Schlapp used a very extensive operation method: the skin

was cut through and sutured, the nerve was in most experiments

dissected free throughout its whole length. From this it is evident

that it is extremely difficult to judge the oxygen leakage at differ-

ent levels on the leg. It was also shown by Bentley and Schlapp
that the long survival time at the thigh was due to access to

oxygen. They did not show, however, that the experimental

manipulations were the reason for an oxygen leakage. Such a

leakage must have affected their results profoundly.

Accurate experiments on excised nerve would obviously throw

valuable light on many of the problems involved in the present

paper. It was disappointing therefore to find that previous work

(Wright 1946) exhibited such variability that sharp conclusions

could hardly be drawn. Nevertheless it appeared possible that a

strict control of experimental conditions might overcome these

difficulties and so the experiments were attempted. The excised

nerve was bent double, stimulated at the bend and recorded from

the two free ends separately. The intervening region of doubled

nerve was passed through an oxygen-free, chamber. But though

the two stretches were in this way subjected to an environment

which must have been nearly identical, the survival times proved

most erratic, and sometimes the proximal and sometimes the

distal survived twice as long as the other. As these experiments

only confirm the variability found in former work, it is not worth

describing them in any further detail.

Turning to experiments on man, the clearest evidence that

we posses about the ischaemic condition of various points on the

nerve are the results of Kugelberg (1944), for he stimulated

the nerve through the skin at two points and compared the sensory

and motor thresholds and the accommodation rate at various stages

of circulatory arrest and release. These results showed very clearly

that changes occurred earlier proximally than distally.

Kegelberg’s results were obtained by threshold and accommo-

dation measurements, and hence signify that the distal electrode

encounters fibres or parts of fibres W'hich are more resistant to

ischaemic changes. This is in sharp conflict with the results on

the sural nerve where no such increased resistance was found.

The explanation appears to lie in the uniformity of the sural
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nerve on the stretch examined. Most nerves of the limb through

branching alter their gross size, and many other details in the

anatomy of the nerve, sheaths and vascularization. One is tempted

to suggest that these non-uniformities on an average increase the

nerve resistance to ischaemic change. This idea is consistent with

the observations of Lewis et al. (1931), Zotterman (1933) etc.,

and it modifies their interpretation only in so far as the proximo-

distal gradient is not uniform (as they supposed) but seems to

depend upon non-uniformities.

We may dismiss two of the three alternative suggestions pro-

posed by Sinclair. The nerve is not blocked by the pressure

of the tourniquet as was shown by Le'WIS et al. (1931) and by

Zotterman (1933) and by Bentley and Schlapp (1943 a, b)

and by the experiment described here on p. 015. The end organs

are not paralysed by the time nerve conduction is fully blocked,

as proved on p. 016. As to Sinclair’s third suggestion that appre-

ciable blood enters beneath a distal pressure cuff, I can only

say that this does not occur in the rabbit.

The present work does not confirm Sinclair’s observation

that the whole sensory area of a single nerve branch is paralysed

at the same time. For it was regularly found that in the sural

area, the proximal part continues to respond some 3—-7 minutes

longer than the distal, in support of the views of Lewis et al

(1931), Zotterman (1933), Kegelberg (1944).

The simultaneous observation of impulses from hairs and
slowly adapting receptors brings out a fact of considerable in-

terest. Both kinds of impulse have about the same spike height,

and thus the two types of fibres are of about the same size. But
with regard to conduction velocity, there is much more variation

in the fibres from hairs than in the other group, and some “hair

fibres” can be found which conduct faster and a great many
which conduct slower than any observed fibre from the slowly
adapting receptors. We might therefore expect the latter fibres

to be blocked by ischaemia at some time between the earliest

and the latest “hair fibres”. But actually, as we have seen (p.

017) they still conduct when all the hair fibres are blocked. It
follows that not only are these fibres connected to a different type
of end organ, but the fibres themselves have different properties
that cannot be predicted by simply observing the impulses.
The estimate of fibre size from the ischaemic 'survival time

(Lewis, Pickering
,
and Rothschild 1931, Zotterman 1933,
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Lewis and Pochin 1938) has already been shown to be somewhat
unreliable (Gasseb 1943).,The present work, confirming Gasser,
may point to an interesting correlation. It is possible that the

minority fibre groups which are blocked out of turn do not merely
represent a random variation in the population. In the case

investigated here, the late blocked fibres belong to endings with

a quite special function and it may well be that this is an example
of a general property. Perhaps Gasser’s minority groups also

subserve distinct modalities of sensory function.

Summary.

The ischaemic blocking of a sensory nerve (the sural nerve)

in the rabbit was investigated. The survival time was determined

by recording sensory impulses elicited by stimulating skin recep-

tors.

In amputation and trachea clamp experiments the survival

time was longer in short stretches of ischaemic nerve than in

long stretches. This difference was shown to be due to oxygen

leakage. In tourniquet experiments, where oxygen leakage was

prevented, long and short stretches survived for equal times.

Thus no gradient in sensitivity to ischaemia in the sural nerve

was found. The questions of temperature gradient in the leg, of

pressure of the tourniquet upon the nerve and of end organ

paralysis were aU investigated and shown to be without effect

upon ischaemic paralysis in the conditions of these experiments.

In spite of the fact that no gradient in ischaemia-sensitivity

in the nerve was found, the proximal part of the sural area

responded some 3—7 minutes longer than the distal.

Fibres from slowly adapting receptors were blocked later than

fibres from hair touch receptors, although the conduction rates

of “hair touch fibres” were shown to overlap completely those of

"slowly adapting fibres”.

The findings in the present paper are compared with earlier

investigations.

This work was started in the Department of Human Anatomy,

Oxford, at the suggestion of Doctor Weddell and arose out of the

ideas of Doctor Sinclair. It was completed at the Nobel Institute

for Neurophysiology, Stockholm.
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If xats are placed' on a diet containing no ascorbic acid, no

sym’' ".oms of deficiency result, even if the experiments are exten-

ded over several generations (Svirbeley 1933 and Suden and

Alley 1935). Thus rats are independent of a supply of ascorbic

acid in the diet and investigations by, int, al. Scheunert and

ScHiEBLiCH (1937), in which guinea-pigs could be kept free of

scurvy by supplying rat-liver, show that an ascorbic acid synthesis

takes place in the rat organism. This ascorbic synthesis has been

the subject of comparatively extensive investigation. We shall

only mention here that Svirbeley (1936) found that rats, in

order to obtain a normal tissue concentration of ascorbic acid

must be supplied ndth vitamins belonging to the B-group. In

agreement with this Sure et al. (1939) found that the content of

ascorbic acid in Iddneys and liver decreased on a deficit of aneurin

with 20—30 %, and on a deficit of riboflavine with 40—50 %.
Ray et al. (1946) found that an increased excretion of ascorbic

acid after administration of chloretone only appeared when the
animals received sufficient aneurin in the diet. The significance

of a sufficient supply of protein has been discussed by e. g. Hop-
kins et al, (1935), whereas, on the other hand, Heineiuann (1936)
considers that the differences observed in the excretion of reducing
compounds on varying supplies of proteins are not conditioned
by ascorbic acid but by other substances. On the other hand,
8—49I37S. Acfa phys . Scandinao . Vol . IS.
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Roberts Rnd Spiegel (1946) stSitc i/liRij lats, wliicli obtRin a very
low supply of protein show a sharp increase of ascorbic acid ex-

cretion, if they receive methionine or cystine.

JoNSON, Obel and Sjoberg (1942) place ascorbic acid synthesis

in rats in connection with the supply of A-vitamin through the

diet. On the one hand, there are great likenesses between the patho-

lo^cal-anatomical lesions in musculature and teeth at A-deficit

and on restricted supply of ascorbic acid and, on the other hand,

the ascorbic acid serum values gradually sink to zero, when the

A-vitamin is withdrawn from the diet. According to Phillips

(1940) cattle, also, are dependent for their ascorbic acid synthesis

on a sufficient supply of A-vitamin. This, however, according to

Rubin and Bird (1943), is not the case with chickens.

In a great number of experiments (for references to the liter-

ature see Ekman 1944) it has been found that rats, receiving nor-

mal diet and different cyclic compounds in addition, react with a

sharp increase of their ascorbic acid excretion. In this connection

it should be pointed out that Longenecker et al. (1940) by biolog-

ical tests on guinea-pigs were able to show that the reducing

compounds, which were excreted in great quantities, had a pro-

tective effect against scurvy and thus genuinely consisted of ascor-

bic acid. In an earlier paper (Ekalan and Strombeck 1947) it was

shown that only in rats receiving a complete diet with an adequate

supply of B-vitamin were found sharply increased ascorbic acid

values in the urine on 2,3-azotoluene being administered. In one of

the experiments it was shown that if the rats, in addition to a

diet principally consisting of rice flour and small quantities of

carrot (“rice diet”) received an addition of only riboflavine, their

ascorbic acid excretion increased from about Va mg. to over 4

mg. per day.

The excretion of ascorbic acid after the administration of

cyclic compounds has been generally interpreted as an attempt of

the organism to detoxicate the applied compound with the help

of ascorbic acid. In agreement with this we considered that, when

we had found (Ekman and Strombeck 1947) simultaneously with

variations in the ascorbic acid excretion changes in the excretion

of some of the split products of azotoluene, m-toluidine, m-amino-

benzoic acid and aminocresol, these were secondary to the in-

fluence of the diet variations on the ascorbic acid synthesis. The

aim of the present investigation Is partly to examine more closely

which factors in the diet are responsible for the variations in the
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ascorbic acid excretion, and partly to investigate whether a sec-

ondary ascorbic acid deficiency at, for instance, riboflavine

deficit in the diet influences the deficit symptoms which then arise.

I. Sufficient administration of riboflavme and casein is nec-

essary for the normal ascorbic acid synthesis.

First, we checked our earlier results, obtained with experi-

ments on rats, which had received azotoluene, to ascertain whether

they were also applicable to animals which had not received any
aromatic compound. In these and following experiments 24-hour

quantities of urine were collected in flasks, containing 6—10 cc.

toluene together with 10 cc. 20 % metaphosphoric acid. The de-

termination took place through titration with Tillman’s reagent

(see further Ekman 1944).

Fig. 1 shows that also in rats, which have only received either a
complete diet (Hammaesten’s (1937) diet no. 211) or the pre-

viously mentioned rice diet, similar changes appeared. The ex-

cretion of ascorbic acid lay at around 1 to 1 ^2 nag. on the complete
diet and decreased with the change over to the rice diet to around

mg. The diets differ from one another mainly by the low pro-
tein and B-vitamin content in the rice diet. Fig. 2 illustrates an
experiment to analyze more closely the effect of the individual
factors. The ascorbic acid excretion is compared in‘'4i'vvo^^^foUpS'.-

of animals, each one containing six rats, and each.’:re^i^lil|l& -diet?
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Fig. 2. Output of ascorliic acid in the urine of rats on a fully controlled diet with

varying additions of \'itaTnins and casein. Each curve corresponds to the average
values for 6 animals.

fully controlled as regards proteins and vitamins: the ingredients

being 88 % wheat starch, 5.7 % peanut oil, 0.3 % cod liver oil

and 6 % salt mixture. In this “basic diet” part of the wheat

starch was then replaced by casein up to 23 % of the mixture and

different vitamin mixtures. After both groups had shown the

same excretion values during some days on basic diet, an addition

of 0.5 mg. niacin and 0.1 mg. aneurin per day during a first period

was given to group A, but only aneurin to group B. In a succeeding

period niacin, aneurin and casein (23 % of the total diet) was

given to group A, and to group B only aneurin and niacin. Neither

in comparison with the initial period or in comparison between the

groups do any differences in the ascorbic acid excretion appear.

At a later period a further addition of 0. 1 mg. ribof/avine per day

was given to both groups, Avhich thus are now differentiated by

group A alone receiving casein. In both groups is found an in-

creased excretion of ascorbic acid, which, however, is considerably

higher in the group receiving casein. A further increase of ascorbic

acid excretion was obtained in the casein-group (A) by admin-

istering ca. 1 g. yeast every day, and in group B by the ad-

ministration of casein. The experiment was concluded by ad-

ministering 0.1 mg. adermin and later 0.1 mg. pantothenic acid

every day to group B without any variation in the ascorbic acid
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excretion making its appearance. The variations m the ascorbic

acid excretion now described appear, of course, clearly in the dia-

gram but the figure material has, moreover, been statistically

investigated. It was then shown that the increase at the different

additions of casein or riboflavine to the different groups was

statistically established both on comparison between the groups

and on comparison between the different investigation periods

within each group. (Thus both the excretion during the period

a II (see fig.) in relation to the excretion during the period b II

and a III—^b III as well as a I—a II, a II—a III, b I ^b II and

b Il—b III.) The results are all the more convicing as the calcula-

tions are made on the whole extent of each period. Thus they also

comprise the determinations, which are still influenced by the

diet conditions during the preceding period.

Thus the result implies that a certain increase in the excretion

of ascorbic acid can be obtained by administering only ribo-

flavine to a basic diet, which moreover contains aneurin and

niacin, but that considerably higher values can be attained if the

basic diet contains casein. Additions of aneurin, niacin, adermin or

pantothenic acid do not by themselves affect the ascorbic acid

excretion. The further increase, which is obtained by the addition

of yeast, may be explained by the thereby increased prolusion of

riboflavine, but can, of course, also depend on some other factor

in the yeast.

In order to illustrate further the significance of the riboflavine,

investigations have been carried out on the ascorbic acid content

in the liver of rats with varying administrations of riboflavine.

Two groups of rats, each comprising eight animals, were placed
on the above-mentioned basic diet and in addition received casein
up to 23 %, 3 mg. aneurin and 200 mg. niacin per 1000 g. diet,

upon which a corresponding decrease was made in the wheat
starch. The only difference between the groups as regards diet
was that the one received an addition of circa 40 gamma ribo-
fJavine per day and per rat. After 24 days the content of ascorbic
acid in the liver was analysed ~ titration in metaphosphoric acid
with Tillman’s magent — and, as appears in Table 1, the liver in
the ammals which have received the riboflavine addition contains
considerably greater quantities of ascorbic acid. The difference is
statistically

e
Jablished. The Table at the same time shows liver

weights and the hver weights’ relation to the weight of the bodym order to demonstrate that the difference in the ascorbic acid
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Table 1.

Number Animals’

Liver

weight

Liver
1

mg o/^

weight 1 ascorbic

body • “cid in

weight 1
theliver

Diet of

animals
initial

weight
final

weight

Basic diet

acin casein 8 38.8 46.8 2.82

Basic diet -j-Bj-t- ni-

acin -fBjd- casein 8 38.0 56 3.22

O.OGO jl4.l ± O.GG

0.057 jl9.G±1.12

content cannot have depended on changes in the relative size of

the liver with different diets.

The addition of casein to the diet is necessary according to

the excretion experiments for obtaining a maximal increase in the

ascorbic acid excretion on the administration of riboflavine. The

casein effect could either depend on the fact that casein is some-

how or other necessary, for instance as raw material for the ascor-

bic acid synthesis, or on a stimulation of the ascorbic acid syn-

thesis depending on the casein’s content of cyclic amino acids in

the same manner as when azotoluene, for example, is administered.

With a view to investigating which is the essential mechanism, the

following experiments have been carried out.

Two groups of rats, each comprising six animals were placed

on the basic diet, to which Avere added 3 mg. aneurin and 200 mg.

niacin per kg. of diet. To each animal 40 gamma riboflavine was

given with the food in a cup daily. One group received, in addition,

casein up to 23 % with a reduction of the starch as above. As is

seen in Figure 3 no difference appears in the ascorbic acid excre-

tion in both gToups. After 14 days both groups received azotoluene

(0.3 % of the diet), upon which the ascorbic acid excretion rose

from circa 0.4 mg, per 24 hours to 1.5—2 mg. in the group, which

had received the addition of casein, whereas, on the other hand,

the casein-free group showed an increase to 0.5—1 mg. After some

time, however, casein was also given to the other group, and it is

then found that the ascorbic acid excretion becomes the same in

both groups. Thus the addition of casein as such has not affected

the ascorbic acid excretion, but the increase, experienced on the

administration of azotoluene, becomes considerably less if casein

be lacking in the diet.
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Fig. 3. Output of ascorbic acid in the urine of rats on a diet with sufficient addition
of riboflavine and varying additions of casein and 2,3-nzotoluene. Each curve

corresponds to the average values for 6 animals.

IL The variations noticed in ascorbic acid excretion and in the

liver's ascorbic acid content depends on changes in the production

of ascorbic acid.

Variations in the ascorbic acid content in the liver and ascorbic
acid excretion, in the mine could either depend on a synthesis of
greater or lesser quantities of ascorbic acid, or on an influence on
the excretion mechanism. With a view to ascertaining the cause
of the changes observed, the follotving experiments were carried
out.

Two groups of guinea-pigs, each consisting of six animals with
a weight of about 250 g., were placed on a complete diet (Hammar-
sten’s no. 211) and received daily by injection a constant quan-
tity of ascorbic acid. To one or the other group alternately 200
gamma riboflavine was given daily, i. e. considerably more than
the dose which in previous experiments had shown that it had
influenced ascorbic acid excretion and ascorbic acid content in
the liver of rats. This addition of riboflavine, however, did not
result in any changes in the excretion of ascorbic acid. The guinea-
pigs themselves are not able to synthetize any ascorbic acid. On
the supply being constant, therefore, the excreted quantity should
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furnisli information about that which is metabolized in the body,

Thus, as the excretion conditions in guinea-pigs are not influenced

by the change in diet, it seems reasonable to suppose that the

changes observed in the experiments with rats described above

under I. have been due to variations in the synthesis of ascorbic

acid and not to a changed metabolism of the latter.

III. The effect of the secondary deficit of the ascorbic acid in rats

on the syniftoms of riboflavine deficiency in the diet.

Thus it should have been clearly demonstrated that variations

in the synthesis of ascorbic acid in rats can be brought about by

variations in the administration of riboflavine. In order to make

clear whether this secondary ascorbic acid deficit has any im-

portance in regard to the symptoms of riboflavine deficit, ex-

periments have been carried out partly on the period of survival

and partly on detoxication reactions in rats; which do not re-

ceive sufficient riboflavine in the diet but instead get ascorbic

acid.

Two groups of rats, the one comprising li experimental animals

(“the control group”), and the other (“the experimental group”)

comprising 13 animals, received both the B-vitamin-free basic

diet with the addition of 3 mg. aneurin and 200 mg. niacin per

kg. diet and casein up to 23 %. The experimental group, in addi-

tion, reveived three times a week 20 mg. ascorbic acid by sub-

cutaneous injection. The curves of growth for both groups were

identical with an initial increase and following that a decrease

in the body weight. The average length of life was, however, for

the control group 40.3 J:; 1.78 days, whereas the average length of

life in the group, which received ascorbic acid, was 47.8

The difference between the two groups is significant.

Brom various quarters (for literature sec Ekman 1944) there

has been a tendency to ascribe to ascorbic acid a role in the orga-

nism’s detoxication ability, and the longer survical period in the

animals which received ascorbic acid can possibly be explained by

the fact that their detoxication of toxic metabolic products is

greater than that of the control group. In previous jjnpcrs (Ekmax

1944 and 1947) the opinion has been advanced that the detoxi-

cating ability of ascorbic acid consists of an oxidizing dccom])osi-

tion of toxic compounds. The theory was based on results from

oxperiment-s with guinea-pigs,

Ekmax-StiiOmukck (1947 )
showed that rats, which receive a
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Fig. 4. Output of m-aminolienzoic acid in the urine of rats which daily received

10 mg. m-toluidine and various additions of yeast casein and ascorbic acid. The
curve corresponds to the average values for 6 animals.

normal diet with 40—50 mg. sulfanilamide added, excrete roughly

60 % of the sufanilamide quantity administered. If the animals

receive the rice diet deficient in riboflavine and casein the sulfanil-

amide excretion is raised to roughly 100 %. This change in the

excretory conditions came about slowly but was finished after

60 to 70 days. At the same time it was shown that running parallel

with the increase of sulfanilamide excretion there was a decrease

in the excretion of ascorbic acid. If the rats, which excreted roughly

100 % of the quantities of sulfanilamide administered, received

daily 20 mg. ascorbic acid by injection, the excretion decreased

again to the normal diet values of about 50 %.
The experiments were now built up in such a way that we exam-

ined the excretion in the urine of an oxidation product of m-to-
luidine, namely, m-aminobenzoic acid, 10 mg. m-toluidine was
daily administered by pipette in the pharynx. Ffgr. 4 shows that
when the rats received the previously mentioned basic diet with
m-toluidine together with the addition of yeast and casein the
24-hour quantities of excreted m-aminobenzoic acid amounted
roughly to 1.5 mg. With the yeast withdrawn from the diet the
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Fig. 5. Outputs of ascorbic acid (I) and m-aminobenzoio acid (II) in the urine of

rats which daily received 30 mg. 2,3-azotoluene by mouth and varying additions of

vitamins and casein to the basic diet. Each curve corresponds to the average

values for 6 animals.

excretion decreased to roughly 1 mg. If the animals now received

ascorbic acid the excretion again rose to roughly the original

values. In another experiment we simultaneously studied the

excretion of ascorbic acid and the excretion of m-aminobenzoic

acid in varying additions to the basic diet. Fig. 5 shows that a

complete parallelism is obtained between both curves. With the

addition of riboflavine and casein the excretion of both ascorbic

acid and m-aminobenzoic acid increases; vdth the -withdrawal of

these components from the diet it decreases again.

Discussion.

The experiments described above seem to show that additions

of niacin, aneurin, adermin or pantothenic acid to a basic diet,

which does not contain B-vitamin or protein, do not result in any

changes in the e.xcretion of ascorbic acid. This holds good whether

the animals receive an addition of any aromatic compound or not.

The addition of casein alone does not influence the ascorbic-acid

excretion. The addition of ribofla\nne alone gives a certain in-

crease of ascorbic acid excretion. A sharply increased excretion

tion of ascorbic-acid is obtained with a simultaneous ad-

ministration of riboflaNnne and casein. The ascorbic-acid content
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in tlie liver was liigher in rats, wliicli had received both ribo-

flavine and casein than in animals which had only received casein.

In various quarters it has been maintained that the initial ma-

terial for the ascorbic acid synthesis in the rat organism consisted

of carbohydrates. Thus Guha and Ghosh (1935) could show that

the liver tissue in vitro can form ascorbic acid from mannose.

Hopkins et al. (1936) found that only with a sufficient supply

of carbohydrates were more important quantities of ascorbic

acid found in the liver. Eiboflavine, owing to its incorporation

in certain coenzymes, assumes an important position in the inter-

mediary metabolism in the organism. Possibly its importance for

the ascorbic-acid synthesis may be set in connection with an effect

on the carbohydrate metabolism.

Our experiments seem to indicate that casein is necessary for

the ascorbic-acid synthesis. Whether it plays any role as initial

material or in some other way cannot be determined from our

experiments.

The investigations further show that the changes observed in

the excretion are dependent on variations in the synthesis of as-

corbic acid and not only variations in the latter’s metabolism.

A rat, receiving a diet deficient in riboflavine and casein, seems,

therefore, to at least to a certain degree dependent on the supply

of ascorbic acid from outside and thus comparable with, for in-

stance, a guinea-pig. By experiments on survival we have been
able to demonstrate that such rats live longer when they receive

ascorbic acid, and furthermore that the supply of ascorbic acid

normalizes the oxidative detoxication of aromatic compounds in

the organism. The opinion put forward in previous papers (Ekman
1944 and 1947) that the function of ascorbic acid in the normal
organism consisted, among other things, of a detoxication of toxic

compounds through oxidizing processes would seem on this ac-

count to obtain substantial support.

The present investigations are due to observations made in con-
nection with investigations on the metabolism in carcinogenic
azocompounds. In various papers (Kensler et al. 1941) it has
been shown that the appearance of liver tumours after administra-
tion of ^methylaminoazobenzene has been restricted by ad-
rmnistration of riboflavine and casein. Strombeck (1946), in pre-
vious investigations, found bladder tumours after administration
of azotoluene, when the animals received a diet mainly consisting
of rice flour, whereas, on the other hand, no tumours appeared
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when the animals received Hamalarsten’s (1937) diet no. 211.

Among the differences between both diets especial interest attaches

to the low content of riboflavine and protein in the rice diet. The

results set out now and in earlier papers (Ekalan and Strombeck

1947) seem to indicate that the mechanism in the combination

ribofla'vine-casein as tumour-protective factors may be due to

the dependence of ascorbic acid synthesis on a sufficient supply

of riboflavine and protein. On studying the azotoluene metabolism

it was demonstrated that relatively large quantities of the oxi-

dized decomposition products of azotoluene (aminobenzoic acid

and aminocresol) were exrceted on the tumour-protective diet,

whereas, on the other hand, no or only inconsiderable quantities

of toluidine were excreted. On the tumorigenic diet, however,

small quantities of oxidation products and increased quantities

of toluidine were excreted. Our investigations seem to be in favour

of the variations described in the metabolism being secondary

to the variations in the ascorbic acid synthesis. Only when this

takes a normal course, does a normal detoxication through oxi-

dizing processes occur.

In other investigations also the possible significance of ascorbic

acid synthesis in connection with the appearance of tumours

has been observed. Kennattay et al. (1944 b) were able to show

that -with the injection of certain carcinogenic substances the

content of ascorbic acid in the liver of mice was increased. The

results could be compared •with observations that the content of

ascorbic acid in the liver showed itself to be higher in a mice stock

with a high spontaneous cancer frequency than in a mice stock

with a low frequency (EIennaway et al. 1944 a). Later Kennaway
and Baff (1946) report that deficit of aneurin or ribofla'vane in the

diet resulted in a decreased content of ascorbic acid in the liver

of mice.

As pre's’iously mentioned -dtamin A has also been placed in con-

nection "with the ascorbic acid synthesis in different animals. It

may, therefore, be of interest to mention that, on administering

oestrogenic substances to rats, which received a diet deficient in

A-vitamin, bladder tumours were obtained (Hume et al. 1939). It

is possible that the importance of the low A-\utamin content in the

diet has depended on the reduced ascorbic acid production. It has

also been maintained by Kexxaway and Tipler (1947) that a

detoxication of sterin-derivatives normally occurs through as-

corbic acid during gravidity.
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Thus both A-vitamin and the combination casein-xiboflavine

can restrict the appearance of tumours during certain experi-

mental conditions in rats. Against the background of the in-

vestigations put forward here it seems remarkable that both seem

to be necessary for the ascorbic-acid synthesis in rats. Investiga-

tions into a possible effect through vitamin A on the metabolism

of a carcinogen, e. g. azotoluene, are planned.

Summary.

I. The ascorbic acid excretion in the urine has been studied in

rats on varying diets. A normal excretion could be maintained,

when the diet contained sufficient quantities of protein (casein)

and riboflavine. Addition of aneurin, niacin, adermin and panto-

thenic acid had no effect. This also held good when the ascorbic-

acid excretion was increased by the administration of an aromatic

compound, e. g. azotoluene. The experiences from these experi-

ments indicate that the casein is necessary for the synthesis of

ascorbic acid and does not merely have a stimulating effect, as

e. g. azotoluene;- an increased ascorbic-acid excretion after ad-

ministration of azotoluene was only obtained when the diet con-

tained sufficient quantities of casein (and riboflavine).

In agreement with the excretion experiments rats, with a def-

icit of riboflavine show a decreased ascorbic-acid content in the

liver.

II. The variations observed in ascorbic-acid content in the

liver and in the ascorbic-acid excretion should correspond to the

variations in the synthesis of ascorbic acid and not only to a
varying metabolism.

III. If rats with a deficit of riboflavine receive ascorbic acid,

the period of survival is increased.

In experiments with administration of sulfanilamide to rats

ca. 100 % of the quantities administered were excreted at a ribo-

flavine deficit; after administration of riboflavine or ascorbic
acid only about 50 %. In experiments with administration of
azotoluene only small quantities of the oxidized decomposition
product m-aminobenzoic acid were excreted in riboflavine def-
icit; after supply of riboflavine (in a sufficient addition of casein)
or ascorbic acid, considerably increased quantities were excreted.

It is considered that the ascorbic acid is of importance for
oxidizing detoxication processes in the organism of the rat, Ribo-
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flavine, by its effect on the ascorbic-acid production, can have a

similar influence.
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In the first observations on the effect of polarizing currents

on the discharge of isolated elements in the cat’s retina (Granit,

1946) it was noted that just as polarization influenced tlie thresh-

old to light so also did illumination change the threshold neces-

sary to elicit a discharge by polarization. Neither effect was

seen with all elements. The influence of polarization upon stim-

ulation with light has since been analyzed from various points

of view by Gernandt (1947) and Grakit (1948 a, b). This paper

will briefly describe some results obtained in the reversed experi-

ment when the threshold of polarization was measured both in

the dark and during illumination with light of known multiples

of the threshold effect.

Four questions have been raised in the present experiments,

(i) Can illumination depress the electrical threshold? (ii) Can
illumination facilitate the electrical threshold? (iii) Can anodal

elements become cathodal or, vice versa, cathodal ones anodal

under the influence of illumination? (iv) Do the electrical and
light thresholds after illumination return to normal along similar

curves?

Method.

The fully dark-adapted eye of the decerebrate cat was used together
with the micro-electrode technique for isolation of retinal elements in
the manner developed in this laboratory and several times described
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(e. g. Granit, 1947). Polarization electrodes -were inserted in the nasal
and temporal corners of the eye. The anodal elements then respond
to the make of the anodal current, the cathodal ones to the make of

the cathodal current. The micro-electrode picks up the discharge on
the retina just inside the nasal electrode which determines the polarity.

Current reversal produces off-discharges in both types of elements at

cessation of polarization, in both cases also preceded by inhibition.

Similarly the on-effects to the make of the current, for both types of

element, are succeeded by inhibition at the break (see particularly

Grakit, 1948 a).

The . experiments were begun, by determining the polarity of the

element isolated, i. e. by finding out whether the on-effect was elicited

by the anode of the cathode, as stated above. Then the thresholds

in milliamperes for both anodal and cathodal effects were measured

for 3 sec. of polarization. This must not be done too rapidly or the ele-

ments are liable to vary in sensitivity to the current. Sometimes the

thresholds varied too much for quantitative work but generally they

did not do so and could be used in the experimental analysis. The next

step consisted in measurements ofthe light thresholds at “on” and “off”

for 3 sec. exposures to some wave-length from our Wright colorimeter

(Weight, 1946), mostly O.sio [x, but other wave-lengths were also tried.

The off/on-ratio at the threshold varied from element to element as

pointed out before (Granit and Tansley, 1948). When afterwards

the eye was illuminated with a stimulus 1,000 times the threshold-

light this factor was always based on the more sensitive of the two com-

ponents. Occasionally stronger non-spectral stimuli were used, generally

the Ilford spectral filters for red, green and violet, placed in a beam

of 800 m. c.

The polarization device, with its commutator for changing the direc-

tion of the current and a high resistance in series with the eye, was

switched on and off by hand and so it was impossible to measure the

polarization thresholds during illumination very quickly. However,

when large changes were obtained they were generally noted already

within the first minutes of illumination. The element refused to respond

to the polarizing current that had elicited a discharge in the dark-adap-

ted eye.

The eye was kept illuminated for 10—^20 min. during which final

values were obtained for the change in the electrical threshold. Then

followed recovery in the dark and measurements of the light and polari-

zation thresholds until both had become normal. If the thresholds did

not recover the results were considered unreliable even though, to all

appearance, the spike was as perfect as in the beginning.

Results.

We can describe the results very briefly because their inter-

pretation is so difficult that very little is gained by givdng more

details than are necessary for answering the questions raised
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above. In all, successful measurements were carried out with

28 elements.

(i) Illumination at 1,000 times threshold strength can raise

the threshold to polarization in all types of element but does

not necessarily do so in all elements. Some remain uninfluenced

but in many of the uninfluenced elements a definite decrease of

electrical sensitivity was noticed when stronger lights were used

(8—800 m. c. or Ilford filters in the 800 m. c. light beam). Others

withstand strong illumination without change of electrical thresh-

old. The amount of change varies so much from element to ele-

ment that it proved impossible to unravel any correlations with

respect to type of element or off/on-ratio. The typical effect of

illumination was a depression of the electrical threshold which

generally was instantaneous but sometimes the threshold de-

creased or increased during continued illumination. In this

material the anodal elements proved to be more sensitive to the

effect of illumination on the polarization threshold than the

cathodal ones.

Some examples will show the order of magnitude of the maximal

changes when both the on- and the off-component were affected

symmetrically. The letters D and L will be used to denote the

dark- and light-adapted states respectively. The values are given

in milliamperes. 0.05D—O.lL, 0.075D—0.50L, 0.3D—0.7L. These

three elements were anodal and illuminated at 1,000 times the

threshold. There were four pure on-elements but in all of them
the effect was small or absent though in one definite. The on-

elements, as pointed out before, are cathodal (Gernandt and
Granit, 1947). The effects were generally small or absent in

the cathodal on/off-elements too but it proved possible in most
of them, by increasing the strength of illumination, to obtain
definite and easily measurable drops in the electrical thresholds.

The following are examples of such cathodal elements for which
stimulus strength had been increased by using the Ilford spectral

green filter: 0.075D—0.35L, 0.2D—0.35L, 0.25D—0.43L. The
transmission of the 800 m. c. stimulus is reduced to about 10 %
by the Ilford green filter.

(ii) Can facilitation of the electrical threshold be demonstra-
ted? Whereas the polarization thresholds several times proved to
be uninfluenced by illumination it was difficult to be quite certain
about the existence of facilitations. It is true that there were
some cases in which facilitation was noted but the effects were

9 i91378. Acta phys. Scandinav, Vol. 18,
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small. Perhaps the safest statement at the moment is that facilita-

tion seems probable (see below).

(iii) Do shifts of polarity occur? Such shifts are sometimes

regularly obtained, indeed, a modest degree of asymmetry of

the effect of illumination on the opposite poles needed for make-

and break-discharges is quite common. Greater degrees of asym-

metry amounting to complete shifts of polarity have also been

seen. Since -these cases are very interesting some examples ^vill

be given.

An anodal element with an off/on-ratio of 1.8 at wave-length

0.510/z gave the characteristic anodal make- and cathodal break-

discharge to polarization between 0.20—0.25 mA. Immediately

after illumination with the test light (1,000 times the threshold)

the element refused to respond to polarization with 0.5 mA.
Somewhat later, during polarization, it showed reversed polarity

and responded with a cathodal make- and break-discharge to

0.38 mA and occasionally with an anodal break-discharge to

0.25 mA. There was full recovery in the dark and the electrical

threshold also returned to normal. The element again became

anodal. Eepetition of the illumination experiment, this time

performed at wave-length 0.460/t at 1,000 times threshold

strength. Complete reversal of polarity with cathodal make- and

anodal break-discharge already for 0.15 mA after 4 min. of illu-

mination. Afterwards complete recovery of light threshold and

the polarity swung back to normal together with the return of

the original polarization threshold. The element again became

anodal and required 0.25 mA to respond. This is one of the cases

where also a real facilitation of the polarization threshold seemed

probable.

A cathodal element with off/on-ratio 16. Before illumination

the polarization threshold was 0.2 mA. At this strength the ele-

ment was giving a good cathodal make- and an anodal break-

discharge. Illumination ^vith Ilford spectral violet filter in the

800 m. c. light beam. The polarization threshold feU to 0.5 mA;

there was now anodal make- and cathodal break-discharge

Thus complete reversal of polarity. Full recovery afterwards in

the dark. After 5 min. the clement again became cathodal and

responded to 0.25 mA %vith strong typical effects.

A third element that reversed its polarity did not return to

normal after illumination and maintained its 'shift of polarity.

The off/on-ratio also changed from 0.042 to 0.11 but since this
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took place at a higher absolute level of sensitivity t6 Hght it was

impossible to conclude that the element had been damaged in

the course of the experiment. The spike was perfect all the time.

There were no adjustments necessary to maintain the spike in

the course of the experiment and a very large number of readings

were taken. It was several times illuminated and always made a

rapid recovery.

Since in addition several elements underwent minor shifts of

polarity we conclude that illumination can re-balance certain

elements suggesting very definitely that the on/off-element con-

sist of anodal and cathodal components either of which may be

suppressed or, perhaps, enhanced by illumination. To be noted is

that all these effects are obtained with illuminations of relatively

modest strength. With strong lights we have sometimes seen very

large depressions of the electrical threshold.

(iv) The relative rates of recovery of light and polarization

thresholds may vary from element to element but the gerferal

rule noted was that the polarization thresholds recovered very

quickly and long before the light thresholds, particularly in cases

were the latter underwent large depressions leading to delayed

recovery (Gernandt, 1948).

Finally remains to be mentioned that the changes of the polari-

zation thresholds did not necessarily require changes in the spon-

taneous frequency of the discharge. The spontaneous rhythm did,

of course, change very often as a consequence of illumination but
in some cases this effect was modest or absent, in others the
rhythm re-established itself later during illumination without
concomitant changes in the polarization thresholds. The change
in the latter were not therefore secondary to the variations in
the spontaneous frequency.

Discussion.

Since light elicits large changes of potential in the retina it
seems natural to compare the effects of illumination upon the
polarization thresholds with the effects of polarization on the
electrical thresholds of nerves. These are known to be consider-
able. It is well ^own from psychophysical work that the state
of adaptation influences the electrical thresholds (see e. q,
Schaefer, 1942) and the essential question raised by this work
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is therefore whetlier the analysis of single elements can add
anything to our knowledge of such phenomena.

In. this respect there is an interesting parallel with the reversed

type of experiment dealing with the effect of polarization upon

the light threshold. In these experiments too (Gbanit, 1948) the

light thresholds of the anodal elements were highly sensitive to

polarization, those of the (always) cathodal pure on-elements

practically not at all, and those of the cathodal on/off-elements

were generally difficult to influence, but a minority of the cathodal

elements was as sensitive as some anodal ones. In the anodal

ones it was particularly easy to elicit strong inhibition of the

light threshold by polarization with the depressing (cathodal)

pole.

All these results were interpreted to signify that the simple

cathodal on-elements were deficient in structures sensitive to

polarization, the anodal elements amply supplied with such

structmes, the majority of the cathodal on/off-elements being

more like the pure on-elements whilst the minority behaved like

the anodal ones and possessed these structures.

From this point of view it seems of fundamental importance

that only a certain number of the elements, and particularly

some anodal ones, are so designed that the modest light adapta-

tion used in these experiments easily raises the electrical thresh-

old. This result suggests that the direct path through receptor,

bipolar and ganglion cell, shared by all elements, is deficient in

structures which are capable of being influenced by modest light

adaptation so as to make the element relatively more insensitive

to electrical stimulation.

Clearly the direct path through receptor, bipolar and ganglion

cell is neither very sensitive to polarization (Gbanit, 1948 a)

when tested -with the light threshold nor is its polarization thresh-

old particularly sensitive to the changes set up by illumination.

The former experiment was easier to perform and so it could be

shown that the curves relating light thresholds to polarization

strength in the case of the anodal elements differed fundamentally

from those of the pure on-clements which could be regarded as

prototypes of pure cathodal elements (Gbanit, 1948 a).

In both types of analysis the anodal on/off- and pure off-ele-

ments appear to be extremes representing one type of design

whereas the majority of the cathodal on/off-elements tend to

approach the cathodal pure on-elements as the other extreme.
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The latter seem to be deficient with respect to some structures

possessed in abundance by most anodal elements. The earlier

experiments on the effects of polarization upon the light thresh-

olds suggested that these structures must be internuncials. Ac-

cordingly these internuncial neurones of the retina appear as

structures which, when polarized, easily set up potential changes

influencing the light thresholds or vioe versa, when illuminated,

easily set up potential changes with the result that the electrical

threshold is raised. Light and polarization are to some extern;

interchangeable with respect to the internuncials with which the

anodal elements are particularly well supplied.

These results are thus interpreted tc mean that certain inter-

nuncial cells represent an organ designed for the production of

electrical potential ser\nng the ultimate purpose of directing

and controlling the internal switchboard and thereby also the

off/on-ratio. This mechanism was used by one of us (Grantt,

1948 b) to study the colour sensitivity of the retinal elements.

The fact, that the polarization thresholds returned to normal

after light adaptation before the light thresholds did so, shows

that what might be called “photochemical sensitivity” is some-

thing very different from what is being measured by the polariza-

tion threshold. Hence the depression of photochemical sensitivity

may persist after the time when the electrical test shows that the

“internal switchboard” is functioning normally.

The cases in which a shift of polarity were noted seem to us
valuable as a warning against too much schematization. They
show that some elements contain both anodal and cathodal

components and that definition by polarity thus to some extent

depends upon what components happen to be in the majority.

There is apparently a zone of overlap of cathodal and anodal prop-
erties between the theoretically pure anodal and cathodal ele-

ments. Whether such shifts of polarity are due to blocking poten-
tials or to active withdrawal of certain synaptic knobs under the
influence of electrical forces we do not know. The second possi-
bility should not be left out of sight.

Long ago one of us (Granit, 1938) introduced the concept “elec-
tro-adaptation” to account for the fact that the light-adapted
frog s retina had a more prominent negative component than
the dark-adapted one and that certain other potential changes
characterized light adaptation. The idea that potential changes
can re-balance an organ such as the retina is therefore not based
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on the present results alone. (For further discussion, see e. g.

Graicit, 1947.)

Summary.

Polarizing electrodes Tvere placed in the nasal and temporal

corners of the eye of the dark-adapted decerebrate cat and the

threshold discharge of retinal elements to polarization and illu-

mination •was measured by studying the spikes isolated by a

micro-electrode in the eye.

In certain types of element the threshold to polarization rose

when the eye was illuminated at 1,000 times threshold strength,

in others not.

Some elements that in the dark had a lower threshold for anodal

currents became more sensitive to the cathode during illumination

and, vice versa, some elements -with lower thresholds to cathodal

stimulation became more sensitive to apodal stimulation during

illumination.

After illumination the polarization thresholds often returned

to normal before the thresholds to illumination did so.

The authors are indebted to the Kockefeller Foundation for a

grant to the Nobel Institute for Neurophysiology.
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In earlier tvork it has been shown (Lundberg 1948) that infor-

mation about different types of fibres may be gained by examining

their temperature sensitivity. The membrane potential and nega-

tive afterpotential were maximal at about 37° in A fibres (motor

root), in C fibres, however, at 25°. Also the spike potential of these

fibres showed different sensitivity to temperature, the spike of

the motor alpha fibres was maximal at 30—35° and conduction

was blocked at about 10°, whereas the C spike was maximal at

a much lower temperature and conduction was not blocked until

cooling went below zero degrees. These differences became of

particular interest when, in the same work, it was shown that the

temperature sensitivity of the nerve fibres w'ere functions of the

concentration of potassium ions in the external medium. If the

potassium concentration is increased the membrane potential

and the spike potential reach their maximum value at a higher

temperature than normally, and, if the nerve is treated with potas-

sium-free solution, the membrane potential, spike potential and
negative afterpotential have their maxima at a lower temperature
than normally. Continued analysis of how ionic factors influence
the temperature sensitivity of nerve fibres may therefore be of
importance for understanding the processes determining the differ-

ential sensitivity to temperature changes.
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Pig. 1. Membrane potential in motor S 1 root as function of temperature, a. Nor-

mal root.b.On the same root after treatment -with Krebs’ solution containing 130%
CaClj above normal. The temperature range for minimum ordinates represent

the maximum of membrane potential.

This paper deals -with the effect of the variation in the amount

of CaClj in the external medium of the nerve fibres. The action

of magnesium ions, phosphate ions, asphyxia and ether have also

been studied. To the best of our knowledge very little has been

reported in the literature about the effect of ionic factors on the

temperature sensitivity of nerve fibres. Ets and Boyd (1938)

who discovered that excess potassium caused the cold block to

shift to R higher temperature range found also that CaCIj did not

counteract this effect of potassium ions.

Method: L7 and SI motor roots from cats were used. The roots were

excised, kept in Krebs’ solution and aerated with 93.7 % Oj and 6.7 %
COs. The nerve was subjected to local temperature changes with the

aid of a one cm long, lacquered silver thermode containing a groove

for the nerve. As to technique of recording see Lundbekg 1948.

Results.

The block of conduction that shifts to a higher temperature after

treatment with excess potassium can be shifted back again if in

addition the amount of GaCl2 is increased. The effect when only
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w

Fig. 2. Motor SI root, cat. JIaximal stimulation of alpha fibres. Root whicli

had been kept in normal ICrobs. The same root after 15 minutes treatment with

Krebs’ solution containing 150 % CnClj above normal.

CaCl2 is increased corresponds to tlie one obtained when the con-

centration of potassium ions is lowered. Fig. 1 demonstrates that

after treatment with excess CaGb (fig. 1 b) the membrane potential

has its maximum at a lower temperature than normally (fig. 1 a)

and the drop of potential to warming is larger, to cooling, how-

ever, smaller than in the normal root (a). Fig. 2 shows how the

normal temperature sensitivity of the spike potential (fig. 2 a)

is changed after treatment with excess Cads (2b). The effect is

qualitatively the same as that observed after treatment with,

potassium-free Kjebs i. e. a lowering of the temperature for maxi-

mum, spike height and an increased resistibility to cold. Fig. 3

shows the temperature effect on the negative afterpotentials in

normal root (a) and after treatment "with a solution containing

CaCla 150 % above normal (b). Contrary to what is known for

frog nerves (H. T. Graham, 1933) there is a shortening of the

duration of the negative afterpotential in excess CaCL. The
detailed analysis of the negative afterpotential of mammalian
nerve fibres is a difficult task, as has been shown by Lorente de
No (194:7) but it is evident from fig. 3 a and b that the temperature
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Tig. 3. SI motor root, cat.

Maximal stimulation of alpha

fibres. Afterpotential recorded

at different temperatures,

a. Normal root. b. Koot after

15 minutes treatment with
Krebs’ solution containing
CaCIo 150 % above normal.

sensitivity of the negative afterpotential is altered in the direc-

tion of an increased sensitivity to high temperature and a greater

resistance to low temperatures. This makes it reasonable to as-

sume that the changed temperature sensitivity of the membrane

potential after treatment with excess CaCls mostly is due to a

change in the behaviour of the L fraction of Lorente de No (1947).

Restitution to normal after treatment with excess CaCh is slow

if the increase has exceeded 100—150 % and may, in fact, require
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Fig. 4. SI motor root, cat. Supramaximal stimulation of alpha fibres. Spiko

recorded at different temperatures in multiples of the height at 37° in each experi-

ment. Line drawn in full normal root. Dotted line tho same root after 160 min.

treatment with Ca-frcc Krebs.

several hours. .Using greater concentration of CaClj Lorente

DE No (1947) found the nerve fibres to be irreversibly damaged.

The slow restitution in our experiments is therefore probably

due to some damage of the nerve fibres which had taken place

despite of the fact that the concentrations used were relatively

low.

We have also made experiments in order to see if Ca-free

Krebs changes the temperature sensitivity of the motor roots.

Only the temperature sensitivity of the spike potential was exam-

ined. The effect is demonstrated in fig. 4 and as will be seen the

spike maximum shifted to a higher temperature together with the

cold block. It must be emphasized that the effect is a slow one.

It is visible first after two hours’ treatment with Ca-free solution.

Nevertheless the original sensitivity was restored. Only in a few
of these experiments did we notice that the Ca-free solution caused

spontaneous activity at 37°. A constant effect, however, was the

sensitization of the discharge to cooling, an effect that was devel-

oped already after a few minutes and then did not increase much
with time of treatment.

The effects on the temperature sensitivity of magnesium ions,

phosphate ions, COj, ether and asphyxia were also examined.
MgCla 0.006 M (four times the normal amount in Krebs’ solution)
changes the temperature sensiti\’ity of the spike potential in the
same direction as does excess CaCb, phosphate ions 0.03 M ap-
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plied as primary and secondary sodium phosphate mixed to give

a pH of 7.3 made the spike maximal at about 37° and the cold

block appeared at a temperature 5° higher than in untreated

nerve. Lowering of the CO2 tension below 1 % was equivalent

with treatment with phosphate, whereas an increase to 14 % from

the normal 6.3 % had no visible effect on the temperature sen-

sitivity.

The experiments that were performed with ether and asphyxia

are of interest in connection with results that previously have been

obtained in experiments in which the concentration of potassium

was varied (Lundbebg 1948). When the potassium concentration

of the external medium was increased the conduction block to

cooling appeared at a higher temperature until finally the increase

had become large enough to block conduction already at 37°.

But if, at that moment, the potassium-treated segment was

warmed above 37° conduction again became possible. It was alsO'

noted that on warming of the potassium-treated root there was

a repolarization of the membrane leading to a shift of its maximum
potential to 43° from the normal value around 37°.

Now the principal action of an increased concentration of

potassium ions on nerve fibres is depolarization and therefore it

is of interest to examine how other depolarizing agents influence

the temperature sensitivity of the nerve fibres. It was found that

asphyxia gradually shifted the cold block to a higher temperature

until conduction ceased already at 37°—38°. If, at that moment,

the root was warmed above this temperature it still would not

conduct, nor did we in any phase of asphyxia find a repolarization

of the membrane potential when warming from 37°. The effect of

ether, locally applied to the part of the nerve within the thermode,

was the same as that caused by asphyxia; the cold block moved

up to progressively higher temperatures and when conduction

finally was blocked at 37°—38° the fibres did not resume con-

ducting when the nerve was warmed from that temperature. It

has earlier been suggested (Lundberg 1948) that the effect of

excess potassium on the temperature dependence of action-

and membrane-potential is not due only to the depolarizing ac-

tion of potassium ions. This is supported by the observation

that ether and asphyxia do not have the property of moving the

maxima of membrane potential and spike potential to a higher

range of temperature.
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Summary.

This paper contains a description of the effect of Ca++ on

the temperature sensitivity of membrane potential, negative

afterpotential, and spike potential (motor A fibres, cat). The effect

of Mg++, phosphate ions, variation in tbe C02-ten8ion, etber

and asphyxia has been studied on the temperature sensitivity

of the spike potential.

This work has been supported by grants from the Rockefeller

Foundation to the Nobel Institute for Neurophysiology and from

the Swedish Medical Research Council.
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It is an old observation that rapid temperature changes can

excite nerve fibres (see Gbutzneb 1878). Bebnhabd and Gbanit

(1946) found that both local heating and cooling from 37° caused

a discharge in mammalian nerve fibres. Simultaneously with the

discharge there was a drop of potential relative to normal nerve

in the region of the nerve in which the temperature had been

changed. They assumed that the heat or cold potential thus

created, served as “generator potential” initiating the discharge

of impulses. C. v. Euler (1947) demonstrated that cooling se-

lectively stimulated large myelinated fibres whereas heating stim-

ulated afferent thin myelinated and unmyelinated fibres. Euleb

also studied the effect of temperature changes on the nerve

membranes and found that local heating to 45° depolarized the

thin fibres, local cooling the thick myelinated fibres.

In order to formulate the problem of these experiments we refer

to fig. 1 (Lukdbebg 1948, fig. 5). As seen in the figure the mem-
brane potential of the A fibres (motor root) is maximal at 37°,

but that of the C fibres (splenic nerve) at about 25°, and, con-

firming Euleb, it is also seen that warming to 45° gives a greater

depolarization in C fibres than in A fibres, whereas to cooling the

depolarization is mainly found in the A fibres. Now it was found

(Lundberg 1948) that if the motor roots are treated with K+-free
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Eig. 1. The membranes potential of A and C.fibres as functions of temperature.

The temperature ranges for minimum ordinates represent the maximum ofmem-
brane potential.

Krebs solution, tbe A-curve of fig. 1 is shifted to the right so that

it resembles the normal curve of the C fibres. Moreover, if the 0

fibres are treated -with 2 or 3 times the normal K+, their curve

(Fig. 1) is shifted to the left so that it resembles that of normal A
fibres. If then the excitation of A and C fibres by lowering or

raising the temp, (resp.) were due to the thermopotentials, we
should expect the effect to be reversed after suitable K+ treat-

ment.

This is investigated in the first part of this paper.

Methods.

Experiments with A fibres were made upon the excised motor roots

from the cat, set up so that 1 cm lay within the thermode and the cut
end dipped into a bath of Krebs solution. This was at temp. 37°, pH
7.3 and aerated with 93.7 % Oa 6.3 % COz. The thermopotentials were
recorded by. a DC amplifier between AgCl electrodes, one within the
thermode and one (earthed) in the bath. A condenser coupled amplifier
served for the recording of massed discharges from the peripheral end
of the root. The effects were observed on the screen and also led to a
diode rectifier integrating the discharge.

Experiments on the heat-sensitive thin fibres were made on sensory
roots cut peripherally. Rise of blood pressure, measured in the common
carotid artery, was used as an indicator for excitation (C. v. Euler
194:7). In these experiments the cats were decerebrated.
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Pig. 2. Motor root, cat. Integrated discharge (arrows) at heating to 45° and at

cooling from .37°. Time 1 sec.

Results.

I. Potassium and selectivity of thermal discharge.

In experiments made on motor roots it was found that cooling

from 37° elicits a discharge, just as it does with nerves in situ.

The discharge was seen in most of the examined roots but only

during the first hours of the experiment. Fig. 2 demonstrates the

integrated discharge. Even a few degrees of quick cooling caused

an outburst of impulses and during continued cooling this dis-

charge increased to become maximal at about 25° thereafter to

decline rapidly. When the temperature again was raised to 37°

another burst of impulses was seen. Heating to 45° never gave a

discharge in motor roots. '\Yhen the temperature from this range

again was lowered, as in the upper record, this often activated

the nerve (as described by C. v. Euler 1947).

Roots in which there was a discharge to cooling were selected

for treatment with potassium-free solution. This treatment lasted

for 5—30 minutes in various experiments. In practically every

experiment the discharge to cooling persisted and appeared when

the temperature was lowered a few degrees below 37°. Fig. 3

illustrates an experiment in which the integrated discharge and

the change in the membrane potential of the nerve in the thermode

were recorded simultaneously. Before the record was taken the

nerve had been treated for 30 minutes with potassium-free Krebs
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solution and afterwards it was found that the membrane potential

was maximal at about 30° instead of at 37° as in fig. 1 illustrating

the normal behaviour. In fig. 3 cooling from 37° to 33° caused a

repolarization of the membrane and, nevertheless, simultaneously

a discharge. In no case did we observe that heating to 45° elicited

a discharge in a root treated with potassium-free Krebs.

. . I

Pig. 3. Motor S 1 cat. Simultaneous record ofintegrated discharge I and changes in

the membrane potential P at cooling. Deflection downwards of P positivity and

therefore there is repolarisation when the discharge is started. Pimo 1 sec.

For the interpretation of this experiment it is important to re-

call that the negative afterpotentials of the motor root alpha

fibres on cooling diminish in normal roots, but increase in roots

treated with potassium-free Krebs. These afterpotentials have been

shown by Lorente de No (1947) to be produced in his so-called

L fraction of the membrane potential. It is therefore very probable

that most of the therraopotentials are due to changes in the L
fraction and that the repolarization seen in fig. 3 is a repolariza-

tion of the L fraction. Lorente de No has stated that depolariza-

tion of the L fraction in- itself never can initiate impulses; for this

depolarization of the Q fraction is necessary. Variations in the
membrane potential may be a variation of the L fraction and thus
give no information about the potential change necessary^ for
impulse generation. Our experiment actually shows that the
membrane can undergo repolarization of the L fraction at the
time when a discharge is initiated.

C. V. Euler found that local heating to 45° sets up impulses
in thin myelinated and unmyelinated fibres. As an indicator of the
discharge he used the blood pressure response of the animal. L7
roots, cut peripherally, were used and the blood pressure was

lQ—i91378. Acta phys. Scandinav. Vol. ^S.
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Kg. 4. Changes of blood pressure following heating to 45° of L7 dorsal root, cat.

a. normal root. b. After treatment of the root with Krebs solution with 5 times

increase, c shows the blood pressure response on treatment ofthe same root with

a Krebs solution with 8 times KCl.

measured in the common carotid artery. Heating to 45° gave a

blood pressure rise amounting to 50—100 mm Hg. It started when

the temperature of the thermode was above 40—44°. The dis-

charge was not much dependent upon the rate of warming of the

root, it depended rather upon the final temperature reached.

Confirming Euler we never saw cooling cause a rise of blood

pressure but, sometimes, when the temperature was returned to

37° there was a rise of blood pressure indicating a discharge in the

thin fibres.

In view of the present problem we are faced with the question

as to whether treatment with excess potassium of C fibres is going

to change the discharge to heating in the same way as it changes

the effect of temperature on the membrane- (and on the action-)

potential. The roots used for experiments on whole animals may
not always be in the same state as in the excised condition be-
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cause some vascularization must remain and counteract tlie effect

of potassium. But a progressive rise of the potassium concentra-

tion must sooner or later reproduce the conditions obtained with

excised nerve. Treatment of a root with Krebs solution in which

the concentration of potassium was increased did not diminish the

blood pressure rise to heating. Eig. 4 a demonstrates a normal

blood pressure rise following heating to 45° of a L7 sensory root.

Eig. 4 b shows that the response is not altered after treatment with

Krebs solution containing 5 times the normal amount of po-

tassium. Potassium above 6 times the normal concentration pro-

duces a blood pressure rise even at 37°, which continues as long

as the solution is allowed to act. Fig. 4 c demonstrates this stimu-

lation by excess potassium. It is seen that washing with normal

Krebs immediately abolishes the discharge.

These experiments therefore have shown that although effects

of temperature upon the membrane potential and action potential

in A and C fibres can be compensated by variations in the con-

centration of potassium ions in the external medium, the selec-

tivity of the thermal mode of stimulation nevertheless persists,

the thin fibres, still being excited by heat, the thick myelinated

ones by cooling.

II. On the property of potassium-free solution to synchronize

a massed discharge in the excised motor root.

In previous experiments concerning the temperature sensitivity

of the membrane potential it was observed that the discharge on
cooling differed much if the root was treated wdth Ca-free solution

or with a solution lacking both Ca++ and K+, and that observation

led us to make the experiments reported here.

As has been described earher in this paper cooling cannot elicit

a discharge in a motor root that has been excised and left in Krebs
solution for some hours. The experiment illustrated in fig. 5 was
made with such a root which was then treated with Krebs solution
lacking Ca-^-+. As seen in record a, this caused a cold discharge to
reappear. Afterwards that part of the root that was within the
thermode was treated with a Krebs solution that W'as lacking
both Ca++ and K+. Record b shows that a discharge appeared
which at 25° waxed and waned at intervals of about 10 msec.
Record c was taken shortly after record b at a slower sweep
speed and demonstrates that the height of the fast deflections,
shown in record b, was modified by a slow rhythm so that at
25 a maximum appeared at every 140 msec. This synchroniza-
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sodium phosphate to pH 7.3 in exchange for sodium chloride of the

Krebs solution). It has been shown by MoNNiEb (1946) that

phosphate ions in frog nerve create a discharge that often is

rhythmic. Treatment with the concentration mentioned above

C

^Oc^j

^\Ay

25»

Eig. 6. Motor SI root. oat. a. After treatment -with Krebs solution containing
0.03 M sodium phosphate, b. The same root after 5 minutes treatment with a
solution containing the same amount of phosphate ions but no potassium, c. A root

from another experiment after the same treatment as in fig. b.

gives in motor roots a spontaneous discharge maximal between
40° and 35° and cooling causes a reduction of that discharge

(fig. 6 a). Fig. 6 b demonstrates how this discharge was changed,
after 5 min. treatment with a solution that contained the same
concentration of phosphate ions without potassium. The discharge
appears in volleys at every 4 msec. (37°) and the height of these
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and Brlangee, 1930, H. T. Graham, 1934) wMcli in turn are

dependent upon tiie L fraction of tlic membrane potential (Lo-

RENTB DE No, 1947). But since tbe L fraction together with the

phenomena dependent upon it are very apt to exhibit slow fluc-

tuations (Lorente de No, 1947, Gasser and Grundfest, 1936,

Lehmann, 1937) it seems plausible to suppose that the slow

oscillations of response height reflect the simultaneous fluctuation

of the L fraction.

The effect of removal of potassium from a Krebs solution al-

ready poor in Ca or containing phosphate therefore seems two-

fold. Birst it increases the interaction between fibres so that

discharges are synchronized. Second it causes a fluctuation of

the L fraction so that excitability undergoes a periodic variation.

Summary.

1. It was previously known

a) that A fibres are excited by cooling and C fibres by heating.

b) that the nerve membrane potential of A. fibres is maximal

at 37°, but with C fibres the maximum is at 25° (fig. 1).

c) that the effect of low K.+ upon the A fibres is to make the

temperature potential curve resemble that of C fibres; the effect

of high potassium upon C is to make them resemble A in this respect.

The object of this paper is to see whether the differences in the

action of temperature changes upon A and C (a above) is reversed

when by removing K+ from A or adding it to C their temperature-

potential relations have been interchanged.

2. Using the spinal roots of cats it was found that A fibres are-

still excited by cooling and C fibres by warming. This lends no
support to the believe that temperature excitation is directly

due to the local differences in membrane potential.

3. When Ca++ and K+ were removed from the A fibres which
were then cooled a synchronous discharge occurred at 100/sec.

at 25°. The amphtude showed a regular fluctuation at 7/sec.

4. The same double rhythm was obtained with K+-free nerves
discharging spontaneously due to excess phosphate ions. The slow
amplitude wave has a temperature coefficient of about 10.

This work has been supported by grants from the Eockefeller
Foundation to the Nobel Institute for Neurophysiology and
from the Swedish Medical Research Council.
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That mercurial diuretics have a renal action is generally ac-

cepted, and the probable existence of an extrarenal effect has

been emphasized by several authors. The latter property of the

mercurial diuretics is suggested by significant changes in the chem-

ical composition of the blood (for references see below) as well as

by altered absorptive properties of the dermal connective tissue

(Donate and Tanne 1927, Engel and Epstein 1931). In salyrgan-

treated nephrectomized rabbits Moller (1930) observed a de-

creased concentration of hemoglobin. This was interpreted as

as being due to a shift of fluid rich in chlorides to the blood,

resulting in hydremia; Individuals with intact kidneys have also

exhibited an initially increased chloride level during the first

phase of the action of mercurial diuretics (Bohn 1923, Saxl and
Heilig 1923, Decourt et al. 1936).

A capacity for storing chloride has been attributed to the skin

and there is some evidence to support the hypothesis that, at

least temporarily, the skin can store sodium chloride “dry”,

i. e. with insufficient water to form an isotonic solution (Padt-
BERG 1910). More recent studies (Ottosen 1945) indicate that the
skin may store sodium in the same way. So stored, osmotically
hypertonic tissue fluid, rich in sodium chloride, may be diverted
from the tissues (dermal) to the blood.

In a previous report (Edlund and Linderholm 1947) an
extrarenal effect was demonstrated during the first hour following
the administration of salyrgan. The absorption of water and col-
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loid (crude human hemoglobin) from the knee joints of urethaned
rabbits was, thus, significantly greater than that of untreated
controls. No increase in diuresis was found during the same period.

An increase in the total osmotic pressure of the blood was put
forward as one possible causal mechanism of this effect.

It is not a 'priori impossible that salyrgan may cause a raised

total osmotic pressure of the blood by mobilizing stored electro-

lytes. Such an action of the drug would be a parallel to the one

found by Barbour (1932) in perorally waterloaded rabbits after

administration of pituitrin. He determined the osmotic pressure

of the blood by a method similar to that used in the present in-

vestigation and came to the conclusion that pituitrin transfers a

slightly hypertonic fluid from the tissues to the blood. However,

since he disregarded the possibility of the glandular extract causing

an altered absorption of water from the digestive tract, his experi-

ments and conclusions are open to criticism.

The osmotic pressure of human blood following salyrgan treat-

ment has previously been determined by a method of satisfactory-

accuracy (Blegen 1940); after salyrgan treatment there was no

significant change. The experiments were, however, performed on

edematous subjects with good diuretic response thereby possibly

concealing any changes in the osmotic pressure caused by an

extrarenal action of the drug.

Methods.

Male rabbits weighing 2.i ± 0-i kg were used. They were fed hay,

oats and water ad lib. Anesthesia; 6 ml per kg of body weight of 25

per cent urethane solution was injected intravenously during 20 min-

utes. 30 minutes after the end of the urethane injection 2—3 ml of

arterial blood were withdrawn by heart puncture and collected under

paraffin oil in a centrifuge tube containing 0.5 mg dry heparin. (The

amount of heparin used had no influence on the osmotic pressure.) The

blood was at once centrifuged and the plasma drawn into small all-

glass syringes for the determinations of the osmotic pressure. The

syringes were fitted with needles of very small internal diameter which

were carefully wiped on filter paper to prevent any adherent fluid from

drying on the needle tip. To prevent evaporation from the contents of

the syringes the plungers were greased with high-grade vaselin.^

In the same way blood samples were taken 30, 60 and 90 minutes

after the first specimen and treated as described above. Immediately

after the first blood sample was drawn 6 rabbits were given 5 mg of

salyrgan per kg of body weight as a 1 per cent solution intravenously.

6 untreated controls were also used. The body temperature was held

within normal limits by means of an electrically heated operating table.
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from joint cavities following salyxgan treatment. The present

material exhibited no such increase in the total osmotic pressure

of the blood from salyrgan-treated animals. Consequently the

increased absorption of water and colloid from the joint cavities

after salyrgan treatment of an experimental material equivalent

to that used for the present investigation cannot be due to a rise

in the osmotic pressure of the blood.

The reduced osmotic pressure noted in some animals during

the experimental period, which reduction was significantly in

excess of the error in the osmotic pressure determinations, is diffi-

cult to explain. It may be due to some side-effect of the anaesthetic.

Summary.

Determinations of the total osmotic pressure of rabbit blood

plasma after treatment with salyrgan showed that the drug was

without effect in this respect during the hours immediately follow-

ing administration. The action of salyrgan^ on absorption from

joints, found by the authors in an equivalent material, cannot,

therefore, be due to a rise in the osmotic pressure of the blood.
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Among described extrarenal effects following the administra-

tion of mercurial diuretics these may be mentioned: 1) a more

rapid disappearance in non-edematous human subjects of intra-

cutaneously injected saline wheals (Engel and Epstein 1931),

2) subcutaneously injected sodium fluorescinate appears in the

blood earlier (Donate and Tannb 1927), 3) an increased flow of

edema fluid from Curshmann needles inserted in edematous

tissue (Hope 1925, Tscherning 1927, Offenbach 1928) and

4) an increased absorption of colloid (hemoglobin) and fluid from

the knee joints of salyrgan-treated rabbits (Edlund and Lindek-

HOLM 1947). The last mentioned effect of salyrgan could possibly,

as previously suggested (Edlund and Lindekholji 1947), be

ascribed to a supposed action of the drug on connective tissue

similar to that of “spreading factors”. (Of. Duran-Eeynals

1942 and Meyer 1947 for bibliography on “spreading factors”.)

To put this hypothesis to the test the following experiments

were devised.

Method.

A slight modification of Madinaveitia’s method was used to inves-

tigate the spreading factor activity of intravenously and locally injec-

ted salyrgan.
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Isotonic Hemoglobin Solution.

An isotonic solution of 7 gram per cent of hemoglobin (human) was

prepared as follows; 2 grammes of sodium chloride were added per

100 ml of the hemolysate of three times washed corpuscles hemolyzed

with 2 volumes water. The ghosts of the corpuscles were then removed

by centrifuging. After dialysis and dilution to adequate^ strength the

solution was made isotonic by the addition of sodium chloride and 10 mg
per cent of calcium (CaClj). The solution was sterilized by filtering

through a Seitz’ filter.

Injections.

Male albino rabbits weighing 2.0 O.i kg were used. A paste con-

taining 100 g BaS, 70 g ZnO and 120 g wheat starch was used to depi-

late their backs and flanks 24 hours before the tests. Animals exhibit-

ing signs of dermal irritation following the depilation were rejected.

About 2 cm from a line drawn along the backbone 3 to 5 symmetrical

points were marked on each flank, 0.3 ml of the hemoglobin solution

was injected at each point so that the centre of the wheal coincided

with the point. The injections having been made on one side of the lino

(control side) the area of each wheal was measured 4 times, 60—68

minutes after the injection.

The animals to be tested with salyrgan were then given an intra-

venous injection of the drug (5 mg per kg of body weight of a 1 per cent

solution). Thereafter the hemoglobin solution was injected on the other

side of the line (test side). The areas of the wheals were then measured
as described above. In another group of animals hemoglobin solution

only was injected on one side (control side) and the same hemoglobin
solution containing 1 0 mg per cent of salyrgan was injected on the other
side (test side). The injections on each side were made consecutively
with an interval of 10 minutes between the sides. The "test side” and
the “control side” were alternately injected first. The areas were then
measured after the same elapse of time as before.

In a third group of animals the rabbits were first killed by a blow
on the neck. 15 minutes after the cessation of the heart beats the ani-

mals were treated like those given salyrgan locally. Readings in this
group were taken after 10 and 60 minutes.

In order to ascertain whether the injections of hemoglobin on one
side of the backbone could influence the area of spreading of similar
injections performed about an hour later on the other side, a series of
animals were given hemoglobin injections in the skin just like the
animals given salyrgan by the intravenous route save that the drug
was omitted. This procedure simultaneously affords a good measure
of the reliability of the method adopted.

Measurement of the Areas.

The rabbits were placed in a box with their necks fixed in an aperture
(see ill.). The longest and shortest diameters of the wheals were meas-
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ured with, calipers at the four different times as described above. The
areas were calculated on the assumption that the coloured patches

were regular ellipses (Madinaveitia).

The mean area on each side was then calculated and the difference

between the sides was treated as a statistical unit.’- In the subsequent

statistical calculations the differences were weighted in proportion to

the number of symmetrical patches on each animal.

Results.

The results are given in table 1.

Table 1.

03 ,

" S c

s.fe §

Mean area of
spreading in mm®. Mean difference±

standard error

of the meanc.S .5

Test side
Control
side

Salyrgan intravenously. 12
animals 60—08 375 315 60 i 10.5

P <0.001

Salyrgan locally. 11 animals 60—68 378 332- 46 ± 7.0

P <0.ooi

Dead animals. 9 animals... 10 283 244 39 ± 9.C

F <0.01

» » » . » ... 60 369 322 47 ± 10.8

P <0.01

Control animab. (No sal-

yrgan.) 10 animals 60—68 338 334 4 4- 6.3

P> 0.5

P = Probability that the difference is caused by random elements.

* The statistical calculations were made according to the formulas for small

samples as given in Fischers Statistical Methods for Kesearch U'erkers.
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jB'rom the table it is evident that the intravenously and. locally

injected salyrgan has an action similar to that of spreading fac-

tors. The same effect was observed in dead animals treated

locally. The differences between the sides are statistically signifi-

cant. T'rom the untreated control animals it appeared that the

spreading in the side treated last remains uninfluenced by injec-

tions of hemoglobin about an hour earlier in the opposite side.

Discussion.

From the results it is evident that salyrgan acts on the per-

meability of the skin in the same manner as a spreading factor

of low activity. The objection may be raised against the local

application of salyrgan in experiments on living animals that the

increased spreading of the hemoglobin in these animals might

have been caused by an inflammatory action of salyrgan on the

tissues. Increased spreading in states of early inflammation has

been reported by McMaster and Parsons (1939) and Hechter

(1947). However, no macroscopical signs of dermal inflammation

were observed in connection with our experiments. Furthermore,

the experiments on dead animals showed that the increased

spreading caused by salyrgan is independent of any circulatory

or inflammatory provocative action of the drug.

Further evidence that some of the extrarenal actions of salyrgan

may be explained by a spreading factor activity of the drug are

given below.

Engel and Epstein (1931) demonstrated that treatment with
mercurial diuretics lessens the disappearance time of subcuta-

neously injected saline wheals in non-edematous human subjects.

In several respects the wheal disappearance test of Aldrich and
McClure, adopted by Engel and Epstein, is, however, equiva-
lent to a measure of tissue permeability (Duran-Beynals
1942). Consequently the results of Engel and Epstein corrobo-
rate the findings presented in the present paper.

In the opinion of the present authors there is, however, no valid
substantiation for an absolute correlation between the spreading
phenomenon and the saline wheal disappearance time. An increased
absorption of fluid or coloured matter via the blood or lymph capillaries
niay occur without any concomitant increase in the permeability
of connective tissue. With dyes as indicators this has been found to be
the case in respect of inflamed skin (Huddack and McMaster 1933,
Miller 1938).

} 1 —i91378. Acta phgs. Scandinav. Vol. 18.
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It has been shown, furthermore, that subcutaneously injected

sodium fluorescinate appears more rapidly in the blood after

treatment with mercurial diuretics (Donate and Tanne 1927).

It is known that local treatment with spreading factors increases

the absorption to the blood of substances injected in the treated

area. (McClean et al. 1933, 1934, Sammartino 1937, cf. Duran-
Reynals 1942.)

The increased absorption of hemoglobin and fluid from knee

joints of salyrgan-treated rabbits is not caused by any change in

the osmotic properties of the blood (Edlend and Linderholm,
this journal in press), but may be explained by an increased per-

meability in the synovial membrane.
Typical of the action of spreading factors is their reduction of

the resistance to flow in connective tissue.

McMaster (1941) has demonstrated that the infusion rate of

Lockes’ solution in dermal connective tissue of the mouse under

varying hydrostatic pressures is relatively constant for low pres-

sures, but rises markedly, and is directly proportional to the pres-

sure for pressures above the “breaking point”, the mean value

of which corresponds to 8.5 cm of water. No such “breaking point”

exists in edematous tissue where the homogeneity of the inter-

fibrillar matrix of the connective tissue is interrupted by free

fluid (McMaster 1941). Tor all used pressures there is in ede-

matous tissue, direct proportionality between the pressure and

the infusion rate.

A method similar to that developed by McMaster was used

with respect to knee joints of rabbits and thereby is was possible

to verify the existence of a “breaking point” for the synovial

membrane also. Furthermore, this “breaking point” is of the

same magnitude as that found by McMaster.^ In most cases

the “breaking point” vanishes after intravenous injection of sal}^:-

gan; indicative of the drug causing a lessened resistance to flow.^

A similar disappearance of the “breaking point” has been

found after exercising the rabbits in a tread mill 16—18 hours

before the infusion experiments.^ Tests similar to those reported

in a previous paper (Eddund and Linderholm 1947) on the

absorption of a hemoglobin solution demonstrate that the ab-

sorptive changes are of the same type in the exercised and the

salyrgan-treated rabbits.^

1 These experiments -will be described on a later occasion in papers by Edlund,

LrKDEEHom and En.tn.'D and Linderholm.
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Most experiments cited above together with those presented in this

paper seem to indicate that these extrarenal effects of salyrgan may

be attributed to a spreading factor action of the drug.

Another extrarenal effect of mercurial diuretics is the in-

creased flow of edema fluid from Curshmann needles inserted in

edematous tissue. Theoretically such increased flow could he a-

scribed to any factor that decreases the resistance to flow in con-

nective tissue. However, it still remains to be proved whether

the decreased resistance to flow induced by salyrgan — as meas-

ured by the spreading phenomenon in the skin or the decreased

resistance to flow in the synovial membrane — has any relation

to a similar effect in edematous tissue.

The mechanism of the spreading action possessed by salyrgan

is not understood. The drug has no effect on the viscosity of hyal-

uronates or on the rate of viscosity change of mixed hyaluronid-

ase and hyaluronates.^

Experiments with methods similar to those adopted by SIayer

et al. (1948) are in progress with respect to the effect of the drug

on the amount of free hyaluronidase in the skin.^

Summary.

A spreading factor activity of intravenously and locally injec-

ted salyrgan® was demonstrated. The increased spreading was also

exhibited by dead, locally treated, rabbits up to about 1 hour
after death.

The spreading factor activity of salyrgan is discussed in rela-

tion to some of the extrarenal effects of the drug, and it was
concluded that most of these effects may be attributed to a
spreading activity of the drug.
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During the summer months jellyfish are met more or less

abundantly on the west coast of Sweden. These creatures belong

to the cavity invertebrates or coelenterata, and are- represented

by many species. One of these, which is commonly called the

stinging jellyfish (Cyanea capillata), is characterized by the fact

that its tentacles are provided with stinging threads or cilia and

cause a prolonged smarting sensation when they come into con-

tact with the human skin.

Pathophysiological Effects.

When the stinging jellyfish’s threads come into contact with
a skin the horny layer of which is thin, it usually gives rise to a
practically immediate intense burning sensation. This is either

felt at a certain point or radiates somewhat into the surrounding
area. No sensation of unspecific warmth or cold or actual pain
is felt, but only a slight, unspecific sensation of contact. The
effect appears to be more intense and immediate if the tentacles
are drawn over the skin. If the tentacle is laid carefully on the
skin, there may be no stinging effect. On the other hand, if the
tentacles are pressed into closer contact with the skin, or if they
are rubbed against the skin, the effect is q-uicker. When the ten-
tacles are removed from the skin after the sting has been felt, a
more or less intense and protracted burning sensation persists.
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This varies in intensity; it comes and goes in different places, now
as a single burning spot, now as a radiating, smarting sensation.

The sensation seems to be felt spontaneously and continues with

diminishing intensity for some time, even for about twelve hours

afterwards. During the first few hours the smart is fairly constant,

even though it may be felt in different parts of the affected area.

Later the pain may disappear for increasingly long periods, only

to return suddenly without any obvious reason, spontaneously as

it were.

Within the area directly affected slightly reddened patches ap-

pear, and these may persist for a short time, A certain degree of

oedema can also be observed in some cases, although it is always

very slight. I have not observed any definite effect on the capil-

laries or other vessels. No irritation of the lymphatic vessels or

lymph glands has been noticed.

Certain stinging jellyfish, which I believe I have found to be

especially the more markedly red ones, have a more severe effect

than the others. Some of those ‘which have most effect also act

on the pilomotor muscles, which become spastically contracted,

and give rise to typical goose-flesh. This phenomenon persists for

several hours after contact with the tentacles. Subsequently an

increased irritability of the pilomotor muscles may persist, and

this manifests itself in a strong, and sometimes very sustained

contraction after the area has been lightly stroked with a finger

or other object. The effect on the pilomotor muscles is not con-

fined solely to the area touched by the tentacles, but gradually

appears in the surrounding area also, especially at the sides and

centrally, apparently owing to absorption of the active substance

through the lymphatic vessels. This pilomotor spasm and irrita-

bility of the pilomotors is not associated with any appreciable

sensation.

There seems to be no evident effect on the sense of touch, but

if the affected area is touched, at least during the first few hours

a clear increase in the burning sensation follows. The sense of

pain is not demonstrably affected.

A peculiar phenomenon presents itself at the warm and cold

spots, especially at the latter. If, before applying the tentacles,

one marks the cold and warm spots on the skin, it is found that

it is precisely at these places that the stinging sensation is felt.

If these points are stimulated with heat and cold respectively

after a sting, one finds that the sense of heat and cold is practic-
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ally unaffected. However after a sliort latent period at first only

a fraction of a second but later some seconds a fairly intense

burning sensation is felt, even following an insignificant cold or

warm stimulus. Tbe pain is sometimes strictly confined to tlie

stimulated spot, sometimes it radiates over a larger area. This

sensation can also be elicited without touclung the skin with

cold or warm objects; just blowing lightly on the skin evokes a

burning sensation. This can occur -without preceding or accom-

panying hot or cold sensations. It is easy to be convinced that

it is a question of the same sensations after the sting of a jelly-

fish as after stimulation from hot objects. Subjectively the sen-

sation is the same in both cases. A slight stimulation, neutral as

regards temperature, of the cold and warm spots has no effect,

neither has cold or warm stimulation between the spots. These

conditions continue for a long time, even for more than 24 hours.

Then, when the spontaneous burning sensation has disappeared,

by stimulating the cold, and also, to a lesser degree, the warm
spots -with moderate intensity, one can evoke a burning sensation,

although it is less marked than before.

Here it is a matter of a specific effect of the toxin of the jelly-

fish on a special organ situated in the warm and cold spots for

the perception of the sensation: burning. This organ is very

greatly sensitized by the toxin. Topographically-anatomically it

appears to be intimately associated -with the organs for tem-

perature perception. But functionally it can be differentiated

from these organs. The normal specific stimulus is heat, but after

stimulation with jellyfish toxin it reacts to very slight tem-
perature stimuli also. When the warm spots are stimulated with
cold and the cold spots with heat, the sensitized organ reacts
with its burning sensation, even "without the occurrence of cold
or warm sensations.

The following phenomenon is also of interest: if there is a stim-
ulation of the cold spots central to the affected area, but outside
the area which is influenced by the absorbed toxin, a normal
sensation of cold results. After a latent period of some seconds,
however, at some other point in the affected area there is a bur-
ning sensation of the same type as that supervening on direct
stimulation of the sensitized cold spot, but it is less intense. The
interpretation of this state of things is a hazardous matter, but
it img t point to an absorption effect on a considerable nerve area
after local application.
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If jeUyfisli tentacles are placed on an area of the sldn whicli

is free from warm and cold spots, no immediate effect results.

It is several minutes before, first an insignificant, and then an

increasingly strong burning sensation follows. At first this sen-

sation appears in the temperature spots which lie nearest the

point of application, later to occur at points lying further out. If

the application is made directly on the warm and cold spots, a

practically immediate effect is obtained. This fact can be estab-

lished by taking the same tentacle and moving it from an area

without temperature spots to one with them. After the apphca-

tion of tentacles to an area without temperature spots, the

temperature spots surrounding this area are found, on examina-

tion, to be sensitized before spontaneous burning sensation are

felt.

From individual experiments it appears that there are spots

where there is no temperature perception, but where the tentacles

cause both spontaneous smarting and lasting hypersensitivity to

temperature stimulation. Such spots are very rare, but they show

that this toxin-affected organ is not necessarily connected with

the temperature points, but can occur independently of them.

By the application of chloroform to an area of the skin it can

be made anesthetic to cold for a considerable period. The per-

ception of heat, on the other hand, does not appear to be much

affected. However the cold spots which are anesthetic to cold

retain their ability to react normally to heat. Consequently

chloroform can be used to differentiate cold perception from

heat perception. If an area that has been sensitized with jelly-

fish toxin is treated with chloroform, cold perception is also

ebminated, but stimulation with heat or cold elicits the same

burning sensation in these cold-anesthesized spots, as that which

in areas affected by jellyfish toxin, but not treated with chloro-

form. To eliminate the possible source of error due to the fact

that chloroform prevents the sensation of cold by chilling the

skin, I have performed the experiment with chloroform warmed

up to about body temperature. It is also possible to produce a

burning sensation within this chloroform treated area merely by

bringing a warm or a cold object in proximity to it. Consequently

chloroform eliminates the sensation of cold but leaves both nor-

mal heat perception and, toxin-sensitized perception of heat un-

affected. With protracted treatment with chloroform the bur-

ning sensation possibly decreases, but it never disappears.
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According to prevalent conception, as set forth, in text hooks

on physiology (Starling, Hober), the skin has a sense of cold

and of warmth sensations of touch and of pain, perhaps also a

sense of pressure. According to Starling the sense of heat is

assumed to he due to a simultaneous stimulation of warm and

cold points. No special organ for the sense of heat is thought to

exist. Hober states that the sensation “heat” is caused hy non-

specific stimulation. He refers to investigations hy Alrutz and

Thunberg, which are said to show that heat is a complex of

warmth and cold.

These investigations indicate that there is a special organ in

the skin which brings about this burning sensation which is

caused in the case of heat. Jellyfish toxin causes this organ to

become very hypersensitive, so that it reacts with a strong bur-

ning sensation to stimulation of normal temperature. Jellyfish

toxin, on the contrary, does not noticeably affect the skin’s per-

ception for the rest. By means of chloroform one can eliminate

the sensation of cold at the cold points, but the perception of

heat and hypersensitivity to temperature stimuli caused by jelly-

fish toxin persists unchanged.

The circumstances advanced above afford a clearer insight into

the sensitive effect on the skin caused by the stinging jellyfish.

The great sensitivation of the perception of heat has the result

that the least change of temperature in the affected area too

gives rise to a burning sensation. When this sensation seemingly

arises spontaneously, this will be due to slight changes of tem-
perature in the skin, which do not lead to either cold or warm
sensations, but only affect the hypersensitive terminal organs for

heat perception. Draughts, the light touch of clothing etc. are

such temperature-changing factors. It will not be denied, how-
ever, that a quite spontaneous burning sensation may also be met
with. Possibly, if the jellyfish toxin penetrated a larger skin sur-

face, a more general sensitivity might arise owing to absorbed
toxin. The general malaise which is said to follow on a more ex-
tensive contact with jellyfish may perhaps be explained in this
way.

Summary.

It appears that there is a special organ in the skin which gives
rise to this burning sensation, heat, and which as a rule is topo-
graphically-anatomically closely connected with the organs of
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perception of -warmtli and cold. The toxin from the active ten-

tacles of the so-called stinging jellyfish (Cyanea capillata) causes

hypersensitivity in this organ, but does not noticeably affect other

skin sensations. When this organ is hypersensitive owing to the

effect of jellyfish toxin, it reacts to inconsiderable variations in

temperature for 12—24 hours afterwards. Chloroform can elimin-

ate the perception of cold, but the normal sensation of heat, and

sensations of heat arising from small changes in temperature,

when the organ is stimulated by jellyfish toxin, remain. In some

cases the toxin also has a local effect on the pilomotor muscles

manifesting itself in their spastic contraction. This effect of the

toxin explains the subjective sensations after contact with the

jellyfish.
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Since Dickens and tke present autkor first demonstrated tke

kigli Ci-content (Ci = citric acid or citrate) of the bone sub-

stance, citric acid in fairly bigb concentrations bas been found in

calcareous depositions, especially in those also containing cal-

cium pbospbate. All findings reported, however, concerned

vertebrates. It seemed to be of interest to study the occurrence

of Ci in the non-vertebrates as well, mainly on account of the

abundance and peculiarity of the lime concrement found in this

division. According to Wintekstein such concrement can be

found in the Annebds, Cepbalopods, Cestoids, Gastropods, La-

melbbrancbiates, Nematodes, and Trematodes. The surprisingly

bigb concentration of calcium carbonate in the secretion from

the oesophageal glands of the earthworm should be especially

mentioned. Darwin characterized these glands as “highly re-

markable” “for nothing like them is known in any other animal”.

(Naturally one must bear in mind that Darwin’s statement was
made in 1881, Cf. also Harrington.)

This report, however, is limited to a few non-vertebrate drugs,

once of special interest as medicinal treasures of older pharma-
copeiae. They are as follows:

Lafis cancri.

Os sepiae.

Lapis cancri (often called “Lapilli cancri”, or, in popular idiom
crayfish eyes”) are button-shaped formations, two in number,
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wHcli appear in tlie two pockets of the socalled abdominal wall

of tbe crayfish. Owing to the place of formation Huxley called

them gastrolites. They consist of 63 % calcium carbonate, 19 %
calcium phosphate, organic substance, and water (Bulk). A
gastrolite may weigh as much as a few decigrams. During the time

of formation they are isolated in their pockets from the rest of

the stomach. When the crawfish begins to change his shell the

barrier between the pockets is broken, the stones emerge into the

stomach where they are decomposed and resorbed. It was for-

merly thought that the dissolution was due to some acid in the

stomach. It is doubtful, however, whether the content of the

stomach is acidic.

It seems probable that the gastrolites, or rather the processes

which cause the formation and dissolution of the gastrolites, play

some role in the change of the shell. Their formation a few weeks

before the crayfish sheds its shell signifies a decalcification of the

old shell, so that the shell becomes more elastic, and the shedding

process easier. The re-infiltration of calcium in the chitin shell

implies that the shell resumes its mechanical protective role. —
It is a well known fact that even the blood of the crayfish periodic-

ally contains calcium in a comparatively high concentration. It

seems reasonable that a high calcium concentration in the blood

corresponds to the decomposition of the crayfish stones and that

the formation of the stones is reflected by a low calcium con-

centration in the blood. This problem has not been investigated,

however.

Os sepiae. Os sepiae is perhaps the most common denomination

of the subcutaneous cuttle-bone of the cuttle-fish. Sepia officinalis.

After death the cuttle-fish is rapidly decomposed and the freed

cuttle-bone is washed up on the shore. According to popular

opinion the cuttle-bone was a scale of some kind of fish, and the

old name of the drug was, therefore, “Os pisci”. Such large scales

were thought to come from the whale, the largest “fish” known,

and hence the name of whale-scale.

Methods. In the investigations reported in this paper the method

recommended by Hunter and Leloir was used except in the earlier

experiments where the method worked out by Pucher, Sherman,

and Vickery dominated. The two methods, however, have not been

sharply separated. Various combinations between them have been

necessary on account of prevailing circumstances. Sometimes a reagent

was unsatisfactorily pure, or was impossible to obtain. The many
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modifications of these methods which are still in vogue.should probably

be interpreted as an expression of the fact that as yet no completely

satisfactory method has been,found.

Results. The citric acid values obtained are expressed in parts

per million (p. p. m.).

Lapis cancri: 12 determinations. Average = 8,100 p. p. m.

Dispersion = 1,425 p. p. m. The difference between 8,100 and

zero is most significant as it is 20 times the average deviation.

Os sepiae: 12 determinations. Average == 123 p. p. m. Dis-

persion = 102 p. p. m. The difference between 123 and zero must

be considered as significant as it is 4.2 times the average deviation

Discussion.

The present investigation was carried out mainly to test the

hypothesis that in the cases where calcium phosphate is a con-

stituent citric acid can also be found in considerable concentration.

With “a considerable concentration” is meant a concentration

which surpasses the average value of the citric acid present in the

tissues and fluids. The marked citric acid content cannot then be

a result of diffusion processes, but must be caused by, for instance,

chemical precipitating processes. The citric acid content found

in the formations studied confirms the hypothesis as to the proc-

esses which have caused the concentration of citric acid. Calcium
phosphate and citric acid are apparently substances that contrib-

ute to the formation of the concrements discussed in this paper.

Summary.

Citric acid, which is a metabolite regularly occurring in the
tissues and fluids of the vertebrates, has also been found in cer-

tain non-vertebrates and in larger concentrations, particularly in
concrements containing calcium phosphate. Citric acid can be
demonstrated in cra3dish stones in an average concentration of
8,100 p. p. m. and in os sepiae in an average concentration of 123
p. p. m.
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It has been demonstrated that certain symptoms in chicks, viz.,

exudative diathesis, brown coloration of the adipose tissue, and

encephalomalacia, and in rats, viz., yellow-brown coloration of

the adipose tissue, and depigmentation of the incisors, depend

upon the feeding of vitamin E deficient diets containing certain

highly unsaturated fatty acids (Dam 1944 a and b. Dam and

Gkanados 1945 a and b, Granados and Dam 1945 a and b, Gra-

nados, IMason and Dam 1945 and 1946). Formation of peroxides

preceded, and in some instances paralleled, the brown coloration

in the adipose tissue of these animals (Dam and Granados 1945 a

and b). The pigment responsible for the coloration of the adipose

tissue was found to consist of at least 2 fractions: one of them is

fat soluble, while the other, which occurs in larger amounts, is

not extracted by lipid solvents. A preliminary chemical charac-

terization of the latter pigment showed it to agree with the de-

scription of “ceroid”, the pigment found in various tissues in ex-

perimental liver cirrhosis in rats (Dam and Granados 1945 a,

Gyorgy and Goldbdatt 1942, Bndicott and Lillie 1944).
Histologically, the gross pigmentation in the adipose tissue was

found to be represented by an acid-fast pigment in the fat cells at
different stages of development. Furthermore, the histological
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Tnblo 1.

Diels fed lo the six grouj)s iti fcrccniagc of gums.

!
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1
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U, (J
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Choline chloride
]

0.4

J

0.4
i

j

0.1 0.4 0.1

Vitamin mixture’ . . .

.

i

1

0.5
1

0..’. 0.5 0..’. 0..5

Salt mixture’ i 5.0 5.0
1

5.0 5.0
i

5.0 5.0

Crude casein
1

2.5.0 25.0 25.0
j
25.0 25.0

Sucrose
1

09.1 09,1 49.1 ID
Cod liver oil'

;

’
i

20.0 20.(1

Lard* i

1 i

20.O 20.O '

«-tocophcrol acetate*. 0.020 !

i

O.oefi 0.020 '

* To each animal of these groups wre given svcchly I.IGO I. U. of vitamin A.
and 19 chick Dnits of vitamin D, in 3 drops of peaniil oil.'

* The 0.5 g of vitamin mixture contained biotin 20 pg, folic arid 400 /ig, thia-

mine hj'drochloride 5 mg, ribofiavin 5 mg, pj'ridoxinc hydrochloride 0 mg, cal-

cium pantothenate 5 mg, nicotinic acid 7..5 mg, p-nminohcnroic acid IfH) mg,
inositol 100 mg, vitamin K substitute 3 mg, and sucrose 2G9,ogO mg.

* The salt mixture used vaa McCollum’s Salt Mixture No. 18.5, supplemented
with 13.5 mg KJ, 139 mg CuSO„ 5H,0, and 550 mg MnSO,, 4H,0 per 100 g.

‘ The lard and cod liver oil were added fresh every day to the basal diet.
* Wo thank F. Hoffman-La Roche & Co., liaale, Switzerland, for the

kind supply of the n-tocopherol acetate (Ephynnl) used in these studies.

age daily -wciglit increase of which was used ns n control for the daily
weight increase of the mated animals,

A resorption gestation was recorded when n po.sitive "placental .sign”

was accompanied by a higher weight increase ns comjwrcd with the
average weight gains of the 3 controls, followed by weight- lo.ss. Like-
wise, an implantation failure was recorded when the "placental sign”
was consistent!}’ absent, and the weight increase was the same as that
of the unmated^ controls. Furthermore, the animals which showed
either implantation failure or implantation resorption were killed 22
days after the mating had begun, and their uteri were e.vnrninod iti

order to ascertain the pseudo-pregnancies that might have occurred.
The females which delivered young were left with them for a week,
at which time they were sacrificed. The data presented in Table 3 in-

12—491378. Acta phys. Scandinav. Vol. 18.
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dudes only those animals that were mated with males which proved
to be fertile before and after the mating with the experimental females.

After sacrifice of the animals the color of their adipose tissue was
recorded, and samples of intraperitoneal fat were taken for determina-

tion of peroxides by the method of King, Eoschen and Irwin (1933)

as modified by Dam and Granados (1945 a).

Results and Discussion.

Fig. 1 shows the average growth curves of the six groups. It

is obvious that groups 1 (— E— Fat) and 2 (-{- E — Fat), which

received no dietary fat other than three drops of peanut oil per

week given as a vehicle for vitamins A and D, exhibited the

poorest growth. It should be observed that group 2, which re-

ceived a high supply of tocopherol but without adequate amounts

of dietary fat, exhibited a much lower growth rate than groups

3 and 5, which received no vitamin E but were given high amounts

of fat. It is possible that the low caloric intake as well as a defi-

ciency of essential fatty acids (the animals from groups 1 and 2

exhibited varying degrees of scaly tail), both derived from the

absence of dietary fat, may have been responsible for such a poor

growth. In this connection Deuel et al. (1947) have shown the
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importance of dietary fat for the normal growth and reproduc-

tion of rats.

Furthermore, comparing the growth of groups 3 (— E -f cod

liver oil) and 5 (— E -f lard), and the growth of groups 4 {-}- E +
cod liver oil) and 6 (-r E -h lard), it can be seen that the groups

which received cod liver oil exhibited growth rates somewhut

lower than the groups which were given lard. This might be ex-

plained by the toxic properties of cod liver oil.

Table 2 presents the gross discoloration and the peroxide values

of the adipose tissue in the six groups. Confirming our previous

observations (Dam and Granados 1945 a and Granados and

Dam 1945 b), only group 3, i. e., those animals which were given

a vitamin E deficient diet containing 20 % cod liver oil, exhibited

varying degrees of yellow-brown coloration of the adipose tissue.

Also in these studies the subcutaneous fat appeared less coloured

than the intraperitoneal depots.

Likewise, group 3^ was the only one which exhibited significant

peroxide values. This also agrees with our previous finding of a

certain parallelism between the gross coloration of, and the per-

oxides found in the adipose tissue. Since group 5- (— E -}- lard)

did not exhibit coloration of the fat concomitant with almo!5t a

complete absence of peroxides, in contrast to wliat was found

in group 3, this supports once more the suggestions of an inter-

relationship between peroxidation and the yellow-brown colora-

tion of the fat. On the other hand, a study of the peroxide values

fotmd in the various animals of group 3 makes it apparent that

the amount of peroxides present at a given time does not always
parallel the degree of yellow-brown coloration of the fat tissue.

A study of table 3 makes it clear that in reproduction, as pre-

viously seen in the growth rate, groups 1 and 2 exhibited the
poorest performance. Group 2, which received a high supply of

tocopherol but without adequate amounts of dietary fat, exhibited
a much poorer reproduction record than group 5, which received
no vitamin E but was given high amounts of lard. Also here it

may be possible that the low caloric intake ns well as a deficiency

' This group exhibited depigmentation of their incisors, as prcvionslv reported
(Granados and Dam 1945 a).

‘

This^ group did not exhibit depigmentation of their incisors, contrary to
working in Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A. (Granados and

am I94o b). This Jnay bo explained by a qiianfitative difTcrcnce of the tocopherol
con ent in the lard of the two cities (0.8 mg per cent tocopherol in the lard used
in Copenhagen), or by quantitative and/or qualitative dillcTcnces in their' con-
tent of highly nnsaturated fatty acids.
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Table 2.

Discoloration and peroxide values of the adipose tissue in the six groups.

1

1

Group No.
Animal
No.

Discoloration of adipose
tissue^

1

Peroxide values

of intraperi-

toneal fat
subcutaneous

j

intraperitoneal

1 0
2 — — 0
3 — — 0

Group 1 4 — — 0
— E — fat 5 — — 0

6 — — 0
7 — 0

8 — — 0

Group 2 9 — 0

-b E — fat 10 — — 0

11 — — 0
12 — — 0
13 — — 0
14 — — 0
15 — 0

16 4*+ ++ 18.40

17 ++++ +++++ 26.80

Group 3 18 ++++ +++++ 2.00

— E + cod 19 + ++ 0.20

liver oil 20 + + ++ 6.20

21 — — 0.53

22 ++ 0.50

23 + + 1.40

24 ++ +++ 2.00 i

f

25 . 0 !

26 — — 0

Group 4 27 — — 0.27

-f E -b cod 28 — 0

liver oil 29 — — 0

30 — — O.co

31 — 0

32 — 0

33 — 0

Group 5 34 — 0

— E -b lard 35 •

—

u

36 — 0
I

37 — 0.24
1— —

—

38 - . - 0
1

39 — — 0

Group G 40 — — 0 1

-b E + lard 41 — —
^ i

42 — — 0 !

43 — —
44 — — 0

1

» The symbols—, +, ++, +++, ++++. and +-}-+++ indicato no color,

pale yellow, yellow, dark yellow, yellow-brown, and dark yellow-brown coior,

respectively.
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Tftblo 8.

Refroduclion ’performanc.c of (he six groufs.

pa

1^
’-'iS

§-1
o
tM

o
Group

2
-b

E

—

fat

Group

3
—

E

-f

cod

liver

oil

Group

4
+
E

-f

cod

liver

oil W
1^

‘-'5 rt

U
O

W
-b-cj

=^5 a

O

No. of experimental animals . .

.

B o B 6 7

No. of rats vrith implantation

failure 5 2 3 0

Percentage 87.5 71.5 77.6 28.0 50 »

! ;

No. of rats with resorption ges- ’

tation 1 0 1 0 1 B
Percentage 12,5 0 ll.l 0 16.7B
No, of rats which delivered young 2 1 5 2

Vi
Percentage 0 28.5 11.1 71.4 33.3B
Total number of young born . . . 0 16 3 45 16 51

1

No. of still-born
i

0
1

0 2
f

®
!

j

Percentage 0 66.7 0 12.5 0
1

' No. of young born alive 1 16
’

1 45 14 51 !

1

! Percentage
I

100 ! 33.3
1

100 87.5 100
1

No. of young which died within

j
1st week after birth

1 t

16

1

i 1
1

1

1 14
1

!

i

"

!

i

t

’
i

1 Percentage
1

100
1 100
1

31.1 35.7
1

13.7
j

i
No. of young alive on the 7th day

after birth 31 9

1

44

Percentage 0 0 68.0 64.3 86.3

of essential fatty acids resulting from the almost total absence
of dietary fat could account for the very poor reproduction per-
formance of group 2, In this connection, as mentioned previously,
Deuel et al. (194:7} have shown the importance of dietary fat for
the normal reproduction of rats.
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In table 3 one may compare tbe reproduction record of groups 3

(— E + cod liver oil) and 5 (— E + lard). It is apparent tbat the

animals vrMcli received tbe vitamin E deficient diet containing

cod liver oil exhibited a reproduction performance much poorer

than those rats which "were given lard. The differences are very

significant.

Table 3 shows, furthermore, that the number of implantation

failures is a factor which should be very carefully considered in

the evaluation of sterility in vitamin E deficient rats. Actually,

table 3 demonstrates that the number of implantation failures

may be much higher than that of resorption gestations. This

agrees -with the findings of Ka'dnitz and Slanetz (1948); vitamin

E is essential for the rat to become pregnant.

Thus, these studies show once more that in vitamin E deficient

rats the degree of sterility can be influenced by the land of dietary

fat. Furthermore, certain facts may be correlated: group 3 {—E +
cod liver oil) had a high degree of sterility, and exhibited coloration

and peroxidation ofthe adipose tissue, whereas group 5 (—E+ lard)

had a lower degree of sterility, and did not exhibit coloration or

peroxidation of the adipose tissue. Thus the highly unsatuxated

fatty acids of cod liver oil may have been responsible for

aggravating the sterility symptoms of vitamin E deficiency to

a larger extent than the fatty acids of lard, as is known to be

the case with the changes in the adipose tissue. Therefore it can

be suggested that the peroxidation of certain unsaturated fatty

acids, due to the absence of the antioxidant effect of vitamin E,

may play an important role in the development of sterility. In

this connection it should be mentioned that even in the early

studies on vdtamin E several workers found that sterility could

be produced more readily by diets containing considerable

amounts of certain fats than by means of rations containing

small amounts of fat. Furthermore, marked qualitative differ-

ences were noted among the various fats in their ability to

induce sterility. This subject has been recently reviewed by

Mason and Harris (1947).

In the present studies in groups 1 and 2 dietary fat was rigidly

excluded, a fact which complicated the -vatanoin E deficiency

with a deficiency of caloric intake and of essential fatty acids.

It might well be that rats on a -vdtamin E deficient diet con-

taining a moderately low percentage of fat could have their

reproduction capacity less affected than animals on -vdtamin B
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deficient rations witii a liigli percentage of fat. Gottlieb and

coworkers (
1943 )

found tliat a diet low in fat produced very

good results for tke bioassay of vitamin E.

Comparing in table 3 groups 4 (d- E -f- cod liver oil) and G

(+ E + lard), it is clear that tlie group which was fed cod liver

oil exhibited a reproduction performance significantly lower than

that of the animals which were given lard. Thus, even when high

amounts of tocopherol are given to rats, qualitative differences

in dietary fats may produce significant difference in the repro-

duction record of the animals. It may be that the highly un-

saturated fatty acids of, for instance, cod liver oil greatly increase

the requirements of vitamin E as compared with the unsaturated

fatty acids of some other fat, lard, for example.

Summary.

The influence of two different fats, viz., cod liver oil and lard,

on the reproduction capacity of vitamin E deficient rats has

been studied. Six groups of rats, kept for 10 weeks since weaning

on the experimental rations prior to mating, were fed six purified

diets, the differences among them being as follows: group 1,

— E— fat; group 2, -j- E— fat; group 3, — B 20 % cod liver

oil; group 4, E + 20 % cod liver oil; group 5, — B -f- 20 %
lard, and group 6, -{- E •+• 20 % lard.

Groups 1 and 2 exhibited the poorest reproduction records,

probably as a complication of the rigid exclusion of dietary fat,

which produced in these animals a lower caloric intake and a
deficiency of essential fatty acids.

The reproduction performance of the animals which were fed

the vitamin E deficient diet containing cod liver oil (group 3)
was significantly poorer than that of the animals which were fed
lard (group 5). This shows once more that qualitative differences

in dietary fats may greatly influence the sterility symptom in

vitamin E deficient rats.

Eurthermore, the reproduction record of the animals fed high
amounts of vitamin E (20 mg per cent of tocopherol acetate) plus
cod liver oil (group 4) was affected to a larger extent than that of
rats fed lard (group 6). This shows that two different fats may
influence to varying degrees the requirement of vitamin E for
reproduction.
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A correlation of tte clianges found in tlie adipose tissue witt

the reproduction performance of. the various groups, points to a

causal relation common for both sjmiptoms (peroxidation and

coloration of adipose tissue, and sterility): peroxidation of

certain highly unsaturated fatty acids in the absence of the

antioxidant effect of vitamin E.
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In the course of investigations into the osmotic regulation in

amphibians the permeability of the skin to water and salts was

sometimes found to show unexpected fluctuations, even under

well defined experimental conditions. These fluctuations could

be demonstrated as being connected with the moulting processes.

They have been studied more closely on Bufo bufo (L.), Rnna

temporaria L. and R. esculenta L.

In amphibians the outer cornified layer of the epidermis will

separate at intervals from the underlaying tissue and then be shed

almost in one piece. In toads and frogs, bursting oftbc old epi-

thelium has been observed to occur along the midline of the ven-

tral side of the animals. They very often eat the sldn after .slied-

ding. In such cases the animals start eating the skin ends .sepa-

rating from the lower lips, whereafter tlic rest may be drawn
into the mouth so completely tliat no remnants are left in the
container. That moulting frogs may eat their shedded skin has
previously been observed by c. p, FiscHEn-SiGW.iRT (1897),
Kxaueu (1879), Frost (1932), however, never found different
species of frogs and toads eating the cast skin.

Teclinique.

The ppenments were performed on starving animals adapted to
tap water. They were kept in circular steel wire cages fitting into
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250 ml beakers. Water -was added to cover tbe animals, bowever
leaving just sufficient space bet-ween tbe -water surface and tbe lid of
tbe cage to make air breathing possible.

It bas often been demonstrated that tbe ampbibian skin is perme-
able to water and to electrolytes. In water, a frog or a toad will absorb
water and lose ions by diffusion through tbe slan. In tbe present ex-

periments tbe water absorption was measured by weighing animal

+ cage at suitable intervals of, generally, about one hour. The cage
was suspended on one arm of a balance after tbe adhering water had
been removed by drying with filter paper.

Tbe loss of ions to tbe surrounding distilled water was followed by
means of electric conducti-vity measurements. A Philip’s Pbiloscop
(a. c., 1000 cycles) was used in connection with a pair of dipping elec-

trodes which were placed directly in tbe vessel containing the experi-

mental animal. In tbe following, tbe measured resistance directly re-

presents concentrations, i. e. mmol/1 of a solution of NaCI of the same
conducthdty at tbe same temperature. Net uptake or net loss of Na
and Cl in dilute salt solutions was determined by chemical analysis

of the water in which tbe animals were kept. Cl was determined ac-

cording to Rehberg in tbe modification of Schnohr (1934). For Na,
tbe method of Hoffman and Osgod (1938) was used in tbe modifica-

tion described by Jorgensen, Levi and Ussing (1946). Total influx

of Na bas been measured by means of radioactive Na®-* as described

previously (loc. cit.).

Tbe above mentioned methods of measuring water and electrolyte

movements across tbe skin are of course based on tbe supposition that

tbe animals do not swallow water and/or void urine between sub-

sequent weighings or conductivity measurements.

As regards tbe uptake of water through tbe mouth, it is generally

agreed that amphibians do not drink in dilute solutions such as tap

water. Also tbe present results are incompatible with any noticeable

intake of fluid through tbe mouth. Such an intake would be easily

detectable as irregularities of tbe slope of tbe curves representing

weight increase in water without accompanying changes in electrical

resistance of tbe water (cf. below). AVeigbt increase in water therefore

indicates that water bas been absorbed through tbe skin. On tbe

other baud, tbe measured increase in weight -wull only equal tbe total

amount of fluid absorbed if no urine is lost simultaneously to tbe sur-

rounding water. It may be seen from the weight curves that the am-

phibians used really do void discontinually. A typical example of such

a curve is shown in fig. 1. The increase in conducti-vity of the water

and tbe increase in weight of tbe animal, a toad, is quite smooth until

a momentaneous increase in conductivity sets in simultaneously with

a fall in weight of tbe toad, indicating voiding. In this experiment,

the delivery of about O.i ml urine would easily have been detected as

a bump of tbe weight curve and — especially — of the conductivity

curve. Several experiments of this kind have been performed even

•with saltloaded animals where voiding of urine in quantities much

smaller than O.i ml -svould have been observed without difficulty.
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tathe case of B, bufo, long lasting constant increases m ™S'“^ “>
vlnn4“McU are mterrnptcd by a sadden decrease

Yoidins'* Animals have been observed which did not \ok1

for mow Sian 8 hours, even though weighings were performed about

everv half hour. Frogs usually empty their bladder more frcqucntlj

than do toads, and very often in connection with the weighing pro-

changed to distilled ivater. Abscissae; time in hours. Ordinates; weight of the
toad in g (left) and conductivity of tho surrounding water (right). Conductivity

expressed ns equivalent concentration of NaCI.

cedures. It is well known that amphibians are inclined to deliver urine
when disturbed in some way.

These observations on discontinuous voiding obviously do not e.v-

clude the possibility that smaller amounts of urine may constantly
escape storage in the bladder and flow directly into the surrounding
water. Normally, however, this seems not to ho the case. WJicn a fro*
or toad was placed in distilled water (without stirring) and the clinimesm resistance followed by placing the electrodes directly in the waterm different positions relative to the animal, it was found that the in-
crease in conductivity near the cloaca was not more rapid than near
other parts of the ammal, thus indicating that the measured increasem electrol^e content of the water is not due to a more or less con-tmuous delivery of mine.
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Results.

Water Permeability of tbe Skin during Moulting.

In the case of Bufo bufo, 14 single observations on water ab-

sorption during moulting were made, whereas water uptake has

been followed only during 5 and 2 moulting periods, respectively,

of R. temporaria and R. esculenta. The results were, however,

the same in all cases. They show a strongly increased water

influx through the skin in connection with shedding of the old

epidermis. An example is given in fig. 2 depicting measurements

0 2 <^6 S W 12 IV >6 n !0 cfoi/s

Fig. 2. Water absorption through the skin of a toad weighing about 37 g. Temp.
22—23° C. Ordinates: absorption in ml of water per hour. The arrows indicate

moulting. Abscissae: time in days.

of water absorption of the same toad during a period of about 3

weeks. Mostly, several determinations of the rate of fluid uptake

were performed daily. Throughout the experimental period 3 moults

occurred. Two took place during daytime and both were followed

by increases in water absorption up to 3—

i

times the normal

values. The third moult occurred during the night so that the

actual uptake during moulting has not been determined. How-

ever, the value measured the day before was higher than normal

.

Fig. 3 is typical of the conditions in frogs, which, as already

mentioned, behave very much like toads. Apparently, the period

during which the moulting processes affect the water permeabil-

ity of the skin may vary to some extent. Sometimes, a water

uptake definitely above normal can be observed 12 hours before

and after the shedding of the skin actually takes place. But often

normal permeability is preserved until and is regained some few
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hours before and after the observed moult. In each case the time

during which excessive water permeability may be measured

seems to be confined to the period when the old cornified stratum

is separated from the underlaying tissue.

/ 2 3 ^ S hours

Fig. 3. Water absorption through the skin of a frog (R. esculcnta) during moulting.

Weight of the frog c. 46 g. Temp. 22—^23° C. Ordinates: absorption in ml of water

per hour. The hatched area indicates normal level of fluid absorption. Abscissae:

time in hours.

Loss of Electrolytes during Moulting.

The increase in water permeability of the skin during moulting

was always accompanied by an increase in electrolyte permea-

bility. A typical example is that of fig. 4. The loss of electrolytes

was followed directly by determining the electric resistance in the

surrounding water. Shortly before moulting the experimental

animal, a toad, was placed in distilled water. At the instant in-

dicated by the arrows the water was renewed. The hatched area

in the lower part of the figure indicates the level of salt loss through
the skin of the non-moulting animal. It is seen that the ion perme-
ability of the skin was considerably higher than normal already
at the start of the period of observation. The extreme values re-

corded during the periods designated by a, b, c, and d are most
probably caused partly by urine voided during these periods.
Disregarding these values, a pronounced peak in salt excretion
through the skin is found coinciding with the separation of the
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cornified epithelium. This separation occurred during the period
indicated by the black area at the bottom of the figure. The
simultaneous loss of ions through the skin amounted to about
20 times the normal values.

It is not known with certainty how long prior to and after the

actual moult the permeability is increased. In one case normal
permeability was foimd 3—

i

hours after shedding of the skin.

In other cases considerably longer periods were required. The

/ 2 3 ^ hours
Fig. 4. Loss of ions throngh the skin of a toad during moulting. Weight of the toad
0 . 52 g. Temp. c. 23° C. Abscissae: time in hours. Ordinates: loss of »NaCl» in /tmol

per minute. Further explanation in text.

same holds for the time fi:om the beginning increase in permea-

bility until the skin was cast. Probably, the changes in electrolyte

permeability and the changes in water permeability are parallel.

Na Tnflmr through the Skin during Moulting.

It was shown above that the electrolyte permeability of the

skin is increased during motilting. This was true for all species

investigated: B. bufo, R. temporaria and R. esculenta. As the

greater part of the electrolytes lost through the skin presumably

consist of Na and Cl, an increased loss of NaCl during moulting

should be detectable also when the experimental animals arc

kept in dilute salt solutions, for example tap water. In several

cases, the net changes in the Na and Cl contents of tap water
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Table.

The frogs were kept in about 3 mmol/1 NaCl, the toads in 1—5 mmol/1 NaCl.

The surface areas (s) were calculated from the weight according to Rey (1937)
' ' —

using the formula s = 9.0 • Kw® for B. temporaria and s = 6.0 • Vw* for B. bufo

Temp. 22—23° C.

Rana tem-
poraria

no.

weight
in g

sur-

face

in

cm=

non-moulting animals
1

moulting animals

equiv. Na/hr., 100 cm-

influx net
outflux +

loss through
kidneys

influx net
outflux +

loss through
kidneys

10 24 75 5.S ±0 5.8 H| 16.8

4.8 — 3.4 8.2

11 22 71 6.8 — 0.7 7.5 12.5
6.6 -f 0.6 6.0 IHH

43 30 87 9.6 11,4

Bufo bufo
no.

37 32 61 1.4 + 0.9 0.5 3.4 — 2.6 6.0
2.0 + 0.5 1.5

.1.1 — 1.1 2.2

2.2 — 1,6 3.8
38 31 60 1;5 ±0 1.5 4.7 — 2.4 7.1

2.1 + 0.3 1.8

1.8 ±0 1.8

2.1 — 1.0 3.1
40 3o 64 2.8 + 0.8 2.0 4.0 — 0.7 4.7

in. wMcli frogs or toads were living liave been followed cbemically
over a period of several days. During sonae of tbe experimental
periods moults have occurred, however, often without any pro-
nounced net loss of Na and Cl. Since it is well-known that am-
phibians are able to take up salt through the sMn from dilute
salt solutions (see e. g. Keogh 1939) nothing can be concluded
from measurements of net changes in salt content concerning the
absolute arnount of salt lost or gained. It is necessary to de-
termine the total influx of salt through the skin and the total
loss through skin and kidneys. Such determinations were car-
ried out by means of the radioactive isotope Na.‘K The data ob-
tained. on animals studied during as well as before and after the
moulting period are summarized in the table. In aU cases, a pro-
nounced increase in Ka influx occurs simultaneously with the
moult. The net changes, however, usually are less conspicuous,
especially in the case of R. temporaria. The total excretion, viz.
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outflux tlirougli the sldn and loss through the kidneys, was there-

fore also increased during moulting in tap water.

The question arises whether the increased Na influx occurs

simultaneously with the increased skin permeability or whether
it is caused by the salt depletion following the loss of NaCL It

has been shown (Jorgensen 1948) that salt depletion actually

may stimulate the influx of salt through the skin. During moult-
ing, however, the increase in influx and outflux seems to be

Fig. 5. Influence of moulting (toad) on I influx of Na through the skin, II not

loss or uptake of Na, and III outflux through the skin -j- renal loss of Na. Ordi-

nates: //equiv. Na/hour, 100 cm*. Abscissae: time in days (hours resp.).

simultaneous, so that the processes connected with the moult

seem to be responsible for both reactions. This may be supported

by fig. 5 and especially fig. 6. In fig. 5, influx, net changes, and

total excretion have been determined in several consecutive

periods, during one of which moulting took place. The respective

toad had lost salt previously during a prolonged stay in run-

ning distilled water; consequently, a net uptake of salt occurred,

except on the day of moulting. The increased loss on that day

apparently did not induce an increased influx of Na. Except for

the period when the sldn was shedded, the Na influx was not

increased, although a net loss of Na persisted at the end of the

period during which the moult occurred. In fig. 6 an example is

shown where the measuring period within which the skin was
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sliedded is ratlier short, viz. about 7 hours, compared with the

moulting time. If the period of increased influx is lagging behind

the period of increased outflux, the influx should be less pro-

nounced, but should continue in the following measuring period

when the direct effect of the processes

leading to skin shedding and increased

permeability have disappeared. This

is obviously not the case. On the con-

trary, influx and outflux both are more

pronounced than normally found dur-

ing longer measuring periods, and the

effects are restricted to the moult-

ing period proper. It must therefore

be concluded that increased influx as

well as outflux of salt are simultane-

ous phenomena which coincide in time

with the shedding of the skin. The net

result of the two processes which, i. a.,

necessarily depends on the salt con-

centration of the medium may be a

real loss of salt such as has always pig. 6. For explanation see

been found in the toad. Another

possibility is that the net changes

cannot be distinguished from the net changes occurring in normal

animals which do not moult, as frequently found in the case of

R. temporaria. R. esculenta has not been investigated in this

respect. However, the differences observed between B. bufo and
R. temporaria may be quite incidental. The material available is

too small to allow definite statements concerning possible species
— specifities or ecological consequences.

Summary and Comments.

It has been shown that during moulting of Bufo bufo, Rana
temporaria, and Rana esculenta, the permeability of the skin to
water and salt is considerably increased as compared with the
permeability prevailing in non-moulting animals. The increase
in water permeability amounts to 3—i times normal and that in
salt perrneability to about 20 times the normal values. Maximum
permeability coincides with the separation of the cornified epi-

13 i91378. Acta phys. Scandinav, Vol. i8.
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thelial layer from the underlaying tissue. The mechanisms in-

volved in the change of skin permeability accompanying the

moult are not known.

Simultaneously with the increased permeability, the active ab-

sorption of salt from dilute solutions (about 1—3 mmol NaCl/1)

was found to be enhanced. This fact has a certain resemblance

to the conditions prevailing after increased skin permeability pro-

duced by adrenaline (Jorgensen 1947). Here, too, an accom-

panying increase in influx of NaCl could be demonstrated (Us-

siNG 1949).

The author is greatly indebted to the Rockefeller foundation

for grants which have made this investigation possible.
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The glossopharyngeal nerve of the frog offers excellent condi-

tions for studying the sensitivity of the tongue to different kinds

of stimuli. PuiiiPHREY 1935 was the first who recorded action po-

tentials from this nerve applying different chemical stimuli on

the frog’s tongue. He found that the tongue possessed endorgans

responding to salt and acid but not to sweet or to bitter substan-

ces. He also observed that strong chemical stimuli produced an

activity in thinner fibres which he looked upon as pain fibres.

In the cat Zotterjian 1935 showed that the fibres of the glosso-

pharyngeal and lingual nerve which responded to taste stimuli

were of a smaller diameter than those responding to tactile stim-

ulation. It was also found that the cat lacked endorgans responding
to sweet tasting solutions, an observation which was confirmed
by Pfaeemakn 1942.

When listening-in to the impulse traffic in the glossopharyngeal
nerve of the common Swedish frog (Jiana tonforaria) it was ob-
served that the application of common tap water or distilled

water upon the tongue elicited an immediate and massive volley

of impulses in the larger fibres of the glossopharyngeal nerve.

The present investigation was undertaken in attempt to analyze
this rather unexpected phenomenon further.
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Technique and Procedure.

The common Swedish frog {Rana temforaria) was used in this in-

vestigation which was started in November 1948. Thus all experi-

ments were performed on winter frogs, which were decerebrated and
pithed. The glossopharyngeal nerve was dissected out from its most
central end and the frog was placed on its back in the moist chamber.
By means of a thread sewn into the mandible this part was lifted up
thus exposing the upper surface of the tongue. The action potentials

w'ere recorded by means of an ordinary resistance capacity coupled am-
plifier, previously described (Zotterman 1936) and a cathode-ray tube.

The test solutions were applied in different ways, by stroking the

tongue with cotton wool soaked in the solutions or by pouring the

fluid from a pipette. The best way of applying the stimulus was how-

ever by means of an (insulated) burette arrangement from which a fine

stream of the test solution was directed upon the tongue, thus keeping

the mechanical stimulation of the different solutions constant. The

tongue was washed by Ringer solution between every test.

Results.

The water effect. ^\Tien the tongue was imbedded in the mucin-

rich saliva the activity of the glossopharyngeal nerve is of very

low intensity. Only one drop of tap or distilled water is however

enough to elicit a very high activity in the large nerve fibres and

when a few ml of water is poured upon the tongue there follows

a massive discharge of impulses in the large fibres (see Kg. 1 A).

The discharge increases rapidly and goes on for a minute or more

with slowly decreasing frequency.

This water discharge was very quickly abolished by pouring

Ringer solution upon the tongue (see Fig. 2). Ringer solution itself

produced generally a rather small response (see Fig. 1 B). When

water is applied the first impulses are produced by the deformation

of tongue’s surface brought about when the water hits the tongue.

By comparing the records Fig. 1 A and Fig. 1 B it will be seen

that the specific effect produced by water starts very quickly

witliin a tenth of a second after the impact of the water upon the

tongue. The abolishing effect of Ringer solution starts also

promptly but not as rapidly as the W'ater effect. Generally a very

marked reduction in frequency is observed within 0.2 sec, after

the application of the Ringer solution. (Fig. 2.)

NaCl of a concentration about 0.6 % acted very much like

Ringer while increasing concentrations of NaCI (1—3 %) elicited
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Pig. 1. Leads on the glossopharj’ngeal nerve of tlie frog (7?. iemp.).

A. response to 2 ml of tap ivntcr poured upon the tongue from a burette;

B. the response to the same amount of Ringer solution.

Fig. 2. The water effect was started 20 sec. earlier. At the arrow 2 ml of Ringer
solution is squirted upon the tongue.
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correspondingly stronger discharge of action potentials apparently

from the same kind of fibres, which respond to water. When
testing gradually diluted NaCl solution from 0.6 % downwards

it was found that the response in many cases increased when the

concentration fell below 0.1 %.

The ElFect of Bitter Tasting Substances.

The generally used bitter tasting substances strychnine nitrate

and quinine sulphate have been tried on this frog preparation. In

order to avoid the water response the test substances must be

administered in Ringer solution. It was thus found that these

substances did not set up any impulses in the large fibres re-

sponding to water, touch, salt or acid solutions. Careful examina-

tion of the records showed however that there appeared small and

slowly conducted spikes. This activity of the finer nerve fibres

was fairly weak when applying strychnine in concentrations

0.01 % to 0.1 % which are very bitter to oiu: taste. In order

to test a more natural food for the frog, a frog’s saliva extract

of flies was made. IITieE these extracts were applied to the tongue

a definite response from the small fibres was observed (Kg. 3 B).

Distilled water extracts on flies (Fig. 3 C) also produced a fine fibre

response besides an effect on the large fibres.

Small fibre response is seen in addition to the large spikes when

applying strong mechanical stimuli, strong NaCl solution and

strong acid solutions (pH below 3). There is therefore no doubt

that noxious stimuli set up impulses in fine fibres. There is how-

ever no apparent reason to assume that saliva- or water-extracts

of flies should stimulate specific pain fibres. It seems to me more

likely that the small spike response to these fly extracts is due to

thin fibres, the endings of which are specifically sensitive to cer-

tain substances of the extracts as well as to bitter tasting sub-

stances. Thus the frog’s tongue could be assumed to possess

specific receptors subserving a chemical sensitivity different from

that subserved by the large afferent nerve fibres.

Quinine in a concentration of 0.3 % in Ringer solution had

two distinct effects. Upon application the solution gave rise to a

massive volley of slow spikes which summated up in a charac-

teristic way in waves, displapng a very high activity of the small

afferent fibres. The response lasted for many minutes (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3. Action potentials from tlie frog’s glossopliarjTigenl nerre.

A. control;

B. after exposing the tongue to an extract of flies made with frog’s saliva and
C. to an extract of flies made with distilled water. The records made about 2

minutes after the application of the extracts. Time 50 cps.

But later, after the application of such strong quinine solutions

on the tongue it was found, that the water effect could not be

produced any longer (Fig. 4 C). Further the response to mechanical

stimuli was abolished or very much reduced. This effect on the

large afferent fibres persisted for hours.

Thus strong quinine solutions in Binger stimulated very highly

the small afferent fibres while it produced a lasting paralysis of'

the large fibre endings responding to water as well as to tactile'

stimuli. The interesting fact was that the small fibre activity

could be reduced and abolished by washing the tongue with Ringer
but the excitability of the large fibre endings did not returh. Thus
the large fibre endings are definitely knocked out, leaving the
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Fig. 4. Records from the frog’s glossopharyngeal nerve showing the effect of

quinine sulphate, 0.3 % in Ringer solution.

A. 2 ml of quinine solution are poured upon the tongue;

B. another preparation showing the lasting effect of quinine upon the small

fibre endQngs;
0. 2 ml of tap water does not produce any effect upon the tongue which has

previously been exposed to quinine. Time 25 cps.

signaEing entirely to the small fibres. This looks very much like

what one would expect from an anesteticum dolorosum, and it

seems very likely that quinine at this high concentration exerts

a noxious action giving rise to nociceptive reactions. This action

is however not produced by strychnine nitrate. Even as strong

a strychnine solution as 1 % in Ringer has no effect whatever

on the large fibre endings of the frog. That quinine produces

local irritation and anesthesia has long been known. It has also

been used clinically as a local-anesthetic but has been abandoned

as the anesthesia often persisted for several days, which is due to

necrosis of the axones with subsequent regeneration (Salw 1940).

When the saphenous nerve of the dog was soaked in Ringer solu-

tion containing 0.3 % quinine sulphate for c;a 15 minutes, the

d-elevation however disappeared entirely, while the /^-elevation

still remained although somewhat reduced.
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Fig. 5. Records from the frog’s glossophirryngcftl nerve showing

A. the response to isotonic CaClj solution;

B. the same after previous exposure to quinine sulphate which parnh7.ee] the

large fibre endings. Time 2.'j cpa.

Tho Effect of Eiifcrcnt Ions on the IVatov Elfect.

The response produced by Einger was not clmngcd by adding

5,6 % cane sugar to tho solution. But tliis concentration of sugar

in water produced an effect indistinguisliablc from tliat of water

alone. This proved that the frog’s tongue has no nerve endings

responding specifically to sugar and that the water effect is not

due to osmosis, but must be duo to the withdrawal of ions from

the surface of the tongue. This assumption was strengthened by,,

recording the effect of a series of isotonic solutions of different

salts KCI, KBr, KJ, NaBr, EaJ, etc. All these salts diminished

the water effect although to different degrees. The strongest in-

hibitory effect was produced by KCI. After having exposed the

tongue to isotonic KCI, the spontaneous impulse traffic in the

nerve was entirely abolished and the water effect was thereafter

temporarily reduced and so was the effect of mechanical stimuli.

An opposite effect is exerted by CaCij. An isotonic solution of

this salt produces a massive volley of impulses (see Fig. 5). There
is however an important difference between this response and that
produced by water, for CaCU excites also the small fibres. This
stimulating effect upon the small fibre endings can best be ob-
served after having exposed the tongue to 0.3 % quinine sulphate
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solution since tliis paralyzes the large fibre endings but leaves in

action the endings of the small fibres. We see in Fig. 5 B that

the large fibre response is abolished but there is a very distinct

response of the small fibres to CaCla. In Fig. 4 C it is equally well

seen that under this condition water does not produce any effect

upon the small fibre endings. Thus the water effect is an affair

entirely of the large fibre endings.

Disenssion.

The findings speak very much in favour of the view that the

water effect is produced by removing free ions from the surface

of tongue. It is further evident that it is the endings of the larger

nerve fibres which display a specific sensitivity in this respect.

This water effect has been elicited from the tongue of Rana tern-

'poraria during the winter season and lately also on a few specimens

of Hungarian winter frogs {Rana esculenta). It was first observed

in November in frogs which had been caught after having reached

their winter hiding place below the lake water surface. It does

not occur in the tongue of the cat and we do not know as yet

whether it is present in the summer frog.

It wmuld be interesting to know the physiological significance

of this water effect. The fact that the response is limited to the

large nerve fibres implies that it does not produce any nociceptive

reactions. It is tempting to suppose however that the water effect

may reflexly contribute in keeping the mouth of the frog closed

as well as to inhibit the respiratory movements when under water.

The effect has so far only been obtained from the glossopharyngeal

nerve and control experiment on dorsal skin nerves did not show

any effect of this kind. Thus it looks as though the effect might

inhibit the respiratory movements and protect the airways and

the lungs from being filled with water analogous to the reflex

inhibition in mammals.

The phenomenon might however also subserve another biolog-

ical purpose. The amphibians w’ho live in fresh water very carefulh'

retain their mineral salt by reabsorption in the renal tubuli and

excrete a very hypotonic urine. It does not seem unlikely that the

water on the tongue refle.xly keeps the mouth closed, thus reducing

an otherwise obvious increase of the intake of water and a subse-

quent greater loss of salts due to an increased diuresis. The specific
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serlsiti^dty of these nerve endings towards fresh water should thus

take a part in the regulatory mechanisms for stabilizing the ionic

balance.

Summary.

1. Fresh water applied to the frog’s tongue produces a massive

volley of large fibre impulses in the glossopharyngeal nerve lasting

for some minutes. (The observations were made upon winter

frogs.)

2. This water response of the large fibre endings is abolished by

Ringer solution, NaCl and some other salts in isotonic solutions

but not by isotonic cane sugar solution.

3. KOI exerts a general inhibitory effect upon the large fibre

endings of the tongue, while CaCh does not only fail in abolishing

the water effect but excites also the small fibre endings of the

tongue.

4. Quinine sulphate, 0.3 % in Ringer, stimulates highly the

endings of the small fibres and produces a long lasting paralysis

of the large fibre endings.

5. The physiological significance of the water effect upon the

frog’s tongue is briefly discussed. It is suggested that it takes part

in the regulatory mechanisms of the ionic balance.
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Blix (1883) and Goldscheider (1884) by means of suitable

stimuli demonstrated that sensation of cold in tbe skin is released

from isolated points. Later it bas been shown that the localization

of these sensitive spots in the skin changes from one examination

to another (Goldscheideb 1898, Trotter and Davies 1909,

Boring 1916, Waterston 1923), and that moreover the number

of spots found within a given area is subject to change (Gold-

SCHEIDEB 1898, Waterston 1923), so that in order to discover

all the spots which can react to cold it is necessary to make sev-

eral examinations of the same area (Goldscheider 1898, Wa*

TERSTON 1923, Dallenbach 1927). If this is done it is found that

the localization of the spots from which a cold reaction can be

released is very constant (Daelenbach 1927). An opinion not in

conformity with the above mentioned is advanced by Jenkins

(1941), who from results obtained by serial tests of skin areas in-

cluding the differentiation of the strength of the induced cold

reaction concludes that the sensation of cold is not excited from

points but from larger areas of the skin surrounded by refractory

zones. The strength of the reaction depends upon the localization

of the stimulus within the area.

The anatomical basis of the induced cold reaction has not been

clarified. The discovery of Krause’s end bulbs in the conjunctiva

and in the skin close to a previously localized cold spot has caused

these elements to be regarded as specific receptors of cold (Strug-
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HOLD and Karbe 1926, Wedell 1941), although it is by no means

always possible to find end bulbs in sMn with distinct cold spots

(Dallenbaoh 1927, Wedell 1941). (Nafe and Wagoner 1936)

assumed that thermo-sensitivity depends upon the initiation of

afferent impulses, which are released by means of the constric-

tion and dilatation of the arterioles of the sHn, whereas Jenkins

(1941) considers that the probable receptors are free nerve endings

assembled in groups of different densities, a strong reaction being

released when many receptors are stimulated and a weak reaction

when the receptors are few.

As stated above, the number and distribution of the cold spots

vary considerably in the same skin area from one examination

to another, a phenomenon which perhaps is connected with an

alternating function between the indi^^dual receptors (Water-

ston). In the present work this variation in the number and

localization of functioning spots has been examined at different

sldn temperatures by means of serial tests on a single area of the

skin. The reaction of the individual cold spot to local temperature

variations has also been examined in order to elucidate what fac-

tors govern the variations in the cold sensitivity of the skin.

Technique.

The examinations were performed in a room in which the tempera-
ture could be maintained at a constant level within 1® C and where
noise and other disturbances were avoided, so that the subject could
concentrate upon the test.

The number of cold spots and their distribution in the skin were
registered in the following manner:
By means of a rubber stamp an area of 6 cm- divided into 6 squares

of 1 cm^ was marked off on the skin of the volar aspect of the forearm,
in a position so that no big vein stems ran below the skin, thus avoiding
this source of local temperature variation. For some weeks the area
was gone over several times for spots from which a cold sensation could
be released, the’testing device consisting of a brass container with a
conical point, the end of which had a flat sm-face measuring 1 mm®.
The container held water, the temperature of which was varied be-
tween 10 and 50° C. The thermal conductivity of the metal was con-
sidered to be^ sufficient to allow the temperature of the point to remain
constant while the entire skin area was examined once. Cooling was
performed by allowing the weight of the container (45 g) to press the
point against the skin for about one second. It was then raised above
the skin and not placed on the next small skin area rmtil the subject
had reported reaction or no reaction. The strength of the induced cold
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reaction was not differentiated, this being too uncertain. Prior to the

test the skin was uncovered for ten minutes, and before and after the

examination the skin temperature was measured by means of a thermo-

couple and a light-spot galvanometer as previously described (Bing

and Skodby 1947). The skin temperature was recorded with an ac-

curacy of 0.5° C, as variations in the manner of application and lo-

calization within the area tested caused fluctuations of this size. An
ink mark was made on spots where a cold sensation was elicited, and

after the examination these points were transferred to cellophane paper

having a printed pattern corresponding to the pattern stamped on the

skin. The ink marks on the skin were then removed. When several

tests were made on the same day, an interval of at least 15 minutes

was allowed between two tests on the same small area.

When testing the reactions from a single cold spot the forearm was

kept immobile and the thermode was placed in an adaptable stand

adjusted so that the point of the container just touched the skin spot

to be tested. The first cold spot found during an examination was

employed for the experiment. Then the cold thermode was flushed with

water of 30—40° C for one to ten minutes, whereafter its temperature

was lowered to 10° C by passing cold water through it. This change

in temperature could be obtained in about 10 seconds. The cold spot

was warmed and cooled 3—4 times only in a single experimental series

in order to prevent fatigue to interfere with the results obtained.

Results.

Sldn areas in two subjects were examined for the purpose of

ascertaining the number of cold spots at different skin tempera-

tures and three test series were performed comprising 34, 33 and

13 examinations of a single sldn area (6 cm®) for cold spots at dif-

ferent skin temperatures. In one person the number found in-

creased from 17 to 93 spots with increasing temperature from 25°

to 33° C, and in the other from 13 to 93 spots accompanying an

increase in skin temperature from 27.5° to 34.5° C. Fig. 1 shows

the number of reacting spots as a function of the skin tempera-

ture. The single experiments of this series were performed on 1 1

different days spread over one month. The curves show that the

number of cold spots increases more than proportional to the

increase in the skin temperature. It might be assumed that this

is due to the increase in the difference between the temperature

of the skin and that of the cold element. This possibility is ex-

amined by determining the number of cold spots in three test

series, in which the skin temperature wac the same during the

tests, whereas the temperature of the cold element was varied

from one test to another within a range of 16° to 35° C. The re-



Rg. 2. Number of reacting cold spots in 6 em= of skin as a function of the dif-
ference between skin temperature and cooling temperature.

X : the values found at a skin temperature of 31.5° G.
• : » » » » » » » » 29° C.
Abscissa; degrees Celsius.

Ordinate: number of reacting cold spots.
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suits can he seen from fig. 2, which shows that with rising tem-
perature in the thermode the same number of cold spots is found
until in one series a value lying 3.5° C below the skin temperature

is reached, and in the other a value of 2° C below. Thereafter the

number of reacting spots falls abruptly to 0 in agreement with

earlier investigations (Leegaabd 1891). The reason why warm
skin manifests a cold reaction from more places than cold skin

may perhaps be that the spreading of the stimulus is promoted

by improved skin circulation. The effect of capillary dilatation

is examined by inducing a slight ultraviolet erythema on a part

of the skin area already tested several times and then in the course

of five tests counting the number of cold spots in the exposed

and in the non-exposed areas. No definite difference in the skin

temperature in the two areas with different blood supply was

observed, and no difference in the number of cold spots found.

Therefore the higher number of spots in warm skin cannot be

ascribed to stimulus diffusion caused by capillary dilatation.

The suggestion has been made (Waterston 1923) that the

variation in the localization of the cold spots in a skin area is

due to a constant alternation in the activity between a certain

number of spots from which cold sensation can be released. It

is possible that with a rising skin temperature there is an in-

creased activity of the elements from which cold sensation can

be released, when the skin is cold, or that the increase is caused

by the activation of elements which never react when the skin

temperature is low. This question is investigated by plotting

in a common system of coordinates the locahzation of the re-

acting spots from 8 tests of a skin area of 2 cm* at a skin tem-

perature of 27.5—^29.5° C and also plotting the localization of

the reacting spots in a single test in which the temperature of

the sldn in the area explored was 34° C. In the experiments per-

formed at a sldn temperature between 2/. 5—^29.5° C the cold

spots found varied betw'een 5 and 10, the lowest values being

found at the lowest skin temperatures. The total of spots from

which cold sensation was released made 22. This indicates an

alternation between different cold receptors, which is in agree-

ment with findings from the investigation of other receptors e. g.

light percepting elements of the retina (Berger and BucbthaIj

1938). At a sldn temperature of 34° C cold sensation in the single

experiment performed was released from 34 different points, 20

of these corresponding to the cold spots found at the lower tem-
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esses following a previous reaction or improves the conduction

of impulses via afferent nerve fibres. Diffusion of the stimulus

over a larger area cannot explain the phenomenon, as in warm
skin it is possible to demonstrate cold spots which cannot be in-

duced to react when the skin is cold, even when the stimulus is

placed as close to the spots as possible.

Summary.

The number of reacting cold spots within a given area of the

skin increases with the skin temperature. In one series of ex-

periments the number found increased from 17—^93 spots with a

rise in temperature of the sldn from 25 to 33° C. This is due both

to increased excitability of spots from which a reaction can be

elicited at lower temperatures and to a reaction from spots in

areas from which it is possible to induce reaction at high tem-

peratures only.

Heating of the single cold spot to 30°—40° C does not affect its

excitability. The increased excitability requires a change in the

temperature in larger areas of the skin or the underlying tissues.

The mechanism of the change in the mode of reaction is discussed.
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When performing experimental studies on hypertension pro-

duced in some way or other in dogs one needs a simple method

for numerous daily estimations of the blood pressure continued

during weeks or months. The method described by Hamilton,

Bkewer and Brotman (1934) includes subcutaneous arterial

puncture and gives accurate pressures but it is certainly only in

the hands of an expert that it permits fairly frequent repetition

without causing too much disturbance of the animal. The well-

known VAN Leersum carotid loop method demands a preceding

operation on the animals which is not always easy to perform

successfully. Aside from this latter method other indirect methods

of blood pressure estimations in intact animals have been described

by amongst others Allen (1941) and Kule (1944), both using

the ordinary auscultatory method including the compression of

an artery by means of a cuff. In some preliminary experiments

we have used a similar method but could not obtain reliable re-

sults.

Bonsmann (1934) described a method of estimating the blood
pressure in the intact rat. He applied a cuff round the proximal
part of the rat’s tail and placed the distal part of the tail between
a lamp and a photoelectric cell. This photoelectric cell was con-
nected with an amplifier and an amperemeter was used as meas-
ure instrument. When the tail began to receive blood as the
pressure in the cuff was successively decreased, the amperemeter
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started to give a continuous deflection. A similar method was

described by Kersten et al. (1947) using a cuff round one of the

legs of a rat and applying the photoelectric cell on the paw.

The method described in the present investigation has been

elaborated in order to give a fairly simple and exact method.

The principle of the method adheres to the above-mentioned meth-

od (Kersten et al.) in that it includes the use of a cuff round

one of the legs of the animal and a photoelectric cell with its light

source applied on an interdigitale fold of the skin. It differs from

Kersten’s method in that it includes the use of a mirror galvano-

meter whereby the beginning of the pulsations in the distal part

of the leg can be observed. This renders the reading off more exact

as it is easier to observe the beginning of the pulsations than to

make an exact observation of the beginning of a continuous

deflection.

Recording Device.

The photocell (alkaline) and the lamp were mounted on a clamp

which could be applied on an interdigitale skin fold on the fore-

leg and could be firmly attached by means of a screw adjuster

(Fig. 1, A). The cuff was of the type generally used for children

and was applied round the upper part of the forearm. The animal

was lying on its side and the paw was fixed between sand-bags

(Fig. 2) which was sufficient to prevent disturbing movements

derived from breathing, heart-beats etc. It was essential to place

the animal in a warm environment so as to prevent chills which

will cause disturbing movements. The animals were soon accus-

tomed to the arrangement and the use of sedatives was thus ren-

dered unnecessary.

The photoelectric cell was connected with an amplifier (Fig. 3)

giving impulses to a mirror galvanometer. The light beam from

this galvanometer was thrown upon a focussing-screen. At the

side of this screen a mercury manometer was attached (Fig. 4).

R,: 4 31 13

R,. R,: 3 31 /?

R„ R,; 1.5 K /2

R., R,: 0.1 31 n
R,: 3 K I?

R„; 10 K SI

Fig. 3. Photocell — amplifier.

C„ C., C,: 1 /X F
C,: O.OI fiF
Cj, C„ Cj; 25 ft F cl. h't.

C,: IG ft F
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The estimation of the blood pressure is performed in the fol-

lowing way. The pressure in the cuff is raised to well above the

presumable arterial pressure. On the screen the light beam is now
immobile. The pressure is then slowly decreased (which can he

Fig. 4.

followed on the mercury manometer) and suddenly the light

beam begins to show pulsations. At this moment the pressure

is read on the mercury manometer. In order to get a vasodilata-

tion in the intcrdigitale .slcin fold a 1 °/oo solution of liistaminc

dihydrochloride is pricked into the skin by means of a small ap-

paratus constructed like a bread-pricker (see Fig. 1, B).

It might be mentioned that the photoelectric cell can he con-
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nected with a usual ECG-dcvice with the addition of an H. T.

battery in order to give the necessary voltage for the pliotocell

(Fig. 5). The slide-vane of the ECG-appiwatus is then used in-

stead of the special focussing-scrcen ment ioned above.

Fig. f). riiotocoll — connection to ICCfJ-fii’vicc.

R„ 11.; 3 M
G„ C;-- 0.0.02 F
G,: 1 ft F

Experimental.

In order to test the blood prcs.surc recording apparatus, de-

scribed above, the following experiments on anaesthetized dogs

were performed.

Dogs were anaesthetized witli nembutal (0.03 g/kg Itody weight )

and the blood pressure was recorded from the rnditil artery by

means of a cannula connected with a mercury nninometer. On the

contra-lateral forc-lcg the blood pressure was inensiircd witli the

apparatus described above. The rcading.s were then comjnired

with the blood pressure records on the lcymogra])h. In order to

obtain high blood pressure values adrenaline ivns given intraven-

ously. Low blood pressure values were obtained through the in-

travenous injection of “Adynol” (.>\stra) — a prcjiaration con-

taining adenylic pyrophospliatc. TJius the blood pressure readings

covered a range from 75 to 260 mm Hg.
Fig. 6 gives the graphical representation of tlie correlation be-

tween the blood pressure values obtained with the two different

methods. It must be pointed out that the blood pressure value
obtained with the method de.scribcd in this paper was obviously
not the true systolic value. This followed from some cxjiprimeuts
where the values obtained with the jdiotoelcctric method was
compared not only with the usual mercury manometer readings
but also with blood pressure recordings obtained with a membrane
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manometer connected ^vith. the radial artery. It was then observed

that the values from the photoelectric method corresponded to

the mean blood pressure values as judged from the mercury ma-
nometer recording and not to the systolic spikes obtained with the

membrane manometer.

60 too 140 180 220 260

mm
photoeJact ric

Fig. C.

When treating the values from the two different methods sta-

tistically it was found that the mean difference between these

values was 0.46 ± 1.07 mm Hg (standard deviation (^a)
=

i 5.65), a difference which is not significant. This denotes that

there was no systematic difference between the two methods.

Thus they can be used alternatively.

Summary.

A new method for the estimation of the blood pressure in in-

tact dogs is described. A cuff is applied round one of the forearms

and a photoelectric cell is used to indicate the beginning of the

passage of the blood stream through the distal part of the leg

(where a local vasodilatation, necessary to give distinct pulsations,

is caused by pricking in histamine into the skin). By means of an
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amplifier and a mirror galvanometer (he pulsations arc projected

upon a screen attached to the .scale of an Ilg-manometer,

"When comparing the values obtained with tlii.s indirect nief hod

and the values obtained with the usual direct mercury manojueter

method a fairly close agreement vas observed.

The method allows frequent e.stimalions of the blood pressure

for long periods in intact, unanacsthctir.cd dogs,
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In earlier publications it was observed that there is an obvious

relationship between the pharmacological action and the chemical

structure of certain barbituric acid derivatives. Swanson and

his associates (1945) conclude that in the substitution of primary

or secondary alkyl groups in one of the 5—5 positions, both the

median anaesthetic dose and median lethal dose become relatively

smaller wnth an increasing number of C-atoms in the alkyl chain.

When, however, the allcyl radical is longer than 5 C-atoms, the

amount required for anaesthesia or death in rats again increases.

The therapeutic index gradually increases, as the alkyl chain

becomes longer. The duration of action becomes shorter as the

alkyl chain lengthens to 6 C-atoms in theprimary and to 7 C-atoms

in the secondary alkyl substituted derivatives. When the alkyl

radical is longer than 6 C-atoms (primary alkyls) or 7 C-atoms

(secondary alkyls), the duration of action in rats again increases.

The sixbstitution of a methyl, ethyl or ally! radical on one of the

nitrogens, or the substitution of a 2-methyI-allyI or a 3-methyI-

allyl radical in one of the 5—3 positions, or a sulphur atom in the

place of the oxygen on the 2 C-atom also obviously reduces the

duration of action.

Shonle (1931) submitted the following general rules; The sum

of the carbon atoms in the two sul)stituent groups in the 5—

o

positions is seven in the most effective compounds; the greatest
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dissimilarity in tlie two groups gives the greatest activity and if

both groups are larger than ethyl, less effective compounds result.

Nevertheless objections to these generalizations were raised

by Butler and Bush (1942) and by Hunt et al. (1946), wlio

concluded that there are notable exceptions to any generaliza-

tion regarding the relationship of chemical structure to activity.

The aim of the present paper is:

To study the relation between chemical configuration and

pharmacological action of a new series of N-substitutcd barbi-

turates.

Experimental.

The present investigation is concerned with the study of a

series of 5,5-disubstituted barbituric acid derivatives syntliesized

by Bosen and Sandberg (1949) with the general formula:

Bi CO—NH

Ej CO—

N

CH,-C00C.H5

Wherein a) B^ = allyl and B. = alkyl radicals with 1 to 5

C-atoms.

b) Bi = Ba = allyl

c) Bi = Bj = ethyl

The definition of anaesthetic and hypnotic efficiency varies

considerably in the literature, but should not, as will be shown
below, be expressed in a single figure.

In this paper the following definitions will be used:

1. Hypnosis or hypnotic efficiency is defined as that condition
in which it is not possible to elicit »body righting reflexes)> (Fulton
1938) regardless of duration. The median hypnotic dose, HDbo,
gives hypnosis in half the population of rats.

2. The term narcosis or narcotic efficiency defines the state
in which an animal (rat), placed on its side, remains in that
posture. Thus, hypnosis is a prenarcotic condition.

3. Induction time is the time from the moment of injection until

the stage of narcosis is reached.
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Tib

Summary of determi

The general formula of the new derm

A. Hypnotic efficiency f

No. Derivatives

Num-
ber of
rats

Slope of
regression

line (= b)

b±S. E.

HD„ ± S. E. Num-
ber of

rats

Slope of

regivsao’

line (= b
b ± S.E.

Mg/Kg Millimols/Kg

1 Hexobarbitone B. P. — 72 10.2 ± 4.1 33.3 ± 1.24 0.141 ± 0.0052 186 lO.c i 2

2 Aprobarbital N. N. K. .

.

45 11.4 ± 3.9 25.2 ± 1.04 0.120 ± 0.0050, 61 8.0 ± 2.9

3 methyl-allyl-derivative.

.

55 8.9 ± 2.9 170.5 ± 8.24 0.G35 ± 0.0307j 24 10.4

4 etbyl-allyl- » 49 13.5 ± 5.8 168.5 ± 7.75 0.597 ± 0.0274' 36 24.0 d: 7.9

5 n-propvl-allvl * 79 11.6 db 3.6 197.7 db 6.05 0.GC7 ± 0.0204 34 8.3 4- 6.3

6 iso-propyl-allyl » 60 7.4 ± 4.4 179.5 ± 9.21 0.606 ± 0.0311 38 12.0 ± 4.3

7 n-butyl-’allyl- » 80 11.6 ± 4.1 197.2 ± 5.89 0.636 ± 0.0190 40 12.5 4; 4.4

8 sec. butyl-ally]- > 63 9.0 ± 2.4 108.3 db 2.76 0.349 ± 0.0089 60 13.2 i5.(

9 iso-butyl-allyl- » 65 8.2 ± 3.9 214.9 ± 10.8 0.692 ± 0.0348, 43 8.7 i 3.5

10 iso-amyl-allvl- » 55 6.7 ± 2.5 123.5 ± 7.47 0.381 ± 0.0230 35 14.7 d:C.<

11 di-allyl- * 55 6.1 ± 1.5 96.9 ± 7.04 0.329 ± 0.0239 71 17.4 ±4.5

12 di-etbyl- * 55 7.0 ± 3.6 164.4 ± 10.2 0.608 ± 0.0378; —

b = 9.303 on an average

1
ff = -g = 0.108

4. Incidence of narcosis is the number of rats reacting with

narcosis out of the total number of rats injected.

5. Duration of action is the time from the inception of narcosis

until the rat assumes a sitting posture.

6. Therafeutic index is the ratio between the median lethal

dose (LDio) and the median hypnotic dose (HDjo)-

I. Methods.

a) Determination of H D^o:

Healthy male albino rats of the same strain "weigliing 80 120 g

were used. The rats were deprived of food for 18—21 hours prior to

injection. For one hour before and during the first two hours of the ex-

periments, the rats were tept at the same temperature (26° C) in the

same quiet room.

Each barbiturate was dissolved in molecular amounts of N/1 sodium

hydroxide and diluted with distilled water, the final solution containing

0.1 Cl millimols per ml of the acid in the form of its sodium salt. All

barbiturate solutions were freshly prepared and were never older than

two hours. All injections were made intraperitoneally by the same

operator. The frequency of “body righting reflexes” with three different

doses was noted with at least 15 rats in each dose level. From these data

the HDso was computed from the linear regression equation which n?-
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[e L

nation on white rats.

iives Nos. S—IS is given on page OOS.

Toxicity C. Duration of action of 2 x HDe„

'
LD„:tS.E.

Thera-
Indue- Duration of action

Mg/Kg
peutio

index

her of

rats

Incidence

% ± S. E.
log min. ± S. E.

minutes
±S. E.

276.3± 6.1 1.169 ± 0.0258 8.3 517 1.84 98.2 ± 0.6 1.3773 ± 0.0091 23.8 ± 0.5C
85.4± 4.5 0.406 ± 0.0214 3.4 65 5.78 lOO.O ± 1.5 2.4342 ±0.0160 272 ±10.0

2.130 7.938 12.5 133 2.46 98.5 ± 1.1 1.2652 ± 0.0258 18.4 ± 1.09
1.000 ± 22.0 3.542 ± 0.0779 6.9 125 2.15 lOO.o ± 0.8 1.3723 ± 0.0239 23.6 ±1.30
1.101 ±68.5 3.716 ± 0.231 5.6 117 2.22 98.3 ± 1.2 1.5030 ± 0.0276 31.8 ±2.02
897 ± 38.8 3.027 ± 0.1309 5.0 130 2.04 98.5 ± 1.1 1.4346 ± 0.0260 27.2 ± 1.63
838 ±36.0 2.701 ± 0.1160 4.3 140 2.36 95.7 ± 1.7 1.4634 ± 0.0270 29.1 ± 1-81
890 ~h 36.U 2.868 ± 0.1 160 8.2 128 2.47 87.5 ± 2.9 1.1598 -+- 0.0287 14.5 ± 0.9 0
•919 ± ^.8 2.962 ± 0.1.773 4.3 140 2.27 91.4 ± 2.4 1.3618 ± 0.0322 23.0 ± 1.70
807 ± 31.2 2.488 ± 0.0962 6.5 130 3.28 89.2 ± 2.7 1.1992 ± 0.0292 15.8 ± 1.06840 i 18.7 2.854 ± 0.O635 8.7 •134 2.66 96.3 ± 1.6 1.1971 ± 0.0274 15.7 ± 0.99~

' 117 2.98 97.4 ± 1.5 1.2428 ± 0.0329 17.5 ± 1.32

b = 12.76 on an average

^ = 0.0784

lat^ tte probit of hypnosis to the logarithmic concentration according
to Finneys formula (1947).. The results are summarized in Table I A®

® reference standard. In order
heterogeneity all animals were injected^th the reference standard as well as with the test preparaSs A

UiSo^
^ to elapse between different injectionsUnder such contoions no sigmficant difference in the susceptibility

altoJts™t -if” «

b) Determination of L Djo*

the toxicity of the derivatives is given in tS ‘

^idencrard'rinductfo\"
Vime"!-

in-

bitmates Ce^^Sd LriaperitoSv^
centration of the solutions was 0

above. The con-
termmation of HD^o. The indueHn^ V de-
action were noted. The use of coltinu™^

incidence and duration ofcontmuous observation of the duration
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of action was preferred as tlie most adequate and the end-point could
be determined with an accuracy of 5 seconds. All the rats included in

these experiments were divided into 8 groups and the susceptibility

of the animals was controlled by injecting Hexobarbitone into each
group. Each barbiturate was injected at intervals of 5—7 days into
two of these eight groups of rats. The results are shown in Table I C.

Statktical treatment:

I; Duration of action:
Two facts became evident from a special analysis: The absolute

values for duration of action show a continuous skew distribution with
a high number of low values where narcosis was successful. The non-

reactors, i. e. the rats, in which the injection of barbiturates failed to

produce narcosis, form a group, significantly separated from the other

values.

The non-reactors were excluded and the absolute values for duration

of action converted into logarithms. The logarithmic values were

grouped for analysis, since the number of individuals in each series

was rather large (52—79) with class intervals equally large in terms of

the logarithm of time. In each case the class interval includes its upper

but not its lower limit. The grouped frequencies were then accumulated

and transformed into percentages and probits. Finally each probit

was plotted against its corresponding upper class limit. These cumula-

tive curves became approximately rectilinear. See Figure 1.

According to Bliss (1937) the function of time against which the

probit can be plotted as a straight line is distributed normally. Thus,

in this case the logarithm of the time for duration of action is distributed

normally and in the following all calculations were performed on loga-

rithmic values with the aid of ordinary statistical methods. The non-

reactors were excluded and i \ ted separately (cf. below: 2. Incidence).

The average of logarithmic v.ilties corresponds to a geometric mean.

The value for duration of action ^ven in Table I C is the average of

two means, determined separately m the two groups of rats used for

each compound. The standard deviation and the standard error of the

mean in each determination were calculated according to the formula

of CocHBAX (1938). The coefficient of variation in these determinations

was 37.0 per cent on an average with the range 25.8—18. i per cent.

The standard error given in Table I C was computed as follows; S. E.—

_ Y e| _}. e* where Cj and Cj are the standard errors of each de-

termination.

2. Incidence:
A graphic analysis of the average durations of action and incidences

for the different derivatives showed that there was no correlation

between duration of action and incidence. Nor was there a correlation

between incidence on one side and and the slope of its regression

line on the other. Thus, duration of action and incidence arc independent

qualities. This justifies the calculation of each of these different prop-

erties. The statistical significance of the incidence, if expressed as an
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Probit

Fig. 1. Probit transformation of the logarithmic timc.s for duration of action from

a group of 77 rats treated with GO.O mg of Hexobarbitone per kg of bodvwcight

(2 X HD,„). In this group there were 2 non-reactors. The slope of the lino is

.5.22 ± 1.25 and Chi-square for 9 degrees of freedom was found to bo 0.52 giving

P > 0.9, i. e, no evidence of heterogeneity of departure from the fitted

probit line was found.

incidence I in per cent, is computed from tlie stnndnrd error of the

incidence, S. E.

S. E. = ± (100— 1 )

X

where I = incidence in per cent

X = total number of animals

The significance of a single value for incidence may be tested by t-anal-

ysis. The value of Incidence in Table I C is calculated from both
groups of rats taken as a whole.

3. Induction time;
The mean is calculated by the ordinary statistical methods from the

logarithmic values of time of both groups of animals taken ns a whole.
A graphic probit analysis showed that these transformations gave
approximately straight lines. Owing to the relatively slight importance
of this property, the standard error of the mean was not computed
throughout. In two cases it was calculated and the values were ^ 2.2

and ±2.3 per cent.
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n. Besults and Discussion.

A special statistical analysis clearly showed that there was no

correlation in these experiments between the properties: potency,

toxicity, incidence, duration of action and induction time. This

is also evident from even a hasty glance at Table I. Therefore,

in the following these properties must be treated separately since

they are independent qualities.

Goldberg (1947) and Bjorn (1947) have shown the same in-

dependence between similar qualities when testing local anaesthet-

ics. It would therefore appear that, in order to obtain a clear

evaluation of a local anaesthetic or a hypnotic, regard must be

paid to more qualities simultaneously than has usually seemed

necessary.

A homologous series of derivatives, as in this case, affords the

opportunity of comparing the relative influence of a single radical

on pharmacological properties. Thus we are able to compare the

relative potency of the alkyl radicals on one of the 5—5 positions.

The significance of a difference between two median hypnotic

doses may be tested by t-analysis.

For a study of the 'potency (Table I A) of the new derivatives

the median hypnotic doses, expressed in millimols per kilogram

may be compared. None of the new compounds has the potency

of Hexobarbitone. The diallyl derivative (No. 11), corresponding

to 43 per cent of the potency of Hexobarbitone has the greatest

potency; the iso-butyl-allyl derivative (No. 9), corresponding to

20 per cent of the potency of Hexobarbitone, has the lowest.

Roughly speaking, the new N-substituted barbiturates can be

divided into two main groups with reference to their potencies.

The di-allyl-, sec.-butyl-allyl- and iso-amyl-allyl-derv'atives hav'e

approximately twice the potency of the other members of this

series.

In the derivatives Nos. 3, 4, 5, 7 the number of C-atoms in the

alkyl chain increases from one to four (the next two homologoues:

n-amyl-allyl- and n-hexyl-allyl-derivatives did not crystallize and

were accordingly not examined), but there is no regular increase

in the potency as has been claimed for other types of barbiturates.

Only between the n-propyl and ethyl radicals is there a probable

difference, the ethyl radical, however, having the greatest po-

tency. There is probably no difference between the propyl isomers.
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In the hutyl-snbstituted isomers, the sec.-butyl derivative has

the greatest potency and the iso-butyl derivative has the lowest.

This result is in agreement with an observation of Swanson and

Fry (1940). However, the difference between the isobutyl and

n-butyl derivatives is not probable (P = 0.3—0.1). On the other

hand, the difference between the sec.-butyl and n-butyl derivatives

is highly significant (P < 0.001).

There is no probable difference between the iso-amyl-allyl-,

sec.-butyl-allyl- and diallyl-derivatives, forming a group of the

greatest potency.

The derivatives Nos. 12, 4 and 11 will now be compared;

di-ethy]-der. ethyl-allyl-der. di-allyl-der,

HDso: 0.608 0.597 0.329

In the di-ethyl- and ethyl-allyl-derivatives the ethyl and allyl

radicals have approximately the same relative potency, but if the

ethyl-aUyl- and di-allyl-derivatives are compared the aUyl radical

has about twice the relative potency of the ethyl radical.

Thus, in one case two radicals (ethyl and allyl) have the same

relative potency, in another case one of them has twice the po-

tency of the other. This example clearly shows that the rules of the

influence of a single radical upon potency are not generally

applicable.

In terms of millimols per kilogram Hexabarbitone has more
than twice the toxicity (Table I B) of the iso-amyl-allyl derivative

(No. 10), which is the most toxic of the new substances (Nos.

3—^12). The methyl-allyl derivative has the lowest toxicity. In
order to control the unexpectedly high value of its LDgo (2130

mg/kg, determined from two dose levels) the following doses were
injected; 750 mg/kg into 6 rats, 900 mg/kg into 12 rats, 1,000

mg/kg into 12 rats, 1,100 mg/kg into 7 rats and finally 1,500 mg/kg
into 10 rats. All animals survived.

The amount of the diethyl derivative (No. 12) required for the

determination of LDgo was not available. Only a single dose of

900 mg/kg was injected into 12 rats, 5 of which died.

There is a probable difference (P = 0.02—0.01) between the
propyl isomers, the isopropyl derivative being the most toxic,

but no probable difference in toxicity between the butyl isomers —
contrary to the case with their potencies.

As mentioned above, the isoamyl-allyl derivative is the most
toxic; if compared with the diaUyl derivative there is a signif-

15
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icant difference (P = 0.003—0.001) and if compared -n-itli the

ethyl derivative a highly significant difference (P < 0.001).

In regard to therapeutic index (Table I B) a single derivative

methyl-allyl- (No. 3) with a therapeutic index of 12.5 — differs

obviously from the others, mainly owing to its low toxicity. The
sec.-butyl-aUyl- (No. 8) and di-allyl- (No. 11) derivatives have

about the same value of therapeutic index as Hexobarbitone i. c.

8.3. All the others have a therapeutic index between 4.3 and G.5.

Swanson and coworkers (1945) claim that the therapeutic index

increases as the alkyl chain lengthens. This is not, however, the

case in this series.

With reference to duration of action (Table I C) the new deri-

vatives may be divided into three main groups:

1. Those with a shorter duration of action than Hexobarbitone:

sec.-butyl-allyl-: 14.5 min., diallyl-: 15.7 min., iso-amyl-allyl-:

15.8 min., diethyl-: 17.5 min., methyl-allyl-: 18.4 min.

2. Those with the same duration of action as Hexobarbitone:

isobutyl-allyl-: 23,0 min. and ethyl-allyl-: 23. G min.

3. Those with a longer duration of action than Hexobarbitone:

iso-propyl-allyl-: 27.2 min., n-butyl-allyl-: 29.1 min., n-propyl-

allyl-: 31.8 min.

The figures give the average duration of action of 2 X HD50.

First group:
There is no probable difference (P >0.05) bet\reen the sec.-

butyl-aUyl-, diallyl- and isoamyl-allyl-derivatives, and these

compounds are, as far as the writer is aware, the most ultra short-

acting barbiturates hitherto examined, with a duration of action

equal to 61—66 per cent of that of Hexobarbitone. There are no

probable differences either between the diethyl- and methyl-allyl-

derivatives, or between the diethyl- and sec.-butyl-allyl-derivativcs;

but the difference between the sec.-butyl-allyl- and methyl-allyl-

derivatives is very probable (P — 0.01 0 . 003).

Second group

:

There is no probable difference between the two derivatives

belonging to this group. If we compare the iso-butyl-allyl-deri-

vative with the last member of the first group, the methyl-allyl-

derivativc, the difference is probable (P = 0.05—0.02).

Third group:
Within this group there is no probable difference. Compared

with a member of the second group, the ethyl-allyl-derivativc,
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we find no probable difference between it and tbe iso-propyl-

allyl-derivative, but a probable one (P = 0.02—0.01) between

tbe former and tbe n-bntyl-allyl-derivative. Finally, tbe follow-

ing three compounds will be compared (cf. page 211):

di-etbyl-der. etbyl-allyl-der. di-allyl-der.

Duration of action: 17.5 23.6 15.7 min.

If tbe di-etbyl- and etbyl-allyl-derivatives are compared tbe

ratio of tbe relative duration of action between tbe etbyl and

allyl radicals is 0.74, if on tbe other band the’ etbyl-allyl- and di-

allyl-derivatives are compared tbe ratio of tbe relative duration

of action between tbe ethyl and allyl radicals is 1,50.

This example distinctly shows that there are no general rules

for tbe influence of a single radical upon tbe duration of action

of barbiturates.

Concerning tbe incidence (Table I C) we find two main groups-

1. Low incidence: sec.-butyl-allyl- 87.5 per cent, iso-amyl-allyl:

89.2 per cent and isobutyl-allyl- 91.4 per cent. Within this group

there is no probable difference.

2. High incidence: n-butyl-allyl- 95.7 per cent, di-allyl- 96.3 per

cent, di-etbyl- 97.4 per cent, n-propyl-allyl- 98.3 per cent, iso-

propyl-allyl- 98.5 per cent, metbyl-allyl- 98.5 per cent and etbyl-

allyl- 100.0 per cent. Within this group we find a probable dif-

ference (P = 0.05—0.02) between on one band tbe etbyl-ailyl-

derivative and on tbe other tbe n-butyl-allyl- and di-aUyl-deriva-

tives. Between tbe etbyl-allyl-derivative and down to and in-

cluding the di-etbyl-derivative there is, however, no probable
difference.

A comparison between a member of tbe first group, tbe iso-

amyl-allyl-derivative, shows a difference between it and tbe
etbyl-allyl-derivative which is highly significant (P < 0,001).

The new substances have approximately tbe same induction
time (Table I C) as Hexobarbitone. With a dose of 2 x HD.o,
tbe induction time is 2.49 minutes on an average with a range of
3.28 to 2.04 minutes, tbe value for Hexobarbitone being 1.84
minutes.

Tbe narcosis produced in rats by all these new compounds ex-
cept tbe di-etbyl-derivative (No. 12) was as quiet as that produced
by Hexobarbitone. Except for a fine rapid tremor of tbe legs,
which was sometimes seen in the light stages of narcosis, tbe rats
were well relaxed.
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Curiously enough and a ‘priori unpredictable from the point

of view of chemical structure, the di-ethyl-derivative (No. 12)

is a convulsant. The convulsions are prenarcotic, rather violent

and clonic in type.

It is interesting to note that according to Hjort et al. (1939)

three isomers of l-amyl-5,5-diethylbarbituric acids show comuil-

sant tendencies; namely l-sec-buty]carbinyl-5,5-diethylbarbituric

acid 'and l-dimethylethylcarbinyl-5,5-diethylbarbituric acid reveal

convulsant properties, but they also induce true narcosis just as

derivative No. 12. On the other hand 1-isopropylmethylcarbinyI-

5,5-diethylbarbituric acid is a pure convulsant without narcotic

efficiency.

From the above observation, in conjunction with the findings

of Hjort and coworkers, it is evident that the structure

C,H. CO—NH

.CO

C,H/ 'CO — N"

R
gives convulsant properties, wherein R may hitherto be the rad-

icals:

—CHj'COOCjHs (derivative No. 12), — CHa • CH • CH. • CH,,

—C—CHj'CH, or —CH—CH-CH,
I

11
OH, CH. CH,

No side effects were observed with doses up to 2 X HDjo —
except for the di-ethyl-derivative, whose convulsant properties

are described above — but in toxic doses side effects were noted

in two cases. In the determination of LDjo for the di-allyl-dc-

rivative (No. 11) 3 rats from 31 surviving showed a parnl3
*
6is of

the hind part of the body. Corresponding figures for the n-prop3*l-

allyl-derivative (No. 5) were 3 paralysed rats out of 24 survinng.

Of these 6 paralysed rats, 2 recovered in a day; the other 4 am'mals

were still paralysed during the following 4—5 days, after which

they were killed.
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Some information on the metabolic fate of these new substan-

cies in the animal body may be obtained from a comparative

study of the figures in Table I. The extremely low toxicity of the

methyl-allyl-derivative (No. 3) in comparison with the other mem-

bers of this series suggests the possibility that the first step in the

degradation of this structure may be oxidation or demethylation

of the radicals in the 5—5 position, forming a 5-mono-substituted,

non-hypnotic derivative.

This hypothesis is supported by a comparison between the prop-

erties of the iso-propyl-allyl-derivative (No. 6) and Aprobarbital

(No. 2) the formulae of which are:

CHav

CO—NH
/ \ / \

CHa C ;co
/ \CHa:CH*CH/ ^CO-N

1

CHa-COOCaHa

Derivative No. 6

CHav

\h ,C0-NH

CHa' '^CO

CHa;CH-CHa^ ^CO—NH
Aprobarbital

If the loss of the radical —CHaCOOCaHs were the principal

reaction responsible for the inactivation of derivative No. 6, the

residual hypnotic efficiency of Aprobarbital would be conspic-

uous. As Aprobarbital has five times the potency of derivative

No. 6 and has ten times longer duration of action, it is very un-
likely that Aprobarbital is an intermediate metabolite of deri-

vative No. 6.

In summarizing the above results of the relation between
chemical structure and pharmacological action, it can be stated
that no definite relationship was found in this series. The rules
found for some other t^es of 5,5-disubstituted barbituric acids
are not generally applicable. The writer wishes to stress the
opinion of Butler and Bush (1942) that it is doubtless these
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generalizations, that have discouraged further investigation of

new barbiturates.

Summary.

In a new series of ultra short-acting barbiturates of the general

formula

Il,v. /CO—NH
\ / \

Ra CO—

N

CHj-COOCjHs

no definite relationship was found between chemical structure

and pharmacological efficiency in rats. There was no correlation

between the properties potency, toxicity, duration of action,

incidence and induction time. They are independent qualities and

must be treated separately.

The logarithm of the time for duration of action showed normal

distribution and all calculations were performed on logarithmic

values. The non-reactors formed a group, significantly separated

from those where narcosis succeeded.

Hexobarbitone (Evipan) was used as a reference standard and

it was injected into all animals to control that there was no

heterogeneity.

The significance of the differences in the qualities examined

between two derivatives was tested by t-analysis.

Table I gives the details of the results obtained.

I wish to express my appreciation to Professor IT. Rydin for

giving me the opportunity of carrying out part of this investiga-

tion in his laboratory and to his Staff for technical assistance.

I am also indebted to Dr. A. Liljestrand for some valuable

discussions on the statistical problems in this work.
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From the tvorks of the last ten years on cultivation of tissue cells

in vitro on more or less artificial media (partly synthetic), some

common features could be recognized as to special importance of

certain low-moIecular substances. The works of Fischer et al.

since 1941 and later White (1946) clearly indicate that the low-

molecular substances that form the basal requirements for the

cells are to be found under the following headings:

organic phosphates,

sugars,

amino acids,

peptides.

Of the substances belonging to the first of these groups several

organic phosphates have been tested as to their effect on growth

of fibroblasts in vitro, for example fructose-1. 6-diphosphnte,

ndenosinetriphosphate, /^-glycerophosphate and amino-ethanol

phosphoric ester. It seems likely that among these different organic

phosphates the hexosediphosphate would occupy a position as

the most versatile compound in biochemical respect bccau.se

most other organic phosphates can be formed from this compound

in the course of normal carbohydrate breakdown in the fissac
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cells. Thus for instance the formation of ATP would be the result

of hexose metabolism in the presence of a phosphate source and

so far no special effect of ATP added to growing cultures of tissue

cells has been observed (see below). Assuming that the main pat-

tern of carbohydrate metabolism in tissue cells can provide a

steady output of organic phosphates with energy-rich phosphate

bonds like ATP — the transfer of phosphate to other organic

compounds would be a consequence.

Thus hexosediphosphate fulfils the double function of a basic

nutritional component providing the cells with organic bound

phosphate and a suitable carbohydrate, both of which form the

basis for furnishing the necessary energy for the metabolism of

the cells. As to be shown later in this paper some sugars together

with a suitable phosphate source could under certain circum-

stances replace hexosediphosphate as nutritional component,

but there is a 'priori no reason to assume that the metabolism of

these components would run along other lines than over the hexo-

sediphosphate breakdown pattern.

As to the amino acid group the experiments of Fischer (1941)

indicated that, first, .amino acid mixtures, added to dialyzed

medium, could maintain for a shorter time a certain amount of

growth, provided that the amino acids were present in the same
proportion as in fibrinogen. Second, that cystine keeps a key
position among the amino acids tested. In this connection it is

to be recalled that Fischer (1941) found that methionine could

not replace cystine in fibroblast cultures, probably due to defect

of the demethylation mechanism. Two other members of the

amino acid group have later been shown to be obligate for the

cultivation of chicken fibroblasts, namely glycine and glutamine.

The first of these components, glycine, is shown by several workers,

e. g. Almquist and coworkers (1940), Hegsted et al. (1941) to

be a necessary factor for nutrition of chickens, and its importance
for chicken fibroblast culture is lately confirmed by Fischer
(1948 a). Furthermore recent experiments of Sonne et al. (1946)
and Shemin and Hitxenberg (1947) have shown that glycine
most probably is one of the components involved in purine syn-
thesis and it is therefore necessary to be aware of the possibility
that glycine and purines may be interchangeable to a certain
degree concerning cell nutrition. Grlutamine on the other hand is

recently shown by Fischer (1948 b) to have a curative effect on
atrophic cells growing in deficient media. The effect of glutamine
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on atrophic glass-splinter-like cells, which often could be found

in cultures on synthetic insufficient media, is striking in its rapid

change of the morphological picture, providing apparently quite

normal cells.

There remains the diffuse and never explained effect of “pep-

tides” under which heading we find different preparations, such

as enzymatic digests of proteins, from different sources, and some

commercial preparations like “Witte peptone”. The common
feature of all these products of partial protein break-down is that

they contain some fractions, which have a marked influence on

cell proliferation, for the first time shown by Baker and Carrel

(1928). Previous experiments have shown that of the entire

spectra of peptides — from simple dipeptides up to “proteoses”

— the components belonging to the trichloroacetic acid soluble

fractions and at the same time belonging to the non-dialysnble

fractions are the most active in this respect. Thus it may be con-

cluded that we have to seek for the components possessing maxi-

mal activity in respect of the induction of cell proliferation be-

tween some special definite limits of molecular weight, namely

the upper limit of trichloroacetic acid precipitability and the

lower limit of non-dialyzability.

In the 'light of all these experiments, it seems to us necessary

to make a detailed investigation about the effect of a simplified

medium for maintenance and growth of tissue cells based on the

presence of some of the compounds discussed above, that is:

glucose and a suitable phosphate source, glycine, cystine, and

glutamine, leaving the peptides outside the question for the

time being. Of these four components we have taken each one,

making replacement experiments using the technique, previously

described by Fischer (1941). As will be shown, the presence of

these four components is an absolute necessity for maintenance

and growth of tissue cells, and it will be also .shown that they

occur in “natural” nutritional media, based on dialyzates from

plasma and embryo extract. It may be pointed out that all the

factors discussed belong to the dialysablc low-molecular substances

occurring in nature as the nutritional components of cells from

plants and animal tissues. At this stage we might stress that we

arc fully aware of the danger of oversimplification, but tliat the

investigation of the few basal components of coll nutrition will

provide the basis for further improvements of similar synthetic

media.
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Section I.

The details of the technique employed have been described several

times (Fischer 1941), the main features involving observation of the

differential growth of two halves of the same fibroblast culture from

embryonic chicken heart. The preceding development of these cultures

involves from 5 to 20 transfers in non-dialyzed media using the hanging

drop method. The medium for the following cultivation on dialyzed

media was of the type:

Solid phase Fluid phase

0.5 cc dial, plasma 0.5 cc dial, serum

1.0 cc Tyrode solution O.i cc X
0.1 cc X

clotted by adding 1 drop 3 drops of dial, em-

of dialyzed embryo jtuce bryo juice

where X. represents a solution of nutritional components to be investi-

gated. The composition of these solutions X are described in the tables

appearing below. The cultivation was done in Carrel flasks, type D.3.5

at 38°. Each culture was run along with its control, the latter containing

a basal diet of the four components: Fructose-1,c-diphosphate Ca-salt,

glutamine, glycine and cystine, whereby each experiment implies the

replacement of one of these components against a number of different

substances. The pH-value was adjusted to pH 7 by introducing a gas

mixture consisting of 80 per cent Oj, 12 per cent Ho and 8 per cent COj.

The area growth was measured by projection of the cultures by means
of an Bdinger projector with a magnification of 20 times. The area of

each drawing was measured by means of a planimeter and the results

are expressed as ratios according to the formula E/C where B is the area

of a c^ture after a certain period of time, and C the area of the corre-

sponding control.

The following tables show the results of the placements of each one of

the four components mentioned above.

As a commentary to the above results it seems that any phos-

phate source together with glucose could replace fructose-diphos-

phate. The improved growth of cultures after addition of inorganic

phosphate as compared with controls without, means that the
phosphate content of the Tyrode solution is sufficient (ca. 50 mg.
pr. liter). That inorganic phosphate -j- glucose thus seems to work
like the hexosediphosphate is only an indication of an intact
carbohydrate metabolism of the tissue cells. The reason whv
aminoethanol phosphoric ester was tested was that it recently
had been found in embryonic extracts (Gordon, 1949 in press).
In fact, as phosphate source this substance seems to work some-
what better than inorganic phosphate, and may in the embryonic
extract function as a suitable phosphate source.
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Table la.

Exchange of Phosphates.

Standard components in 10 co

Fructose-diphosphate Ca-salt .... 30 mg
Glutamine 25 »

Glycine 25 »

Cj^ine 1.5 »

Ratio of growth
^

Daj-s

12 3 4

Fructose-l.G-diphosphate replaced against
E 1 Glucose 12 mg

No phosphate addition
0.9 0.8 1

E 2 Glucose 12 mg
NajHPO, • 12 HjO 40 »

1,0 1.0 1.0 •1.0

E 3 Aminoethanol phosphoric ester 12 mg
Glucose 12 »

l.I 1.1 l.I l.I

E 4 ATP 10 mg
Glucose 12 »

0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0

E 5 Glycerin-phosphoric ester 20 mg 1.0 1.0 1.0 ...

Table 1 b.

Exchange of Sugar.

Standard components in 10 co

Fructose-diphosphate Ca-salt ... 30 mg
Glutamine 25 »

Glycine 25 »

Cystine 1.5 »

Ratio of growth
E

C

Days

12 3 4

! Glucose replaced against

1 E 1 Na,HPO» • 12H;0 40 mg
I

No sugar addition 1
,

i

0.7 O.S
i

; 1

j

E 2 Aminoethanol phosphoric ester 12 mg

j

Sorbose 20 »
^

l.I

^

j

1.2

1 m
i E 3 Aminoethanol phosphoric c.ster 12 mg I 1.0 i 1.0

i

1.0
I

1.0 ;

!

! E 4 Aminoethanol phosphoric ester 12 mg
;

O.S

j
Biboso 20 »

{

'

0.7 - 0.7 O.fi
;

1

1 1

! E 5 Aminoethanol phosphoric ester 12 mg
Rliamnoso 20 »

0.9

1

1.0
1

1.0
,

l.n !

i

!

In. the e.Kperiments with different sugars the Tyrode'-solution

used was glucose-free. As to the exchange of the fructose rest in

hexose-diphosphate against various sugars, sorbose and tbe
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Tnblo 2.

Exchange of Glgcinc.

Standard components in 10 co

rructose-disphosphate Ca-salt ... 30 mg
Glutamine 25 »

Glycine 25 »

Cystine 1.5 »

K
Ratio of growth q

Days

1 2 3 4

1

Glycine replaced against

No glycine 0.7 1 0..'>

E 2 1 alanin 1.0 1,0 1.1 1.1

;

E 3 dl serin 1.0 m O.S
;

E 4 Glycyl-glycin 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
1

E 5 Sarcosinc O.o O.S 0.7 o.G
;

E 6 ^alanine O.o O.o O.S O.S
1

E 7 Glycine 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2

Hypoxantliinc
i

E 8
Adenine
Guanine
Hypoxanthine

1.0 1.0 1,0
1

1
The same value was found with tri-, tetra-, penta- and hcxaglycinc.

corresponding sorbitol seems to function in the presence of nn
organic phosphate source, which could be explained on the basis

that the cells are able to convert these sugars to components
of normal glucose breakdown. Earlier works witli various sugars
(Astrup, Fischer and Ohlenschlager (1947)) indicate that
glucose could be replaced bj mannose and to some extent by
galactose. The negative action of ribose in the presence of organic
phosphates is not surprising considering the different pathways
of metabolic breakdown of hexoses and pentoses. Other experi-
ments by Astrup et al. (1947) show that no pentose is metabolized
by tissue cells even in complex media.

Considering the above results it seems somewhat surprising
that alanine could replace glycine, because no experiment with
labelled alanine have shown any direct connection with glycine
(Ehrensvard et al. 1948). The results with the glycine peptides
speak for themselves, but the experiments with the purine mixture
need a special comment. It seems that of the purines tested hypo-
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Tnblo 8.

Exchange of Glutamine.

Standard components in 10 ce Ratio of growth

Fructoso-disphosphatc Ca-salt
Glutamine 25 » Daj-s
Glycine
Cystine 12 3 4

Glutamine replaced against
E 1 No glutamine 0.9 0.7 0.5

E 2 Asparagine 1.0

E 3 H.NNO, 0.9 0.7 O.C 0.5
j

Tal)lo 4.

Exchange of Cystine.

E
Standard components in 10 cc Ratio of growth

q
Fruotose-displiospliatc Ca-salt
Glutamine
Glycine
Cystine

Days

12 3 4

L-cystino replaced against
E 1 No cystine ^ No growth

E 2 1 -f- cysteine 0.7 O.C
j

0.5 0.4

E 3 Taurine No growth

E 4 Cysteio acid No growth
j

E 5 Cysteinyl-glycino o mg ,
!

No growth
j

xantMne alone the standard components increased the area of

growth and had a marked influence on the rate of mitoses. This

action of hypoxanthine recalls the experiments by Hopkins

(1944—1945) with myoblasts on non-dialyzed media. Without

glycine hypoxanthine did only show this effect in the presence of

adenine and guam'ne. The reason for this, and for the inactivity

of all other purines tested, is at present unknown and may be re-

vealed by further experiments connected with the biosynthesis of

purines.

The rather strict specificity of the action of glutamine and

cystine is emphasized by the fact that only asparagine could re-

place the former and (partly) gluthathione the latter (Astrup and

oi

w
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I'iscHER 1946). It seems that the requirement of the amide group

in glutamine (or asparagine) is connected with an inability to form

this grouping from glutamic acid, ammonia and ATP as outlined

by Spek (1947). It is interesting to recall that the cystine-cysteine

system activates the formation of glutamine, apparently one of

the many functions of this redox system.

Reviewing the above experiments we find that of all the com-

ponents tested no one has an improving action on the mixture of

the four components: hexose-diphosphate, glutamine, glycine

and cystine under the experimental condition employed, except

hypoxanthine, which may therefore be added to the list. The action

of these five components is however only tested for a shorter period

of time, and further long range cultivation would reveal nutri-

tional defects of this medium. In order to put the 5-components

medium to a harder test cultures of embryonic chicken fibroblasts

were cultured in this medium using the hanging drop method,

whereby the tissue was transferred five times without visible

signs of deficiency growing at the same rate as the corresponding

cultures in Carrel flasks. The total composition was the following;

Por Carrel-flasks Pructose-l.c-diphosphate Ca-salb 30 mg
Glutamine 25 >>

Glycine 25 »

Cystine 1,5 »

Hypoxanthine 0.7 »

dissolved in 10 cc Ringer solution. Sterile filtered before use.

Total medium with plasma and extract:

For hanging-drop 3 ml dial, plasma
culture. 0.3 ml 5-components mixture

1 dr. dial, embryo juice

The above list of the 5-components would be of only academic
interest if not these substances could be found in natural nutri-

tional media, such as embryo extract, serum, malt extract and
others. The next section of this paper contains an analysis of
media, which clearly indicates the presence of the hexose-phos-
phate system, the amino acids and hypoxanthine discussed above.

Section II.

The use of partition chromatography on paper (Consden,
Gordon and IIartin 1944) has been of great value as an analyt-
ical tool for investigating the different components of tissue cell
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nutrition. From the extensive work by Gordon (1949) on the

content of the intercellular fluid of calf embryo muscle, it can be

found that glycine, glutamine and aminoethanol phosphoric ester

are present in large quantities, all the corresponding spots reg-

istered as “strong”. Cystine, on the other hand, does not appear

in Gordon’s spot test experiments, but has been found as cysteic

acid by oxidation of the test solution with bromine water. A paper

chromatogram of the oxydized mixture from calf embryo muscle

extract reveals a spot of cysteic acid.

As to the sugars, the method of Partridge (1948) indicates the

presence of reducing hexoses (glucose). Free hypoxanthine is

found by a modification of Chargaff’s method of purine chromatog-

raphy (ViscHER and Chargaff, 1947).

The method employed involved one-dimensional paper chromatog-

raphy in n-butanol + 20 per cent glacial acetic acid saturated with

water. After drying the spots were developed by dipping the strip into

a solution of O.s-nAgNOj in 10 per cent ammonia solution and sub-

sequent washing with, at first, water, then O.oi per cent ammonia and

at last water again. After this treatment the strip was dipped into 10

per cent formaldehyde solution and then dried at 110° C. The presence

of hypoxanthine is shown by a yellow spot moving faster than other

purines, except adenine. The following table (Table 5) shows some

IlF*'''alucs of the purines by this method.

Table 5.

Adenine 0.G3

Gunnine 0.41

Hypo-tanthine O.-'iC

Xanthine O.^n

Urie acid 0.3S

In this connection it may be mentioned that Gordon, loc. cit.

(1949) has confirmed from the same material the above findings

by identifving the absorption .spectrum of hypoxanthine with aid

of the Beckman photometer.

Thus the nutritional components: Reducing hexoses -f-
phos-

phates, glycine, cystine, glutamine and hypoxanthine have all

been established to be definite members of the contents of the

dialysatc from calf embryo extract, which in turn has earlier

been shown by A.strl'I*, Ehre.v.svard, Fascher and Om-K.v-

SCHDAOER (1947) to constitute a fully complete .set of acces.“ory

growth substances. Considering the results of tlie first .section of

tliis paper concerning growth experiments on a simple medim”
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containing the substances mentioned, there seems to he conclusive

proof that these compounds constitute the basal diet of chicken

fibroblasts, cultivated in vitro. But to push the question further

a direct comparison of tv?o-dimensional paper chromatograms

from dialysates of calf embryo muscle extract and an adult hen

show a nearly identical picture with the only exception of the

occurrence of hydroxylysin phosphate (Gordon, 1948) in the

former. Thus the five components system discussed may not only

be the basal nutrition for chicken fibroblasts in vitro but also

constitute an important part of the nutritional environment of

the cells of embryonic chicken tissue.

At this stage it is of interest to correlate the above findings with

the results published by Astrup et al. (1947) on the fractionation

of calf embryo dialysate with Ba-salts, where only one of the

fractions show any activity as accessory substance for chicken

fibroblast cultures. Using the same technique of fractionation

with the exception that ethanol was substituted against methanol

we have later (unpublished results) prepared four fractions by
stepwise precipitation of the Ba-salt solution with methanol.

Paper chromatograms of these fractions (1. 2. 3. .4.) show that

the only active one (2) contains phosphate, organic or inorganic,

reducing sugars, amino acids, among which cystine was found.

The inactive fraction (1) contained only phosphates. The likewise

inactive fractions (3) and (4) were lacking in cystine, and cystine

+ phosphate respectively. Together these findings complete the

picture outlined about the necessity of presence of cystine and
other amino acids, sugars and phosphates. In addition the active

fraction (2) contained a large proportion of its nitrogen as gluta-

mine and purines.

Discussion.

It may be said that the general trend in the development of
synthetic media for the nutrition of tissue cells in vitro during the
last decade has been directed towards more and more composite
mixtures. The underlying thought has been that an attempt had
to be made to include, as fully as possible, all those nutritional
factors present in “natural media” — the intercellular fluids —
with the hope that our present knowledge of the body constituents
of animal tissue would cover the main part of those. The nutritional

16

—

491378. Acta phys. Scandinau. Vol. 18.
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schemes of Carrel and Lindberg (1938), White (1946) and
Tischer, Astrhf, Ehrensvard and Ohlenschlager (1948)

are t5T)ical in this respect. When compared with the results ob-

tained by Gordon (1949) from paper chromatography of dialysate

from calf embryo muscle, adult beef and adult serum, it appears

that some of the composite synthetic media come rather close

to the composition of “natural media” in qualitative respect.

Now the question arises; After it has been shown that tissue cells

could be cultivated in vitro on a synthetic mixture of low-molec-

ular compounds in the presence of dialyzed serum plasma,

should the future attempts in this field be pushed towards produ-

cing nutritional mixtures more and more similar to the correspond-

ing “natural media”, and what udll the gain of this be? Our per-

sonal opinion is that such a development would not as such be

effective in solving what is the main problem: The main features

of the metabolism of individual types of tissue cells in vitro and

in vivo. One has to pay attention to the fact that only part of the

low-molecular components existing in the intercellular space of

tissue represent substrate and necessary catalysts, a large fraction

of what is found by analytical methods representing intermediary

products of metabolism, slowly dialyzing out from the cells, waste

products and compounds with no or insignificant influence on the

biochemical system in question. Even if all of these compounds

make up the intercellular environment, the practical aspects of

tissue cell cultivation in vitro demand a sifting out of those main

components, which are the chief sources of protein syntheses. Tiie

results described in this paper show that the sifting out of some

hexoses -f- phosphates, glutamine, glycine, cystine and hypo-

xanthine from the complex mixtures — artificial or natural —

-

and combining them to a simple medium is fully sufficient to

maintain and keep up growth of tissue cells for a considerable

period. These findings might be of considerable practical use,

because of the possibilities of correlating tissue culture work with

tracer experiments based on labelling one of the compounds

mentioned. In addition, using the 5-component medium it might

be possible to detect special differences in the nutritional pattern

between different tj'pos of tissue cells, normal and pathological,

adjusting the composition with eventual adding of other single

components.

In this connection we intend to make a closer investigation of

the mitosis-stimulating effect of higher peptides.
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The determination of the serum protein concentration and the

relative albumin percentage is an examination that has become

employed to a constantly increasing extent in a variety of con-

ditions, as it has been realized how important a part these proteins

play in the organism. Not only do .such determinations furnish

information about numerous pathological conditions, but they

also enable us to some extent to assess the state of nutrition of

the individual in question. It is, therefore, natur.al that several

investigators h.ave attempted to fix the normal figures of the

serum protein concentration and the relative albumin percentage,

and the normal variations of those values.

As will .apjiear from Tabic 1, which shows only the average

values, there is a fairly good conformity between the figures

.•staled by the author.s mentioned in the table in the case of healthy

individuals out of bed in the young, middle-aged and older age
groups. As pointed out in particular by Lange (1946), slightly

lower values of total protein are found after only 30 minutes
rest in bed. 11 ith advancing age, i. c. after the fortieth year, there
is a slight fall of the albumin percentage in women (Bing, Naeser,
Kasch and Bwel. 1946), and after the eightieth year both sexes
<lispl.ay n decre.ase both of the total serum protein concentration
and of the relative albumin percentage (Bock, 1948).
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Table 1.

Protein, albumin and relative albumin percentages stated by
different investigators.

Author n Sex Age
Total
protein

percentage

Albumin Alb. X 100
Remarkspercentage Total

Liudee,
LOKDSGAAEn 8 6.73 4.11 61.3 Oxalat
Van Slyke plasma

Salvesen 14 m 7.07 4.49 63.6 do.
16 f 7.06 4.33 61.6 do.

Petees 85 m 6.92 5.03 72.7 do.
Eisenmahn 32 f 7.04 5.05 71.9 do.

Kompf 7.11 4.92 69.5 Serum.

Lange 60 m 20—37 7.52 Heparin

55 18—59
(out of bed) plasma.

f 7.38 do.

(out of bed)

23 m 22-49 6.89

(lying in

do.

bed)

do.23 f 17—53 6.87

(lying in

bed)

7.19Bing 38 m 6—67 4.81 66.8 Serum
Naisee 49 f 2—67 7.00 4.63 66.0 do.

Bojel (87) m -f 2—67 7.08 4.71 66.5 do.
Rasch f

Bock 20 m 60—80 6.63

(lying in

4.22 63.6 Serum

bed)

18 f 30—80 6.64 4.38 65.9 do.

Serum protein determinations of tLe nature dealt with here are,

however, both extremely time-wasting and, in part technically

difficult, especially when it is desired to perform determinations

in a large number of individuals. Therefore, in such group-examina-

tions it will be advantageous to employ other procedures. For this

reason it was decided in the present work to perform the analyses

with samples of liquid and dried pooled serum from The State

Serum Institute. This product results from mixing the sera of a

large number of individuals and is used in the production of dried

serum for transfusion.

Material and Technique.

Dried Serum is made at The State SEruji Institute according to

the following main principles (SIaecussEn, 1945): tKe donors arc

healthy individuals from twenty to sixty years of age who have vol-
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Table 3.

Protein^ albumin and relative albumin percentages of spray-dried
serum protein preparations from Dec. 1944 to Dec. 1948,

representing 2508 persons.

Sample Series Protein Albumin Ax 100
Dates

Number
of

Persons
RemarksNo. No. % % T

1 758 49.19 30.46 62.0 ii.xn.44 216 Cooled 14

days
2 1001 49.20 33.07 67.0 15.XII.44 189 do.

3 2322 49.95 34.60 69.2 19. VI. 44 108 Frozen before

drying.

4 3126 49.63 33.35 65.9 15. IX. 45 108 do.

5 3458 49.51 33.95 68.4 6.x. 45 108 do.

6 3511 49.71 32.32 65.0 9. X.45 108 do.

7 3816 49.72 33.61 67.6 27. X.45 108 do.

8 3817 49.58, 35.37 71.0 27. X.45 108 do.

9 3848 49.18 32.50 66.0 27. X.45 108 do.

10 3849 49.62 33.33 67.2 27. X.45 108 do.

11 3952 49.16 32.81 66.8 8. XI. 45 108 do.

12 3987 49.67 33.69 67.4 10. XI. 45 108 do.

13 4021 49.21 33.03 67j 15. XI. 45 108 do.

14 4211 49.47 34.38 69.5 27. XI. 45 108 do.

15 4675 49.60 32.88 66.3 31.1.46 150 Frozen 14

days before

drying

16 5022 49.23 32.59 66.2 26.n.46 150 do.

17 6149 49.33 34.28 69.5 31. III. 46 136 do.

18 A 49.19 31.67 64.4 22.x. 48 63 do.

19 B 49.58 33.37 67.3 11. XI. 48 166 do.

20 0 50.01 34.85 69.7 15. XL 48 107 do.

21 n ' 49.96 33.97 68.0 3. XII. 48 35 do.

49.51 33.27 67.2 2508

four different pooled sera representing, respectively, 63, 166,

107 and 35 individuals. The mean serum protein percentage for

these 371 persons is then computed to be 7.09. Similar conditions

are found in the case of the albumin percentage and the relative

albumin percentage, i. e. the percentage of albumin comprised

in the total protein (Geill, 1928). We can thus take it for granted

that, in healthy persons out of bed and being from 20 to 60 years

of age, the serum protein percentage, the albumin percentage

and the relative albumin percentage in this country for the time

being are very close on, respectively, 7.09 per cent., 4.80 per cent,

and 67.2 per cent. On comparison with Table 1 it may be seen

that these values correspond quite closely to what Bing, Naeser

Rasch and Rcjel (1946) have found by means of the same ana-

lytical method when dealing statistically with a material con-

sisting of 87 single analyses.
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It slioulcl moreover be noted from Table 2 tlmt the. relative

albumin percentage in the same pooled sera before and after

spraying is much about the same. Spray-drying according to (lie

technique employed at The State Skuum Institute must tlius

be considered an extremely lenient ])roccss which does not even

interfere with the highly labile form in which both the serum

albumin and the scrum globulins arc present (Gr.tm., 1938). This

seems to apply also to protein-like substances in serum other than

the actual serum proteins (/. r, albumin and globulins). Thus the

content of procaine-esterase in serum seems to be very little in-

fluenced by the spraying process (Timr, HMD).

Table 3 shows the results of the examination of 21 different,

dried scrum preparations from a total of 2,508 persons which were

made in the course of the period from l.)ecember, IDM, to Decem-

ber, 1948. As may be seen, the variation of the total jirotein con-

tent from one preparation to another is only slight. I'lie average

relative albumin percentage is 67.2, a value that, corresponds

rather closely to those stated in Tal.de 1 and 2. The relative

albumin percentage docs not seem to be subject to seasonal

fluctuations cither, nor docs it appear to have changed in the

course of the years covered by the examination. Variations of the

total protein concentration cannot, of cour.se, be demonstrated in

examinations of this nature comprising only analyses of dried

serum.

Discussion.

The values stated here are, of course, non-contributory to the

solution of the question whether, with regard to serum protein

percentage and relative albumin percentage, a given individual

comes within the normal variation. In other fields, however,
examinations of the nature mentioned here may be of more than
theoretical interest, for instance when the point is to assess the
average serum protein percentage or relative albumin percentage
of a population or group of population, or for instance, to cstinmto
possible changes from one year to another, seasonal variations and
the like. It is natural that chance variations originating from a
single individual for statistical reasons will bo eliminated when
pooled serum from a sufficiently largo popvdation is employed.
From this point of view an average serum protein concentration
of 7.09 per cent and a relative albumin percentage of 67. 2 may bo
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considered indicative of tlie normal values for this country for the

time being. Moreover, the values may be looked upon as an ex-

pression of the average state of nutrition of the 371 individuals

investigated.

As abeady mentioned, the percent of protein in the prepara-

tions of dried serum is fairly constant from one preparation to

another. Unless deviations from the average values of the serum

protein fractions in the population should occur, dried serum

accordingly may be considered a very suitable material for biolog-

ical or biochemical experiments. Dried serum has already suc-

cessfully been employed for pepsin analyses (Hunt, 1948, I^rre-
STRUP Andersen and Bock, 1948).

Summary.

1) Investigations into the serum protein per cent and the rela-

tive albumin percentage "were performed on four different pools

of native serum, representing, respectively, 66, 166, 107 and 35

healthy individuals out of bed from 20 to 60 years of age. An
average serum protein concentration of 7.09 and a relative albumin

percentage of 67.2 was found. After spray-drying the average

relative albumin percentage was 67,5.

2) The figures stated for the Tnative serum, representing in total

371 individuals, may be considered to indicate the normal values

in this country for the time being.

3) An investigation of 21 samples of spray-dried sera, repre-

senting 2,508 individuals showed no significant seasonal or year

variations as to the per cent of protein and the relative albumin

percentage. The samples originated from the period Dec. 1944 to

Dec. 1948. The average per cent of protein was 49.51 and the

average relative albumin percentage was 67.2.

4) Spray-dried serum thus may be considered a very suit-

able material for biological or biochemical experiments.
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Introdiiction.

In a previous investigation (Erankenhaeuser 1949) it was

found that a few drops of ether on the nose of a rabbit in urethane

narcosis under certain conditions inhibited motor activity.

The rabbit was completely relaxed and no muscle activity

could be registered with an electro-myograph within the first

hour of urethane narcosis. After this time “spontaneous ac-

tivity” occurred in the leg muscles. This activity increased with

the time so that it could be seen by the naked eye as twitches in

the muscles. The corneal reflex was still abolished. Since this

“spontaneous activity” is usually observed when the body tem-

perature of the animal is below normal, it seems likely that the

temperature is one of the causal factors. The fact, however, that

the phenomenon occasionally appears also when the body tem-

perature is normal indicates that other factors too are operating.

In this investigation the inhibitory influence of ether and smoke

on the “spontaneous activity” was studied in eleven rabbits.

The same phenomenon was noted in other investigations (Fban-

KENHAEUSER 1949).

Technique.

Narcosis. A 25 % nrethano solution was slowly injected in the mar-

ginal ear vein. 1---4 ml. were injected after the corneal reflex was

abolished.
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! I ii!

The records show the disappearance of motor units when one drop of ether is

dropped (marked by an arrow) into the rabbit’s nose.

The records are from the following muscles:

1. Quadriceps fern.

2. Platysma.

3. Cricothyreoideus.

4. Platysma.

5. 6, 7. Cricothyreoideus (same experiment). 6 is taken 8 seconds after 5. Re-

cords 6 and 7 are continuous.

Time a. c, 60 cycles.

Further explanation in text.

Recording. The motor units were recorded with a double channel

resistance condenser coupled differential amplifier. Interference is

easier to exclude when a differential amplifier is used (Lundervold
1947). A modification of the Adrian and Bronk (1929) needle electrode
was used. The electrode is made of two lacquered copper wires (dia-

meter 0.122 mm.) in an injection needle. The respiration and the time
when ether or smoke were given to the rabbit were usually recorded
with one channel via a photocell. This particular method of timing is
of course a,pproximate since the stimulus does not activate the end
organs until it reaches the mucous membrane in the nose. A more
accurate method was, however, not needed for these experiments. The
impulse activity in the large muscles in the legs and in the respiratory
muscles was recorded.
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Obserrations.

Tile effect of ether and smoke varied to some extent in the

different experiments but in every single experiment, where
“spontaneous activity” was observed in the leg muscles, the effect

was found to be relatively constant. Experiments on the leg

muscles are first described, followed by those on the respiratory

muscles.

When a single drop of ether was dropped on the rabbit’s nose

all “spontaneous activity” was abolished within one tenth of a

second (Record 1) in 50 % of the experiments. In 10 % no altera-

tion was observed, in 40 % the “spontaneous activity” was

abolished from within one tenth of a second to five seconds

(Record 2). In the last mentioned cases most of the units dis-

appeared immediately while some did not disappear until after

the next inspiration. Occasionally one or two units remained active

(Record 3 and 4). These were usually of small amplitude.

The “spontaneous activity” started again after some time, in

some cases already after one second and in some cases after 90

seconds. These are the extreme values which were obtained.

In some experiments an additional drop of ether was dropped

on the rabbit’s nose every time the “spontaneous activity” re-

appeared. It was noted that the latent period increased whereas

the interval during which no activity v/as observed decreased

successively for each added drop. This continued up to the point

when no alteration of the activity was obtained for a new drop.

In many experiments where a few units only were recorded,

these were easily distinguished from each other. In some cases

the units disappeared within half a second or more. In these ex-

periments it was easy to note the order of both disappearance and

reappearance of the single units. It was found that the unit which

disappeared first was the last to reappear while the unit which dis-

appeared last reappeared first etc., i. e. the order of disappearance

and reappearance was reversed. Further it was frequently found

that some new units which had not been present before ether,

appeared when the inhibitory phase was over (Record 5, 6, 7).

The amount of ether necessary for inhibition is extremely small.

Often a single drop of ether 10 cm from the rabbit’s nose produced

complete cessation of impulse activity. In fact, this circumstance

was made the basis of a convenient method of blocking a motor
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discharge interfering with the recording of sensory impulses in

the rabbit (Frankenhaeuser 1949).

The effect of small amounts of ether on some respiratory muscles

was also investigated. On auxiliary respiratory muscles, B\ich as

the muscles in the larynx, the findings were the same as those

described above. In the diaphragm, however, there was never

any decrease of the activity.

In some experiments tracheotomy was made. A drop of ether

was dropped into the trachea cannula. This did not cause any

inhibition of the “spontaneous activity”. In some cases the nose

was occluded and a drop of ether was dropped into the mouth

(the trachea was intact in these experiments). No alteration ofthe

“spontaneous activity” was noted.

A similar inhibition of the motor activity was seen when ciga-

rette smoke was blown on the rabbit. In 10 % of the experiments

with ether no inhibition was found. IVhen smoke was used the

figure increased to 30—40 %.

Discussion.

The experiments described show that ether and smoke have an
inhibitory influence on “spontaneous motor activity”. This cannot

be a narcotic affect since the blood concentration of ether is too

low, the affect too rapid and, besides, no inhibition occurs when
the nose is occluded. It is evident that the irritating agent, ether

or smoke, must reach the inner part of the nose in order to be
effective. This shows that the inhibition is reflex. The afferent

path of the reflex arc must be one of the nerves innervating the

mucous membrane of the nose, the oKactory or the trigeminal.

The reason why inhibition failed to occur in some of the ex-

periments remains obscure. Excessive amounts of mucus in the
nose (relatively common in rabbits) is a likely explanation.

The adaptation observed might either be a central affair or an
adaptation of the end organs. On the basis of these experiments
it is impossible to localize the adapting effect.

It is interesting to note that the reverse order of disappearance
and reappearance of the motor units during this kind of inhibition
corresponds to the recruitements in voluntary movements (Seyf-
FARTH 1941).
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Summary,

Ether and smoke have an inhibitory influence on “spontaneous

motor activity” in rabbits in urethane narcosis. The inhibition is

due to a reflex elicited in the nose. Adaptation takes place to suc-

•cessive doses of ether. The first inhibited units are the last to re-

appear after ether.
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Fabinyi and Szebehelyi (1948) recently observed tliat injec-

tions of cholesterol into Biice prevented the rise in respiratory

rate which occurred in untreated animals when inhaling a gas

mixture with 10 % of oxygen in nitrogen. The change in respira-

tion due to the inhalation of carbon dioxide mixtures, on the other

hand, was uninfluenced. It was further shown in the dog that al-

though neither respiratory rate nor respiratory volume did in-

crease when breathing 10 % oxygen after treatment with choles-

terol, the oxygen saturation of the arterial blood was as high as

in the animals which had not received cholesterol. But these

animals on respiring 10 % oxygen showed a greatly increased

ventilation!

According to the authors it seemed probable that the effect of

cholesterol was due to its property of neutralizing histamine.

Further experiments made by Fabinyi and Szebehelyi seemed

in fact to be in accordance with this hypothesis. After treatment

with antistin or desensibilization for histamine inhalation of

10 % oxygen in nitrogen did not increase the rate of respiration

as it did before treatment but the increased rate on inhaling

8 % COj in 'air was uninfluenced. On account of the great theo-

retical and clinical possibilities that these results seemed to offer

the problem was reinvestigated.

Methods.

Cats were anesthetized with 0,05—0,0 G g chloralose per kilogram
body-weight. Their respiration was quantitatively measured with the
body pletysmograph described by Euler and Liljestrand (1936).

17

—
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Cat Weight 2.5 kg. Time marking 10 seconds.

A. Inhalation of 6.9 % Oj in Ni for 3 minutes. Ventilation rises from 570 to 940

ml/min.
B. Inhalation of 10 % Oj in Nj for 3 minutes. Ventilation rises from 690 to 860

ml/min.
C. Injection of 5 fig, 2,5 ng, 1 fig and 1 fig histamine hydrochloride intravenously.

D. Inhalation of 6,0 % CO* in 0*. Ventilation from 515 to 890 ml/min. Between D
and E 13 ing lergitin are injected intravenously.

E. 6.9 % 0* os in A. Ventilation rises from 850 to 1365 ml/min.
P. 6.5 % CO; as in D. Ventilation rises from 700 to 1350 ml/min.
G. 10 % O. as in B. Ventilation from 580 to 800 ml/min.

At arrows in F and G injection of 1 «g histamine hydrochloride without effect.

The gas mixtures were supplied through the inspiratory Muller valve

from bags. The mixtures used were 6.9 % and 10 % oxygen in nitrogen,

6.5 % carbon dioxide in oxygen and 14.o % carbon dioxide in air. The
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blood pressure was recorded with mercury manometer from the femoral

{iTtiCrv*

As antihistamine "lergitin” or N-phenyI-N-benzyI-N*hi*-dimcthyl-

ethylenediamine HCl was used.^ Solutions of lergitin were given intira-

venously in doses of 5 mg per kilo body-weight.

Besttlis.

After inhaling the different gas mixtures for three to four

minutes the ventilation had risen to a constant level. Amounts of

0
^
5—5 fig histamine gave satisfactory drops of the blood pressures.

The intravenous injection of 5 mg lergitin per kilo body weight

was accompanied by a short period of apnea and a pronounced

lowering of the blood pressure as already described (see Loew,

1947). The period of apnea was followed by a period of h}’per-

ventilation, in most cases consisting of increased depth of re-

spiration as well as increased respiratory rate.

After the lergitin injection the histamine doses used gave no

blood pressure fall or the drop was greatly diminished. Inlialation

of 6.9 or 10 % oxygen, however, still gave a marked increase of

ventilation. This effect on the ventilation was at least as large as

before the lergitin when the cat inhaled these gas mixtures but

sometimes it was not insignificantly greater. The same was the

case with the carbon dioxide mixtures. In other words the cats

after lergitin showed undiminished respiratory responses when
inhaling gas mixtures with low oxygen or high carbon dioxide

concentration. Typical results from one experiment are shown in

the figure.

Discussion.

With the quantitative technique used in these experiments no
change could be observed in the respiratory adaptation to oxygen
lack of the cat after suppressing the action ofhistamine on the blood
pressure. This is in contrast to the results of Fabinyi and SzE-
BEHELYi on dogs. Differences of course may occur between dif-

ferent animals but it is evident that the results of these authors
can not be taken as examples of a general principle. It seems also

evident that no clinical use may be expected from their finding.

’ The author is indeptsd to AB Recip for supplying the lergitin.
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Summary.

Cats were treated with, doses of lergitin intravenously that sup-

pressed the blood pressure action of moderate histamine doses.

The responses of respiration to inhalation of gas mixtures poor in

oxygen or rich in carbon dioxide were undiminished.
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Only fraginentaTy xspotts exist of tlie natviTe of tlie free amino

acids -whicli occur in the body fluids of insects. The following

authors have dealt with the subject; Ackerman (1920 and 1921)

— Mehlontha (Col.), Florkin and Duchateau (19i2) — Dyliscus

(Ool.), UssiNG (1946) — Melolonilm and Orycies (CoL), and Barer

and Shaw (1948) — Aeschna (Odon.). According to their investiga-

tions and the non qualitative studies of Duval and Porter

(1928) — Aiiacus, Sphinx, Cossus (Lep.), Akao (1931) — Bomhyx

(Lep.b Heller (1930 and 1932) — Deilephila (Lep.), and Flor-

kin (1937) — Bomhyx (Lep.) the concentration of amino acids in

the insect plasma is high.

A qualitative and quantitative establishment of the free amino
acids occurring during the insect metamorphosis should be of

interest especially for the estimation of the histolytical and histo-

genetical processes characterizing this period of development. As
a link in a continuous study of the intermediate metabolism during
the insect metamorphosis the author has attempted, by using the
partition paper chromatographic method according to Consden
et al. (1944), to follow the variations of free amino acids and re-

lated compounds with ninhydrine reaction during the pupal de-
velopment. This determination is combined with a study of the
change in the corresponding hydrogen activating enzyme systems.
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Material and Methods.

The material on -wliicli the investigation is based comprises prepupae
and pupae in all stages of development of Galliphora erythrocephala
Meig. (Dipt.) from larvae fed on raw beef and bread at -f-

22° C, at
which temperature the pupal development lasts for about 10 days.
Pupae of Phalera bucephala L. (Lep.) in diapause as well as in latent
and subitan development were also examine^ cf. AgrEll (1947).

The following method was employed for the chromatographic deter-

mination: Ten Calliphora-pup&e of the same age were placed into a
centrifuge tube where they were crushed and washed with 3.5 ml. dis-

tilled water. Protein precipitation with alcohol or Ba(OH)2 + ZnSO^
according to Somogyi (1945) was followed by centrifugation and filtra-

tion of the superfluid. Then followed evaporation to dryness in a va-

cuum exsiccator over phosphorous pentoxide or, in the case of alcohol,

distillation. Dissolution was carried out in 0. i ml. distilled water with

slight heating. 2.5 ^/I of the solution was applied on filter paper (type

Munktell No. OB 50 X 50 cm.) for the chromatographic test. The
PAciero-pupae were treated in a similar manner. Both one- and two-

dimensional chromatograms were run at room temperature of approx-

imately -f-
18° C. The following were used as solvents; pyridine/amyl-

alcohol (pyridine 35 %, amylalcohol 35 %, distilled water 30 %) and

bntyric/iso-valeric acid (n-butyric acid 40 %, iso-valeric acid 40 %,
distilled water 20 %). Iso-butyric acid/water was also used as a solvent

with good results; on the other hand, even very small amounts of iso-

valeric acid, produced lengthy spots, “tails”, cf. Edman (1945). Un-

fortunately iso-butyric acid is rather expensive. Altogether some fifty

two-dimensional chromatograms were run on the Galliphora material

as well as three complete series of one-dimensional chromatograms in

the alkaline as well as in the acid solvents. For an example of the

chromatograms, see Fig. 1. A few samples were studied after acid

hydrolysis. Some 10 chromatograms were run on the Phalera material;

both males and females were used.

The determinations were made on extracts of whole pupae. Accord-

ing to Heller (1932) the relation between the protein decomposition

products in the blood and in the rest of the body is 40 : 60 for Deilephila

(Lep.). A similar distribution coefficient may be valid for Galliphora.

It should also be pointed out that amino acids from food in the intestine

can hardly influence the results obtained since the intestine is complete-

ly voided several days before the formation of the puparium. More-

aver, according to Ussikg (1946), an extensive absorption of amino

ocids from the intestine content to the haemolymph occurs, as dem-

onstrated on Mehhntha (CoL).

The chromatographic determinations are supplemented by certain

investigations concerning the hydrogen activating capacity of amino

acid oxidizing enzymes during the metamorphosis of Galliphora. In

these experiments the Thunberg-method was used. The change in the

rate of the methylene blue reduction, occurring on addition of various

amino acids to an untreated pupal mass is described, as well as the cor-
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responding Mb-reduction apparent when the pupal substance has been

waSied free from spontaneous donors and coenzymes in distilled water.

In the former case 0.5 ml. Mb in concentrations of 1 : 50,000, 0.5 ml.

M/15 phosphate buffer of pH 7.2, and 0.5 ml. of the different ammo

acids in M/10 were pipetted into every tube. The amino acids used were

dl-substances. Alanine determinations also with 1-alanine were carried

out without any appreciable qualitative and quantitative variation

in the results. A pupa was crushed with a glass rod in each tube, which

was evacuated for one minute after which the decolorization time

was read in a water bath of -b 25° C. At the same time control tests

were made with the amino acid replaced by a corresponding amount

of buffer. The difference in decolorization time was evaluated as a

difference in activity according to
1

A X 100 were A denotes

decolorization time after amino acid addition and B decolorization

time for the control, cf. AgbEll (1948). The results are given in Fig. 4.

Each point of the curves represents the mean value of 10 -f- 10 tube

tests. For determination of the real enzyme activity (in the above-

mentioned test spontaneous donors have some influence), three pupae

were washed in 3 X 10 ml. distilled water. Following each washing

centrifugation at 5,000 E/M was applied and the superfluid discharged.

The washed pupal mass was introduced into Thunberg-tubes with the

same content as previously stated. Determinations were carried out

on 1-amino acid oxidase by means of 1-alanine and on 1-glutamic acid

dehydrogenase with this amino acid; in the latter case O.i ml. buffer

was exchanged for the same amount of 1 ®/oo codehydrogenase I solution

of about 30 % purity, made according to Lepage (1947). Simultaneously
a series of control experiments were carried out without amino acid.

The results are tabulated in Fig. 5. The actmty is evaluated as 100 X
inverse value of decolorization time. Each point represents the mean
value of 5 tube tests. The activity of the 1-amino acid oxidase is pos-
sibly registered as relatively too low because of over dilution.

Results.

By determinations with partition paper chromatography the
following amino acids were demonstrated in the extracts of Calli-
pJiora erythrocephala pupae (in order of their relative cone.):
alanine, glycine, glutaminic acid, valine, proline, leucine, iso-
leucme, tyrosine, serine, lysine, arginine, /9-alanine, aspartic acid,
methionine and threonine are found besides the amino sulfonic
acid taurine in rather high concentrations and traces of glutamine
two.peptides and one non-hydrolysable compound, probably an
amino acid phosphate. The results are presented in the reproduced
p 0 o^ap

, 1- The following amino acids were observed in
e ex rac s 0 a era bucephala pupae: lysine, arginine, alanine.
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Fig. 2. Photograph of a two-dimensional paper chromatogram using the same ex-

tract as in fig. 1. Only are the solvents run in the order n-butyric/iso-valeric acid

(1), pyridine/amylalcohol (2). Denotations as in fig. 1. 1, 2, and 3 correspond to

Ly, At and Asp in this fig. Compare also the text.

"between tlie species under investigation is essentially quantita-

tive. The concentration of lysine and arginine is thus much higher

in PJialera than in Oallipliora pupae while the concentration of

glutaminic acid and tyrosine is comparatively lower. Among ear-

lier investigators Ackerman (1920 and 1921) found leucine, lysine,

and arginine in extracts of Melolontha, hut negative result for

tyrosine. Florkin and Duchateau (1942) reported histidine and
tyrosine in the haemolymph of Dytiscus hut negative results for

phenylalanine, arginine, tryptophane, cystine, and cysteine. Ac-
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cording to Ussing (1946) the bulk of the amino acids in the
haemolymph of Melolontha consists of lysine, arginine, histidine

leucine, valine, tyrosine, hydroxy-proline, and tryptophane. The
presence of alanine, serine, and proline is questioned. However
these determinations are carried out with precipitation and ab-

sorption methods, which must be considered less reliable and
hardly suitable for determinations on insect material. A com-
parison with the study of Eaper and Shaw (1948) on the hae-

molymph of dragon-fly nymphs who also used the partition paper

chromatographic method shows closer agreement. In this mate-

rial; alanine, glycine, valine, leucine, proline, tyrosine, serine,

lysine, and arginine were observed, with concentrations decreasing

in that order. These amino acids have thus been observed to

exist in a free state in three different insect orders, i. e., in Diptera,

Lepidoptera, and Odonata.

The chromatograms can be evaluated quantitatively with some

certainty. Thus the maximal concentration of any amino acid in

both the examined species is about 200 mg %. The interrelation-

ship of the various amino acids, however, is not easily estimated

on the basis of intensity and size of the spots. On comparison, dif-

ferent amino acids give nin-hydrine reaction of varying strength,

cf., for instance, Dent (1948), and sometimes also varying size of

the spots although the same, concentration was used. But the

amount of the same amino at different developmental stages can

be compared, and an eventual fluctuation in amino acid concen-

tration during the metamorphosis period established. As was

previously mentioned both one- and two-dimensional chromato-

grams were run. For the sake of simplicity however the amino

acid concentration during the pupal development of Calliphora is

represented by two series of one-dimensional chromatograms, in

pyridine/amylalcohol and in n-butyric/iso-valeric acid respec-

tively, Fig. 3. Eepeated experimental series made on different oc-

casions produced identical results. The only slight variation in

the concentration is particularly striking, but agrees wdth, for in-

stance, Heller- (1939), and Florkin (1947). The quantity of

primary free amino acids is remarkably constant during the entire

metamorphosis period in spite of a succession of profound his-

tolytic and histogenetic processes. There is thus balance between

the formation of free amino acids through proteolysis on the one

hand and on the other their consumption through oxidation and

protein synthesis.
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Fig. 3. Photograph of one-dimensional paper chromatograms on extracts from
Galliphora-'pvipae in different developmental stages. P prepupa, 0—10 pupal ago

in days. Upper chromatograms run in pyridine/amylalcohol: A lysine, B arginine,

0 glutaminic acid and a peptide, D aspartic acid, E glycine, F serine and ^-alanine,

G alanine, H proline (not visible on the photograph), I taurine, J valine, K me-
thionine, L tyrosine, M leucine, N iso-leucine. Lower chromatogram run in n-

butyric/iso-valeric acid: a and b lysine, arginine and aspartic acid in phosphory-
lated (?) state, c taurine, d glutaminic acid and serine, c glycine and threonine, f

alanine, |3-alanine and tyrosine, g proline (not visible on the photograph), h valine

and methionine, i leucine, iso-leucine and a peptide.
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cate that the amino acid formation, proteolysis, is in dynamic
eqtdlibrium with the amino acid consumption, oxidation and pro-

tein synthesis. Thus, either a comparatively increased proteolysis

must be assumed in the formation of the puparium and im-
mediately prior to the hatching, which seems fairly improbable,
or a comparatively reduced protein synthesis at these points of
time, which appears more liket5^ relative maximum in pro-
teolysis can instead be assumed to occur in the middle of the
metamorphosis at 30—50 % of

the pupal time.

Even though the amino acid

concentration during the meta-
morphosis is largely constant a
certain variation can be noticed.

Thus a slight minimum occurs at

0—20 % pupal time and a more
marked minimum at 60—80 %,
Fig. 3. It is likely that these tem-
porary fluctuations are connected
with the histological changes
occurring at these points of time.

At 60 per cent of the pupal time
there is a rapid increase in mus-

Fig. 5. TJio variation in activity of
1-glutaminic acid dehydrogenase,
upper curve, and of 1-amino acid
oxidn.so, lower curve, during pupal
development of Catliphora. Unfilled
circles represent controls with onlv
codehydrogenaso I added. Vertical
axis; rate of Jlb-rcduction. Horizon-

tal axis: pupal age in %.

cular protein, the thoracic musculature appears, and this histo-
genetic process is quantitatively wholly dominant at this period.
This protein synthesis is likely to affect the amount of primary
free ammo acids either directly or through reduction in the
proteolysis, i. e., reduced decomposition into amino acids. Eitherway the ammo acid concentration should fall, which is what
happen. The amount of total protein also varies in a similar

7? formation is gnantita-
tively completed and the amino acid concentration rises to theearher ateadp value. The less oonsiderable fluctuation in theammo acid concentation following the formation of the pupariummay be associated with the simultaneous histogenesis^of the

Ss: T- wear^rion
^'^out lo »/„

organization nf fb • .
pupal time the external

mfrs he hr.t The deveiop-

a :lltyrclr"™® “-^ht mso h"e
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All free amino acids are not to the same degree affected by the
abovementioned fluctuations in concentration, Fig. 3. The con-
centration of glutaminic acid, glycine, proline, valine, leucine, iso-

leucine, and also taurine varies to a lesser extent. Alanine exhibits

the same change in concentration though more pronounced — a
maximum of about 100 mg. % and a minimum of about 25 mg. %.
This reduction in concentration may be the cause of the increased

Mb-reduction on addition of alanine to the pupal mass at approx-

imatively 70 per cent of pupal time. Fig. 4. The concentration of

/9-alanine increases towards the end of the pupal period. Threo-

nine and serine show irregular variations. Methionine has only

been demonstrated at the beginning and at the end of the meta-

morphosis period. The concentration of lysine, arginine, and also

aspartic acid is essentially the same at every point of time ex-

amined. A certain peculiarity in the behaviour of the last-men-

tioned substances in the chromatograms should be pointed out.

If two-dimensional chromatograms are run so that pyridine amyl-

alcohol is first used as solvent followed by n-butyric/iso-valeric

acid, the Ej.-values for lysine, arginine, and aspartic acid conform

with those of corresponding test substances. Fig, 1. The same

occms if phenole (l)/collidine (2) is used. If, on the other hand,

the chromatograms are run in the order n-butyric/iso-valeric acid

(1), and pyridine/amylalcohol (2) the E^-values in pyridine/amyl-

alcohol become approximately comparable to those of the test

substances while extremely low and almost identical E^-values are

obtained in n-butyric/iso-valeric acid. Fig. 2. The same thing hap-

pens in one-dim’ensional chromatograms with the last-mentioned

solvent only. Fig. 3. Apparently arginine, lysine, and aspartic

acid are present in the pupae in combination with some other

substance, as, for instance, phosphate, the labile bounds of which

are easily split by pyridine and also by phenole. The same seems

to be valid for their occurrence in i?Aa?cra-pupae. A similar phe-

nomenon has been observed with respect to glutaminic acid. As

was previously pointed out, two protein precipitating substances

were used, alcohol and Ba(OH)2 -j- ZnSOi according to Somogyi.

The Somogyi-solution precipitates glutaminic acid and also as-

partic acid almost completely. In spite of this, the quantity of

glutaminic acid obtained in the chromatograms is always the

same, and is independent of the precipitation substances and sol-

vents used. This indicates that also native glutaminic acid exists

not as free glutaminic acid but as a constituent of another com-
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pound whicli is not precipitated by Somogyi-solution and is split

up under tbe influence of the solvents in question. This theory is

further substantiated by the fact that an addition of glutaminic

acid to the untreated pupal mass produces an increase in the hlb-

reduction, which during the metamorphosis varies in a way, Ifig.

4, hardly concordant with the variation in the glutaminic acid

dehydrogenase activity, Fig. 5, if that is assumed, which the

chromatograms should prove, that the real concentration of glut-

aminic acid changes only little during the metamorphosis period.

A quantitative evaluation of the chromatographic results from

extracts of Plialera pupae gives apparently divergent results. The

pupae were examined with regard to free amino acids during the

diapause and the latent and subitan developmental periods, cf.

Agebll 1947. During the diapause the total metabolism is at its

minimum; during the latent period the developmental potency in-

creases almost without any corresponding increase in the metab-

olism; during the subitan development the metabolism increases

markedly and the animals hatch. The concentration of free amino

acids increases during the latent period but decreases obviously

during the subitan development. This is valid for both males and
females. The difference to conditions in CalUphora, however, is

probably only apparent. During the subitan development the main
formation of the imaginal musculature occurs. This period of the

histogenesis is also characterized in CalUphora by a reduced con-

centration of free amino acids. It is lilcely, therefore, that if de-

terminatioi^ of the amount of amino acid had been carried out
somewhat later during the subitan development of Phalera pupae
an increase in concentration would have been observed.

Valuable technical work has been carried out by Miss Elsa
Eosengeen. For stimulating discussions and his kindness in len-

ding me chromatographic apparatus I am indepted to Dr. Len-
NAET Jacobsson. Mr. Eune Stjeenholm has been kind enough
to check my results by chromatography in phenole-collidine for
which I thank him. The investigations were carried out with the
financial aid of the Scandinavian Insulin Foundation and Swedish
Natural Science Eesearch Council.

Summary.

1. With the partition paper chromatographic method the oc-
currence of free amino acids in extracts from pupae of CalUphora
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erythrocephala Meig. (Dipt.) and Phalem hucephala L. (Lep.) R-ere

investigated. For both, tbe species principally the same amino
acids were found.

2. Tbe amino acid concentration in Calliphora is comparatively

constant during the whole development. There are, however, slight

minima at 0—20 % and 60—80 % of pupal time. These minima
may be put in relation to the histogenesis of hypodermal and

muscular tissue, respectively. The Pkalera pupae show an in-

creased amino acid concentration during the latent development

and a decrease during the subitan development.

3. By the use of Thunberg’s methylene blue method it was

found that during the metamorphosis of Galliphora the enzymatic

amino acid oxidation has a maximum activity at the beginning

and at the end of the pupal period but is at its minimum in the

middle of this period in accordance with the total metabolism.

The interrelationship between amino acid oxidation, protein syn-

thesis, and proteolysis is discussed and it is suggested that a

minimum protein synthesis exists at the formation of the puparium

and at the end of the pupal period, a maximum protein synthesis

at pupation and during the histogenesis of the imaginal muscles

after the middle of the metamorphosis period, and a relative

maximum of proteolysis at 30—50 % of the pupal time.
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Let US suppose that we arc to ascertain tlic effects of drugs on

the nietaholism, it unll he found that the effects rarclv exceed

i 30 % of the basal metabolism if we take the average of sevonil

tests. The individual variation in .such tests depends on tlie dnig

examined, on the kind of animal subjected to the test, and. to

some extent, on the method of procedure. Tlie variation in effect

is made up of two components, firstly the variation in the basal

metabolism, and secondly a variation duo to different .sensitivity

to the drug in question. The total variation is llius never loss than

that of the basal metabolism, A study of tlie variation in the basal

metabolism is therefore of interest as indicating the ininiimini

variation that may be c,xpcctcd in testing tlie effect of drugs on
the metabolism.

In Table 1 the figures given in the literature for the variation

in the basal metabolism in man and tlie u.sual Inlior.atorv' animals
are^ compared. The gauge taken is the coefficient of variation,
which indicates the standard deviation in percentage of the mean
(standard deviation x 100)

in^n ' coefficient of variulion in eases

where it has not been stated has been computed on the basis of
the information given by the respective author. The variation

Acta phys. Scandinao. Vo/. JS.
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Table 1.

Variation of basal metabolism in the same individual on different occa-

sions and between different individuals, in man and animals. The varia-

tion is shown as the standard deviation in percentage of the mean = the

coefficient of variation. The body surface of the animals is estimated ac-

cording, to VierordCs formula, where K {for eat and rabbit) — 10. Dog
11.2, rat 9.1, guinea pig 8.o.

Coefficient of
variation

Body •weight 1 No. of No. of

Species range
kg

within
individ-

between
individ-

observa-

tions

indi'vid-

nals

Author

uals uais

Man ....
902 4 H 364 11 Haeeis and Be-

925 — B — 136 IfEDIOT (1921)

12.8—17.5 704 4.5 — . 26 3 Boothby and

Dog

Sanwfobd
(1923)

8.8—26.8 771 — 7 — 27 Kunde and

Steiehacs

(1926)

Kabbit.

.

1.15—7.0 684
8

14
96 8

74 mi
0.054—0.66 712 8 22 130 41 Hoest.JIekdee

and Benedict

Bat ....

0.108—0.163 1096 — 11 — 45

(1934 a, b)

Keantz and

Cabk (1942)

Guinea
Lundboui and

MomiE (1949)
pig ...

.

0.440—0.650 1003 11 16 74 12

Cat .... 1.35—3.30 728 13
23

1

37 14
j

LtENDHOUi and

Mohme (1949)

in the basal metabolism is tabulated 1) as a variation in the same in-

dividual on different occasions (days) and 2) as a variation between

different individuals. The coefficient of variation first-indicated is of

particular interest in studying the effect of a drug on the metabolic

rate, seeing that the effect thereof on the metabolism is usually

compared vrith the basal metabolism of the same individual.

The figures given for individual variations are, of course, merely

approximative, as they partly depend upon the length of tune
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£ot wMcli tKe observations have been carried on. The coefficient

of variation in fact increases according as the observation period

is extended (Harris and Benedict, 1921). As the length of the

observation period differs considerably in different cases (a fort-

night—2 years), the comparisons should be made vith some

caution. It is evident, however, that the smallest individual varia-

tions are shown by man and by dogs, winch is partly due to the

fact that they can be trained in respiratory tests. Bats, rabbits

and guinea pigs show much the same individual variation, whereas

the figure is considerably higher for cats.

The variation between individuals depends on several factors,

such as age, weight and sex, as is clearly shown by the observa-

tions on the rat. Thus, for rats varying in weight between 5i and

660 grams the variation amounted to 22 %, whereas it fell to 11 %
if the range of weight was 108 to 163 grams. Hence the figures

for the coefficient of variation between individuals are still more
approximative than those for variation within the same individual.

As indicated by the Table, however, the variation between differ-

ent individuals is in all cases considerably greater than that

within individuals, which shows the desirability of comparing
the effect of a drug on the metabolism with the same individual’s

basal metabolism.

If we are to ascertain if there is a block between two drugs
in regard to their effects on the metabolism it must be
shown with statistical validity (P < 0.01) that A -f B AB>0
where A is the effect of the drug blocked, B the effect of the
blocking drug and AB the simultaneous effect of the two
substances on the metabolism. Let us suppose that in tests
on guinea-pigs A - + 15 % of the basal metabolism, that

® completely blocks A. The smallest
number of tests required in order to show the blocking effect with
the stipulated significance can then easily be computed. The
standard deviation in A, B and AB is at least 10 %. If the samenumber of tests (N) of A, B and AB are made, t obtain, ao-

cording to statistical rules: 15 + 6— 5 15 4.

1

In order to obtain Pg 0.01."^

N_ 8.3. Thus, in all, at least 27 tests must be made in order to
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show with statistical significance that B blocks A. The figure of

10 % for the standard deviation, however, is a minimum, so that
sometimes we must reckon with 15 %, in which case the total

number of tests will amount to 57. If, besides this, the blocking

is not complete, but merely as to 50 %, 224 tests will be required.

These examples indicate that it is rather hazardous to attempt,

without very cogent reasons, to show blocking between drugs

on 'the metabolism. In testing such effects, it is therefore highly

desirable to try and reduce the variabihty. One alternative is as

indicated by Table 1 to make the tests on man or dogs. The at-

tempted reduction, however, will be rather moderate, as the

variation due to the action of the drug will persist. Thus, in 46

tests with adrenalin 10 y/kg on man the coefficient of variation

was 8.8 % (Sandiford, 1920) whereas the corresponding varia-

tion in 39 tests with 20 y adrenalin per kg on guinea pigs was 11.3 %
(Lundholm and Mohme, op. cit.). It seems therefore that the

advantage in the form of reduced variability, when weighed

against the greater technical difficulties presented by man and

dogs compared with the smaller animals, is not very great.

Another alternative is to make several tests with the drug on the

same animal, in the expectation that the effect will then be more

uniform. This, however, is not always the case. Thus, in tests with

adrenalin, the variations shown by an individual guinea pig were

quite as marked as the dissimilarities in this respect observed in

tests on different guinea pigs (Lundholm and Mohme, op. cit.).

From this it follows that to select animals of the same litter,

weight, sex or age in order to reduce the variations will not always

lead to successful results.

It may be inferred from the above that, in testing the effect of

drugs on the metabolism, there is at present little prospect of re-

ducing the variations. On the other hand, the labour involved in

conducting a large number of tests can be somewhat reduced.

This can be done by conducting several tests simultaneously, e. g.

in one of the apparatuses with several compartments described

by Benedict (1930) or Kibler and Brody (1942). This will serve,

in a moderate degree, as a labour-saving device.

A considerably greater economy of labour, in conjunction with

certain other advantages can, however, be effected by the method

which will now be described. It is based on the procedure that

several animals are introduced into the same respiration chamber,

whereupon their total respiratory exchange is measured. This
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metliod is by no means new, having been used as fax back as 1895

by SoND^iN and Tigerstedt and subsequently on several occasions

by Benedict and co-workers (Benedict and JIacLeod 1929,

Benedict and Ritzman 1931, Benedict and Box 1933). It should

be noted, however, that what induced the said authors to test

several individuals simultaneously was the desire to increase the

output of carbon dioxide, so that it could be measured with

greater accuracy. The only investigators who seem to have availed

themselves of the procedure in order to reduce the variation are

Krogh and Lindbebg (1931), who, however, did not consider

themselves to have attained the desired effect.

The chief advantage of such a method is that the results obtained

by simultaneously testing several animals show less dispersion

than those based merely on a single animal. If the observations on

single animals are distributed according to a curve with the meanM
and the standard deviation a the sample of means which are based

on the random choice of a variate from this population have the

cr

same mean M but the standard deviation -
7=. But even if the
Vo

observations on single animals are distributed far from normally

the sampling distribution of the means approaches more and more
the normal form as characterized by skewness and kurtosis as the

value of a increases. (Kenney 1939 II. s. 111.) This maybe advan-

tageous in certain cases, the mathematical laws derived from the

normal curve have stricter validity when the observations are based
on several animals than when they are based on single animals.

But it has certain drawbacks as the distribution of the tests on
several animals does not admit of any reliable conclusions being
drawn in regard to the distribution of the tests on single animals.

The saving of labour entailed if the tests are made on several

animals simultaneously, instead of on single animal separately,

may be expressed by the ratio —
, where N is the number of tests

on single animals required in order to attain a certain degree of
statistical validity, and n the number of tests on several animals
simultaneously that may be required for the same purpose. If
N and n are numbers large enough for the strict application of the

regular statistical rules, n will be = —
, a representing the number

of animals simultaneously tested. The purpose of the method,
however, is to reduce n (the number of tests) so far as possible,
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regardless o£ fc sign, will not enoeed t. Thus, P = 0 01 aeoording

to STunEHT corresponds, according to

f
Table 2 the last-mentioned method has been follow .

indicates the number of tests required in order to show with

different degrees of vaUdity that a percentage deviation is greater

^^As indicated by Table 2, the economy of labour effected by

maldng the tests on several animals simultaneously will be greater

the larger the number of tests on single animals that woiAd have

been required in order to attain a certain degree of vali^ty. If

the coefficient of variation is small, not much will he gained by

making tests, say, on 9 animals instead of 4 simultaneously. But,

if the coefficient of variation is large, it will be advantageous to

make tests on as many animals as possible. Seeing that as a rule

the coefficient of variation is not known in advance, it would bo

best, at any rate at the commencement of a series, to confine one-

self provisionally to tests on 4 animals and on this basis to in-

crease or reduce the number of animals.

In the analysis of variance, the conditions are more complicated.

In endeavouring to ascertain whether the variation hekveen a

number of groups is significantly larger than that within the

groups, the minimum number of tests that must be made is,

theoretically, equivalent to the number of groups -{- 1. In practice,

however, it may be considered necessarily to make at least two
tests per group, the result being that, if the number of groups is

large, a considerable number of tests will have to be made in any
case. The implication is that the additional saving oflabour effected
by testing more than four animals will as a rule he rather in-
significant.

From another point of view, however, it may he advantageous
to test a larger number of animals simultaneously. If, in a certain
test, the number of groups, owing to the nature of the problem,
cannot be increased and the ratio between the variances issmalli
It wiU scarcely be possible to show satisfactorily by variance anal-
ysis any marked difference between them. If, however, the tests
re made on a ammals simultaneously, the variance within the

® may tlien be possible to

deiced raeauced trom the tables for variance ratios.

elaborated in order to
p ssible with a reasonable amount of labour to investigate
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the inhibiting and potentiating effects of drugs on the metabolism.
It is adapted also for ascertaining the relation between the dosage
of a drug and its said effect. As a rule, in fact, considerable varia-

tions in the dosages of a drug are required in order to show distinct

differences in its effect on the metabolism. Should the variation

in effect be reduced, it may be possible to detect even minor
differences.

As previously pointed out, there is also a considerable varia-

tion in the basal metabolism of different individuals. By combining
groups of animals of the same sex, weight and age, it will be

possible to facilitate the study of the effect which those factors

have on the basal metabolism. The variation that had been

1

viewed as an “error” will be reduced by whilst the effect

produced by one of the said factors will remain unchanged.

In the following it will be shown by a few examples that the

distribution of a series of tests^ (1) with a single animal and (2)

with 4 animals in the group will fairly well follow the mathematical

laws previously mentioned. The results of an investigation into

the effect of temperature, weight and sex on the basal consump-

tion of oxygen in guinea pigs will moreover be reported.

Methods.

The tests were made on guinea pigs, four in each group, with a closed

circuit apparatus previously described (Lundholm and Mohme op.

cit.). The oxygen consumption was recorded, in periods of 5 minutes,

on a kymograph for one hour. Before the tests, the animals had been

kept without food for 16—22 hours. They received fodder consisting

of hay, turnips and oats, besides fresh grass during the summer months.

The tests were made (1) at 26° C and (2) at 32° C, the figures indicating

the temperature of the water bath. In cases where the tests were made

at a temperature of 26°, the animals had previously been kept at a

temperature of20—22° 0. When the tests were made at 32° the animals

were kept for 1—

2

hours at that temperature before recording the

oxygen consumption.

"V^en the animals had been put in the respiration chamber, which

had a capacity of 10 litres and was divided by metal network into 4

compartments, the oxygen consumption was recorded after the lapse of

10 minutes. In some cases the animals had received a subcutaneous

injection of 1 cc. 0.9 % NaCl before being placed in the respiration

chamber. This, however, did not affect the oxygen consumption, as

the effect of the injection had passed off after 10 minutes (Lundhoui

and Mohme, op. cit.). At first the activity of the am'mals was recorded

with an air cushion connected with a Marey’s capsule. But, as the
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Fig. 1. Histogram for the o.'cygen consumption during 300 periods of 5 minutes.

Abscissa shows deviation from mean in percentage. Class range 3 ^. Ordinate

shows number of variates (class frequencies). The median and tho calculated

normal curves are inserted in the graph. A. observations on single animals, B. ob-

servations on groups of 4 animals simultaneously

.

animals, generally speaking, -were very quiet, tliis procedure was soon

abandoned.

The surface area of tbe body was measured as regards 16 animals

who bad been kept without food for 22—24 hours. When they had

been weighed they were killed with amytal and inelastic threads were

securely sewn in the skin in the following way; A longitudinally running

thread from the tip of the nose to a position just dorsally of the anus.

Three circular sutures, one round the narrowest part of the neck, one

round the sternum on a level with the ensiform process, and one round
the abdomen on a level with the proximal part of the os sacrum. The
threads were then tightened, though not tensely enough to prevent the
animal from apparently lying in a natural position. The skin was then
loosened and drawn taut enough to stretch the threads. The skin over
the extremities, where there were no stiches, was moderately tightened.
The contours of the skin were traced on paper, the resulting figure
pattern being then cut out and weighed. The surface area of the skin
was then computed on the basis of the weight of the cut-out paper and
the weight of 100 square cm of the same paper.

Results.

Kg. 1 shows the distribution curve for 300 periods of five
minutes firstly in tests on a single animal (A) and secondly in
tests on 4 animals simultaneously (B).

The values were obtained by first calculating the average oxygen
consumption for 5 minutes for the last 30 minutes of a test; the
percentage deviations from this value for each of the six periods
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of 5 minutes were then computed. This was done in 50 tests, eacli

of which was made on a single animal and on 4 animals. The
values for a single animal had been taken from a previous work
(Lundholm and Mohme of. cit.). The estimated normal curve as

well as the median have also been inserted in the figures. In the

tests on single animals the standard deviation and its standard

error were 10.1 % ± 0.41 and the range of variation — 31 % to

+ 37 %. In the tests on four animals the corresponding figures

were 5.66 % ± 0.23 and ~ 17 % to + 21 %. The standard de-

viation, in conformity with the theory, had thus been reduced

approximately to half. It may be expected a priori that the

distribution curve for single animals will be somewhat skew, as

periods of activity produce high values which are not set off by

any low ones. This was in fact actually the case, as shown by the

value of the median, — 2.55 %. In the tests with 4 animals the

value of the median was— 0.57 % and the skewness had thus been

reduced. In order to obtain an exact numerical value for the skew-

ness, it was thought necessary to compute the ratio skewness =

VA(A + 3) , „ ft* , „ ,

are the second, third and fourth moment about the mean (Yule

and Kendall 1947, p. 162). For a normal curve this ratio is 0.

For curve A the figure was 0.240 and for curve B 0.128. We thus

see that in this case too the experimental result corresponds with

the theory.

That this applies also to tests of the effect of drugs on the

metabolism is shown by curve A in Fig. 2, being the distribution

curve for the effect of 20 y adrenalin per kg in 39 tests on single

animals. The values indicate the percentage increase of the oxygen

consumption 10—100 minutes after a subcutaneous injection of

adrenalin, relatively to the basal oxygen consumption measured

for 60 minutes before the injection. (See Lundholm and Mohme,

Of. cit., from which the values are taken.) The standard deviation

was 11.3 ±1-0 and the range of variation — 9.5 % to -f 37 %,

the mean + 12.6 % and skewness = 0.90. In 22 tests on four

animals simultaneously with the same technique, the standard

deviation was 7.2 ±0.94, the range of variation — 2.5 % to

-f 19.0 %, the mean + 8.8 %, the skewness = 0.42.

In view of the small number of tests, the correspondence between

the theory and the experimental result must be considered to be

rather good.
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Fig. 2. Histogram showing effect of 20 y adrenalin per kg on oxygon consumption

of guinea-pigs. Abscissa shows in percentage the change in oxygon consumption

compared with basal consumption. Class range 3 %; Ordinate: number of observa-

tions. Median and calculated normal curves inserted in the graph. A. observations

on single animals. B. observations on groups of 4 animals simultaneously.

The effect of sex, -weight and temperature on the oxygen con-

sumption was investigated on guinea-pigs, in groups of four, com-

posed so as to secure uniformity in regard to sex and weight.

The maximum permissible difference in weight within a group

was 200 grams. As the age of the animals was not exactly known
in all cases, we refrained from considering the effect of that factor

on the oxygen consumption. The age, however, can be approxi-

mately estimated from the weight
;
thus, a weight of 300 grams

corresponds to an age of ca. 2 months, 400 grams to 4 months,

800 grams to 12 months. In all, 154 tests were made on 25 dif-

ferent groups of four. The . total number, however, somewhat
exceeded a hundred, being 116, viz. 53 males and 63 females. In
fact, when one of the animals, as happened in some cases, had
fallen ill or died, it had to be replaced by another of the same sex
and weight.

The results of these tests may be regarded as fairly representa-
tive of the average effect of sex, weight and temperature on guinea-
pigs weighing from 250 to 1,100 grams.

It should be pointed out that, if the effect of a certain factor
on the metabolism is to be studied and if the same animals cannot
be used for the purpose, a relatively small number of tests should
be made on many different animals of the same species, and not a
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Table 8.

Composition of the material, and other statistical data. The body surface

computed according to the experimentally found formulae for males

and females.

No. of observations. .

.

No. of groups

Mean of the -weight of

the groups in gm
and its standard de-

viation

Weight of the groups,

range in gm

Weight of indi-pidual

animals, range in gm

Mean of the oxygen
consumption oc/m*

per min. and its

standard deviation

.

Oxygen consumption
co/m* per min. range

Oxygen consumption
cc/m* per min. cal-

culated at 500 gm
body weight

Cal/m* per day at 500
gm body weight. 1

liter Oi = 4.7 Cal...

Temperatvure 26° G Temperature 32° G

Males Females Males Females

38 42 39 35

6 6 5 8

2352 ± 818 1962 ± 762 1959 ± 410 2868 ± 651

1260—3740 1140—3340

1

1

1395—2860 1560—4100

290—1160 250—890 300—840 340-1100

130.5 ± 11.8 131.2 ± 8.7 118.5 ± 6,4 114.1 ± 7.4

115—157 117—154 106—139 102—139

133.3 131.0 118.4 119.4

902 887 801 808

large nuinber of tests bn a few animals. In view of the marked

variation between individuals, differences between them can

easily be shown; these differences, however, should not necessarily

be attributed to the factor that is being temporarily investigated,

A general survey of the material, arranged according to tem-

perature and sex, is given in Table 3. The several tests are shown

in Tig 3. The oxygen consumption is indicated in Oo cubic centi-

metres per minute per SQ. metre of the body surface.

The area of the body surface was first computed according to

Vierordt’s formula: body surface = K • weights; (S = K • W*)

— 8 ^ 0). After computing the surface area of each separate

animal the surface area of the entire group was calculated as the

sum-total of those figures. It appeared from the values for the

f
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02'Vm2

1200 MOO 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000 3200 3400 3600 3600 4Ci00

qm weight

Eig. 3. Effect of weight, temperature and sox on oxygon consumption of guinea-

pigs. Abscissa; total weight of the group (4 animals). Ordinate:^ oxygon consump-

tion in cc per m® per minute. Body surface computed according to tho experi-

mentally found formula for males and females. The regression lino , tho

equation of which is Y = — 0.00699X + 145.9, shows the connection between
weight and oxygen consumption per m® at a temperature of 26° C, after elimina-

tion of possible sexual differences. The regression lino , the equation of

wMch is Y = — 0.00274X + 122.9 shows tho corresponding relation at 32° C.

oxygen consumption per sq. metre of the body surface that it

•was affected by the temperature as well as by the sex and weight.

In order, so far as possible, to isolate the effect of each separate

factor, the material was subjected to statistical analysis according

to the methods of covariance analysis (Bonnier and Tedin
op. cit. p. 156).

The procedure was briefly as follows:

The oxygen consumption per sq. metre was correlated Tvith the

weight of the groups. Through the “class mean” — consisting of

the values for one of the sexes at a certain temperature —
,
lines

of regression A, B, C, D were drawn, "with a coefficient of re-

gression representing the average for the 4 classes. Through the
mean for the whole material a line E with the same coefficient of
regression was also dra'wn. If the sex or temperature factor had
had no effect on the oxygen consumption per sq. metre, the mean
square deidation from E of the means for sex or temperature
would not be sigmficantly greater than the average deidation of the
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Table 4.

Statistical analysis of effect of temperature and; sex on the oxygen con-
sumption per rr? according to different formulae for computation of body

surface. S — surface, W = bodyweight.

Variation relating to
Degrees of

freedom

Mean square

S = 8.0 • W3 S(J = 8.22 Wo-oss

S$ = 9.8G-WU-620

Deviation of the temperature
means &om the line of regres-
sion E 1

1

20

5973

745

179

6367

3.3

202

Deviation of the sex means from
the line of regression E

Deviation of the group means
from the lines of regression
A, n arifl T)

Quotients
Degrees of

freedom
Variance ratios P.

A. S == 8 W3
temn. /pTonns

1
33.4

4.2RAxy^rmips

B. S(J = 8.22 • WO ««

S$ = 9.86 • WO-620

t^mp ygroiips 1 < O.ool

0.8—0.9

mean value for each group in each class from the lines of regression

(A, B, G and D) of these classes. The results of the analysis

can be surveyed in Table 4, which indicates that there was a

significant difference (P < 0.001) between the mean values for

temperature and a probable difference (P = 0.05) between the

sexes in this respect, as the males had a 4 % higher oxygen

consumption than the females.

A further analysis of the regression coefficients for the different

temperatures and for the two sexes may also be made with co-

variance analysis. For the sake of perspicuity, however, this anal-

ysis has been made with the t-test, the results of which can be

surveyed in Table 5. As the table shows with statistical significance,

the oxygen consumption per sq. metre both at 26° and at 32° C

was negatively correlated with the body-weight, that is to say,
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the oxygen consumption per sq. metre diminished according as the
body-weight increased. The regression coefficient, however, was
found, -with statistical probability, to be smaller at the higher

temperature. It was thus evident that the oxygen consumption
per sq. metre of the body surface was not constant in guinea-pigs

of different weight and sex if the area of the body surface was
computed according to Vierordt’s formula. The explanation was

either that the law regarding the constancy of the metabolism

relatively to the area of the body surface did not apply strictly

to guinea-pigs, or that Vierordt’s formula did not correctly show

the relation between the weight and the body surface in guinea-pigs.

Table 6.

Weight and area of body surface in 16 guinea pigs.

Females Males

Weight Surface Weight Surface
gm om* gm cm*

216 284 178 246

315 332 350 384

324 359 437 432

482 454 542 489

642 566 654 600

758 575 778 696

955 664 848 665

983 751 878 660

In order to find out which of these two alternatives was right,

16 guinea-pigs, 8 of each sex and varying in weight from 178 to

983 grams were examined with special regard to the area of the

body surface. The figures will be found in Table 6.

Tor the continued analysis, the logarithms for the body surface

and the weight were computed and correlated. The following

connection between the two factors was then found: for males,

= 8. 22 •W 0 055, for females, S2= 9. 86 •W 0-C20 and for the whole

material, S = 9.03 O.csz. With shellack-fixed sldns Kibueb,

Brody and WoESTEnn (1947) found the formula S = 9.04 -WOob

The correspondence is surprisingly good.

According to these experimentally found formulae, females as

from a weight of 250 grams have a smaller extent of body surface

than males of the same weight. At a weight of 1,000 grams the body

surface of the males is 6 % larger in extent than that of the

females. As compared ^vith Vierordt’s formula, it has been

found that small animals have, relatively speaking, a somewhat
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Table 7.

Variation within groups of 4 guinea pigs as a function (1) of the length

of time for which the oxygen consumption teas recorded and (2) the interval

between the observations. If these values are doubled, we get an approximate

idea of the variation in individual animals.

Sourca of variation
Degrees of

freedom

Coefficient

of

variation

Between periods of5 min. within halfan hour .

.

250 5.7

Between periods of 60 min. within 4 hours 24 2.G

Between periods of 60 min. within 3 days 32 4.1

Between periods of 60 min. between 14 days. .

.

13 6.1

In female groups within 30 days 70 3.9

In male groups within 30 days 54 4.7

laxgex body suxface tban laxge animals. If tbe body surface is

computed according to tbe formula; S = 9.03 • Tbe de-

viation. from Vierordt’s formula (K = 8.0) is at a weight of 260
grams — 4 %, at 500 grams ~ 6 % and at 1,000 grams ~ 8 %.
As these results indicated that tbe deviations from tbe law

regarding tbe constancy of tbe metabobsm per sq. metre of tbe
body surface were in part merely apparent, tbe oxygen consump-
tion per sq. metre of tbe body surface was re-reckoned in ac-
cordance with tbe above experimentally derived formulae for
males and females. Tbe material was then analyzed in the same
way as before (Tables 4 and 5).

It. was found in this recalculation tbat tbe difference between
tbe various temperatures was still statistically significant. On tbe
other baud, no difference was found between tbe two sexes in
regard to tbe oxygen consumption per sq. metre of tbe body
surface. Tbe regression coefficients likewise showed some di-
minution. Whereas tbe correlation between tbe oxygen consump-
tion per sq, metre and tbe weight was found to bold good at
26° 0, this was no longer tbe case at 32°. From Table 5 we also
see that the coefficient of regression is less at 32° 0 than at 26°.

surrounding temperature is lowered
om 32 C to 26°, the oxygen consumption of a guinea-pig weigh-

ing 250 grams will be increased by 15 %, at 500 grams by 12 %and at 1,000 grams by 9 %.
The variation in tbe groups of four has also been computed for

0 servation periods of different length, tbe results being shown in
19~i91378. Acta phgs. Scandinav. Vol. 18.
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Table 7. As we see, the coefficient of variation is least between
60 minute periods within four hours. This signifies that it is ad-

vantageous to determine the basal metabohsm, if possible, in the

course of the same day as that on which the effect of a factor on
the metabolism is investigated.

Another question that called for investigation was whether the

variation within the groups was modified according to weight,

temperature or sex. It was found that only the sex possibly had

any effect in this respect, in that the females showed an approxi-

mately 1 % lower coefficient of variation than the males. The

difference, however, was not statistically significant.

It might be supposed that the individual variation was largely

due to different motor activity. This, however, does not seem

to be the case. The coefficient of variation for the oxygen con-

sumption, measured in periods of 5 minutes, was for a series of

non-narcotized guinea pigs 5 % i 0.55 whereas when the animals

had been narcotized with amytal the coefficient of variation was

4 % ± 0*45. The number of 5 minutes periods in both cases was

50. There is no significant difference between these values. It

may therefore be presumed that, at any rate for guinea pigs, the

variation in the metabolism is due merely in a minor degree to

differences in motor activity.

For the whole material, the coefficient of variation between

different groups was 11.4 %, which is indicative of marked in-

dividual variations.

Discussion.

As shown by the above remarks, considerable deviations from

the law regarding the constancy of the basal metabolism per

unit of body surface may apparently arise partly because the de-

terminations are not made at thermoneutrah’ty, partly because

Vierordt’s formula does not correctly show the real area of the

body surface. Thus, a guinea pig weighing 250 grams has on an

average an approximately 25 % higher oxygen consumption per

sq. metre of the body surface than one weighing 1,000 grams, if

the determinations are made at 26° C and if the area of the sur-

face is computed according to Vierordt’s formula. If, however,

the area of the surface is estimated in accordance with the experi-

mentally found formulae and if the tests are made at 32° C, it

will be foimd that the difference is merely 8 % and is no longer

statistically significant.
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Similar conditions presumably apply also to animals other than

guinea pigs. According to Benedict and MacLeod (1929), the

metabohc rate per sq. metre increases in growing rats with ad-

vancing age and increasing weight. The extent of the surface was

computed by those authors according to Vierordt’s formula. On

the basis of figures given by Gelineo (1933) for the extent of the

surface of growing rats, the present author has estimated the

formula for the ratio of the body surface to the weight; S =
= 7.96 According to this formula the larger animals have

a relatively larger surface than is shown by Yierordt’s formula.

The greater metabolic rate per sq. metre in the heavier animals

seems therefore, at any rate in part, to be merely apparent.

Even in those cases where there seems to be a difference be-

tween males and females in regard to the metabolic rate per sq.

metre, it would be safer to test the correctness of Yierordt’s

“weight and surface formula”. The value of K in that formula

is discussed by Benedict and Fox (1933) in a paper concerning

determination of the body surface in mice. The mean value is

estimated by them to be 8.78 for females and 9.15 for males. The
possibility that the difference may have been due to chance has

been estimated by the present author to O.Ol—0.05, which in-

dicates that it is statistically probable.

The fact that in small guinea-pigs the metabolic rate per sq.

metre on a fall of the external temperature is more rapid than that

of larger animals seems to be connected with their thinner fur

covering and smaller subcutaneous layer of fat, owing to which
they are not so well protected from heat loss.

No difference between the sexes with respect to the metabolic

rate per sq. metre has been found in the present investigation.

Kibler, Brody and Worstell (op. cit.) indeed state that the
metabolic rate is about 4 % higher in female guinea-pigs than in

the males. Those authors, however, compare merely four animals
of each sex and the difference found does not seem to be sta-

tistically verifiable.

Though no statistically significant decrease in the rate of the
basal oxygen consumption per sq. metre on increase of the body-
weight at thermoneutrality could be detected by the present
author as regards gmnea-pigs, it may nevertheless be presumed
that it occurs, as is borne out by the work referred to in the im-
me^ately preceding paragraph. Those three authors consider it

desirable to express the relation between the total metabolism
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per 24 hours and the body-weight by the ratio: metabolism per
24 hours = K • weight", where K and n ,are determined from the

correlation between the logarithms for the metabolism and the

weight. The regression, however, will not be linear: it should be

noted, instead, that between a weight of 50—500 grams, n is

0.67—^71, but over 500 grams 0.39—0.63. The implication is

that the regression between the oxygen consumption per sq. metre

and- the body-weight is probably not linear either. Endeavours

have therefore been made to ascertain by a certain procedure

(Yule and Kendall 1947, p. 455) whether the regression at

32° C between the oxygen consumption per sq. metre and the

weight may be satisfactorily represented by a straight line. The

probability that the deviations from a linear regression were due

to chance was found to be 0.1—0.2, whence there are no valid

reasons for questioning the linear regression.

But, though the metabolism per sq. metre of the body surface

probably shows some diminution with increasing weight, this

diminution, relatively to the marked individual variations, is so

slight that the law regarding the constancy of the metabolic rate

per unit of body surface may nevertheless well correspond to the

conditions in guinea pigs. This law has at any rate a biological

background and may therefore be applied in preference to com-

putation of the purely mathematical relations between the meta-

bolic rate and the body-weight.

Summary.

The variations found in determining the basal metabolisms are

so considerable both as between different individuals and in the

same individual on different occasions that it often involves con-

siderable labour to show statistically the effects of drugs or other

factors on the metabolism.

In order to dimim'sh the labour involved in such attempts, the

author indicates a procedure in which, after setting out from de-

termination of the total metabolism of several animals taken

together, a mean value for the individual animals is found by

dividing the total metabolism by the number of animals. This will

apparently reduce the variation. The advantages and drawbacks

of this procedure are discussed.

The effects of temperature, sex and weight on the oxygen con-

sumption of guinea-pigs were investigated in the way thus inch-
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cated. The oxygen consumption per sq. metre, as we found, in-

creased by 9—15 % when the temperature fell from 32° C to 26° C,

it being noted that the oxygen consumption of small animals in-

creased relatively more than that of larger animals.

If the body surface was estimated according to Vierordt’s for-

mula: body surface = K • weights, the result indicated that males

had a higher oxygen consumption per sq. metre than females;

that at 26° C as well as at 32° the oxygen consumption per sq.

metre diminished with increasing weight.

If, however, the body surface was computed’ by experimentally

found formulae, no difference between the relative oxygen con-

sumption of males and females could be noted. Nor at 32° were

there any statistically significant differences between the oxygen

consumption/m® of animals at different weights. At thermo-

neutrahty, therefore, the oxygen consumption/m® appears to be

practically constant in guinea-pigs weighing between 250 and

1,110 grams.
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The problem raised in this "work concerns the interaction of

two lights of different wave-lengths which simultaneously stim-

ulate a retinal element which has been investigated in the eye

of the decerebrate cat by means of the micro-electrode technique.

Only large, well isolated spikes have been used and the animal

has been dark adapted for not less than two hours with the micro-

electrode inserted. This is our standard technique (see e. g. Granit,

1947).

In a way then we are dealing with the effects of colour mix-

ture upon a single element. But the aim of such work on animals

must be stated in terms of wave-

length and impulse activity: here

the question can be put very

precisely with the aid of the

schematic figure 1. We know
that an element in the cat’s eye

may be excited by receptors

of different colour sensitivities

(Granit 1945, 1948, Granit
and Tansley 1948, Gernandt
1947, 1949). If two receptors

overlap in spectral sensitivity in •S'OO .550 .600 .650/^

the maimer illustrated by fig. 1 Kg. l. Diagram showing tho over-

and we are stimulatingby a single
^a,pping hypothetical absorption

, , V • . r • j. . ,
curves of two photosensitive suh-

wave-iengtn in the region of the stances in the retina (see text).
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arrow in the figure, do we then always obtain merely a photo-
chemical summation of the effects due to the addition of the
two ordinates in the figure or is it, for instance, possible for

either of the two responses so to ‘canalize’ the path that the

other is wholly or partially suppressed?

The situation may be compared with the reflex effects of two

different nerves upon the same motoneurone. When the impulses

from these two sources enter the motoneurone, what happens?

Is the output frequency of the motoneurone augmented or di-

minished? The photochemical overlap in the equivalent retinal

experiment is a complication that always means addition of

energy to both receptors but which can be minimized by selecting

wave-lengths rather far apart.

The significance of possessing decisive information on this

point is readily understood. Such information has been obtained

in this work.

The Technical Problem.

In order to give differentially sensitive receptors a good chance of

interacting it is necessary to use supra-tkreshold stimuli which means

that spike frequencies must be counted at onset and cessation of illu-

mination. This being so it becomes imperative to know the result im-

mediately both to be able to plan the experiment according to the

properties of the element isolated and in order to find out whether the

frequencies per unit time are stable enough for quantitative work.

For these reasons automatic frequency counting was introduced and

combined with an electronic shutter hmiting the counting time to a

duration of 1 or 2 seconds after respectively onset and cessation of a

3 or 5 sec. illumination. The total number of impulses during the counb

ing period was directly and immediately read off during the experi-

ment. Depending upon the stabibty of the preparation, from 3 to 8

illuminations were considered necessary to establish the count with an

accuracy of within 10 %. If, owing to respiratory movements or other

changes, the spike varied too much to render an accuracy of this order

possible the result was rejected.

In the first version of this apparatus the calculator of a Geigcr-

Miiller counter was connected to the condenser coupled amplifier from

the micro-electrode over a relatively simple electronic shutter limiting

the duration of the cormting period. Later a clock-w'ork counter, de-

signed by Mr. B. Aurelius of the Nobel Institute for Physics, was

used. This ingenious mechanical device can easily follow up to 300

impulses/per sec. which proved satisfactory. An electronic delay and

shutter, built by Mr. K. 0. Doxxer and E. Astrom in this laboratory,

was started by the amplified current of a photocell, placed in a de-
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fleeted part of tlie stimulus beam of our Wright spectrometer (Weight,

1946). Onset and cessation of illumination were led to separate channels

of electronic delays and shutters adjustable so that the spikes at re-

spectively ‘on’ and ‘off’ could be counted by two separate Aurelius

clock-works delayed to any time after the action of the photocell, from

about a few milliseconds to 5 seconds, and counting for durations which
.

also could be selected within fairly wide limits. This convenient appa-

'

ratus was necessary for some work of Donnee (1949) tracing time-

frequency curves in detail.. In my experiments it was set without use

of the delay for instantaneous counting during 1 sec. after respectively

onset and cessation of illumination, the eye in this case being exposed

to the light only for 3 sec.

With all the wave-lengths and the full intensity range of the spectrum

available the number of possible combinations of stimuli is legion. By
means of the Wright colorimeter 2—3 wave-lengths can be applied

singly or together onto the same retinal area in proportions selected by
calibrated wedges. Clearly it becomes a most fundamental question how
to select the particular stimuli and intensities to be tested, singly and
together, in order to study the problem formulated in the introduction.

The Theoretical Problem.

Since the spectral distribution of sensitivity of all elements,

so far isolated in dark adapted retinae of cats (Granit, 1947)

shows the influence of visual purple (VP) it is necessary to know
the VP-curve of this retina with a high degree of accuracy. It has

been shown that the pure on-elements are likely to be the purest

VP-elements (Granit, 1947, Granit and Tansley, 1948, Donner
and Granit, 1949) whilst a considerable number of the on/off-

elements, despite full dark-adaptation, have humps deviating

from the smooth VP-distribution of sensitivity. The pure scotopic

dominator which is the VP-curve of the on-elements, needed for

this work, was carefully measured by Donner and Granit
(1949). This curve is slightly narrower than the VP-curve of
extracts in solution. In comparing the effects of any two wave-
lengths in the dark adapted eye we can measure the ordinates of
energy of the two stimuli in the visual purple units obtained from
the curve of Donner and Granit (here called DG-ordinates)
and thus know where we are in terms of the dominating photo-
chemical substance in the dark adapted eye. The DG-ordinates
thus represent reciprocals of the DG-curve, the latter being a
plot of sensitivity (= reciprocal of energy) whilst for this work
we have to return to the corresponding energy values in the
spectrum.
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If two wave-lengths are tested separately on a pure on-element
and both are adjusted to equal DG-ordinates of energy, their

responses, in terms of spike frequency, should be equal at all

intensity levels if the receptors of the element concerned are pure
visual purple receptors (also if other types of receptors are present

but too few to influence the response or if actively inhibited).

If this rule holds good, it also means that on/off-elements which

behave in this fashion are dominated by visual purple to such an

extent that they cannot be used to solve the problem we wish

to solve.

Experiment 1. Inasmuch as one desires to use spike frequency

as an index of colour effects it is imperative to know whether the

statement just made is true or not. It has been repeatedly tested

and found to hold good, in fact, I have never seen any deviations

from this rule for pure on-elements. Now the range of spike fre-

quencies in relation to stimulus intensity is, on an average,

smaller for the on-elements than for the on/off-elements and this

makes the test in experiment 1 less stringent than otherwise would

be the case.

Experiment 2. This showed that the rule, tested in experiment

1, also held good for several on/off-elements. The test was gener-

ally carried out in either or both of two ways: (a) with a neutral

filter interposed the frequencies were counted in a number of

wave-lengths for equal DG-ordinates of energy. Then the filter

was removed or further filters added. Again the rule was found

to hold good both for ‘on’ or ‘off’ frequencies at all the wave-

lengths selected, (b) two wave-lengths in the spectrum, generally

0.520 fi green and 0.640 red, were adjusted to equal D6-values,

some multiple of unity for which the spike frequencies were iden-

tical on the counter. Then, adding the red and green and, sim-

ultaneously dividing the intensity for each of them by 2 so that

the energy sum of the two remained equal to that of the indi-

vidual stimuli, the frequencies should be constant. Several on/off-

elements actually behaved in this way. The spike frequency for

the sum of the halves was found equal to the spike frequency of

the individual stimuli when our rule held good. This is a very

sensitive test and therefore it became the standard method by

means of which those on/off-elements were weeded out that to

all appearance behaved according to the rule, i. e. as if they had

been pure on-elements merely reflecting the properties of the

homogeneous visual purple channel of reception.
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Since full understanding of this argument is essential let us

repeat it in slightly different terms; if only VP-receptors are in-

volved the superposition of red and green (equated in energy

for visual purple), each at half their former energy levels, will

produce exactly the same photochemical effect as either full

light alone. Therefore the response should be unchanged by this

procedure. The on/off-elements that behaved in this way thus

declared themselves to be unsuitable for the present investigation.

Conclusion: For pure on-elements and a considerable number of

on/off-elements the curves relating impulse frequency to log

stimulus intensity in the fully dark adapted eye must be inde-

pendent of wave-length, provided that such curves are plotted in

DG-units representing the visual purple distribution of sensitiv-

ity. This conclusion is simply a corollary of the experiments 1

and 2. This corollary, besides, was sometimes directly tested by
plotting the appropriate curves from the data. But experiment

2 (b) gave the same result far more quickly and was just as re-

liable if a few more wave-lengths were added from the other end

of the spectrum. It did not prove necessary to measure a large

number of curves in different wave-lengths.

The DG-ordinates of energy are thus accurate enough to re-

present stimulation of an element by those receptors that contain

visual purple. It is, of course, impossible to neglect this highly

sensitive photochemical substance and we therefore have to pro-

ceed along the course laid out above which implied elaboration

of methods by means of which the VP-contribution to the stimulus

frequency could be assessed. The safest way is clearly to make the

two stimuli equal in terms of DG-ordinates knowing, as we do,

from the experiments just reported, that if the frequency re-

sponses to these wave-lengths then are equal they will remain
equal at all levels of intensity available in the spectrum.

If the responses differ in spike frequency for two stimuli of

equal DG-ordinates then something else has been stimulated be-
sides visual purple and the experiment becomes a great deal more
interesting. To these cases we shall now turn our attention. All
of them refer to on/off-elements.

Spike Frequency aud Stimulus Intensity.

The spike frequency-log intensity curves of the on/off-element
in fig. 2 are plotted on DG-energy units as abscissae for 0.620
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(red) and 0.520 ^ (green), on-components in full, off-components
in broken lines and it is clear that it is impossible to find a red
on/off-response identical with a green one for any point on the
abscissa barring the extremes. By sliding a vertically placed ruler

along the abscissa this will immediately become evident. Here
then is a case in which, despite equal DG-energy values, one

-6SO on\^

.SSO oh\

h
Loff. energy

tOOO

wave-length can be dis-

f>.520 off tinguished from another

§ / by measuring the fre-

.620 off / quencies at ‘on’ and ‘off’

P or their off/on-ratio. The

'r-:? element of fig. 2 belongs

- 20'o O' \ to a quite common type,

/ hhe one for which the on-

/ component is suppressed

' / A * inhibition in the high-

/ intensity range while the

I
Lof. energy frequency of the off-com-

' / to too fooo ponent still is rising. Ac-

Pig. 2. Spike frequency-log intensity curves cording to ADRIAN (1941)

for on- and off-components of a red 0.620 ft and +j^g Jnnd of behaviour
a green 0.520 ^ stimulus. The logarithmic ab-

. xi. i,' T.

scissae are in terms of multiples of energy neo- even dominates tne lllgu-

essary for visual purple threshold response, intensity response of the
The two places marked R and G in the .

•

middle of the figure show the energy levels at ^hole OptlC nerve

which the red and green Were combinedfor simul- cat. It should be noted
taneous stimulation. The energies are obtained • r- n
by projecting the vertical lines for R and G on ^ inhibition

to the abscissa. ultimately occurs in the

on-component for both

wave-lengths and that, in general, the types of curve are similar

though not superimposable by appropriate shifts along the

abscissa. This, too, is characteristic of the cat’s retina. Such

curves can only be measured accurately by alternating between

the wave-lengths selected so as to maintain the retina in the

same state for the wave-lengths to be compared. Actually

the curves illustrated are of a considerable degree of accuracy,

112 counts, representing 56 illuminations (counts doubled because

of ‘on’ and ‘off’) averaged into 24 values. The high intensity in-

hibition for the green ‘on’ wms observed on the screen and found

to be almost complete but it could not be measured accurately

because a high-threshold spike from another element wdth smaller

spikes interfered in the counting machine. (Both loudspeater
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Tnl)Io 1.

Energy ratio R/B Red alone Bine alono Rod Blue

1400 — 14 — 5 — 13
270 — 8 — 6 — 10
180 • — 4 — G — 8
71 — 3 — 6 — 9

and screen were always used to control the isolation of the spike

as well as the response. Thus the spikes were both seen, heard
and counted.)

The combinations R(ed) and Gfreen), marked in the figure,

were selected for simultaneous stimulation, the red being about
one half the energy of the green. At the lower intensity-level red
gave 21—7 for respectively 'on’ and ‘off, green 11—2. The sum
of R -f G gave 19—9. At the higher intensity level the red gave
16—28, the green 23—20. The sum R G was 16—31. The inter-

esting point here is that at the lower level of intensity, the absolute
frequency of the red was higher at ‘on’ than that of the green and,
vice versa, lower at the higher level of intensity. It is therefore
clear that it was not the higher frequency as such that, as it were,
took charge of the element when R and G were added but the
‘properties of the ‘red' that dominated over the properties of the
green . In both cases the “red reaction” determined the re-
sponse of the element in the sum, both at ‘on’ and 'off. It suc-
ceeded, so to speak, in dominating the path. The green was then
made 160 times stronger than the red and now succeeded in im-
pressing its value upon the sum.

It is difficult to evaluate inhibition quantitatively. It can only
be done in cases where there is a high spontaneous frequency de-
pressed by the light. This depression can be measured and the
minus sign, used below, means the number of impulses sub-
tracted per unit time from the spontaneous frequency oiving to
the inhibitory effect of the stimulus. Above is a case combining
0.650 (Red)^ and 0.460 fx (Blue) in which the latter was kept
at a constant intensity and the former decreased in steps. Table 1
presents to the left the energy ratios Red/Blue. It is a case of
inhibition of the on-component of an on/off-element. The spon-
taneous frequency was 16 per sec. and the decrease of this rhythm
at the onset of illumination is tabulated.
The blue light is always kept the same, and the inhibition due
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to it varies but little. As the red is \veakened so the inhibition by
it alone weakens but that of the sum B + B is practically constant

in the last three horizontal rows. In these the inhibition for the

sum exceeds that of the singles. Only the strongest red of the

uppermost row was of the relative order of magnitude necessitated

by the DG-scale. In aU the otker rows the red was far too weak
relative to the blue so that red receptors must have contributed

heavily to the element, in every case reinforcing the inhibition

of the blue.

One generally tries to avoid the elements with heavy spontaneous

frequency because the rhythm rarely keeps constant and for this reason

I have comparatively few cases in which inhibition could be expressed

•quantitatively. I shall take another very striking case of inhibition of

the on-component. Wave-length 0.640 fi (R) on the DG-ordinates gave

an inhibition of— 20. When pitted agains't the equivalent D6-values

for 0.420, 0.500 and O.520 jx the inhibition at “on” were respectively

— 16, — 14 and — 14 whilst each of the three individual stimuh had

given respectively — 5, + 5 and — 3, all on the DG-ordinates. There

was a progressive change in this experiment because 0.5 20 fx later

gave -1-5. A number of other intermediate wave-lengths also gave

values of that order. All these, when pitted against each other, gave

values around zero or slightly positive values suggesting VP-dominance

from 0. 600 to 0.4 20 ix. But the extreme red in 0.640 \i always had this

remarkably strong inhibitory component, clearly due to special re-

ceptors, that maintained their preponderance in any combination.

Dominant Waye*Lengtlis in Mixtures.

The theoretical froblem. I shall now proceed to another type of

experiment in which all spectral stimuli always are at the same

constant multiple of the visual purple curve in DG-units. For

all wave-lengths the wedges are set for the DG-curve and

the spectrum is used without additional filters. This means,

about 200—500 times the threshold strength depending upon the

sensitivity of the element. For the sum of red and green we use

the half filter in the beam so as to keep the energy sum constant

in terms of visual purple. It is clear that red and green enter into

the energy sum, each with their half values, because of the half-

filter interposed. If there is complete mixture the mean value

might be obtained. If either of the two dominates in the response

the value of the dominant yave-length at half intensity will show

up unless the spectral curves of the substances represented in the

two wave-lengths have a zone of overlap adding something to the
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G, full G, half R, fuU B, half Half R -{- G

On—off 27—16 21—9 25—30 21—16 23—18
Off/on-ratio O.C 0.4 1.2 0.8 0.8

effect of tlie dominant wave-length. In any case it is clear that-

for a detailed analysis it is necessary to know the full values of

the singles, their half values and the sum of the latter. With only

visual purple present the sum of the half values will equal either

full value and this is the situation already discussed above (Ex-

periment 2) on p. 284.

Experiment. These schematic deductions are easily translated

into an experiment which, accordingly, consists in determining the

R -f G
spike frequencies for R = 1, R/2, G = 1, G/2 and—^— . Above

are tabulated the results of an actual experiment with R (0.640 fi)

and G (0.520 p), on an average 7.4 counts (= illuminations) for

each figure. Counting period is 1 sec.

Within the limits of accuracy obtainable in such experiments

it is clear that half the sum of the red and the green has repro-

duced the half-red value. The off/on-ratios show this very strik-

ingly. They are identical and twice the value of the green off/on-

ratio for the half value.

If the red path in this manner ‘canahzes’ the element when
pitted against some other path it is often possible to stimulate

the dominant path by some fraction of the energy required for

the DG-ordinates and yet to obtain dominance in the sum. In
another element the red (0,640 fi) full value for on-off, counted
during 1 sec., was 44—37, its half value 39—32. The green (0.520 /x)

full value 42—24, its half value 41—15 and the sum of the half

values 44—33. There were on an average, 7.4 counts for each
value and the accuracy was about 10 %. The on-component thus
did not change much and behaved as if it had been dominated
by visual purple but the red half value for the off-component
came out in the sum. Then the experiment was repeated with the
red stimulus reduced in strength to one quarter of its earlier
pG-value. The result was: for the new red full value 44—29,
its half value 45—20, G full value 43—25, G half value 41—15,

R 4- G
and the sum of- - gave 43—^29. Into this sum red entered
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witli 1/8 of its original strengtli and yet it not only dominated tlie

result for the off-component but this component (29) actually

was greater than the amount (20) which the red half value could

have contributed alone, not to mention the green half value that

was only 15, In combination with 1/2 G- the 1/8 R actually pro-

duced an off-effect corresponding to 1/4 R. This probably signifies

that in this element the red modulator also to some extent was

stimulated by the green stimulus. By reducing the strength of

the red stimulus its frequency-intensity curve reached a portion

of steeper rise (as can be seen by plotting the red off-values given

above) so that it became a more sensitive index for red than at

the higher intensity level.

Conclusion, By these experiments the principle has been estab-

lished that in a combination of two wave-lengths one of the two

may be prepotent and impress its particular distribution of on-

and off-frequencies upon the sum. Such facts can, of course,

only be established when the two wave-lengths differ in their

individual effects so as to provide us with an index for measuring

the dominant and the suppressed wave-length.

Tests with Other Wave-Lengths.

We proceed to observations with elements in which various

wave-lengths were used at their D6-values at the maximum in-

tensity of the spectrum and the half filter employed for the sum

so as to keep the energy sum constant in terms of visual purple.

The first spike to be mentioned is one with post-excitatory in-

hibition in the green at 0.520 [i for which the on-off values were

8 1, f. e. a slight suppression of the spontaneous activity at

B + Gr
^

‘off’. The 0.640 ft red gave 11 h 1 the sum —2— '

i. e. the value of the green. In the same experiment the violet

0.420 alone gave 8 1 and combined -with the green 10 1

perhaps summation at ‘on’ but preponderance of the green post-

excitatory inhibition at ‘off’.

A very perfect experiment is illustrated by Table 3. There was

practically no spontaneous rhythm. The green 0.520 varied be-

tw'een on-off-values 18—4 and 19—5 during a couple of hours

while it was combined with lights in a number of other wave-

lengths, all values adjusted to the DG-curve, the sums obtained
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Wave-length in p. 0.G4O 0.O2O O.GOO 0.58O 0.520 0.4GO OO 0.420

25
11

19
7

24
10

20
7

24
7

20
5

19
5

20
4

18—19 26
6

18

3

16

4

20
5

23
7

20
6

Singles 4-5

Combined with 0.520 p
'

witli the half filter. There were 5—6 counts for each value, 2 sec.

counting period.

Trom 0.640 to 0.600 fi the off-effect diminishes towards the

middle of the spectrum. The combination with 0.520 regularly

brings out the value of the green on-component whilst the red

off-component maintains itself somcAvhat better and approaches
a mean value between the constant green and its own wave-
length. In 0.600 and 0.580 jx the green 0.520 already dominates
in the sum. In the short wave-lengths there is a sudden rise of the
on-component in 0.460 n but this is suppressed in the combination
with the green. The same happens to the drop of the on-component
in 0.440 and the new rise in 0,420. The green 0,520 maintains itself

as the dominant wave-length in every match, and there is a
measurable sign of something else at ’off only in combinations
with the extreme red and violet. Increased off-effects in the short
wave-lengths are quite common. Sometimes they are maintained
against a low off-value in the green (0.520 }i) but more often than
not the green is relatively more dominant in combinations with
blue and violet than in combinations with red.

It is perhaps not necessary to present further examples. Suffice
it to mention that in an experiment similar to the one of Table 3
the green (0.520 /t) again was combined with the same short and
long wave-lengths and that the value for the off-effects fell prac-
tically on the mid point between the low green off-effect (19)
and the others which varied from 42 to 21 with maxima in O.G40
(42) and 0.440 jx (30). In this case there was no dominance but
perfect mixture of the two effects. The on-component varied but
little from wave-length to wave-length.
Red modulators are common and by several methods easy to

demonstrate and were therefore well suited for the demonstration
of the principle that has been established. I often tested the violet
in 0.440 or 0.420 fx in the cases where experiments were performed
with the combination red and green and noted that, if the off-

20 i91378. Acta phys. Scandinav. Vol. 18.
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effect was stronger for red than for green (DG-units), then it

nearly always had a small rise in the violet too. This observation

is merely mentioned in passing and I do not intend to discuss

alternative explanations of it.

Discnssion.

The results obtained are, of course, dependent upon the use of

the DG-ordinates as units of energy. Despite this uniform scale

there have been qualitative differences in interaction from case to

case although red dominance has been easier to demonstrate than

prepotency of other wave-lengths. Activation of red modulators

is favoured by the increase of energy necessary to compensate

for the low sensitivity of visual purple in the extreme red. Never-

theless green dominance has been seen from time to time (Table

3) and, also, if, in red dominance, the red stimulus is shifted in

steps from 0.640 towards the green at 0.520 [x it is but rarely

that in 0.580 the red component succeeds in showing up against

the green component of the stimulus whatever the nature of the

latter. To maintain prepotency the red modulator generally must

be stimulated within 0.640 to 0.600 //. The best effects have been

obtained with the red at 0.640 jx.

Once more I want to draw attention to the interesting fact

that, when the red end is characterized by an increased off-

response, so also is the %’iolet at 0.420 fx though in this region the

increase generally is somewhat smaller. Gernandt (1948) de-

termined the off/on-ratios at the threshold of the dark adapted

eye for 72 elements and in this material found the probability

for maximum off/on-ratios to be only 0.18 in the green as against

0.47 in the red and 0.39 in the blue. The off/on-ratio in his work

was calculated on threshold sensitivity, i. e. reciprocal of threshold

energy. In a later set of experiments of the same type Gernandt

(1949) measured the off/on-ratios of a number of elements in the

w’hole spectrum and found some for which the values increased

towards the two ends.

The animal may or may^ not discriminate with the aid of the

off/on-ratio as such. The significant point in our measurements is

that the variations in relative spike frequency at ‘on’ and ‘off’

serve to indicate differences in the rates of rise and fall of the

frequency-log intensity curves for different wave-lengths. When an
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animal turns its eye towards the coloured light these differences

will emerge in the pulsations of frequency set up by the stimulus. -

The demonstration that two wave-lengths may interact in such

a fashion that, to judge by the frequency pattern, one is pre-

potent and the other one suppressed is of particular interest

against the far less striking evidence for the opposite process, a

facilitation leading to pooling of the effects of the two wave-

lengths at ‘on’ and ‘off’. Within a considerable range of relative

intensities the elements are thus easily triggered in favour of either

of two wave-lengths in a most interesting alternative fashion.

The explanation may be that the wave-lengths used in this work

have been rather far apart and that for this reason we have struck

the effects which psychophysically are known as contrast phenom-

ena. These are characterized by that same aspect of exclusion

of one alternative in favour of another. We shall proceed to test

this proposition by successive illuminations. The selection of

wave-lengths in this work has been determined by the desire to

create a situation that could be analyzed. Phenomena of summa-
tion would provide greater difficulties if, as seems probable, they

would require wave-lengths that did not differ by specific signs.

These experiments, as far as they go, are not without interest

for our ideas about colour mixture. The final mixing of colours

may well be a central process but the retina itself has here been
shown to deliver a message determined by synaptic interference

with consequent suppression or enhancement of one part of the

spectrum. There are therefore interesting retinal problems of inter-

action involved in colour mixture. For this reason negative

coefficients in work on colour mixture as well as deviations from
Abney’s law seem perfectly reasonable.

Snramary.

Well isolated elements picked out by the micro-electrode
techmque from the dark adapted retina of the cat have been
stimulated with one or two wave-lengths of a spectrum and the
discharge of spikes counted at ‘on’ and ‘off’.

In many isolated elements the log intensity—spike frequency
curves have been shown to run a different course for different
wave-lengths. When this is so two wave-lengths can be shown ta
elicit different relative frequencies at ‘on’ and ‘off’ within a large
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range of variation in the energy ratio of the two wave-lengths.

The pure on-elements and a considerable number of on/off-ele-

ments do not have these properties; wave-lengths equated for

equal visual purple activation at one energy level then remain

equated at all intensity levels.

When two wave-lengths, which can be differentiated by their

relative spike frequencies at ‘on’ and ‘off’, are acting simultaneously

on the same element it is generally found that either of the two

is prepotent and succeeds in maintaining its off/on-ratio in the

sum whilst the properties of the other one are suppressed.

By making such comparisons in equal retinal visual purple

units the contribution of visual purple stimulation can be kept

constant for all wave-lengths to be combined. By these means

contributions from other types of receptors to the interaction

patterns of two wave-lengths can be distinguished.

Several examples of interaction between the effects of two

Avave-lengths upon the same element are given. They substantiate

the conclusion that interaction can take place when one wave-

length simultaneously stimulates two photochemical substances

with ordinates overlapping the same spectral region.

Bor the experiments support has been received from the Rocke-

feller Foundation and the Swedish Medical Research Council.
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Since Barger and Dale (1910) publislied tlieir classical in-

vestigation of what they called sympathomimetic amines much

work has been carried out to determine the different actions of

these compounds which with greater or lesser fidelity imitate

the effects resulting from stimulation of the sympathetic nerves.

There are, however, some observations which indicate that

some of these amines also possess properties of a different variety.

For example, Finkleman (1930) demonstrated that ephedrine

was capable of abolishing the relaxing effect of adrenaline. He also

showed that ephedrine suppressed the relaxation produced by
electrical stimulation of the periarterial nerves to the rabbit in-

testine. The antagonistic action of ephedrine with respect to

adrenaline has also been studied by Burk and Tainter (1931),

Thienes and coworkers (1934) and others.

This anti-sympathetic effect is not specific for ephedrine. Thus
for instance some earlier experiments in this laboratory showed
that I-N-ethylephedrine had qualitatively the same action

(Astrom 1948).

The experiments to be described were carried out with the
purpose of investigating whether this anti-sympathetic action was
a common characteristic for aU related amines belonging to the
sympathomimetic group, and if so, what conclusions could be
drawn as to the correlation between chemical structure and anti-

sympathetic effect.
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Method

Isolated strips of rabbit ileum were used for tbe experiments.

The strips were excised with the preservation of the periarterial

nerves and suspended in Tyrode’s solution. The nerves were

placed upon a pair of stimulating electrodes. The bath was kept

at 38° C and aerated with 6 per cent carbon dioxide in oxygen.

For stimulation faradic current from an induction coil was used.

The sympathomimetic amines were tested in the following way.

First the minimal effective dose upon the intestine was deter-

mined. The effect of these small doses for some amines was stim-

ulation and for others inhibition. When thus the minimal effec-

tive dose was determined the dose was increased until the intestine

was completely inhibited. For each experiment the doses used

of the different amines were compared with the result of a cor-

responding dose of 1-ephedrine and the relative figures were cal-

culated by taking the dose of ephedrine for producing complete

inhibition as 10.

When now the degree of activity of the amine in question was

known its influence upon the sympathetic inhibition was studied.

The nerves were stimulated and the well-known relaxation and

inhibition of the rhythmical movements recorded. Before adding

the amine the effect of adrenaline and 1-nor-adrenah‘ne was also

checked. After that the minimal effective dose of the amine was

added and the effect of electrical stimulation again tested. Usually

no change could be observed. Hereafter the same dose of the

amine was given repeatedly, each time followed by 10 seconds’

stimulation of the nerves. This was continued until the effect of

electrical stimulation was abolished. The dose of the amine used

up to this point was related to a dose of ephedrine producing the

same effect. The dose of l-ephedrine for producing complete in-

hibition of the intestine was taken as 10. When now the electrical

stimulation of the nerves gave no response, adrenaline and 1-nor-

adrenaUne were also without effect in doses which before adding

the amine had a marked inhibitory action.

After washing the bath the nerves were again stimulated to

make sure that a displacement of the electrodes or some other

change in the experimental conditions was not responsible for the

decreased effect of electrical stimulation. The usual relaxation

could always be produced again, even though on some few oc-

casions the bath had to be washed several times. When the stiro-
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Fig. 1. Rabbit intestine. The figure shows the effect of adrenaline (A), 1-nor-

adrenaline (N), and electrical stimulation (—) before and after the adding of

phenylethylamine (P) to the bath. Phenylethylamino antagonizes the

B5Tnpathotic inhibition.

After washing (w) electrical stimulation has again the usual inhibitory effect.

ulation once more gave a normal response, adrenaline and 1-nor-

adrenaline had also regained their usual ejEfects. — The principle

for the determination is shown in figure 1.

The compounds not belonging to the group of sympathomimetic

amines were tested along the same lines. Also here the sum of the

repeated small doses were calculated in relation to 1-ephedrine.

The amines were used in 1 per cent water solutions. Any ad-

justment of the pH was not made because it was found that no
significant change in the response to electrical stimulation could

be observed within the pH-range 6.8—7.8. The pH of the bath
was 7.2 and the addition of the amine solutions never altered the

pH more than 0,1 unit.

Results.

A, Effect of stimulation of the mesenteric nerves.

As mentioned above the effect of stimulation of the periarterial

nerves to the intestine was a relaxation and a complete
inhibition of the rhythmical movements. In a few instances, how-
ever, a stimulation was recorded. This contraction proved to be
due to a direct spread of the electrical current to the intestinal

muscle, because if the electrodes on those occasions were placed
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more distant to the intestine this contraction could always be
made to disappear.

Me SwiNEY and Eobson (1931) investigated the effect of dif-

ferent types of electrical stimulation applied to the periarterial

nerves of isolated strips of rabbit stomach and small intestine.

They found that the response of the stomach depended upon fre-

quency, strength, and duration of the stimulus. The isolated strips

of the intestine, on the other hand, were relaxed by all types of elec-

trical stimulation. In the experiments presented here these results

proved to hold true for any kind of faradic current obtainable from

the induction coil (frequency, 45—80 cycles per second; strength

10—60 V, as measured directly from the disconnected second-

ary.) The effect of various types of electrical stimuh applied to

periarterial nerves to the isolated small intestines from different

animals will be discussed more in detail in a subsequent article.

Brown and Me Swiney (1932) showed that stimulation of the

thoracic sympathetic trunk in cats gave an effect upon the stomach

which varied with the type of anaesthesia. They studied par-

ticularly the action of luminal. It was found that under luminal

anaesthesia relaxation of the stomach was almost never ob-

served; an effect which under other forms of anaesthesia was very

common. The ileum, however, was relaxed under all forms of

anaesthesia. Because of these observations it now seemed inter-

esting to study the effect of electrical stimulation of the nerves

to the isolated strips of rabbit ileum in the presence of different

barbiturates. In the experiments presented here different ethyl

and phenyl barbiturates were investigated. No influence upon the

effect of electrical stimulation could be observed even for large

doses (approximatively 1 : 2000) where the barbiturates exerted

an inhibitory action upon the rhythmical movements.

B. Synifatliomimelic amines.

The amines were classified according to their chemical structure

as represented in table 1. It proved impossible to aquire represen-

tatives for all the main groups and only the fourteen amines men-

tioned could be examined.

The amines were investigated as to their antagonistic effect

upon the relaxation produced (1) by adrenaline and 1-nor-adren-

aline, (2) by electrical stimulation of the periarterial nerves. The

doses needed of the sympathomimetic amines to antagonize the

two kinds of sympathetic relaxation were almost identical. No
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Table 1.

DERIVATIVES OF

alipsayic pdclzus

j

VITBODT ALCOBOLIC -OS tflTS AUIOSOUC -09

01 TSl ILPSA CIRBOI ilOX

K

Phenyl Amlnts

•/ v
-CBjCBj'lHj RMaylethFlulB* - C8(0H)CS2l5, Ph«Byl-ex7tthylftalBt

- CHjCH CH^ - CE(CSlCE-CBj PropAdflM

Ifflj

- CB(0B)CB>CH. tpbedrlD*

Jra-CBj

- CB(oa)CB'CBj l-tth7l»hh»drifi«

id'j
NTjH,

11.

Ortho-hydToxyphenyl

lalnes

Rot ftvollabio

111.

M •u >hyd rozTphcnyl

Aalnei

/ V
- CB(OB)C02>B(CHj) R«»-i7S»phrlfi

IV.

Pira*hydrox]rph*ayl

Aalhci

V V
- CFLjCH^KHj Tyrialne - CBtOHjCBjRHtCBj) BThtphrln

- CLCB-CB, P»T*4Tlnol

- CRjCBjKCHj), EoMtnlM

V.

DlhydroJtyphenyl

ialnes

•/ V
- CR(DH)CB2Vi!!^ irurvael

- CSCOSlCR^RBtCB^) AdrtDlllh*

• CHCoB)CI^ AlttJrlo (BoohriAter)

The amines were prepared and kindly put at my disposal by Astra Ltd, Sodcr-
talje, Sweden, and by Hoffman La Roche, Basel, Switzerland.

special empliasis was given to tlie slight differences that might
have ensued. As described earlier, the technique used gave only
an answer to the question whether adienahne and nor-adren-
aline were without effect when the relaxation produced by elec-

trical stimulation was abolished. The principle for the deter-
mination is shown in figure 1, where the action of phenylethyl-
amine is chosen as an example. The results obtained are present-
ed in table 2.

The effect of the amines in some instances depended upon the
method by which they were added to the bath. Thus, if one large
single dose was given the intestine w^as often completely inhibited,
while if the same dose was divided into fractions and added at
intervals the total response was much less. This was regarded as
an effect due to tachyphylaxis which is a well-known character-
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Table 2.

Compound Stimulation
Relative dose

for

Total inhibition

Anti-

Sympathetio
action

I.

a) Phenylethylamine 2 20 8
Benzedrine 2 6 4

b) Phenyl-oxyethylamine 2 15 10
Propadrine 1 12 6
Ephedrine 2 7
N-ethylephedrine 1 4 2

m.
,

a) —
b) Neo-synephrin 8 5

IV.
a) Tyramine 1 30 20

Paredrinol 2 10 6

Hordenine 1 15 7

b) Synephrin — 8 5

V.
a) —
b) Arterenol O.ooc

Adrenaline .' — 0.003 —
Aludrin — 4 ——

The figures in the table are related to ephedrine the inhibitory dose of Trhich

is taken as 10. For further explanation see text.

istic for some of the compounds in this group of amines, e. g.

ephedrine. If small doses of the amine were given during a longer

period the decrease of action in some cases could also be due to

oxidization. This was particularly true for group V b (table 1)

where the amines were sometimes oxidized to adrenochrome-like

substances, which gave the bath a reddish colour. The figures in

table 2 represent an average value from the results where no sign

of oxidization could be observed.

The amines could be divided into three main classes according

to their action upon the rhythmical movements of the intestine.

The first class (adrenaline, arterenol, and aludrin) oaused only

inhibition. The second class (phenylethylamine, benzedrine,

ephedrine, ethyl-ephedrine etc.) had a slight and definite stim-

ulating effect in small doses but inhibited the intestine in larger

ones. The third class (tyramine and to some extent hordenine)
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Fig. 2. Schematical representation of the action of tho amines belonging to the

three different classes discussed in tho text.

had a marked stimulating effect and only in very large doses did

they inhibit the intestine. This is illustrated schematically in

figure 2. The relative doses for complete inhibition of the rhyth-

mical movements of the intestine are given in table 2.

Table 2 shovrs that the sympathomimetic amines rather com-

monly antagonize the action of adrenaline, nor-adrenaline, and

sympathetic stimulation. Any definite idea about the structure

of a compound which should have a maximal antagonizing effect

is difficult to ascertain on the basis of table 2. Trom the results

it is clear, however, that hydroxyl groups in the benzene ring or

on the alpha carbon atom of the aliphatic chain does not seem
necessary for the antagonizing action.

In an effort to estimate the degree of specificity of the antag-

onism some other substances were examined. Barbiturates had
no effect as has already been described. Atropine in doses suffi-

cient to abolish the effect of 1 fig of acetylcholine in the bath of
20 cc had no effect upon the sympathetic relaxation. Cocaine bad
no effect which is in agreement with Buen and Taintjse (1931).
Morphine, Prostigmine (Roche), Substance P (Euler and Gad-
DUM, 1931) and arecohne did not alter the sympathetic response,
and the same was the case with acetylcholine and histamine.
As a representative for compounds with pharmacological ac-

tions similar to those of the sympathomimetic amines but of a
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different chemical structure Privin^ (Ciba) was examined. Also
here an anti-sympatbetic effect could be observed. The dose needed
for complete antagonization of the relaxation brought about by
electrical stimulation was 1—2 in relative figures (calculated as

mentioned above).

Some known anti-sympathetic substances were also studied. The
anti-sympathetic effect was easily demonstrable for ergotamine

(Gynergen, Eoche) and 933 F (Fourneau, piperidino-methyl-ben-

zodioxane). The anti-sympathetic doses for these compounds were in

relative figures approximatively 0.3—0.4,

Discussion.

It has been shown in these experiments that the sympathomi-

metic amines rather commonly antagonize the relaxation produced

not only by adrenaline and nor-adrenaline but also by electrical

stimulation of the mesenteric nerves. For comparison it therefore

seems interesting to consider the chemical processes involved in

the sympathetic nervous transmission. The true nature of these

processes is not fully understood. The rather complicated concep-

tion of an intermediate substance etc. propounded by Rosek-

BLUETH (1932) and by Cannon and Eosenblueth (1933) seems

difficult to maintain in the light of recent discoveries. For the

same reason the idea that the ergone is actually formed at the

nerve endings must be doubted. In 1946 Euler demonstrated

that the sympathetic nerves contain great amounts of a pressor sub-

stance chemically different from adrenaline, and has later brought

forward evidence for its identity with l-nor-adrenaline (1948).

These results by Euler make it more likely that on stimulation

of sympathetic nerves the “sympathin” already present in the

nerves is set free at the nerve endings and thus reaches the effec-

tor cells (cf. Euler 1946). This concept is supported by some re-

sults previously obtained in this laboratory (Euler and Astro.m,

1948). It was shown that when the isolated splenic nerves from

cattle were stimulated electrically, a substance acting like “.sym-

pathin N” (nor-adrenaline) was released at the cut end of the

nerve. The observations by Lissak (1939) and others may be

interpreted in the same way.

This concept of the transmission mechanism at the sympathetic

nerve endings is partially in agreement with the idea of Ahlquist

' !-nnphth5*l-nieth}'liiiiidnzolino hydrochloride.
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The first “adrenaline class” included the amines in group V b,

table 2. These amines caused only inhibition and it proved im-
possible to demonstrate any antagonistic action vrith regard to

the relaxation produced by electrical stimulation of the peri-

arterial nerves.

The second class, "the ephedrine class” according to figure 2,

had less adrenaline-like action. Small doses of these amines stim-

rdated the intestine, larger ones caused inhibition. In this case it

•was easy to demonstrate the antagonistic action with respect to

the sympathetic inhibition.

The third class mainly represented by tyramine had still less

adrenahne-like actions. The amine had a very strong stimulating

effect and inhibition "was observed only after very large doses.

Even for the demonstration of the anti-sympathetic action large

doses "were needed.

From these observations it seems tempting to advance some

general principle for the kind of pharmacological competition

studied in these experiments. It seems reasonable to assume that

if a compound should possess the capability to antagonize a cer-

tain compound it should be chemically similar enough to react

with the same structures of a cell but on the other hand it must

be different enough not to exert its action to the same degree.

This could be regarded as a condition since otherwise it should

be impossible to add the “competitor substance” in a sufficient

concentration.

These aspects might also be applicable to the phenomenon of

tachyphylaxis 'which is a -weU-known characteristic for the com-

pounds in the ephedrine class. The observation that on repeated

injections the effect of these amines'becomes less and less might

indicate that the first added quantities exert a competitor action

with regard to the subsequent doses. It is not unh’kely that the

first added quantities in these cases have become chemically al-

tered and thus fulfil the requirements for a “competitor substance”

as discussed above.

It was stated above that the amines in the “adrenaline class”

had no ability to antagonize the relaxation produced by electrical

stimulation of the periarterial nerves. This statement is in op-

position -with the results by Finkleman (1930). Using the same

technique as here described, he added small doses of adrenaline

repeatedly at intervals until the intestine had come into a state

of “equilibrium with a faiily high concentration of adrenaline”.
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When at this point the effect of electrical stimulation of the peri-

arterial nerves was checked he did not get the usual relaxation.

His results have been confirmed in our experiments. However,

some observations indicated that the anti-sympathetic action

recorded was not an effect of adrenaline per se. Thus for in-

stance it was easier to demonstrate the anti-sympathetic effect

of adrenaline if old solutions were used instead of fresh ones.

Further it was observed that when tbe electrical stimulation

had a lesser inhibitory action the bath often showed a slightly

reddish colour, indicating that adrenochrome had been formed.

Similar were the results with aludrin (group V b, table 1).

An anti-sympathetic action could also here be demonstrated

in some cases but this neyer occurred until the bath had a

marked reddish colour indicating the formation of isopropyl-

adrenochrome.

In the case of adrenaline it was tempting to assume that the

anti-sympathetic effect was due to adrenochrome. To investigate

whether this was the case some adrenochrome solutions were pre-

pared by oxidizing adrenaline with iodine at pH 6. With this

adrenochrome solution an anti-sympathetic action could sometimes

be demonstrated. The dose needed, however, was much greater

than in the case of adrenaline. This made it probable that the sub-

stance in the bath causing the anti-sympathetic action was not

identical with adrenochrome but a substance representing an in-

termediate product in the oxidization process of adrenaline.

Previously oxidized aludrin was also less effective than aludrin

oxidized in the bath during the experiments.

It must be emphasized, however, that the experiment according

to Finkleman is difficult to perform and a "state of equilibrium”

is not always possible to produce. For definite proof, therefore,

more experiments are needed.

It was stated above that the sympathomimetic amines act

directly upon the cell in the same manner as does adrenaline.

This is not generally agreed to, however. Thus for ephedrine it

has been stated by Blaschko (1938) that this compound, as well
as other derivatives of phenylisopropylamine, acts as an inhibitor
of the amine oxidase. Gaddum and Kwiatkowski 11938) have
further advanced this theory and have compared the action of
ephedrine to that of eserine. Their theory has not been generally
accepted, however, and the existence of a specific amine oxidase
is still subject to debate.
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The experiments presented here lend no support to the concept

that the mechanism of action should be different for the phenyl-

isopropylamines (e. g. ephedrine) than for the other investigated

amines. In all cases the effects studied are most coherently ex-

plained if the amines are supposed to act directly upon the effec-

tor cells as has earlier been discussed. Another observation vrhich

speaks against the amine oxidase theory was that d-,1-, and d-^-

forms of ephedrine were all about equally effective in the respects

investigated here upon the rabbit intestine. The results with d-

and 1-forms of benzedrine were identical. If the amines should

have exerted their action upon an amine oxidase some difference

in activity should most likely have been present.

Summary.

The effect of fourteen sympathomimetic amines has been stud-

ied on isolated strips of rabbit’s intestine with special regard to

their ability to antagonize the inhibition produced by adrenaline

and l-nor-adrenaline as well as by electrical stimulation of the

mesenteric nerves.

For the sake of discussion the amines have been divided into

three classes and each class described.

The anti-sympathetic property earlier reported for ephedrine and

I-N-ethylephedrine has proven to be a rather common characteris-

tic of the sympathomimetic amines. The only amines which did

not have the anti-sympathetic action were the dihydroxy-phenyl

substitutes i. e. adrenaline, arterenol, and aludrin (Boehringee).

The anti-sympathetic action that was sometimes observed for ad-

renaline and aludrin has been ascribed to some derivatives formed

during the oxidization of these compounds.

d- and 1-forms of ephedrine and benzedrine have proven to be

almost identical in their effects upon the intestine per se, as well

respect to the anti-sympathetic action. This has been consid-

ered as an argument against the amine oxidase theory.

The anti-sympathetic action of the sympathomimetic amines has

been briefly discussed upon a chemical basis. The idea is pro-

pounded that the anti-sympathetic action of these amines is an

example of pharmacological competition.
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In spite of extensive experimental researcli in animals the

knowledge of the local powers directing regenesis is very ele-

mentary as regards the nervous system. Modern researchers

have so far failed in discovering defim'te morphological signs of a

guiding principle in the regeneration of the extremity nerv’^es.

Factors Aiding the Establishment of Appropriate

Peripheral Nerrons Connections.

It is difficult to find any signs of an orientation mechanism

after a complete severance or neurotmesis of a mixed peripheral

nerve in man or in animal under the usual, very intricate con-

ditions. The interweaving of fibres at the suture line has been

described. How growing nerve fibres enter suitable chaimels

seems to be a matter of chance. Seddox (194:4:) — a keen student

of nerve regeneration — denied any selectivity controlling the for-

mation of peripheral connections. He stated as follows: “Axon

buds grow into any convenient Schwann-cell tubes, and there

is no distinction between the behaviour of motor and sensory

sprouts, a motor axon may grow into a Schwann tube connected

with a sense organ and vice versa.” Yoxtsg (1942) in a re\de%v em-

phasized the fact that the only probable mechanism for making

proper connections between the two stumps is the provision of a
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large rLumlDer ofnew fibres. This pbenomenon favours the accidental

entrance of some sprouts into suitable channels. Sanders and

Young (1942) also denied the attractive effect of degenerated,

nerve tissue, because they did not observe any marked difference-

when degenerated nerve was used to connect tbe ends instead

of fresh, tissue. According to Weiss (1934) tbe only remaining'

possibility is that a particular tissue may possess the power to

select its corresponding nerve during embryogenesis but certainly

not later. He has also shown that sensory fibres can make even

functional connections with motor end-plates.

There have been many attempts to explain a certain regularity

in the nerve regeneration observed by some investigators. The

matter has been studied by means of resection technique — often

in connection with tubing or transplantation — as well as by

in-vitro experiments. The mechanical point of view is the earliest.

Vanlair (1882, 1885) found that growing fibres are directed

towards the lowest mechanical resistance. This observation was
disproved among others by Weiss who demonstrated the guiding

influence of the ultra-structural pattern of the surrounding basic

substance. No orientating effect of the electric current or of

certain tissue extracts was observed in vitro. Because the more

recent in-situ experiments of Weiss and Campbell (1944) showed

no constant relation between the number of fibres of both stumps,

they assumed a contrary attitude to the idea of chemotropism.

Quite antagonistic views regarding a guiding influence have
been expressed, v. Muralt (1946) pointed out that certain obser-

vations concerning the degeneration phenomena of the distal stump
support the idea of the emanation of specific substances which
very probably attract the nerve sprouts. The absorption of fibres

which have made unsuitable connections also pointed in the same
direction. Jent and others (1945) have found a nerve extract

with a proved speeding effect upon sensory fibres. Lovatt Evans
(1945), for example, said in his text-book that fuller recovery is

gained when the stumps are not brought together for a week
or two. The idea of an “Extrinsic Eactor” with orientation and
speeding effects upon nerve regeneration was first suggested by
Cajal in 1892. He supposed that neurotropism is analogous
to chemical tissue activities. Eorssman’s (1898, 1900) experi-

ments on the rabbit have had a great influence upon the develop-
ment of the theory of chemotropism. In spite of criticism they have
recently again aroused considerable attention (v. Muralt).
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CJinical experience concerning nerve sutures shows that ana-

tomical factors also influence the result. There are not many signs

of an effective directive mechanism. According to Massie (1937)

the suture of the musculo-spiral nerve is much more often success-

ful than is the case with other upper extremity nerves, because

an unavoidable derangement is minimized when the nerve is

preponderating^ motor or sensory. This opinion is confirmed

by'-the excellent results attained by Bunnell (1944) in sutures

of the purely sensory digital nerves. Platt (1943) recommended

the preservation of the intraneuial topography when possible.

Seddon mentioned an intraneural plexus formation often a few

centimeters proximat ol the origin of a nerve branch. In an area

of rearranged bundles an injury followed by a resection and suture

is almost certain to bring together surfaces at which there is only

imperfect funicular correspondence.

My aim during the last two and a half years has been to find

out morphological signs of an orientation mechanism under

simplified experimental conditions. The regeneration of motor

and sensory fibres combined, or mostly each separately, after

, cutting and suturing the sciatic nerve has been examined histolog-

ically after varying times both in this nerve and in regard to one

branch of it.

By observing the behaviour of both classes of regenerated

fibres towards a sensory branch the study of signs of a guiding

mechanism is possible without the injurious effect of a more direct

experimentation technique on the very sensitive nervous tissue.

This experimental method has not been used before, as far as I

know, in research on nerve regeneration.

Methods.

In all 29 full-grown cats were used. The operations were done under

ether according to the open method with a premedication of O.issgr.

avertin per body weight. To eliminate either the motor or sensory

fibres the anterior or posterior roots were cut in alternative experiments.

I tried to make a lasting denervation. An adequate sensory denervation

is the more delicate of the preliminary operations. After a laminectomy

from L4 to SI four roots from L5 to SI were regularly cut intradurally

and the adjacent ganglia removed. They were usually easily recogniz-

able. Occasionally the procedure was confirmed microscopically. In

several experiments also the ne.xt higher and lower roots were cut,

the number of roots sectioned together with the ganglia thus being

six. Analogously 4 to 6 motor roots were cut.
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Fig. 1. a. Diagram of the nerves showing the level of cutting and sutunng

(horizontal line) and some typical levels of observation used in the mn)onty of

the experiments. H, hamstring branch. Su 1 — Su 3, levels of the suralis.^ I, T
and P, levels of the sciatic, tibial and peroneal nerves, b. Diagram showing a

variant of the technique used in animal 13.

In dealing witli the sciatic nerve also a neuro-surgical technique

was employed. A wider exposure of the nerve, especially in the upper-

most part of it, was avoided; therefore the’ arterial blood supply from

above which joins the nerve in the gluteal region of the cat (Bentley

and ScHLAPE, 1943) was always left intact. In some experiments the

sciatic nerve was cut at the same stage as the rhizotomy. A few milli-

meters’ resection and the sutnration was done 1—3 weeks later (Fig.

1, b). Mostly, however, the nerve was cut (Fig. 1, a) after application

of indentification sutures and sutured at a second operation 3—

5

weeks after sectioning the roots when the condition of the animal had
so much improved that further operations could safely be done. The
nerve ends were joined by means of suturing with woman’s hair re-

commended by Guttmann (1943) together with a few sutures of the
finest available white silk.

I lost four animals in compHcationa during the operations or a short-
time after it and five cats after a few days. All these operations with
one exception pertained to the cutting of the posterior roots. For'
the purpose of histological examination large specimens of normal,
degnerated and reinnervated nerves were removed from anesthetized
cats. In connection with this the action potentials in nerves with a
preliminary motor denervation were recorded in situ or in a nerve
chamber.
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Hislological methods. I have made extensive use of Flemming’s solution
for fixation and Wolter’s modification (with Kidtschitzky’s haematoxy-
lin solution) of the "Weigert staining method for myelin sheaths.^
This method has also been used by Gutsiann and Sanders (1943).
The fixative had the usual composition. In an earlier stage the nerve
specimens were extended on cards but later on small pieces not ex-

ceeding a few millimeters were fixed for a couple of days. Also 10 %
formalin was tried but found in general not suitable. The directions

given by Mallory (1938) in his manual were followed in the staining.

The Davenport axon staining was made to some extent according

to the descriptions of Romeis (1928) and IVeil (1944).

Difficulties in obtaining satisfactory stained sections by the Wolter
method are mentioned in the literature. In this respect also I had
many failures, especially in the beginning. Two more experiments

are excluded for this reason. As the shrinkage connected especially

with the fixation seemed not to be imiform, I do not give the micron

values obtained in an extensive use of the ocular micrometer. The

measurements are obviously of some value in comparing fibre diameters

in different parts of the same specimen. The shrinkage does not inter-

fere with the counting of the total number of suralis nerve fibres.

The counting technique was modified from the methods used by Gut-

MANN and Sanders, Simpson and Young (1945) and others. After

the transverse section of the suralis had been photographed, enlarged

300 times, clearly visible myelinated fibres in eight 1 centimeter squares

were counted and the mean value was multiplied by the area of the

nerve section.

Sections were mostly cut from comparable, easily recognizible levels

(Fig. 1, a and b). The following method was used to make sure that a

typical level of observation (Fig. 1, a and b, I) was included in the

transverse sections. The branching point of the suralis in the popliteal

space was set free by using neuro-surgical scissors. The nerve usually

leaves the tibial portion and is directed from its dorsal and medial

surface dorsally. A few millimeters of the sciatic nerve to which was

attached about 5 mm. of the suralis was cut and embedded in a

downward position.

Experimental Findings.

For the purpose of describing the histological findings the

experiments may be grouped as follows:

L Degeneration Experiments.

In man the suralis nerve which is formed from a branch of the

tibial and the peroneal nerves is described as a typical super-

1 The elides were made at the Pathological Institute of the University of Hch

sinki, Director: Prof. Abko Sax^K, M. D.
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ficial nerve of the calf. The same is true of the cat in regard to

its location and main fibre composition. As no definite information

is available of running of motor fibres in the beginning of this

nerve I have used the degeneration experiment to solve thi.s

question. Parts of the suralis of five cats three to six weeks after

denervation operations were- submitted to histological examina-

tion. In three of these cats a sensory denervation and in two a

motor denervation of the’ sciatic nerve had been done.

Transverse sections stained by the "Weigert-Wolter method

show a fragmentation and a disappearance of the myeh’n sheaths

as typical signs of degeneration after sensory denervation. After

anterior root section, on the other hand, there is the \isual pic-

ture of the nerve filled with well-marked transversally cut myelin

sheaths. In animal 22 wdth a sensory denervation also the be-

ginning of the suralis was thoroughly examined. In some sections

a small number of well-stained myelinated fibres with about

the same diameter as in the tibial nerve and some small fibres

are to be seen. These observations are too few to allow any def-

inite conclusions, but it seems probable that some motor and

sympathetic motor fibres can leave a mixed nerve by using the

root of a sensory nerve. — In summarizing the results derived

of the first set of my experiments it can be stated that the suralis

nerve of the cat does not contain motor fibres except probably the

first few millimeters.

With the intention of getting the cross-section pattern of the

sciatic nerve in regard to either motor or sensory fibres a number
of sections were studied. They appertain to a nerve vdth respec-

tively a sensory and a motor denervation each removed after 6

weeks degeneration. The peculiar aspect of the large diameter

motor fibres in the tibial portion of the sciatic nerve of the tliigh

from animal 22 is noted. The number of fibres is not very large.

At I level there is a clear grouping tendency. The largest number
of fibres is to be found in the ventral and medial parts of the nerve
(Figs. 2—3). Near the dorsal and lateral surface there are only
very few motor fibres (Figs. 2—3) and also few small fibres ac-

companying them. A somewhat different pattern is seen higher
up, and below the hamstring branch the motor fibres are almost
diffusely distributed. The relatively large number of degenerated ^
fibres and a comparison with the normal ^'crowded” transverse
pattern of the nerve show that a purely conjunctional appearance
of fibres is not probable. Even in the parts where motor fibres
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Figs. 2—3. (Animal 22.) Motor fibres from ventro-medinl and dorso-lateral parts of

the tibial portion of the sciatic nerve after sensory denervation. Degeneration time

6 weeks. FLE^nnxo, Weigeet-Wolter. x 300.

are closer together (Fig. 2), there are sensory fibres around them.

In sections from T level some 25 mm. below the branching-point

of the suralis the tibia! portion is divided into bundles 'without

signs of grouping. The intraneural topography thus changes

considerably at different levels. The peroneal portion has its

own arrangement of fibres.

The sectioning of the anterior roots results in another pattern.

The number of fibres in the sciatic nerve is now larger and the

diameter even of the largest is smaller, about 3/4 of the motor

fibres. The sensory fibres with a fairly constant size together

•R'ith some small fibres are diffusely distributed all over the nerve

with only small more or less empty spaces bet-R’een the fibres as

a result of degeneration.

The typical arrangement of the motor fibres especially at a

certain level seems to be easily recognizible and it is of great

interest to compare the corresponding transverse sections after

regeneration in a sciatic nerve with a sensory denervation.
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H. Regeneration in Experiments without a Preliminary-
Denervation.

At tlie level used in tlie majority of tlie experiments, some 5

mm. below tbe hamstring branch (Fig. 1, a), the sciatic nerve in

two cats was cut and immediately sutured. The animals were

killed after 42 and 168 days.

A typical picture of a good regeneration is obtained. Myelinated

fibres with varying diameters satisfactionarily matured, fill the

section. The suralis is also filled by myelinated fibres which,

however, have a more constant size. The diameter of the largest

fibres is 2/3 of the normal. The number of the fibres at Su 2

level is 666. In the -transverse sections of the 42 days’ experiment

stained by the Weigert-lVolter method, except for a few old

degenerated fibres 1,332 very small fibres are seen. A high-power

magnification shows these fibres to be thin-walled, often flattened

transversally cut myelin sheaths. The number of fibres, i. e.,

myelin sheaths in the suralis at a comparable level in the intact

opposite limb of a cat pre-vioulsy operated and in the normal

animal 29 is 528—544 (Fig. 4).

Counting at Su 1 level gives

about the same figures.

m, Eegenera-tion of the
Motor Fibres.

In three experiments the

sectioning of the sciatic nerve

was done at the usual level. A
previous sensory denervation

had been carried out. In animal

13 (and 3 others) a variant of

the technique was used (Fig. 1,

b). The regeneration times were

21, 29, 70, 168 (2 experiments),

217 and 224 days.

In sections stained by the

Weigert-Wolter method from
specimens removed three weeks

after a secondary suture only

Fig. 4. Transverse section of suralis

fibres at Su 2 level from an intact
opposite limb. Flemmino, Wf.ioert-

WOLTER. X 300.
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Figs. 5—6. (Animal 13.) Regenerated motor fibres from ventro-medial and dorso-

lateral parts of the tibial portion of the sciatic nerve. Regeneration time 217 days.

Figs. 2—3 and 5—C are comparable transverse sections. Flemming, Weigeet-
WOLTER. X 300.

the voluminous Schwann cells appear clearly. No myelinated fibres

are found. In another cat after four weeks, however, a considerable

number of small very thinwalled transversally cut myelin sheaths

with an irregular wave-like appearance here and there, are seen.

Almost the same picture is obtained from the 70 days’ experiment.

In the late stages mostly a good maturation had been reached,

the fibre diameter occasionally (animal 13) remaining only very

little below the normal. In this experiment the suture of the

sciatic nerve had been done after a 3 weeks predegeneration. A
comparable experiment with the saturation 1 week after the

cutting of the sciatic nerve shows a less satisfactory regeneration.

Sections obtained from I level often — especially in animal 13

(Figs. 5—6)— show a clear grouping tendency of the regenerated

fibres. In one or two cats it was not recognizible because the

nerve had already at the level of examination split into bundles.

Transverse sections from the suralis nerve were made from

four cats after 70 to 217 days. After the shortest time the number
of the fibres found at Su 2 level is 423. At Su 2 and Su 3 levels
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in two instances (animals 16 and 26) after 169 days about 38—60

small groups of fibres or separate fibres can be counted (Fig. 7).

There is no great difference in the growth of equal-sized fibres

into the first miUimeters of the suralis. Because the course of the

fibres is more irregular than usual and consequently only a few

transverse cuts appear, it is not

easy to obtain the exact num-

ber but an approximate one

is 70. The diameter of the

fibres corresponds with that of

small, probably sympathetic

fibres in the normal nerve.

Around the fibres small col-

lections of very thin non-

myelinated fibres are made
visible by the Davenport axon

staining. — Longitudinal sec-

tions of the nerve union show

mostly after a previous motor

denervation a satisfactory con-

nection (Fig. 8). In late stages

it is not possible to see the gap

between the stumps. Occa-

sionally a number of fibres

in the epineurium is to be seen.

In one case the fibres run

directly towards the other vis-

ible end.

Fig. 7. (Animal 26.) Previous sensory
denervation. Transverse section of the
suralis at Su 2 level. Only very few
small fibres are present after 168 days.
PnEMMiNG, Weigekt-Wolteb. X 300.

The histological findings in animal 13 after 217 days regenera-

tion are somewhat exceptional. The growth has occurred uniformly

at Su 1 and Su 2 levels. The number of the fibres, many of which
are laiger than regenerated suralis fibres in other instances, is

127 (Fig. 9).

IV. Regeneration of the Sensory Fibres.

The sciatic nerve with a previous motor denervation was cut
and sutured as usual. The animals were examined after 168

(2 experiments) and 217 days.

A good regeneration with diffusely distributed fibres has oc-

curred. The diameter of the largest myelinated fibres is about half
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rig. 8. (Animal 16.) Longitudinal
section of the union of the sciatic nerve
•with a previous motor denervation
showing the growth of the sensory
fibres through the gap. Regeneration
time 168 days. The central stump is

above. Flemmino, Weioebt-Wolter.
X 80.

Fig. 9. (Animal 13.) Previous sensory

denervation. Transverse section of the

suralis at Su 2 level after 217 days. Note
the diameter of the fibres when compared
with Fig. 4 and Figs. 6—6. Flemming,

Weigebt-Woltek. X 300.

the normal. — The surah's growth at different levels is uniform.

Counting gives the figures 528, 539, and 708 at Su 2 level. The

fibre diameter which in the six months experiments (Fig. 10)

is much below the normal is somewhat larger in the experiment

lasting about months longer.

Functional factors. The return of the muscle function in the

distal part of the hind hmb was followed in cats without a pre-

liminary denervation and in the experiments concerning the

regeneration of motor fibres. Observations in 7 experiments of

longer duration show consistently that the first settled signs of

movements in the extensor group below the knee appear after 8

we6ks and occasionally even sooner. They were followed by more or

less progress also on the flexor side. Dorsiflexion of the toes neyer

returned. — An attempt was made to get an idea of the reappear-
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"Fig. 10. (Animal 19.) Previous motor
denervation. Transverse section of the

auralis at Su 2 level after 168 days.

rLEiiMiNO, Weigeet-Wolteb. X 300.

Fig. 11. (Animal 19.) a. Action potential set up
in tibial and peroneal nerves together, b. Action

potential almost extinguished aft^ crushing of

the sciatic nerve. Calibration with 1 mV for

a and b. Time, 0.01 sec.

ance of sensibility by pricking and pincbing the sldn of the

extremity. This is, however, a very ambiguous method in

animals.

Eor this reason the conduction properties of nerves with re-

generated sensory fibres were to some extent studied electro-

physiologically.^ In three cats after 28—70 days there were no

spike potentials and no after-potentials passing through the suture

line. The same is true in regard of the surahs after sensory denerva-

tion in one instance. In one experiment the action currents in the

surahs trunk and in the tibial and peroneal nerves with satisfactory

regeneration of the sensory fibres were recorded. The other elec-

trode isolated from the muscles had been placed above the union

at the upper end of the sciatic nerve. The sciatic nerve had been

divided in the sciatic notch at the beginning of the examination.

A conductivity was shown by the recording (Fig. 11). There was
naturally a difference in the magnitude of the potentials de-

1 The recording of the action potentials was done by P.-O. Theeman, M. D.
G. Svaetiohut, L. M., and Y. Temmes, L. M.
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pending on the different fibre number of the nerves considered.

Satisfactory myelination thus is an essential criterion of reestab-

lished conduction ability.

Biscnssion.

The number of my experiments successfully carried out is too

small to give any definite account. In addition to that they

pertain mostly to the late stages of regeneration. Some constant

results were, however, obtained from a number of comparable

experiments. My observations are also confirmed by the work of

other researchers.

Sanders and Young (1944) have observed that in the lower

part of the thigh of the rabbit the normal peroneal and tibial

nerves divide into two sets of funiculi each containing motor and

predominantly sensory fibres. My results show that under favour-

able conditions the reappearance of the regenerated motor fibres

in normal groups can be demonstrated.

^Earher and more recent cross-union experiments give some idea

of the possibilities of a certain class of nerve fibres growing into a

nerve with the same or a different kind of fibres. According to

Langley and Anderson (1904) the attraction exerted by the

cut peripheral end is greater in the motor fibres and in the sym-

pathetic fibres among themselves than the attraction of the fibres

of the two classes to each other. The fibres may grow some distance

even in an unsuitable distal end probably owing to the nutritional

value of the peripheral nerve. Other experiments have obtained

functional connections which earlier were considered impossible.

Simpson and Young joined the central end of a spinal nerve to a

postganglionic sympathetic nerve. This resulted in a regeneration

below the union line with very small myelinated fibres numbering

about half the normal. — In the experiments dealt with above

the fibres are forced to grow in a certain direction, the only choice

being the joined peripheral end. In my experiments again the

growth of the motor or sensory fibres has the possibility of

directing either towards an appropriate or an inappropriate

Schwann tube.

In two experiments with a pre\dous sensory denervation and the

usual level of cutting and' suturing no regenerated fibres with

motor fibre diameter had grown into the sensory branch after

IGS days. In three comparativ’e experiments with the inver.se
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technique fibres whose functional properties were occasionally

studied electrophysiologically grew into the surahs nerve. The

examination of morphological signs alone in the nerve regenera-

tion is not enough. For example number of the fibres is not a

sufficient criterion of good regeneration because Simpson and

Young have observed a more numerous growth of smaller fibres

when the end-organs could not be reached.

As in the 70 days’ experiment the number of fibres was con-

siderable it has not been proved that motor fibres in an early

stage of regeneration should reject a sensory branch. If the majority

of the young fibres are motor, which is very hkely, it seems not

possible to understand the absence of these fibres in a late stage

without the principle of absorption. This is — except the re-

appearance of group formation — the only certain sign of an

orientation mechanism which was found.

Unfortunately there is no adequate electrophysiological confir-

mation of the uniformly regenerated suralis fibres in animal 13 but

their exceptional size makes it possible that they are motor fibres.

It is to be borne in mind that sensory fibres were absent. As it

seems probable that fibres which have made unsuitable connec-

tions are not always absorbed, the idea of a central reorganiza-

tion emphasized by Weiss, AYright (1945) and others may
prove vahd.

There was no change in the number of fibres in the suralis after

regeneration in the experiments with 3—5 weeks predegeneration

of the motor fibres of the sciatic nerve. Therefore it seems probable

that this form of degeneration has no attractive effect. According

to the histological study the appearance of Schwann cells with a

voluminous cytoplasm and great nuclea was lacking, contrary

to the degeneration which is followed by a regeneration. Forssman
earher pointed out that not every kind of degenerated nerve tissue

possesses a chemotrophic activity.

The small fibres in the suralis which appear to some extent in

spite of a sensory denervation of the sciatic nerve are probably
sympathetic fibres whose great regenerating power is recently

pointed out by Barcroft and Hamilton (1948) among others.

The small non-myelinated fibres may be sympathetic vaso-
dilatator fibres whose existence is presupposed by White and
Smithwick (1944) and others. Their cell bodies could have been
in the small parts left of dorsal root ganglia or in the nerve trunk
on the distal side. Trophic changes which almost always were
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connected witli tlie sensory denervation disappeared later when

sympathetic fibre regeneration had had time to arise.

Summary.

1. The regeneration of motor or sensory fibres after cutting

and suturing the sciatic nerve was examined histologically. By
previous denervation one kind of fibre was eliminated in each

set of operation. By observing the behaviour of both classes of

regenerated fibres towards a sensory branch (suralis) with a con-

firmed normal composition morphological signs of an orientation

mechanism can be studied without the injurious effect of a more

direct experimentation technique.

2. The reappearance, of the regenerated motor fibres in a normal

group-formation in the tibial portion of the sciatic nerve may be

recognized at a comparable level.

3. A normal fibre number, a uniform growth and an electro-

physiologically confirmed conductivity in the suralis nerve was

obtained only when sensory fibres were available in the sciatic

nerve. In two cats with a previous sensory denervation of the

sciatic nerve only a very limited number of small fibres in the

suralis was in a late stage found. In an experiment with a shorter

duration the number of fibres was somewhat larger. Consequently

there must be an absorption of fibres which have grown into an

unsuitable branch.

4. There were no signs of an attractive effect combined vuth

fibre degeneration which was not followed by a regeneration of the

same class of fibres.

5. An abnormal growth of a number of what were probably

motor fibres into the suralis w’as connected with the cutting and

suturing of the sciatic nerve with a previous sensory denervation

a few millimeters above the branching point of the suralis. It is

probable that fibres -which have made unsuitable coimections

are not always absorbed. Therefore also the idea of a central

reorganization may prove valid.
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In a previous work (Sjostrand 1948) in connection with the

description of a method for determining the total quantity of

hemoglobin, some values have been stated showing a considerable

difference between the two sexes and even between different

individuals of the same sex. It seems interesting to study this

variability more closely, and in the first place to endeavour to

elucidate the total quantity of hemoglobin vuth relation to age,

bodyweight and height.

method and Material.

The total quantity of hemoglobin in the body was determined ac-

cording to Sjb.STKAND (1948). Double determinations have been carried

out to a great extent, and if they have shown a greater deviation than

8 %, then yet another and possibly .several other determinations have

been made.
The relative Hb value has been determined in "capillary” blood

from a finger and in a Sicca-Hemometer; 100 % corresponding to

15.4 gram hemoglobin.

The adults examined consisted of nunsing staff, laboratory assistants

and patients, who have visited the medical out door clinic of the Caro-

line llosjiital, but were not found to be suffering from heart or blood

diseases or ain' other complaint that could be expected to have any
effect on the total quantity of hemoglobin. The children have been
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Table 1.

Data Concerning the Material Investigated.

Number

Average
age years

Age
limit

Average
weight
Kg

Weight
limit

Average
height

Cm

Limit
for

height

Girls 21 13.9 ± 0.5 8—16 42.1 ± 2.6 29—69 147.9 ± 2.7 129—171
Boys 17 14.7 ± 0.5 8—17 41.7 ± 2.7 29—70 150.8 ± 3.0 129—173
Women

.

92 37.G ± 1.3 17—70 65.5 ± 1.3 41—108 160.0 ± 1.0 149—179
Men .... 174 23.9 ± 0.6 18—57 69.7 ± 0.6 53—98 176.7 ± 0.5 160—197

chosen from an elementary school and have been found to be healthy

after a general medical examination.

Table 1 gives some statements concerning the material.

Results.

The Quantity of Hemoglobin in Relation to Age. Fig. 1 illustrates

the correlation between the total quantity of hemoglobin and the

age for all the material examined, which has been divided up
according to sex. The dots in the figure show the average calculated

usually from at least ten determinations. As will be seen from the

distribution of the dots, the scope of the age varies for the dif-

ferent calculations, which has been done on purpose to reduce the

individual spread of the values.

From fig. 1 it will be seen that the quantity of hemoglobin

increases fairly evenly during the years of development. There

seems to be no definite difference between the sexes up to puberty,

but between the ages of 12 and 13 the curve deviates for the girls,

the increase of hemoglobin in their case decreasing successively.

At the age of 20 the quantity of hemoglobin seems to be

constant in the female material. In the case of the males the

quantity of hemoglobin increases fairly regularly Avith the age

up to 18, after which the increase becomes less, and at 22—23

the quantity of hemoglobin seems to be constant.

Since the material for males comprises comparatively few
indviduals over 35 years of age, a reservation must be, made for

the higher ages. The material for women is more evenly distributed

in respect to age, in consequence of which the curve may be
considered fairly representative up to the age of 55.

The Quantity of Hemoglobin in Relation to Sex. As will be seen

from fig. 1, there is little or no difference between the two sexes

as regards the hemoglobin between the ages of 8 and 12. There
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Table 2.

Correlation of Total Quantity of Hemoglobin with Bodyweight.

Total Hb
gram

Total Hb %
of bodyweight

Correlation Total
Hb/bodyweight

Girls 411 ± 28
471 ± 33
554 ± 11

803 ± 8

0.97 ± 0.035

1.13 ± 0.033

0.86 ± 0.013

1.10 ± 0.01

0.S7 ± 0.05

0.91 ± 0.04
0.C7 ± O.OG

0.50 ± 0.05

Boys
Women
Men

is, however, on the other hand, a considerable differentiation

in the sexes at and after the age of puberty. Thus, in the case

of the adult woman, the total quantity of hemoglobin is about

30 % under the hemoglobin value of the man, the average for

the quantity of hemoglobin for the man being 803 rt: 8 grammes
and for the woman 555 rfc 11 grammes.

The Quantity of Hemoglobin in Halation to Bodyweight. In
consequence of the age and sex variations in connection with the
quantity of hemoglobin, the material has been divided up into four
groups; girls, boys, women and men, and the correlation coefficient

for the relation of the quantity of hemoglobin to bodyweight
has been calculated for these four groups separately. Table 2
shows that there is a good correlation between the quantity of
hemoglobin and the bodyweight of children, the correlation being
considerably less in women and fairly poor in men. The quantity
of hemoglobin in percentage of bodyweight is greatest in men
and least in women. Even before the puberty there seems to
be a similar differentiation. The difference in the quantity of
hemoglobin in man and woman in relation to the bodyweight
is on an average 25 %, calculated on the value of man. Table
2 also shows that the individual variability of the total Hb value
reckoned on the bodyweight is rather great. The standard deviation
varies between 12 and 16 % on the material examined.

Eig. 2 illustrates the relation between the quantity ofhemoglobin
as per cent of bodyweight and the age of the two sexes as well as the
relation of the relative Hb value to the age. The figure shows
that the procentual total hemoglobin value produces rather
considerable age variations, which is not obviuos from the curves
of the absolute total hemoglobin values for the different ages
(fig. l). From this it is evident that the total quantity of hemo-
globm does not seem to be directly correlated to the bodyweight.
uring the earlier years of development, the difference — which
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has already been pointed out — seems to lie in the fact that

in comparison to the bodyweight boys have a greater quantity

ofhemoglobin than girls (1.1 7 % of the bodyweight ofboys between

the ages of 8 and 12, as compared with 0.96 % of girls of the same

age). This difference seems to increase still more in connection

with the hormonal evolution during the age of puberty. Thus,

round about 15 years of age the procentual quantity of hemoglobin

increases considerably in boys, while it decreases in the case of

girls somewhat earlier, about the age of 12—13. After the age

of 20 the two curves again show a tendency to a certain levelling

of the difference in sex, though at about 30 the procentual total

Hb value again declines in the female material. Taken as an out-

line these differences seem to be significant, in spite of the quan-

tity of material examined being fairly small especially in respect

to ages before the puberty.
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This difference in sex also stands out in the relative Hb value,

•which increases round about an age of 13 in the case of boys,

but decreases some'what in girls after this age and continues

to do so upp to the age of 35.

These differences with regard to sex may he best explained

by the fact that to the zygomatic sex differentiation concerning

the total Hb value in relation to the bodyweight, there appears

in connection with puberty a differentiation conditioned by the

sexual hormones. Thus the secondary sexual development in

the male implies an increase of the blood formation relative to

bodyweight, whereas it has an opposite effect on the female.

The decrease in the quantity of hemoglobin in relation to the

bodyweight of the female material after the age of 30 seems,

on the other hand, to be allied to an increase in the bodyweight,

which is not accompanied by any increase in height, as will be

seen from fig. 3, where the curves are found for the weight, the

height and the total Hb values for the material examined. This

increase in weight is probably caused either entirely or largely by

an increase in the adipose tissue, and accordingly there is no

corresponding increase in the quantity of hemoglobin. In the

male material there is no similar decrease in the total quantity

of hemoglobin in per cent of the bodyweight, despite the fact

that this material, too, shows a certain increase in bodyweight

and instead rather a decrease in height with age. As has already

been pointed out, however, the material concerning ages over 30

is too insufficient to allow of any definite conclusion.

Accordingly these observations concerning the relation of the
quantity of hemoglobin to the bodyweight seem to show:

1) that there is a difference between the two sexes previous
to puberty,

2) that this difference increases with the evolution during
puberty at which time the masculine hormonal change seems
to imply stimulation of the relative blood formation, whereas
the feminine change seems to signify an inhibition,

3) that an increase in the adipose tissue at least as far as the
woman is concerned, does not occasion a corresponding increase
in the quantity of hemoglobin.

Nevertheless, even if consideration is taken to this variability
of the procentual total Hb value, the material examined shows
a fairly appreciable individual variability.
The Relation of the Quantity of Hemoglobin to Height. From table
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3 it will be seen that correlation is good between the quantity

of hemoglobin and height in the material of children and that

it is very small in the material of adulti men as well as women.

Fig. 3 shows that the quantity of hemoglobin fairly well follows

the curve for the height of the man. In the case of the woman,
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Table 3.

Correlation of Total Quantity of Hemoglobin with Height.

331

1

Correlation Total
Hb/hcight.

i

0.8G ± O.OC

0.79 i 0.09
Boys

0.3 '± 0.1

Men {
0.11 ± O.OC

Table 4.

Correlation of Total Quantity of Hemoglobin with Bodysurfacc.

^ Total Hb gram/sq.m
f bodysurface

Correlation

Total Hb/bod3*-surfnce

Girls 308 ± 13 0.S7 ± 0.05

Boys 350 i 13 0.S6 ± O.OC

Women 326 ± 5 0.C9 ±,0.05
Men 431 ± 4 0.59 ± 0.05

however, the hemoglobin curve de\nates from the one representing

the height between the ages of 12 and 13.

The Relation of the Quantity of Hemoglobin to the Surface Area

of the Body. Different factors use to be correlated, such as the

basal metabolism, and the minute volume of the heart at rest and
the volume of the heart, to the surface area of the body, and it

may therefore be of interest also to correlate the quantity of

hemoglobin to the body surface. Since the quantity of hemoglobin
shows correlation both to bodyweight and height, the correlation

to bodysurface may be expected to be higher than to bodyweight.
Table 4 shows that this is also the case with both men and women,
though not with children. The difference between the correlation

coefficients is, however, only slight. In this case the surface area
of the body has been calculated according to Du Bois’ formula.
The Relation bebveen the Hemoglobin Quantity and the Blood

Volume. The blood volume can be calculated from the total
hemoglobin and the relative hemoglobin values. Such a calculation,
however, is not quite reliable, since the relative Hb value varies
in different parts of the vascular system (Smith, Arnold and
Whiffle 1921, . FAHRiEus 1929, Hahn, Ross, Bale, Balfour
and Whiffle 1942). Under the same test conditions, a calculation
of the blood volume in this manner gives, however, a comparative
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measure for different individuals. The results obtained on children

before and during puberty is also comparable to those found by
Brines, Gibson and Kunkel (1941) by estimating the plasma

volume.

By making a similar calculation of the blood volume of the

material here investigated, it has been found that broadly speak-

ing there is the same variability as in the total hemoglobin quan-

tity. The difference in the blood volume between the two sexes

is, however, about 10 % less than the difference between the

hemoglobin quantities. The decrease found in the hemoglobin

quantity in relation to the bodyu-eight, in case of women towards

the end and after puberty up to the age of 30, corresponds to a

seemingly somewhat less decrease in the blood volume.

Discussion.

The values of the hemoglobin quantity found by means of

the method used should be corrected as regards the error of the

method which lies in the fact that the carbon monoxide is com-

bined inter alia to the myoglobin. In a previous work (Sjostrand

1948) this question came up for discussion and several factors

were stated indicating theoretically that this error is slight.

A comparison between the values of the total hemoglobin quantity

found by means of this method, from which the weight of the

blood corpuscles can be calculated, and the values of the blood

corpuscle weight determined by other methods indicated in liter-

ature, also showed that the method does not seem to be at any

disadvantage owing to greater systematic errors than the most

reliable methods, in which carbon monoxide is not used. A more

exact comparison between different methods in tliis manner is

not, however, possible, since the statements so far published of

comparable extensive material do not include data of the sex

of the individuals, and very often not even the age, bodyweight

and height.

There is yet another support in favour of the opinion that the

myoglobin error is slight in determinations carried out according

to the method adopted in this work, which support has been ob-

tained by determining the total hemoglobin quantity in cases of

anemia, followed by blood regeneration. In acute hemorrhages

the absolute hemoglobin values arc comparatively lower than the

relative Hb values (.see Sj'Istr.and 194S), owing to the plasma
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Fig. 4. The relation of quantity of hemoglobin to relative Hb on four casc-S of

chronic anemia during recovery. The dashed line = mean curve.

volume not altogether compensating the loss of blood cells. In

cases of chronic anemia, on the other hand, the relation may be

expected to be different in this respect. This will be seen from

fig. 4, which shows the correlation between the total hemoglobin

quantities and the relative Hb values in four cases of chronic

anemia, two of which were pernicious anemia, the third secondary

anemia and the fourth anemia with chronic nephritis with nephro-

sis. If the lines of regression are lengthened, they will intersect

the total Hb axis in the two pernicious cases, but in the two
latter at the relative Hb axis and with about 10 % deviation

from the zero point. The mean line, on the other hand, intersects

almost exactly the zero point. This may naturally be just a

coincidence, and the plasma volume may increase more than
what corresponds to the decrease of hemoglobin in the pernicious
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anemia cases. Eowntbee and Brown (1929) also contend that

this is the case, though others dispute it. On the other hand the

other two cases of anemia do not seem to have a full compensation

for the loss of blood cells through the increase of the plasma vol-

ume. These observations, however, indicate that the myo-

globin error is slight, as otherwise a systematic deviation of the

mean line might be expected.

\^Tien carrying out repeated determinations with 15 minute

tests of the alveolar CO concentration, the second test (completed

30 minutes after the carbon monoxide had been added) was on

an average 5 % lower than might have been expected from the

first 15 minute value and the continuous decrease of the following

15 minute values. The latter decrease corresponded almost en-

tirely to the CO quantity which was eliminated as every test

was taken. As was pointed out in the previous work, the 5 %
decrease seems to be entirely or largely dire to the carbon mon-

oxide being taken up extravascularly. If it is assumed that the

myoglobin absorbs the carbon monoxide at the same rate in

relation to the CO partial pressure during the first 15 minutes,

the CO quantity then absorbed should be about half of what is

absorbed during the following 15 minutes, the CO partial pres-

sure increasing fairly uniformly during the first test time from

0 to the pressure prevailing at the second 15 minute period.

This would make the myoglobin error about 2.5 %, which seems

to be in good agreement with determinations carried out by

Roughton and Root (1945) and Root, Roughton and Gre-

GERSEX (1946) on the CO ebmination from the blood during one

hour after the carbon mono.xide has been added. From their

results they reckon that 2 % or 2.5 % of the carbon monoxide

added is absorbed extravascularly during a mixing time of 20

minutes for the blood volume determination.^

Accordingly the hemoglobin values thus obtained should be

reduced by about 2 or 3 %. A similar reduction has not, however,

been made in this work, partly on account of the uncertainty

attached to the calculation of tliis reduction factor, partly be-

cause it has been considered more practical to compare the values

found actually under the metliodical conditions indicated,

‘ BiOncK (1040) pivc'i data alwiit the rel.iti\-e affinity of myoglobin and
hemoglobin. Hi" di^ociation curves arc, however, hypothetical at the low CO
pre‘-sure in question and. in addition, inaccurately drawn. Furthermore, he doc^
not recognize, that the di<?ociation curve* mu5t be calculated at a comparable
oxygen pressure. Hi* conclusions are. consequently, invalid.
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the total quantity of hemoglobin in man.

The age and sex variations of the hemoglobin quantity will be

ofLerest in several respects. The apparently hormonal effect

on the relative blood formation may be of importance as a cause

of anemia in girls and young women. The relative decrease m

the blood volume in relation to the height at time of puber y

in the woman may also be of sigmficance in orthostatic disturb

ances of the blood circulation and also in the case_of circulatory

adaptation in connection ivith physical work and pathological

conditions. These conditions as well as an explanation of some

of the individual variability of the total hemoglobin quantity

and the blood volume will be gone into more closely in subsequent

papers.

Summary.

According to a method already described the total quantity of

hemoglobin has been determined on 17 boys and 21 girls between

the ages of 8 and 17, on 174 men between the ages of 18 and 57

and on 92 women between 17 and 70.

In the case of the male material the total quantity of hemoglobin

increased with age and broadly speaking with physical growth

up to the age of 22. In the female material — as in the male —
the quantity of hemoglobin increased up to the ages of 12 to

13, but after this, the increase was considerably less up to the

age of 20, after which it remained constant.

In the male material the quantity of hemoglobin showed a ..

manifest increase in relation to the bodyweight during the years
of puberty and up to the age of 22, but in the female material
there was a relative decrease from the age of 12 to 20.
The average quantity of hemoglobin in the adult man was 1.16

% of the bodyweight and 0.86 % in the adult woman.
Even previous to the years of puberty the sexes showed a

difference concerning the total quantity of hemoglobin in relation
to the bodyweight but none in relation to age.
The quantity of hemoglobin did not increase with the increase

ot weight after physical growth had ceased, at least as regards the
female material.

°

sWd good correlation with the

suit ’’T ‘Wh tUere was only

e ody the total quantity of hemoglobin showed
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only slightly better correlation than to the bodyweigbt in men
and •women, but it was less in children.

Broadly speaking the blood volume showed the same varia-

bility as the total quantity of hemoglobin, except that the dif-

ference between the sexes, in adults, was about 10 % lower as

regards the blood volume than it was concerning the quantity

of hemoglobin.

The size of the error which the method adopted has, in that

part of the carbon monoxide is bound extravascularly inter alia

to the myoglobin is discussed and the total hemoglobin determina-

tions of some chronic cases of anemia are given as a further proof

of the smallness of this error, which is reckoned as being from

2 to 3 %.
The significance of the seemingly hormonal effect on the

hemoglobin production under and after puberty is also discussed.

A grant has been received from the Therese and Johan Anders-

sons Foundation for these investigations.
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In a recent paper it was shown that the daily administration

of about 0.2 g of a catheptic casein hydrolysate to young rats

significantly increased the weight gain per g food eaten (Agren

1947). The experimental group of animals, like the control group,

was given a stock diet and water ad libitum. The average daily

food consumption was 11.0 0.24 g in the experimental group

and 16.3 ± 0.31 g in the control group. However, the average

daily weight gain was the same in the two groups of animals.

This “food sparing” action of the extract was supposed to be

correlated with the presence of growth-stimulating, enzyme resist-

ant peptides in the digests. These factors have later been investi-

gated in some details by means of microbiological and chromato-

graphic methods (Agren 1949, de Veedier and Agren 1948),

From the nutritional point of view these results were of both
theoretical and practical interest and a similar series of experiments
was accordingly carried out using a liver extract as a potential

source of factors with similar biological properties.

Experimental.

The animals were young albino rats with an average weight of about
50 g. They were kept in individual cages. Water and the commercial
rnouse bread described by Gard (1944) were given ad libitum. The total
nitrogen content of the liver concentrate was 17 mg per ml. Each ml
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Table 1.

Growth of rats on a mixed diet with the addition of a liver extract.

i

!

Group

Liver

extract in

mg per
day and
animal

No. of
animals

Average
daily weight

gain

Average
daily food
consumption

Weight
gain per g
food eaten

I 54 10 2.97 ± 0.04 8.72 ± 0.25 0.34 ± O.on

II 108 10 3.01 ± O.OG 8.C0 ± 0.32 0.35 ± 0.014

Ill = control -- 10 2.87 ± O.IO 12.7 ± 0.43 0.23 ± 0.011

corresponded to 5 g of fresh liver and contained 0. i s g of solids with

an ash content of 9.3 per cent. To the animals of the first experimental

group 0.3 ml of this extract was given every day per orally. Each of

the second group obtained in the same way O.c ml of the extract.

The individual animal weight and food consumption were determined

daily. The experimental time was 22 days. The results are given in

Table 1.

The average daily weight gain was the same in the two ex-

perimental groups and in the control group which is in accord-

ance with the pre^nously obtained results (Agren 1947). The

quotient obtained by dividing the daily food consumption of

either of the two experimental groups with the corresponding

value from the control group is 0,68. The same quotient in the

pre\dous investigation was 0.67. The addition of a small amount

of a casein digest or a Uver extract to the food in both cases

diminished the food intake with about 30 per cent. There was

no difference in the growth rates between either of the two ex-

perimental series -svith liver extract and the control series. The

impression gained by present and previous investigations is that

a maximal growth rate is soon attained and is not easily surpassed

by the addition of different amounts of growth factors in liver

extracts or casein digests to the food of the rat.

It may be pointed out that "sparing effects” have been ob-

served in other nutritional experiments with the rat. There is

now common acceptance of the idea, that fat "spares” ^•itamin

B, (Evaxs and Lepkowsky 1928, Arnold and Elvehjem 1939).

Of interest is also the results of Kichter and Barclare 1939

who found that rats fed a s}'nthetic diet without the vitamin

B-complcx, and allowed to choose their food, ate large amounts

of fat but very little of sugar. When fed thiamine, the rats choose

sugar preferentially to the fat. In the present investigation the
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rats given, a small amount of liver extract clioosed to reduce

their food intake with more than 30 per cent. At the present a

satisfactory explanation of this interesting result can not be given.

The mouse bread composed by Gard contains the following

ingredients;

Dried bread 500 Meat powder 50

llTiole oats 200 Eish liver oil 2—5

IVheat germ 150 Defatted milk

Alfalfa meal 100 Quant, suff. about 500

The constituents are finely ground, mixed ^vith the amount of

milk necessary to make a thick dough, formed to cakes of about

10 g weight, and dried at SS" C. An increase of the B-vitamins by

additions of yeast was without visible effect (Gard).

Of special interest is the statement of the baking temperature.

This seemed to exclude any possible destruction of the essential

amino acids lysine, arginine or thryptophan during the preparation

of the bread (Patton et al. 1948). Analysis showed that the bread

contained about 20 per cent of protein. The residue mainly con-

sisted of carbohydrate and fat while the a^h content was 4 per

cent. The protein intake of the control group was about 2.5 g.

If the total amount of nitrogen in the liver extract was considered

as protein nitrogen derived from a protein with a nitrogen content

of 16 per cent, the animals in group I obtained an addition of

about 0.03 g of protein to their preexperimental protein intake

of 2.5 g which corresponds to an increase of a little more than 1

per cent. It is not very probable that the amino acids in these

30 mg would considerably change the amino acid pattern of the

consumed food protein in a more favourable direction, especially

when the bread already contained meat powder. The presence
in the liver extract of unidentified factors which facibtates more
efficient metabob'c conditions seemed a more probable alternative.

Summary.

The administration of small amounts of a liver extract to young
rats significantly increased the weight gain pet g food eaten.
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In recent years cogent reasons have been adduced in support

of tbe supposition that noradrenabn (Arterenol) is tbe substance

by 'wbicb the impulses of the sympathetic nervous system are

transmitted to effector organs (Bacq 1934, Stehle and Ells-

worth 1937, PiNKSTOK, Greer, Brannon and Baxter 1937,

1938, Melville 1937, v. Euler 1946 a, b, c., Bacq and Eischer

1947, ScHMiTERLdw 1948, Holtz and Schumann 1949).

In some sympathetic nerve-endings, however, adrenalin is

presumably discharged; v. Euler (1948) has accordingly divided

the sympathetic transmitter into two separate groups, which he

terms “sympathin N” and “sympathin A”. The former shows the

properties of noradrenalin, the latter those of adrenalin. — The
pharmacological distinction between noradrenalin and adrenalin

has attracted increasing interest.

Summing up the results of the discussion on this subject, it

has been found that only on the blood pressure and on the uterus

of pregnant cats has noradrenabn a stronger effect than adrenalin

and that on other functions the effect of adrenalin is more marked
(West, 1947).

The ratio between the dosages of noradrenabn and adrenabn,
respectively, that have the same effect on a function depends on
what optic isomers of the two drugs are compared. On the blood
pressure the effect of d-noradrenalin is merely 3—4 per cent of
that of Z-noradrenalin (Tainter, Tullar and Luduena, 1948).
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This is clearly indicated by the fact that the ratio between

“equipressor” dosages of dl-noradrenalin and dZ-adrenalin is

0.67—0.8: 1 (Barger and Dale, 1910) and between /-noradrena-

lin and Z-adrenalin 0.61 : 1 (Tainter et al., op. cit.), whereas

the said ratio between d?-noradrenalin and Z-adrenalin is 1.2 :

1

(Tainter, 1931). As regards other functions, the ratio between

d?-noradrenalin and ?-adrenalin ranges from 0.8 : 1 for the uterus

of pregnant cats to 100: 1 for the uterus of non-pregnant rats

(West op. cU.).

The effect of noradrenalin on the metabolism has been studied

by Thibault (1948), who compared the effect of 2 mg/kg nor-

adrenalin (the optic activity not mentioned) ^vith 0.75 mg/kg

adrenalin on the oxygen consumption of white rats. The drugs

were supplied in the form of subcutaneous injections. These

dosages produced an equally marked initial rise of the oxygen

consumption (65—85 %), but the effect of noradrenalin was of

shorter duration. From this the said author concludes that nor-

adrenalin has a weaker and more evanescent effect than adrenalin.

This conclusion, however, is open to the objection that the duration

of the more rapid metabolic rate (after subcutaneous injection)

depends on how quickly the drug is resorbed, whence, in com-

paring the effects of adrenalin and noradrenalin, differences in

duration are of minor interest.

According to my own investigations on the oxygen consumption

of guinea-pigs, a graded response is obtained only between

4 and lOO y/kg of adrenalin on subcutaneous injection. The

dosages used by Thibault therefore seem to be too large to facil-

itate quantitative comparisons. With due regard to these factors,

the effect of Z-noradrenalin^ was compared with that of Z-adrenalin.

The inhibitory effect of ergotamine on the larger oxygen con-

sumption after administration of noradrenalin was likewise

investigated. The effect of ergotamine in different concentrations

on the oxygen consumption was also noted.

Procedure.

The o.xygon consumption was recorded with an apparatus which
has previously been described (Lundholm and Morme 1949). The
investigation was made on guineji-pigs who had been kept without

food for IG—20 hours. The temperature of the water-bath was in

‘ From Winthrop Inc. Co., New York; the preparation was kindly placed

at my di^po's! by Profe''*or U. S. v. Ecern.
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some tests 26° C., in others 32° C. The tests were made on four guinea-

pigs simultaneously, and their total gas exchange was determined. The

advantage of this procedure is that the variation which may have

been regarded as an error is reduced to half. The number of tests that

would have to be made in order to show that the differences are statis-

tically significant can therefore be considerably lessened (Lundholm

1949 a). Noradrenalin as well as ergotamine were supplied in 1 cc of

0.9 % NaCl. Noradrenalin was administered in a dorsal subcutaneous

injection, ergotamine (Gynergen, Sandoz) in an intramuscular injec-

tion into one hind-leg.

The course of the procedure was, generally speaking, as follows;

When the animals had been placed in the respiration chamber, the

oxygen consumption was first recorded after the lapse of 10 minutes

and afterwards in periods of 10 minutes during one hour. The animals

were then removed from the respiration chamber and the different

drugs were injected. All the injections were made in the course of

2—3 minutes. Ten minutes after the last injection the determination

of the oxygen consumption was resumed. — In the tests where ergota-

mine as well as noradrenalin were administered the ergotamine was
first injected and 20 minutes later the noradrenalin; when 10 more
minutes had elapsed the oxygen consumption was recorded»

Eesttlts.

All the tests, except those with 2 mg ergotamine per kg, were

made on 3 groups of four guinea-pigs, that is altogether 12 animals.

Having recorded the basal oxygen consumption in cc per minute
for the whole group of 4 animals, the effect of the different drugs

is shown in percentage of the basal value. The basal values for

the different groups in some cases vary considerably, which is

due partly to the fact that some of the tests were made at a
temperature of 26°, others at 32°; partly that the tests had been
extended for such a length of time that the animals in the mean-
while had increased in weight. The extreme limits for the vari-

ations in weight have therefore been indicated as regards each
individual animal. As it could not be found that the effects of
the drugs had been at all affected by the different temperatures,
this matter will not require further discussion.

The results of the tests are recorded in Tables 1 and 2. The
statistical analysis will be found in Tables 3 and L The time-
action curves of the effects of the different drugs on the oxygen
consumption are indicated in the Figures. On the ordinate the
changes in the oxygen consumption are shown in percentage of
the basal value.— Each point represents the average of 6—12 tests.

Qonirol tests. The animals were subjected to 6 control tests.
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Tl

The effects of l-noradrenalxn and ergotamine tartrate on the oxygen consumption.

basal value measured

20 y/kg t-noradrenalin 100 y/kg t-noradronalin

Range of
weight of

each of the
four animals

iPer cent of

j

basal value
Basal valuOi 10—40 Basal value

gm Oj ec/min. ; min. after Oj ee/min. min. after

i injeetion

|of the drug

!

injection

of the drug

Group
Xo.

20 y/kg ergotami
20 y/kg /-noradren

Basal value

0. cc/min.

Per cen
basal v(

10—4
min. af

injectu

of noi

adrona

1. 1

1 100—1 200 ^

2. :

i

I
1

i
33.0

i

110.1 1 as.o 117.5 31.5 111.4

7.30— 8G0 33.1 102.2
1

34.2 122.C 30.7 109.3

3.

930—1 000

1 4.

31.2 106.2
;

34.2 124.8

ii
830— 910

1 i 1

1. 1
i

820- 910*
0

27.8 112.5 31.3 124.3 25.9
[

lio.c

no 810— 970
3.

27.3 106.8 32.C 103.O 25.C 109.1

700— 850
4.

27.0 108.8 31.C 108.4

750— 840
i 1

1

ll-
i550— 920

!

1

^

29.0 126.0
[

30.7
1

109.0

1

26.3
1

123.5

mo
! G60—1 070
t 3.

27.2 116.5
1

I

31.2 107.5 25.0
j

lOS.o

1

‘ 500— 7C0
4.

2G.8

1

lll.c i

t

1

31.4 105.8

!

i

(

5G0-1 000 i

1

I

}
1 1

They first received a subcutaneous injection of 1 cc 0.9 % NaCl,

whereupon the oxygen consumption was recorded for 60 minutes.

Afterwards 1 cc of the said saline solution was injected intramus-

cularly into the one hind-leg, and the exj^gen consumption was

measured for 00 minutes. It is c\'ident from Fig. 1 thdt no effect

on the oxygen consumption can be discerned for 10—20 minutes

after the injections, which corresponds with previous results

(LrxDnoLM and Moumb op. eft.). Tables 1 and 3 indicate also

that the oxygen consumption was quite constant during the 160
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1 .

oxygen conswnvption after the injections of the drugs is given in 'percentage of the

‘min. before the injections.

200 y/kg ergotamine

20 y/kg Z-noradrenalin
20 y/kg ergotamine 200 y/kg ergotamine Control tests

Basal value

Oj cc/min.

Per cent of

basal value

10-40
min. after

injcetion

of nor-

adrenalin

Basal value

Oj oc/min.

Per cent of

basal value

10—100
min. after

injection

of the drug

Basal value

Oj cc/min.

Per cent of

basal value
10—70

min. after

injection

of the drug

i

Basal value

10—70
min. after

injection

(subcutane-

ously) of

1 cc 0.9 %
NaCl

Oj cc/min.

Per cent of

basal value
10—70

min. after

injection

(intramus-
cularly) of

1 cc 0.9 %
NaCl.

30.4 96.5 33.4 114.6 30.5 99.0 31.7 101.3

33.2 99.7 34.5 112.1 30.0 101.8 31.2 lOO.O

35.0 112.8 32.9 105.7 35.7 102.8

33.3 93.8 .31.1 99.6

107.O 31.1 117.2 25.8 98.9 33.4 100.5

99.5 30.3 110.1 27.1 93.9 31.5 98.3

94.7 33.2 92.9 31.3 96.4

32.0 100.3 34.0 89.2

24.9 104.7 32.1 102.4 24.2 90.9 34.2 99.8

25.2 97.7 29.9 100.8 22.7 98.8 32.2 lOO.o

32.6 92.5 32.6 104.8 31.8 93.0

31.8 107.8 38.0 92.7

minutes for wMch tte test proceeded. The standard deviation
for the 15 periods of 10 minutes was 1,8 %. Thus, according to the
t-test, the probability that a particular mean value for a period
of 10 minutes, based on 6 observations, owing to chance will
exceed ± 4 % is 0.05. This may serve for guidance in judging
the figures. Table 3 indicates that the standard deviation for the
control tests 10—70 minutes after the intramuscular injection is
rnerely 1 %. The probability that in a particular test greater devia-
tions than rb 4 % may be due to chance is 0.01.
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Table 2.

The effect of 2 mgjkg of ergolamine tartrate on the oxygen consumptiou.

Weight
of each
animal
gm.

2 mg/kg crgotaminc

Group
No. Basal value

0; cc/min.

Per cent of basal

value 10—40 min.
after injection of

the drug

Per cent of basal

value 40—190 min.
after injection of

the drug

V.
940
825 31.1 104.7 130.5

760
730 30.3 109.9 129.0

VI.
H

25.G 96.8 110.2

25.2 97.2 115.1

VII. 27.8

28.4

88.5

(T7.G

103.8

118.3

560
VIII. 550 25.1 88.7 132.8

510
480 22.C 98.9 122.G

Noradrenalin tests. The effects on the oxygen consumption (1)

of 20 y/kg and (2) of 100 y/kg of Z-noradrenahn were investigated

severally in 9 tests. From Fig. lA it may he seen that the oxygen

consumption ensuing from the supply of 20 y/kg rose at its highest

to 116 % and that the effect had completely ceased 40 minutes

after the injection. When the supply was increased to 100 y/kg

the oxygen consumption rose to 125 % at its highest, but 70 min-

utes after the injection had fallen to 108 %. If we take the jncan

effect of the drug, it will be found that in consequence of suppljung

20 y/kg the oxygen consumption showed an average rise of 11.2 %
in the course of 10—40 minutes after the injection; and that when

the supply was increased to 100 y/kg the o.xygen consumption rose

on an average by 13.7 % within 10—70 minutes from the injection.

In both cases the rise was statistically significant. — Fbr purpose

of comparison, the effect of 4 y/kg, 20 y/kg and 100 y/kg of /-nd-

renalin is shown in Fig. IB.

These tests were made with precisely the same technique a.s

those with noradrenalin. A det-ailed account of the latter is given
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Table 3.

Statistical analysis of the valties in Tables 1 and 2.

Variate

Increase or

decrease

percent.

Mean.

Number
of test.

Standard
error of

the mean
t. P.

1

i

1

Control tests

1

i10—70 min. after the

intramuscular injection O.O 6 ± 0.4O3 '

20 y/ke Z-noradrenalin

10—40 min. after the

injection . .

.

+ 11.2 9 ± 2.302 4.861 O.ooi—0.01
10—70 min. after the
injection . .

.

-f 6.4 9 ± 1.643 3.877 O.ooi—0.01

100 y/kg Z-noradrenalin

10—70 min. after the

injection . .

.

-f 13.7 9 ± 2.874 4.753 O.ooi—O.oi

4 y/kg Z-adrenalin

10—70 min. after the

injection + 5.3 9 ± 0.946 5.652 <0.ooi

20 y/kg Z-adrenalin

10—70 min. after the

injection . .

.

14.8 14 db 2.161 6.849 <0.ooi

100 y/kg Z-adrenalin

10—70 min. after the

injection . .

.

+ 24.3 30 ± 1.800 13.500 <0.ooi

20 y/kg ergotamine
10—100 min. after the
injection . .

.

-f 5.2 12 ± 2.209 2.354 0.02—0.05
30-^0 min. after the
injection . .

.

+ 5.0 12 ± 1.985

200 y/kg ergotamine
10—70 min. after the
injection . .

.

— 3.6 12 ± 1.269 2.837 0.01—-0.02
30—60 min. after the
injection . .

.

— 2.9 12 ± 1.712

2 mg/kg ergotamine
10—40 min. after the
injection . .

.

— 2.2 8 ± 2.557 0.900 0.3—0.4
40—190 min. after the
injection . .

.

+ 20.3 8 ± 3.651 5.557 <0.001

20 y/kg ergotamine and
20 y/kg Z-noradrenalin
10—40 min. after the
injection of noradren-
alin ....... -I- 12.1 6 ± 2.309 4.855 O.ooi—0.01

200 y/kg ergotamine and
20 y/kg Z-noradrenalin

10—40 min. after the
injection of noradren-
alin + 0.6 9 ± 2.211 0.271 0.7—0.8
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Table 4.

Statistical analysis of the valves in Tables 1 and 2.

Difference between: Difference

Degrees
of

freedom

Standard
error of

the differ-

ence

t. p.

Sum of 20 y/kg Z-nor-

ildrcnalin nnd 20 y/kg
ergotamine redueed with

20 y/kg ergotamine 20
y/kg noradrenalin (A-f-

-FB — AB) •

-F 4.1 27 ± 3.81G 1.074 0.2—0.3

Sum of 20 y/kg Z-nor-

adronalin and 200 y/kg
ergotamine decreased
with 200 y/kg ergota-

mino 20 y/kg noradren-
alin. (A-FB — AB) ... -F 7.7 27 ± 3.G21 2.127

20 y/kg Z-adrenalin nnd
20 y/kg Z-norndrenalin 8.4 23 ± 2:715

100 y/kg Z-adrennlin nnd
100 y/kg Z-noradrenalin -f- 10.

c

37 3.12g|o.001—0.01

elsewhere (Lundholm 1949 b). As shown by Tables 3 and 4, the

effects ensuing from the supply of 20 and 100 y/kg adrenalin have

been found with statistical significance to be greater than those

resulting from the supply of corresponding doses of noradrenalin.

It may be seen from Table 3 and Fig. 1 that the time-action

curves for 4 y/kg adrenalin and 20 y/kg noradrenalin are similar

both as regards the maximum increase and its duration. The effect

of the noradrenalin in these respects, however, is somewhat

stronger. A sinn'lar remark applies also to the curves for 20 y/kg

adrenalin and 100 y/kg noradrenalin, though in this case the

effect of the adrenalin is stronger. It thus appears that the ratio

between the dosages of noradrenahn and adrenalin with the same

effect on the o.xygen consumption is about 5 : 1.

Ergotaminc-ywradrcnalin tests. In order to prove that a drug

inhibits the effect of another drug on a function, it must bo

shown tliat A -f B — AB > 0 (where A is the effect of the

blocked substance, B the effect of the blocking substance, and

AB the simultaneous effect of the two substances on the func-

tion). It is rather often assumed by investigators that B = 0

and it is considered sufficient to show that A — AB > 0. The
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Percentage of

basal value.

min. after
injection.

Fig. 1. Time-action curves for Z-noradrenalin and Z-adrenalin.

Abscissa: time after injection of drug. Ordinate: Oxygen consumption in per-
centage of basal value, measured for 60 minutes before injection.

A. Z-noradrenalin: 20 y/kg O 0.100 y/kg • • B. Z-adrenalin: 4 y/kg
O ©. 20 y/kg O. •• •• 0.100 y/kg • •.

Control test O A. after subcutaneous injection. B. after intramus-
cular injection.

risk of confusing inhibition with antagonism in that case is evi-

dent.

It has previously been shown (Lundholm and Mohme of. cit.)

that 20 y/kg ergotamine completely inhibited the effect of 20 y/kg
adrenalin on the oxygen consumption. We therefore investigated

whether 20 y ergotamine inhibited the effect of 20 y/kg noradren-
alin. As we see from Figs. 1 A and 2 A, the curves for 20 y/kg nor-

adrenalin and 20 y/kg ergotamine plus 20 y/kg noradrenalin almost
coincide, and there does not appear to be any inhibition. Table 4
shows, however, that the difference between 20 y/kg noradrenalin -f:

20 y/kg ergotamine and 20 y/kg ergotamine and 20 y/kg noradren-
alin simultaneously (A + B AB) is 4.4 %. This difference has not
indeed been statistically verified, but, as it deviates from 0, a certain
degree of inhibition cannot be ruled out. As may be seen from Table
4, the corresponding difference in tests with 20 y/kg noradrenalin
and 200 y/kg ergotamine is 7.7 % and statistically probable. From
Fig. 2 it may also be seen that the curves for 200 y/kg ergotamine
and for 200 y/kg ergotamine plus 20 y/kg noradrenalin are almost
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Percenlaqe deviolion

mirLolier
injecllon.

Fig. 2. Time-action curves for ergotamine plus Z-noradrenalin (A)
and ergoteminc (B).

A. 20 y/kg ergotamine -f 20 y/kg Z-noradrenalin, O O; 200 y/kg ergo-

tamine -f- 20 y/kg Z-noradrenalin Q Q.
B. Ergotamine. 20 y/kg O O. 200 y/kg & ©.2 mg/kg • •.

identical, indicating tliat the effect of the noradrenalin is blocked.

— It should be pointed out that in these estimates the effect of

the ergotamine on the oxygen consumption Tras measured 30—60

minutes after the injection, so that the lapse of time from the

ergotamine injection should be the same both in the tests irith

ergotamine solely and in those -vvith noradrenaUn plus ergo-

tamine. — The individual values for these periods are not in-

dicated, but merely the mean values, which will be found in

Table 3.

Ergotamine tests. The effect of different doses of ergotamine

on the oxygen consumption proved to be rather complicated.

After the supply of 20 y/kg the oxygen consumption rose on an

average by 5.2 % and statistical analysis indicated that this

figure was probably correct; but towards both high and low values

the variation in the separate tests was considerable. As may be

seen from the control tests it is merely in one case out of a hundred
that a value lies beyond the linrits 96 %—104 %. Table 1 shows,

however, that the values after the supply of 20 y/kg lie both above

and below the said figures. It may accordingly be concluded that

the effect of this dosage on the metabolism is in some cases

stimulative, in others inhibitory. Thi.s conclusion is borne out by
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the tests with 200 y/kg where the oxygen consumption, with

statistical probability, showed a fall of 3.6 %. The effect of 2 mg/kg

is two-phase (Fig. 2 B, Table 2). The oxygen consumption falls

at first to 96 per cent of the basal value at the lowest, but then

gradually rises to about 120 per cent 90—180 minutes after the

injection (not included in Fig. 2). Though the initial fall of the

oxygen consumption ha's not been statistically verified, it is

probable in the light of the preceding tests with 200 y/kg that

it actually occurred, and may be explained on the supposition

that with increasing absorption the effect of ergotamine on the

oxygen consumption is modified. It seems thus as if small doses

of ergotamine tended to stimulate the metabolism, that some-

what larger doses had an inhibitory effect thereon, whereas

very large doses were again stimulative.

Discussion.

The ratio 5 : 1 between doses of Z-noradrenalin and Z-adrenalin

with the same effect on the metabolism corresponds with the fact

that the effect of adrenalin in many cases is stronger than that of

noradrenalin. It also bears out Thibault’s statement that nor-

adrenalin has a weaker effect on the metabolism than adrenalin.

It has previously been shown that the effect of noradrenalin

on the blood pressure is wholly or partially inhibited by adreno^

lytic drugs such as ergotoxine (Barger and Dale 1910), ergota-

mine (Stehle and Ellsworth 1937), F 933 and F 883 (Melville

1937) and dibenamin (Folkow, Frost and Uvnas 1948). Exact
quantitative determinations of the ratio between the doses of

the said drugs required in order to inhibit the effects of adrenalin

or noradrenalin, respectively, are apparently not available. The
above-reported tests, however, indicate that as regards noradren-

alin a larger dose of ergotamine is required for the purpose.

It cannot, however, be inferred from these tests that e. g. a ten

times larger dose would be requisite, as the doses which cause an
equally marked (say 50 %) inhibition of the effect of noradrenalin

and adrenalin have not been compared. This may perhaps account
for the fact that the attempts made completely to abolish the

“pressor” effect of noradrenalin with doses of ergotoxine (Barger
and Dale op. cit.) or ergotamine (Euler 1946 c) which conduce

to reverse the effect of adrenalin have not always been successful.
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The difficulty of completely abolishing the rise of the blood pres-

sure after stimulation of the hepatic nerves with ergotoxine

(Cannon and Kosenblueth 1937, Gaddum and Goodwin 1946)

may likewise be explained in this way, as also the finding of Hous-

say and Gerschman (1947) that doses of ergotamine or dihydro-

ergotamine which inhibited the glycogenolytic effect of adrenalin

had no such inhibitory effect on noradrenalin.

The effect of ergotamine on the metabolism seems to be rather

complicated: three different factors must apparently be taken

into account. According to Ahlgren (1924) and v. Euler (1929),

low concentrations of ergotamine (10~”) stimulated the metab-

olism of isolated tissues. It may therefore be presumed that

the effect of 20 y/kg of ergotamine is due to a direct stimulation

of the metabolism of the tissues.

The inhibitory effect of ergotamine has been observed by a

number of investigators (Abderhalden and Wertheimer 1927,

Marine, Deutsch and Cipra 1927, JIjchael, Bendescu and

Vancea 1928, Harangozo-Oroszy and Issekutz 1942, Lund-

HOLM and Mohme op. cit.). According to Mohme (1949) this effect

appears to be due to a blockade of the normal sympathetic im-

pulses. The stimulating action of very large doses of ergotamine

is presumably a central effect (Rothlin 1923). The am'mals

were markedly agitated after administration of 2 mg/kg, so

that the greater consumption of oxygen seems, at any rate in

part, to bee due to motor agitation. — A more rapid metabolic

rate after the supply of large doses of ergometrine has previously

been observed in white rats by Davis, Adair, Chen and Swanson

(1935).

Ergotamine does not lower the basal oxygen consumption of

guinea-pigs in a dosage that inhibits the effect of adrenalin on the

metabolism. From this it may be concluded that adrenalin endo-

genously secreted has no effect at all on the basal metaboh’sm

of tliis am’mal. On the other hand, a dosage of ergotamine that

inliibits the effect of noradrenalin tends to lower the basal oxygen

consumption. This corresponds firstly with the theory that nor-

adrennlin is the substance which transmits the impulses from

the sympathetic nervous system, and secondly ^vith fhe suppo-

sition that the lowered metabolic rate is due to an inhibition of

the normal sympathetic impulses.
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Summary.

The effects of ^-noradrenahn and ergotamine on the oxygen

consumption have been studied in guinea-pigs. The drugs had

been supplied in the form of subcutaneous and intramuscular

injections, respectively.

It was found that 20 y/kg Z-noradrenalin raised the oxygen

consumption to at most 116 per cent, of the basal value, but that

the effect had ceased after 40 minutes; that 100 y/kg caused a

maximal rise of the consumption to 125 per cent., and that the

effect fetill persisted after the lapse of 70 minutes.

The ratio between the dosages of Z-noradrenalin and Z-adrenalin

which have an equally marked effect on the oxygen consumption

has been estimated at 5:1.

It was found that ergotamine inlubited the effect of Z-nor-

adrenalin on the oxygen consumption; but that a considerably

larger dosage of ergotamine was requisite in order to ’inhibit the

effect of Z-noradrenalin than the corresponding dosage required

in the case of Z-adrenalin.

The effect of ergotamine on the metabolism was found to vary

with the dosage. Thus, 20 y/kg had in the main a slightly stim-

ulating effect: the oxygen consumption rose on an average to

105.2 per cent, of the basal value 10—100 minutes after the

injection; 200 y/kg lowered the oxygen consumption to 96.4 %
within the same time; 2 mg/kg at first lowered the oxygen con-

sumption, but this was afterwards followed by a stimulative effect,

the result being that the oxygen consumption rose to 120.3 %
in the course of 40—190 minutes after the injection.
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The Yariation in Activity of Apodehydi’ogenases

During Insect Metamorphosis.

By

IVAR AGRELL.

Eeceived 15 June 1949.

In a previous paper (Ageell 1947) it was establislied that the

integral oxidative metabolism in vivo and the spontaneous de-

hydrogenase activity in vitro show closely the same variation

during the metamorphosis of the fly Callipliora erythrocephala

Meig. Similar U-shaped curves are found in both cases, and this

fact has been still more substantiated by further series of tests.

Therefore it can be stated, that the minimum in oxidative metab-

olism principally depends upon a corresponding variation in

activity of the hydrogen activating enzyme systems, i. e. of the

dehydrogenase systems. However, it was not clear if this variation

is caused in the first place by a change in spontaneous donor or

coenzyme concentration or by a change in activity of the apoen-

zymes. The present paper will try to deal with this problem.

Material and Methods.

The material on which this investigation is based comprises, as

before, pupae in all developmental stages of the fly Oalliphora erythro-

cephala Meig. The breeding of larvae and pupae took place at a tem-
perature of + 22°C.

The measurements of the enzyme activity were made with the methy-
lene blue technique of Thunberg at -}- 25°C. For determination of the
activity of the apodehydrogenases three pupae were thoroughly crushed,

washed with 10 ml distilled water and centrifuged (5,000 R/M). The
procedure was repeated' three times. More washings gave no further

decrease in spontaneous activity. The sediment was transferred to

24

—

i91378. Acta phys. Scandinav. Vol. 18.
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Thunberg-tubes containing 0.25 ml methylene blue (Mb) solution in a

concentration- of 1:25,000, 0.45 ml Na-K-pbospbate buffer of M/15
and pH 7.2 and O.so ml of tbe respective donor substances of M/10.

In tbe cases of tbe dehydrogenases requiring a coenzyme, 0. i ml of the

buffer solution was replaced by a codebydrogenase I preparation of

approx. 30 % purity and in a concentration of 1 7oo. prepared according

to Lepage 194:7. The preparation may also contain codebydrogenase H,
because it acts upon the citric dehydrogenase (iso-citric dehydrogenase

4- aconitase), or, which is also not excluded, the enzyme in question

may cooperate with codebydrogenase I. As donor substances the fol-

lowing were used: the potassium salts of 1-malic, succinic, citric, 1-glu-

tamic, palmitinic and /9-hydroxybutyric acid, the Uthium salt of

lactic acid and 1-alanine, d-glucose, propanol-1, butanal as well, all

substances in highly purified form.

The technique by which the vitreous mass is freed from coenzyme and

donor substances by washing and centrifugation is not ideal, especially

because it may be Supposed that a lesser or greater part of the apoen-

zymes is simultaneously washed away. This may be the case for instance

concerning the fatty acid and aldehyde dehydrogenases, as an addition

of the corresponding donors to the unwashed pupal mass brings about

a high increase in Mb-reduction, Therefore the author has also tried the

dialyse method, which, however, does not work. During the dialyse

the pupal mass darkens to a very large extent, caused by an oxidative

melanine formation, which prevents a later use of the Mb-raethod.

Moreover, even if the dialyse is carried out anaerobically, up to 24 hours

at -f-
2° C, the decrease in spontaneous activity is too small, possibly

depending upon the non-diffusion of glycogen. For most of the inves-

tigated apoenzymes on the other hand the washing-centrifuging tech-

nique seems applicable. Cautiousness must, however, be observed in

comparing the activity of the different enzymes.
The results are recorded as curves in Fig. 1. Each point represents

the mean value of 5—10 single tube tests. The enzyme activity is eval-

uated as the rate of Mb-reduction,. 100 x the inverse value of decolor-

ization time in minutes. For comparison the curve for the spontaneous

Mb-reduction is given in Fig. 2, as a combination of some ten different

test series. Also this curve refers to the values established for three

pupae.

Results.

The results are apparent from Fig. 1. As can be seen, some of

the apoenzymes which are probably the most important and
quantitatively the most prominent, show an obvious U-shaped

variation in the Mb-rcductive power, i. c., in activity, during the

metamorphosis. Thus it can be stated, that the minimum in o.xi-

dativc metabolism occurring during the metamorphosis of the

fly in question, and probably of all holometabolic insects, chiefly
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Fig, 1. The activit5' of some apodehydrogenases during the metamorphosis of
the fly CaUiphora cryl/iroccp/mla Meig. The controls beloTv the malic dehydrogenase
curve represent an addition to the vitreous mass of coenzyme only, without donors.
The controls below the succinic dehydrogenase curve represent an additionjof

neither coenzyme nor donors.

depends upon a reduced acthnty of apodetydrogenases and per-

haps of diaphoreses. Only an inconsiderable relative deficit in the
native concantration of codehydrogenase I could be detected,

at the middle of the pupal period, ]?ig. 3. As a close relation

24t—49137S. Acfa phys. Scandinav. Vol. iS.
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lias been established between apodebydrogenase activity and

bistolysis-histogenesis processes (Agrell 1949 a and b) it seems

reasonable to suppose a decomposition followed by a reconstruc-

tion of this protein part of the enzyme systems.

To judge from its high activity and

close agreement in variation Tvith the

total dehydrogenase acthdty, Fig. 1 and

2, the mahc dehydrogenase can be

considered to hold a central position in

the oxidative metabolism of the inves-

tigated insect. The small extra minimum
in the activity of this enzyme at 0 %
pupal age, at the formation of the pu-

parium, is significant, as it appears in

all test series of this kind. Strangely

enough this minimum is not found if the

activity of the enzyme is determined in

different parts of the pupa, head, thorax

and abdomen (Agrell 1949 b). Maybe

it is caused by some “synergistic”

principle formed from different parts of

the body. The same minimum occurs

in the variation of the citric and in

some test series also of the succinic

and the glutamic acid dehydrogenases’

activity.

The succinic, malic and citric dehydro-

genases should represent the best defined

oxidative enzymes in the “tricarboxylic

100% acid cycle”. Now the activity of the

malic dehydrogenase is registered much

higher in the investigated animal than

that of the .succinic and citric deliydro-

genasos, even if all three enzymes con-

form in the variation of their activity, for which latter reason

it would be plaii.'^ible to assume that thev belong to the same
cycle, big. 1. It .should be noted, that the activitv of the malic

0 50
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Fit:. 2. The spontaneous
dehy(iropfcTi!s>:o activity
during met.aniorpliosis.

dehydrogenase can not have been determined as too high compared
vith, in e.ny case, {lie succinic dehydrogenase, which latter

enzyine is the more .strongly cellbound, and can scarcely be

wnslif-d away. The comjar.itively high activity of the malic
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dehydrogenase, however, suggests that this enzyme does not

only work as an intermediate link in a cycle, but also has a

function in the main hydrogen transport. Such a combination of

the cycles of Krebs and Szent Gyorgyi is made by Krebs 1943.

Thus there seems to be no 'objection to accepting the possibib'ty

that the “tricarboxylic acid cycle” docs occur in the abovemen-

tioned sense in the insect in question.

With reference to the other apodehydrogenases, their variation

in activity is evident from Fig. 1, and
there is not much to add. The lactic fee

dehydrogenase shows a small maximum S §
on the otherwise U-shaped slope of the 5 ^
curve at the middle of the pupal age.

This maximum is significant as it is found

in all test series. It is also apparent deficit.

, . ... for 01 native concentration
Then investigating different parts of the of codchydrogcnasc I. Tho

pupa (Agrell 1949 b). The activity of of the spon-

,
tancoiis Alb-reduction after

tile alcohol dehydrogenase IS surprisingly saturation ivith this

high. An addition of different alcohols coenzyme,

causes a marked increase in the spon-

taneous Mb-reduction toivards the end of the pupal age (Agrell
1947). This may indicate a successively reduced concentration of
spontaneous donor during the later part of the metamorphosis
period.' The /9-hydroxybutyiic dehydrogenase does not seem to
function. An addition of the corresponding donor has no effect

either on the spontaneous Mb-reduction or on the activity of the
washed vitreous mass. The activity of the aldehyde and fatty acid
dehydrogenases is presumably registered much too low, as men-
tioned in the methodological part of tliis paper.

Valuable technical work in this investigation has been carried
out by BEss Elsa Eosengren. The investigation has been facili-
tated by grants from the Scandinavian Insulin Foundation and
from the Swedish Eesearch Council for Natural Science.

Summary.

The activity of some apodehydrogenases has been determined
during the entire metamorphosis period of the fly Gallifhora
erylhrocephala Meig. by use of the methylene blue technique.
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The minimum in oxidative metabolism occurring during the

metamorphosis is traced back to a similarly changed activity of

the apodehydrogenases.

The malic dehydrogenase occupies a central position in the oxi-

dative metabolism.

Reasons are put forward for the acceptance of a “tricarboxylic

acid cycle” operating in the investigated insect.
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Inactivation of Thrombin by the Blood

of Different Mammals.

By

MIKLOS D. F. DDVARDY.

Eeceived 18 June 1949.

The excess of thrombin formed during the coagulation of

the blood is rapidly removed from the plasma, a process believed

to be due to metathrombin formation. This process has been

thoroughly studied earlier (Wohlisch 1940, p. 334).

The disappearance of the thrombin has been ascribed to an

adsorption to the blood proteins (Kettgeb 1909), to an enzymatic

destruction of the thrombin or to both processes (Gebendas

1946, 1948).

This mechanism deserves to be studied further, particularly

against the background of our present knowledge. In a pre-

liminary paper I attempted to determine the speed of inactivation

of thrombin caused by sera of different mammals.

Experimental.

The inactivation of thrombin was determined as follows. Thrombin
of known potency, free of antithrombin, was incubated with serum
(plasma or whole blood) and the decrease of thrombin activity tested
on fibrinogen. (Gebendas 1948.)

The manner of blood sampling varied in different animals. In the
case of the horse, cattle, sheep, goat and pig the blood was collected
from the severed carotid artery in slaughtering the animals. In sheep,
some samples were taken through puncture of the jugular vein. In
rabbits and dogs, the blood was removed from the veins of the ear.
In mice, I took samples from the carotid artery. In the case of rats
and guinea-pigs, as well as the hedgehog I punctured the heart, in
some cases under mild ether anesthesia.
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Table I.

Thrombin inaciivaiion by pig, rahbii and cattle serum. Duration of

experiment -4 hours. Temperature SJf C.

Time of testing. 0" 17" r 1'40" 2'45" 4' G' 10' 30' 116' ISO' 225'

Coagul. time 11" 14" 45" 80" 2.5' 4.5' G.5' 14' 22' 3G' 32' 36'

Time of testing

^Coagul. time

0" r 2' 3' 5' 7' 10' 14' 21' 30' 65' 120' 180' 2-!

11" 17" 22" 27" 43" 64" 122" 4.55' 5.5' 8.5' 13' 17' 16' 1

Time oftesting 0" 1' 2' 3' 5' 7' 9' 12' 20' 35' 62' 98' ISO' 23:

Coagul. time 11" 18" 21" 25" 37" 48" 73" 90" 3.5' 4.5' 8.5' 8.5' 8.5' 9.

The experiments were carried out at room temperature (24—26° C).

After 20 minutes the blood samples were centrifuged for 10 minutes

at 3 500 r. p. m. The experiments were performed within one hour,

in the majority of cases within 30—40 minutes.

Roche Thrombin (Hoffman-La Roche, Bale) was used in all

experiments. It was dissolved in physiological saline solution. Fibrin-

ogen was prepared from oxalated ox blood by Laki’s (1942) method,

with some modifications. The absorption with tricalcium phosphate

was repeated twice. After absorption, the plasma was used as fibrin-

ogen solution. It was poor in prothrombin and could be kept at -f 1° C
for G weeks without coagulation or denaturation, even at room tem-

])erature for several days. The fibrinogen and the thrombin solutions

were diluted before use to give a coagulation time of about 12—15 sec.

The coagulation time was determined on a watch glass by means of

a glass hook.

Experimenls.

1. Sera of c.ittle, rabbit and pig were incubated for 4 hours

with thrombin as follows;

Serum 1.5 ml

Thrombin solution 1 mg/ml 1.5 ml

The drop in thrombin activity during incubation was measured

by determining the coagulation time in a mi.xture of:

Fibrinogen solution 0.1 ml

Dist. water 0.1 ml

Mixture of .‘•orum and thrombin 0.1 ml

The details of this experiment are summarized in Tabic I.

In a .second series of cxpcriment.s I investigated the thrombin

inactivation of scr.r of different mammals during a 10 min. in-

cubation time. The avcirage reaction velocity constant for each

is found in Table 11. In the animals rcj)resented in Fig. 1, the
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Tftble II-

The reaction- velocity coefficientslk — l/t. log. nat. Oo/O of the

thrombin inaciivaiion.

Species Nr. k

Horse 1. 0.255

2. 0.28O

3. 0.265

4. 0.28O

Average 0.270

Cattle 1. 0.185

2. 0.27O

3. 0.365

4. 0.27O

5. 0.27O

6. 0.245

7. 0.365

8. 0.210

9. 0.275

10. 0.300

11. 0.275

12. 0.26O

13. 0.32O

14. 0.360

15. 0.330

16. 0.310

Average 0.290

Sheep 1. 0.G8O

2. 0.430

3. 0.27O

4. 0.130

5. 0.3OO

6. 0.29O

Average 0.370

Rabbit 1. 0.36O
2. 0.47O

3. 0.320

4. 0.48O

5. 0.48O

6. 0.310

7. 0.380
8. 0.445

9. 0.375

10. 0.44O

11. 0.300

12. 0.4OO

13. 0.380

14. 0.370
15. 0.400

16. 0.44O
Average 0.400

Species Nr. k

1. 0.48O

2. 0.410

Average 0.445

1. O.S50
2. 0.58O

3. 0.500

4. 0.450

5. 0.48O

6. 0.340

Average 0.400

Mouse 1. 0.G3O
2. 0.720
3. 0.720

4. 0.640

5. 0.590

6. 0.570

7. 0.G8O
8. O.G20
9. 0.580

10. 0.590

11. 0.730

12. 0.740

Average O.cso

Dog O.G80
2. 0.7IO
3. 0.740

4. 0.570

Average 0.670

Dig 1. 0.700
2. 0.630
3. 0.630

4. 0.770
5. 0.850
6. 0.C70
7. 0.820

Average 0.720

Guinea pig 1. 0.780
2. 0.700
3. 0.830
4. 0.890
5. 0.840
6. 0.820
7. 0.780
8. 0.770

Average O.soo

Hedgehog 1. O.S30

velocity of the process is constant during the 10 minutes in-

vestigated. The reaction velocity constant (k = 1/t. log. nat. cO/c)
was calculated according to Gerendas.
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Sec.

Time of incuboMon
Fig. 1. Thrombin innctivnting capacity in sera of group 1 of the apccics.

In the case of the species represented in Fig. 2, the velocity

of the thrombin inactivation process is not constant even witli

10 minutes’ incubation time. The initial rapid inactivation di-

minishes continuously. Here, I calculated the average velocity,

i. c., the k value calculated from the initial ncti\'ity of thrombin,

without incubation, and those in the 10th minute of inactivation.

Discussion.

The most important phase of the inactivation of thrombin

lies between the beginning and the 10—12th minute of the in-

activation. The sera of the .species investigated can be classified

from this viewpoint into two markedly different group.®, repre-

.•^ented by the rabbit, and the pig .serum (r. Table I).
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Pig. 2. Thrombin inactivating capacity in sera of group 2 of the species.

We have no explanation of this difference because the
substances taking part in the inactivation of thrombin are
unknown.

In a search for comparable data in the literature, I found
those reported by Seegers and Smith (1942). They found that
different amounts of thrombin are required to clot the plasma
of different species in the same time. This phenomenon could be
explained by means of the different thrombin-inactivating capac-
ity of sera as shown above. The fact that human, rabbit and ox
plasma required a lower (2.0—•2.5'units) thrombin activity while
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canine, pig and rat plasma required 5—10 thrombin units, agrees

with the differences in the manner of inactiv’ation in my experi-

ments reported above.

Summary.

1. Experiments carried out with low thrombin concentrations

show that sera of different species under similar conditions in-

activate different quantities of thrombin,

2. The course of the thrombin inactivation by sera of 12

mammalian species, during the initial phase, is calculated.

3. Sera of horse, cattle, rabbit, sheep and goat absorb thrombin,

and the fermentative inactivation has a constant velocity during

the initial phase. Another group of sera (rat, mice, dog, guinea-

pig, pig, hedgehog) shows no absorption, the inactivation is more

rapid, and the reaction velocity is not constant.
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Introduction.

The term of “blast injury” is generally accepted nowadays as the

indication of the multiplicity of changes, both patho-physiological

and pathological, which occur within the organism when it is ex-

posed to the effects of the pressure and impulse field around a de-

tonating charge.

Blast injuries have probably existed ever since man learnt to use

explosives. One of the first to mention injurious effects upon the

organism caused by explosions was Jars (1768), who presented the

theory that a miner in an exploding mine is injured by being ex-

posed to a rapid compression and decompression, and that death

is caused by “la grande et prompte dilatation d’air,” an idea which,

seen in the light of more recent experiences and research, must be

regarded as essentially correct.

It is only in recent years, however, that blast injury has been

more intimately knowm and taken notice of. The fact that explosion

catastrophies could kill people without any apparent sign of external

injury was indeed known from numerous great mine explosions

(Gaudin 1887, Mitchell 1897, Zangger 1907, Llewellyn 1910,

Hatton 1911, and others), and already during the first world-war

soldiers were often found, after nearby grenade explosions, sitting

or lying dead in the trenches without any kind of external injury

whatsoever (Mott 1916). The pathogenic connection between the

shock wave set up by an explosion and these apparently unexplain-

able deaths was, however, still insufficiently analysed. Already Jars
and later Beynaud (1887) and others had indeed pointed out that

the variations of pressure at the explosion were the cause of the in-

jury, an opinion also supported by Paul Bert (1878) in his classical

studies of the decompression syndrome. This theory, however, was
by no means generally accepted, and poisoning with the explosion

gases, above all with carbon monoxide, was by many considered the

most important factor (Brouardel 1887, Chinas 1887, Dujol 1887,

Mitchell 1897, Urie 1904:, Bahier 1906, Fabre 1906, Llewellyn
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1910, Hatton 1911, Stierlin 1912, Mott 1916, Hill 1917, Logan

1939, and HLadeield el coll. 1940). Other authors maintained that

some of the deaths caused by explosion could he explained hy the

existence of air emboli set free by the sudden decompression (Gran-

jon-Eozet 1887, Gaudin 1887, Guinand 1887, Eeynaud 1887,

Thomas 1917) a theory latterly supported by Scher (1941), among

others.

At the time before and during the first •world-war the greatest

stress was laid upon symptoms from the central nervous system

(surveys by Mairet and Durante 1919, King and Curtis 1942, and

others), while, on the other hand, possible effects on other organs

usually came to be quite overlooked. Great difficulties existed also

in differentiating between what was actual organic lesion caused hy

an explosion (“shell concussion”) and mere nervous manifestations

due to fear and exhaustion. Many of the cases which nowadays

would have been considered definite cases of blast injury were then

probably referred to by the somewhat vague concept of “shell

shock.”

Some authors had already earlier pointed out that changes could

occur in other organs than the central nervous system, in the lungs

then above all (Eeynaud 1887, Paucot 1901, Delacroix 1907,

Eavaut 1915, Thomas and Johnson 1915, Sencert 1915, among

others), but the first to point out the dominating role played hy

the Ivmg lesions in the s3mdrome of blast was the American physiolo-

gist Hooker (1924). The investigations of recent years have sho^vn

even clearer the dominance of the lung injuries (see King and Cur-

tis) and expressions such as “blast lung” (Williams 1942), “.blast

chest” (Thomas 1941) and “pulmonary concussion” (Osborn 1941)

have been used, for excellent reasons, as closely synonymous ^vith

the concept of air blast injury.

Through the imexampled development of mihtary technique in

the last decade, blast injuries in modern warfare have become ex-

tremely common. The first real proofs hereof date from the Spanish

Civil War when high explosives in projectile weapons, grenades and

aerial bombs were used to an extent hitherto imheard of and whose

technical and medical damaging effects are vouched for by Haldane

(1938), Mogena (1938), Langdon-Davies (1938), Mitchiner and

Cowell (1939), Kretzschmar (1940), and others.

Through extensive studies, both clinical and pathological, and also,
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though in a comparatively less degree, through animal experiments

especially in England and America during the last war, our know-

ledge of blast injuries has been considerably widened. The sympto-

matology and the pathological picture of ruptured ear drums, inter-

and intra-alveolar haemorrhages and traumatic emphysema of the

lungs, and in more severe cases meningeal haemorrhages and injuries

to the abdomen in the form of haemorrhages and perforation of the

intestines, therefore, are quite wellknown. On the other hand,

many problems concerning the actual cause of the injury are still

unsolved, and as to the factors which favour, or possibly restrain,

the appearance of blast injury, our knowledge, in many respects, is

still incomplete.

This applies even more to the effect of the blast wave on the phy-

siological functions of the organism. Even Biembault (1883) and

others realized that death due to blast was caused by changes of

vital nerve functions, and Mott (1916) pointed out that the respi-

ration and circulation would be affected by the blast wave, and was

of opinion that the enormous air pressure ‘‘‘may be transnutted to the

base of the brain and cause shock to the vital centres of the floor of

the fourth ventricle, causing instantaneous arrest of the function

of the cardiac and respiratory centres.” And Hamlin (1943) points

out that paralysis of the autonomic nervous system is one of the

most outstanding physiological effects of the detonation causing an

interruption of the reflex activity of circulation and respiration.

It is hoped that this work will contribute to some extent in throw-

ing light upon a number of questions concerning the patho-physio-

logical aspects of blast injury. 0^ving to the enormous size of the

subject it has only been possible to bring up for discussion a few es-

sential questions of which very little notice has been taken pre%d-

ously. These questions are:

1. The relation between the physical qualities of the blast wave
(maximum pressure and impulse), and the extent of the blast in-

juries resulting from it, a problem, which, so far as it concerns the

maximum pressure, has only been given slight consideration pre-

viously, and which, so far as it concerns the impulse, has hardly been
mentioned at all. In this connection we will first touch upon questions

concerning the development of the blast injuries and their localiza-

tion to various organs. Only certain special problems will then be

taken up for discussion, however, as these questions, especially where
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the lung injuries and other pathologic changes are concerned, have

been dealt with by other authors in a nunaber of papers during the

last ten years (see surveys by King and Curtis 1942, Williams

1942, Tunbridge and Wilson 1943, Theis 1943, Barrow and

Ehoads 1944, Desaga 1944, Tunbridge 1945, Corey 1946, Cohen

and Biskind 1946, Draeger, Barr and Sager 1946, and others).

2. The effect of the detonation upon the respiration.

3. The effect of the detonation upon the circulation organs and

the blood circulation.

4. Changes in body temperature in blast injury.

5. The direct cause of death in blast injury. This question, •«'hich

has been much discussed but is still unsolved, is, of course, to some

extent, closely connected •with those mentioned above. The question

concerning the existence of traumatic shock in pure blast injuries

and the haemodynamic and blood-chemical changes connected vdth

it, is also taken up for discussion.

This paper only deals -with air blast injuries. Immersion blast in-

juries, which in principle do not differ a great deal from these, have

been discussed by the present author in an earlier paper (Clemedson

1948). A number of surveys of this subject exist as well (see Cajieron,

Short and Wakeley 1942, 1943/44, Auster and Willard 1943,

Goligher, King and Simmons 1943, Greaves et coll. 1943, Theis

1943, Corey 1946, and Draeger, Barr and Sager 1946).

Finally, as regards the concept of “solid blast” recently introduced

by Barr, Draeger and Sager (1946) this embraces aU the different

injurious effects which are caused when the shock wave is •transmitted

to the organism through a solid object (armour plate, floor, ship’s

deck etc.). ^As these injuries are of a quite different nature to those

caused by air blast they will not be discussed here.

CHAPTER 1.

The Detonation and the Physics of the

Blast Wave.

Robinson (1944) gives the following definition of an explosion:

“In a general sort of way, an explosion consists of the very sudden

production of large quantities of gases, usually hot, from a much
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smaller amount of a solid, a liquid, or a fias. This is usually accom-

panied by a loud noise or report.” By detonation we generally mean

the very sudden explosion of a high explosive.

When a solid high explosive detonates it is transformed, then,

into glowing gas. This change begins in a certain j)oint the point,

of ignition — and continues along a boundary surface which rushes

along in the explosive with a constant speed characteristic to every

explosive — ite detonation speed — and vnrie.s between 3000 and

8000 m/sec. During this inner detonation, which only lasts some

hundred thousandth of a second for a charge of approximately 1 kg.

the reaction gases, which have been formed, arc, consequently,

within the original volume of the explosive. The tcmiierature is

then about 3000° C, and the pressure is of the order of lO’’’ atmospheres.

Through the almost instantaneous transition from solid explo.sivc

to gas during very high pressure an enormous ])rcssurc gradient is

obtained in the surface of the cxidosivc. The gas expands ])erpcndi-

cularly outwards setting the surrounding air in motion, A great

pressure increase, or shock front, will, therefore, spread out concentri-

cally from the l,)last centre. The glowing ball of explosion ga.ses liolds

together till it reaches approximately 10 000 times its original vol-

ume (Paymax and Woodhead 1937).

Tlie shock wave propagates with a velocity which, nearest, to the

explosion centre, is several times greater than that of normal .‘^oiind

(defined as the velocity at fading excess i)ressiire, sec o. g. Wi:i-

BULU 1914).

In a given point sojuc distance from the charge the ])ressure rises

almost instantaneously up to a maximum — maximum ])rcssure - -

and drops then more slowlj' down to atmospheric ])rcssure, or below

this (see fig. 1). The interval between the initial increa.se of pressure

and the maximum pressure is for a high explosive, according to e.sti-

mations, of the order of 10" ® seconds. The shock-front, tlu'reforc is

very steep. According to estimations by Piiaxdti. (quoted from
Weibull 1944) the depth of the shock front, that is to say, the dis-

tance between the foremost point of the wave and the ])nsition of
the maximum pressure, is approximately 0.003 mni already at an
excess pressure of only 0.04 kgf/cm".' At higher pressure it is even
less.

* 1 kgf/cm- = 0.nC8 ntin.
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Fig. 1. The shock wave from a detonating charge of TNT. Weight of charge

0.10 kg. Distance from charge 1.16 m. Upper curve; Shock diagram recorded

with the “Corona” microphone (described on page 26). Lower curve: Calibrated

diagram of the same shock wave.

The duration of the pressure is somewhat different for different

explosives and varies a little with the size of the charge and the dis-

tance from it. ZucKERMAN (1940, 1941) states that the positive

presstire wave at a distance of 10 metres from a charge of 32 kg

lasts 5 or 6 milliseconds, and that the duration of the negative wave

— the suction wave — is approximately 30 milliseconds. While the

duration of the negative wave is fairly constant for one and the

same explosive and weight of charge (Zuckerman 1941, Bernal

1941) the duration of the positive wave varies with the distance from

the charge, owing to the fact that the positive phase of the shock

wave always has greater speed than the following suction wave. The

positive wave, therefore, will he more and more extended as the dis-

tance from the charge increases (see fig. 2).
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Fig. ‘J. The shock wave at different distances from a cliargo of TNT. Weight
of charge 0.05 kg. Distance from charge in A = 1 m, in B =, 1.5 m, in C = 2 m,

and in D = 3 m.

Besides the positive and negative shock waves also a number of

smaller oscillations occur at the detonation. These would have no

physiological importance, however, (Corey 1946), and should be

distinguished from the phenomena which occur in a closed space

where reflexes and wall vibrations may cause standing waves.

In the boundary surface of an acoustically denser medium the shock

wave is reflected with some slight divergence from the common laws

of reflexion, owing to the intensity. The reflexion occurs without an

appreciable phase displacement, but the reflected wave is always more

or less deformed. — Cf. also Sutherland (1940).

IITien investigating the various effects of the blast wave upon

structures three principal factors should be considered, namely, the

maximum pressure, the impulse and the energy of the shock waye.

This paper will chiefly deal with the maximum pressure and the

impulse, whereas the energy will be mentioned only by the way.
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The maximum pressure.

The maximum pressure (p) is the highest pressure acting in a

point passed by the shock wave from a detonating charge. This

pressure consists partly of the pure hydrostatic pressure and partly

of the pressure which is due to the movement of air in the vicinity

of the charge. Close to the charge this latter pressure is as great as,

or greater than, the hydrostatic pressure. The part of the pressure

which is caused by the movement of gas, decreases further away

from the charge, and at a relatively great distance it is quite negligible.

As most devices used in measuring the maximum pressure in shock

waves, theoretically speaking, may be supposed to have a flat sur-

face, it is worth mentioning here that the pressure which acts on these

instruments is not identical with that which acts in a point. Owing,

for instance, to the air being reflected by the flat surface, the pres-

sure against this will be at least twice, and sometimes several times

greater than that which strikes in a point.

The maximum pressure decreases rapidly with increasing distance

from the charge. This decrease is not linear, however, as would be

the case, if the pressure were transmitted through water. In fact

the maximum pressirre decreases with a potency ranging from 3 to

1 at short and great distances, respectively.

If the weight of charge is Q and the distance from the charge li

the folio-wing formula applies for the maximum pressure with suffi-

cient exactitude for TNT (trinitrotoluene), according to von Zeipel

(1946):

p=1.90~ 4-

K
4.60

R-
4- 41.0-1

At reflexion against a solid surface conditions are more compli-

cated, and Ave may find one or several reflected waves, each Avith a

maximum pressure of its own. If the charge is suspended above the

ground, the shock AAmve is reflected from this in accordance Avith

fig. 3. Even a delayed shock waAm Avith the maximum pressure p',

AA'hich has been reflected by striking the ground and has covered the

distance R', Avill then act on a pressure gage in a point T at height

h and at distance R from the charge. Then the following approx-

imate formula applies;
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Fig. 3. The .shonk wave from a charge of TNT (0.10 kg) with reflexion from

ground, o. Ignition of explosive, p = max. pressure, p' — peak pre.ssure of

the rcflectcfl wave.

and further

Consequently is ahva3's lower than j). ]\Ioreover p' is further

weakened bj’’ absorption at the reflexion.

The time difference [A T) between the arrival of p and p' at T wliieh inaj'
.

have great physiological importance, is obtained frotn the following formula:

Ar=
It

Ml

where tOj is a mean value of the speed of the spherical shock wave

The impulse.

By impulse (7) we usuallj’^ mean the time-integral of a force, in this

case, therefore, the time-integral of the blast pressure (p) with the

integration extended over the time it takes for the blast wave to pass:

t

I —
j
p-dt

^0

The impulse is, consequentljq the shadowed area in fig. 1. It is

clear from this, then, that even if the pressure acting on a structure

should change very rapidly, the impulse can, nevertheless, reach

quite high values. Under certain conditions it seems plausible that

the impulse has greater importance in producing injury than the

maximum pressure.
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The following formula applies to the impulse;

I = C-—

C is a constant.

This formula is valid at moderate distances from the charge.

The energy of the shock wave.

The energy of the shock wave consists of two different components,

namely, a potential component manifested as the pressure in the elastic me-

dium (air) and a kinetic component represented by the speed of particles in

the medium.

The principle of similitude (the scaling law).

For practical purposes it has been found convenient always to refer the

action of a detonating charge to that obtained from a charge of 1 kg (unit

charge).

In calculating the effect, one then uses the scaled distance obtained from

the following formula:

where r = the scaled distance, R = the actual distance, and Q — the weight

of charge in kg.

At distance r from a unit charge one gets the same effects as at distance

R from a charge of Q kg.

CHAPTER 2.

Earlier Animal Investigations.

Despite the existence of no doubt important differences between

the human being and various animal species as regards their sensitiv-

ity to the effect of blast waves, animal experiments doubtless offer

far greater possibilities in the study of detonation effects than clini-

cal observations, owing to their more sj’-stematic and controllable

conditions. In consideration hereof it is remarkable how few ex-

perimental investigations actually have been made in this interesting,

and from a military-medical aspect, very important domain.
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As far as the literature is concerned, the earhest animal experi-

ments as to the effect of the blast wave on the organism were made

no earlier than during the first world war. The experiences from the

Balcan war then caused Eusca (1914) to examine on rabbits “die

traumatischen Druckwirkungen der Explosion,” He was then able

to show that animals were killed if exposed at a short distance from

a detonating charge, and that the area within which this fatal effect

was caused was almost 10 times greater in water than in air. Crile

(1917) exposed rabbits to explosions in confined spaces and found

massive haemorrhages in the lungs. Similar pulmonary lesions as

well as haemorrhages, microscopic ones in particular, in different

parts of the central nervous system were noted by IMarinesco (1918)

in his blasting experiments with small charges of “fulmicoton”

against dogs. Haemorrhages in the liver, spleen, kidneys and ad-

renals could occur, but were less common. Blood was observed in

the nose and mouth of one animal, and others suffered from dysp-

noea, depression and walking difficulties.

In experiments by Mairet and Durante (1917, 1919) the essential

pathological findings were patches or confluent zones of haemorr-

hages in the lungs, also small haemorrhages on the surface of the

spinal marrow as well as inside it, and around the nerve roots. In

three separate series of experiments they exposed rabbits to the

shock wave from small charges of melinite (picric acid and collodium)

and cheddite (a chlorate explosive). The animals were first exposed

at a distance of 1—1.5 m from a charge and at the same height as

this, secondly, in order to find the effect caused at different angles

of incidence (20°—50°) they were suspended at a distance of 2.5 m
from a charge on the ground, and thirdly they were arranged in

different positions in trenches. The authors submitted their material

to fairly thorough examination from a pathological point of view,

especially concerning the central nervous system. They emphasize

the discrepancy between the animal’s general condition immediately

after the detonation and the degree of injury manifested by its further

development during the next 24 hours. As to the pathogenesis they

present several interesting points of view, for instance, that the ex-

tent of the injury to a certain degree depends upon the amount of

blood in the blood vessels. It would doubtless be of some importance,

therefore, whether the vessels were in systole or diastole, whether the

individuals were congestive or anaemic and had a high or low blood

2 — 496036 O.-J. Clemedson
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pressuie, and -whether the lungs were in an inspiratory or exspira-

tory position. They point out, finally, that the blast wave affects

such parts of the organism above all where the blood vessels are

inadequately supported by surrounding tissue as the case is, for in-

stance, -with the lung capillaries.

Carver and Dinsley (1919), on the basis of their blast experi-

ments -with small charges of geglinite -with rats and mice and in im-

mersion experiments with fish as experimental animals, dmde the

region around a detonating charge into three different zones. In

zone A {“zone of brisance”) which consists of the region in which

the detonation causes a crater, animals are torn to pieces or obtain

severe internal iniuries with haemorrhages in different -viscera, the

central nervous system and the eyes, and often bleed from the

nose and mouth. In zone B {“zone of decompression") animals are

killed often without external injuries but -with severe lesions in dif-

ferent viscera. This zone merges into zone C where the effect on the

animals varies a great deal, frequently, however, consisting of a

transitory stupor, followed by a more or less marked excitation.

Hooker (1919, 1924) in the -winter of 1918—1919 carried out some

ifivestigations chiefly in order to establish the existence of “primary

shock” in “air concussion.” He states that lung rupture and lung

haemorrhages were “the single gross lesion found post-mortem in

cats, dogs and rabbits after exposure to air concussion due to gun

blast or high explosive.” No relation seemed to exist between the

extent of the lung injury, the animal’s general condition and the

degree of primary shock. Hooker is of opinion that the shock caused

by air concussion is of a different nature to the forms of shock kno^vn

at that time. The fact that primary shock occurred in exposure

before a gun muzzle but not in experiments with TNT, though the

maximum pressure acting on the animal was practically the same

in both cases, indicated, he thought, that it is the duration of excess

pressure rather than its amplitude that is the deciding factor.

In experiments Avith sectional steel shelters in England just before

the second world war Barcroft (1939) carried out blasting experi-

ments vdth goats and rabbits in the field and in shelters and was able

to show, that shelters gave a certain degree of protection against the

blast wave and that the animals closest to the charge and exposed

to high positive as well as negative pressure, chiefly had lung injuries.

Investigations by Zuckermax (1940, 1941) and Krohx, Whit-
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TERIDGE and ZucKERMAN (1942) are the chief experimental contri-

bution to our present knowledge of the effect of blast waves upon

the organism. Extensive experiments were made where rats, mice,

guinea pigs, rabbits, cats, monkeys and pigeons were exposed to

detonations from TNT charges of about 35 kg and compounds of

hydrogen-oxygen gas in balloons, and where the pressure and form

of the blast wave were registered with piezo-electric gauges. Zucker-

MAN found then that if animals were protected from splinters and

were injured by blast only, the extent of the injury depended on the

kind of animal used and on its distance from the charge, in other

words, on the blast pressure. Animals, who had not been close enough

to the charge to be torn to pieces, showed various degrees of lung

lesion ranging from a few dots of blood on the surface or haemor-

rhages here and there in the whole lung parenchyma and to complete

hepatization of whole lung lobes. In moderate cases the middle and

lower parts of the lung in particular were affected and especially

its anterior borders. In 40 per cent of the animals haemorrhages

were also found in different abdominal organs, and in some single

cases in other internal organs as well. Animals with a protective

garment covering that part of the chest which faced the charge re-

ceived little or no lung lesion. The fact that animals very close to

the charge received injuries mainly on that part of the body which

faced the charge proves, Zuckermak considers, that the blast wave

causes injury by “the impact of the pressure component of the blast

wave on the body wall” and not, as often previously supposed, by

passing downwards via the air passages in which case both lungs

should have been injured. These observations have been pursued

further by Krohn, Whitteridge and Zuckerman (1942) who have

also studied the effect of blast waves upon respiration, circulation

and cerebral activity.

In contrast to other authors, Corey (1946) believes that investi-

gations of air blast injuries have no great practical importance. He
then bases his opinion on experiments carried out in the U. S. Navy
which have shown that only those animals which had been within

the “flash area” and at the same time had received burns, had been

injured by the detonation. In virtue of blast experiments on goats

Horwath and Shelley (1946) like Corey, consider air blast rela-

tively harmless to living creatures. They showed by blast experi-

ments in a tunnel, on the other hand, that the effect is considerably
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greater in confined spaces. Thus, animals placed in a field at exactly

the same relative distances from a charge similar to that used in

the tunnel experiment, received much slighter injuries. In the mor-

tally injured animals there were apart from lung injuries, also hae-

moperitoneum, haemorrhages in the diaphragm, lacerations of the

liver and ruptures of the stomach. In addition there were also me-

diastinal emphysema and air bubbles in the pericardium, an occur-

rence never previously found in blast experiments.

Earlier investigations of the eSects of blast waves on certEiin

physiological functions.

With the exception of occasional observations, especially con-

cerning changes of the respiratory rate caused by the detonation,

only Hooker (1919, 1924) and Krohn, Whitteridge and Zuckbr-

MAN (1942) have studied some of the physiological functions of the

organism after exposure to blast. Their investigations of the cir-

culation and respiration of animals injured by blast have actively

contributed to the understanding of certain aspects of injurious

effects due to blast, but are, at the same time, incomplete. These

investigations will be discussed later.

In this connection an investigation by Clark and Ward (1943)

is worth mentioning. They tried to imitate on a small scale a blast

wave in water, and observed changes of respiration and heart action

in rats and cats exposed to this shock wave.

Certain attempts have been made to imitate blast effects in the

laboratory. Thus Young (1945) imitated “in slow motion” the

pressure of the blast wave upon the organism. He fixed firm strips

of canvas roimd thorax and abdomen of animals, and registered the

changes in the intra-pulmonary pressure and in the spinal fluid, and

also in the arterial and venous pressures, when these strips were

tightened.

It should, perhaps, be emphasized already here, that these investi-

gations have greatly contributed to the understanding of the toler-

ance to compressive stress of the cardiovascular and respiratory

systems, but all the same, we must not draw too far-reaching con-

clusions from these investigations as to the effects caused by the

detonation. The fact is that b6th earlier investigations (Hooker

1924, and others) and those mentioned below show that the reac-
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tions of the circulation and respiration to a large extent depend on

the rapidity of the increase of pressure and its duration. Similar

reflections apply to experiments by Whitehorn, Lein and Edel-

MAN (1946) and Edelman, Whitehorn, Lein and Hitchcock (1946)

who have examined the tolerance of the circulation towards ex-

plosive decompression. Only the influence of a rapid reduction of

pressure is studied here. However, the positive phase of the wave,

i. e. the pressure increase, surely plays at least as great a part in

blast as the suction wave (cf. Zuckerman, 1940, 1941, and others).

CHAPTER 3.

Theories Goncerniiig the Mechanism of Blast

Injuries.

When an organism is struck by a shock wave the incident wave is

reflected in accordance with what was mentioned on page 13. Due

to its being dammed up and reflected the pressure in the boundary

surface itself becomes greater than in the incident wave. Some of

its energy, however, will probably be transmitted through the tissues

and will pass through these like a shock wave, though Avith almost

similar speed to that of sound in water. How much of the pressure is

reflected and hoAv much is absorbed in the boundary surface or passes

through the tissues, is still quite unknoAvn.

Concerning the mechanism of lung lesions due to blast three main

theories have been suggested:

1. The negative shock Avave, or suction wave, leads to rupture of

the lung capillaries. (Logan 1939, Shirlaav 1940.)

2. The lungs are suddenly expanded with air AVhich leads to rup-

ture of the lung tissues. (Barcroft 1939.)

3. The lesions are caused by direct impact Avhen the chest is struck

by the steep shock front. (Zuckerman 1940.)

The first theory espoused by Logan and others seems supported

by investigations by Latner (1942) and Edelman et coll (1946),

among others, Avho have studied the effect of explosive decompres-

sion and so produced lung injuries similar to those in blast injury.

Experiments by Carlton, Rasmussen and Adams (1945) in which

lung haemorrhages and coronary air emboli were obtained when air
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mm Hg), seem, to some extent, to support Barcroft’s idea. For

either of these two theories to he accurate, however, it must be as-

sumed that the shock wave can pass down through trachea. Zucker-

MAN (1940), however, seems to have shovm without any doubt that

this does hot happen in any degree worth mentioning, and his theory

would probably be the one generally recognized to-day.

The lung lesion would, therefore, be assumed to result irom the

severe contusion and compression of thorax caused by the phase of

high pressure. To this effect we must then add the effect produced

by the part of energy which is transmitted through the organism,

as in the boundary surface between acoustically different media —
the boundary between tissue and air — an expulsion effect occurs,

and the tissues are torn to pieces. This is the reason why organs

containing air or gas in particular, are injured, while changes in

muscles and solid organs are proportionally rare and only occur at

very high pressure.

Abdominal injuries are proportionally less common in air blast

and such viscera which contain gas are mainly affected. The same

reflections would apply concerning the mechanism of intestinal hae-

morrhages and perforations in air blast as those made by Greaves

et coll. (1943) concerning these changes in immersion blast, namely,

that “if the gas can be displaced without compression a haemorr-

hagic lesion of the wall will be the only result. Perforation will occur

when the gas bubble is trapped and becomes compressed under the

pressure of the wave and snaps back in re-expansion when the wave

passes.”

The share in the blast effect of the different physical components

of the blast wave is still very little analysed. The extent of the lesion

would not be determined by maximum pressure alone, but, as al-

ready emphasized by Hooker (1924) also by the duration of the

pressure increase. Even the impulse, therefore, would be of impor-

tance. As regards this question Wakeley (1945), in an interesting

survey of the effect of immersion blast on the human organism, calls

attention to the fact that it is neither the maximum pressure nor the

impulse alone which determines the e.xtent of the lesion. A high

maximum pressure by itself is not sufficient to cause lesion unless

it lasts long enough for the tissues to lose their power of resilience,

and the breaking-point is reached. On the other hand, a great im-
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pulse by itself causes no lesion unless the pressure at the same time

is so high that the structure fails to resist it, and breaks.

Experimental Investigations.

CHAPTER 4.

Common Experimental Arrangements.

These investigations have been carried out in experiments with

high explosives both in the field and in a detonation chamber specially

constructed for the purpose.

Anhnals. Rabbits of common country stock have mainly been

used. All animals, both for experiments and control, have been

taken from the same stock. They have been fed on hay, oats and

water before, as well as after the experiments.

Rabbits have been chosen chiefly because they can be obtained

in large numbers, are relatively cheap, and are easy to work with in

serial experiments. The total number of animals used is approxima-

tely 350.

Anaesthetics. Urethane has been used in doses of 1.4—1.6 g per kg

body weight given in a 20 per cent water solution. When anaesthe-

sia of only short duration has been needed NarcotaP (isopropyl-

P-bromallyl-N-methyl-malonylcarbamid-sodium) has been given in

some cases instead of urethane. It has been administered in slow

intravenous injections of 0.5—1.5 ml of a 5 per cent solution.

All the animals on which surgical treatment of some kind has been

carried out, and all the remaining animals with the exception of

110, have been anaesthetized.

Experimental arrangements in field blastings.

In these experiments two different ways of grouping the animals

and measuring instruments have been used, one in blastings with

small charges, the other in blastings with charges above 2 kg.

1 Made by Astva, Sodevtalje, Sweden.
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Fig. 4. Grouping in experiments with small charges. Left upper figure shows

the stands supporting pressure and impulse gauges (T, TP and F) and animal

cages (R and RC). Left lower figure: plan of the grouping arrangements. Right:

the charge.

a. Grouping in blastings witb smaller charges

("group type A”).

In experiments with "group type A” the blasting area was a

smooth sand field approximately 25 x 25 m encircled by thinly

scattered trees. The animals and measuring instruments were placed

in a circle around an iron rod which had been driven into the ground

in the centre of the field, and on which the charge was placed (see

fig. 4). The animals were suspended in narrow wire mesh cages in

stands similar to those which supported the pressure and impul.se

gauges described below. The cages were fastened with their top edges

to the stand so that the animals hung about 120 cm from the ground
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Fig. 5. Grouping in experiments with big clmrges. Wooden stantla supporting

pressure and impulse gauges (TP) and animal cages (R).

and level Avitli the gauge and charge. Experiments with this group-

ing comprise 69 blasts with 125 rabbits in all.

b. Grouping in blastings with bigger charges

(“group type B”).

In experiments with “group type B” the blasting area was a fairly

smooth field with a radius of about 50 m and with open country on

three sides. The gauges and cages were suspended in large, heavy,

V-shaped wooden stands 3—5 m long and 180 cm high (see fig. 5).

Due to the stands being shaped like a V the animals did not shield

one another or any of the gauges. Experiments with this grouping

comprise 13 blasts with 72 rabbits in all.

In all experiments the rabbits were placed with their right sides

towards the charge. The distance of the animal from the charge was

always measured from the right side of the chest Avail to the centre

of the charge. The distance of the rabbits from the charge corres-

ponded to that of the gauges from the charge (measured to the centre

of the gauge membrane) with a difference of + 1 cm in “group type
A” and +5 cm in “group type B.”

The charge.

In field blastings cylindrical charges of cast TNT Aveighing from
30 kg have been used. Greater Aveights of charge, up to 200 kg.
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have been obtained by combining several cylinders. In experiments

with “group type A” the weight of charge has varied between 0.230

and 1.150 kg, and the distance of the animals from the charge has

been between 1.0 and 3.0 m. In experiments ^vith “group type B”

charges have been used weighing from 1.25—200 kg, and the distance

of the animals from the charge has varied between 1.34 and 22.52 m.

The charges have been ignited by an electric blasting cap. In most

cases a smaller charge of pentolite and a plastic explosive have been

used as primer.

Owing to the cylindrical shape of the charge the blast field will

diverge quite considerably in certain directions from spherical sym-

metry. This can be avoided to some extent by using spherical

charges of pressed TNT. Charges of this type have not been avail-

able, however, and cylinder-shaped charges have been used instead.

This disadvantage has been eliminated, as far as possible, by group-

ing the animals and gauges uniformly. They have always been placed

in the equatorial plain of the cylinder and level with the charge.

CHAPTER 5.

Methods of Analysis.

A. Physical methods.

1. Recording of the shock wave.

In recording the shock wave of a detonation several different methods

liave been used of which the piezo-electric is one of the most popular. This

has several disadvantages, however, for instance, the sensibility of the piezo-

electric crystals to various outside interference and the difficulty in obtain-

ing recordings in several different points in one and the same experiment

owing to the complicated construction of the recording devices.

In recording the shock wave both in field blasts and in the detonation cham-

ber the “Corona” microphone, invented by Criborx (1947), has been used here

(see fig. 6). This is based on the fact that in a point discharge between two

electrodes with a high voltage the intensitj- of the current varies in accord-

ance with the air pressure. The microphone, which, in principle, consists of

an annular positive electrode in whose centre is a pointed negative electrode

connected to the negative pole of a high tension unit {approximately 4 kV),

is connected to a cathode ray oscillograph. The process is recorded on n film

with the constant speed of 1 mm per 10“* sec.
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Fig. 6. The “Corona” microphone, a. platinum point, h. pos. electrode, c.

neg. electrode, d. holder of plexiglas (Incite).

2. Determination of maximum pressure.

Of the many different instruments constructed for the recording of pressure

only a few are suitable for measuring the maximum pressure of a blast wave.

Ztjckerman (1940, 1941), Kkohn, Whittemdoe and Ztjckerman (1942),

and others have used piezo-electric gauges in their investigations of blast in-

juries. American scientists have used several different types of mechanical

gauges where the pressure acts upon a piston or membrane (Corey, 1946).

An example of the piston principle is the “William gauge” which consists of a

brass cylinder where a piston, when influenced by a pressure, indicates a move-

ment which is proportional to the maximum pressure.

Membrane gauges of different tj^pes exist, for instance, those which deter-

mine the pressure by deflection of the membrane, and those which have a num-
ber of membranes with different diameter and thickness which break at dif-

ferent loads of pressure.

A membrane gauge of the first type is the Baroscope invented by Miller

(1919) and used by Hooker (1924) in his studies of blast injury.

A critical examination of different recording methods shows that piezo-

electric methods are less suitable due to the reasons already mentioned. The
first type of membrane gauges seems to give the safest results.

In these investigations a considerabls' improved modification of Miller's

gauge, made by vON Zeipel (1944, 1946) has been used. This (see fig. 7) con-

sists, in principle, of a membrane of duralumin with a diameter of 50 mm.
When a blast wave strikes the membrane it presses in a small friction-braked

needle whose friction has been chosen great enough for it to stop even at the
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a b

Fig. 7. The maximum pressure gauge, a. The front of the gauge showing the

membrane, b. The back of the gauge with the micrometer screw.

highest pressures which the gauge can stand. In this way the deflection of

the membrane can be recorded •within a thousandth of a millimeter by a mi-

crometer screw on the gauge. The thickness of the membrane of the differ-

ent gauges varies from 0.5—4 mm vrith a natural frequency of from 2500—

15 000 hz.

The gauges are statically calibrated at -i- 19° C. The calibration curve varies

with the temperature with approximately 0.5 per cent per degree, why correc-

tion for this should be made. Some other corrections have been necessary. For

instance, it has been proved an advantage to correct the values obtained from

gauges with thinner membranes to values obtained from gauges with a 4 mm
membrane (natural frequency = 15 000 hz). If has also been found (vox

Zeipel 1946) that a certain reading obtained when the membrane was struck

by a blast wave did not correspond to that pressure -which gave a similar

reading at the static calibration. The reason for this is that the membrane is

so slightly damped that a shock pressure w'ill cause an excess deflection of the

membrane of almost 100 per cent. For a gauge -v^-ith a natural frequency of

15 000 hz the actual pressure, therefore, is only about 52 per cent of what has

been recorded.

The uncertainty of the pressure values will be discussed further in chapter 7.

3. Determination of impulse.

The impulse of a blast wave may be determined in two principally different

ways, namely either by estimating it from a recorded pres.sure-time curve,

for instance, a piezogram, or from the additional speed given to a body -within

the impulse area. The latter method is probably the most popular, and has

been used by Weibvei. (1944) and vox Zeipel (1945), among others.
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Fig. 8. The impulse pendulum.

In these experiments two different methods have been used for measuring

the impulse by mechanical means. They have been elaborated by von Zeipel

(1945) and are the impulse pendulum method and the “drop cylinder” method.

The impulse penduhim (fig. 8) is a ballistic pendulum whose impulse receiver,

for the main part, consists of the pressure gauge, described above. The pendu-

lum is suspended on ball-bearings with very small friction. Its swing is recorded

on a graduated disc by a needle which follows the movement of the pendulum
and stops at maximum amplitude of the swing.

If excluding the air resistance and other outside disturbances the following

formula (von Zeipel) applies to the impulse (7):

m • k

g-O-L 2 fir
• Z (1 — cos 9?) +

2K(p
gf . sec/cm-

^ J gf.sec/cm- = 981 dyn. sec/cm- (g/cm.sec.).

m



Fig. 9. The “drop cylinder.”

wliere

m = mass of pendulum, in g.

k == radius of inertia of pendulum.

g = 981 cm/sec-.

0 — front surface of pendulum, in cm*.

L — C. G.' distance of frontal surface of pendulum from axis, in cm.

1 = C. G. distance of pendulum from axis, in cm.

fp = maximum angle of deflection of pendulum, in radians.

K — friction moment of pendulum, in djm. cm.

In order to increase the sensibility and decrease the error of the impulse

value when measuring small impulses a collar of masonite'has been fixed around

the receiving part of the pendulum. Its surface has thereby become 10 times

larger.

The "'drop ajUndcr' (fig. 9) consists of a short metal cylinder suspended

from two points with one end surface turned towards the charge, and so lightly

that it becomes immediately unhooked by the shock wave. The impulse of

the shock wave throws the cylinder a distance of I cm, whereby it falls li cm

from its suspension point to the ground. The impulse is obtained from the

formula:

7 -

y2g-h
where

m ~ mass i>er cm- of the end surface of the cylinder.

’ C. G. — centre of grnvitj'.
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a b

Fig. 10. The thermoelectric respiration recorder, a. The thermo gauge with

metal mantle and rubber mask. b. Mask and mantle removed to show the

thcrmocotiples.

Two cylinders (F 1 and F 6 in fig. 4) have been used, tlieir inass/cni^ being

3.2 and 24.4 g and their measuring ranges 0.006—2 and 0.05—14 gf.sec/cm-,

respectively. The cylinders were suspended ns shown in fig. 9. They wore al-

lowed to fall upon a flat piece of ground covered with fine sand whore the

vertical line from the suspended cylinder had been marked beforehand by a

small iron peg. The values obtained with the two cylinders always agreed.

As to the uncertainty of the methods see chapter 7.

B. Physiological methods.

Respiration,

Respiration recordings have been made continuously before, during and

after thfe detonation. Owing to the special nature of the experiments, i. e.

the very rapid and great variations of pre.ssure, it has not been possible to use

any of the methods otherwise employed by which the respiratory movements
are passed to a recording instrument by means of air- or liquid transmission.

The present author, therefore, has improved and used the principle for

respiration recording previously applied by Bierman (1946) which is based on
a thermo-electric recording of the temperature difference between the inspired

and expired air (Clemedson and Pettersson 1947). The apparatus consists

of a thermogage (fig. 10) connected to the fourth channel of the electrocardio-

graph (Triplex, Elmqvist’s principle) which has been used for simultaneous

recording of heart action.
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The thermogage consists of 20 thermocouples connected in series and made
of nickel-chromium constantan. These are fastened round a thin aluminium

cylinder (fig. 10 b) and isolated in such a way that the junctions of one end

only are free to be flushed by the respiratory air. Covering the cylinder is a

metal container fixed on with screws for reducing disturbances caused by elec-

tricity and heat.

The thermogage is fastened in front of the animal’s nose by means of a co-

nical rubber mask kept in position with elastic tape.

The apparatus gives good respiratory recordings, except during the first

tenth parts of a second after the detonation when a distorsion independent

of the respiration is seen.

Heart action.

This has been recorded with an electrocardiograph using the three common

extremity leads. The choice of electrodes is important ns outside interferences

must be avoided as far as possible. In earlier investigations subcutaneous

needle electrodes have been used with preference, but also other types of elec-

trodes have been employed. Thin zink sheets have, thus, been used by Straub

(1909), grooved amalgamated zink sheets by Aoduhr and Stenstrom (1930)

and silver sheets by Mayeda (1934). Kkohn, Whitteridge and Zuckermax,

who have recorded the heart action in blast experiments, have led off from

right shoulder and left thigh by means of subcutaneously placed silver-foil

electrodes. Stocker (1940), finally, has used electrodes inserted in the middle

part of oesophagus and in rectum.

Extremity leads with subcutaneous needle electrodes have been used suc-

cessfully in animal experiments by Verney (1924), Mosler and Sachs (1925),

ScHiNZEL (1933), ScHiRRMEisTER (1939) and WizER and HabAn (1939), among

others. Leuesciikin (1942) points out that ordinary injection needles can he

used, but. that the part inserted under the skin must be at least 4 cm long.

In this investigation ordinary injection needles have been used with a din-

meter of approximately 1 mm and at least 4 cm long. They were inserted

subcutaneously and firmly fixed with plaster round the leg and connected to

the channels of the cardiograph by means of a 16 m long screened cable.

The electrocardiograph was placed in a shelter of reinforced concrete, sit-

uated about 10 m. from the blasting center.

As regards animals where E. C. G. were taken at different times after the de-

tonation special care was taken always to keep the animal in e,raclly the same

position at the different recordings. In experiments with unannesthetized ani-

mals and in blastings in the detonation chamber, the animals were exposed

in a sitting posture in the cages. In all other cases they were lying stretched

out on their right sides.

Blood pressure.

The arterial blood prc.ssure has been determined by two different methods.

Immediately before, during and after the detonation the pressure in the earn-
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Fig. 11. The strain gage element of the blood-pressure recorder, a. Pressure

chamber with the tube connected to the carotid artery cannula.

tid or femoral artery has been recorded by the bloody method. In animals

where the blood-pressure has been follotved for a longer period, say some 48

hours, a bloodless method has been found more suitable.

A survey of the different principles and methods of determining the blood-

pressure in small animals has been given by Lithandee (1945) who has deve-

loped and used the method given by Fahu (1938—39) for bloodless determi-

nation of the pressure in the central artery of the rabbit’s ear.

Similar methods have been applied with success by von Recklinghausen

(1906), Anderson (1922—23), Kuraya (1923—24), Watson (1926), Squier

(1927—28), SemnDT-WEYLAND (1931—32), Grant and Rotschild (1934),

Grant (1935) and Downman, Mackenzie and McSwiney (1944), and others.

The Woody method. For recording the changes in blood-pressure occurring

immediately after the detonation an apparatus has been invented (Clemed-

SON and Pettersson 1948), which is based on the strain-gage principle, that

is to say, it contains a fine resistance wire which, when subjected to variations

of pressure, alters its electric resistance.

The blood-pressure recorder (fig. 11) consists of a strain-gage measuring body
(Stratham Gage Cat. YE-48-60 Ser. 389, Stratham Laboratories, Los Angeles),

which has been provided with a small pressure chamber with a 0.05 mm
thick phosphorus bronze membrane, that influences the tension of the mea-
suring wire by way of a metal needle. By means of a flexible copper tube
with delicate lumen the pressure chamber is connected to a cannula which is

inserted in the central part of one of the exposed common carotid arteries

or, in experiments with sinus denervated animals, in the right femoral artery.

3 — 496036 C.-J. Clemedson
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The tube and pressure chamber are filled wth physiol. NaCl solution, and the

metal cannula itself with a solution of 5 per cent heparin (Heparin Vitrum).

The strain-gage element is made like a Wheatstone bridge with a resistance

of 600 ohms. The bridge maintains its equilibrium when no pressure influences

the membrane. The element is fed from a 20 V.battery, and the voltage which

results when the element is brought out of balance owing to the pressure on

the membrane, is recorded, after amplification, on an ordinary oscillograph

(Elmqvist’s principle).

The amplifier is a three-step, direct-coupled D. C. amplifier. Circuit dia-

gram of the amplifier see fig. 12.

Owing to the severe strain caused by the detonations the element was

eventually damaged, and as a new one was not available, recordings were made

according to another principle in some of the later experiments. The move-

ments of the pressure chamber membrane were then recorded by way of a

metal needle direct to a microcator band supplied with a mirror. Ko am-

plification was needed in recordings of this tj^pe. In other respects the ex-

jjerimental devices were the same as those already described.

The blood-pressure recorder is calibrated by means of a small pressure ves-

sel, which is connected to the copper tube instead of the cannula mentioned

above. The pressure is measured with a calibrated anaeroid manometer (the

same as that used in determining the blood-pressure by the bloodless method,

described below).

The relation between pressure and oscillograph readings is linear.

Owing to considerable damping in the system a certain distortion of the

pulse beats occurs, and the pulse curve is rounded off. As the main object in

these experiments has been to measure the average, blood-pressure, however,

this distortion seems insignificant.

The bloodless method. For the purpose of measuring the arterial pres-sure in

the bloodle.ss way the above-mentioned method developed by Faur (1938

—

.39) and Lithander (194.3) has been used with some sliglit modifications. TJie

temperature in the thermobox has been kept at between 2.3 and 28° C- Tlie
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Fig. 13. Device for measuring of blood-prcwurc in the cc'iitral nrlory of flic rab-

bit’s ear. The device is by means of a rubber tube, seen to the right, connected

to a manometer, and placed in a thermo box not show n in the figure.

blood-pressure unit (fig. 13) consists of two adjustable brass cylinders facing

each other in a metal container. The lower cylinder, wliicli contains a small

glow' lamp, is covered at the top by a glass plate. The upper cylinder is closed

at the bottom by a thin rubber membrane, and at the top by a magnifying

glass. This cylinder is connected to an anaeroid manometer by means of a

rubber tube. At first a manometer was used according to von llecklinghausen-

Riva Rocci and later a precision manometer (Tycos Precision Blood Prc.ssure

Meter, Taylor Instrument Companies). Both manometers have been calibrated

against a mercury manometer.

Tbe pressure has been measured within the middle part of the car ns the

variations of pressure in one and the same animal are less in that part of the

ear (Grant and RoTscmim 1934, Litiiandeu 194.5). In order always to ob-

tain a constant and shortest possible distance between the ear — always the

left — and the rubber membrane, the following method has been employed:
The ear is carefully placed over the glass plate of the lower tube, whereupon
the upper tube is allowed to fall by its own weight against the ear. The pre.ssure

on the rubber membrane is increased to 20 mm Hg, after which the tubes are
fixed in this position before the measuring begins. The systolic pressure is

read off w'hen the pulsations in the compressed vessel return, when the pres-
sure on the membrane is again reduced.

The blood-pressure values consist of an average of 10 — in some of the ear-
lier experiments G — readings, taken in quick .succession.

By avoiding, as far as i)ossible, certain errors of tbe method, which have
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been pointed out earlier by Andersox, Kuiuya, Fahr and Lithakder,

among others, quite good values have been obtained. The pereental deviation

from the mean value in a series of readings is between 5 and 10 per eent.

Gircvilatioii time.

This has been determined by a modifieation of the fluorescein method

introduced by Koch (1922) at which 0.2 ml of a 20 per cent solution of fluores-

cein-sodium has been injected into the marginal vein of one of the ears, and the

time to beginning fluorescence in conjunctiva of the opposite eye has been de-

termined.

Oximetry.

Tlie relative oxygen saturation of the arterial hlood has been determined

by means of an oximeter according to Mtlukan (1942). The apparatus con-

sists, in principle, of a photo-electric colorimeter which in the bloodless way

determines the difference in light absorbtion in the spectral region of 600

—

800 mp. between reduced haemoglobin and oxyhaemoglobin. This principle,

which has been used by JLatthes (1936), Squire (1940), Goldie (1942), among

others, has special advantages over the method elaborated by Kramer (1935)

and used e. g. by Bjurstedt (1946), among others, by which measuring is

performed on an exposed artery.

The apparatus used by the present author is a modified and improved model

of Millikan’s apparatus (see Lixdobex, 1947).^ It has been found quite practic-

able in clinics, but seems not to have been used previously in animal experi-

ments.

Pleasuring was performed on a skin fold on the animal’s back after the hairs

had been removed with a water solution of barium or strontium sulphide.

When maximal vasodilatation had been reached, usually after 10 or 15 minutes,

values were obtained of degree of blood content and tissue absorbtion (deter-

mined by the photo-electric cell sensitive to green colour) which in the course

of one experiment varied only about 5 per cent.

Drabkin and Schmidt (1945) have found by determinations bj' direct spec-

trophotometry that the oxygen saturation of human arterial blood under stand-

ard conditions is 98.6 per cent, and in dog’s arterial blood 98.5 per cent. In

clinical experiments with oximetry the initial value of 98 per cent is generally

used when the subject breathes ordinary' air. The present author has found,

however, the initial value 100 more convenient as the oxygen saturation’ of

the animal injured by blast can then be given directly in per cent of the initial

value. As the method gives only' relative values this approximation seems

justified.

Body temperature.

This has been measured by means of ordinary rectal thermometers. The

thermometer has always been inserted in rectum to exactly the same length

* The apparatus lias lx?cii made by' K. G. Berg, Civ. Eng. Stockholm.
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in all readings, and kept in this position by an assistant. This seems important

according to, for instance, Tachau (1912), Saathoff (1914), Andersen (1943)

and Waluden (1944) who in their clinical investigations have shown that the

temperature is higher further up in rectum. It is also important that the

animal is calm during the entire rending, ns otherwise the temperature may

rise several tenths of a degree.

All rectal thermometers used here have been calibrated against a standard

thermometer.

C. Biochemical methods.

Biochemical investigations of changes in some of the chemical components

of the blood have been made in a number of animals which were allowed to

live for some time after the detonation.

After incision in the marginal vein of the ear, blood has been tapped into a

graduated suction tube in which a moderate vacuum has been obtained by

means of a suction pump. The suction tube has been specially constructed

for the purpose by the present author.

For determination of non protein nitrogen, creatinine, phosphorus and

potassium, samples of blood have been tapped into bottles containing sodium

oxalate gauze. For all other samples 1 drop of 5 per cent heparin for every 6

ml of blood has been used, to prevent coagulation.

Double determinations have been made as a rule. The error of method has

been determined for all methods used. This has been calculated from a number

of double determinations (see page 40). The methods are ns follows:

Haemog’lobin

.

This has been determined ns reduced haemoglobin after haemolysis with a

.

solution of 0.1 per cent sodium carbonate and reduction with sodium ditionite,

in a Pulfrich photometer. The factor 16.1 given by Heiljieyer and

(1938) has been used. This is possibly somexyhat high, but as it is only the re-

lative changes in the haemoglobin content which are of interest here, this

seems unimportant. The haemoglobin values are given in g Hb/100 ml of

blood. 51 double determinations gave an average difference of 0.026+0.023

g Hb/100 ml with an error of the method of 0.17 g Hb/100 ml, or a percental

error of 1.6% of the mean value in single determinations, and an error of 0.12

g Hb/100 ml or 1.1% of the mean value in double determinations.

Haematocrite.

The volume of the blood cells has been determined in an ordinary angle
centrifuge by using haematocrite tubes according to van Allen (1925). The
tubes have been turned for 30 minutes with 3500 revolutions per minute. 50
double determinations shoxved a mean difference of 0.24+0.21% xvith an error
of the method of 1.5% haematocrite or 4.0% of the mean value in single deter-
minations, and an error of 1.0% haematocrite or 2.8% of the mean value in

double determinations.
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Blood sugar.

This has been determined according to Hagedorn, Haestrom and Jen-

sen (1935). From 50 double determinations a mean differenee of 2.3 + 1.0

mg/100 ml was obtained with an error of the method of 5.5% in single deter-

minations, and 3.9% in double determinations.

Plasma chlorides.

The chloride content of plasma has been determined by the electrometricnl

method according to a modification of Muller’s method elaborated by KoR-

BERG (1949). All values are given in m mol.

The mean difference of 39 double determinations was 0.26+0.41 m mol.

The error of the method; 2.6 m mol or 2.6% of the- mean value and 1.8 m mol

or 1.9% of the mean value in single and double determinations, respectively.

Alkali reserve.

The carbon dioxide binding capacity of plasma has been determined by

the diffusion method according to Conway (1947). Values are given in volume

per cent. The mean difference of 42 double determinations was 0.43+0.55

vol %. The error of the method: 3.6 vol % or 6.8% of the mean value in

single determinations, and 2.5 vol % or 4.8 % of the mean value in double

determinations.

Plasma proteins.

Total protein in plasma has been determined by a diffusion method mainly

aceording to Conw.ay (1947). 50 double determinations showed a mean dif-

ference of 0.06+0.06 g/100 ml. The error: 0.39 g/100 ml or 6.2% of the mean

value and 0.28 g/100 ml or 4.4% in single and double determinations, re-

spectively’.

Non protein nitrogen and creatinine.

Non protein nitrogen and creatinine have been determined according to

Folin.

Phosphate.

The content of acid soluble phosphorus in plasma has been determined by

a method Recording to Fiske and Subrarow and modified by Teoreli. (1931).

The mean difference of 49 double determinations was 0.0004 +0.008 mg/100

ml. The error: 0.04 mg/100 ml or 1.1% of the moan value in single deter-

minations, and 0.03 mg/100 ml or 0.8°o in double determinations.
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Potassium.

After dry incineration of plasma at 500° C and precipitation as chloropla-

tinate the potassium has been determined by a modification, adapted for pho-

tometry, of a method elaborated by Norbero (1938). A Klett-Summcrson

photometer has been used. The mean difference of 51 double determinations

was 0.026+0.045 m mol. The error: 0.32 m mol or 6.8% of the mean value in

single determinations, and 0.23 m mol or 4.8% in double determinations.

Geirbon monoxide.

Carbon monoxide in blood has been determined by a method described by

Wennesland (1940). The values are given in vol %.

49 double determinations gave a mean difference of 0.016 + 0.04 vol%.

The error was 0.28 vol % or 7.6% of the mean value in single determinations,

and 0.20 vol % or 5.4% in double determinations.

Iron.

In addition to the method described on page 53 below for determining the

extent of lung haemorrhages, this has also been done, in a number of cases,

by determining the iron content in the lung and in samples of blood from the

same animal. These determinations have been made according to the method

introduced by Breuer and Militzeb (1938) and which has been modified

by the present author:

a. Determination of iron in lung.

The lung which has been dried to constant weight in a 250 ml flask of pyrex

glass at a temperature of 110°C, is incinerated on a sand bath (270° C) with

10 ml of cone, sulphuric acid (pro analysi). The solution clarified by an addi-

tion of perhydrol, is allowed to cool, after which it is diluted in a measuring

flask to exactly 250 ml. 10 ml of this solution is mixed with 0.5 ml of a saturated

solution of potassium peroxydisulphate (10 g K.SaOg in 100 ml aq. dest.)

and 2 ml of a 3 A’" solution of potassium rodanide (146 g KCNS+20 ml of ace-

tone purum diluted with aq. dest. to 500 ml). Photometry against a reagent
blank should be done as soon as possible. A photometer with blue filter (BG 7,

wave-length 475 m[i) according to Lange, has been used.

The iron content is obtained from a standard curve. As standard a solution
of Mohr’s salt has been used containing 1 mg Fe per ml (1.757 g FeSO^ . (H4N).
SO4 . 6 H2O dissolved in 250 ml N H.SOj).

Double determinations have been made. The mean difference of 23 double
determinations was 0.0043 ±0.0055 mg Fe. The error of the method: 0.03 mg
Fe, making 2.3% of the mean value in single determinations, and 0.02 mg Fe
or 1.6% in double determinations.
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b. Determination of iron in blood.

0.5 ml of blood is incinerated in a 50 ml pyrex flask with 2 ml of cone, sul-

phuric acid on a sand bath at 270° C. Perhydrol is added till a clear solution

is obtained. When incineration is completed the sample should not be dark-

coloured one hour after the final admixture of perhydrol. It is allowed to cool

and is then diluted with aq. dost, to exactly 50 ml. Prom this solution a 10

ml sample is taken which is treated with K.^S20g and KCNS, and rend off ns

above. The values are given in mg Fe/ml of blood. With the help of this

value and the value of the iron content of the lung wc can then determine

the amount of blood in the lung. In doing that the content of tissue-bound

iron in the lung has been left out of account as this would be unimportant

compared to the iron content of the blood.

The mean difference of 24 double determinations is 0.0009+0.001 mg/ml.

The error of the method has been estimated at- 0.007 mg/ml or 2.2% of the

mean value, and 0.005 mg/ml or 1.6% in single and double determinations,

respectively.

D. Statistical methods.

The arithmetical mean il/ with its standard error t{M) and the standard

deviation a have been calculated according to current formulae. The signi-

ficance of the differences between different groups of observations have been

estimated by analysis of variance and the /-test in accordance with formulae

given by Fisheu (1936) and Boxnier and Tedin (1940).

From the variance quotient and the figure t

J/j—il/g

~ Ve (.l/,)* +

the probability P has been obtained which states whether a significant difference

exists or not between different materials.

P > 0.05, states the difference ns not significant i. e. that the materials

belong to the same population.

0.05 > P > 0.01 states the difference as probable.

0.01 > P > 0.001 states the difference as highly probable.

0.001 > P states the difference ns statistically significant.

The error of the methods have been calculated from a number of double

determinations. The mean value d of the differences and their standard de-

viation cTrf has been computed. If d is not significant i. e. d < 3 o,/, the standard

deviation of a single observation is calculated according to the following for-

mula;

Od

^2

The error of method is then a, in single observations, and in double

¥2
ob.ccrvntions.
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The correlation co-efficient r which states the strength of the correlation be-

tween two valuables x and y, measured in pairs, has been calculated according

to the following formula (see Wortiuxo and Geffneii, 1944):

71 Sxy— Hx - £y

The correlation is considered strong if r > 0.5 (see c.g. Esses-ilOEt^EU 1941).

The mean error of the correlation coefficient c(r) has been calculated in ac-

cordance with the following formula:

which gives sufficient degree of accuracy provided r is not quite equal to 1 or 0

(WoBTiiiso and Geffseb).

In the tables below n always indicates the number of animals or cxpcrimcnt-s.

CliAPTER 6.

Detonation Chamber with Impulse Pendulum.

In field blastings it, is easy to obtain liigli inaxvman pressures

variable at will by increasing the size of the charge and reducing

the distance from it. The 'impulse, on the other hand, cannot be in-

creased to a similar extent, and very great impulses at relatively

moderate maximum pressures — for instance such pressure and

impulse conditions which occur when an atomic bomb detonates —
cannot be obtained in this way. The greatest impulses arc obtained

from detonations in confined spaces where the pressure increase

lasts for a considerably longer time than in detonations in the field.

As it seemed desirable also to study the effect on the organism of

blast Avaves Avith great impulse a detonation chamber has been con-

structed specially for animal experiments.^ Apart from the A'ery

high impulse values AAhich can be obtained by using it the detonation

chamber also offers scA’^eral other adA’antages. For instance, it is

possible to obtain AAuth only a fcAv grammes of explosive in the

detonation chamber, pressure and impulse \mlues similar to those avc

get in the field AA'hen hundreds of kg of explosives are used. Further-

more, it is possible to use physiological recording instruments Avbich

' The detonation chamber has been constructed in eolinborntion ^vith E.
von Zeipel, Ph. L.



Fig. 14. Plan of the detonation chamber. Scale 1:15. The figures correspond

to those in the text.

cannot be used in field blastings owing to theix sensibility to outside

disturbing influences, such as variations of pressure.

The detonation chamber which is shown in figs. 14 and 15, consists

mainly of two parts, namely, the detonation chamber itself (3) with

an extension tube (5), and a pendulum for impulse determination

(8, 9, 14) on which the animal cage and a maximum pressure gauge

(7) are placed.

The detonation chamber is an iron cone of relatively thick con-

struction (3) — it is made of the top of a 500 kg bomb — which has

been lengthened by an iron tube (5) fastened to it with screws. The

length of the chamber including the extension tube is 122 cm, and

its inside diameter is 40 cm. In the top of the iron cone is a threaded

screw plug (1) where the electric blasting cap is inserted. Wlien the

screw plug is in place the charge, which is fastened to the detonator,

will be inside the cone and approximately 10 cm from its top.

Where the conical part, of the chamber meets the extension tube

two iron sheets (4) have been placed at a distance of 2 cm from each
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other. They are perforated, the holes being 10 mm in diameter and

at a distance of 10 mm from each other. The sheets completely cover

the cross-section of the chamber and can be moved parallelly Avith

each other so that the holes of one sheet are covered more or less

by the other sheet, thus completely or partly, screening off the ex-

tension tube from the detonation chamber itself. By this device the

impulse can be varied within quite broad limits. The sheets are re-

movable’ and have only been used in blast experiments when small

pressures and very great impulses have been aimed at.

Before the detonation the open end of the detonation chamber is

closed by means of a wooden disc (8). This is fastened on the body

(9) of the impulse pendulum and fits the inside diameter of the cham-

ber with very little allowance. On the inside of the Avooden disc are

mounted, as mentioned before,- a maximum pressure gauge (7) and

a cage for the animal (6). Before the impulse from the detonation

has caused the pendulum to swing out the animal and pressure gauge

are, therefore, inside the chamber at a distance of approximately

100 cm from the charge.

The impulse pendulum is suspended on ball-bearings (15) in a

tubular steel stand. The body of the pendulum (9) consists of a

cylindrical leaden weight of 190 kg. The frontal area of the pendu-

lum, i. e. the Avooden disc, is 1250 cm". The length of the pendulum

measured from the centre of the suspension axis to the centre of the

pendulum body, which coincides fairly well Avith the centre of grav-

ity of the pendulum, is 180 cm. The total Aveight of the pendulum,

pressure gauge and animal cage is about 230 kg.

When the explosion causes the pendulum to SAving out it brings

AA’ith it a small slider (12) AA'hich glides along a peripheral rail. The

slider is stopped in the pendulum’s dead centre oAving to some small

friction, and the angular deflection of the pendulum is registered.

The impulse received by the pendulum is obtained from the for-

mula of the impulse pendulum, given above. Because of the great

mass of the pendulum the friction term ^ - may be disregarded

m
here. The chord between the starting and finishing position of the

slider on the rail is proportional to the factor Vl— cos 95 ,
and the

impulse, therefore, is proportional to the length of the chord. Thus

this length multiplied by the constant 0.54, Avhich is calculated from

the formula. gi\'es the impulse in gf. sec/cm".



Fig. 1(). TIu' clotonntioii chninl)cr. TIic pomUiIuin body witli tho aiiitniil cage.

After tlic detonation the pendulum does not swing l)ack towards

the opening of tlie detonation chamber but is arrested by a cou])le

of blocking pieces which have been pushed by the ])endidum towards

a strong brake rim (13) below the rail. In this way the pendulum is

arrested almost immediately after it has turned-. If this brake apj)-

liance, for some reason or other, should stop to function there is also

a safety device consisting of a .strong coil sjwing (10) which stops

the movement of the pendulum just before it has reached zero. In

case of faults in the brake arrangement this device will then prevent

the instruments mounted on the wooden disc from being smashed

to pieces.

The pressure gauge, which is fastened to the centre of the 60 mm
thick circular wooden disc of the pendulum body, is of the same

construction as those used in the field blastings. On the disc hangs

also the cage (see fig. 16) in which the animal is ])laced. The en-

velope surface of the cage is made of perforated .sheet metal, the side

facing the chamber is of coarse-me.shed wire netting, and the side

touching the wooden disc is of iron plate. The cage is secured to the
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disc by means of hooks and can be removed quite easily. In the

cage and disc there are holes for the cables of the different instru-

ments.

In the experiments carried out in the detonation chamber a plastic

explosive has been used as charge. Weights of charge of 1 to 6 g

have been used.

CHAPTER 7.

The Errors of the Pressure and Impulse

Determinations.

In stating the physical effect of the shock wave on the animals,

maximum pressure and impulse values have been determined for

each rabbit in the experiments. In experiments with “group type A”

these values have been obtained from the pressure and impulse gauge

closest to the animal in question. In experiments where several recordings

have been taken at different distances from the charge {“group type B”),

on the other hand, the pressure and impulse values have been calculated

from diagrams of pressure-distance and impulse-distance, determined

for each weight of charge used.

The values for each particular animal are, of course, impaired by

a certain amount of error. This is, first and foremost, composed of

the possible systematical and random errors by w'hich the recording

apparatus itself is impaired, and also of the error resulting from the

fact that the pressure and impulse field around a detonating charge

deviates in varying degrees from spherical sjonmetry (below called

the azimuthal dispersion of the pressure and impulse values).

Tbo error of the maximum pressure determination.

As emphasized previously the maximum pressure, which acts on

a large, flat wall, is quite a different pressure compared to that which

acts on a very small object. Furthermore the pressure determined

by the pressure gauges used in these experiments is yet another.

This is because the pressure received by an object depends, to a

large extent, on the physical qualities of this object, for instance,

its shape, density, the nature of its surface, etc. The pressure, which
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is given here as the maximum pressure acting on an animal, is ac-

tually the pressure which has acted on the membrane of the pressure

gauge closest to this animal. It is, therefore, dependent on the changes

in the shock wave brought about by its being dammed up, reflected

and deflected against the gauge. These changes, which are rather

hard to determine quantitatively, mainly depend on the appearance

of the shock front and on the external shape of the pressure gauge.

It is obvious, therefore,' that a certain error will be admitted when

the pressure obtained from a pressure gauge is assigned to the animal

closest to it. However, as both the form^ of the shock wave and the

shapes of the pressure gauges and of the animals have been mainly

constant in the different experiments, this systematical error should

justly be the same in aU experiments, and can, therefore, be dis-

regarded. When comparing the pressure values obtained in this

study with those given earlier in the literature on this subject, on

the other hand, it must unavoidably be taken into consideration.

In comparative investigations (von Zeipel 1946), between the

mechanical maximum pressure gauges used here and piezo-electric

gauges with crystals of Eochelle salt, quite considerable systematical

differences have been found between the values obtained. This

evidently depends on the fact that the mechanical gauges indicate

the total of static and d3mamic pressure, while the piezo-electric

gauges, for the main part, give only the static pressure. The latter

gauges, therefore, are little dependent on the orientation in the pres-

sure field, while, on the other hand, the former give quite different

values if orientated parallelly with or perpendicularly to the incident

shock wave. Furthermore, the membrane of the mechanical gauge

owing to slight damping, makes a deflection which is approximately

100 per cent too great. All the pressure values, excepting those

obtained in the detonation chamber, have been corrected of this

error. This was done by multiplying the recorded deflection of the

membrane with a reducing factor K, which has been determined

through experimental investigations and theoretical calculations

based on a general knowledge of the nature of the shock wave and

the physical qualities of the gauge membrane.

The pressure values obtained in the detonation chamber have not

been corrected as the excess deflection of the gauge membrane would

be quite insignificant here, owing to the considerably slower progress

of the detonation in the chamber (see fig. 24, page 93).
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The reducing factor K differs for gauges ^nth different thicknesses

of membrane, and varies in thin membranes witli the size of the

charge.

In the experiments with “group type A,” where small charges up

to approximately 1 kg have been used, is 0.57 + 0.02 (the error is

estimated).

In the experiments -with “group type B” and bigger charges, the

following values have been used with regard to K:

Weight of

charge in kg
k'l A'j Ka

1.25—5

>5
0.3G±0.06

0.24 + 0.06

0.47 + 0.03

0.47 + 0.03

0.52 + 0.01

0.52 + 0.01

These K values have been determined as mean values from a number

of recordings made at several detonations each with its own weight

of charge. The errors are estimated. Omng to difficulties of reading

off, the error of the value increases, if the 'deflections of the mem-

brane are very small.

The error, which is about 4 per cent in the recordings usually ob-

tained at a few hundred //, can, for the main part, be estimated to

depend on the uncertainty of the reducing factor K. It increases

rapidly if the deflection is < 10 //.

The error of the pressure values owing to deviation of the

shock wave from spherical symmetry.

The greatest error of the maximum pressure, particularly when

only one or two pressure gauges have been used at each blasting,

is most likely due to the azimuthal dispersion of the pressure field.

The fact is that owdng to the shape and inhomogeneity of the charge

the pressure vnll not be exactly the same in different points of re-

cording at the same distance from the charge. Consequently, the

maximum pressure recorded with a certain pressure gauge can, only

within certain vcrj' strict limits, therefore, be attributed to the ani-

mal closest to it, without an even greater error being attached to

the value. The greater the angular distance is between pressure gauge

and animal the greater is this error.

’ The imlcx of K Htntes tlio tl>ickne.-s of tlie inembrane in nun.
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Fig. 17. The dispersion of the pressure and impulse values (azimuthal disper-

sion) in a blasting experiment with group type A. = max. pressure and
= impulse. Connecting lines dra^vn by hand. T and TP: see fig. 4,

page 24. S 161—S 164 indicate the places of four rabbits.

e-lo2

Fig. 18. The uncertainty of the max. pressure value acting on an animal as a
function of the angular distance ( AP) from the animal to the pressure gauge,
e is the relative uncertainty, and thus the diagram gives the uncertainty in

per cent.

In order to determine the magnitude of this error, 6 pressure gauges

in each of 6 experiments (blast experiments nr 64—69) have been

grouped around the charge at exactly the same distance from this

(“group type A”). The pressure and impulse values obtained and
their azimuthal dispersion in one of these experiments, is shown in

fig. 17 •

The relative error of a maximum pressure ascribed to a rabbit

was shown in these experiments to depend on the angular distance

4“49G036 C.‘J. Gl&rnedson
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between the animal and the pressure gauge. This relation is showr

in fig. 18.

In experiments according to “group type A” the probable error in-

creases rapidly to ±10 per cent rohen the angular distance between pres-

sure gauge and animal increases jrom 0 to 10°, and it rises to ±20 pei

cent at 100° to decrease again when the angular distance reaches 260°.

In experiments according to “group type B” the maximum angulai

distances between the different pressure gauges were approximately

18°, and the maximum angular distance between an animal and the

gauge closest to it, was +3°. For that reason the error due to azi-

muthal dispersion may be omitted. The pressures acting on the

rabbits have been calculated by interpolation in a pressure-distance

diagram determined for each experiment. To estimate the error of

these pressure values, is very difficult. With regard to the distribution

of the pressure values along a smoothing curve the error in determining

the pressure for one particular animal could reasonably be expected to

be ±10 per cent in experiments of “group type B.”

Tlie error of the impulse determination.

Concerning the error of the impulse values ascribed to one parti-

cular animal practically the same applies as in regard to the error

of the pressure values.

The impulse gauges used here (impulse pendulums and “drop c^d-

inders”) state with sufficient accuracy the impulse acting on them,

but cannot give an exact account of the impulse received by, for

instance, a big flat wall, or by an animal (rabbit). Owing to the

uniformity of the experiments, however, this systematical error has

been disregarded here, as in the max. pressure determinations, and

the impulse has been ascribed to the animal closest to the gauge.

A comparison between the impulse values obtained with the im-

pulse pendulum and those obtained with the “drop cylinder” showed

that in the experiments with “group type A” the values obtained

with the impulse pendulum was throughout the experiments about

0.1 gf -scc/cm^ less than the impulse values obtained with the “drop

cylinder.” This difference appears to be due to movements caused

by the detonation in the stand supporting the pendulum, which

thus affected the deflection of the pendulum. As the impuhe val-

ues obtained vnth the pendulum have a greater error (see below)
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than those obtained with the “drop cylinder” the values in all ex-

periments with “group type A” have been corrected to “drop cyl-

inder” values, that is to say, the values obtained with the pendulum

have been increased by 0.1 gf-sec/cm^

The error of a single 'pendulum impulse value is dependent on the

angular deflection of the pendulum {q>). Thus it is about 4 per cent

for cp > 20°. It increases rapidly when (p falls below 5° and amounts

to about 22 per cent when q) is 1°.

The error of a single “drop cylinder” impidse value appears mainly

to be dependent on the error (dl) in measuring the throwing-distance,

dl was usually approximately 1 cm in these experiments. Only at

very great throwing-distances, i. e. at high speed of the “drop cyl-

inder” resulting in ill-defined point of landing, dl rose to 5 cm or

more.

The error of a single “drop cylinder” impulse value is almost al-

ways below 3 per cent, and generally about 1 per cent.

In experiments mth “group type B” the impulse has not been

measured with the “drop cylinder” due to technical reasons. In these

experiments the impulse values obtained with the pendulum have

not been corrected as above.

The error of the impxilse values owing to deviation of the

shock wave from spherical symmetry.

As to the error of the impulse value in consequence of the azi-

muthal dispersion the same consideration applies as regards the

maximum pressure values. In discussing the error as a function of

the angular distance between pressure gauge and animal, this was

found to be between 10 and 20 per cent. This applies to the im-

pulse also, and the impulse values in experiments with “group type A,”

therefore, are given with an error of ±15 per cent.

In experiments of “group type B” the azimuthal dispersion error

with regard to the pressure values, was unimportant in comparison

to influences from the stand etc. Analogous to the pressure values

the impulse received by one particular animal ivas estimated as having

an error of ± 10 per cent.
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CHAPTER 8.

Objective Determination of the Lung Blast Injury.

Several authors have pointed out that the extent of lung injury is

closely correlated to the violence of the detonation. The present

author has also found in a large number of experiments ^Yith over

600 animals and under greatly varying external conditions, that

the lung injuries can be used as a kind of “indicator” of the destruc-

tive capacity of the blast wave.

Already at quite an early stage it was clear that a subjective esti-

mate only of the extent of the lung injury was not sufficient, as ex-

tremely uncertain results were obtained even if the estimation was

carried out by one and the same person. It was obvious, therefore,

that if the lung injury should be used as a measure of the degree of

blast injury, it must be recorded by an objective method.

In earlier experiments where the blood content in the lung or

other organs has been determined, the intravasal blood quantity

has been determined in most of the cases.

Mexicaxti (1894) eoaked the blood from the sectioned lungs with water,

after which he determined the blood quantity coloriinetrically with blood

from the heart ns comparative solution. A similar method was used by Buuxs

(1909, 1912). He tied the lung vessels and soaked the haemoglobin with 0.1

N hydrochloric acid (1909) or aq. dost. (1912), and determined it with blood

from vena cava ns comparison.

SjOstiiand (1934) and Haxsson and Sjostrand (1934) determined the cn-

pillnrj' blood quantity in microscopic slides of lungs where the corpuscles had

been coloured with orto-toluidinc. The water content was determined by

drj'ing to constant weight.

Other methods used in determining the blood content in organs are, for in-

stance. determination of the iron content, of volume changes of the organ by

means of a pletysmograph, determination of in- and out-flowing blood with the

aid of a stromuhr, etc. (see Sjostrand 1934).

In nil these c.xperiments the only object lias been to determine the intravasal

blwKl content of the lung.

methcKl for determining the size of lung lincmnrrhagc/t in cats exposed

to strong dec<-leration has recently been elaborated by McDokai.d and Kki.i.kv

(1947). The lungs were ]>erfuscd in situ. with vena cava inf. and suj). ligated, with

a salt solution until the lung circulation was completely free from blood, after

vhieh the lungs were <lried. pulverized and freed from the remaining haemo-

globin which vns determined as pyridin-hacmochromogcn according to I'l.tNK

and Watson (1942).
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None of these methods, however, seemed sufficiently simple to be

used in serial experiments. The present author, therefore, has used

a modification of a method elaborated by Borei (1944), whereby

the weight increase of the lung, caused by haemorrhage, is deter-

mined in relation to the calculated normal weight of the same lung.

That quite a large increase in weight may occur has been shown by

Cohen and Biskind (1946) in autopsies, and in animal experiments

by Clark and Ward (1943) and Shelly and Horwath (1946), who

state, that lung weights up to 4 and 5 times the normal weight have

been found in animals injured by blast.

The weight increase of the lung injured by blast, which may
be due to haemorrhage as well as to oedema fluid, is given here

through a quotient (from now on called quotient of haemorrhage):

,
where = weight of lung injured by blast,

and Via — calculated normal weight of the same lung.

Vig can be determined if we know the body weight of the animal

and the weight of the rabbit’s lung in per cent of the body weight.

Methodics: The lungs are removed separately and bronchi and

vessels cut away close to hilus, after which the lungs are washed

quickly in water. The blood in the larger vessels is squeezed out,

and the lungs are dried by lightly pressing them between filter paper,

and weighed. Animals, which have not been anaesthetized during

the experiment, have been given 1.5—2 ml of Narcotal immediatelj’-

before being killed, as it has been found that more constant values

for lung weight in per cent of body weight are obtained in this way,

than if no anaesthetic has been given. In the first case the values

are even somewhat lower, which possibly could be explained by the

fact, that the quantity of blood deposited in the lung may be smaller

in anaesthetized animals (Sjostrand 1934, Hanson and Sjostrand

1934). By this method the blood in the large vessels would be almost

entirely drained off, while blood in the small vessels and capillaries

and extravasal blood would not be influenced to any large extent.

Pressing the lung between filter paper, of course, introduces a

certain degree of error in the determination in spite of the fact that

it has always been carried out in as similar a manner as possible in

each experiment. The magnitude of this error has been determined

as follows: The lungs have been prepared and weighed, as described
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above. Then they have been pressed again more thoroughly between

new filter papers. These control experiments include 118 lungs from

59 animals. By the renewed and more thorough pressing we get a

reduction of the weight of the lung amounting to an average of

2.2 + 0.2 per cent (a = 1.6) for left lung, and 2.3 + 0.2 per cent {a —
1.9) for right lung.

Determination of lung- weigM in per cent of body weight.

This determination is based on the assumption that the weight of

the lung is correlated to the weight of the body w'ithin quite narrow

limits. This relation has been determined both in animals from the

same stock as those used in the blast experiments, and also in 9

animals from quite a different stock. The results are found in tab. 1.

Table 1. Weight of rabbit lung in per cent of body weight and the

correlation coefficient r of the correlation between lung weight and

body weight.

Animal
Xunihcr

of

Lung weight in per

cent of body weiglit

Correlation coefficient

r ± f(r)

animats
Left Jung Riglit lung Left lung Right lung

Babbits of the same

.stock as the expori-

niontal animats u.sod.

.

49 0.10±0.02 0.2.3 ± 0.03 0.84 ±0.04 0.81 ±o.nr,

Rabbits of quite an-

otlicr stock 9 o.ir,±o.oi 0.22 ±0.02 0.99 ±0.01 0.92 ±0.03

The correlation between lung weight and body weight for thc.se

two groups of animals has also been determined mnthcmatically,

and the correlation coefficient r and its standard error e (r) have

been determined. The values obtained are also found in tab. 1.

The correlation is api)arcntly very strong. The agreement between

the valuc.s from the two different groups of animals is also very good.

The values also corre.spond with tiioso given for ral)bit lungs by

Ha.v.s.sox aiul .S.io.sTH.-\xn (19.‘14). namely, O.lG + O.OOGl and 0.22±

0,0065 for left and right lung, re.spectively.

The values given in tab. 1 apply to rabbits witli a body weight of

between 1 and 3 kg.
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The dry weight of the lung also varies within quite narrow limits

in relation to the body weight, and determination of tlie dry weight

of the lungs - dried to constant weight at 120° C — has been used

for the purpose of control in a number of cases. The dry -weight of

the lung in per cent of the body iveight and the correlation coeffi-

cients for this relation are found in table 2.

Table 2. Dry weight of rabbit lung in per cent of body ^^'cigbt and

the correlation coefficient r of the correlation between these two

variables.

Animal

Xum-
ber

of

Dry weight of the

lung in per cent of

body weight

Correlation coefficient

r ± £ (r)

ani-

mals Left lung Riglit lung Left lung Right lung

Rabbits of the same

stock as the experi-

mental animals used.

.

Rabbits of quite an-

2G 0.028 ±0.003 0.041 ±0.004 0.93 + 0.03 0.82±0.0G

other stock 9 0.028 ±0.003 0.040 ±0.003 0.82 + 0.12

(«==8)

0.82 ±0.11

The total error of the method for determinatiori of lung haemorrhages

is about 13 per cent.

Determination of volume increase of the blasted lung.

A more or less pronounced increase of the lung volume is seen in blasted
animals. The lung becomes the seat of a traumatic emphysema and fails to
collapse in a normal way when the thoracic cavity is opened.

To obtain an objective measurement of the degree of volume increase a
method, similar to that for stating the weight increase, has been used. The
volume increase, then, is given by the following quotient:

Fofj— Voliii—
, whore Poll = volume of lung injured by blast,

I olg = calculated normal volume of the same lung,
Voki = volume of exhavasated blood.

The volume increase of the lung injured by blast is partly, or perhaps mainly,
composed of the emphysemntic inflation of the lung but also to a certain ex-
tent, of course, of the haemorrhages. The latter component’s share in the ac-

^ increase, hoM’cver, is verj^ hard to determine wWh any accuracyw a soever, as the relation between inter- and intrn -alveolar localization of
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haemorrhage varies considerably from ease to case. For that reason it has

been found more convenient to exelude altogether the share conditioned by

the haemorrhage (+ocdeina).

Foil is obtained by determining the displacement of the lung, by immersing

it in water by moans of a small lead weight. Yoli] is obtained from the weight

of the blood (I'l'i— Fip) and its specific gravity. The specific gravity of rabbit

blood has been determined pycnomctrically on 15 samples of blood, and was

1.045 + 0.00095 (a — 0.004). Folo for the lung of a particular animal has been

calculated from the specific gravity of the normal rabbit lung and the calcu-

lated normal weight of the lung. The specific gravity has been determined in

a number of animals, and the values obtained arc found in table 3.

Table 3. Specific gravity of rabbit lung.

Animnl
Xumbor

of

nnimnl.s

Sjjocific gravity of

tlie lung

Left lung Right lung

Knbbits of the same stock ns the experi.

incntnl animals used

Rnhhit.9 of qiiifp nnnfhnr Rtnok *

49

9

0.73 + 0.0C

0.72 ±0.08

0.72 ±0.0.7

0.74 ±0.03

CHAPTER 9.

The Development and Localization of Blast

Injuries. '

The development of blast injury.

After the detonation it lias been possible in most of the cases to

examine the animals within one minute. Only in blastings with the

biggest charges this time has been somewhat extended, owing to the

safety distance from the charge, but in no case has it ever exceeded

5 minutes.

Already at the fir.st. inspection the animals, esi)ecially the most

severely injureil. .show a marked apathy. When they have been

taken out of their cage.s they are unwilling to jump and move only

with the utmost unwillingness. If they are made to move this is

done with a slow .shuffling gait. The severely injured animals often

show difficulties in sitting and preferably lie down on their sides

with their legs stretched out, while the head is raised forward and

ti)!. to jnake breathing easi'-r.



Already within a minute after the detonation a pronounced dysp-

noea is seen in many of the severely injured animals, which, within

the next 10 to 30 minutes, often increases to a violent air imnuer

with vigorous breathing and maximum use of the auxiliary respira-

tory muscles. A more or less severe cyanosis often sets in. It is

usually more pronounced in unanae.sthetized animals.

The animals react only slowly to impressions of light, and often

not at all to impressions of sound, the latter ]nobably owing to in-

jured ear drums. Often a transient miosis is noticed.

The severely injured animals do not feed nor drink, while the less

injured animals often feed immediately after the detonation, if

given food. Spontaneous passing of urine and faeces occurs in se-

verely injured animals.

The changes of body temperature after the detonation will be

discussed in chapter 15.

After external examination the animals not used for jdiysiolog-

ical studies, have been killed. They have been anaesthetized with

1.5- 2 ml of Narcotal. From this dose, given in tpiick intravenous

injection, they generally die within a short time without cramj)S.

This is important, as it has been found that animals, which have

had cramps before dying, often show haemorrhages in the lungs.

When respiration lias ceased the blood is tajiiied from the cut carotid

arteries. Before this is done it has always been made sure, that resiii-

ration has actually ceased, thus jircvcnting the animal from aspirat-

ing blood down into the lungs should trachea have been injured

when the carotid arteries were cut.

The time interval between the detonation and when the animal

was killed, exce])t for animals on w'hich jihysiological observations

have been made, has been keiit constant, as far as iiossible. It has

usually been between 10 and 15 minutes, ^I’liis seems fairly inifior-

tant in view of the fact that the jiulmonary haemorrhages caused
by the detonation are not .stationary as bleeding may continue for

quite a long time. Thus Haufirld (1941) states that the haemor-
rhages have reached maximum degree after apjiroximately 4 hours,
and Koberts (1940) and Haufield and Chri.stie (1941) are of

opinion, that haemorrhages from the cajiillaries may continue for

several days.
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Localization of lesions in blast injury.

A. External injury.

One of the characteristic features of the blast syndrome is the

existence of more or less severe injuries to internal orpans, while

external lesions are very rare. Only when the detonation is of ex-

treme violence severe external injuries, such as lacerations, exarti-

culations etc. may occur (Paucot 1901, Carver and Dinsley 1919,

Logan 1939, Zuckerman 1940, and others). Such injuries seem

very rare, however. The lack of external changes in pure blast in-

juries has been pointed out in clinical cases by Gaudin (1887), Ra-

VAUT (1915), Sencert (1915), Langdon-Davies (1938), Logax

(1939), Mitchiner and Cowell (1939), Lockwood (1940), Hadfieli)

cl coll (1940), Hadfield (1941), O’Reilly and Gloyne (1941),

Williams (1942), Thels (1943), Fearnley (1945), and Cohen and

Blskind (1946), and in experimental investigations on animals by

Carver and Dinsley (1919), Mairet and Durante (1919), Zucker-

man (1940, 1941), and others. Burns may occur, usually of the

flash-burn type (Urie, 1904, Wilson and Tunbridge 1943, and

others). When the blast is caused by bombs, grenades or other pro-

jectiles pure blast injuries would mo.st likely be comparatively rare,

(Ganado 1943). In such ca.ses they arc mostly combined with in-

juries caused by primary and secondary splinters and contusion in-

juries. This may bring forth symptoms which do not exi.st in un-

complicated blast injuries.

The blast experiments dealt with in this study have always been

arranged ns far ns possible, so ns to avoid secondary external injuric-s.

In spite of this, e.xtcrnal injuries have, neverthele.ss, occurred in some

cases.

In 40 of the 199 rabbits exposed to detonations in the field, parts

of the fur and the hairs of the nose on the side facing the charge,

have been singed. This has occurred in animals so close to the

charge that they have been within the glowing ball of explosion

gases. In most of the.se cases the injuries have been extremely slight,

and in no case have actual burns been .seen.

Of other external injuries haemorrhages from smaller suj)crficial

wounds hav(^ been noted in 13 cases, and subcutaneons haemor-

rhages in 15 animals.
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These injuries have been caused by the animal being hit by small

stones or other objects thrown up from the ground by the blast wave.

The haemorrhages which are mostly localized to the side of the

animal facing the charge consist, in most cases, merely of petechiae,

but in some cases more massive haemorrhages are observed. They

vary in size from a few mm to approximately 5 cm in diameter. The

external injuries in all these cases have been so slight that they are

without any particular significance to the actual blast injury.

None of the animals exposed in the detonation chamber has ob-

tained external injuries.

B. Injuries to the ear drums.

As the difference, from a mechanical point of view, between the

blast wave and an ordinar}' sound wave mainly consists of the

very much greater energy-and amplitude of the former, it is quite

natural that the ear drums, so sensitive to the energy of the sound

wave, can be damaged by the detonation. This has also been knovm

for quite a long time from clinical investigations. Trueta states,

that from 208 cases of ear druin_^uries, seen in the Spanish Civil

War, 175 had been caused solely by blast. Other authors, who have

described injuries to the ear drums due to explosions or detona-

tions, are Cowel (1885), Bahier (1905), Fraser and Fraser (1917),

IMarriage (1917), Hooker (1924), Passe (1940), Alexander (1941,

1943), Williams (1942), Tunbridge and Wilson (1943), Barrow
and Rhoads (1944), and Cohen and BisiaND (1946), among others.

All according to the magnitude of the force, the injuries can vary

from a slight reddening of the ear drum to total destruction of the

content of the middle ear.

While some authors maintain, that injuries to the ear drum only

occur at high blast pressure, Krohn (1941) considers, that inspection

of the ear drums is of value in all suspected cases of blast injury.

The present author has carried out routine examinations post-

mortem on the ear drums of a great number of rabbits exposed to

detonations in the field and in enclosed spaces.

This inspection has been carried out with an ordinary auriscope

(according to Warpler) after the auricle has been cut away close

to the cranium.
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Injuries to the ear drum are common already at iiuite low j)rcs-

sures. In field blastings a reddening of the ear drums occurs even at

l)ressures < 0.5 kgf/cm-, and ruptures may occur at ])ressures < 1

kgf/cm’^. At these low ])re.ssures the ejir drum nearest the charge is

injured, while at higher jircssures injury generally occurs also on the

opposite side.

In detonations in enclosed spaces injuries to the car drum occur

even at noticeably low pressures probably due to the fact, that the

damaging effect is greater because of reflexes and standing waves in

the room (Bernal 1941). The changes in the ear drums usually

affect both sides here, and sometimes they may be more pronounced

on that side which is turned away from the ])oint in which the shock

wave started.

C. Retrob\ilbar haemorrhages.

Haemorrhages in the retrobulbar tissue have been noted in several

of the severely injured animals.

D. Internal injuries.

Every organ in the organism can be injured by a shock wave, if

this has great intensity enough (cf. Anuor, Due and Nosik 1913,

and others). Usually however, the injuries are localized to organs

containing air or gas, j)articularly then to the lungs and gastro-

intestinal canal. Why the gas content in i)articular should play a

part in bringing about injury has been briefly touched upon on page

22 above.

Injuries to certain internal organs will be described below, namely

to the central nervous system, to the lungs and other thoracic or-

gans, and finally to the abdominal organs.

1 . Injury to the central nervous system.

As pointed out already on ])age 8 various changes in the central

nervous system were previously considered an c.sscntial part of the

syndrome of blast injury. In most ra.scs it was ijossibly only a ques-

tion of functional changes without macroscopic verifiable organic

lesions. The possible cxi.stcnce of microscopic changes in the different

parts of the brain and spinal marrow must not be entirely ignored,
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howevor. In many cases it has been possible to find definite injuries,

first and foremost haemorrhages, in different ])arts of the nervous

system (see Mo'rr 1916, MAiRi-yr and Durantk 1919, Stkwart,

Ruksul and Conk 1941 and Ascroft 1943, among others).

It lias not been the purpose here to make a minute study of the

occurrence of injury to the central nervous system in blast. The

brains from 71 of the rabbits, however, have been examined macro-

scopically. The spinal marrow has been examined in a few cases only.

In many cases, jiarticularly in the less severely injured animals, no

pathological changes have been noted. In cases of severe injury, on

the other hand, a more or less jironounced congestion of the me-

ninges is seen. In some cases great blood clots have been found in

the cisterns. Macroscopically noticeable haemorrhages in the sub-

stance of the brain or spinal marrow have not been found in any

one case.

In some of the severely injured animals the brain was .swollen and

oedematous with flattened gyri and filled u]) sulci. In one severely

injured rabbit which had been allowed to live for 48 hours after the

detonation, the brain was intensely pale and oedematous. The brain

matter was noticeably soft and lini]), especially within the left hemi-

sphere.

2. Injury to the lungs.

The predominance of the lung injuries in the syndrome of blast

has already been pointed out.

It is not the author’s intention here to give a full account of the

lung blast injuries, as a number of extensive and first-rate' surveys

already exist on this subject, for instance by Zuckerman (1940,

1941), King and Curtis (1943), Tunbridge and Wilson (1943),

Wilson and Tunbridge (1943) and Cohen and Biskind (1946).

Only some comiilementary remarks may be given.

In the present material injuries to the lungs are, no doubt, the

most common manifestation of blast injury. The relation between

different pressure and impulse effects and the lung injuries, parti-

cularly the haemorrhages will be discussed more closely in a follow-

ing chapter (chapter 11).

The general apjiearance and localization of the lung injuries agree.
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confirms, in full, ohservation-s made by Zuckkrman and Krohn d
coll. (1912), namely that haemorrha/zes in the Iuiiks are mainly lo-

calized to the side turned towards the charge. This is seen clearly

in animals which have been exposed to small char/^es at short dis-

tances. It seems, therefore, that this stronfily supports Zuckerman’s

ojjinion that the blast wave acts by direct impact on the body wall.

For this speaks also the fact that the haemorrhaKCs are mostly local-

ized to tliose parts of the lungs which correspond to sinus phrenico-

costalis (OsnouN 1940, Zuckerman 1941) and costo-mcdiastinalis

anterior (Zuckerman 1941), consequently to those parts of the lung

which become compressed and contused between the che.st wail and

the liver, on the one hand, and the chest wall and mediastinum,

on the other. This localization occurs in the present material almost

regularly in animals with moderate injuries, while it is seen loss

frequently in slightly injured and very severely injured animals.

In the latter cases such arrangement of the haemorrhages is, of

course, difficult to distinguish, as the whole lung is more or le.ss he-

jiatized. In these cases, however, a zone of darker, more massive

haemorrhages is often seen along the lung margin.

According to Zuckerman the haemorrhages are mainly localized

to the central and lower parts of the lung, while the upper parts are

more seldom affected. Cohkk and Bi.SKind, on the other hand, could

not find that any part of the lung was more often affected than the

other.

In the present work localization of the haemorrhages to the upper

parts of the lung is common even in cases with onh' slight or moderate

injury. In a number of cases extensive haemorrhages existed through-

out the upper lobes, while the rc.st of the lung was only slightly

haemorrhagic. The haemorrhages often .seem to follow the lines of

the ribs. The existence of these “rib markings” apjjoars to be of

great interest from a pathogenic point of view, and will be discussed

later (see chapter 10).

In cases of very severe lung lesion also bronchi and trachea may

be tilled with blood which gushes forth from tin? nose and mouth

(Favt’ot, I9(U. O'Heii.i.y and (Ji.oy.ve, 1941. TtwiiRiPoi; and Wii.-

.so.v. 1943. Wii.so.N and Tn.vuRinftr,, 1943, Fearni.ey, 1943, and

others).

Fai'.vi'.r and Di.ssi.ey (1919) often found bleeding from the nes*-
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and mouth in rats and mice which had been placed so near the charge

that they were within the area where the shock wave caused a crater

(“zone of brisance”). In Zuckerman’s (1940, 1941) experiments

such haemorrhages existed in all cases where the lung injury was

severe enough to cause death, and also in a number of less severe

cases.

As it seems evident from Zuckerman’s statement that bleeding

from nose and mouth is- a fairly constant sign of fatal lung injury,

and, in consequence thereof, is an important prognostic sign, the

existence of such haemorrhages have been studied in the present

material.

The number of cases with haemorrhages from the nose are 38 out

of 186 animals (21 per cent). The haemorrhages have mostly occur-

red in animals exposed to high pressure- and impulse values and in

those which have obtained severe lung injuries. Only in one case

(rabbit G 20) such damage has occurred in an animal which had

been exposed to a maximum pressure < 5 kgf/cm”. ^The impulse

in this case was great (1.34 gf • sec/cm®). In about half the number of

cases the maximum pressure has been > 10 kgf/cm^ and the impulse

> 1 gf • sec/cm-.

The risk of suffocation, owing to the respiratory passages being

filled with blood, is of course great, and all animals with fairly ex-

tensive bleeding from the nose have died, most of them within 30

minutes after the detonation.

Em’physema. Traumatic emphysema of the lung in air blast in-

juries has been given only little notice in the previous literature.

Cohen and Biskind, however, mention, that an acute traumatic

emphysema often exists, and that it is always of the vesicular type.

It existed in their material both in parts with extensive but also with

only slight haemorrhages. Interstitial emphysema w-as rare. In

immersion blast injuries traumatic emphysema is common (see

Cameron ei coll. 1942 and Clemedson 1948) and nothing speaks in

favour of emphysema of the lung being more common in immersion

blast than in air blast. Cameron et coll., in serial sections of blasted

lungs, have been able to show that haemorrhages and emphysema
can exist separately and quite independently of each other. Both

emphysematous and atelectatic areas can be seen in one and the

same lung lobe. They are of opinion that the haemorrhages are the

result of a less powerful force than the interstitial emphysema.
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An acute trumatio empliyscma and an acute distention of the lun»

are extremely common in the present material. Generally there is a

diffuse enlarf'ement of the lunfc, which in the most severe cases can

lie quite considerably enlarged. This luiifi is very much liKhter in

colour than normally. Often larfier or smaller well demarcated em-

pliysematous bullae are i^ecn which contrast sharply af^ainst the stir-

rounrline luiifr tissue. Sometimes a marked bullous emphysema may

coincide with a diffuse distention of the luim, but usually this is

rare. In the less severe cases the cmph\’.sema appears mainly in the

form of an increase of the slight marginal emphysema which is quite

common even in normal rabbits.

Pnbtiominj oedewa. Cohkn and Biskind (1940) found, that a

pronounced pulmonary oedema was almost as common as haemor-

rhages and emphysema in air blast. The lunif parenchyma surround-

intr the haemorrha<'cs was diffusely liRlit red and noticeably oedema-

tous. Otherwise it was especially those parts of the liiUK that were

free from hacmorrha'ics, which were the formation sites of oedema.

.Also Theis (1943) points out, that' oedema of the lunp nmy occur,

and Krojj.v rl coll. (1942) arc of opinion that animals which die

some time after the detonation, u.sually die from lunjr oedema.

In other rcsiiects, this question, .so important from a theoretical,

and to some extent even practical point of view, seems to have been

'liven only little interest earlier. It is worth mentioning here, liow-

ever, that Oulsson (1947), who has .studied the effect of oxypen

treatment in blast injury, found a pronounced luim oedema after

this treatment, while lun^ oedema hardly occurred in blasted ani-

mals not treated with oxygen.

The weight increase of a luntr injured by blast, as already mentioncri

in chapter H, can be considered to be due mainly to the haemorrha;,'o.

But it can, of course, also be due to the existence of a lunc oedema,

which may possibly occur as a direct effect of the blast trauma, or

be a secondary reaction caused by the haemorrhaRcs.

In order to cet an idea whether lun^ oedema occurs to any larger

extent, the amount of blood in the lun" determined by weiehint: has

been comi)ared with the blood content calculated from determina-

tions of the iron content of the lunj: accordiny to the mcthcHl described

on patje 39. By simultaneous determination of the iron content of

the hniu and of blood from vena cava a measure is obtained of the
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quantity of blood, wliick corresponds to the amount of iron found in

the lung. No importance has l)een attached to the content of tissue-

bound iron in the lung. On the other hand, the values obtained

from the determination of iron have, prior to the comparison, been

reduced by the mean value of the normal l)lood content of the lung,

obtained by determinations on a number of control animals.

Determinations of the blood iron in 15 normal ral)bits gave a

mean value of 0.31+0.03 mg/ml (or = 0.11). In the same animals

the iron content in left lung was approximately 0.26 + 0.04 mg {a ~
0.14) and in right lung 0.32 + 0.03 mg ( cr= 0.11), which corresponds

to 0.8 and 1.1 ml of blood in left and right lung, res])cctively, or 0.2

and 0.3 ml of blood per g of lung tissue, respectively.

The blasted animals have been divided into two groups, one in-

cluding animals which have died or been killed within 2 hours after

the detonation, and the other animals which liave lived for a longer

])eriod — up to 4 days.

The mean value of the blood content obtained by iron determina-

tion and by weighing is for the former grou]) (< 2 hours) 1.27 +0.33

ml and 1.93 + 0.50 ml, respectively, for the left lung and 5.33+1.0

ml and 7.81 + 1.38 ml, respectively, for the right lung. In the grouj)

of animals which have lived more than two hours the values are

1.22 + 0.42 ml and 1.60 + 0.27 ml, respectively, for the left lung and

3,15 + 0.52 ml and 5.63 + 0.97 ml, respectively, for the right lung.

In almost all animals the weight increase of the. lungs is greater

than that which corresi)onds to the quantity of blood obtained by

the determination of iron. This difference, which is much greater

in the more severely injured lung, Avould, therefore, ])oint to the

existence of a lung oedema, more ])ronounced in the more severely

injured lung which has been turned towards the charge.

In order to decide whether this difference is significative or per-

haps only caused by chance, statistical treatment with /-analysis

has been carried out. It is then found that no statistical difference

exists as regards the left lungs neither in animals which have lived

less than two hours (0.4 > P> 0.3) nor in those which have been

alive for a longer ])eriod (0.5 > P> 0.4). As regards the right lungs

the difference is i)robal)le (0.05 > P> 0.02) in that group of animals
which have lived more than 2 hours, while no statistical differeiua*.

exists in animals which have died or been killed within that time

(0.2 > P > 0.1).

C.-J. Clnnnlxn,,
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3. Injury to other thoracic organs.

Injury to the heart seems quite rare but has been described, never-

theless, by Paucot (1901), Delacroix (1907), Rusca (1916), Tho-

mas and Johnson (1916), Stewart, Russel and Cone (1941) and

Cohen and Biskind (1946), and others. Shelley and Horwoth

(1946) observed air bubbles in the pericardium after the detonation.

Edelman, Whitehorn, Lein and Hitchcock (1946) mention

that heart, lungs and brain are the most common localizations of

haemorrhages caused by explosive decompression.

ZucKERMAN (1941) observed haemopericardium in one animal.

He states that a dilatation of the right ventricle was common in ani-

mals which died suddenly owing to blast. On the other hand, no

microscopic changes existed in the myocardium or endocardium

after blast.

A moderate dilatation of the right ventricle is fairly common in the

present material, especially in the severely injured animals. In one

case a violent aneurysmatic dilatation of the right ventricle was ob-

served. On the other hand, macroscopic lesions have never been

found in the heart. Microscopic examination of the myocardium shows,

however, that ruptures of the muscle fibres and small haemorrhages be-

tween these are common in animals suffering from severe blast injury.

Haemorrhages in thymus and in mediastinum occur, but do not

seem particularly common.

If summarizing the results we find that pulmonary injuries including

haemorrhages and traumatic emphysema are the most common changes

in blast injury. Pulmonary oedema may occur but seems not to be a

very important factor. Blood in the upper respiratory passages and

bleeding from nose and mouth indicates a very severe, usually mortal

lung injury.

Macroscopically detectable injuries to other thoracic organs may be

seen hut are not common. In severe blast injury, however, ruptures of

muscle fibers and haemorrhages in the myocardium are common.

4. Injury to abdominal organs.

According to the literature, damage to abdominal viscera seems

proportionally rare in air blast. Zuckerman (1941) and Krohn

(1941), however, found in their experimental investigations that
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lung- and abdominal blast injuries were combined in about 40 per

cent of the animals. Two thirds of those animals, which had ob-

tained abdominal injuries, had been killed by the detonation.

Kjohn mentions, however, that more serious abdominal injuries

were rare.

As in immersion blast, the injuries are mainly localized to the

gastro-intestinal canal, especially to those parts containing gas, where

both haemorrhages and perforations may occur. Haemorrhages in

solid organs would probably be rare, but have been described, for

instance in the liver (Rusga 1915, Zuckerman 1941, Latner 1942,

Tunbridge and Wilson 1943, Shelley and Horwath 1946) ‘pan-

creas (Latner 1942) spleen (Rusca 1915, Zuckerman 1941, Cohen

and Biskind 1946) kidneys (Rusca 1915, Mairet and Durante

1917, 1919) adrenals (Zuckerman, and Cohen and Biskind) and

testes (Cohen and Biskind). Retroperitoneal haemorrhages have

been described by Williams (1942), and Latner (1941), in an ex-

perimental study of the effects caused by a sudden suction wave,

found haemorrhages in the fallopia'H tubes in one case. Lesions in

organs with liquid content are rare, but have, nevertheless, been

described. Paucot (1901), thus, found in a man injured by an ex-

ploding dynamite blasting-cartridge a small rupture of the gall blad-

der. Zuckerman (1941) describes a case of rupture of the bladder.

In the present material abdominal lesions are very common as

compared with statements in the earlier literature. It may be pointed

out already here, however, that the frequency of these lesions, first

and foremost, of course, depends upon the intensity of the blast wave
to which the animals have been exposed.

In 191 rabbits examined, abdominal lesions were found in 116

animals (61 per cent). Most common were haemorrhages in the

gastro-intestinal canal, and perforation of the intestine existed only

in 20 animals (= 17 per cent of the animals having abdominal lesions).

Table 4 below states the number of cases of haemorrhage and per-

forations within different parts of the gastro-intestinal canal and
other abdominal organs.

The haemorrhages in the gastro-intestinal canal preponderate
quite considerably over those in other abdominal organs. In respect

to frequency the different parts of the gastro-intestinal canal arc

affected in the following order;
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Table 4. Localization and frequency of abdominal lesions.

Localization
Number of

cases

Per cent of

nil rabbits

used

Per cent of

rabbits witli

abdominal

lesions

1. Gastro-intestinal canal.

Haemorrhage.

Stomach 2 1 1.7

Small intestine 29 15 25

Coecum 63 33 54

Appendix 9 4.7 7.8

Colon 65 34 56

Perforations.

Stomach 0 0 0

Small intestine 5 2.6 4.3

Coecum 11 .5.8 9.5

Appendix 0 0 0

Colon 7 3.7 6

2. Other organs.

Haemorrhage.

Liver 9 4.7 7.8

Pancreas 3 1.6 2.6

Spleen 1 0.5 1

Kidneys 10 5.2 8.6

Bladder 8 4.2 7

Retroperitoneal 13 6.8 11

Upper and lower part of colon,

Lower part of coecum,

Middle part of colon,

Middle and upper part of coecum.

Upper, middle and lower part of the small intestine.

Appendix vermiformis.

Stomach.

In an experimental study on immersion blast injuries in goats,

Cameron, Short and Wakeley (1943) found that the various parts

of the intestinal canal with regard to frequency were affected in the

following order: middle and lower part of colon, u])per part of colon,

upper part of the small intestine, middle part of the small intestine,

lower part of the small intestine. The lesions in colon preponderated
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may bo due to several different reasons. The -siiecics of animal, for

example, may be of importance. The lesions also depend to a lar^e

extent on the condition of the gastro-inte.stinal canal at the moment

of the detonation (wliethcr it is filled with pas or solid content etc.).

Possibly certain differences in a blast wave in air and in water mu\

also play a part, thouph this .seems more improbable. In more tlian

half the number of ca.scs with lesions in the pastro-intestinal canal

this has shown an abnormal pas content. The, lower part of colon

has often been filled with pas. Within this area striated haemorrhape.s

in the intc.stinal wall Imvc often been observed.

It may he coiichuM, then, that abdominal injurie.< are a enmnion

result of blast, as of all rabbits exposed, G1 per cent have obtoimv] haemor-

rhages or perforations in diffcrejil abdominal organs. Gas-eontaining

visci^ra arc the most vulnerable while solid parenchymatous and fluid-

filled orga7is are more seldom affected. No pathological changes have

been found in the adrenals.

CIIAPTlSlt 10.

The Occurrence of "Rib Markings" in Lung Blast

Injury.

It has been pointed out jireviously that the lung liacmorrhapes,

except in slight cases, arc mainly locali/.cd to the parts of the Uinp.s,

corre-sponding to sinus jdircnico-costalis and co.sto-mcdiastinnlis

anterior. In many ca.scs anotlicr arrangement of the hacmorrliape,':

is observed, wliich is specially interesting from a patlio-pliysiological

point of view, namely, that they seem to follow the jirojcction of the
ribs on the lung .surface.

Ihis nrranKcmcnt of the fiUjHTficinl IiacjnorrlKipc.s of (fic hiiip Iihh l»(>vn oh.
served po.st mortem in persons injured by blast, by O.siionN (UMI) and H.sn-
i-iKU) (1941), ]n 12 cases e.xamined by Wu^so.v and TcxitiiiDui: (lUia) sueh
nb Jiiarkings” were fomid, and llie.se aidliors maintain, like Undfield. tbnt
rib murkincs” were most comnum in ebildri-n.

Also in animal oxperiment.s “rib markings” liavo been found bothm air blast and in immension lihi.st. ZocKimMAN
(
19 I0

, 1911
) jioinfs
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out that haemorrhages following “the lines of the ribs” were common
in his experiments, even in cases where the haemorrhages affected

almost- the entire lung surface. In the most severe cases superficial

lacerations of the lung tissue appeared along the ribs, which seemed

to have been forced into the lung. Similar superficial ruptures were

found by 'Bakcroft (1939) in goats. The ruptures were localized

along the vertebrae and ribs reaching some 5 to 10 mm into the lung

parenchyma. Cameron, Short and Wakeley (1942), who have

studied the effects on goats of immersion blast, state that in animals

at some distance from the charge and consequently with only mode-

rate lung injuries, “rib markings” were seen in 50 per cent of the

animals. In animals with severe lung lesion, they were not so com-

mon.

The “rib markings” are supposed to correspond to the ribs and

should be due to the under-lying lung tissue being contused by the

ribs. This could occur either by the ribs being forced into the lung

by the shock wave (Zuckerman), or by the shock wave passing

through the yielding anterior abdominal wall thus forcing the dia-

phragm upwards, whereby the lung is forced upwards and outwards

against the chest wall (Williams 1942). In this connection it should

be pointed out, however, that “rib markings” can also be caused by

rapid decompression without preceding high pressure (Latner 1942).

The above explanation of the mechanism of the injury, however,

is not generally accepted, and Greaves et coll. (1943) are of opinion

that the “rib markings” correspond to the interspaces rather than

to the ribs. This they consider themselves having found in experi-

ments on goats in which animal the ribs are comparatively narrow

and the interspaces broad. Corey (1946) who, in his survey of blast

injuries points out that “rib markings” are common particularly in

immersion blast, emphasizes also that it is still not certain whether

they are due to the ribs being forced inwards, or to a transmission

of the shock wave through the interspaces.

A locahzation of the superficial haemorrhages producing the “rib

markings,” mentioned by earlier authors, is very common in the

present material. “Rib markings” exist in all degrees of lung lesion

from the most insignificant where small petechiae are arranged

along the ribs (see fig. 19 a), to the very severe lesions where haemor-

rhages exist throughout the whole lung (see fig. 19 c).
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c

Fig. 19. “Rib markings.” Schematic drawing of lungs with hnomorrhages on
the surfaces corresponding to tiio intercostal spaces, n. slight and b, moderate

haemorrhages, c. “rib markings" in a lung with very severe haemorrhages.

A = ventral and B = dorsal surface. C = cross-section. R = right and
L = left lung. H = Heart.

The number of cases with “rib markings” and their frequency in

the two lungs, are shown in table 5.

Table 5. Frequency of “rib markings” in the authors experiments.

Number of cases witli

Typo of oxporiment

Number
of

animals

"rib mnrkinpa”

Left lung Riglit luiip

Botl» lungs

of the same
animal

Experiments with small charges

(weight <C 2 kg) 100 47 (44 %) 4 (4 %) 4 (4 %)
Experiments with big charges

(> 2 kg) 07 28 (42 %) 12 (18 %) 8 (12 %)
Experiments in detonation cham-

ber 05 35 (04 %) 29 (53 %) 27 (60 %)

The table shows that “rib markings'’ in air blast mainly occur in that

lung tvhich has been turned away from the charge. This is clear spe-

cially in blastings with small charges (weight < 2 kg), but also in
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blastings with greater weights of charge and at greater distanees from

the charge they occur in that lung in almost half the number of

cases. Also in the experiments in the detonation chamber they have

been proved more frequent in the lung which is turned away from

the charge. Here the difference is only negligible, however, and in

50 percent. of the cases “rib markings” occur in both lungs simul-

taneously.

Localization of the “rib markings” to that side which is turned

away from the charge has not previously been described. As this

seems imi^ortant from a pathogenic ])oint of view a closer study of

the genesis of the “rib markings” has been made, and for this pur-

pose it has first been examined whether they really correspond to

the ribs or to the interspaces.

The genesis of the “rib markings”.

For the study of this problem the following method has been used.

The animals have been anaesthetized and killed in the usual man-

ner after which the skin has been removed from the thoracic region.

By means of a record syringe with a long, fine cannula a number of

interspaces were punctured on either side, and a small amount of

Indian ink was injected, so that a small black point on the lung

marked the puncture. The lung was removed in the usual way, and

the localization of the ink points in relation to the “rib markings”

was determined. The amount of Indian ink injected has been so

.small that it has not noticcjibly increased the weight of the lung.

Injection experiments have only been carried out in a number of ani-

mals where moderate and severe lesions could be cxi)ected. A pneu-

mothorax which might interfere with the localization of the lung in

relation to the interspaces, has not occurred in any case.

Experiments with Indian ink have been made on 34 animals ex-

posed to blast in the field, and on 12 animals in experiments in the

detonation chamber. Of the animals in the first grou]), 17 have had

“ril) markings” in the left lung and 10 in the right. In some cases

“rib markings” have been missing or only faintly visible. The.se

animals have been excluded. In all cfl.sr.v aoccepl, one {a hfl lung) the

ink -pnnclHres have struck in the “rib markings” or, in some cases, in

an extension line from these. In the latter cases the “rib markings”

have not been extended over the whole costal surface but only over
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part of it why the ink points have come to be outside them. These

cases have been omitted.

Of the animals in the second group, 8 have had distinct ‘Tib mark-

ings” in the left lung, and 6 in the right. In all these cases the ink

punctures have struck in the “rib marking” or in its extension.

In 41 lungs in all with distinct “rib markings” and where ink expe-

riments have been performed there 7vas, thus, one case only where the

ink points have struck between the “rib tnarkmgs” It seems evident,

therefore, that the supposition propounded by Greaves et coll., namely,

that they correspond to the interspaces and not to the ribs, must be correct.

As regards the genesis of these “rib marldngs” it has generally

been supposed that they were caused by a direct contusion effect

when the ribs were pressed violently against the under-lying lung

tissue (see Zuckerman 1941). As the “rib markings” now correspond

to the interspaces instead, and mainly occur on the side which is

turned away from the detonation, this explanation would not prove

correct. Neither can the opinion of Greaves et coll., namely that the

haemorrhages correspond to the interspaces as those offer less re-

sistance than the ribs against the shock wave, exijlain satisfactoril}’’

why the “rib markings” occur on that lung in particular which is

furtherst away from the detonation centre. The contusion effect

must be considered fairly insignificant on that side.

In regard to the above-mentioned the following explanation seems

more idausible, in spite of the fact that even this has certain flaws.

When the animal is struck by the shock wave this acts, according to

Zuckerman’s theory, like an impact by a solid object. The lung

turned towards the blast centre will then be exposed to direct con-

tusion. If the animal is not quite fixed it will also be subject to an

acceleration whose magnitude is dependent on the impulse, inter

alia. Before the animal has been set in motion by the shock wave
this, however, has already passed. This is clearly shown in the pic-

tures in fig. 20, which were taken with a running speed of 5500 pic-

tures per second, and show a rabbit exposed to the detonation of a

charge of 1 kg of TNT. The charge is placed on the ground right be-

neath the animal which is lying on a mesh with its left side turned

towards the charge. This side will be exposed to a violent compres-

sion, while the opposite side is still unaffected. A powerful compres-

sion xvave, which must be carefully disthiguished from the shock ivave

transmitted through the organism, will propagate through the animal
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Fig. 20. High speed photograph of a rabbit exposed to a detonation of a charge

of 1 kg of TNT. The rabbit is lying on a mesh with the charge 1.80m below i .

a. The animal is intensely illuminated when detonation starts, b.

wave has reached the animal, c. The animal is strongly compressed by e

shock wave. Time of exposure; 50 (xs. Running speed: 6 600 pictures per sec.

to its opposite side. The compression is transmitted more rapidly

through the ribs which consequently obtain greater speed than the

soft tissues. This speed-difference, which will cause the intercostal



muscles and the lung tissue to be torn, will be greatest in the parts

of the lung corresponding to interspaces. Tlie liaemorrhages in the

intercostal muscles, sometimes seen in severe cases, may be the re-

sult of this tearing effect.

Experiments with impacts against the chests of anaesthetized

animals have shown that lesions, exactly resembling lung blast,

occur on the side which has been struck, and that haemorrhagc.s

may occur also in the lung on the opposite side.

To su7mnarizc the results it may he pointed out, that an arrange-

ment of the pulmonary haemorrhages forming the “rib markings'' de-

scribed by some authors, is very eommon. It has been shown by the present

author, that the “rib markings” correspond to the costal interspaces and

not, as generally believed, to the ribs. In experiments where the animals

have been exposed side-on to the charge, the “rib markings” arc most

common in the lung on the opposite side, a fact which indicates that they

cannot be the result of a direct impact on the chest wall. The present

author is of opinion, that this special localization of the lung injuries

is the result of extension strain forces caused by a sudden compression

wave propagating through the animal.

CHAPTER 11.

Relation between the Physical Qualities of the

Blast Wave and the Extent of the Blast Injury.

Already quite early it was realized that the injuries to the orga-

nism caused by an explosion generally depended on the proximity

of the injured to the explosion and on the force of the detonation.

In technical blasting experiments an attempt has been made to

correlate the mechanical effect of the explosive with the magnitudes
of the pressure and impulse of the blast wave. In experiments con-

cerning blast injuries, on the other hand, such attempts do not
seem to have been made, except in a few cases. The main reason
for this may possibly be found in the fact that the principal part of

the study of blast injuries has been carried out during the last world
war when the object was to make clear, as soon as possible, the patho-
logical peculiarities of these injuries, and first and foremost their
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prophylaxis and therapy, while investigations of more theoretical

interest had to take second place.

The possibility to obtain in clinical examinations of those injured by blast,

reliable information as to the pressure and impulse that acted on the injured

person at the moment of the detonation, must, naturally, be considered very

slight. In this connection may be mentioned, however, the story related by
Mott (1916) of the aneroid barometer examined by the French engineer Ar-

noux and which was found in the pocket of a soldier injured by blast. The baro-

meter is said to have shown that the man had been exposed to a pressure of

> 10.000 kg/m2.

The fact that the human organism is remarkably resistant to violent pres-

sure increase was often observed during the last war. Thus Beenal (1941)

points out in an excellent survey: “The Physics of Air Raids” that while a

maximum pressure of 0.07—0.7 kgf/cm* is sufficient to break most Avindows,

a pressure rising to about 7 kgf/cm*‘ (i. e. an excess pressure of 6 atmospheres)

is necessary for a human being to be endangered. This occurs only in the closest

vicinity of the charge, and consequently, according to Beenal, only very few

people are injured directly bj' blast. Williams (1942) on the other hand main-

tains that the highest pressure a human being can endure without loss of ef-

ficiency is 0.175 kgf/cm^. Boeie (1947), considers that this value lies at about

0.35 kgf/cm*, while a static pressure of about 6 kgf/cm* would be fatal. It can

be mentioned, finally, that Philips (1947) in his discussion on pneumonia after

non-penetrating lung injury, states that a sudden blast pressure against thorax

of more than 0.175—0.525 kgf/cm* may cause injury to the lung.

CoEEY (1946) mentions that in a disaster with exploding mines in U. S. A.

where several men had been so close that they obtained third degree burns,

there were no blast injuries, and that investigations into air blast injuries had

been abandoned in America, o^ving to their supposed lack of importance.

In earlier animal experiments a more exact measuring of the pres-

sure seems to have been carried out only on a very small scale. Ge-

nerally only the distance from the charge at which the animals had

remained uninjured or had obtained certain injttries (for instance

slight, severe and fatal injuries), has been mentioned. Even these

statements are quite valuable, however, especially in such cases

where also the kind and weight of the explosive have been stated.

With the help of this information it is possible to get a certain

idea as to the magnitude of the maximum pressure.

As far as can be judged from the literature the impulse of the blast

wave has not been measured earlier in animal experiments in air

blast, and in immersion blast experiments only on a limited scale

(Wakeley 1945 ).

One of the first to study the physiological effects of rapid changes
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of pressure, tliough not in connection with blast experiments, how-

ever, was Paul Bert (1878). He states that an excess pressure of

6 atmospheres followed by a rapid decompression caused nervous

symptoms of different kinds. At an excess pressure of 8 atmospheres

or more the experimental animals (cats and dogs) obtained injuries

which rapidly led to death. Cats exposed to an excess pressure of 10

atmospheres followed by a rapid decompression, showed nervous

symptoms (paraplegiae and paralysis) but, on the other hand, no

haemorrhages in lungs or spinal marrow.

Hooker (1919, 1924) in experiments where anaesthetized dogs were

exposed to the pressure field around the muzzles of guns and howit-

zers, found that an excess pressure of about 20 atmospheres caused

haemorrhages in the lungs. He could state, further, that while an

excess pressure of about 20 atmospheres gave rise to shock in several

of the dogs placed in front of a 10 inch gun, 27 atmospheres were not

sufficient to cause shock in any animal exposed in front of a 12 inch

howitzer. Hooker explains this extraordinary result by stating that

maximum pressure alone does not give rise to shock. The duration

of the pressure rise is of great importance, he says, and in cases with-

out shock the pressure has been of too short duration to overcome

the physical resistance of the tissues. In all these cases there were

haemorrhages in the lungs, but no other injuries.

The most satisfactory and exhaustive data concerning the effects

of the blast wave on different experimental animals (mice, rats,

guinea pigs, rabbits, cats, monkeys and pigeons) have been supplied

by Zuckerman (1940, 1941). In experiments vdth charges of about

32 kg H. E. none of the animals, placed more than 5.5 m from the

charge, was killed, and no injuries were sustained at a distance of

more than about 15 m. At distances of between 4 and 5.5 m almost

all animals were Idlled. Piezo-electric determination of pressure gave

the following values in the different distances;

Distance: 4 5.5 15 m.

Pressure; 8.8 4.4 0.44 kgf/cm-.

At the distance of 15 m the negative pressure in the suction wave
was 0.09 kgf/cm".

Zuckerman further points out as regards rabbits, that no inju-

ries resulted from a pressure of 0.35 kgf/cm^, but that the animals
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could be killed by a pressure of 3.5 kgf/cm^, and that 7 kgf/cm^ was

sure to cause fatal injuries.

These statements are somewhat in contrast to a number of more

recent investigations made by American scientists. Thus Horwath
and Shelley (1946) mention that a goat placed at a distance of

about 4 m from a 100 m long charge of TNT weighing more than

2 000 kg and lying on the ground, probably had obtained no inju-

ries of any importance. No data as to the maximum pressure are

available in this case, but an estimate shows that it must have

exceeded 20 kgf/cm^.

Corey (1946) states that rabbits and guinea pigs at a distance of

30 m from a detonating charge of almost 800 kg of TNT were quite

uninjured, and he found in blast experiments with small charges

(0.23—9 kg of TNT) that animals immediately outside the flash

area were unhurt, while those which were within this zone and had

obtained burns, always had blast injuries.

Greaves et coll. (1943) point out that if the organism is struck by
*

a shock wave with a pressure of over 35 kgf/cm^ this is transmitted

through the tissues to the lungs and gastro-intestinal canal, and

Draeger, Barr and Sager (1946) consider a pressure of this magni-

tude great enough to cause fatal ruptures of the pulmonary vessels or

perforation of the intestinal canal. According to Corey (1945) a

pressure of 17.5 kgf/cm^ should be sufficient to cause rupture of the

intestines.

As it seems to be of great interest to study closer the correlation

between maximum pressure, impulse and blast injury, and because

the earlier statements on this problem are rare and incomplete, some

attention will be given to it here.

The material consists of 176 rabbits exposed to detonations in the

field and which have died or been killed within 48 hours after the

detonation. Animals which have lived for a longer time than 48

hours have not been included, as it is difficult to estimate in these

the extent of the original injury.

The study of the correlation between the physiological effect and

the pressure and impulse of the shock wave has been carried out

in respect to lung injuries, especially the haemorrhages, and to ab-

dominal injuries. In the discussion below an account will be given

of lesions caused by different pressure- and impulse values, after
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whicli follows an analysis of the part played by the different physical

components in causing these injuries.

1. Lung injury.

As already mentioned previously the study of blast injuries dur-

ing the last war has clearly sho^vn that the earlier opinion of blast

injuries being mainly a neurologic problem, is wrong, and it has been

made clear that the lung lesions are the predominating factor in

the blast syndrome.

The present author has found in a great number of blast experi-

ments carried out earlier both in the field and in confined spaces

and under the most varying experimental conditions and 'with a

material consisting of more than 600 rabbits, that the lung lesions,

particularly the haemorrhages, are quite closely related to the maxi-

mum pressure of the blast wave.

a. The significance of the maxim'um pressure.

Already at quite low maximum pressures small punctiform hae-

morrhages appear in the lungs. These occur particularly in detona-

tions in confined spaces, but even in field blastings remarkably low

pressures are often enough for such changes to take place. In a num-

ber of rabbits they have occurred already at a max. pressure of about

0.5 kgf/cm^ in the field, and at one tenth of this pressure in confined

spaces.

These changes, which are capillary haemorrhages within regions

of the lung, which, for some reason or other, are less resistant, are

generally localized immediately below the pleura. Haemorrhages in

the deeper parts of the lungs are uncommon at these low pressures.

Petechiae may be found anywhere on the surface of the lung, without

predilection for any particular region. The interlobar surfaces,

however, are generally free from petechiae.

At maximum pressures < 3 kgfjcm^ lung haemorrhages do not

appear consistently, and if they occur no relation seems to exist be-

tween the maximum pressure and the extensiveness of the haemorrha-

ges. Nor is there any significant difference between the extent of the

haemorrhages in the two lungs. They might even be more dominant
on the side which is turned away from the charge. Thus, rabbit S 8,
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for instance, which, was exposed to a pressure of 2.68 kgf/cm^, had

some small haemorrhages in the left lung, while the right lung was

quite uninjured.

At maximum pressures > 3 kgfjcm^ pulmonary haemorrhages occur

regularly on the side turned towards the charge, and it is usually a rule

here that the higher the pressure the more severe are the lung injuries.

It should perhaps be pointed out, however, that no strictly linear

relation is obtained, as, of course, quite a number of other factors

may be of importance, for instance, the general condition of the

animal.

At very high pressures (> 10 kgf/cm^), which, often cause in-

juries rapidly leading to death, the quotients of weight increase for

the lungs are often dependent on whether the animal suffered an

immediate death or whether it has lived for a longer period. If it

has not died immediately the quotient is usually greater as the bleed-

ing continues for some time after the detonation.

The correlation between the maximum ptressure of the shock wave

and the lung lesions is shown in tables 6 and 7. Only the haemor-

rhages have been used as an index of the extent of the blast injury,

since the volume increase of the lung caused by the detonation does

not appear to have any significant relation to the force of the blast

wave. The lung haemorrhages have been classified in the following

way:

Very slight injury: only single petechiae.

Slight injury: great numbers of petechiae or a few somewhat larger

haemorrhages mainly on the surface. Quotients of haemor-

rhage < 1.20.

Moderate injury: more widely spread, though not massive hae-

morrhages. Quotients = 1.20—1.50.

Severe injury: widely spread, massive haemorrhages. Quotients

> 1.50.

The limits between the groups of pressure values have been chosen

arbitrarily.

Table 6 shows the correlation between maximum pressure and

haemorrhages in the lung nearest the charge. At maximum pressures

< 3 kgf/cm^ the haemorrhages are, for the most part, very slight.

Severe lesions do not exist in this group and none of the 24 animals

have been killed by the detonation. Even the 23 animals exposed
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Table 6. Extent of pulmonary injuries (haemorrhages) as a function

of the max. pressure of the shock wave.

Right lung.

Max.
pressure

kpf/cm^

Num-
ber of

ani-

mals

No
injury

Very-

slight

injury

slight

injury

(quot.

<1.20)

Moderate

injury

(quot.

1.20-^

1..50)

Severe

injury

(quot.

>1.60)

Animals killed by
detonation. ( )

= died

more than one hour

after the detonation

0- 2.99 36 8 n 5 4

3- 4.99 28 7 4 4 1+(1)

6- 7.99 25 5 10 3+(l)

8- 9.99 20 2 5 13 3

10-14.99 45 5 7 33 10+f3)

15-20 12 12 5+(l)

>20 8 8 6-f (l)

to maximum pressures of between 3 and 5 kgf/cm® have mainly very

slight or slight injuries but also a number of cases with moderate

and severe lesions occur in this group. Two of the animals belonging

to this group died from the injuries, one immediately after the de-

tonation, the other after a lapse of about 5 hours. The pressure

values for these two animals were 4.5 and 4.9 kgf/cm^, respectively.

At maximum pressures > 8 kgf/cm^ the great majority of the

animals are severely injured, and at pressures > 15 kgf/cm“ all

animals are severely injured.

The number of animals dying as a result of the blast injuries in-

creases rapidly with increasing pressure. Three animals out of 15

(= 20 per cent), exposed to maximum pressures of 8—10 kgf/cm^,

died. In the group of 10—15 kgf/cm^ approximately one third died

(12 out of 39 = 31 per cent) and in the group of 15—20 kgf/cm^

approximately half the number (6 out of 14 = 43 per cent). Finally,

all animals exposed to a maximum pressure > 20 kgf/cm^, died.

Table 7 contains a similar svurvey of the pulmonary haemorrhages

on the side turned away from the charge. Also here a relation be-

tween the maximum pressure and the extent of the injury exists.

The haemorrhages, however, are generally less extensive on this side

than on the side facing the charge, a fact which is shown even more

clearly in table 15 below (page 90).

6 - 496036 C..J. Clemedson
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Table 7. Extent of pulmonary injuries (liaemorrliages) as a function

of tlie max. pressure of the shock wave.

Left lung.

Max.
pressure

kgf/cm^

dum-
ber of

ani-

mals

No
injury

Very-

slight

injury

Slight

injury

(quot.

<1.20)

Moderate
injury

(quot.

1.20—

1.50)

Severe

injury

(quot.

>1.60)

Animals killed by
detonation.

( )
= died

more than one hour
after the detonation

0— 2.99 36 13 17 4 2

3— 4.99 28 1 15 5 5 2 1+(1)

5— 7.99 25 2 7 7 3 6 3-b(l)

8— 9.99 20 1 9 6 4 3

10—14.99 45 2 12 8 23 10+(3)

15-20 14 7 5-f(l)

>20 8 mm 7 5+(l)

b. Tlie significance of the impulse.

The technical study of blast has proved that the maximum pres-

sure alone is not a sufficient measure of the damaging effect of the

blast wave. Also the duration of the pressure and the impulse would

be of great importance. This should, of course, also apply to the

physiological effects, but no analysis as to this seems to have been

made earlier.

Tables 8 and 9 show the correlation between the impulse of the

Table 8. Extent of pulmonary injturies (haemorrhages) as a function

of the impulse of the shock wave.

Right lung.

Impulse
gf • sec/cm®

dum-
ber of

ani-

mals

No
injury

Very
slight

injury

Slight

injurj'

(quot.

<1.20)

Moderate
injury

(quot.

1.20—
1.60)

Severe

injury

(quot.

>1.50)

Animals killed by
detonation.

(
)=died

more than one hour

after the detonation

0-0.49 44 6 19 12 6

0.5—0.99 45 1 2 12 n 4

1—1.49 51 11 mm ll+(6)

1.5—1.99 12 2 10 1
•

2-3 17 14 9

>3 i H 6 2+(l) 1
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Table 9. Extent of pulmonary injuries (haemorrhages) as a function

of the impulse of the shock Avavc.

Jjcft lung.

Impulse

gf • 80c/cm*

Num-
ber of

nni-

mnl.s

No
injury

Very
slight

injury

Slight

injury

(quot.

<1.20)

Motlornlo

injury

(quot.

1.20—
I.GO)

Severe

injury

(quot.

>1.60)

Animnls killed by
dctonnlion. ( )

= diccl

more thnn one hour

lifter the detonntion

0-0.49 44 13 H 8 1

0..')-0.99 45 2 18 C 4

1.0-1.49 51 1 1 15 0 19 11+,G

1. .5-1.99 12 1 4 o ‘5
1

2-3 17 o 2 9

>3 7 1 2-f(l

blast wave and pulmonary haemorrhages caused. The classification

of the lesions has been made in the same way as mentioned above.

At small impulse values (< 0.5 gf • sec/cm") the lesions are for the

most part only very slight or slight. None of the 29 animals exposed

to impulse values < 0.5 gf • scc/cm- have obtained severe lesions or

died as a result of the detonation. Already at impulses of between

0.5 and 1 gf • sec/cm", however, almost half the number of animals

(43 per cent) have been severely injured, and four have been killed

by the detonation. Animals exposed to blast waves with an impulse

> 1.6 gf •scc/cm- have, in the majority of cases, obtained severe,

often mortal lung lesions.

Consequently a certain correlation exists between the maximum
pressure and the impulse of the blast wave, on the one hand, and

the lung lesion caused, on the other. The strength of this correlation

has been determined mathematicallj’- for the lung facing the charge

in 83 rabbits exposed to blast in the field. For (he correlation between

maximum pressure ami lung injury the correlation coefficient r ~
0.64+ 0.06, is obtained. For the correlation behveen impulse and lung

injury r = 0.53 ±0.08, is obtained. The correlation, therefore, is good

in either case, but is somewhat stronger for the correlation between max-
imum pressure and lung lesion.

2. Abdominal lesions.

Hardly any equivalence to the close relation e.xisting between the

maximum pre.ssure and impulse values and the extent of lung lesions
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Table 10. This table shows the lowest max. pressure and impulse

values at which injuries in different abdominal organs occurred.

Injury
Maximum pressure

kgf/cm*
Impulse

gf sec/cm“

Haemorrhage:

Stomach 6.3 1.76

Small intestine 1.8 0.6 *

Coecum 0.6 0.5 *

Appendix 1.24 0.24 *

Colon 1.7 0.38

Liver 1.0 0.95 *

Pancreas 2.68 0.26 *

Spleen 6.3 1.76 *

Kidneys 1.35 0.43

Bladder 0.59 1.56

Retroperitoneal 2.5 0.68 *

Perforations;

Small intestine 8.84 0.43 *

Coecum , 2.5 0.62

Colon 8.9 0.51
1

* Impulse values marked with • have been obtained at the. same blast as

the max. pressure given in the corresponding place in the max. pressure

column.

is seen, as far as the abdominal lesions are concerned. Haemorrhages,

especially in the intestine, may occur relatively often at remarkably low

pressure- and impulse values, while, on the other hand, many animals

exposed to very strong blast effects and which have severe lung injuries,

show none or only slight lesions in the abdomen, besides a more or less

pronounced hyperaemia. A ts^pical example of this is one animal,

which, in spite of having been exposed to a shock wave with a maxi-

mum pressure of 20.9 kgf/cm* and an impulse of 1.36 gf • sec/cm^,

had only a few small ruptures on the upper side of the liver. The

reason for this is hard to explain, but one thing is certain, namely

that the condition of the abdominal organs, i. e. in the extent to which

they are filled with gas or solid content etc., is of very great impor-

tance.

Table 10 gives the lowest maximum pressures and the smallest

impulse values at which lesions (haemorrhages, ruptures) have oc-

curred in various abdominal organs.
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Table 11. Frequency of intestinal haemorrhages at different max.

pressure and impulse values.

Mnx.
pressure

kgf/cm“

Xum-
ber of

nni-

mnls

Per cent

of all

rabbits

examined

Per cent

of rabbits

witli intest.

haemor-

rliages

Impulse

gf • sec/cm®

Xum.
ber of

ani-

mals

Per cent

of all

rabbits

exam-
ined

Per cent

of rabbits

witli intest.

baemor-
rhagcs

< 5 15 7.9 15 <0.5 3 1.6 3

<10 40 21 40 <1 29 15.2 29

<15 80 42 80 <2 80 42 80

<20 90 47 90 <3 94 49 94

>20 10 >3 G

A survey of the frequency of intestinal haemorrhages at different

pressure- and impulse values is given in table 11.

Abdominal lesions in air blast have earlier been considered b}’’

several authors to be rare. Therefore it is surprising to find that

they may occur even att relatively low rhaximum pressures. Thus

25 out of 116 animals (i. e. 21.5 per cent) wdth abdominal injuries

have been exposed to a blast wave with a maximum pressure < 5

kgf/cm2. Of these 25 animals 15 had haemorrhages in the intestinal

canal, as proved by table 11.

The most vulnerable abdominal organ is coecum, probably because

of its considerable size in the rabbit and its proximity to the anterior

abdominal wall as well as of its thin wall. In addition to this it is

relatively often to a considerable extent filled %vith gas. Changes

in the more thick-walled appendix are not so common. In one animal

(G 59) a number of small haemorrhages were seen in the appendix

which, because of a faecal stone, was totally shut off from the rest

of the intestine. The maximum pressure and impulse in this case

was only 1.2i kgf/cm- and 0.24 gf- sec/cm”, respectively.

Haemorrhages in the stomach existed in two animals. These had
been exposed to a maximum pressure of 6.3 kgf/cm^ and 15.5 kgf/cm=,

respectively. In the first animal the lesion was only slight. The
stomach of the second animal, on the other hand, showed an exten-

sive haemorrhagic infiltration.

Ruptures of viscera are, with some single exception, seen only in

animals exposed to high maximum pressure and relatively great

impulse. This is clear from table 12, in which the means of the pres-
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Pressure

Fig. 21. Pressure-distance diagram. Lines A and B indicate the pressure

values at which 50 per cent of the rabbits obtained severe lung injuries and

mortal injuries respectively. Weights of charge: I: 1.25; II: 2.5; III: 3.75; IV:

5.0; V: 14.5; VI: 21,75; VII: 29.26; VIII: 100 kg.

sure- and impulse values sustained by animals with intestinal rup-

tures, have been classed together.

Table 12. Mean value of the max. pressure and impulse values

obtained by rabbits wbich have received intestinal perforations.

Localization of injurj- n
Max. pressure

kgf/cm^
M ±E (M)

Impulse

gf • seelcm"
M ±e {M)

Small intestine 5 15.20 ±4.27 1.37 ±0.40

Coecum 11 15.55 + 2.82 1.73 ±0.35

Colon 7 13.06 ±1.74 1.80±0.35

Injurious effect as a function of the distance from charge.

The distance from a detonating charge within which severe in-

juries are obtained, is fairly small owing to the fact that the maxi-
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Impulse

g's'«/cm2

Fig. 22. Impulse-distnnco diagram. Line.*? A and B indicate the impulse values
at which 50 per cent of the rabbits obtained severe lung injuries nnd mortal

injuries respectively. Weights of charge ns in fig. 21.

mum pressure and impulse decrease rapidl}’’ with increasing distance

from the charge. This is shotvn in figs 21 and 22, wliicli give pres-

sure-distance and impulse-distance diagrams for some of the weights

of charge used. Only when the pressure and impulse have decreased

to quite low values at relatively great' distance from the centre of

detonation, the equalization of pressure occurs more slowly.

The lines A and B drawn in the diagrams run, in each of the pres-

sure-distance and impulse-distance diagrams, through the pressure-

and impulse values at which 50 i)er cent of the animals have obtained
severe and fatal lung lesions, respectively.

As to the maximum pressure these values are 6 kgf/cni" and 17
kgf/cm^, and as to the impulse 1 gf- sec/cm" and 2.25 gf -sec/cm",
respectively. These values have been obtained from diagrams where
all animals have been grouped in classes with regard to pressure- and
impulse effect and with the class limits of 1 kgf/cm= and 0.25 gf sec/
cm2, respectively. The distribution of the percental number of ani-
mals vithin each class has then been smoothed by introducing suc-
cessive means (see for instance Dahlberg, 1940). The values ob-
tained are, of course, only approximate.
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Table 13. Quotients of lung injury of rabbits exposed to bigb max.

pressure and small impulse (Max. pressure >4 kgf/cm®. Impulse

<0.5 gf • sec/cm-.)

Quotients of lung injury

Rabbit
Max. pressure

kgf/cm^

Impulse

gf • sec/cm*

Haemorrhage

(+ oedema)

Increase of lung

volume
(emphysema)

Left lung Right lung

S 3 4.05 + 0.6 0.72 nS 4 4.05 ±0.5 0.79 mm
s 11 5.26 ±0.7 0.38 1.34 1.16 1.37

s 12 5.25 ±0.7 0.38 0.84 0.76 0.85

s 31 4.73 ±0.5 0.35 0.76 0.81 0.88 0.94

s 32 4.73 ±0.8 0.35 0.74 0.79 0.94 1.16

s 33 4.08 ±0.4 0.31 0.83 0.80 0.95 0.94

s 34 4.08 ±0.6 0.31 0.71 0.70 0.82 0.80

s 37 4.59 ±0.7 0.38 0.88 0.90 0.80 0.88

s 38 4.59 + 0.5 0.38 1.25 1.25 1.02 1.03

s 39 5.98 ±0.7 0.46 1.06 1.29 1.25 1.44

s 40 5.98 ±1 0.46 1.33 1.17 1.03 0.99

s 45 6.18±1.1 0.49 0.68 0.69 0.71 0.66

s 46 6.18 ±0.75 0.49 0.96 1.18 0.99 1.20

s 114 5.36 ±0.9 0.34 1.05 1.0 0.98 0.95

s 115 5.33 ±0.9 0.37 0.91 0.95 1.0 0.95

s 116 5.19 ±0.8 0.42 1.20 1.32 1.01 1.31

s 172 8.84 ±0.9 0.43 1.02 1.23 0.98 0.95

In the discussion above of the correlation between pressure, im-

pulse and degree of lesion no consideration has been given to the

fact that a mutual relation exists, to some extent, between the maxi-

mum pressure and impulse. Thus it is generally the rule, that a high

maximum pressure is combined with a relatively great impulse. This

relation, however, is not stable but varies with the size of the charge.

With the small charges (weight of charge < 1 kg) used, the relation

between maximum pressure and impulse is approximately like 10: 1.

With the greater weights of charge the impulse will be comparatively

greater at a given distance, and in certain cases it can be as great,

or even greater than, the maximum pressure.

The fact that the impulse effect is also important in causing various

degrees of lesion, has hardly been given any attention earlier, as
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Table 14. Quotients of lung injury of rabbits exposed to low max.

pressures and great impulses (Max. pressure -<4 kgf/cm®. Impulse

>0.5 gf-sec/cm^).

Quotients of lung injury

Rabbit
Max. pressure

kgf/cm^
Impulse

gf • sec/cm°

Haemorrhage
(-1- oedema)

Increase of lung

volume
(emphysema)

Left lung Right lung Left lung Right lung

G 25 1.75 1.78 1.03 nnG 26 2.5 2.65 1.19 W3M
G 27 3.7 3.6 2.12 mBMmm 1.47

G 43 2.9 1.26 0.91 1.02 1.0 1.07

G 44 1.26 1.39 0.94 0.99 0.88 0.91

G 45 0.82 1.47 0.85 0.89 0.76 0.89

G 46 1.25 1.4 0.71 0.78 0.84 0.83

G 48 1.7 1.35 1.09 1.24 0.97 0.97

G 49 0.59 1.56 0.97 1.00 0.96 0.99

G 50 2.2 1.30 0.91 0.99 1.01 1.01

already mentioned. Hooker (1924), however, has pointed out the im-

portance of the duration of the 'pressure, and Wakeley (1945) states,

concerning lesions due to immersion blast, that neither the maximum
pressure nor the impulse alone can determine the degree of damage.

That this holds good also in air blast is clear from tables 13 and 14.

Table 13 gives a survey of the lung lesions (quotients of haemorrhage

and volume increases) in 18 animals exposed to blast waves with

relatively high pressure (> 4 kgf/cm^) but small impulse (<0.6
gf • sec/cm^). None of these animals have obtained lung lesions of

any significance. On the other hand (see table 14), severe lung le-

sions have been found only in one animal (G 27) out of 10 exposed
to relatively low maximum pressure (< 4 kgf/cm®) but great im-
pulse (> 0.5 gf • sec/cm^). A high maximum pressure combined with
a great impulse, on the other hand, will cause severe lesions, as shown
in table 15.

A further analysis of the part played by the maximum pressure
and impulse in causing total injury, is quite difficult for several

reasons, one being the mutual relation of the maximum pressure and
impulse, another the relatively great errors of the pressure- and im-

pulse measurements.
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Table 15. Severe lung injuries (great quotients) of rabbits exposed

to High max. pressures and great impulses.

(Max. pressure >4 kgf/cm®. Impulse >0.5 gf- sec/cm-.)

Rabbit

Max.
pressure

kgf/cm^

Impulse
gf • sec/cm^

Quotients of

Haemorrhage

(+ oedema)

lung injury

Increase of

lung volume
(emphysema)

Comments

Left

lung

Right
lung

Left

lung

Right
lung

S 42 13.2±2.4 0.79 1.81 3.63 1.88 2.39

s no 11.5±1.3 1.0 2.22 3.40 1.37 1.68 Died after 8 min

S ]13 12.3±2 0.62 1.53 3.06 1.03 0.90

S 124 20.6 + 3.3 1.1 1.91 3.82 1.43 0.89

S126N 15 8±2.5 0.95 1.15 3.22 1.93 2.04

S 134 18.6±2.8 1.4 3.87 4.77 1.59 1.63 Died immediately

S 135 16.5 ±2.5 1.1 1.86 3.42 1.39 1.09 Died after about 12 ho’

S 137 13.3 ±1.9 1.13 2.14 3.75 1.66 1.97 Died after 10 min

S 140 12.5±1.8 1.15 2.16 3.09 2.00 2.00 Died immediately

S 149 13.3±2 1.4 2.10 3.67 1.47 1.30 Died after about 5 hours

S 152 20.2 ±2.9 1.25 2.00 3.54 1.38 1.12 » » » 6 »

S 155 6.5 ±1 0.71 1.48 3.39 1.74 1.88 » » 1) 5 min

S 161 10.4+1.3 0.76 1.77 3.89 1.32 1.37 ft » i> 10 »

G 4 22.5 ±2.25 4.4 2.37 3.08 1.39 1.26 » immediately

G 5 16.0 ±1.6 3.5 4.50 2.88 2.68 2.02 » ft

G 9 6.3 ±0.63 1.6 2.20 3.69 2.04 1.80

G 13 8.4 ±0.84 2.1 3.78 3.78 2.46 2.26 Died after 20 min

G 16 12.0±1.2 2.58 2.63 4.33 2.10 1.89 ft immediately

G 17 10 ±1.0 2.36 3.29 4.16 1.97 1.51 ft ft

G 18 8.4 ±0.84 2.1 3.30 3.04 1.94 1.76 ft ft

G 23 6.5 ±0.65 1.04 3.09 3.44 1.59 1.26 ft after 15 min

G 29 6.2 ±0.62 4.8 3.86 3.14 2.00 1.78 ft » 2 hours 45 min

From a purely practical point of view it seems more valuable,

therefore, to relate the degree of lesion to the more easily measurable

quantities: distance from charge and weight of charge. The relation

between these factors and fatal injury in rabbits caused by blast,

is shown in the diagrams in fig. 23. In fig. 23 a the lines indicate

maximum pressure and in fig. 23 b they indicate impulse. These

diagrams are based on values obtained from a large number of ex-

periments (Ericsson and v. Zeipel 1948) with the pressure- and im-

pulse gauges used in the present study. The dotted line in the dia-

grams indicates the limit of mortal injuries to. the rabbits in the



Fig. 23. Eelafcion between weight of charge (Q), distance from charge and
mortal blast injuries in rabbits. O = animals killed by blast. = limit
for mortal injuries. Animals placed in points to the left of this line will receive
mortal injuries. The parallel lines indicate; in a. max. blast pressures in kgf/

cm^, in b. impulses in gf • sec/cm^.

author’s experiments. Animals placed to the left of this line have
usually been deadly injured. As seen from the slope of the lines the
genesis of deadly injuries to rabbits is proportional neither to maxi-
mum pressure nor to impulse. Both of these factors may cooperate.

The minimum survival distance.

Of great practical interest is the smallest distance from the charge
at which the animal survives the detonation. A formula for “la dis-
tance minimum de survie” is found in the paper of Borie (1947).
This forniula, which may be regarded as a special case of the scaling
law mentioned on page 16, and which was originally calculated by a
Trench explosives commission as an expression for “les distances
dangereuses” (cf. Bonnet 1918), is as follows:

-R = C-Vq
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where R = the distance from the charge in m, and Q = the weight

of the charge in kg. C is a constant, dependent on the kind of ex-

plosive used. Bonnet states that C for the explosives used by him,

e.g. TNT, always was about 10.

Out of data for 37 rabbits, which, when exposed in the field, had

died as a direct result of the detonation, C has been determined for

TNT. It has been found, that 0 varies somewhat in relation to the

weight ol the charge. For very small charges (Q < 0.5 kg) the value

of C is about 2, but decreases with increasing weight of charge mak-

ing it = 1.2 for Q = 100 kg. From some experiments with a charge of

500 kg we get C = 1. The mean value for C is 1.63 + 0.06 (a = 0.35).

It is evident, therefore, that C in the formula mentioned above,

is not constant.

As theoretical considerations seemed to prove that physiological

effects should more likely vary with the cubic root of the weight of

the charge the present author has calculated the following formula,

instead of the one mentioned, for the shortest distance from the

charge within which an animal can survive the detonation;

B = 0-V^

If (7 in this formula is determined as above, we get:

C = 1.90±0.04 (0 = 0.26).

A certain dispersion exists even here, but C shows no tendency

whatever to change in any special direction with different weights

of charge.

Besides being dependent on the kind of explosive, C also appears

to depend on the land of animal used. A number of albino rats ex-

posed to detonations at the same time as the rabbits, were consider-

ably more sensitive than the rabbits and obtained in all respects more

severe injuries than the rabbits. Most probably it is the size of the

body that plays a part here, a fact pointed out earlier by Zuckerman

(1941), Clark and Ward (1943), Greaves ef coll. (1943) and Hor-

WATH and Shelley (1946), and others.

Experiments in the detonation chamher.

The experiments in the detonation chamber show even clearer the

importance of a combination between high pressure and great im-
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[a

b

Timz szc X iO~^

B

Fig. 24. The shock wave in the detonation chamber, a. Recorded shock dia-

gram. b. The calibrated diagram of the same shock wave. c. Details of the

first part of the shock wave showing oscillations and reflections from the walls

of the chamber. This diagram is not recorded in the same blasting experiment
as diagram a.

pulse in causing severe lesions. In spite of the fact that the impulses

measured in the detonation chamber often have been ten times

greater than those obtained with moderately great charges in the

field, no severe injuries have appeared if the maximum pressure has

been lower than 4 kgf/cm" (see table 16).

In this connection the differences in nature of the blast wave in

the field (fig. 1) and the blast wave in the detonation chamber may
be pointed out. As seen from fig. 24 the latter consists of several

reflected waves. In the field the pressure rises very rapidly and then

falls again very rapidly. In the detonation chamber, on the contrary,

the pressure rises considerably slower and lasts for a considerably

longer time. These differences may be one of the reasons why a
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Table 16. Quotients of lung injury of rabbits exposed to low max.

pressures but very great impulses, in the detonation chamber.

(Max. pressure <4 kgf/cm-. Impulse >20 gf- sec/cm-.)

Quotients of lung injury

Rabbit
Max. pressure

kgf/cm^

Impulse

gf • sec/cm"

Haemorrhage

(+ oedema)

Increase of lung

volume
(emphysema)

Left lung Right lung Left lung Right lung

K 1 2.7 24.2 slight moderate

K 2 3.0 24.2 0.91

K 3 2.8 30.0 1.66 1.20 1.18 1.09

K 4 3.28 25.2 0.93 0.95

K 5 3.49 24.3 1.22 1.26

K 6 3.69 25.3 1.38 1.39 1.19 0.99

K 7 3.49 23.7 slight slight — —
K 8 3.42 25.7 » )>

— —
K 9 3.22 25.7 0.9.7 1.‘04 1.02

K 10 3.3 24.0 0.88 0.87 0.91 0.94

K 11 2.49 22.5 0.85 0.88 1.10 1.05

K 12 2.7 24.5 0.67 0.82 1.01 1.00

K 14 3.34 41.0 1.06 1.08 0.98 0.90

greater impulse at a given maximum pressure is needed to produce

lesions equivalent to those produced in field blasts. Another reason

is probably the fact that the animal in the detonation chamber is not

likely to be exposed to the effect of the suction wave. By being

forced out of the chamber by the pendulum at the detonation it

escapes, probably almost entirely, the effect caused by the negative

phase of the blast wave. This seems to prove, to a certain extent, that

maximum lesion is caused through the cojnbination of the positive and

negative phases. This problem, however, is not yet definitely solved.

Earlier it Avas thought that lesion mainly depended on the effect

caused by the suction wave (cf. Logan 1939, and others), a theory

also supported by Latner (1942) and by experiments with explo-

sive decompression (Edelman et coll. 1946). According to Zucker-

MAN (1940, 1941), Bernal (1941), and others, on the other hand,

lesion is said to be mainly due to the positive pressure phase of the

blast wave.

I?i brief, it has been shown in this chapter that there exists a fairly
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good correlation hctiveen the maximum ‘pressure and the impulse of a

shoclc wave and the lung injuries caused by it. No such relation has

been found in regard to abdominal injuries. Such injuries, especially

intestinal haemorrhages, may be caused by shock waves of remarkably

low maximum pressure and small impulse.

Injurious effects are caused only in the immediate vicinity of the

detonating charge owing to the rapid decrease of the pressure- and im-

pulse values. The minimum survival distance from a detonating charge
!)

can be obtained from the formula: R = C •'\^, the constant C being

about 1.9 if the explosive is TNT and the ajiiynals used are rabbits.

CHAPTER 12.

The Effects of Blast Waves on Respiration.

As pointed out previously the pathological changes in the lungs

in blast injury are fairly veil described in a number of clinical and

experimental papers (see e. g. Cohen and Biskind 1946). On the

other hand, the physiological reactions of the respiratory organs when

affected by blast waves are still little analysed. Clinical investiga-

tions into changes in the function of the respiratory organs, for in-

stance, type and rate of respiration etc. arc noticeably sparce and in-

complete, and in animal experiments recordings or even observations

of respiration have been carried out only to a limited extent.

Hadfield (1941) states that patients suffering from blast injury and treated

by him showed an extreme expiratory dyspnoe. Barrow and Rhoads (1944)

who have examined 200 cases of uncomplicated blast injurj', found that on

arrival to hospital the respiration of the injured was usually slow, shallow, weary.

Pains in the chest in some cases seemed to modify the respiration, making it

short and panting.

One of the reasons why respiration has hardly ever been recorded

previously in blast experiments may be the lack of a recording method

sufficiently simple but yet appropriate for the quite special condi-

tions of such experiments.

The first to make extensive investigations into blast effects on cer-

tain physiological functions within the organism, was Hooker (1924).

He studied the respiration by graphic recording of the movements
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of the chest with a pneumograph, but points out that the method was

not suitable as the pneumograph could not be kept in the same position

around thorax during the detonation. Owing to this, the respiration

rate only could be obtained but not the amplitude and volume of the

respiration. Hooker found that the respiration in dogs exposed to

the blast wave in front of a gun muzzle, was rapid and shallow. In

an unanaesthetized dog the respiration was deep and strained but

slow, and the respiratory muscles seemed to be insufficiently co-

ordinated. The respiratory rate increased, and after one hour the

animal had extreme air hunger. It died after about 40 hours.

An interesting investigation into blast effects on respiration has

been made by Krohn, Whitteridge and Zuckerman (1942). They

registered the action potentials in the diaphragm by means of in-

sulated silver electrodes inserted into the xiphisternal slip of the dia-

phragm. The total electric activity in the vagus nerve was also re-

corded. Rabbits mainly were used for the experiments.

In a number of animals, less severely injured, there was an increase

of the respiratory rate beginning within 15 or 20 seconds after the

detonation and reaching up to ten times the initial frequency. In

these cases some tonic discharge between the breaths was noted in-

dicating that the diaphragm was not relaxed, and that the chest was

in an inspiratory position.

In rabbits which survived blast pressures in the region of the Pso

value (i. e. the maximum pressure at which 50 per cent of the ani-

mals immediately died), a brief apnoe set in followed by a slow, irre-

gular, jerky breathing which was later succeeded by a rapid, regular

and shallow breathing. The period of apnoe lasted 5 to 20 seconds.

During this there was a strong centripetal discharge in vagus, and a

noticeably strong activity was maintained in the diaphragm sug-

gesting vigorous attempts at inspiration. The respiration rate reached

maximum after approximately half an hour, after which it gradually

decreased.

Severely injured animals died after a few minutes with slow, jerky

breathing. It was unusual that the animals died without making

any attempts at inspiration after the explosion.

In cases where lung oedema developed the respiration became

slower and deeper. The blood-pressure dropped, and signs of asphyxia

set in.

Clark and Ward (1945) who have studied on a small scale the
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effect on the organism of shock waves in water, found that after

exposure to a shock wave with fatal effect an apnoe instantly set in

which lasted from a few seconds to more than one minute.

The statements in the literature concerning the effect of "blast

waves on respiration are, however, incomplete. Thus, for example,

no investigations have been made as to the differences in the effects

caused by blast waves 'w'ith different maximum pressures and im-

pulses. The question whether changes in respiration would be the

direct cause of death in blast injury has not been sufficiently analysed.

Own investigations.

Respiration has been recorded by the thermoelectric recording

method described on page 31. In most cases electrocardiograms have

been taken simultaneously. The recording has begun 5 or 10 seconds

before the detonation and has continued without any interruption till

30 or 60 seconds after the detonation. After that recordings have

been taken at different times up to 24 hours after the explosion. The

chief object, however, has been to study the changes appearing immediately

after the detonation. These experiments comprise 42 animals, all

anaesthetized.

Before describing the results of the blasting experiments it seems

appropriate to touch upon the features of the respiration curve ob-

tained from normal anaesthetized rabbits by the recording method

used here.

Respiration of normal rabbits.

The respiration rate varies quite considerably in the animals used.

The number of breaths per minute varies between 22 and 84 with

an average of 45 per minute in the 42 animals. The reasons for these

great variations are probably several, of which may be mentioned

individual differences and different depths of anaesthesia. In the in-

dividual animal the respiration is quite regular both as to rate and
amplitude.

The shape of the respiration cycle also varies in the different ani-

mals. The inspiratory phase is generally briefer than the expiratory

phase. The mean relation between the duration of inspiratory and
that of expiratory phase is 1: 1.4. In rapid breathing the two phases

are often equally long. In some cases the inspiration is even longer.

7 - 496036 C.-J. Clemedson
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In slow respiration there is occasionally a neutral interval of up to

0.5 seconds between the two respiratory phases.

It may be pointed out here that no absolute values as regards the

amplitude and the ventilation can be obtained by the method used

as the amplitude of the oscillogram, to a certain extent, depends on

the temperature of the surrounding air.

Respiration of blasted animals.

At the moment of the detonation a more or less marked distortion of

the respiratory curve occurs, owing to the heat impulse from the blast.

This is of very brief duration, however, and even in the most violent

blasts it has thus been possible to determine the effect on the respiration

already after a period of less than two seconds after the detonation.

Owing to the distortion of the curve, and the relatively great speed

of the film (40 mm/sec), it is possible to determine with the utmost

exactitude the respiratory position of the animal when struck by the

blast wave.

The material has been divided into four groups according to the

magnitude of the maximum pressure and impulse of the blast wave.

The limits between the groups have been chosen at approximately

those pressure and impulse values at which severe lung lesions occur.

The four groups are:

1. Low maximum pressures {<41cgflcm^) and small impulses {<0.5

gf secjcm^).

2. High maximum pressures (> 4 Jcgfjcm^) and small impulses (< 0.5

gf secjcm^).

3. Low maximum pressures (< 4 hgfjcm^) and great impulses {> 0.5

gf secjcm^).

4. High maximum pressures (> 4 Jcgfjcm^) and great impulses (> 0.5

gf • secfcm^).

1. The eHects of low maximum pressures aud small impulses.

The animals belonging to this group have been exposed to detona-

tions of small charges (weight of charge 230 ± 5 g) in the field

(“group type A”).

Table 17 a gives the pressure and impulse values and respiratory

rate as well as the quotients of lung lesion of the animals belonging
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Table 17 a. Max. pressure and impulse values, distance from charge,

respiration rate and quotients of lung injury of rabbits exposed to

shock waves with low max. pressure and small impulse.

Weight of charge in all experiments 0.23 kg.

Rabbit

Dis-

tance

from

charge

m

Max.
pressure

kgf/cm®

Impulse

gf • sec/cm"

Respiration rate Quotients of lung injury

Before

detona-

tion

After
^

detonation

Per
cent

in-

crease

Haemorrhage
(-}- oedema)

Increase of

lung volume
(emphysema)

Left

lung

Right

lung

Left

lung

Right

lung

3.50 0.48 n 50 50 0 I 0.94m
3.0 0.53 mm 44 47 (2 sec) 7 1.02

S 168 2.0 1.44 0.12 40 33 (30 sec) —18 1.01

S 174 1.85 1.87 <0.06 30 72 (20 min) 140 3 1.02

S 173 1.70 2.39 0.04 53 83 (40 min) 57 1.18 1.15 1.11

S 171 1.40 3.43 0.09 33 136 (15 sec) 312 1.17 1.50 1.05 1.16

S 169 1.50 3.74 0.18 28 43 (10 sec) 54 0.94 0.97 1.24

Table 17 b. Mean value of respiration rate during the first few

minutes after the detonation, of rabbits exposed to shock waves ^vith

low max. pressure and small impulse.

Before

detonation

Time after detonation

Immediately 16 sec 30 sec 2 min 3 min

71 7 6 7 5 5 3

39.7 63.3 57.4 54.4 48.6 55.0

e{M) 3.7 11.5 13.6 11.7 10.1

a 9.8 28.2 35.5 26.3 17.9 17.4

to this group. The animals have been grouped according to increasing

pressure values.

The mean value of the respiration rate at different times after the

detonation is shown in figure 25 (curve I). The rate increase varies

quite considerably in different animals, why the standard deviation
becomes fairly great (see table 17 b).

Very small max. pressures and impulses have no effect on the res-

piration (e. g. rabbit S 166, table 17 a). At somewhat higher values

The time, given within brackets, is the time after the detonation at
which the greatest respiration rate found here has been recorded.
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Respirailon rote

Fig. 25. Mean value of respiration rate during the first minutes after detona-
tion, of rabbits exposed to shock waves with: I. low max. pressure and small

impulse. II. high max. pressure and small impulse. III. low max. pressure

and great impulse. IV. high max. pressure and great impulse. V. Bilaterally

vagotomized animals exposed to high max. pressure and great impulse.

(0.5—1 kgf/cm^) a slight increase of the respiration rate immediately

after the detonation is the only result. This increase is of short dur-

ation. In animal S 167 for instance, which had been exposed to a

maximum pressure of 0.53 kgf/cm^ and an impulse of 0.18 gf • sec/cm^

the respiration rate rose from 41 before to 47 breaths per minute after

the explosion. Already a few minutes later, however, the rate was

again the same as before the detonation.

In some cases there was a period just after the detonation with a

few short, irregular breaths. In one of the animals (S 168) these

were followed by a period of apnoe lasting about 8 seconds and which

was succeeded by a few vmequal, slow breaths. Not until about 25

seconds after the detonation the respiration was again regular.

The rate then, however, was somewhat lower than before the detona-

tion.

The greatest increase of the respiration rate is foimd in animal S 171

where it is 115 per minute already one or two seconds after the ex-
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Fig. 26. Eespiration. Rabbit S 171, exposed to a max. blast pressure of 3.43

kgf/cm- and an impulse of 0.09 gf • sec/cm*, a. Before and until 7 secjafter

the detonation which occurred just at the arrow, b. 22—30 sec and c. 2

min after the detonation. Time marking 0.1 sec. d. Schematic figure of the

lungs with haemorrhages (A = ventral and B = dorsal surface. C == cross-

section. R = right and L = left lung. H = heart).

f*f
^-sspiration. Rabbit S 173, exposed to a max. blast pressure of 2.4k^/cm- and an impulse of 0.04 gf • sec/cm*, a. Before and until 8 sec after

the detonation (detonation at arrow), b. 9—18 sec. c. 4.6 and d. 40 min
after the detonation. Time marking 0.1 sec. c. Schematic figure of the lungs

with haemorrhages (explanation of the letters see fig. 26).
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plosion (see fig. 26). Five minutes after, however, it has again dropped

to 63 cycles per minute. In other cases the respiration increases slowly

not reaching maximum value until 30 minutes have passed (fig.

27), after which it again slowly decreases. The mean value of the maxi-

mum increase of the respiration rate observed within this group, is 79

per cent.

No other obvious changes of the respiration curve is seen, except in

rabbit S 171. The respiration of this animal before the detonation

was slow and had a very small amplitude. Immediately after the

detonation there were two breaths with an amplitude approximately

six times greater than the initial amplitude. After this the respiration

was regular but with much greater frequency' and amplitude than be-

fore the detonation.

The amphtude immediately after the detonation is generally greater

than before the detonation, but it decreases with increasing frequency

and becomes smaller than before the explosion.

It is clear from table 17 a that significant lung haemorrhages exist

only in animal S 171, while the lungs in S 166 and S 174 are quite

uninjured. In the other animals in this group only slight haemorrha-

ges are found.

2. The effects of high pressures and small impulses.

The animals in this group have also been exposed to detonations

of small charges of TNT in the field. Owing to the difficulty in ob-

taining high pressures and small impulses, the group consists of only

3 animals. Data for these are found in table 18. Rabbit S 175 has

been included here in spite of the impulse being somewhat greater

than 0.5.

Respiration in all three animals continues after the detonation

without any period of apnoe. It is rapid, shallow and has a very small

amplitude. This concerns animal S 170 particularly, which has been

exposed to a maximum pressure of 11.2kgf/cm2 and an impulse of

0.48 gf • sec/cm^ (fig. 28). After a period of distortion lasting 1.7

seconds immediately after the explosion, six breaths follow here dur-

ing 2.3 seconds (160 per minute), after which follows a period of a

good 30 seconds -svith a frequency of 210 breaths per minute and an

amplitude of only one tenth of the original. Four minutes after the

detonation the frequency is still approximately 120/min. The ampli-
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Fig. 28. Respiration. Rabbit S 170, exposed to a max. blast pressure of 11.2

kgf/cm- and an impulse of 0.48 gf • sec/cm*, a. Before and until 8 sec after

the detonation, which occurred just at the arrow, b. 20—24 sec, c. 1.5 and
d. 2.5 min after the detonation. Time marking 0.1 sec. c. Schematic figure of

the lungs with haemorrhages and bullous emphysema (explanation of the letters

see fig. 26).

tude has increased somewhat. The percental maximum increase of

the respiration rate is of the same magnitude in all three animals,

namely 168 per cent in S 175, 162 per cent in S 172 and 196 per cent

in S 170, with a mean value of 175 "per cent. The mean value of the

respiration rate is shown in fig. 25 (curve II).

The frequency decreases and the amplitude increases only quite

slowly and it will be several hours before the values are the same as

before the detonation. No important changes of the shape of the

respiratory curve appears, ^vith the exception of a certain change in

the relation between the duration of the inspiration and that of the

expiration. Thus, the expiratory phase, from having been briefer

than the inspiratory phase in some animals before the detonation, be-

comes extended, and finally is as long as, or longer than, the inspira-

tory phase.

Rabbits S 172 and S 175 have obtained only slight to moderate
haemorrhages, while animal S 170, on the other hand, as shown in
table 18, has very severe lung injuries with haemorrhages throughout
the left lung, and an abundance of blood, blood-tinged frothy fluid and
clots in the upper respiratory passages. The animal, however, did not
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Table 18. Max. pressure and impulse values, distance from charge,

respiration rate and quotients of lung injury of rabbits exposed to

shock waves wtb high max. pressure and small impulse.

Weight of charge in all experiments 0.23 kg.

Dis-

tance

from
charge

m

Max.
pressure

kgf/cm*

Impulse

gf • sec/cm^

Eespiration rate Quotients of lung injury

Before

detona-

tion

After

detonation ^

Per
cent

in-

crease

Haemorrhage

{+ oedema)

Increase o

lung voluni

{emphysemi

Right

lung HI
Rigl

lunj

'5 1.15 8.6 WM 44 118 (33 min)H 1.10 H1.25 8.84 msm 63 165 (5 min) mm 1.02 oB
!0 1.0 11.2 0.48 71 210 (5 sec) 196 5.82 2 1^ 1.48 1.3

Table 19 a. Max. pressiure and impulse values, respiration rate and

quotients of lung injury of rabbits exposed in the detonation chamber

to shock waves wth low max. pressure and very great impulse.

babbit

3Iax.

pressure

kgf/cm®

Impulse

g£ • sec/cm®

Before

detona-

tion

Respiration rate Quotients of lung injury

After

detonation ®

Per

cent

in-

crease

Haemorrhage

(-f oedema)

Increase o

lung volum

(emphysemi

Left

lung

Right

lung

wm Rigl

lunj

K 11 2.49 22.5 32 39 (30 sec) 22 0.85 0.88 1.10 1.0

K 7 3.49 23.7 50 70 (1,5 min) 40 slight slight — —
3.30 24 34 55 (2 min) 62 0.88 0.87 0.91 0.9

2.70 24.2 38 56 (15 sec) 47 slight moderate — —
3.0 24.2 38 86 (15 sec) 126 0.91 0.91 1.0

K 5 3.49 24.3 60 100 (20 sec) 67 1.22 1.26 0.93

K 12 2.70 24.5 47 78 (15 sec) 66 0.67 0.82 1.01 1.0(

3.28 25.2 57 72 (1,5 min) 26 0.93 0.95 1.03

K 6 3.69 25.3 100 (15 sec) 30 1.38 1.39 1.19

K 9 3.22 25.7 40 (15 sec) 5 0.97 1.04 0.95 l.Oi

K 3 2.80 30 104 (30 sec) 167 1.66 1.20 1.18

K 14 3.34 41 92 (30 sec) 142 1.06 1.08 0.98

^ The time, given within brackets, is the time after the detonation at

wliich the greatest respiration rate found here has been recorded.

At detonation this rabbit had its left side turned against the charge.

® The time, given within brackets, is the time after the detonation at

which the greatest respiration rate found here has been recorded.
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Fig. 29. Rabbit K 14. Electrocardiogram and respiration. The animal has

been exposed to a max. blast pressure of 3.34 kgf/cm* and an impulse of 41

gf • sec/cm°. a. Before and until 7 sec after the detonation (at arrow), b.

Schematic figure of the lungs with haemorrhages and bullous emphysema.

bleed from the nose. None of these animals have died from the in-

juries.

3. The effects of low maximum pressures and great impulses.

All experiments in this group have been carried out in the detona-

tion chamber. The weights of charge have varied between 4 and 6 g.

In the experiment with rabbit K 1, a charge of 10 g of nitrolite (an

ammonium nitrate explosive), has been used.

Data concerning these animals are found in table 19 a. The ani-

mals have been grouped according to increasing impulse values.

Table 19 b. Mean value of respiration rate during the first few

minutes after the detonation, of rabbits exposed in the detonation

chamber to shock waves -with low max. pressure and very great impulse.

Before
Time after detonation

detonation
Immediately 16 sec 30 sec 2 min

n 12 12 12 8 7

M 46.7 56.1 70.5 72.3 78.1

s{M) 3.8 3.9 6.0 8.8 7.4

o 13.3 13.6 20.9 25.0 19.7
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After a slight distortion of the curve the respiration can be observed

in these animals within one second after the detonation. The respira-

tion continues immediately without any apnoe, usually mth a deep

inspiration, which in some cases lasts several seconds. The respiration

is usually regular all the time after the explosion, only in a few cases

a somewhat irregular breathing is noticed during the first 10 or 20

seconds (see fig. 29).

The respiration rate increases almost immediately after the detona-

tion (see fig. 25, curve III). This increase varies considerably in dif-

ferent animals, but in most cases it is only quite moderate amounting to

an average of 32 per cent immediately after the explosion (limit values:

5 and 97 per cent). In one case (K 5) however there is a decrease of

about 5 per cent immediately after the detonation. During the next

few minutes a further increase is seen in most cases, and after about

3 minutes it has reached an average increase of 62 per cent (hmit

values; 5 and 167 per cent). The average maximum increase recorded

is now 67 per cent.

The greatest increase of the respiration rate, namely from 39

breaths per minute before to 104 per minute at approximately 3 mi-

nutes after the detonation (an increase of 167 per cent), is seen in

rabbit K 3 which also has the most extensive lung haemorrhages.

All other animals have only insignificant or slight lung lesions. Ani-

mals K 2 and K 4 were almost entirely uninjured. All animals be-

longing to this group have survived.

4. The effects of high maximum pressures aud great impulses.

This group consists of 20 animals, all exposed in the detonation

chamber.

Pressure- and impulse values and quotients of lung lesions of these

animals are found in table 20 a.

The mean value of the respiratory rate is sho%vn in table 20 b and

fig. 25, curve IV. The dispersion is considerable, as shown in the table.

Two of the animals in this group have obtained such severe in-

juries that they have died almost immediately without the respira-

tion having got properly started again after the explosion. In one

of these (K 19) there is possibly some respiration but it is so irregular,

however, and has such a small amplitude that it is almost impossible

to estimate. The frequency seems to be about 90 breaths per minute
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Table 20 b. Mean value of respiration rate during the first few mi-

nutes after the detonation, of rabbits exposed in the detonation chamber

to shock waves with high max. pressure and great impulse.

Before

detona-

tion

Time after detonation

Im-
mediately

16 sec 30 sec 1 min 2 min 3 min 4 min 6 min

n 20 15 14 10 9 8 7 5 4

M 43.0 74.6 89.1 95.6 87.7 89.8 75.0 108.6 80.0

e(M) 3.3 7.4 10.3 11.9 7.4 16.2 13.1 21.2 13.1

a 17.7 27.8 38.5 37.6 22.2 45.8 34.8 47.5 26.1

(initial value: 45 per minute). The respiration has ceased already

within one minute after the detonation.

In six of the animals which have survived the detonation, a respira-

tory stand-still in an inspiratory position follows immediately after

the detonation. Its duration varies from 2.5 to more than 60 sec.

with an average of 22 sec. When respiration starts again it is often

extremely irregular. In some cases, the apnoe is interrupted by a

few irregular breaths followed by another, shorter period of respi-

ratory stand-still.

In all animals which have survived the detonation, a more or less

pronounced increase of the respiration rate begins sooner or later.

Maximum is generally reached already within one or two minutes af-

ter the detonation. Only in three animals has maximum been reached

later, namely, in rabbits K 21 and K 24 after about three minutes,

and in K 37 not until about ten minutes after the detonation. The

average maximum increase recorded is 140 'per cent. The respiration

is usually extremely irregular both in frequency and amplitude.

The respiration rate decreases again gradually but in most cases it

is for several hours considerably higher than before the detonation,

and the animals often show quite a pronounced dyspnoea. During

the first hours they are more or less cyanotic. In one animal, S 176,

exposed to a maximum pressure of 32 kgf/cm^ and an impulse of 3.2

gf • sec/cm2 (charge weight 230 g and distance from charge 0.90 m),

the respiration rate was 43 breaths per minute before the detonation,

and even 24 hours after the explosion, it was 73 per min. The ani-

mal, however, had then begun to wake up again. Only in one of

the surviving animals (K 43) the frequency had dropped alffeady
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within 5 minutes to a value (30 per min) which was lower than be-

fore the detonation (44 per minute).

As seen from table 20 a the greatest increase of the respiration rate gen-

erally occurred in annuals exposed to the lowest pressure vahces. Thus

the mean value of the percental increase is for the 10 animals which

have been exposed to the lowest pressures, 185.1 + 16.2 per cent,

while for the 10 animals which have obtained the highest pressures,

it is only 94.1 + 21.5 per cent. This difference is statistically highly

probable (0.01 > P > 0.001).

In cases where the frequency does not reach maximum immediately

after the detonation, the increase is usually gradual. In rabbit K 43,

however, 10 seconds after the detonation, the respiration rate changed

suddenly in one single breath from 73 to 94 breaths per minute.

The amplitude decreases after the detonation in all animals. When
the frequency is at its greatest the amplitude is generally only one

fourth to one fifth of what it was before the explosion. When the

frequency then again gradually decreases, a corresponding increase

of the amplitude is usually seen. In spite of this there is a considerable

reduction of the total pulmonary ventilation.

In several animals of this group, for instance rabbit K 19, very

strong respiratory movements were seen during several minutes imme-

diately after the detonation, and the auxiliary respiratory muscles

were employed in the highest possible degree. In spite of these very

strong respiratory movements the ventilation ^vas insignificant, and in

some cases hardly any respiration could be observed on the pneumogram.

Some experiments-have been made in which the animals have been

exposed in the detonation chamber, enclosed totally except for their

heads in a steel cylinder. These animals, even if exposed to max.

pressures and impulses great enough to cause instantaneous death,

have not obtained any pulmonary haemorrhages whatsoever but

only shght diffuse emphysema. In these animals respiration is not,

or only little, affected. Only a slight increase niay be seen for some se-

conds after the detonation.

The effects of shock -waves on the respiration of

vagotomized aninaals.

Blast experinients on animals whose vagal reflex mechanism has

been interrupted, are extremely few.
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Table 21 b. Mean value of respiration rate during the first few

minutes after detonation of rabbits wbieb after bilateral vagotomy have

been exposed in the detonation ehamber.

Before

dotonntion

Time after detonation

Im-
moclifitoly

16 Bee 30 sec 1 min 2 min 3 min

71 9 9 9 9 6 5 5

M 50.2 63.6 55.6 54.6 49.7 50 0 47.2

E (M) 6.3 4.3 5.6 4.4 7.5 10.2 9.9

a 18.7 12.8 16.9 13.2 22.0 22.7 22.1

Krohn, Whitteridge and Zuckerman (1942) in one experiment

on a rabbit found that bilateral vagotomy stopped the rapid breathing

caused by the detonation, and that it was replaced by the ordinary

deep vagal respiration. The animal showed no signs of cyanosis.

Also Clark and Ward (1943) observed that vagotomy reduced the

respiratory rate in animals injured by blast. The results are of great

interest, and as these experiments seem to give valuable information

as to essential features in the physiological effects of the blast wave,

the present author has carried out a number of such experiments.

The material consists of 15 animals exposed in the detonation

chamber to great impulse and as a rule high maximum pressure.

Before the experiment the vagus nerve was cut on both sides of the

neck. A tracheal cannula was inserted in some of the animals. The
animals were exposed to the detonation approximately half an hour

after the vagotomy.

Two of the animals were in a bad condition already before the deto-

nation and had slow, irregular breathing. They died iihmediately

after the explosion. These animals have not been included in the re-

sults.

Several of the vagotomized animals were killed outright by the de-

tonation without the respiration having got properly started again.

In the other animals there was only a very slight increase of the

respiration rate compared to that in the untreated animals (see table

21 a).

The mean value of the maximum, ’percental increase of the respiration

rate is only 11 per cent. In some of the animals, which have died some
minutes after the detonation, the respiration rate immediately after
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ex B

Fig. 30. Electrocardiogram and respiration of rabbit K 38, which after bi-

lateral vagotomy has been exposed to a max. blast pressure of 14.2 kgf/cm® and

an impulse of 24.3 gf sec/cm^. a. Before and rmtil l.o sec after the detonation

(detonation at the severe distorsion of the curves), b. 20—32 sec, c. 6.5 and

d. 11.5 min after the detonation. Time marking 0.1 sec. e. Schematic figure

of the limgs with haemorrhages and bullous emphysema (explanation of the

letters see fig. 26).

tHs has been lower than the initial value, which has never been

reached again.

The mean value of the respiration rate at different times after

the detonation is shown in fig. 25 (curve V).

The respiration during the first 10 or 20 seconds after the detonation

is irregular both in frequency and amplitude, and even the shape of

the respiratory cycles often shows irregularities, an occurrence common
even in unvagotomized animals. In these a more or less marked de-
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crease of the amplitude was a regular occurrence. In the vagotomized

animals, however, the amplitude increases after the detonation and is

in some cases almost tivice as great after the detonation as before (see

fig. 30).

Arterial oxygen saturation.

As an indication of the oxygenation of the blood becoming more

difficult, cyanosis sets in ^vithin a short while after the detonation.

Especially in the severely injured, imanaesthetized animals the cya-

nosis may be very pronounced.

It was of great interest therefore, to determine the arterial oxy-

gen saturation. This has been done in a few aninlals by using the

bloodless method, described on page 36.

All animals examined 5 or 10 minutes after the detonation have

shown a reduction of the arterial oxygen saturation. The reduction,

however, is only moderate in most cases, and varies in the different

animals from 4 to 26 per cent.

Determinations made 3 or 4 hours later showed that the initial

value had again been reached. In anaesthetized animals cyanosis

had generally disappeared a few hours after the detonation.

No determinations of arterial oxygen saturation has, owing to tech-

nical reasons, been made in unanaesthetized rabbits, but it may be

pointed out here, that cyanosis in these animals usually was more

pronounced and lasted for several hours.

Discussion.

The present investigations confirm the observations made pre-

viously by Krohn et coll. (1942), namely, that the respiration is

conspicuously changed in animals exposed to the effects of the

pressure- and impulse field around a detonating charge.

In animals which have obtained severe lung lesions due to blast

there is usually a marked increase of the respiratory rate. This is

generally observed immediately after the distortion of the respiratory

curve, caused by the detonation, has disappeared, i. e. within 1 or 2

seconds after the detonation in most cases. The respiration rate is

usually, even then, tvdce as great as before. Only in animals exposed

to high maximum pressures and great impulses has a period of ap-

noea followed immediately after the detonation. The duration of the

8 — 406030 C.-J. Clemedson
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apnoea has varied from a few seconds to more than one minute. It

has often been hard to determine whether this has been an actual

apnoea or only a respiration with exceedingly small amphtude. The

slow, irregular respiration following the period of apnoea observed

by EjaoHN et coll, does not appear regularly in this material where

in several cases this period. is abruptly interrupted by a highly acce-

lerated respiration.

In animals which react with an instantaneous increase of the res-

piration rate the breathing is usually extremely irregular during the

first 10 to 20 seconds both in regard to the frequency and amphtude
' and also in regard to the shape of each respiratory cycle. Later it

. is generally regular, rapid and shallow.

The amphtude of the respiration curve is usually considerably

smaller after the detonation than before. A certain correlation exists

between frequency and amplitude in such a way that the breathing

becomes more shallow the more rapid it is. In severely injured ani-

mals there is, however, a considerable reduction of the pulmonary ven-

tilaiion.

In the most severely injured animals the respiration ceases im-

mediately, or almost immediately, after the detonation. Then it is

possible to observe two or three very slow breaths with shght amph-

tude. If the detonation is violent enough it is not unusual that the ani-

mal dies without having made any respiratory effort after the detona-

tion, an occurrence, which Krohn et coll, have stated as rare.

The respiratory changes are related in some way to the degree of

lung lesion and thus they are dependent on the magnitude of the

forces of pressure and impulse acting on the animal. The most im-

portant factor seems to he the maximum pressure as the greatest changes in

frequency and amplitude of the respiration have appeared in animals

exposed to high maximum pressures in spite of the impulse having been

comparatively small. In very severely injured animals which, never-

theless, survive the period immediately after the detonation, respira-

tion is slow and irregular and usually remains slow until death.

A period of apnoea immediately after the detonation exists mostly

only in animals which have been exposed to high maximum pres-

sures and great impulses, but seems not particularly common even

then. It cannot be decided with certainty from the results of these

experiments, why some animals have their respiration interrupted,

while others, which have been exposed to a similar blast effect and
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have obtained lung lesions of similar extent react by an instan-

taneous increase of the respiration rate. It ^vill merely be pointed

out here that most of the animals which have had their respiration

interrupted have been struck by the blast wave with their respiration

in expiratory position. In this connection it may be mentioned that

Head (1889) found that a rapid inflation of the lungs immediately

followed by deflation produces, if occurring during a phase of inspir-

ation, a sudden shortening of this. If the inflation occurs during a

phase of expiration the expiratory pause is usually quite considerably

lengthened. He was also able to show that a momentary increase or

decrease of the volume of the lung affects this pause, not only during

the period of this change but even after the lungs had returned to

their normal condition. The importance of the respiratory phase in

this connection is not certain, however, and further investigations

are required here as well as in regard to the importance of the re-

spiratory phase for the extent of the lung lesion.

The pulmonary haemorrhages may cause a considerable decrease

of the effective volume of the lung. Even the vessels of the lung being

immensely dilated may noticeably intrude upon the pulmonary air

space (Drinker, Peabody and Blumgart 1922). The vital capa-

city is lowered, and the total ventilation of the lung reduced. In

some of the most severely injured animals ventilation is quite negli-

gible. Tills explains the apparently somewhat peculiar fact that in

a number of cases where the animals had an exceedingly strained

respiration using the respiratory muscles, including the auxiliary

muscles, to their maximum capacity hardly any ventilation could

be observed in the pneumogram. Owing to the massive haemorrhages

not only in the lungs hut also in the upper respiratory passages the respi-

ratory movemejits were followed, only by a very slight ventilation. These

animals usually died within 5 minutes after the detonation. There

were haemorrhages almost throughout the lungs, and the lungs did not

collapse when the chestwas opened (increased viscous resistance accord-

ing to Bayliss and Robertson 1939; see also Krohn et coll. 1942).

The changes in respiration caused by the blast wave may be sup-

posed in principle to be brought about in several different ways. The
possibiUties which should be discussed in this connection, are: a di-

rect effect on the respiratory centre, and an effect caused by afferent

impulses, mechanical as well as chemical, released in the lungs and

the circulatory system.
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A blast wave of sufficient force can no doubt be transmitted tbrougb

the tissues of tbe body to tbe spinal canal and tbe central nervous

system thus temporarily influencing tbe activity of vital centres.

Young (1945) points out that tbe increase of pressure in tborax

and abdomen caused by tbe detonation not only inhibits tbe venous

reflux to tbe heart but also causes tbe blood stream to go in tbe oppo-

site direction tbus distending vena cava and tbe pulmonary veins.

Tbe increase of pressure in these veins propagates as far as to tbe

central nervous system leading to an increase of the cerebrospinal

fluid pressure (cf. also Whitehorn et coll. 1947). By bgating or obbt-

erating the jugular veins, on tbe other hand, this pressure increase

could be almost entirely prevented (Young).

This altered haemodynamic state may cause temporary changes

in the activity of the respiratory- and circulatory centres. But even

if ike shock wave directly affecting the central nervous system may play

some part, the results, however, obtained by Krohn et coll. (1942) and

the present author from experiments with vagotomized animals and on

animals the bodies of which have been protected, except for the heads,

from the blast wave, indicate that the respiratory changes chiefly are of

reflex origin, the vagus nerve being the afferent path.

Tbe importance of vagus for regulating tbe respiration was shown

through the well-known investigations carried out by Hering and

Breuer (1868) and Head (1889), and our knowledge has been further

enriched by a number of papers from different laboratories. Among

aU these investigations only a few will be mentioned here which seem

to throw light on the changes in respiration caused by blast waves.

Hammouda and Wilson (1932) have shown that an increased or

decreased pressure on thorax caused an immediate increase or decrease

respectively, of the respiratory rate. The changes appeared only if

vagus was intact. They believe that the increase in frequency is

due to the impulses from the stretch endings quickening the rythm

by cutting short the discharge and so hastening the recharging pro-

cess. In experiments on rabbits Adrian (1933) was able to show that

the compression of thorax produces an increased inspiratory effort

owing to stimulation of deflation nerve-endings in the limgs. Similar

results were obtained if the intra-pulmonary pressure was lowered by

air being sucked from the respiratory passages. According to Moore

(1927) obstruction of one of the bronchi may cause tachypnoea which

is suppressed if the vagus nerve on the same side is cut.
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Krohn el coll. (1942) found that an increased afferent activity was

maintained in vagus after the detonation, and that an immediate

increase of the discharge in the diaphragm could be shown. The

change in the respiration of animals injured by blast is supposed to

be due to an increased stimulation of deflation endings, and to an

increased sensitivity of stretch endings to distension of the lungs.

The haemorrhages no doubt play the greatest part in causing this

effect, and the progressive increase of the respiration, usually seen

during the first few hours after the detonation, seems to be a sign of

the continued bleeding. The presence of a pronounced tachypnoea,

even in animals with only insignificant lung haemorrhages, shows,

however, that the direct distension of the lung (volumen pulmonum

auctum, traumatic emphysema) is also of importance.

The vagal nerve endings in the lung are considered mainly locali^ed

to the walls of the alveolar ducts (cf. Gordh 1945) which are the most

distensible parts of the lung. Krohn el coll., however, basing their

opinions upon investigations by Partridge (1939), suppose that the

deflation endings may be proprioceptive fibres issuing from the blood

vessels of the lung. In view of this the considerable distension of the

capillaries as well as the smaller blood vessels in the blasted lung

would possibly also be an important factor. It may also be pointed

out here that Binger, Brown and Branch (1924) and Partridge

(1935) were able to produce rapid, shallow respiration by obstructing

the lung circulation by injecting a starch suspension into the blood

vessels. Harrison el coll. (1932) found that the reduction of the vital

capacity caused by distension of the lung capillaries or by salt solu-

tion being injected into trachea, resulted in tachypnoea if vagus was

intact.

Finally, it may be mentioned that Moore and Harrison (1939)

have shown that atelectasis is an important cause of tachypnoea.

The exchange of gas in the lung is directly proportional to the partial

pressure of the gas and to the size of the respiratory surface and reci-

procally proportional to the thiclcness of the alveolar membrane,

i. e. to the diffusion way (cf. ELrogh 1915).

The respiratory surface is reduced by the haemorrhages and the

diffusion way is lengthened. The gas exchange is extremely diffi-

cult in the severely injured lungs weighing two to three times more

than normally, and this leads to a fairly pronounced anoxemia. The

anoxemia has been verified by oximetry which has shown a reduc-
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tion of the arterial oxygen saturation after the explosion. In chapter 16

below it will be proved, that the severely injured animals generally

have a. lowered alkah reserve. These changes may also cause an

acceleration of the respiration.

Through extensive investigations carried out in a number of la-

boratories .(Hering, Heymans, Schmidt, von Euler, Lil.testrand,

ZoTTERMAN, and others) the importance of the chemoreflex regula-

tion of the respiration brought about by the carotid and aortic bodies,

has been explained (for references see, for instance, Heymans and

Bouckaert 1939, Gordh 1945, Bjurstedt 1946, and Gernandt

1946).

The carotid bodies are extremely sensitive to oxygen lack, a fact

shown by von Euler, Liljestrand and Zotterman (1939). They

found an increased discharge in the chemoreceptor fibres as soon as

the arterial oxygen saturation was lowered below 96 per cent. In

order to double the ventilation, however, the oxygen saturation must

be less than 60 per cent (Harrison et coll. 1932).

;
The slight increase of the respiration rate after the detonation seen

also in some of the vagotomized animals may be explained as chemo-

reflex action caused by the hypoxia brought about by the lung

haemorrhages, and the excess of carbon dioxide may stimulate the

respiratory centre. Binger, Brew and Branch (1924) have indeed

shown that the tachypnoea which is caused by asphyxia of the respi-

ratory centre can be abolished by bilateral vagotomy. Harrison

et coll. (1932), however, found that vagotomized animals were in-

sensitive to changes of the vital capacity, but that they reacted

by increased ventilation to chemical changes in the blood. These

changes, however, could never cause the violent tachypnoea which

could be brought about by a reduction of the vital capacity.

Experiments ivith animals bilaterally vagotomized and with de-

nervated carotid sinuses carried out by the present author do not

contradict the hypothesis that peripherally released chemoreflexes

could be of importance here. Chemoreflex action caused by impaired

gas exchange in the haemorrhagic lungs, however, cannot be the

most important factor in causing accelerated respiration a fact seen

in some animals which, in spite of only insignificant pulmonary

haemorrhages, show a pronounced acceleration of the respiration due

to distension of the lungs (for instance rabbit S 173, fig. 27 page 101).

With regard to the radical changes of the heart action and blood
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pressure after the detonation which will be discussed in the follow-

ing chapters, the correlation between blood pressure and respiration

shown by Heymans and Heymans (1927) among many others, is

also worth mentioning in this connection. Heymans was thus able

to show (1928, 1929) that a lowering of the blood pressure produced

a reflex hyperpnoea.

^fhen summarizing the results in this chapter it may be said that

respiration is highly influenced by blast waves. The respiration rate is

increased and the amplitude and total ventilation diminished. Shock

tvaves ivith high max. pressures have the greatest effect, xvhile those loith

low max. pressures but great impulses influence the respiration only

more moderately. In animals exposed to high max. pressures as ^vell as

great hnpulses the respiration rate is visually only slightly increased owing

to the extensive pxdmonary haemorrhages. Immediately after the detona-

tion respiration is usually quite irregular. In severely injured, surviving

animals a period of respiratory standstill lasting from a feio seconds

and up to more than one minxde may be seen. It seems to occur preferably

in animals struck by the shock xoave with their respiration being in an

expiratory position. It is not unusual for the most severely injxired ani-

mals to die without having drawn one single breath after the detonation.

In other cases there is a period of maximal respiratory strain, xvhich,

however, on account of the severe lung haemorrhages, does not result in

any ventilation.

In animals bilaterally vagotomized before the detonation there is no

increase or only an insignificant increase of the respiration rate. The

amplitude, on the other hand, is increased.

Animals exposed to max. pressures and impulses high enough to cause

immediate death show only little or no change of the respiration rate if

their bodies, except for their heads, have been protected against the shock

wave by a steel cylinder thus preventing pulmonary haemorrhages.

CHAPTER 13.

The Effects of Blast Waves on Heart Action.

Earlier clinical observations and animal experiments have shown
that macroscopical as well as microscopical lesions in the heart and
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the larger blood vessels may be caused by the blast wave, but that

such lesions are comparatively rare.

Earlier investigations into the effects of blast waves upon the nor-

mal physiological functions of the circulation are very few.

Hooker (1924), and Krohn, Whitteridge and Zuckerman (1943)

are apparently the only authors who have studied the heart action

in blasting experiments.

Hooker’s investigations mainly concerned blood-pressure and no

special attention was given to heart action, but he points out, however,

that the heart rate increased in most of the animals after the detona-

tion, a fact which was supposed to be due to a reduction of blood-

pressure. The peripheral vagus mechanism was functioning, and sti-

mulation of vagus produced instantaneous inhibition. The cardiac

valves were intact and no pathological changes in the heart muscle

could be seen.

The only more detailed study of the circulation in blasted animals

has been carried out by Krohn et coll. (1942). They registered electro-

cardiograms with subcutaneous silver-foil electrodes in right shoulder

region and left thigh. The electrocardiograph was placed 80 yards

from the site of the explosion. Eecordings could generally be ob-

tained within one or two seconds after the detonation. The experi-

ments carried out mainly to find out whether animals which were

killed outright by blast had died from ventricular fibrillation gave,

in the main, the following results:

In 15 animals exposed to blast pressures of the order of the P50

level (6 animals died) no changes of coordination could be found.

Occasionally short periods of changes in the size of the QRS complex

were found and sometimes a few ventricular extrasystoles were no-

ticed. Only 2 of the animals showed a reduction of the heart rate of

more than 7 per cent. The greatest reduction noticed was 20 per cent.

Animals exposed to such high maximum pressures as would cause

almost instantaneous death (2—3 times the level) showed a re-

duction of the heart rate by 60—70 per cent and also a reduction of

the amplitude, but no alteration was observed in the coordination of

the beat. All animals had obtained severe lung iniuries.

The bradycardia after the detonation was found also in vagotomized

or atropinized animals, but not, on the other hand, in animals whose

thorax and abdomen had been protected by a steel cylinder.

Finally, it may be mentioned that Clark and Ward (1943) in
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their experiments on immersion blast injuries, referred to previously,

found that the heart temporarily slowed up to half or less of its

normal rate immediately after the animal had been struck by a shock

wave with fatal effect.

The clinical observations which have been publisbcd concerninp blast effects

on the heart action arc also very few. Cohen and Biskind (1946) mention one

case, a soldier who was 12 m away from an exploding V 1-bomb. He had re-

gained consciousness 10 hours after the accident but his heart action and respir-

ation were irregular. The systolic arterial blood-pressure was 150 mm Hg.

and the diastolic pressure 75 mm Hg. The injured died on the fifth day.

Barrow and Rhoads (1944) and Leavell (1946) are apparently the only

authors who have published electrocardiograms from human beings injured by
blast. The main changes in the E. C. G. described by Barrow and Rhoads
were low voltage and flattened QRS complexes. There was no arrhythmia or

fibrillation. The pulse rate was less than 60 beats per minute in 26 per cent of

the cases, less than 70 in 75 per cent, and less than 80 in 92 per cent of all the

cases. In addition to this bradycardia a soft, easily compressible, collapsing

peripheral pulse, was noticed. Leaveix found an acute congestive heart fail-

ure in three cases of blast injury. In three other cases, also injured by blast,

there were some abnormalities in the electrocardiogram, chiefly in the QRS
complexes.

Own investigations.

The examinations by Hooker, and Krohn, Whiiteripge and

ZucKERMAN of the idiysiological changes of the circulation are in

part incomplete btit suggest, however, that far-reaching functional

changes may result after exposure to blast waves. It was evident

both from their experiments and from preliminary observations b3
’-

the present author that a more or less pronounced bradycardia was

the most outstanding functional change, and that in a \dolent ex-

plosion it could reach excessive degrees. It seemed plausible, there-

fore, that by studying the reactions of the circulatory system it would

be possible to explain whj’^ some of the animals with only moderate

lung lesions died, nevertheless, a few minutes after the detonation.

Another interesting problem here is the reaction of the circulatory

system to the sudden strong additional strain on the right ventricle

when the lungs in a short time become more or less completely he-

patized.

The heart action has been recorded with an electrocardiograph

during and immediately after the detonation, according to the me-

thod described on page 32. In all these experiments the recording
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has started 5 or 10 seconds before the detonation and has continued

without interruption till 30 to 60 seconds after the detonation, that is to

say, during the time when the most apparent changes are seen. After

this, recordings have been taken at different times up to 24 hours af-

ter the explosion. The exposures immediately following the one made

during and immediately after the detonation, have been taken at short

intervals (var3dng between 15 seconds and 5 minutes). The changes

in the electrocardiogram have all the time between the recordings

been followed on the focussing glass of the cardiograph.

Before discussing the changes produced by the detonation the nor-

mal electrocardiogram of the rabbit will be given some attention.

The normal electrocardiogram of the rahbit.

The electrocardiogram of the normal rabbit is, in many ways,

similar to that of man. Some differences exist, however, the most

apparent of which is the difference in heart rate which in the rahbit

is considerably higher. According to Schinzel (1933) the heart rate

of rabbits varies between 150 and 365 per minute. In the present

material the heart rate in unanaesthetized animals varies between

2i0 and 300 with a mean value of 252 + 6 (a = 27) beats per min-

ute, and in anaesthetized animals between 140 and 340 with a mean

value of 249 + 7 (a = 38) beats per minute. The E. C. G. usually

shows a certain left axis deviation, but in a number of cases there

is instead a right axis deviation.’’-

More or less atypical E. C. G. can often be found in the rabbit

without any detectable change in the heart. Thus a ventricular com-

plex may be seen deviating in either direction from the normal, and

also in the other waves (especially in the terminal complex) there

may be smaller divergences from the normal (Straxjb 1909).

The R wave is generally not so large as in the human E. C. G.,

while the rabbit, on the other hand, often has a noticeably highT wave.

The R or S wave may be notched without apparent pathological im-

portance, a fact also pointed out by Wizer and HabAn
(
1939).

ScHiNzzL, -who has thoroughly studied the electrocardiograms of the small

animals used in laboratory experiments, gives the folio-wing figures as regards

^ In spite of some differences in the position of the rabbit heart as compared

•with the human heart it has seemed convenient to use the same terminology

as in human electrocardiography. The terminology used is in accordance -with

that of BimcH and Windsor (1947).
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the duration and size of the different waves. The auricular complex generally

lasts 0.032—0.042 sec and the amplitude is 0.10—0.15 millivolts (if 1 em cor-

responds to 1 millivolt). The distance between P and R (the P—R segment)

is usually 0.021—0.032 seconds, and the P—R interval is 0.053—0.074 seconds.

The R wave generally lasts 0.015—0.019 seconds and has an amplitude of

0.35—0.40 millivolts. Often a small negative S wave occurs which lasts about

0.006 seconds with an amplitude of 0.075—0.1 millivolts. No R—T segment

(S—T segment) exists in the E. C. G. of the rabbit, as the R or S waves are

immediately followed by the terminal wave T. According to Schinzel the T
wave is always positive and lasts 0.095—0.11 sec with an amplitude of 0.22

—

0.27 millivolts.

According to Lambert (1937), the P wave may be small and dipha-

sic or negative in lead I. In leads II and III, on the other hand, it

is always positive. The QRS complex, as pointed out by Schinzel,

merges into T without a distinct isoelectric distance, and consequently

there is no S—T segment or only a very short one. The T wave is

always positive in leads I and II, but may be either positive or nega-

tive in lead III.

The electrocardiograxn of blasted animals.

Immediately after the detonation an often very pronounced dis-

tortion of the E. C. G. curves occurs probably partly due to potential

fluctuations caused by movements of the electrodes at the moment of

the detonation and partly to strong muscular movements and muscle

tremor. That this latter factor is of great importance is shown by the

fact that the disturbances were considerably smaller in one case where

the electrodes had been inserted in a dead rabbit during the detona-

tion. In unanaesthetized animals very great disturbances often occur

during the first 30 to 60 seconds after the detonation owing to action

potentials from the extremity muscles. These disturbances are in

many cases so pronounced that the curve has been useless for a de-

tailed analysis. In cardiograms taken later than one minute after

the detonation they have often quite disappeared. They do not exist

at all in anaesthetized animals.

In the following an account vdll be given of some effects upon the

heart action of blast waves with different pressures and impulses.

The material has been divided, into four groups in the same may as in

the respiration chapter (see above, page 98). The same limit value

(4 kgf/cm®) for the maximum pressure has been used, but that for the

impulse has been increased to 1.5 gf.sec/cm^. No detailed accounts
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will be given here of all the different changes in the coordination

and the size and shape of the different waves and complexes, which

often occur especially in the severely injured animals exposed to blast

waves with high maximum pressures. It may also be pointed out

here that the electrocardiograms shown in the figures below are,

with a few exceptions, intended to give only a general survey of

the changes — mainly of the heart rate — but not the details of the

different waves. The author hopes, however, to be able to give a

special analysis of these changes in following papers.

1. The effects of low znaximiun pressures and small impulses.

Already from a few preliminary experiments it was clear that the

heart action was practically unaffected by a blast wave with low

pressure and small impulse. Because of this only a few experiments

have been carried out within this group.

The only noticeable change in these animals was a rather insignifi-

cant bradycardia during the seconds immediately after the detonation

succeeded by a likewise rather insignificant rise in frequency over the

initial value. An example of this is animal S 130 which had been ex-

posed in the field (group t3^e A) to a detonation of 250 g of nitroliie

at a distance from the charge of 1.36 m. The maximum pressure was

2.68 + 0.4 kgf/cm® and the impulse 0.125 gf • sec/cm^. The heart rate

was 260 beats per minute before the detonation but rose rapidly to

270 beats per minute after the detonation. One minute and a half

after the detonation it was 260, and two minutes and a half after

it, it was 250 beats per minute.

In three out of four animals exposed to blast in the field (group

type B) the heart rate 20 minutes after the detonation was somewhat

lower than the initial value. In two of the animals examined 18

hours after the explosion the heart rate was still somewhat reduced

(see table 22). All these animals were anaesthetized.

No changes could be noticed in the coordination or in the size or

shape of the E. C. G. waves.

2. Tlie effects of liiglimaximum pressures and small impulses.

This group comprises 25 animals exposed to blast in the field

(group type A). They have all been xmanaesthetized. Five of the ani-

mals died within a few minutes after the detonation.
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Fig. 31. Electrocardiogram of rabbit S 119, exposed to a max. blast pressure

of 11.9 kgf/cm^ and an impulse of 0.97 gf • sec/cm^. a. Before and until 12

sec after the detonation (detonation at arrow), b. 12—25 sec, c. 1.5 and d. 3.5

min after the detonation. Time marking 0.1 sec. e. Lungs with haemorrhages.

The most noticeable change in the electrocardiogram is the almost

instantaneous bradycardia which may be quite prominent (see figs

31 and 32). This bradycardia, as shown in fig. 33 and table 23, reaches

its maximum already 9 seconds after the detonation. In several of

the animals the rate has then dropped from 250 or 300 beats per mi-

nute to 20 or 40 per minute. The rate then increases again rapidly

to begin with, but it wU be some time before the initial value is

reached. Still 5 minutes or more after the detonation the average

heart fate is 185 beats per minute as against 245 before the detona-

tion. The dispersion, however, is quite considerable, and in some

cases only a fairly slight reduction is seen.

In single animals the slowing-up of the heart rate sets in somewhat

later and is most pronounced 20 or 30 seconds after the detonation.

In animals which die Avithin some minutes after the detonation

the rate increases again slightly after the initial bradycardia, but does

not reach the initial value before the final sloAving-up of the heart

action begins.
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Fig. 32. Electrocardiogram of rabbit S 137, exposed to a max. blast pressure

of 13.3 kgf/cm* and an impulse of 1.13 gf • sec/cm*, n. Before and until 11 sec

after the detonation (detonation at severe distorsion). b. 27—32 sec, c. 2,

d. 4, e. 5 and /. 6 min after the detonation. Time marking 0. 1 sec. g. Lungs
with haemorrhages.

As an example of changes which may occur, a tabular description

is given below of the changes in the electrocardiograms of three of the

animals belonging to this group. In all cases the distance from charge

was 1.36 m and the weight of charge 0.550 kg.

Rabbit S 118.

Maximum pressure: 12.5 + 2 kgf/cm’*

Impulse: 1.12 gf • sec/cm*

Lung changes: Quotients of haemorrhage. Left: 1.40. Right: 2.56.

Quotients of volume increase: Left: 1.67. Right: 1.52.

The electrocardiogram:

Before the detonation: Heart rate: 300/min.' Right axis deviation.

After the detonation:
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Heart rate

Fig. 33. Mean value of heart rate of animals exposed to high max. pressure

and small impulse.

Time
interval

0—3 sec

3—6
6—9

9—12

12—15

15—18

18—21

21—24
24—27

Heart rate Changes in the E. C. G.

Cannot be determined Cannot be determined

180 Unequal beats.

approx. 60 Completely irregular rythm with

unequal beats.

Only one or two slight contractions can be noticed, and the con-

dition must be regarded as an almost complete ventricular stand-

still.

Only one definite ventricular contraction until 14.8 seconds,

when a double extrasystole occurs.

Extremely weak impulses can be noticed, but there is only

one ventricular complex.

Two ventricular complexes and one extrasystole corresponding

to a frequency of 60/min.

Frequency of definite ventricular contractions; 40/min.
>y » » 0 » : 40/min.

In the following exposures the curves are technically useless. The animal

survived the detonation.

Rahhit S 119 (see fig. 31).

Maximum pressure: 11.9 ± 1.9 kgf/cm^

Impulse: 0.97 gf secjcm-.
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Lung changes: Quotients of haemorrhge; Left: 1.02. Right: 1.73.

Quotients of volume increase: Left: 1.29. Right: 1.19.

The. electrocardiogram,:

Before the detonation: Heart rate: 210/min. Left axis deviation, depend-

ing on the position of the

heart.

After the detonation:

Time
interval Heart rate Changes in the E. C. G.

0—3 sec 180 Sinus arrhsdhmia. Sm has changed from neg.

(—4 mm), via diphasic state, to low pos.

3—6 100 Sinus arrhsrthmia. Interval between the complexes

tending to become longer and longer. Tj pos.

6—9 The bradycardia reaches its maximum. Inter-

vals between the heart beats 3.7 and 3.2 sec

respectively.

9—12
12—15

40

Ti is now definitely neg.

15—18 100 Moderate sinus arrhythmia.

18—21 90—100 Insignificant sinus arrhythmia.

21—24 100 Slight sinus arrhythmia. Ti showing tendency to

increase and to become accentuated.

24^21 110

27—30 130 Ti now + 3 mm.
IV 2 min 80

3V-. 120 Slight sinus arrhythmia exists. Ti becomes more

and more accentuated and higher (+4 mm).

The animal was killed three hours after the detonation.

Rabbit S 120.

Maximum pressure: 10.9 + 1.7 kgf/cm=

Impulse: 0.94 gf • sec/cm*

Lung changes: Quotients of haemorrhage: Left: 1.05. Right: 1.89.

Quotients of volume increase: Left: 1.28. Right: 1.37.

The electrocardiogram:

Before the detonation: Heart rate: 250/min. Iieft axis deviation, highly

probably depending on the

position of the heart. Pm and

Tin neg.

9 — 496036 C.-J. Clemedson
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After the detonation;

Time
interval Heart rate Changes in the E. C. G.

0—3 sec 80 Tni has changed from low neg. (before the deto-

nation) to fairly high pos.

3—6 60 Tin is now definitely neg.

6—9 40 Still exceedingly irregular rhythm with pro-

nounced bradycardia. Here is an interval of no

less than 3.2 sec between 7.2 and 10.4 sec.

9—12 40

12—15 70 Still sinus arrhythmia. Tin remaining neg.

15—18 100

18—21 110

21—24 110

24r—27 90 Still considerable sinus arrhythmia.

27—30 120

1^2 min 100 An extrasystole occurs. Tin distinctly accentuated.

neg.

2V 2 220 Tin becoming less accentuatedly neg.

31/2 260 An extrasystole of ventricular type with com-

pensatory pause occurs.

4V 2 Regular bigeminy with extrasystoles of similar

origin as the above mentioned.

The animal was killed approximately 15 min after the detonation.

The rhythm is often irregular during the first 30 seconds after the

detonation. There is generally a sinus arrhythmia which, in a number

of cases, is transformed into completely irregularized rhythm with

unequal beats.

Extrasystoles, mostly of ventricular type, exist in the E. C. G.

of at least 12 of the 20 animals of this group. In one of the animals

(rabbit S 120) they turned into regular bigeminy approximately 4^/2

min. after the detonation.

It is also noticeable how quickly the different waves change in

size and shape and from positive to negative, or vice versa.

Particularly severe changes are seen in the electrocardiogram of

rabbit G 32 exposed to a charge of 0.250 kg at a distance of 1.02 m
and to a maximum pressure of 20.9 kgf/cm® and an impulse of 1.36

gf sec/cm^. The electrocardiogram (fig. 34) shows left axis deviation

before the detonation, regular rhythm and a heart rate of 240/min.

Immediately after the detonation very severe changes occur. Here

the monophasic cmves are seen which usually signify the dying heart.

In this case the monophasic curve is almost entirely of the right-side
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respiration of rabbit G 32, exposed to a max.
and S 8 see after S'!

of 1.36 gf • sec^m==. a. Before

distorsion caused by detonation”^ If® d
before the

3.5 mm after the detonation. Time marlung ®0. 1 ^sec.VL^gs fithLir"
rnages.

,
^

n’ ,

liere are no P waves. This state continues during increasing
bradycardia for the next 6 seconds. P waves then begin to appear
p r y coor nate with QRS complexes which still show the severe
c anges men loned above. The frequency is now 120/min. 7.7 se-
con s a er e etonation a veyitficular flutter begins which, however,

A '•
^ frequency of 260/min. 12.6 seconds after

e etonation the ventricular flutter, after a pause of 0.6 sec,
c anges into an almost regular normal rhsrthm. The auriculoventri-
cu ar con uction is normal. There are still severe changes, however.
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Heart rote

Fig. 35. Mean value o£ heart rate of animala exposed to low max. pressure and
great impulse.

now of right bundle branch blocJc type, wMcli continue without varia-

tion for the next 10 seconds. The heart has thus been almost entirely

at its end but recovers slightly and gradually while showing very se-

vere lesions.

One minute and a half after the detonation changes are seen which

show even clearer that the above-mentioned right bundle branch

block has probably been caused by considerable lesions in the posterior

wall of the heart. Two minutes later it is still the same. The fre-

quency is 180/min. Respiration ceased immediately after the detona-

tion, and the heart action after approximately 10 min,

3, The effects of low maximum pressures and great impulses.

This group consists of 11 animals all of which have been anaes-

thetized before being exposed in the detonation chamber. All these

animals smvived the detonation.

The E. C. G. changes are quite insignificant in this group, compared

to those of the previous group. An almost momentary slowing-up

of the heart rate occurs also in these animals, but is much less pro-
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Table 24. Mean value of heart rate during the first few minutes after

the detonation, of rabbits exposed to shock waves with low max.

pressure (<4 kgf/cm^) and great impulse (>1.5 gf-sec/cm®).

Before

detonation

Time after detonation in sec
2 i
min

0—3 3—6 6—9 9—12 12—16 16—18 18—21

n‘ 11 10 11 11 11 10 8 8 6

M 266 191 259 274 282 280 278 280 290

s(M) 18.5 27.4 17.4 15.1 15.1 16.3 19.9 19.7 23.3

a 61.4 86.7 57.8 50.2 50.0 51.6 56.2 65.6 55.8

nounced here, as shown in fig. 35 and table 24. The heart rate drops

within the three first seconds from an average of 245/min to 190/min.

In one of the animals (rabbit K 3) no ventricular complexes can be

seen during these three first seconds, except towards -the end when

there are some slight muscle contractions.

The bradycardia is of very short duration and in some cases the

heart rate is the same as or even somewhat greater than before the

detonation. Already 6 seconds after the detonation the rate has

again increased to an average of 200/min, and after a further 3 sec-

onds it has exceeded the initial value, the average being 275/min.

In three animals exposed in the field (group type B) to a blast

wave with low maximum pressure but relatively great impulse, the

rate during several hours after the detonation was somewhat lower

than before (see table 25).

Occasional extrasystoles of ventricular type exist in the cardio-

grams from 3 of the 11 animals within this group (animals K 11, K 14

and K 15). Hardly any other changes are seen.

4. The effects of highmaximum pressures and great impulses.

Twenty-three animals in all, anaesthetized with urethane, have

been eicposed in the detonation chamber to blast waves with high

maximum pressures and great impulses. Seven of the animals died

within 30 minutes. One animal died approximately 2V 2 tours after

the detonation.

Also in this group a momentary reduction of the heart rate is the

most prominent change in the electrocardiograms. Three sec after

the detonation the heart rate has dropped from an average of 255/
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Heort rote

«>

O

Fig. 36. Mean value of heart rate of animals exposed to high max. pressure

and great impulse.

min to 155/inin (fig. 36; table 26). Then it rises again fairly rapidly

but does not generally reach the initial value until some time after

the detonation. In one animal- (K 20) no QRS complexes occurred

until about 3 seconds after the detonation.

In five other animals exposed in the field (group type B) to a

blast wave with high pressure and great impulse the rate two to six

hours after the detonation was considerably lower than before the

detonation. In two of the animals it was again normal after 18 and

24 hours (see table 27).

Extrasystoles of ventricular type occur with certainty in at least

7 of the 23 animals. In some other cases it is difficult to decide, owing

to technical disturbances, whether extrasystoles exist or not. They

may appear at any time after the detonation, immediately after it

(e.g. K 31 which has an extrasystole 1.5 seconds after the detona-

tion) or several minutes after it (e.g. K 40 which has an extra beat

22 seconds after the explosion and one after approximately 3 min-

utes). In rabbit K 32 (fig. 37) three extra beats occur between 6.7

and 7.4 seconds after the detonation.

In several cases E. C. G. changes are found suggesting lesions in

the myocardium of infarct type.
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Data

concerning

heart

rate,

lung

injury
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shock

Avaves

with

hie
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pressure

(>4
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and

great

impulse

(>1.5
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Fig. 37. Electrocnrdiogmm nnd respiration of ra1)bit K 32, c.xposcd to n innx.

h]n.st pre.ssuro of ]].9 kgf/cm- and nn iinpnlso of 20.5 gf scc/cm“. «. Before
nnd until 8 sec after the detonation (detonation nt arrow). Between 5.7 and
7.4 .sec after the detonation throe extra systola are seen. Time marking 0.1

sec. b. Lung hneinorrhngos.

In the animals •which die some minutes after exposure tliere are

generallj' no particularly noticeable changes at first, except the usual

bradycardia. But when the heart action begins to fail a more and

more increasing block occurs -with an ever increasing interval between

the ventricular complexes and mostly well-preserved P waves. To-

wards the end the ventricular complexes usually consist of monopha-

sic deflections which often are high and accentuated (e.g. K 28, fig. 38).

In anwiah 'protected except for their heads by a steel cylinder and

exposed in the detonation chamber to high max. pressures a7id great

impulses there is 7W bradycardia, except during the first two or three

sec. Immediately after this period, during which there are some
disturbances in the electrocardiograms, the heart rate is the same or

even' greater than before the detonation. During the period of ob-

servation the rate remained higher than before the detonation. This

acceleration may probably be due to liberation of adrenaline.
'

The effects on heart action in vagotomized. animals.

As a link in the investigations of the effects of blast Avaves upon
the heart and circulation a study lias been made of the changes in

the electrocardiograms of a number of animals on which bilateral

vagotomy has been performed before the detonation.



Fig. 38. Electrocardiogram (the three upper curves) of rabbit K 28, exposed

to a max. blast pressure of 14.7 kgf/cm" and an impulse of 27.8 gf • sec/cm®.

a. Immediately before detonation, b. 5—9 sec, c. 23—27 sec, d. 1.5, e 2.6

and /. 3.5 min after the detonation. Time marking 0.1 sec.

These experiments comprise 15 animals. All blastings have been

carried out in the detonation chamber. Fourteen animals have been

exposed to a blast wave with high maximum pressure and great im-

pulse. In one case, owing to incomplete detonation a maximum pres-

sure of only 3.8 kgf/cm^ and an impulse of 3,2 gf • sec/cm^ was ob-

tained. No changes whatsoever appeared in the electrocardiogram of

this animal.

The pronounced bradycardia appearing momentarily in non-vago-
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tomized animals after the detonation does not appear at all, or only

to a very small extent, in vagotomized animals. This is shown in

table 28 and fig. 39, which give the mean value of the heart rate in

the 14 animals exposed to high pressures and great impulses.

Only in om case {animal K 41, see below) the heart rate has been re-

duced by more than 20 per cent within 30 seconds after the detonation.

In three cases the rate 5 seconds after the explosion is even greater

than immediately before.

The heart rate is lowest between 9 and 12 seconds after the detona-

tion. The difference between the average obtained then {270lmin) and

the average frequency before the detonation {295fmm) is statistically in-

significant (0.2 > P > 0.1).

The slowing up of the heart rate, which begins 1.5 minutes after

the detonation and is marked by the dotted part of the curve (fig.

39), is due to the fact that some of the animals died a short time after

the detonation with increasing bradycardia. All these animals have
been included in this diagram.

Several of the animals show changes in the electrocardiograms
which suggest severe lesion in the myocardium and the conduction
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Fig. 40. Electrocardiogram and respiration of rabbit K 17, exposed after

bilateral vagotomy to a max. blast pressure of 13.9 kgf/cm^ and an impulse of

14.7 gf • sec/cm*, o. Before and imtil 6 sec after the detonation (detonation

at arrow), h. 12— 17 sec, c. 1.5, d. 2.5, e. 3.5, /. 10 and g. 11 min after the

detonation. Time marking 0.1 sec. h. Lungs with haemorrhages.

system. In animal K 46, a liigli take-off to the T wave exists in leads

II and III. This is highest approximately 20 seconds after the det-

onation. When the animal dies after about 3 minutes a few great

positive, accentuated and notched deflections appear in pairs 3.5

minutes after the explosion {bigeminy). In animal K 50 there is a

regular bigeminy 11 minutes after the explosion. Only the second beat

in every pair has a P wave.

Rabbit IC 17, which has been exposed to a maximum pressure of

13.9 kgf/cm" and an impulse of 14.7 gf sec/cm-, shows considerable
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Fig. 41. Rabbit K 17. a. Myocardium with broken muscle bundles and hae

morrhages. b. Lung with haemorrhages and emphysema. Hematoxylin —
van Gieson. x 78.
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Fig. 42 a. Electrocardiogram and respiration of rabbit X 41, exposed after

bilateral vagotomy to a max. blast pressure of 19.2 kgf/cm- and an impulse of

2G gf • sec/cm", a. Before and until 4 sec after the detonation (detonation at

arrow), h. 15—26 sec, c. 1.5, d. 2.5 min and c. 2 min 45 sec after the

detonation. Time marking 0.1 sec. /. Lungs with haemorrhages.

changes (see fig. 40) indicating severe myocardial lesion (see fig. 41).

In this animal a terminal, paroxysmal ventricular fibrillation occurs.

Exceedingly remarkable changes are observed in the electrocardio-

gram of animal K 41 (see fig. 42) exposed to a violent detonation vutli

a maximum pressure of no less than 19.2 kgf/cm^ and an impulse of 26

gf • sec/cm". In this animal there is a fairly pronounced bradj’-cardia

with a frequency minimum of 190/min between 6 and 12 seconds
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Fig. 42 b. Details of the curves shown in fig. 12 0 . n. Before detonation, b.

20—24 sec, c. 1..5, d. 2.5 min and c. 2 min 45 see after the detonation. 0=
ordinary RS-comploxos. E = extraordinary RS-compIexes.

against 280/min before the detonation. Other changes are shown in

the tabular description below:

Ekctrocardiogram before the detonation: heart rate 280, left axis deviation

dependent on the position of the heart. Pjn as well as Tnr are neg.

After the detonation:

Time after

detonation Heart rate

0—3 sec 230

3—6 2.30

G—

9

190

9—12 190

12—1.5 220

15—18 230

Changes in the E. C. G.

The rhythm is irregular. Out of the 13 heart

heats appearing during this period at least G are

cxtrasystoles of different origin. Here is thus a
momentary extrasystolia of heterogenic tj^pe. Al-

ready 1 sec later, further changes appear, sug-

gesting, without doubt, considerable niyocardiac

lesion.

The curve shows still more noticeable changes,

the S— segment is elevated in lends II and III.

Si now shows a distinct tendency to be depressed.

Sii is neutral and Sm retains its previous appear-

ance, is curved and has a high take-off. Tm is

neg.
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Time after

detonation. Heart rate Changes in the E. C. G.

18—21
21—24

1^2 min

21/2 min

3

S— more and more depressed.

240 S—^Ti deeply depressed; increasing depression of

S-Tiii.

There is now an auricular rate of 240. The impulse from the sino-

auricular node appears to take two different paths (see fig. 42 b)

one of which is the normal path (the beats marked by 0). The

continuation of the curve shows that these are the normal beats.

In addition to these there is also an extra rhythm (the beats

marked by E). Also this rhsdhm is undoubtedly originated from

the sinoauricular node. Its P waves are distinct and of the same

shape as those of the ordinary rhythm. The P wave following on

the extra beat (E) is not succeeded by a ventricular complex;

the line is blocked for the sake of the 0-beat. Here there is thus

an interference dissociation with regular omission of every third

ventricular complex which is an ordinary complex blocked by the

extra beat (the E-complex).

The auricular rate is 240, the ventricular rate 120. Here is thus

a 2: 1 AV block. The extra complexes seen earlier have disap-

peared. The S—T changes are now still more marked indicating

an anterior infarct.

Now there are once more a few E-complexes at the beginning of

the curve in consequence of which the subsequent 0-complexes

are blocked as before. This soon ceases, however, and only the

0-complex rhythm appears with a 2 : 1 AV block.

The heart stopped approximately 4 minutes after the detonation.

Discussion.

Heart action is very much, less sensitive to blast effects than is

respiration. Blast waves with low maximum pressures and small

impulses have no effect whatever upon the heart. A blast wave with

high pressure, on the other hand, causes considerable changes in the

heart rate, the coordination and in the size and shape of the differ-

ent complexes.

The first and most constant sign of blast effects on the heart func-

tion is a reduction of the heart rate. This bradycardia begins imme-

diately after the detonation and has generally reached its maximum
already within 10 sec. In animals exposed to severe blast effects

the rate after the detonation is only one tenth to one twentieth of

the initial value. This great reduction, however, is of short duration,

and even in the most prominent cases the rate has again increased af-
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ter 20 or 30 seconds. In animals which survive, however, the heart

rate often remains reduced for several hours after the detonation.

Even after the most violent detonation there is always, before the

animal dies, a certain rate increase after the initial bradycardia. This

increase of the heart rate may be the result of a liberation of adrenal-

ine, but may also be a reflex action caused by a raised pressure in

the great veins and the right ventricle (the Bainbridge reflex). In

no case has the heart action ceased at once after the detonation.

EIeohn ei coll. (1942) state that the bradycardia caused by the de-

tonation also appeared if the animals had been vagotomized or

atropinized. The ‘present investigations show, however, that the slowing-

up of the heart action is dependent on intact vagi. In animals, lohich have

been vagotomized before being exposed to the detonatio7i, no change or

only slight change of the heart rate is seen. The result is the same after

bilateral denervation of the carotid sinus. In animals, on the other

hand, which have been sinus denervated but not vagotomized before

the experiment, a bradycardia of about the same extent as in the

untreated animals sets in after the detonation. It may be pointed

out, however, that in addition to denervation of the carotid sinuses

also bilaterial vagotomy is necessary in order to interrupt entirely

the carotico-aortic depressor afferents.

A bradycardia may be caused in several ways. An intracranial

pressure increase leads to bradycardia because of stimulation of the

vagus centre. The detonation causes a momentary increase of the

cerebrospinal fluid pressure, as already mentioned, wliich, however,

is of very short duration. Heymans (1928) found that the bradycar-

dia, caused by a temporary increase of intracranial pressure, disap-

pears already a few seconds after the increase has ceased. It seems

improbable, therefore, that the bradycardia caused by the detonation

and which may remain for quite a long time, would be a result of

such a pressure rise. It may also be pointed out here, that in ani-

mals whose heads have been exposed to violent shock waves, no

bradycardia occurs if their bodies have been protected and they

have got no pulmonary or abdominal injuries.

The experiments with vagotomized and sinus denervated animals

prove that the effect on the heart rate is of reflex origin and that va-

gus is the main afferent path.

Such reflexes may be caused by stimulation of different regions of

the organism.

10-490036 C.-J. Ckmedson
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Hering (1923, 1927) has shown that pressure against the sinus

caroticus region causes reduction of blood-pressure and bradycardia.

As bradycardia, however, also occurs in animals which have been

sinus denervated this mechanism seems to play no decisive part here,

a fact which also may be concluded from some experiments made

by V. Saalfeld (1932).

As bradycardia seems to be connected in some way with the ex-

tent of limg lesion it is probable that stimulation of the vagus end-

ings in the lung, mentioned in the previous chapter, play the main

part in producing these reflexes. This supposition is also supported by

earlier observations. Schwiegk (1935) found, thus, that an increase

of the static pressure in the lung caused reflexive bradycardia and

reduction of the systemic blood-pressure. Both these effects would be

dependent on intact vagus function, v. Saalfeld (1932) found that

expansion of the lung causes reflexive slowing of the heart action

and is of opinion that it is produced by stimulation of pleural stretch

receptors. Also Capps and Levis (1907) have observed vagal reflexes

produced by irritation of pleura. The supposition that bradycardia is

produced by distension of the lung and not by central influence is also

supported by the fact that a sufficiently rapid drop in atmospheric

pressure (explosive decompression) produces bradycardia and reduc-

tion of blood-pressure, but only sUght change of the cerebrospinal

fluid pressure (Whitehorn, Lein, Edelman and Hitchcock 1947).

Vagal bradycardia can also be produced by stimuli to other organs,

a fact possibly of some importance in this connection. Thus, vagal

reflexes can be elicited in, for instance, the upper respiratory passages,

particularly from the larynx and also from the eye balls and from ab-

dominal viscera (cf. Whitehorn, Edelman and Hitchcock 1946).

The possibihty of an effect of the shock wave direct on the heart

(pressure- or contusion effect) must also be considered. After a con-

tusion of the heart, however, there is usually an immediate accelera-

tion of the heart rate (Bright and Beck, 1934/35), while bradycardia,

on the other hand, would be more rare (Moritz and Atkins 1938).

In addition to the initial bradycardia there are a number of dif-

ferent changes in the electrocardiograms from animals exposed to

blast waves with high maximum pressures. Ehythm changes are

common, often of the sinus arrhythmia type, occasionally increasing

to complete irregularity. Extrasystoles of different origin are com-

mon, and bigeminy may occur.
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Characteristic for the electrocardiograms from blasted animals seem

to be the rapid changes in size and shape of the different complexes,

and that they change rapidly from positive to negative, or vice versa.

The changes are, in many ways, similar to those in myocardiac in-

jury and heart infarct. Microscopical examination of the heart musc-

les often shows severe lesions of the muscle fibres and haemorrhages

between these. The sudden E. C. G. changes would, at any rate, be

due partly to the haemorrhages. Another important factor may be

the altered position of the heart and the direction of its electrical

axis due to the extensive pulmonary haemorrhages.

Possibly a number of symptoms, for instance, the reduction of

blood-pressure, to be described later, could, partly at any rate, be

due to reflex action from the severely injured heart muscle itself,

(cf. Jaeisch and Richter 1939, Jaeisch 1941 and Dietrich and

ScHMiERT 1939). In the most severe cases the monophasic curves,

typical of the dying heart, are often seen immediately after the de-

tonation. These often change, however, before the animals die, to

return again just before death.

The heart dies usually during an increasing auriculoventricular

blocking. In the early stages the auriculoventricular conduction is

generally normal or somewhat lengthened, later it is further

lengthened.

Ventricular flutter or fibrillation occur hut does not seem common,

and they appear relatively late. In one case only, a vagotomized ani-

mal, a ventricular flutter did appear already after 7.7 seconds. This

ceased, however, already after 4.6 seconds and was succeeded by a

change of the right bundle branch block type.

Part of the E. C. G. changes, besides the bradycardia, may possibly

be due to a high vagus tonus (see e.g. Nordenfelt 1941), but for the

main part they must be considered due to the lung haemorrhages and

the direct contusion effect against the heart when the chest is struck

by the blast wave.

Changes in the heart caused by contusion of thorax have been

known for a long time. A number of different changes have been de-

scribed e.g. extrasystoles (Kahn and Kahn 1928, Moritz and Atkins

1938), heart block (Coffen 1930, Walker 1937, Funk 1945) auricular

flutter (Barber 1938) myocardiac lesion xoith infarct electrocardiograms

(Anderson 1940) and ventricular fibrillation (Bright and Beck
1934—35, Moritz and Atkins 1938). Moritz and Atkins have
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even observed instant asystolia after contusion direct against the

heart.

Other E. C. G. changes occurring in heart contusion (Bright and

Beck 1934—35, Akderson 1940) are abnormalities of the T wave

which may be large or inverted. The Q wave is often abnormally

deep. Slurring and notching of the QRS complexes are common.

High or low take-off of the S-T-interval may be seen.

The heart may rupture after trauma but this does not seem parti-

cularly common (Kellert 1917, Tuohy and Berdez 1926, Clove,

Kellert and Gorham 1934, Bright and Beck 1934—35). One

case of rupture of the left ventricle caused by a dynamite explosion

has been described by Miller (1947). In the present material no case

of heart rupture has been found, but on the other hand, there was in

one animal an intense aneurysmatic dilatation of the right ventricle.

A moderate right dilatation is common in animals with severe limg

lesions.

The experiments described in this chapter would lead to the following

conclusions:

The heart action, though not so sensitive as respiration, may be highly

affected by blast waves with high ‘umx. pressures.

The most prominent result would be bradycardia which sets in immed-

iately after the detonation and which in severely injured animals may

reach quite excessive degrees. The bradycardia seems to be caused by

reflexes chiefly originating from the damaged lungs. It is dependent on

an intact vagus function. A shock wave acting upon the head does not

give rise to bradycardia if the thorax and abdomen have been protected,

and there are no lung injuries. In such cases there is instead an ac-

celeration of the heart action probably due to liberation of adrenaline.

Even in the most severe blast injuries the heart rate is increased again

after the initial bradycardia and no animal has died of an instanta-

neous cardiac standstill.

After violent detonations, severe changes are seen in the electrocardio-

gram, indicating severe myocardial lesion. A direct contusion of the

heart caused by the impact of the blast wave on thorax seems to play an

important role. The myocardial lesions have been verified microscopi-

cally.

Sinus arrhythmia, sometimes reaching as far as to complete irregula-

risation of the rhythm, is common. Extrasystoles of different origin oc-
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cur, and higeminy may he seen. An interference dissociation occurred in

one case. Different types of heart block may be found, and the heart

usually dies with an increasing auriculoventricular blocking. Ventricu-

lar flutter or fibrillation may occur but does not seem to be common, and

they are a late occurrence.

The E. 0. G. compleoces often change their shape and charge very

rapidly.

No rupture of the heart of of the great blood vessels have been seen,

but a moderate dilatation of the right ventricle is a common feature in

animals which have lived for some time after a violent detonation.

CHAPTER 14.

Effects on the Peripheral Circulation.

1. Arterial blood-pressure.

Mott (1916), already, states that circulatory changes are com-

mon in “shell shock”, and that the arterial blood-pressure is often

below 110 mm and never above 135 mm Hg.

Barrow and Rhoads (1944) found in people injured by blast a systolic

blood-pressure of 80—90 mm Hg and a diastolic pressure of 40—50 mm Hg.
This h3Tpotonia reacted promptly to intravenous administration of plasma.

Most clinical observations seem to show, however, that the blood-pressure is

usually normal or rather raised in blast injury. Thus Tdrbridqe and Wilson
(1943) mention that the blood-pressure in people injured by blast and examined
one to three hours after the accident, was raised until approximately one hour

before death in uncomplicated cases, in spite of obvious signs of pulmonary
congestion and tachycardia. A lowered arterial blood-pressure (systolic pres-

sure < 100 mm Hg) did not exist imless the blast injury was combined with

other injuries like burns or extensive wounds accompanied by serious surgical

shock, and if the patient was moribund. The initial, systolic blood-pressure of

those injured (men in the ages 19—38) varied between 100 and 160 mm Hg,
and the diastolic pressure between 60 and 68 mm, except in one case where it

was 100 mm Hg. Klembi (1945) examined 35 persons exposed to blast waves.
No significant changes in the blood-pressure existed. They were, however,
examined first several days after the detonation. Leavell (1945) found in a

number of soldiers injured by blast one or two cases with raised venous pressure

(22.5 cm of water) but otherwise hardly any abnormal blood-pressure values

were noticed.
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Finally, Ruskin, Beaed and Shaffer (1948), who have examined 180

casualties from the explosion catastrophy in Texas City in 1947, found that most

of the injured had a diastolic hypertonia when examined already one hour after

the injury. Many of their patients had a systolic blood-pressure of 210—230

and a diastolic pressime of 140—160 mm Hg.

Blood-pressure examinations in blasted animals have been pub-

lished only by Hooker (1924), and Krohn et coll. (1942).

Hooker was able to observe a rapid reduction of the arterial blood-

pressure in dogs exposed to the pressure field around a gun muzzle.

The mean arterial blood-pressure in the femoral artery was obtained

by means of a mercury manometer. Seven minutes after the explo-

sion the blood-pressure in one animal had fallen from 150 to 50 mm
Hg at which value it remained tmtil immediately before the animal

died 4 hours later. In one animal in chloral anaesthesia the pressme

had fallen from an initial value of 84 to 36 mm Hg 10 minutes after

the detonation. It remained at this value for about one hour, after

which it again fell slowly until the animal finally died 10^/

2

hours

after the firing.

In blast experiments with high explosives the blood-pressure fell

only in one animal out of five. The arterial pressure then dropped

from 114 to 74 mm Hg, and the venous pressure from 8.75 to 6.25

cm of water.

The venous pressure in the femoral vein was measured with a wa-

ter manometer as soon as possible after tlie detonation (usually after

about 7 minutes). In five animals which were hot shocked’^, the venous

pressure fell in two of the animals, rose in two, and remained un-

changed in one. In five animals with partial shock it fell in two and

rose in three, and finally in six animals completely shocked, the ve-

nous pressure fell in fom cases and rose in two. He considers this to

prove that the venous pressure is lowered in air concussion shock,

and is of opinion that the reduction cannot be secondary to a decreas-

ing arterial pressure. No relation could be found between the reduc-

tion of blood-pressure and the extent of lung injury.

Krohn, Whitteridge and Zuckerman measured the arterial

blood-pressure in 10 rabbits after the blast, both by the bloody

method with a cannula in the carotid or femoral artery, and by van

Leersuji’s (1912) carotid loop method (in 4 animals). Even in the

1 Hooker means by shock a sudden reduction of arterial blood-pressure to

approximately one half of the initial value.
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most favourable cases, however, values could not be obtained earlier

than about 4 minutes after the explosion.

At the maximum pressures used by these authors (half to twice

the Pgo value) there was always a fall in blood-pressure. It was re-

lated to the maximum blast pressure obtained.

In animals with such severe injiiry that death followed mthin a

few minutes, no blood-pressure recordings could be made, but the

pulse in one animal was palpable up to 30 sec after the detonation.

In animals which did not die at once but had obtained such severe

injuries, nevertheless, that they died within half an hour after the

detonation, the blood-pressure had fallen from approximately 90mm
j;o 30—40 mm Hg at the first recording. It then remained at this low

level until the animal died.

Animals which survived the detonation in spite of relatively severe

internal injuries, showed an immediate reduction of blood-pressure.

In the course of the next hour the pressure rose again slowly up to

normal. In one case the pulse was not palpable during the next 4

min after the explosion, but after this the blood-pressure rose rapidly

and after 10 min it was normal again. Finally, in animals with only

a minor transient reduction of blood-pressure, it had reached its nor-

mal value again after 30 minutes or less.

In discussing the causes of the blood-pressure fall the authors

point out that they have not observed any signs of vagal slowing-up

of the heart action except in animals with lesions on cervical

vertebrae. They maintain further, that there was an immediate re-

duction of the blood-pressure in animals Avith either thorax or ab-

domen entirely protected by a close-fitting plaster jacket. They
state, therefore, that “it is evident that either pulmonary or extra-

pulmonary trauma can cause an immediate drop in blood-pressure
and clearly both factors may operate in an unprotected animal ex-
posed to blast”.

Own investigations.

From the experiments mentioned previously it is clear that quite
a number of radical changes in the heart action can be caused by
t e ast wave. Because of this, it seems probable also that changes

peripheral blood-pressure would constitute an important part
of the blast effects upon the circulation.
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The purpose of the blood-pressure studies lias been partly to gain

information on the changes occurring immediately after the detona-

tion and while the bradycardia is most pronounced (i. e. the two or

three minutes immediately after the detonation), and partly also to

follow the blood-pressure during a longer period (some 48 hours) in

order to observe a possible drop in blood-pressure as a sign of trau-

matic shock. The changes first mentioned appear to be of great in-

terest, but have in spite of this not been studied earlier.

a. Changes in blood-pressure immediately after the

detonation.

Recordings of the blood-pressure changes which occur immediately

after the detonation, have been made b}^ using the bloody method,

described on page 33. Owing to very considerable technical diffi-

culties such recordings have only been possible in blasting experi-

ments in the detonation chamber and only to a limited extent (some

20 animals in all, 11 of which had been bilaterally vagotomized and

sinus denervated before the detonation).

Table 29 gives pressure and impulse values and also quotients

of lung lesions and data concerning the blood-pressure of the 9 ani-

mals wth intact vagus and carotid sinus function. They have been

grouped in the table according to increasing maximum pressure values.

At the moment of the detonation there is a momentary rise in

pressure (see fig. 43). This rise, which only lasts for a fiftieth up to

a twentyfifth of a second, is partly due to a direct effect of the blast

wave on the transmission tube between the animal and the record-

ing apparatus, but it is principally due to a momentary, intravasal

pressure rise caused by the detonation. This brief pressure rise is

usually quite considerable, but its absolute value has not been de-

termined with certainty except in one case where the increase was

insignificant (5 to 10 mm Hg) in spite of the fact that the maximum
pressure of the blast wave was 11.9 kgf/cm" and the impulse 20.6

gf • sec/cm^.

Immediately after this initial pressure peak the blood-pressure,

as shown in the figures, is usually about 10 to 20 mm higher than the

value immediately before the detonation. In some animals (K 27,

K 31 and K 32), however, the pressure immediately after the detona-

tion is lower than before.
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Fig. 43. Blood-pressure in left common carotid artery. Rabbit K 39, exposed

to a max. blast pressure of 9.7 kgf/cm® and an impulse of 11.3 gf- sec/cm®,

o; Before and until 12 sec after the detonation (detonation at arrow), h. 12—
25 sec, c. 60—60 sec, d, 4 min and e. 6 min after the detonation. Time

marking 0.1 sec. /. Lungs with haemorrhages and bullous emphysema.

The blood-pressure begins to fall almost immediately after the deto-

nation, and in the cases where the animal survives, it is generally at its

lowest 5—10 seconds after the detonation (see fig. 43). The extent to

which the blood-pressure drops, as shown in table 29, is in some way

related to the violence of the detonation and consequently also to the

extent of the lung lesion. The duration of the blood-pressure fall also

appears to depend on the force of the detonation. Thus in rabbitK 43,

exposed to the smallest pressure and impulse effect obtained in this

group the blood-pressure, after a slight drop, reached its original value

already after V-fz sec. In rabbit K 27, on the other hand, the blood-

pressure did not reach its original value even 5 minutes after the

detonation.

In cases where the animal dies in connection with the detonation,

the blood-pressure falls fairly rapidly do-\vn to zero, and the electro-

cardiogram shows that the heart action is ceasing (e. g. rabbit K 40,

fig. 44). A fairly singular phenomenon was observed in one animal

(K 32). The blood-pressure dropped rapidly almost dovm to zero
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I I •..'.

Fig. 44. Blood-prossuro in loft common carotid artery. Babbit K 40, exposed
to a max. blast pressure of 13.3 kgf/cm- and on impulse of 17.0 gf • sec/om".

a. Before and until 11 sec after the detonation (detonation at arrow), b.

11—23 sec, c. 2, d. 3, c. 10 and/. 11 min after the detonation. Time marking
0.1 sec. g. Lungs with haemorrhages.

after the detonation, and remained there Avith slight fluctuations for

almost 5 minutes. After this there was an increase which lasted less

than one minute, however, after which the pressure once more dropped

to zero without the original value having been reached.

Immediately after the detonation some more or less strong fluctua-

tions appear in the blood-pressure suggesting a severe strain on the

regulatory mechanism. These fluctuations are specially marked in

rabbit K 31 (fig. 45). In this animal the arterial pressure dropped from

about 75 mm down to 15 or 20 mm Hg within 0.1 sec after the

detonation, and rose again to approximately 90 mm Hg within a fur-

ther 0.1 sec. This was followed by another drop to about 20 mm Hg
during the course of 0.2 sec and then by a further rise up to the

initial value. It was then stabilized but soon began to fall again

slowly, reacliing zero at approximately one minute after the detona-

tion. In rabbit K 32 a sudden rise in blood-pressure of about 15

mm Hg was seen 0.2 sec after the detonation.

In animals which survived the detonation, the arterial pressure,

after the initial drop, was of about the same value as before the

detonation, or even 10—15 mm Hg higher.



Fig. 45. Blood-pressure in left common carotid artery. Rabbit K 31, exposed

to a max. blast pressure of 13.3 kgf/cm® and an impulse of 23.9 gf • sec/cm*,

a. Before and until 5.5 sec after the detonation (the detonation occurred just

at the arrow), b.1.5—14 sec and c. 1 min after the detonation.

Time marking 0.1 sec.

b. Changes in blood-pressure after the development

of blast injury.

the purpose has been to observe the variations of blood-pres-

sure for a longer period of time, the bloody method used in the experi-

ments mentioned above, was not suitable'. Therefore, the bloodless

method for measuring the pressure in the central artery, described

on page 34 above, has been used instead. All estimations have been

made on unanaesthetized rabbits. The first determination on each

animal has generally given higher and more varying values than

those following, as the animal was restless at the beginning. These

values have been discarded. After a few series of determinations,

however, the animals have become accustomed to the apparatus, and

the values obtained in one and the same series, are more regular.

The blood-pressure values obtained by this method vary within

quite broad limits in different rabbits and are considerably lower

throughout than those obtained by the bloody method. In deter-

minations on a material consisting of 50 normal rabbits with a body

weight varying from 1.5 to 3.5 kg the present author thus found
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values between 41.6 and 88.0 mm Hg with a mean value of 59.9 +
1.8 mm Hg (c = 12.7 mm Hg).

These values are lower than most of those stated in the literature. By a

similar method Anderson (1922—^23) thus obtained 76—87 mm, Watson

(1926) 75—90 mm, Squier (1927—^28) 60—74 mm, ScHinDT-WEVEAND

(1931—32) 80—90 mm, Grant and RoTiiscmLD (1934) 70—90 mm, and Li-

TiLvNDER (1945) a mean value of the blood-pressure of 65 mm Hg.

Lower values, however, have been obtained with a similar method by, for

instance, Kuraya (1923), namely 35—50 mm Hg. Ho states that the pres-

sure in the central artery of the ear is always 56—63 mm lower than in the caro-

tid artery. According to Behrens (1926) the mean value of the pressure in

the central artery of the oar is about 40 mm Hg, and the values are fairly con-

stant for one and the same animal. Finally, it should be mentioned that Fahr
(1938—39), whoso method the present author has used with certain modifi-

cations, has obtained values of between 40 and 80 mm Hg, thus corresponding

well with the results in the present investigation.

The main reason for the variations in the results obtained by the different

authors is probably to be found in differences in the methods used. The varia-

tions in different rabbits may depend on various reasons, for instanee, the age

and weight of the rabbit (Anderson 1922—^23). Body movenlents inerease

the blood pressure (Anderson) and also excitation (v. Reckeinoiladsen

1906, VAN Eweyk and ScinnDTMANN 1921—22, Kdraya 1923, Beckman
1925—26, Squier 1927—28, Grant and RoTscini.D 1934, Doavnman cl coll.

1944. Lithander, and others). This factor in addition to an insufficient dilata-

tion of the artery of the car (v. Reckeikoiuusen, Anderson, Kuraya, Beh-

rens, Fahr, Do^YNJIAN cl coll. Lithander and others) is the main cause of the

variations and the chief source of the errors.

The pressure in the carotid artery, measured by the bloody method,

is generally considered to be between 80 and 110 mm Hg (see Wood-
bury and Hamilton 1937, Lithander 1945, and others), and in

this material it lies between 75 and 120 mm Hg. The differences in

the two methods, therefore, are quite considerable, and Bogomolez

(1911) points out that changes in pressure in the central and periphe-

ral arteries do not always run parallel. Grant and Rotschild (1934)

however, on the basis of their careful studies, believe that the systolic

blood-pressure in the artery of the ear, measured under such condi-

tions as prevail in determinations of this kind, is a reliable index of

the systemic blood-pressure.

As the changes of the blood-pressure in the present observations

have been examined at different times before and during some 48

hours after the detonation, it is important to get an idea of the varia-

tions of blood-pressure in normal rabbits during a 24 hours period. For
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Table 30. Mean variation of blood-pressure during one day.

Time for

measurement
n M i s (M) G

9 o’clock 27 49.0 ±0.97 5.05

13 » 27 49.0 ±1.19 6.17

15 i> 23 48.8 ±1.13 5.44

tMs piirpose the blood-pressure has been measured in a number of

animals on one and the same day at 9 and 13 and 15 o’clock. The

mean values in animals with a body weight from 1.5 to 2.5 kg and

their standard errors and deviations are found in table 30.

These mean values are lower than those obtained above, probably

because these animals have had a somewhat lower average '^body

weight. No statistical difference exists between the blood-pressure

values (P > 0.9) measured at these three different times of the day.

In addition to this the variations in bloo^-pressure have been ex-

amined during a period of 48 hour’s. See table 31.

A certain slight fall in blood pressure is seen here. There is no sta-

tistical difference, however, either between the values obtained at

the same time on different days (0.9 > P > 0.5) or between the values

obtained at different times (0.9 > P > 0.3).

In the animals injured by blast the blood-pressure has been measured

at different times during the days immediately before the experiment

as well as fust before the experiment. After the detonation another

determination has been made as soon as possible (usually 5—10

minutes after), and then generally 1, 2, 4, 6, 24 and 48 hoius after

the detonation.

Table 31. Mean variation of blood-pressure during two consecutive

days.

Time for measurement n G

first day 17 48.2-4-1.27 5.2o
9 o’clock

second day 16 47.0 ±1.43 .5.73

first day 17 47.9-4-1.50 6.19
13 o clock '

second day 16 47.3 + 1.52 6.05

fir.st dttj' 13 46.4 + 1.62 .5.84
t

15 o clock
second day 15 46.8+1.38 .5.16
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Table 32. Variations in arterial Blood-pressrure of rabbits with slight

lung injuries (quotient of haemorrhage for right lung <1.50). The

values are given in per cent of the blood-pressure value obtained im-

mediately before the detonation.

Time after

detonation

Animals injured by blast

Normal rabbitsRabbits not bled Bled rabbits

n
M ±e {M)
per cent

n
M±e {M)
per cent

n
JVf ± e (Jlf

)

per cent

5—10 min 7 — 4.3 ±4.62 10 — 14.5 ±6.76

1 hour 4 — 17.7 ±9.26 7
— 16.9 ±4.03

2 hours 5 — 9.4 ±6.24 9
— 13.6 ±4.82 25 ±0.2±2.15

4 » 5 -12.3±5.14 8
— 15.1 ±4.44

6 » 4 - 5.2 ±8.49 D — 13.7±4.13 24 — 0.5±1.85

24 » 6 — 4.6 ±2.31 bI — 14.7 ±3.53 25 -1.6 ±2.14

48 » 4 — 9.1 ±2.59 6
— 15.0 ±6.00 15 — 1.8±2.15

The material consists of 25 animals with severe lung lesions (quo-

tient of haemorrhage for right lung > 1.50) and 17 with slight lesions

(quotient of haemorrhage < 1.50). From a number of these animals,

namely, 15 of those severely injured and 10 of those with slight lung

lesion, blood has also been taken for chemical blood analysis (see page

174 below). The samples (5 or 7 ml each time) have been taken in con-

nection with the blood-pressure determination, but always after this.

As control material for the statistical calculation, 25 normal rabbits

have been used in which the blood-pressure has been measured at

about the same times as in the experimental animals.

When studying the results the animals from which blood samples

have been taken have been dealt with separately owing to the possible

changes of the blood-pressure which may have been caused by the

blood loss.

The results of the experiments are seen in tables 32 and 33 (severely

and shghtly injured animals, respectively), which include the mean
values of the percental change of the blood-pressure at different times

compared to the value obtained immediately before the detonation.

The reason why the blood-pressure obtained immediately before the

detonation has been chosen as initial value, and not a mean value of

all determinations made on one and the same animal before the
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Table 33. Variations in arterial blood-pressure of rabbits -with severe

lung injuries (quotient of haemorrhage for right lung >1.50). The

values are given in per cent of the blood-pressure value obtained im-

mediately before the detonation.

Animals injured by blast

Time after

detonation

Rabbits not bled Bled rabbits Normal rabbits

n
M±b (M)
per cent

n
Af ± £ (Af

)

per cent
n

M±e (M)
per cent

5—10 min 10 4- 1.3 ± 7.54 16 — 9.1 ±4.79

1 hour 9 — 12.9 ±10.17 15 — 21.2±3.65

2 hours 8 — 13.3± 8.65 14 —21.0 ±4.48 25 ±0.2±2.15

4 i> 8 — 17.9± 6.87 14 — 22.6 ±6.22

6 » 8 — 14.6± 3.28 13 — 14.6±4.76 24 -0.6±1.86

24 » 8 - 5.1 ± 8.97 11 — 13.3±4.19 25 — 1.6±2.14
00 3 — 6.2 ±16.92 — 4.0 ±6.53 15 -1.8±2.]5

detonation, is because the first-mentioned value has been considered

the most accurate, due to the animals having had time to get accus-

tomed to the procedure. Furthermore, there is, as shown previously,

no statistical difference between the values determined at different

times of the day.

It is evident that the blood-pressure is usually lower in the animals

injured by blast than in the normal animals. The variations are

extremely great, however, a fact shown by the great standard errors

of the mean values (see tables). In the statistical study all values

from each group with similar extent of injury have been added up

irrespective of the time when the determinations were performed,

and the result has been compared with the values obtained from the

control animals. The difference is statistically significant both in

regard to the slightly injured animals and those with severe injury

(P < 0.001). A comparison between blood-pressure changes in ani-

mals from which blood samples have been taken and in animals

which have not been bled, shows that the blood-pressure is gener-

ally, though not throughout, lower in the first-mentioned group.

This difference is statistically probable as regards the group of slightly

injured animals (0.05 > P > 0.02). On the other hand, there is no

significant difference as to the group of severely injured animals

(0.2 > P > 0.1).
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low values (30 or 40 mm Hg) and remains at this level with slight

fluctuations until the animal dies, or is killed. The secondary increase

of blood-pressure, which was noticed in the surviving non-treated

animals and in the vagotomized animals has not been observed in

animals with denervated carotid sinuses,

A certain, though slight, increase of pressure, however, occurred

in one animal (rabbit K 71). The pressure after the detonation

dropped within 10 seconds from the initial value of 65 mm Hg to 20

mm Hg. Fifteen sec after the detonation the pressure was 10 mm
Hg, and after a further five sec it had dropped to zero. It remained

at zero until approximately l^/g min after the detonation, when it

rose again to 15 or 20 mm Hg which value was then kept during

the next minute.

During the seconds immediately after the detonation the blood-

pressure curve was somewhat irregular and had an increased ampli-

tude. It is hard to say whether this was due to an actual increase of

the pulse amphtude or to disturbances caused by the s\vinging of the

pendulum after the detonation. In some blasting experiments wth

the blood-pressure gauge connected to the detonation chamber, but

with no animals, some disturbances due to vibrations were obtained

immediately after the detonation. Probably the irregularities and the

increase of the amplitude in the curve are due both to such disturb-

ances and to a certain actual increase of the pulse amplitude.

Discussion.

Blood-pressure recordings in blasting experiments have shown that

the systemic arterial blood-pressure drops almost immediately after

the animal has been struck by the blast wave. The extent and dura-

tion of this reduction have a certain relation to the extent of the blast

injury, and consequently also to the force of the shock wave. In ani-

mals which have been exposed to violent detonations and have

obtained severe lesions the fall in blood-pressure may thus reach ex-

cessive proportions.

As mentioned already earlier a pressure against the region of the

carotid sinus causes a blood-pressure fall which has been shown by

Hering (1927) to be due to a direct effect on the carotid sinus. The

strong but extremely brief pressure caused by the detonation seems

unimportant in this connection, however, a fact also indicated bj' the
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present experiments with sinus denervated animals. The pressure is

probably of much too short duration to have an effect on the sinuses.

Furthermore, the magnitude of the pressure peak would be of slight

significance as the sensitiveness of sinus is greatest when the pressure

acting in it is of about the same value as normal blood-pressure

(quoted from Ask-Upmark 1935). On the other hand, the present

experiments have shown that the blood-pressure increase which suc-

ceeds the blood-pressure fall immediately after the detonation, is

dependent on an intact carotid sinus mechanism, as it fails to appear

in sinus denervated animals where the pressure remains for a long time

at the low level to which it dropped immediately after the detonation,

or continues to fall slowly, probably as a result of the progressive

lung haemorrhages.

As a cause of the blood-pressure drop, however, greater importance

must be assigned to an intrathoracic or intrapulmonal pressure in-

crease. Thus Young (1945), in his experiments mentioned earlier,

obtained a fall in arterial blood-pressure “by simulating in slow

motion the effects of increased pressure on the animal body”. A
distension of the lungs by increasing the intratracheal pressure pro-

duced an even more marked blood-pressure fall (cf. also Polak
and Adams 1932 and Tatum and Ginzler 1946). Whitehorn,

Edelman and Hitchcock (1946) could produce a drop in blood-

pressure in dogs exposed to a sufficiently rapid decompression. Not
even in these cases is it likely, that a direct action of pressure against

the carotid sinus region has been the cause. The authors consider

that the primary reason for the blood-pressure fall in explosive de-

compression is a reduction of the venous reflux to the heart caused

by distension of the lungs and increase of the intra-thoracic xjressure

produced when the speed of the deeompression is greater than that
with which air can escape out of the lungs. Reduction of systemic

blood-pressure occurred if the sjieed of the decompression corre-

sponded to a reduction of air pressure > 1.4 kgf/cm” per sec. In
blast decompression is always much more rapid.

Kroiin el coll. (1942) found that rabbits showed an immediate fall

in arterial blood-pressure if lesions occurred in either the thoracic or

abdominal organs, by either abdomen or thorax ha'ving been pro-

tected by a close-fitting plaster jacket. They consider, therefore, that

in an unprotected animal both pulmonarv and abdominal lesions

contribute to the fall in blood-pressure.
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The decrease of the heart rate often occurs simultaneously ^vith

or even before the, blood-pressure fall and must be regarded as the

primary phenomenon, while the reduction of blood-pressure seems

to be a secondary occurrence and is due to an increase of the pul-

monary arterial pressure (Krohn et coll. 1942, Parin 1947) and areduc-

tion of cardiac output. If the fall in systemic blood-pressure were

the primary manifestation the heart, when the carotid sinus is intact,

should respond instead with an accelerated rate. As a result of the

haemorrhages in the lung, and the circulation there having been ren-

dered more difficult, the blood is dammed up in the lungs and the

venous reflux to the heart is diminished, which leads to a reduced

cardiac output. That this can be a significant reason for a reduction

of blood-pressure is confirmed by Holt, Eashkind, Bernstein

and Greisen (1946) who have found that the arterial blood-pressure

is mainly altered by changes in cardiac output, and only to a lesser

degree by changes in the peripheral resistance. Therefore, the de-

crease of blood-pressure in blast iniury should, partly at any rate,

be secondary to a vagal slowing-up of the heart, a phenomenon, how-

ever, denied by Krohn et coll. (1942). Vagal stimulation, as shown by

Oberholzer (1945) causes a lowering of arterial blood-pressure in

the rabbit, but this would not be due to a change of the heart rate.

Krohn et coll. (1942) have paid attention to an observation made

by several authors (Dunn 1919, Binger, Boyd and Moore 1927,

Gibbon, Hopkinson and Churchill 1932, and others), namely,

that an increase of the pressure in the pulmonary circulation caused

by an obstruction of the pulmonary artery or by a reduction of the

total available pulmonary capillary bed, is followed under certain

conditions, by a fall in the systemic arterial blood-pressure. At the

same time an increase of the pressure in the large veins is observed.

Also ScHWlEGK (1935) and Daly et coll. (1937) were able to produce

an abrupt reduction of the systemic blood-pressure by increasing the

pulmonary blood-pressure.

That the lung circulation, by having been rendered more difficult,

should be the only cause of a fall in the systemic blood-pressure does

not seem probable, however, as a certain reduction of blood-pressure

occurs even in animals which have obtained only moderate lung le-

sions of no greater impediment to.the pulmonarj^ circulation. Gibbon

el coll. (1932) have shown that a reduction of the circulation through

the lungs corresponding to a reduction by at least CO per cent of
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the cross-section area of the pulmonary artery, is required in order

to produce a significant reduction of systemic blood-pressure as a

result of a reduced cardiac output. BnKXNEU (1935) states that a

reduction by at least 75 per cent is required before the systemic blood-

pressure begins to drop. — Cf. also v. Euler and Lilje.straxd

(1946).

It has been stated by a number of authors (for references see Feld-

berg and Sciiilf 1930) that the lungs have a noticeably high content

of histavmc. As histamine is liberated in cases of lung injury (cf.

e. g. Wright 1948) it seems probable that the changes in blood-

pressure may partfy be due to liistaminc action. It has thus been

shown by Krull and ITosoya and others (quoted from Feldberg

and SeniLF 1930) that histeminc in rabbits in deep urethane anaesthe-

sia usually causes a fall in blood-pressure. The jirescnt author hojjes to

be able to discuss further these interesting problems in a future pai)cr.

The most interesting changes in blood-pressure occur during the

first 5 minutes after the detonation. In the surviving animals the

blood-pressure rises, after the initial drop, uj) to, or even above, the

initial value. The possibility of this secondary rise being dependent on

a liberation of adrenaline may be considered here. Later the blood-

pressure may again fall somewhat, but this decrease is usually not

particularly great, and a failure of the circulation is more unusual

in animals which have survived the first hour after the detonation.

The blood-pressure may remain low for some 48 hours.

2. Circulation time.

As far as can be judged from the literature no determinations have
been made earlier of the circulation time in blast injury.

The present author has determined the circulation time before

and after the detonation in a number of animals exposed in the field

(group type B). The determination after the detonation has been
made as soon as possible, usually after approximately 30 minutes,
and in a few animals also 3 or 4 hours after the detonation.

All determinations have been made in anaesthetized animals.
Twenty animals in all \vith more or less severe lung lesions liavc

been used, and for comparison also 7 animals with slight lesions. Out

of the severely injured animals 9 died before the circulation time could

be determined.
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In the 11 surviving animals mth severe injuries the circulation

time (right ear to left eye) before the detonation varied between

2.8 and 6.9 sec -with a mean value of 4.9 + 0.4 sec.

When blast injury has become manifest the circulation time is in-

creased almost in aU the rabbits. In only one of the animals it was 0.7

sec shorter after the detonation. The lung haemorrhages of this ani-

mal were not particularly severe.

The mean value of the circulation time after the detonation is

6.2 + 0.38 sec (limit value 3.2 and 7.4 sec). Thus the average increase

amounts to 1.3 seconds or 27 'per cent. This increase is statistically

probable (0.05 > P > 0.02).

Determinations carried out a longer time after the detonation re-

vealed a further .increase of the circulation time. In three animals

there "was a further increase of 16 %, 44 % and 38 % respectively.

The circulation time in the 7 animals, which had obtained only

very slight lung lesions, was before the detonation 4.8 + 0.46 sec

(limit value 3.5 and 6.8 sec). In several of these animals a slight re-

duction of the circulation time after the detonation was observed.

A mean value of 4.3 + 0.10 sec was then obtained with the limit

values of 3.8 and 5.4 sec.

As the heart action in these very shghtly injured animals is often

quickened after the detonation this may possibly explain the reduc-

tion of the circulation time. It may be pointed out, however, that the

reduction is statistically insignificant (0.& > P > 0.2).

In the severely injured animals the increase of the circulation time

is probably dependent on the general deterioration of the circulation.

It is highly probable that a slowing-up of the blood circulation in the

severely damaged lungs contributes to prolong the circulation time.

Briefly, the experiments described in this part have shoivn that an

immediate fall in systemic blood-pressure occurs after the detonation.

This fall is related to the force of the detonation and may in a few sec

reach almost zero. It then rises again but is, especially in severely in-

jured animals, lower than the initial value for some days after the det-

onation. A sudden circulatory collapse several hours after the detona-

nation may be seen, but is rare. The blood-pressure drops even in ani-

mals which have been bilaterally vagotomized and sinus denervated be-

fore the experiment. In sinus denervated animals the secondary pre.ssurc

increase is not seen hut the blood-pressure remains low until death.
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Table 34. Variation of the body temperature of normal rabbits

during two consecutive days.

Time for measurement n M ± E (M) a

„ , , ,
(.first day

9 o’clock \
^ n 38.9 ±0.05 0.29

\ second day 39.0 ±0.04

, . / first day
13 o clock

1

40 39.0 ±0.05 0.33

second day 40 39.0 ±0.04 0.23

ler . I . f first day
15 o clock 1

second day

40 39.0 ±0.04 0.2G

40 39.1 ±0.04 0.2G

ture in the normal animals have been carried out during days when

the temperature of the surrounding air was approximately the same as

when the injured animals were examined, namely, about 18—22 ° C.

The material consists of 35 animals, of which 23 had severe inju-

ries (quotient of haemorrhage for right lung > 1.50) and 12 slight

injuries (quotient of haemorrhage < 1.50).

The rectal temperature of these animals has been measured re-

peatedly during the days immediately before the detonation. After

the detonation the temperature has again been measured as soon as

possible, usually -within 5 or 10 minutes. In animals on which also

blood-pressure determinations have been carried out, the initial tem-

perature value after the detonation has always been determined be-

fore the animal has been placed in the thermobox of the blood-pressure

device. During the first hour after the detonation the temperature

has usually been measured every 5 to 15 minute. If, after this time,

it is still considerably below the initial value, it has been controlled

at intervals of 15—30 minutes, until the initial value has been reached

again or the value has become constant. Otherwise determinations

have been carried out 2, 4, 6, 24 and 48 hours after the detonation.

Tables 35 and-36 give the mean values of the rectal temperature

at different times after the detonation of slightly and severely in-

jured animals respectively.

For the statistical analysis of the material the percental deviation

of the temperature from an initial value has been calculated. The

mean value of all determinations in one and the same animal before

the detonation, has been chosen as initial value.

In both groups a fairly great rise in temperature is seen in several
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Table 35. Mean value of body temperature at different times after

the detonation in rabbits -with slight lung injuries (quotient of hae-

morrhage for right lung -<1.50).

Before

detona-

tion

Time after detonation

15 min 1 liour 2 hour.s 4 hours 6 liours 24 liours

n 10 4 8 7 5 9 8 4

M 38.9. 39.4 38.4 38.3 38.5 38.8 38.4 38.6

e{M) 0.15 0.54 0.25 0.18 0.21 0.13 0.19 0.11

a 0.47 1.07 0.70 0.48 0.47 0.40 0.22

animals during the 15 minutes immediately after the detonation. As

regards the group of severely injured animals this increase is statisti-

cally highly probable (0.01 > P > 0.001), but is insignificant in

those slightly injured (0.4 > P > 0,3). After this there is generally a

fall of temperature to subnormal level. This reduction is much more

prominent in the severely injured animals, where the temperature in

several cases falls below 37° C. It is then subnormal in most animals

during the next 24 hours.

The difference in temperature between normal animals and those in-

jured by blast is statistically significant both regarding the severely

injured animals (P < 0.001) and those slightly injured [P < 0.001).

Between these two groups, however, there is no statistical difference

(0.6 > P > 0.5).

It is clear from table 35 that the temperature of the slightly in-

jured animals is lowest about 2 hours after the detonation, when

Table 36. Mean value of body temperature at different times after

the detonation in rabbits with severe lung injuries (quotient of haemor-

rhage for right lung >1,50).

Before

detona-

tion

Time after detonation

15

min
30

min
45

min
1

hour
2

hours

4

hours

6

hours

24

hours

48

hours

n 22 9 9 10 17 17 16 20 9

M 38.8 39.6 38.6 38.2 38.2 38.5 38.8 38.6 38,5

e (M) 0.07 0.24 0.18 0.22 0.16 0.20 0.19 0.99 0.23

a 0.33 0.73 0.53 0.69 0.74 0.67 0.82 0.75 0.44 0.69
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there is an average reduction of 0.6° C as compared to the initial value.

This difference is statistically probable (0.05 > P > 0.02). In those

severely injured the fall in temperature is greatest between 1 and 2

hours after the detonation. The reduction is statistically significant

(P < 0.001).

Discussion.

In severely injured animals a rise in body temperature is noticed

immediately after the detonation which rapidly gives way for a sub-

normal temperature. A fall in temperature is often seen also in ani-

mals with only slight blast injuries. When the body temperature is

low the blood vessels of the ears are maximally contracted, and the

ears are cold.

The rise in temperature following immediately after the detonation

is quite difficult to explain. Possibly it may be due to psychic factors

resulting from sensations caused by the detonation. On the other

hand, it seems highly improbable that the heat impulse from the det-

onation should play an important role, as it is much too brief, and

moreover, at the distance from the charge where the animals were

placed, it has no great intensity. This is proved, for instance, by the

fact that only a few animals have had their furs singed. Also a direct

effect by the blast wave upon the temperature regulation centre is

possible as the increase of pressure may cause temporary changes of

temperature similar to those which are known to follow lesions to

the hypothalamus region, described by a number of authors (see

.surveys by Isenschmid 1926, Clark, IVIagoun and Ranson 1939,

Ranson and IVIagoun 1939 and Duncan and Blalock 1942). In

cerebral concussion an increase of the body temperature is generally

found (WooDHALL 1936).

Concerning the fall in temperature occurring later, this may be

an expression of the predominance of vagus after the detonation. In

vagotomy the body temperature is usually low owing to a lowered

basal metabolism and to circulatory changes with low blood-pressure

and slow pulse. The general deterioration of the circulation in the

animals injured by blast manifesting itself in the above-mentioned

changes as bradycardia, reduction of blood-pressure, and prolonged

circulation time would also constitute important reasons for the

reduction of the body temperature. The importance of the func-

tion of the circulation organs for the heat regulation has thus boon
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emphasized by Fueund (1926) among others, who says that “die

grosste Schiidigung der wiirmercgulatorischen Leistungen ist in

Kreislaufschiidigungen mit Blutdrucksenkung zu suchen. "Wir ken-

nen keine Art der Blutdruckssenkung— centralen oder peripheren Ur-

sprungs — bei der nicht die Korpertempcratiir abstiirzt”.

It may be pointed out in this connection that earlier investigations

have shown that the body temperature is often lowered after severe

trauma (Kin'Namax 1903, llrccA el coll. 1945, and others). Tador

and Rosenthal (1947) state, that the fall in temperature due to

haemorrhage has been shown to be the result of a diminished ca-

l)acity for oxygen transport.

Several authors (sec for instance Biktakys 1947) have stressed the

importance for the thermo-regulation of emitting heat through the

respirator}’ passages. An increase of the respiration is accompanied

by an increased emission of heat. Owing to the poor ventilation in

animals with severe lung blast lesions, however, the increased respi-

ratory rate in these animals docs not seem to have any decisive im-

portance to the heat regulation.

CHAPTER 16.

Changes in Blood Chemistry in Blast Injury with

Special Regard to Possible Traumatic Shock.

Published data concerning morphological and chemical blood

changes in blast injury are exceedingly sparse. This applies to clini-

cal as well as experimental investigations.

HAnriELD and Chuistie (1041) describe n fatal case of lung blast where the

alkali reserve was 60.5 vol% and blood urea 86 ing% 42 hours after exposure

to bomb blast, and 9 hours before death.

Zakharov (1943) has studied the changes in some different components of

the blood and spinal fluid in air concussion. The potassium content was lowered

while the calcium content for the main part remained unchanged, thus reducing

the K/Ca-ciuotient. Glucose, chlorides, non protein nitrogen and cholesterol

remained mainly at normal values.

Gage (1945), finally, mentions some laboratory findings in 19 cases of severe

immersion blast. The haemoglobin content and number of red blood cells were

normal in most of the cases. Determinations of hacmatocritc and plasma volume

showed normal values except in two cases.
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Hooker (1924) has determined the alkali reserve in some of the

dogs used in his experiments. In one of the animals with primary

shock the alkali reserve was normal 5 minutes after the explosion

(69.1 vol %), while 1^/4 hours after the explosion it had dropped to

43.8 vol %. One dog, not shocked, had an increased alkali reserve.

Another dog, on the contrary, also not shocked, showed a marked

decrease 9 minutes after the detonation. Hooker points out that a

lowered ulkali reserve cannot be regarded as an essential feature of

air concussion shock. He refers also to Penfield (1919) who states

that the alkali reserve decreases rapidly if a low arterial pressure is

maintained through haemorrhage.

Blast shock.

The question whether traumatic shock occurs in blast injury is

not yet proved. Most authors who have examined people injured by

blast have indeed stated that these were suffering from different de-

grees of shock. Whether this has been a direct result of the actual

blast injury, however, has been difficult to decide as the injuries have

not generally been pure blast injuries but combined with wounds,

burns etc. Blalock and Dukcan (1942) in a survey of different types

of traumatic shock have also briefly touched upon the subject of

blast injuries but do not contribute to solve the problem. Tunbridge

(1945) maintains, that “contrary to expectation, circulatory shock is

not a feature of blast injury”.

It seems of interest, therefore, to find out whether the blood

changes generally occurring in shock could be observed in animals

injured by blast. To begin \vith a short survey will be given of earlier

studies on blood chemistry in traumatic shock.

Survey of changes in hlood chemistry in traumatic shock.

Owing to the great number of papers dealing with traumatic sliock, this

review does not at all pretend to be complete.*

It was generally thought earlier that an increase of the haemoglobin content,

n haemoconcentration, was one of the principal symptoms of traumatic shock

(cf. Mook This would not be the case, however, and it is nowadays fairly

generally believed that haemoconcentration mainly exists only in burn shock

and crush injury (cf. Ckooke and Monius 1944).

* Only during the last world war more than 2000 papers conccmirig trim-

inntic .shock have been publi.shed of which about 600 arc experimental in-

ve.stigations.
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'I'lic changes of plasma chlorides in shock and in haemorrliage without shock

liavc been studied by a number of authors. The results do not entirely agree,

but it has generally been found that the chloride content is decreased in shock

(Bis(j.\rd e/ coll. 1938, Moon el coll. 1941, Cole ei coll. 1944) while, on the other

hand, it is slightly increased in haemorrhage (Black 1940, Moon et coll. 1941,

Price el coll. 1941). Greoersen (1946) states, finally, that the plasma chloride

content in dogs does not change in shock caused by trauma or haemorrhage.

The content of tolal proleins in plasma, during the first stages of shock at

least, seems little changed (Beard and Blalock 1931, Cremer 1942, Kgster.

1943). If shock is combined with deliydration a concentration of plasma takes <

place with a relative increase of the protein content (Davis 1940, Kgster

1943). In greater haemorrhages the organism may lose a considerable amount

of protein, and the protein content in the plasma then decreases (Kgster 1943).

A reduction of pH of blood and a low alkali reserve are considered usual in

traumatic shock (Gutman el coll. 1941, Cournand el coll. 1943, Cole el coll.

1943, Greoersen 1946, Root el coll. 1947, and others). This is supposed

to be due primarily to an increase of the lactic acid content as a result of a

deteriorated carbohydrate metabolism caused by a relative tissue anoxia,

with acidosis as a consequence (Meyler, 1939, Gutman et coll. 1941, Kngel
et coll. 1943, Cole el coll. 1944, Beatty 1945). Also in haemorrhage without

shock a reduced alkali reserve seems to be a common occurrence. Penfield

(1919) believes, as mentioned above, that if a low arterial blood-pressure is

caused by haemorrhage the alkali reserve decreases immediately, and Price

et coll. (1941) point out that also in haemorrhage there will be insufficient oxid-

ation particularly in the muscles which -would result in an increase of the lactic

acid followed by a reduction of the alkali reserve. Govier and Greer (1941)

have shown a significant increase of ketone acids in the blood of dogs shocked by

blood letting.

Blood sugar seems generally raised in earlier stages of traumatic shock but

decreases later especially in the terminal stadium (Engel et coll. 1943, Haist

and Hamilton 1944, and others).

Non protein nitrogen. Decreased blood flow through the kidneys caused by
vasoconstriction is considered by Lauson, Bradley and Cournand (1944)

to be an important compensatory mechanism in maintaining a normal blood-

pressure in shock. As a result of the reduced blood flow through the kidneys

oliguria or even anuria follows, causing an increase of non protein nitrogen

(Moon et coll. 1941, Ebert et coll. 1942, Greoersen 1946, and others).

An increase of the phosphate content of plasma, which is raised even after

extensive haemorrhages, has been described by Mylon et coll. 1943, Duncan
1943, Cole et coll. 1944, Me Shan et coll. 1945, Meyer et coll. 1946, Greoersen
1946, Allison et coll. 1947, Nastuk 1947 and Seligman et coll. 1947. The
phosphate content of plasma, however, is increased even in anaesthesia (Li-

pow. Weaver and Read 1929, Mackay 1929/30).

Changes in the potassium content of plasma, finally, have been considered of

great importance in shock, and potassium poisoning has actually been regarded

as a direct cause of death (cf. e. g. Tabor and Rosenthal 1945). A number of

authors have found an increase of potassium in plasma (Scudder 1940, Clarke
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and Cleohorn 1942, Cremer 1942, and others), but generally the investigations

have shown that increase of potassium in plasma is a terminal occurrence which

only appears immediately before death possibly in connection with premortnl

changes in the tissues (Zwemer and Scudder 1938, Manery and Solandt

1943, Holmes 1947, and others).

Own investigations.

Of technical reasons all the components mentioned above have not

been analyzed in each animal but the material has been divided

into two groups.

Group I: This group consists of 23 animals in all, namely, 15 vath

severe injuries (quotients of haemorrhage for right lung > 1.50)

and 8 with slight injuries (quotients of haemorrhage < 1.50). In blood

from these animals haemoglobin has been determined together •with

chlorides, alkali reserve and total protein. In addition to this the cell

volume of blood and blood sugar have been determined in some of the

animals.

Blood samples have been taken 24 hours before the detonation and

also 2 and 6 and 24 hours after it. In some cases samples have been

taken also after 48 hours and after 6 days. All animals within this

group, both experimental and control animals, have been unanaesthe-

tized.

The blood volume of the rabbit, according to Agner and vox

PoRAT (1947) is 63—73 ml per kg body weight. Schultze (1925),

in a review of the literature on this subject gives the limit values 43.5

and 81 g of blood per kg body "weight.

In rabbits •\Wth body weights of between 2 and 3 kg the total blood

content, if using the mean of the values given by Agxer and vox

PoRAT, is thus only about 140—200 ml. It is obvious, therefore, that

taking a number of blood samples each of about 5 or 7 ml of blood

may cause changes in blood chemistry similar to those usually seen

after a haemorrhage.

The changes which might have been caused merely by blood letting

have been studied in a number of normal animals. Blood samples

have been taken at the same times as in the blasted animals. In

order to compare the two groups the amount of blood from either

group must be as near as possible the same and must be taken at one

and the same time. The mean values for the blood quantities taken

at different times are shown in table 37.
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Table 37. Quantity of blood (in ml) taken at various times from the

control rabbits and the rabbits injured by blast.

Time for bloecling

in relation to

detonation

Control rabbits Rabbits injured by blast

n M ±E (M) B n M ±e (Jlf) B
24 hours before n 7.4 ±0.43 mln 21 6,6 ±0.49 ml 2.23

2 hours after 9 «.5±0.43 » wm 17 5.4 ±0.60 * 2.47

C » » 13 6.7 ±0.39 » 1.41 20 4.6 ±0.39 » 1.74

24 * » 12 7.4 ±0.44 » 1.54 20 5.1 ±0.37 » 1.66

QO 14 7.5 ±0.45 » 1.70 15 5.3 ±0.32 » 1.28

Group II: This group consists of 18 animals in tvhich non protein

nitrogen, and the content in plasma of creatinine, phosphorus and

potassium have been determined. Blood has been taken only once

from each animal, usually when the animal was killed. Three of the

animals within this group have died from their injuries. Of the others,

8 had severe lesions and -7 .slight lesions. Nineteen nbrmal rabbits

have been used as controls. All animals tvithin this group have been

anaesthetized tvith urethane (1.4—1.6 g per kg body weight).

Blood chemistry in blasted animals.

Haemoglobin.

The haemoglobin content is subject to quite great variations even in normal

rabbits. Because of this the values found by different authors vary quite con-

siderably. This may be due to the fact that different methods with different

standards have been used. But even the values obtained by one and the same

author vary quite considerably. A survey of limit values for haemoglobin in

the rabbit is given by Jaffe (1931).

The present author has determined the haemoglobin content in 65

normal rabbits of male sex whereby a mean value of 13.79 + 0.19 g

Hb/100 ml {a = 1.50) was obtained.

In animals injured by blast as in the control animals there is a pro-

gressive reduction of the haemoglobin content, as shown in table 38.

This is due to the blood loss caused by blood letting and to the slow

formation of new haemoglobin (cf. Scheffeu and Bohm 1933). The

table gives the mean value of the percental deviation of haemoglobin

from the initial value i. e. the haemoglobin content of the blood taken

24 hours before the detonation.
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Table 38. Haemoglobin content in blood of control rabbits and rabbits

injured by blast. The values are given in per cent of the initial value

obtained 24 hours before detonation.

Control rabbits
Knhbits witli Hovero

injuries

blitst

n M ± e{M) a n M ± E{M) a

Initial vnluP 14
14.09 ± 0..38

p/ 1 00 ml
1.43 17

13.41 ± 0.43

p/lOO ml
1.77

Time after detona-

tion:

2 hours 14 — 10.3 ±1.1 % 4.1 14 -15.9 ±2.7% 10.2

6 » 13 — 15..') ±1.3 » 4.8 15 — 23.2 ±2.8 » 10.7

24 » 12 — 19.6±2.G » 9.1 13 -27.6±3.C » 12.9

48 » 14 —24.0 ±1.8 i> 0.7 9 — 17.4±3.5 » 10.5

As shown in the table the reduction of the haemoglobin content is

greatest in the severely injured animals. The difference between these

and the control animals is statistically significant (P < 0.001).

Cell volume of blood.

The cell volume of blood has been determined in a few cases with

slight and severe blast injury.

The reduction of the haemotocrite value runs fairly parallel with

the reduction of the haemoglobin concentration.

Plasma chlorides.

A determination of the chloride content and its normal variations in

38 rabbits gave a mean value of 102.0 ± 0.8 m mol (a= 4.9). It may

be mentioned that Cole et coll. (1941) found values between 84 and

110 (mean value 104) m mol in 30 normal non-fasting animals, and

in 11 animals which had fasted 24 hours before being bled they found

between 92 and 112 (mean value 105) m mol.

The mean values for the percental deviations of the plasma chlo-

ride values from the initial value in the control animals and in the

blasted animals arc found in table 39.

It is seen from the table that the plasma chloride content increases

both in the normal animals and in animals injured by blast. The

dispersion, however, is considerable, and in some animals there is

instead a slight decrease of the chloride content.
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Table 39. Chloride content in plasma of control rabbits and rabbits

injured by blast. The values are given in per cent of the initial value

obtained 24 hours before detonation.

Control rabbits
Rabbits with slight

blast injuries

Rabbits with severe

blast injuries

tv M ± e{M) a n M ± e{M) a n B
Iiiitinl value 13

103.7 ± 1.4

m mol
5.1 a

106.0 ± 1.3

m mol
3.07 15

106.0 ± 2.3

m mol
8.08

Time after

detonation:

2 hours . .

.

1 — 2.0 + 0.8 % 2.9 3 + 2.6 ±2.8 % II + 1.2±4.1 % 13.5

6 » -h3.2±0.0 » .3.2 G -f4.2±l.G » 14 + 4.7±2.3 » 8.7

24 » 13 -1-0.9+ 0.9 » 3.3. 6 + 4.3±1.C » 12 + 5.4 ±2.4 » 8.1

48 » 11 + 0.3±1.3 » 4.2 0 + 0.G±].9 » 4.G 9 + 0.9±1.1 »

The difference between normal and blasted animals is insignificant

(0.2 > P > 0.05). The same applies to the difference between slightly

and severely injured animals (0.2 > P > 0.05).

Total protein in plasma.

In 55 normal non-fasting animals the protein content in plasma

reached an average of 6.59 + 0.11 g/100 ml (a = 0.80), which value

corresponds quite well with the mean value given by Colk ct coll.

(1944) of 6.18 g/100 ml (limit values 5.4—7.0 g/100 ml) in non-fasting

Table 40. Total protein content in plasma of control rabbits and rab-

bits injured by blast. The values arc given in per cent of the initial

value obtained 24 hours before detonation.

Control rabbi t.s
Rabbits with slight

blast injuries

Rabbits with severe

blast injuries

n M ± £(ilf) a n ill ± e(.U) B n iU ±- e(M) CT

Initial value 12
6.91 ± 0.05

g/lOO ml
0.18 7

6.82 ± 0.2

g/lOO ml
0.49 15

5.88 ± 0.2

g/lOO ml
0.66

Time after

detonation:

2 hours . . .1 - 0.7 ±1.5% 5.1 4 -15.8 ±2.3 % 4.G 12 - 9.9 ±2.8% 9.7

6 » — 12.3 ±2.2 » 7.3 G -13.7±1.G » 3.8 15 — 12.8 ±2.5 »

24 » ... 9 5.2 7 -11.2±1.9 » 5.1 13 - 3.1 ±1.3 »

48 » 12 - 8.1 + 2.0 » 7.0 5 — 11.1 ±2.8 .) G.4 10 — 3.7±3.G » 11.3

l-~'19()03li C.-J. Clcmcdson
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Table 41. Alkali reserve of control rabbits and rabbits injured by

blast. The values are given in per cent of the initial value obtained

24 hours before detonation.

Control rabbits
Rabbits with slight

blast injuries

Rabbits with severe

blast injuries

n M ±E(M) D n M ±E{M) a n M ± e{M) a

Initial value 12
63.7 ± 1.7

vol % 6.8m 42.0 ± 3.7

vol % 0.9 14
41.0 ± 2.7

vol % 10.1

Time after

detonation:

2 hours 1 + 10.2±2.8% 9,6 4 — 15.6 ±4.9 % 9,7 — 9,9±9.3% 30.7

6 » ... + 4.6 ±2.7 » 8.6 7 + 11.2±11.2» 29,6 — 3.7 ±6.9 I 21.4

24 » ... 10 + 9.4 ±3.7 » 11,8 7 + 19.1 ±6.8 » 16.3 -16.4±7.2 * 23.8

48 » ... 12 + 10.9 ±6.2 » 21.4 6 + 17.7 ±7.8 ^ 19.0 8 — 12.6±0.7 * 10.0

animals and of 6.37 g/100 ml (limit values 5.8—7.2 g/100 ml) in fasting

animals.

The percental deviations of the protein content from the initial

value in blasted animals and controls are shown in table 40.

In the control animals as well as in the blasted animals there is

thus a reduction of the protein content of the plasma, which is most

marked at 2 and 6 hours after the detonation. No statistical differ-

ence exists, however, between these two values (0.2 > P > 0.05).

As far as the severely injured animals only are concerned, and these

are compared mth the control animals, P > 0.2 is obtained. The re-

duction of plasma protein, therefore, must be attributed chiefly to

the blood loss caused by the blood letting.

Alkali reserve.

Hooker’s investigations (1924) give no certain criterion for the

assumption that a decreased alkali reserve should be of major impor-

tance in air concussion shock.

He even found in a case of blast injury with no shock a noticeable

increase of the carbon dio.xide binding capacity.

The alkali reserve varies within quite broad limits even in normal rabbits,

and much more than in man (cf. Markees and Mekczeu 1940). In .OO normal

non-fastinc animals the prc.sent author obtained the limit values of 29.r) and

70..') vol % (mean value 47.3 ± l.oO vol %, a ~ 10.0). Ae a comparison may be

mentioned that the values in Map.kees and Menczku’s material were betueen
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21.7 and 64.88 vol %, and that ZuNZ and Craciunescu (1938) give 39.5—57.6

vol % as normal values for rabbits.

In the control animals, which have been bled at the same time as

the experimental animals, there is a moderate increase of the alkali

reserve in most cases. In the slightly iniured rabbits there will be a

moderate reduction to begin with, but already 6 hours after the det-

onation most of the animals show an increase up to and over the

initial value. This increase remains for the next 48 hours. In the se-

verely injured animals, finally, a reduction of the alkali reserve is found

in most of the animals already 2 hours after the detonation. The increase

will be progressive in the majority of cases.

For statistical study of the material the percental deviation from

the initial value before the detonation has been determined for each ani-

mal. The means of these percental values obtained at different times

after the detonation are found in table 41.

Variance analj'sis including the controls and the slightly injured ani-

mals shows that a significant difference exists between these groups

(P < 0.001). The decrease of the alkali reserve in severely injured

animals is also statistically significant (P < 0.001). In the slightly

injured animals the initial reduction is statistically probable (P =
0.05). The difference between this value (2 hours after the detonation)

and the next values is highly probable (0.01 > P > 0.001). No
statistical difference exists between the mean differences obtained at

different times in the control animals (P > 0.2). The same applies to

the group of severely injured animals (P > 0.2).

Blood sugar.

Blood sugar has been determined in some of the animals belonging

to group I. The results from these investigations and also from de-

terminations of blood sugar on some ten other rabbits injured by blast

show that a moderate increase generally exists. The increase, however,
is not seen throughout the whole material, and in some cases even a

slight reduction has been noticed probably to some extent due to the
fact that the severely injured animals do not feed during the first

12 to 24 hours.

Non protein nitrogen.

In the 18 animals injured by blast and belonging to group II (see

page 175) non luotein nitrogen was determined when the animals
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were killed, A mean value of 49.3 ± 7.0 mg/100 ml was obtained.

No significant difference existed between animals with slight injuries

(M = 51.0 + 3.3 mg/100 ml) and those vdth severe injuries (M =
48.3 + 3.5 mg/100 ml), (0.6> P> 0.5). In 19 control animals a mean

value of 40.5 ±1.4 mg/100 ml was obtained. The values are some-

what higher than in unanaesthetized animals owing, among other

things, to the fact that the anaesthetic contains about 16 per cent

nitrogen.

The difference between the animals injured by blast and the nor-

mal animals is insignificant (0.3 > P > 0.2).

For the three animals, finally, which have died from their injuries

the mean value of 54.3 ± 6.8 mg/100 ml was obtained. The differ-

ence between these animals and the normal animals is probable

(P = 0.05).

Plasma creatinine.

In 17 animals injured by blast the mean value for plasma creatinine

was 1.62 ± 0.11 rag/100 ml. No difference existed between the tn’o

groups of slightly and severely injured animals.

In the 19 control animals the mean value of 1.52 ± 0,09 mg/100 ml

was obtained. The difference between blasted and normal animals

is statistically insignificant (0.5 > P > 0.4).

In the three mortally injured animals the mean value of 1.83 ±
0.42 mg/100 ml was obtained. The increase is insignificant (0.5 >
P > 0.4).

Plasma phospliorus.

Determinations of the phosphate content in plasma in 19 normal

rabbits gave a mean value of 4.69 ± 0.29 mg/100 ml.

In the 18 animals injured by blast a mean value of 5.39 ± 0.79

mg/100 ml was obtained. The mean vali:e for 7 slightly injured ani-

mals was 3.00 ± 0.58 mg/100 ml and for 7 animals with severe, but

not fatal, injuries it was 5.58 ± 0.53 mg/100 ml.

The decrease of the i)hosphorus content in the slightly injured ani-

mals is statistically probable (0.02 > P > 0.01). The reason for tlii.s

reduction is not quite clear. CAiipnEUL, Bnowx and Goli.ak (1948),

however, have shown that the content of inorganic phosj)horus in

plasma decreases in hyi)ervcntilation. It seems i)robable, therefore,
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that the considerable acceleration of respiration in these slightly in-

jured animals may be of importance here.

The difference in the phosphate content between normal animals

and severely, but not fatally, injured arumals is statistically insigni-

ficant (0.2 > P > 0.1). In animals with fatal injuries, on the other

hand, there is an increase of the phosphate content which is statisti-

cally highly probable (0.01 > P > 0.001).

Potassium in plasma.

In the rabbits injured by blast an increase of the potassium content

in plasma has been observed. The mean value for the 17 animals is

7.41 + 0.8 mol. The mean value for the 18 control animals is 5.05 +
0.27 mol.

The increase is mainly due to the three animals which died from

the blast injuries and which show a very sharp increase of plasma po-

tassium.

The slightly injured and those with severe, though not fatal, lung

injuries, show only a slight increase. The mean values for the two

groups are 5.99 ± 0.64 and 6.19 + 0.95 m mol respectively. The

increase is statistically insignificant (0.2 > P > 0.1) in both groups.

The mean value of the plasma potassium content in the mortally

injured animals is 13.07 + 1.13 m mol. This increase compared to

the normal animals is statistically significant (P < 0.001).

Discussion.

The present investigation has thus shown that certain changes in

blood chemistry occur in blast injury.

The reduction of the haemoglobin content which has been observed
in all the animals depends, first and foremost, on the repeated blood
letting. The reduction is greatest in the severely injured animals,

which have also “lost” a rather considerable amount of blood in the

lungs, and, though in a much less degree, in the gastro-intestinal ca-

nal.

The average body weight of the severely injured animals is 2 190 g.

If the blood content of rabbits, in accordance with the above men-

tioned, is roughly estimated at 7 per cent of the body weight the mean
weight of the blood in these animals ^vill be about 150 g. Twenty-four

hours after the detonation the average reduction of the haemoglobin
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content is 8.0 per cent greater in the severely injured animals than in

the control animals. Supposing the reduction of the haemoglobin

content being dependent on the blood loss only, this would then be

about 8 per cent greater in the severely injured animals, i. e. corre-

sponding to an average of about 12 g of blood. The mean value of

the weight increase of left and right lung, obtained by weighing the

lungs, is 8.3 g for those animals in this group which were killed 24

hours after the detonation. Considering the fairly great errors in

these determinations the values correspond fairly well and speak

against the existence of, at any rate, a more prominent haemoconcen-

tration (cf. also page 64).

The difference in the decrease of haemoglobin between the control

animals and the animals injured by blast increases as time goes on

(—5.6, —7.7 and —8.3 per cent at 2, 6 and 24 hours after the detona-

tion respectively). This increase indicates a continued bleeding in

the lungs, a fact which also has been proved through decreasing hae-

moglobin values in a number of cases where only a few drops of blood

have been taken each time for the determination. The progressive

bleeding in the lungs has also been ijointed out by Roberts (1940),

Hadfield (1941), and Hadfield and Christie (1941). On post mor-

tem examination it has actually been observed that the great ori-

ginal haemorrhagic regions are surrounded by smaller fresh haemor-

rhages in the area bordering on to uninjured tissues.

A certain increase of the chloride content in plasma is seen as well

as a reduction of the total protein content. These changes, however,

are observed both in the control animals and in the blasted animals.

Therefore the reduction of haemoglobin, cell volume and total pro-

tein in plasma as well as the increase of chloride would, mainly, be

due to the blood loss.

The increase of blood sugar usually seen in the blasted animals maj"

be due to an impaired oxidation of glucose in the tissues as a result

of the general anoxia. It may, however, also be a sign of an in-

creased secretion of adrenaline.

The alkali reserve decreases fairly regularly in severely injured

animals. The reason for this would, first and foremost, be a reduced

elimination of carbon dioxide through the lungs owing partly to the

general circulatory changes, i)artly and perhaps to an even greater ex-

tent, to the insufficient gas e.xchange in the severely injured lungs.

In consequence of this there will be a tissue anoxia and an in-
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Investigations by the present author into the effects of the blast

wave upon respiration and heart action have clearly shown that such

radical changes occur that these must be considered the immediate

cause of death. Before further discussing these points of view, how-

ever, some factors must first be mentioned which in the literature

were regarded as possible causes of death.

1. Carbon, monoxide poisoning.

As mentioned already in the first chapter the explosion gases, jjar-

ticularly the carbon monoxide, Avere at first considered important fac-

tors in causing injury in explosions. A great number of authors have

also been of the opinion that death in explosion disasters Avas caused

by carbon monoxide poisoning. In recent times this opinion has been

supported by e. g. Logan (1939) and Hadfield et coll. (1940), Avho

in a number of cases of blast injury found a high carbon monoxide

saturation in the blood.

The existence of carbon monoxide poisoning after detonations

has been denied, hoAvever, by several authors for instance Bahier

(1905), Raa^aut (1915), Wilson and Tunbridge (1943) and others.

It certainly seems improbable that the carbon monoxide in the explo-

sion gases, except in special circumstances, for instance in confined

spaces, could play an important role in causing injury.

In order to exclude carbon monoxide poisoning as a contriiniting

factor in causing the changes described in this paper, the carbon

monoxide content in blood has been determined in a number of ani-

mals exposed in the field or in the detonation chamber. Blood lias

been taken from the animals 15 minutes after the detonation. Tlic

animals had been left for 8 or 10 minutes after the explosion at the

place of the explosion or in the cage on the pendulum of the detona-

tion chamber. It should be noted that in the experiments in the

detonation cliamb'er the animal cage follows the pendulum Avhen thi.s

-swings out. The risk of carbon monoxide poisoning is of course greater

inside the detonation chamber than outside its opening.

In 8 animals exposed in the field to blast Avaves from 1 kg charges,

all obtaining .severe lung le-sions (three of these animals died from the

injuries) a carbon monoxide content Avas determined Avhich varied in

the different animals between 0 and 0.32 vol % the mean being 0.10

0.03 vol
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The carbon monoxide content in the blood has also been deter-

mined in 17 animals of which almost all had obtained severe lung

lesions after exposure to blast in the detonation chamber. In two

of these animals only can the lesions be characterized as moderate.

The carbon monoxide saturation varied between 0 and 0.8 vol %
vdth a mean value of 0.22 4; 0.05 vol %.

As it would be necessary to have a carbon monoxide saturation in

the blood of at least 30 per cent (?. c. > 4.5 vol % of CO) in order to

cause serious acute symptoms, it is obvious that no possibility what-

ever of fatal carbon monoxide poisoning has existed in the present

material.

2. Air embolism.

Reynaud (1887), Gaudin (1887), Scher (1941), and others, be-

lieve that during the high-pressure phase of blast an excess amount

of gas would be dissolved in the blood. The gas would again be re-

leased during the following low-pressure phase, thus causing air

emboli. Air emboli, however, have never been observed in post mor-

tem examinations. This has been explained by Scher as probably

due to the fact that when the atmospheric pressure has again become

stabilized after the detonation it would act like a recompression in

comparison to the preceding suction wave and the gas would rap-

idly be dissolved again.

No signs of air emboli have been found in the present material.

It seems highly improbable therefore, that air emboli of any signifi-

cance could be set free during this very short low-pressure phase.

Even if this were possible, however, the emboli would never have time

to cause serious changes if they in accordance with Scher’s opinion

were dissolved in the blood again immediately after the detonation.

On the other hand, it does not seem entirely improbable that small

quantities of air could be forced in through the injured lung capil-

laries under the influence of an increased intrapulmonary pressure

(see e.g. Rolak and Adams 1932) — cf. also Carlton, Rasmussen
and Adams (1945), who were able to produce coronary air embolism

as a result of a moderate pressure rise in the lungs caused by blow-

ing air into trachea. There would be no time to force in a sufficient

quantity of air, however, and air emboli as a cause of death in blast

injury can with all probability be ruled out.
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3. Fat embolism.

McEjbben (1915), who has examined the brains and other organs

from a number of dogs used in Hooker’s blast experiments, for the

existence of intravascular fat, found small fat droplets in the blood

vessels, particularly in the brain and lungs, but also in other organs.

He points out, however, that such fat could be found also in normal

animals.
,
Cohen and Biskind (1946) found intravascular fat in the

lungs in 8 out of 11 persons killed by blast injuries, but are of opinion

that this is of no significance to the lung injury or to the clinical pic-

ture of blast injury. Also Robb-Smith (1941) has found pulmonary

fat emboli in blast and believes that the symptoms in blast injury

may be due to a combination of pulmonary concussion and fat em-

bolism.

The present animal material has been examined with regard to the

existence of fat embolism. The lungs from a number of severely in-

jured animals have been sectioned and stained ^vith Sudan III.

Intravascular fat has been observed in some of the animals. In

all the cases there has only been smaller quantities of fat in the

thinner blood vessels of the lung. In one and the same slide only a

few vessels have been filled with fat while other vessels within the

same section have been quite free from fat. No significant difference

has been found in the quantity of intravascular fat found in animals

vrhich have died from the injuries and in less severely injured animals.

In sections of lungs from a number of normal control animals no

intravascular fat has been observed.

The examination has thus shown that fat emboli may be found in

blast injury but that the quantity of intravascular fat is so small that

it must be regarded as vdthout importance as a cause of death.

4. Respiratory and circulatory failure.

The imperfect knowledge of the changes in respiration and circula-

tion caused by the blast wave, would most likely be the reason why
the importance of respiratory and circulatory failure in causing

death has hardly been considered pre\aously. Some authors have

been inclined to believe that death was caused by the blast wave

acting upon \atal centra (jMott 1916, Hadfield el coll. 1910, Stk-

WABT, Ru.ssel and Cone 1941, Hamlin 1943, and others). Thif'’
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(1943) who, like Hadfield cl coll. (1910) believe that the lunK in-

juries are not always sufficient to cause death, but that. • it scenis more

likely that blast produces death by interferinp with some vita! tisnue

or centre in which, from the extreme rapidity of action, structural

changes are unlikely to be found”.

T/ie investigations by the present author have shown without (huh;,

however, that respiratory and circulatory cJiangcs arc the most mporUmf

causes of dedth, and that the effect is chiefly elicited peripherally through

the lung lesions. This opinion is supported by the observations that

in many animals with maximally forced respiratory movements there

has nevertheless been no ventilation worth mentioning owinp to the

respiratory tractus being filled with blood. These animals have died

from suffocation, the central regulation meclianism being intact.

In animals which after the detonation have made only a few resfiini-

tory efforts, suffocation is thus the direct cause of death. Investiga-

tions into the effect of blast waves upon tlic circulation show clearly,

however, that also this is often serious enough to produce death. It

is quite clear that in cases where the myocardiac lesions are severe

enough to produce the above-mentioned monojihnsic ID. C. 0. curves

the only result would be death. On the other linnd, the e.vperimcnts

have shown rrithout doubt that the animals never die from an in-

stantaneous vagal cardiac arrest.

To decide in each particular case whether the respiratory or cir-

culatory changes play the main part would be difficult, and seems of
slight importance.

Summarizingly it may he said that in cases where the animah hair
died immediately after the detonation death has been caused by a com-
bined respiratory and circulatory failure.

0. Traumatic shock.

aftertrJirTfw
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Summary.

Introduction (page 7).

A survey is given of the concept of blast injury.

The purpose of the present investigation was to study the effects

of shock waves from detonating high explosives on physiological

functions, of the organism and the relation between the physical

qualities of the shock wave and the lesions caused.

The Detonation and the Physics of the Blast Wave (Chapter 1,

page 10).

The physical properties of the blast wave are described.

Earlier Aninial Investigations (Chapter 2, page 16).

A review is made of earlier animal experiments on blast injury and

on physiological effects of blast waves.

Theories concerning the Mechanism of Blast Injuries (Chapter 3, page

21 ).

Some theories are mentioned concerning the mechanism of blast

injuries and the importance of the gas content of viscera for the

causation of the lesions.

Experimental Investigations. Common Experimental Arrangements

(Chapter 4, page 23).

The blasting experiments have been performed in the field and in a

specially constructed detonation chamber. In field blastings cylindri-

cal charges of cast TNT (charge weight 0.2—200 kg) were used and

in the detonation chamber charges of 2—6 g of a plastic high explo-

sive. Rabbits were used as experimental animals. Most of them were

anaesthetized with urethane.

Methods of Analysis (Chapter 5, page 26).

All methods used are described. The methods for recording the

shock wave and for measuring the maximum pressure and impulse

have not been published earlier. The methods employed for recording

respiration and arterial blood-pressure have been developed for the

quite special conditions of blasting experiments.
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Detonation Chamber xvith Inipuhe Pendulum (Chapter 6, page 41).

A detonation chamber has been constructed in which it is possible

to get high max. pressures and great impulses variable at will with

very small charges. A detailed description is given of the chamber.

The Errors of the Pressure and Impulse Determinations (Chapter 7,

page 46.)

The errors of the max. pressure and impulse values are discussed.

They are shown to depend to a minor degree on the errors of the mea-

suring apparatus and to the greatest part on the deviation of the

pressure and impulse field from spherical symmetry (the azimuthal

dispersion of the values).

Objective Determination of the Lung Blast Injury (Chapter 8, page 52).

The lung injuries (haemorrhages and emphysema), being the most

important effects of blast, have been determined objectively in all

animals used. The haemorrhages are indicated by a quotient, showing

the increase of weight of the lung in relation to its initial weight, the

latter having been calculated from the body weight and the lung

weight in per cent of body weight. The emphysematic volume increase

of the lung has been calculated in a similar way.

Development and Localization of Blast Injury (Chapter 9, page 56).

The general condition of the animals after the detonation and the

localization of the lesions are described. Blast effects principally on

internal organs; external lesions being rare in pure blast injury. In-

juries to the ear drum are common and retrobulbar haemorrhages are

seen in severely injured animals. Of internal injuries those to the

lungs are dominating, but abdominal lesions, particularly intestinal

haemorrhages, are found to be much more common than may be

judged from the literature. Some characteristic localizations of the

pulmonary haemorrhages are mentioned. An acute traumatic pul-

monary emphysema is common but pulmonary oedema seems not to

be of any greater importance.

In severely injured animals lacerations and haemorrhages in the

myocardium are common.
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The Occurrence of ''Rib Markings” in Lung Blast Injury (Chapter 10,

page 69).

An arrangement of the lung haemorrhages along the lines of the

ribs (“rib markings”) is common. In animals exposed side-on to

the charge the “rib markings” are localized mainly in the lung oppo-

site to that facing the charge and they are found to correspond to the

intercostal spaces and not to the ribs. An explanation is suggested.

Relation between the Physical Qualities of the Blast Wave and the

Extent of the Blast Injury (Chapter 11, page 75).

The relation between the extent of the pulmonary and abdominal

injuries and the magnitude of the maximum pressures and impulses

which acted on the animals has been studied and a fairly good correla-

tion is shown to exist. A formula for the minimum survival distance

from the charge has been calculated. Pressure-distance and impulse-

distance diagrams obtained with a number of charges of different

weight, are given.

The Effects of Blast Waves on Respiration (Chapter 12, page 95).

Respiration is shown to be highly influenced by blast waves. The

respiration rate is increased and the amplitude and total ventilation

diminished. Immediately after the detonation respiration is often

extremely irregular. Severely injured animals often die without ha-

ving drawn a single breath after the detonation.

In animals bilaterally vagotomized before the detonation there is

little or no increase of the respiration rate but the amplitude is in-

creased. No obvious respiratory changes are seen in animals which

have been protected, except for their heads, against the shock wave.

The Effects of Blast Waves on Heart Action (Chapter 13, page 119).

In spite of the heart action being less sensitive to shock waves than

the respiration, the changes in the electrocardiogram may, neverthe-

less, be considerable in severely injured animals. An instantaneous

bradycardia is the most prominent feature. It is shown to depend

principally on vagal reflexes probably elicited in the severely in-

jured and distended lungs. The heart rate, however, always increases

again after the initial bradycardia and an immediate cardiac stand-

still never occurred. After violent detonations changes are seen in-

dicating severe myocardiac lesion.
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Effects on the Peripheral Circulation (Chapter 14, page 149).

An almost instantaneous fall in blood-pressure occurs after the

detonation and it is dependent on the violence of the detonation. A
similar fall in blood-pressure is seen in bilaterally vagotomized and

sinus denervated animals. After the initial fall the pressure in sur-

viving animals increases again but may still for a day or two be

lower than the initial value. In sinus denervated animals the pres-

sure remains low, until the animal dies. The fall in systemic blood-

pressure is supposed to be due to an increase of the pulmonary

blood-pressure and to a reduced cardiac output.

The circulation time is unchanged or reduced in slightly injured

animals but is prolonged in severely injured animals.

Body Temperature in Blast Injury (Chapter 15, page 167).

After a transient rise lasting for some 15 min after the detonation

the temperature often falls and remains subnormal for the next 24

hours. This fall of temperature is bebeved to be due mainly to the

impaired circulation.

Changes in Blood Chemistry in Blast Injury with Special Regard to

Possible Traumatic Shock (Chapter 16, page 171).

Some of the chemical constituents of the blood have been studied in

blasted animals. The decrease of haemoglobin, cell volume and plas-

maprotein and the increase of plasma chlorides are sho^\'n to be a

result mainly of the blood loss due to the blood sampling. The de-

crease of alkali reserve is supposed to be due to an insufficient gas

exchange in the haemorrhagic Ivmgs and to the deteriorated circula-

tion. Blood sugar often increases. A slight increase has also been

found of non protein nitrogen and plasma phosphorus but usually

only in animals which died within some hours after the detonation.

A sharp premortal increase of plasma potassium occurrs. The conclu-

sion is that the blood analyses do not speak for traumatic shock being

of any particular importance in blast injury.

Causes of Death in Blast Injury (Chapter 17, page 183).

The direct cause of death in blast injury is a respiratory and cir-

culatory failure. Carbon monoxide poisoning, air embobsm and fat

embolism have been shown to be of no importance.
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Introduction

The author will here describe methods of measuring the ah-

sorbtion of fluid and soluble matter from joint cavities, and the

effect of various factors and drugs on the transfer of colloid and

fluid through synovial membranes.

CHAPTER I

The Mode of Absorption of Soluble Matter from Joint

Cavities in the Light of Anatomical Studies

Some Remarks on the Anatomy of the Rabbit Knee Joint

The literature on the anatomy of articular structures has been

reviewed in detail by Bauer et al. (1940), Hueter (1866) is appar-

ently the first to define the synovialis as a connective tissue struc-

ture, and this seems to be the current view (Hammar 1894, Mar-

QUORT 1931, Maximow and Bloom 1942), (Although the synovialis

is not a true membrane it will in the following be referred to as the

synovial membrane.)

Judging by evidence presented in the literature (see Bauer et al.

1940 for references), the articular components embryologically and

histologically seem to be of mesenchymal character, and — since

the synovial lining is not a true membrane — joint cavities may be

considered as tissue spaces in a somewhat modified connective tissue.

No direct communication exists between the joint cavity and the

blood or lymph vessels; a layer of connective tissue is always said

to be interposed.

The absorption from joint cavities of various substances, especially

dyes, has been studied by a number of investigators, using anatomi-

cal and histological methods. So far the observations agree as it

is generally said that, after intraarticular injection of a test sub-

stance, the synovial membrane is diffusely penetrated. The hirther
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route of removal is debated, but it seems as tbougb both blood

vessels and Ijunphatics are engaged in tbe transport of low-mole-

cular substances; bigh-inolecular ones involve probably only tlie

lymphatics (see Bauer et al. 1940 for references).

In rabbit Icnee joints Kiedel (1880) has described a tendon sheath

for the extensor digitorum longus muscle — arising from the lateral

condyle of the femur within the joint capsule — which was said to

communicate with the joint cavity. Adkins and Davis (1940)

confirm these findings, and the reason may be that Kiedel as well

as Adkins and Davis injected larger volumes into the joint caAuties,

than was the rule in this investigation. The present author has

not observed anj- penetration of test solutions into this tendon

sheath (see chapter III), even when fairly high intraarticular pres-

sures were applied. Efskind (1941 b) was also unable to find any

communication between the joint caidty and this tendon sheath.

CHAPTER II

General Methods

1. Test animals. Apparently healthy, male rabbits weighing 2.0 ±0.1

kg were used throughout. Animals n-ith signs of skin lesions were discarded.

The animals were given hay, oat and water ad lib., and were not used earlier

than 48 hours after arrival from the breeders. In the meanwhile they were

caged, the floor space not exceeding 100 100 cm.

2. Anesthesia. 6 ml per kg body weight of a 25% urethane solution was

employed and given intravenous^' during 15—20 minutes in one of the mar-

ginal ear veins. In all the experiments tbe body temperature was maintained

at a normal level by means of electrically heated operating tables. Animals

which moved their legs during the experiments were discarded as well as all

other experiments with evident technical errors.

3. Hemoglobin solutions. Human hemoglobin was used throughout. Three

times washed blood corpuscles were hemolyzed with twice the corpuscle volume

of distilled water, 2 g of NaCl per 100 ml was added to the hemolysate, then

the ghosts were removed by centrifuging. After dialysis against running tap

water for 16—18 hours (temperature of tap water 7—10° C.) the hemoglobin

concentration was determined in the dialyzed fluid, freshly distilled water

was added to the solutions so that the hemoglobin concentration became 5.5 g

per cent, to each 100 ml of such solutions was added 0.015 moles NaCl. The

solutions were sterilized immediately by filtering through a Seitz’ filter and

stored at —0.5° C. The solutions were used within 14 days after sterdizstion
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and tt'ithdrawn from the bottles under aseptical conditions. Such solutions

have a pH of 7.3—7.4. Their freezing point depression is —0.58° C. 4 random

samples from different preparations gave the follouang analytieal values:

Sodium (determined vith a Perkin Elmer Corp. flame photometer Model No.

52 A), 146, 148, 147, 148 millimoles. Potassium (flame photometer) 0.7, 0.8,

0.5, 0.7 millimoles. Calcium (determined according to ICrameu and Tisdael’s

method) 15.'2, 15.7, 16.2, 15.1 mg per cent. (The calcium contents came from

calcium salts in the tap water used in the dialyzing procedure.) Chlorides

(determined hy electrometrical titration Avith AgN03) 150, 149, 148, 162

millimoles.

4. Isotonic dcclrohjtic sohUions used as test fluids in the absorption or

perfusion experiments. These solutions AA-ere prepared from freshly distilled

AA'ater and stored at —0.5° C. In chapter V there is used a solution, equiionic

with the hemoglobin solutions, it contains 160 millimoles of NaCI and 15 mg
per cent of calcium (as CaCU).

5. Staphjlococcus strains. The strain* used Avas an a-hemoljd., coagulase and

hyaluronidase producing strain of Staph, aureus. Throughout, the nutrient

medium Avas ascitic broth. The 24-hour cultiu-es mentioned heloAv AA'ere pre-

pared from cultures contained in ampoules, evaporated in vacuum and filled

AAuth nitrogen before sealing. The ampoules AA'ere stored at —20° C. The con-

tents of the ampoules AA-ere dissoh'ed in some- drops of the ascitic broth, these

drops AA’ere inoculated in the medium and after incubation for 24 hours at 37° C.

the culture AA-as ready for use.

6. The hemoglobin concentrations in the tested solutions AA-ere determined

by Wtj’s method (1922) as modified by Peters and v. Slyke (1932). The alka-

line hematin AA'as determined in a Pulfrich photometer, filter S 50, 1 cm
cuvettes. Lambert-Beer’s laAV is A'alid over the entire concentration range

used. The standard error of a single determination is, expressed as the coef-

ficient of variation, +3.6, +1.5 and +0.7 per cent for extinctions of respec-

tively 0.122, 0.267 and 1.040. The cxtinction/g per cent is 0.0447 AA-hen 0.05

ml of hemoglobin solution is added to the reagents, and it is the same Avhen

0.05—0.4 ml of the solutions are added to the reagents and the measured

extinction values are corrected to a volume of 0.05 ml of the hemoglobin con-

taining samples. Wu’s statement that plasma proteins and stroma constituents

do not interfere AA-ith the measurements AA-as verified. The same AA-as true when
human synovial fluid was added to an equal volume of a hemoglobin solution.

The extinction/g per cent hemoglobin aaus obtained by means of determinations

of the oxygen capacity of human blood and checked by determining the iron

in hemoglobin solutions according to Hanzal’s (1933) method.

7. Insertion of needles into the knee joints of the rabbits. Blunt needles

(length 18 mm, external diameter 0.7 mm) Avere inserted through the patellar

tendon after making a transversal incision in the sldn about half AA-ay betAA'cen

* I Avish to thank the members of the scientific and technical staffs of

the Institute of Bacteriology, Uppsala, who huA'o suggested the procedure

used of preparing the ampoules and carried out the technical Avork Avith

the cultures.
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the upper termination of the tibia and the distal termination of the patella.

To eliminate leakage sutures were stitched round the needles and finally the

slan was sutured. In the experiments to be described only knee joints were

used.

8. Temperature of test solutions. All test solutions used as indicators in

absorption tests were warmed to 38“ C. before being injected intraarticularly.

9. Statistical methods. Ordinary standard methods were used. The signi-

ficances of differences were calculated according to the formulae for small

samples, given in Ytile and Kendaix (1946), chapt. 23. Differences were

considered significant when the probability that they were accidental was less

than 0.01. The average correlation coefficient of individual experiments in

the same group was calculated according to Snedecor (1946), p. 151. Correc-

tion was made for bias in z. Regression lines calculated according to the method

of least squares on total samples w'ere tested for linearity according to the

method given in Weatherburn (1946), p. 225.

CHAPTER III

The Influence of Pressure on the Flow of Flmds through

S3movial Membranes

“Witii the aim of determining the structural conditions which

affect fluid movement through the cutaneous connective tissue of

mice”, Me Master (1941 a, h, c) employed a method whereby various

fluids were brought into contact with the tissue. The needle carrying

fluid from the perfusion apparatus was inserted into the tissue in such

a manner as to make impossible direct liquid entry into blood vessels

or l3rmphatics. Me Master demonstrated that, at atmospheric pres-

sure, Locke’s solution entered the tissues intermittently. At raised

pressures — more than 4.5 cm HgO — the flow became continuous

but the rate did not increase significantly until the pressures were

raised above a mean of 8.5 cm HgO. At this latter pressure the re-

sistance to. flow of the tissue suddenly became markedly smaller as

though the homogeneity of the interfibrillar matrix had been broken.

At this and higher pressures the inflow increased greatly at a rate

directly proportional to the pressure applied. Other fluids that partly

remained unresorbed at atmospheric pressure, viz. homologous serum

and pontamine sky blue dissolved in Locke’s solution, gave identical

results with respect to the “breaking point”.
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The pressure at which the inflow changed here and by Me IMaster

called the “brealdng point”— proved to be independent of the circul-

ation (found in dead animals, Me Master 1911 c). ^Ic JIaster con-

cluded that in normal connective tissue the movement of fluid did not

follow preformed channels; above the breaking point spaces were

forcibly broken up. The intermittent inflow of Locke s solution vas

attributed to “vasomotion”^ of the blood capillaries (for review of the

literature cf. Chambers and Zweifach 1917). These findings confirm

previous observations relating to the perifibrillarmovement of dj’C solu-

tions in normal connective tissue where the fibrils serve as conductors

(Me hlASTER and Parsons 1939, a, b). These authors suggest that in

connective tissue dye movement takes place in thin perifibrillar films

where the hquid is firmly held to the fibres by surface forces. These

adherent films of liquid were supposed to be demonstrated by the

use of dyes and found unable to move freely. They were considered

to be so thin that practically they were part of the connective tissue

and not interstitial pools of fluid. In other words there is no freely

movable liquid in normal connective tissue; it is homogeneous. As
mentioned in the foregoing (p. 5) joint cavities may bo regarded as

connective tissue spaces. It seems desirable to determine the break-

ing point, if any, of the synovial membrane before continued studies

are performed on the absorption from joints, under physiological

structural conditions.

The following method, based on the same principles as hic INIaster’s,

was adopted to prove the existence of a breaking point in the synovial

membrane.

Method and Apparatus

Perfusion apparatus, see fig. 1.

A 2 ml burette J, graduated in 0.01 ml, each division occupying
a length of 1.80 mm, is carried on a horizontal panel F. A spirit level

G is used to check the horizontalness of F. The burette J is connected
to a water manometer L and a T-tube N via rubber tubings and an
ordinary suetion flask K. The perpendicular arm of the T-tube is

immersed in water contained in the vessel M. The horizontal arm of
N is connected to an oxygen supply. The pressure of the oxygen on
the water column in J and the water manometer L can be varied at

* For definition of the term see page 52 of tho present paper.
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•vvill witMn the range 0—32 cm of HoO by adjusting the level of the

vrater column in M. The delivery tube of the burette is by a flexible

tube joined to the three-way stopcock D, one arm of which is fitted

to the needle holder of an ordinary hypodermic syringe. Another arm

of the stopcock is flexibly coimected to the injection needle B. C is a

stainless steel adaptor fitted in the socket of B. In carrying out the

perfusion experiments the burette must be adjusted to the same level

as the point of the intra-articularly inserted needle B. This is ac-

complished by means of the right-angle wire A, one member of which

is so mounted on the socket of the needle as to make the other member

parallel therewith. When the anchored arm ofA is horizontal the point

of the needle will be in level with the free arm of A. The burette is

positioned by means of the stand H (constructional details illustrated

in fig. 10 p. 25).

Tlie Perfusion Experiments

The burette and the needle assembly were connected up and filled

withmammalian Binger solution through the free arm of the stopcock

D so that no air remained between the point of B and the free liquid

surface in J. The communication between B and J was then broken

by turning the stopcock E.
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The anestethized rabbit was placed on a small electrically heated

operating table. The hind legs of the rabbit were tied down (see fig.

29 b p. 103). The needle having been inserted in the joint cavity (de-

tails p. 7), the perfusion experiment was carried out as follows:

The point of the needle and the burette were first put in level.

Then 0.5 ml of Einger solution was injected into the joint cavity

through the free arm of D. The pressure on the water column in J was

adjusted to about 3.0 cm of HoO by means of the pressure regulator

M. Communication with the joint cavity was established by turning

the stopcock E and the perfusion experiment was under way. That

there actually was connexion between the joint cavity and the burette

was determined by applying gentle pressure on the suprapatellar

recess whereby the fluid meniscus in J moved up.

The inflow rate was measured from about 3.0—9.0 cm of HjO at

approximately 1 cm intervals. Above 9.0 cm an interval of 3 cm was

used.

Experience gained from preliminary experiments had demonstrated

that below 9,0 cm of water 2 minutes and above that figure 4 minutes

were adequate to compensate for the volumetric expansion of the joint

cavity specifically due’ to the increase in pressure.

Results

20 rabbits were used. In 13 of these the inflow rate was observed

for 10—12 minutes at each pressure level and in 7 for 4—6 minutes.

In each rabbit one knee joint only "was used. The average flow in

ml/min. at each pressure level was calculated. The constancy^ of flow

was checked by taking intermediate readings every second minute.

The average flow figures {F ml/min.) thus obtained were plotted

graphically as a function of the pressure (P cm HoO). F — f (P).

Essentially the curves were similar to Me jMaster’s, i.e. the synovial

membrane apparently has a breaking point.

The two parts of the straight linear curves were calculated by the

method of least squares and the point of intersection was registered

as the pressure level of the breaking point.

^ As "was to be expected the inflow was not intermittent. In such a large

aggregate of tissue as the synovial membrane the vasomotion, if any, per unit

of time should be statistically constant. Moreover, the intermittency reported

by Me Master is more pronoimced at lower pressures than those used here.





Fig. 6.

Fig. 2 , 3, 4, 6. Initial perfusion pressure about 3.0 cm H.O. Cur\’cs start at

pressures where measurable inflow first could bo registered and end at the
highest used pressure. In fig. 2 and 3 experiments with 10—12 minutes per-

fusion at each pressure are shown. Cun'es marked 1 and 2 in fig. 4 are ex-

periments where perfusion periods of 4—6 minutes were used, the other curves

in fig. 4 are from experiments with 10—12 minutes perfusion periods. In all ex-

periments shown in fig. 5 perfusion periods of 4—C minutes wore used.



Fig. 6. A typical (full line) and the least successful (dotted line) experiment cho-

sen from cur\-es shown in fig. 2, 3, 4, o. Open circles indicate perfusion pressure

levels and corresponding flow rates.

There was no difference between the two sets of experiments, viz.

those with 10—12 min, perfusion at each pressure, and those with

4—6 min, perfusion. See figs. 2, 3, 4, 5 and table 1.

A typical experiment and the least successful one are illustrated

graphically in fig. 6.

From table 1 it appears that the mean breaking point is 9.55 +
0.58 cm HjO (+ standard error of the mean).

Experiments concerning the relation between pressure and rate of

flow when the breaking point is exceeded by the imtially applied perfusion-

pressure.

In conditions of pronounced inflammatory edema Me Master

(1941 c) foimd no breaking point. The inflow was directly propor-

tional to the pressure and increased greatly for a slight increment in

pressure. This was interpreted as being due to free movement of

liquid in channels preformed by the formation of edematous fluid

which had broken the homogeniety of the matrix of the coimective

tissue of the skin. That in edema the captured perifibrillar films are

actually changed into free movable pools of tissue fluid was shown by

Me Master and Parsons (1939 a, b). This being so, the application
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Table 1.

Type of experiment

Perfusion
period at

each pres-

sure level

Breaking
point in cm

HjO

dF ,— for pres-

sures below
breaking
point

ml/min/cm •

10®

iF ^— for pres-

sures above
breaking
point

ml/min/cm •

10®

I. Normal synovial

membrane. Initial

perfusion pressure

about 3 cm HjO
13 animals

10—12' m = 9.66

e = ± 0.79

m = 64

e = + 10.0

m = 427

,

e ==± 70

II. Normal synovial

membrane. Initial

perfusion pressure

about 3 cm HjO

7 animals

4— 6' m = 9.33

8* = 4.88

m = 85

8=“ = 2592

m — 408

8= = 21894

Combined mean of I and II

m = 9.66

e = + 0.68

m= 71

e =± 9.6

tn ~ 421

e =± 49

III. Normal

sjmovialmembrane

.

Initial pressure

above breaking

point

6 animals

4— 6' m = 265

8* = 12977

IV. Exsanguinated

rabbits

5 animals

4— 6' m = 9.29

8=" = 8.38

m= 56

8= = 320

m = 408

8= = 21414

Y. Normal synovia!

membrane. Colour-

ed isotonic sodium

iodide solution

5 animals

4— 6' m = 9.04

8= = 6.94 “b

3
II

II

05

m = 367

8= = 18190

Signs: m = arithmetic mean
e = standard error of the mean
= variance

of an initial perfusion pressure well above tbe breaking point of tbe

synovial membrane should destroy the homogeniety of the inter-

fibrillar matris of the syno'vial membrane. If the experiment were



Fig. 7. High initial perfusion pressure level above the “breaking point”. Signs

indicate the initial perfusion pressure and corresponding numerals the curves

belonging to the respective signs. In order to give an idea of the accuracy of the

method perfusion pressure levels and corresponding flow rates in experiment

6 are indicated by crosses. Average correlation coefficient calculated from the

correlation coefficient of each line and used as a measure of linearity = 0.983.

Range of correlation coefficients for the six experraents = 0.993—0.908. For

method of calculation of the average correlation coefficient see p. 8.

afterwards resumed in the manner described above at a pressure of

about 3.0 cm H2O the proportion between inflow and pressure would

be constant at all the applied pressures. Such was actually the case.

See fig. 7 with caption and table 1. In the experiments with bigb

(breaking) ioitial pressures the inflow was determined during 4—

6

minutes at aU the pressure levels used.

Controls

The following factors must be discussed before these results can

be taken at face value:

1. The sensitivity of the 'perfusion apparatus. The least pressure

required to cause noticeable flow through the apparatus was measured

with a micromanometer according to Me Mastee’s method (1941 a).

The needle B was horizontally submerged just below the surface of

the liquid in a large Petri dish filled with Ilinger, the burette being in
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° 0.0! 0.02 0.03 004 OOS 0.06

Flow in mi per min.

Fig. 8. Exsanguinatod. aniinals. Curves start at pressures where measurable

inflow first could be noticed and end at tbe bigbest pressurd used,

the same plane as the liquid surface in the dish. The necessary press-

ure was 0.1—0.15 cm of H 2O, and can thus he neglected.

2. Internal friction in the apparatus. Having filled the burette with

Ringer the internal friction was measured to correspond to a pressure

drop between the manometer L and the point of the needle B of

6.6 cm of HgO at a flow of 1.0 ml/min. and as could be expected it was

directly proportional to the flow. Obviously this internal friction can

be neglected for the flows found in these perfusion experiments.

3. Circulatory phenomena as the possible cause of the breaking point.

5 rabbits were anestethized as before and killed by exsanguination.

When the heart had stopped beating the perfusion experiments were

carried out. In all cases a breaking point was found (see fig. 8 and
table 1).

4. An enlargement of the articular absorptive surface as the cause of

the sudden increase in flow. As described on page 6 Riedel has (in

rabbits) described a tendon sheath which commumcates with the joint
cavity and possibly this sheath might open at a certain pressure,
drawing away liquid from the joint cavity and simultaneously en-
larging the absorptive area. In order to obviate this possibility the
following experiments were devised. 2.5 per cent sodium iodide

2-496036 T.Edlund



Fig. 9. Perfusion fJuid; coloured sodium iodide solution. Curves start at

pressures where measurable inflow first could be noticed and end at the

highest pressure where the inflow rates were determined.

solution containing 10 mg per cent of calcium (Ca Clg) coloured with

Chlorazol sky blue^ (0.5 per cent) was perfused and here alsoa breaking

point was found (see fig. 9), After each experiment the perfusion

pressure into the joint was raised to 32.0 cm HgO for 10 min., where-

upon a tourniquet (rubber tubing, 4 mm ext. diam.) was tightly ap-

plied on the foreleg immediately below the upper termination of the

tibia. The site of the tendon sheath was explored and in no, case could

the presence of any dye be detected. Examination of the puncture

wmmds showed that no dye had penetrated into the patellar tendons

The increased flow at pressures above the breaking point cannot well

be due to an enlargement of the joint cavity proper since, if such

were the case and all other absorptive conditions being equal,

the area would on the average have become about 6 times larger

(see table 1).

Moreover, a closer examination of X-ray photos taken by Sigubd-

SON (1930) show that 0.5 ml of hpoiodol completely filled the joint

cavity in a animal material similar to the present one. The same has

been found by the present author (see fig. 30 p. 104).

^ Colour index 1924 no. 518.
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Comment

HI XVU. J.
-

, J J

anotlier point of attack, viz. the needle -was inserted, into a leady-made

space in connective tissue, tke knee joint.

Tke 'breaking point of tke synovial membrane found by these ex-

periments is of the same order of magnitude as that in dermal con-

nective tissue found by Mo Master in bis perfusion studies.

It was conclusively established by studies on exsanguinated dead

animals that both the breaking point and the general course of the

^'pressure/perfusion” curve are independent of the circulation.

The inflow rate was found to be directly proportional to all applied

pressures when these followed an initial perfusion pressure well above

the breaking point. This was interpreted to mean that the high initial

pressure resulted in the introduction of freely movable fluid into the

tissue which in turn decreased the resistance to flow of the synovial

membrane by enlarging its “pores”.

Experiments with infusion periods of 4—6 min. instead of 10—12

min. demonstrated that the breaking point was independent of the

duration of the liquid inflow.

By a method similar to Me Master’s the author stuped whether

or not the synovial membrane has a breaking pomt. Me teER s

deUcate method of preventing the perfusion
needle from direct contact

nr IvTunhatic vessels was rendered unnecessary by chosmg

DisevLSBion

Meyer and Holland (1932) and Holland and Meyer (1932)
concluded that fluid flow in normal dermal connective tissue in man
obeyed Poiseuille’s law for viscous flow through a capillary tube, i. e.
took place in preformed channels. They attributed their findings to
the existence of a freely movable tissue fluid. Furthermore, these
authors by extrapolations to zero flow assumed they had determined

e tissue pressure in human, normal and edematous (cardial and
inflammatory edema), connective, tissue.

MUo JUsiEE points ont (1941 c) tley must have initiated tteii

tIwT ‘I*® leaking point.

the nart nf +b
author assumes that they, forthe part of the c«ve above the htealdng point, extrapolated the pieee-
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ure causing zero flow, their “tissue pressure”. They found a lower

tissue pressure in edematous than in normal sldn, probably by extra-

polating to zero flow along straight lines similar to the ones obtained

in the present author’s experiments (see above) with initial high

pressures. This interpretation is justifiable since adequately meas-

ured tissue pressures are approximately equal or higher in edematous

than in normal tissue (Me Master 1946 a). Consequently the method

used by Holland and Meyer does not warrant any conclusions as to

the movement of fluid or the pressure in normal connective tissue.

The releUion between pressure and rede of flow at pressure levels

below the breaking point.

In the present study on joint cavities the flow at pressures below

the breaking point increased significantly as the pressure was raised;

^= (71 + 9,5) 10~® ml/min/cm (see table 1). Me Master (1941 c)

dir

reports that below the breaking point the rate of flow was not

significantly influenced by increases in pressure.^

It is impossible to decide whether this discrepancy between Me

Master’s and the author’s findings is due to any functional or ana-

tomic difference between the dermal connective tissue of mice and

the synovial membrane of the rabbit.

However, since dermal coimective tissue and the synovial mem-

^ Assuming that in the above experiments the increased flow is not in-

fluenced by increments in pressure but caused by an enlargement of the ab-

sorbent area in the joint — the properties of which are considered constant —
the 20 experiments permit the following evaluations. Calculated mean flow at

6 cm HjO pressure = 0.0023 + 0.00017 ml (m + em). Calculated mean flow

at the breaking point = 0.0058 + 0.00090 ml (m' + em).

Since the ratio between these values is 2.6 the absorbent area should have

increased 2.5 times, which is improbable.

It may furthermore be said that the augmentation of flow as the pressure

increases— in the author’s experiments — is due to a slight edema caused by

the instilled Ringer solution. This would be in line with Me Masteb’s findings

(1941 c) in early inflammatory edema where he demonstrated the existence of a

breaking point and a rate of flow dependent on the pressme at all pressure

. ... dF . . . .

levels. However, if the above sigmficant^^ is induced by an edema which m

dF
its turn is caused by the perfusion fluid, the magnitude of in the experiments

with 4—6 min. perfusion ought to differ from that in experiments with 10— 12'.
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brane may be looked upon as dead systems^ D’Arcy’s law® of fluid

flow through granular beds or some of its extensions should be appli-

cable provided that the limitations imposed by the changes in pore

diameters and the deformation of the tissues caused by the inereased

pressure are kept in mind.

Of deformable media it is known that the permeability decreases

as the pressure drop across the bed increases, especially when

the particles forming the bed are easily deformable. (Ukdekwood

quoted from Cabman 1937). The decrease in permeability is

certainly not caused by change from viscous to turbrdent type of flow

(Cabman 1933). On the other hand an increased permeability is some-

times caused by an increased pressure drop across filter cloths, and

Undebwood attributed the former to stretching of the fibres, thereby

enlarging the pores in a cloth supported on a series of ridges.

Thus, the possibility exists that at pressures below the breaking

point the almost constant rate of flow reported by Me Masteb (1941 c)

may be due to a deformation of the connective tissue which reduces

the permeability by decreasing the pore diameters.

The laws governing fluid transfer through deformable media ap-

plied to fluid passage in connective tissue (considered as a dead system)

suggest that the above described discrepancy between the author’s

and Me Masteb’s findings may be explained by differences in the

“ridges of the filters”, i.e. differences in the fibrillar structures of

dermal connective tissue and synovial membranes.

However, the above mentioned limitations of D’Arcy’s law, toge-

ther with others not mentioned here (Ebiksson 1920, Bozza and

Secchi 1929; for discussion of these papers see Cabman 1937, Sulli-

' A simplification of this kind can bo justified by tho similarity in dead and
living animals of experimental perfusion findings.

^ D’Arcy’s law, deduced empirically from tho flow of water through sand and
sandstone, can be expressed by tho equation:

Kx AP

= volume rate of flow through tho bod; JC = Coefficient of permeability;
(Rato of flow of water across a unit cubo of tho sand at unit pressure head.)
AP = Pressure drop across the bed; L = depth of tho bed; (Quoted from
Cahman 1937). For bibliography of fluid flow through granular beds see

CAKMAii (1937), SiiLLiVAN and Hertel (1942), whore tho various extensions are

listed and discussed.

I
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VAN and Hertel 1942) indicate tlie uselessness of further discussions,

only based on perfusion experiments, of the state of tissue fluid or of

the effect of pressure on pore diameters and thereby on permeability.

The relation between "pressure and rate of flow at pressures above

the breaTdng point.

When the perfusion pressures were raised above the breaking point

dF
the average— increased about 6 times (table 1),

UflT

A statistically not

significantly different mean
dF
dP

was obtained in the experiments with

high initial perfusion pressures.

These results agree well with those of Me Master (1941 c), i.e. the

resistance to flow of connective tissue decreases above the breaking

point. Probably the decrease is caused by forced induction of free

movable fluid into the tissues, leading to an enlargement of the tissue

“pores”. The perfusion experiments with high initially applied press-

ures indicate that once induced this decreased resistance to flow of the

synovial membrane is in evidence also at pressures below the breaking

point. This means that the separation of the tissue elements is not

immediately reversed by the elastic forces of the tissue.

Conclusions

Since joint cavities may be taken as being connective tissue spaces

(see p. 5) results and interpretations from investigations into fluid

movement in dermal connective tissue should be at least partly valid

for the synovial membrane. By means of the method adopted in the

present investigation sirmlarity has been established with respect to

the magnitude and existence of a breaking point, which is independent

of the blood circulation. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated

that initial perfusion pressures above the breaking point decrease the

resistance to flow when subsequently lower perfusion pressures are

applied. This shows that elastic forces are not immediately able to

restore the tissue to the normal state when an internal derangement

once has been caused by an introduction of fluid, and this is inter-

preted as being due to an artificial edema. It is impossible to decide

whether the statistical identity of the breaking point values for dermal
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connective tissue in mice and of the sjTiovial membrane in rabbits are

attributable to a Rcncral cbaractcristic of connective tissue.

It must be stressed that tbe author’s method and experiments only-

deal with the resistance to flow of the synovial membrane. They give

no information about other forces than the intraarticular hydrostatic

pressure ns causing fluid movement through the sjmovinl membrane.

In the view of the present author perfusion experiments yneld no

adequate information as to pore diameters and state of the tissue

fluid, the reason being the complicated manner in which liquids flow

through deformable media.

The findings related above make it clear that continued research

into the absorptive properties of normal joints must be carried out

at intraarticular hydrostatic pressures below the breaking point if

the normal structure of the sjmovial membrane is tn be preserved

during the experiments. The ideal pressure level for such studies

would be the "tissue pressure” of the synovial membrane which, liow-

ever, never has been measured.

CHAPTER IV

Methods for Determinations of Intraarticular Hydrostatic
Pressure and Absorption of Colloid and Fluid from

Joint Cavities

The Influence of Intraarticular Hydrostatic Pressure and
Changed Structural Conditions of the Synovial Membrane on

Absorption

In chapter III it was shown that in rabbit the sjmovial membrane
has a breaking point of the same order of magnitude as that of dermal
connective tissue in mice. The importance of knowing the initial

hydrostatic pressure of the test solution was also demonstrated;
absorption tests at initial i)ressurcs above the brealnng point being
unable to adequately illustrate absorption through a structurally in-

tact membrane.

The graph given by Smith and CAMrnnLL (1929) suggests that

joint flexion alters the intraarticular hydrostatic pressure indueed by
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a given amount of test fluid in the knee joints of cats. If this were so,

the possibility exists that equal quantities of intraarticularly injected

test solution can cause significantly different initial hydrostatic pres-

sures and pressure/time curves, depending on the degree of joint

flexion in diverse groups of rabbits. This would imply that the ef-

fect of the hydrostatic pressure on joint absoiption may be measured

at pressure levels that, within limits, can be changed at will.

It would also be interesting to study the effect of the intraarticular

hydrostatic pressure on absorption from joints at pressure levels

below the breaking point when the structure of the synovial membrane

has been deranged by other means than the introduction of fluid at

sufficient pressure.

The following methods were developed to render possible an in-

vestigation into the above matters;

1. A method of determining the intraarticular hydrostatic 'pressure,

2. A method of deranging the structure of the synovial membrane with-

out introducing intraarticular fluid.

3. A method of finding the amount of colloid and fluid absorbed from

knee joints in rabbits.

Part I

Measuring- the Intraarticular Hydrostatic Pressure and

Deranging the Structxire of the Syno-vial Menibrane

Method and Apparatus

The apparatus (see fig. 10) consists of a microscope tube C carrying

a rectangular Incite plateD with a Incite stud projecting coaxially from

each short end. A cylindrical bore with diameter 1.0 mm runs from

stud to stud through D at right angles to the optical axis of C. One

of the studs is connected to a three-way stopcock E by rubber tubing.

The opposite stud is taper ground to fit the socket of an ordinary

hypodermic needle. By means of the T-tube F the bore through D is

indirectly connected to a water manometer G, and a bulb of thick

rubber placed in the screw press A. The microscope C is so mounted

on the stand B as to be rotatable about its own axis and universally

movable by means of the articulated joints of the stand. C is provi-

ded with a micrometer eyepiece with 50 scale divisions, each cor-
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Fig. 10. Apparatus for moosurcnicnts of intranrticular hydrostatic pressure.

responding to 0.01 mm. The microscope C is permanently focussed

on the bore through D. All connections in the assembly are air-tight.

Pbepaking the Apparatus. Immerse the free stud on D in kero-

sene so that a minimum quantity enters the capillary bore. Draw

up under ocular control through the naicroscope enough test fluid in

the capillary to bring the kerosene meniscus to the midpoint of the

scale in the micrometer eyepiece when the capillary below the mid-

point is completely filled with liquid. Turn the stopcock E so that

no connection exists between D and A and G.

Measuring Intraarticular Pressures. As before the animals

are anestethized and, the hind legs having been secured in the de-

sired position, a needle is inserted in the knee joint (p. 7). The free

stud on D is carefully positioned to fit the socket of the needle by
means of the stand B. By means of a rack and pinion arrangement

on the stand the stud is then temporarily removed from the needle

socket to allow an injection of test fluid to be made. Before starting

the experiment it should be doubly ensured that there is no air be-

tween the test fluid in the joint and that in the capillary through D
by drawing up fluid into the capillary from the joint after making the

connection. (The volume of the capillary above the micrometer scale

by far exceeds the sum of the volume of the bore in the needle and
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the volume of any unfilled socket space.) This is easily brought

about by exerting pressure on the rubber bulb in the screw press A
and thereby adjusting to an adequate level the pressure on the water

column in G and the test fluid meniscus in D.

By adjusting the pressure level as described above the meniscus

in the micrometer eyepiece is constantly kept at the midpoint during

the test period. Only those experiments were considered satisfac-

tory in which there was free connection between the registering system

and the joint cavity and this was considered to be the case when

the meniscus in D could be seen to slowly oscillate in tempo with the

respiration of the animal.

The pressure required to hold the meniscus at the midpoint of the

scale in the micrometer eyepiece was measured by the water manome-

ter G. At the beginning of each experiment readings were usually

taken every minute, later every two minutes.

The experiment having been concluded, the animal was carefully

removed from the table so that the microscope assembly and the

needle retained their respective positions and were in no way jarred.

The “negative pressure” required to force test fluid to the midpoint

of the micrometer scale was then measured by immersing the point

of the needle just below the liquid surface in a small flask containing

test fluid. The “negative” pressure thus obtained was subtracted

from the previously obtained pressures, the result being the pressure

exerted in each experiment at the point of the needle. The pressure

measuring equipment is accurate within + 1.0 mm HgO.

Method of Deranging the Structure of the Synovial Membrane

It is well known (White, et at, 1933) that muscular movement

greatly increases the flow of lymph from the moved part. The net.

transfer of fluid from the capillaries into the tissues has in other words

increased. Consequently, it was surmised that muscular movement

of the hind legs of rabbits might so greatly increase the outflow of

fluid from the blood vessels that the repercussions on the synovial

membrane could be similar to those found in the previous chapter

where initial “breaking pressures” were applied, i. e. the synovial

membrane would be structurally deranged by pools of free movable

liquid in the tissues. In order to determine whether previous move-

ment of the legs caused the same type of pressure/flow curves as those
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found in edematous tissue (Me Master 1941 c), the following method

was adopted.

The animals were exercised in a tread-mill for 4 minutes. The

endless belt moved at a rate of 46—47 m per min. After 2—3 hours

the procedure was repeated.

Joint perfusion experiments were carried out as described in

chapter III 17—18 hours, after the last run, the perfusion period at

each pressure being 4—6 minutes.

It may be mentioned already here that, judging by the respiration

rate after the exercise, the untrained rabbits used in the present in-

vestigation became fairly exhausted by such a run. However, the

exhaustion was never sufficient to render the animals unable to'

keep away from the induction coil placed at the rear of the treadmill.

MeasurementB of Intraarticular ProsBuro at VariouB Dogreos of Joint

Flexion

The following degrees of flexion from the extended position were

used, viz. 0°, 60°, 90°.

These angles were checked by set squares, the ventral muscles

on the thigh and foreleg serving as lines of reference. The different

degrees of flexion were obtained by varying the manner of binding

down the hind legs. In tying down the fully extended legs just enough

force was used to cause the desired flexion. At each degree of flexion

the extent of abduction appears in figs. 29 a, b, c, p. 103, which

require no comment.

Test Fluid. 0.85 ml of a 5.5 g per cent hemoglobin solution

(for data on such solutions see p. 7) was injected intraarticularly into

each animal and the pressure measuring apparatus was assembled

as described above. The pressures were registered during 40 mi-

nutes and after the before mentioned correction they were considered

to indicate the intraarticular hydrostatic pressure. Since it took some
time to adjust the apparatus and see that the oscillations of the menis-
cus kept time with the rate of respiration of the animal, the first pres-

sure could be measured 1 min. after the injection of test fluid. One
knee joint only was used in each animal.

Classification of the Animals Tested. Three groups of ani-

mals were used, the respective degrees of flexion being 0°, 60°,

and 90°.
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One group of animals had been subjected to a previous run in a

tread-mill as described above. In this group the degree of flexion

was 60°.

RoBults ol Intraarticular Hydrostatic Pressure Measurements

Rectilinear curves were obtained in all the experimental groups

by plotting tbe registered pressure in cm HjjO as a function of the

square root of tbe time expressed in minutes after the injection of

test fluid, P = fiVT.). For the initial intraarticular pressure in

each experiment expressions were obtained by extrapolating to zero

time.

The results obtained are given in table 7 p. 63 and figs. 11, 12, 13,

14. As the degree of joint flexion is varied the intraarticular hydro-

static pressure evidently adjusts itself at significantly different levels.

Moreover, in animals with joints flexed 0° and 60° the initial pressures

obtained by extrapolation to zero time apparently he below the

breaking point, and at a flexion of 90° the initial pressure significantly

exceeds the breaking point. In animals with pre-exercised joints the

initial pressure hes below the breaking point and is statistically the

same as that found in normal rabbits with the same degree of joint

flexion.

The Effect of Pressube on Fluid Flow through the Syno-

vial Membrane in Rabbits with Pre-exercised Joints. The

perfusion experiments gave the results shown in table 7 and figs.

15, 16.

It is obvious from the illustrations and the table that no breaking

point existed in the majority of cases; at all pressures apphed the flow

was directly proportional to the pressure. In 5 of the 13 cases there

was a breaking point, which indicates that the exercise had not af-

fected the structure of the synovial membrane.

The following questions must be considered before the above re?

suits can be discussed and related to joint absorption under simi-

lar conditions.

1. Is the absorbent area in the joint cavity approximately constant

irrespective of the flexioni

2. Is the above described disappearance of the breaking point

somehow connected with a demonstrable edema in the ssmovial

membrane 16—^18 hours after the runs in the tread-mill?
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Fig. 11. Measurements of intraarticular hydrostatic pressure. Joint flexion

0°. 0.85 ml hemoglobin solution injected at O'. Full line; regression curve,

dotted line; standard error of estimate. Different signs at the same point of the

graph indicate coinciding values. 13 experiments. Test of linearity: P (pro-

bability that the assumption of linearity of regression is discredited) < 0.01.

Average norrelation coefficient calculated from the regression curve of each
experiment and used as a measure of linearity = —0.979. Rang'e of correlation

coefficients for the 13 experiments 0.996—0.745. For used methods of calculation

of the test of linearity and average correlation coefficient see page 8.

Fig. 12. Measurements of intraarticular hydrostatic pressiu-e. Joint flexion
60°. 0.85 ml hemoglobin solution injected at O'. Full line; regression curve,
dotted line; standard error of estimate. Different signs at the same point of the
graph indicate coinciding values. 16 experiments. Test of linearity; P < 0.01.
Average correlation coefficient = —0.966. Range of correlation coefficients

="

0.995—0.643. (For definition of terms and symbols see the caption of fig. 11.)
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Fig. 13. Measurements of intraarticular hydrostatic pressure. Joint flexion

90°. 0.85 ml hemoglobin solution injected at O'. Full line; regression curve,

dotted line; standard error of estimate. Different signs at the same point of the

graph indicate coinciding values. 15 experiments. Test of linearity: P <0.01.

Average correlation coefficient = —0.971. Eange of correlation coeffients =
0.992—0.916. (For definition of terms and symbols see the caption of fig. 11.)

Fig. 14. Joint flexion 60°. Measmements of intraarticular hydrostatic pressure.

Preexercised rabbits. 0.85 ml hemoglobin solution injected at 0.' Full line;

regression curve, dotted line; standard error of estimate. Different signs at the

same point of the graph indicate coinciding values. 12 experiments. Test of

linearity: F < 0.01. Average correlation coefficient = — 0.930. Range of

correlation coefficients = 0.983—0.333. (For definition of terms and symbols

see the caption of fig- H-)
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Fig. 15. Preexercised rabbits. No breaking point fovmd in the experiments.

Initial perfusion pressure about 3.0 cm HjO. Curves start at pressures where
measurable inflow first could be registered and end at the highest used pressure.

Regression curves calculated according to the method of least squares. Average

correlation coefficient (see caption to fig. 11) = 0.991. Range of correlation

coefficients = 0.996—0.981.

Fig. 16. Preexercised rabbits. Experiments giving a breaking point. Initial
perfusion pressure about 3 cm HjO. Curves start at pressures where measurable
inflow first could be registered and end at the highest used pressure. The two
regression curves in each experiment calculated according to the method of
least squares.
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Ad. 1. By means of X-ray photos the areas of the joint cavities

were studied at each degree of flexion. The amounts of contrast

medium injected and the degree of flexion are given in the text to

the figure (fig. 30 p. 104). Judging by the illustrations there evidently

is no difference in the size of the absorbent area.

Ad. 2. 10 rabbits were exercised as described. After 16—18 hours

the rabbits were methane-anesthetized. After one hour’s lapse

they were killed by a rapid intravenous injection of some ml of

the same anesthetic. The joint cavities were then opened medially

by a longitudinal incision from the upper end of the tibia to the fornix

of the suprapatellar recess. The patellar tendon and the quadriceps

muscle having been cut transversally, a ligature was stitched through

the free medial edge of the joint capsule in level with the patellar

bone. Then the preparation was everted laterally and supported on

a horizontal plate by applying tension to the ligature. Thereafter

the internal surface of the joint capsule was inspected through a

dissection microscope at a magnification of 10—100 diameters. This

crude method gave no evidence of lesions or edema. The joint

capsules in “treadmilled” rabbits did not pit on pressure, nor did free

fluid ooze out through a puncture wound made with a very sharply

groimd dissection needle.

That a pronounced edema in the joint membrane actually causes

pitting on pressure and exudation of fluid through a dissection

needle prmcture in the tissue was demonstrated in 3 cases where 0.5

mg histamine dihydrocbloride in 0.5 ml Ringer had been injected

intraarticularly 30 min. before the animals were killed.

The conclusions drawn from these findings were that no 'pronounced

edema existed in the synovial membrane; possibly there might have been

a slight edema. The findings are dealt unth more fully in the discussion

of this chapter.

Part II

From the results arrived at in part I of this chapter the following

facts are plain.

1. Different intraarticular hydrostatic pressures can be induced in

joint cavities by using various degrees of flexion of the legs and the

same amount of injected test fluid in the different animal groups.



2. The initial intxaaxticvilax pxesauie can. be adjusted to a level

eithex above or below the bxeaking point of the synovial membiane.

3. In the majoiity of cases the bxeaking point of the syno\’ial

membxane disappeaxs by pxe-exexcising the joints. This pioceduie

does not significantly change the intxaaxticulai hydiostatic piessuie

level as compaxed with animals not so treated, but having the same

degree of joint flexion and the same amount of test fluid injected.

Thus, provided a suitable method of measmring is developed, it

would be possible to determine the influence on joint absorption of

intraarticular pressure and a vanished breaking point.

Method ol Determining the Aheorption ol Colloid and Fluid irom

Joints

Test Fluid. A 6.5 g per cent solution of human hemoglobin was

employed. The rabbits were anesthetized as before. The insertion of

the needles into the joint cavities is fully described on p. 17.

Degree of Joint flexion. I\Tien nothing is said to the contrary

the joints were flexed 60° from the extended position. The degree of

abduction may be seen in fig. 29 b, p. 103.

General Performance of the Test. The absorption test be-

gan by the insertion of the needles 10 minutes after the end of the

urethane injection. 0.85 ml of the hemoglobin solution, warmed to

38° C., was injected with a calibrated hypodermic syringe into the

joint cavities, the right one 5 minutes before the left. The time lag

between the insertion of the needle and the injection of hemoglobin

was the same in both joints.

After the injections the needle sockets were closed vdth exactly

fitting stoppers. At the end of the set absorption time 0.05 ml of

the intraarticular test fluid was withdrawn as follows ndth the aid of

a small calibrated all-glass syringe. About 0.2 ml was 5 times aspira-

ted and reinjected in order to thoroughly mix the contents of the joint

cavity. About the same amoxmt of test fluid was then removed in

the syringe and 0.05 ml of it was used to determine the concentration
of hemoglobin. The remainder of the liquid in the syringe was rein-

jected into the joint cavity. Immediately afterwards the joint cavity
was washed out by 10 consecutive injections and aspirations with a
tuberculin syringe holding an exact amount of fluid, usually 1.04 ml.
A sample for hemoglobin determination was taken from the washing

fluid.

3 - 496036 T. Bdlund
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The volume of the joint cavity is easy to calculate from the hemoglo-

bin concentrations before and after washing. The figure thus obtained

must, however, be corrected for the sample withdrawn for hemo-

globin determination and the residual volumes in the all-glass

syringes. This corrected figure represents the volume of the intra-

articular fluid at the time of taking the first concentration sample.

The amount of hemoglobin absorbed from the joint cavity during

the test period may now be calculated from the volume and the

concentration thus formd. The volume found at the end of such a

period subtracted from the volume of fluid injected at the beginning

of the experiment is a measure of the net fluid absorption during the

test period.

The following points must be taken into consideration before

these statements can be taken at a face value.

A. Is the washing of the joint cavity complete, or, in other words, is

the obtained residual volume the true one, and does, consequently, the

calculated amount of test fluid at the end of the test period represent the

amount remaining unabsorbed in the joint?

In order to determine whether the recovery is complete of an intra-

articularly injected test substance or fluid an indicator is required

which remains unabsorbed during the interval between its injection

and the final washing, it must also have about the same specific gra-

vity as the washing fluid, and it must not be precipitable by the syno-

vial fluid. An indicator satisfying these criteria is prepared as follows.

Three times washed human blood corpuscles were agglutinated with

complement-inactivated human serum from a person belonging to

blood group 0.^ The amount of serum was about double that of

washed blood corpuscles. Agglutination was done in a small centri-

fuge tube- holding about 10 ml and the suspension was allowed to

stand overnight at 4° C. Immediately before use the tube was shaken

until its contents were macroscopically homogeneous. Then the tube

was placed in a rotary mixer similar to the type described by Eng-

HOFF (1937), running at 30 revolutions per minute for 5 minutes, which

1 All the samples of blood corpuscles and serum -were taken from the

same donor of serum and corpuscles, respectively. The agglutinating titre

of the serum' -was ns determined by the method described by Wiener

(1946, p. 17)) 0*5 ^ cent corpuscle suspension -was agglutinated

vvith 0.5 ml of serum and twofold dilutions thereof.
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proved to be enough; 5 and 10 minute runs giving identical hemoglo-

bin concentrations when specimens were taken at the top and the

bottom of the tube.

After mixing for 5 minutes microscopical inspection of the agglu-

tinated red corpuscle aggregates through a micrometer e3^epiecc re-

vealed that most of the aggregates were of the magnitude 30—50

microns.

Each tube of agglutinated red blood corpuscles was used in one

experiment only since it turned out that some of the corpuscles were

hemolyzed if the}’’ were mixed for more than 10 minutes.

Control Tests. 0.85 ml of the corpuscle suspension was injected

vdth the calibrated syringe mentioned above.

The syringes used in taking the concentration samples were the

ones mentioned under “General performance of the test”.

The following tyi^es of experiments were carried out.

1. 0.85 ml of corpuscle suspension was injected. After 30 seconds

one of the all-glass syringes was fitted in the socket of the intraarti-

cularly placed needle as described above. The intraaxticular contents

were withdrawn and reinjected 5 times and then 0.05 ml of the joint

contents were taken as described in the foregoing concerning deter-

minations of the hemoglobin concentration, Ha\ing reinjected the

fluid remaining in the syringe after sampling, the joint ca^^ty was
washed as described above ^vith 1.04 of physiological saline. 0.1 ml
of the washing solution was taken for determination of the hemoglo-
bin concentration.

2. The same as the above experiment except that the amount of

washing fluid was 0.50 ml,

3. In order to rule out the possibility that the values obtained from
the above two types of experiments had been affected by the colloid
osmotic pressure of the serum suspension of blood corpuscles the lat-

ter were prepared as follows.

Washed blood corpuscles were agglutinated with about 10 volumes
of the agglutinating serum. Having stood for about 1 hour at room
temperature the mixture was centrifuged, the supernatant drained
off and physiological saline added in an amount sufficient to bring the
volume of the suspension to about twice the volume of the corpuscles.
The agglutinate was disintegrated by agitation and the macroscopi-
cally homogenous suspension put into centrifuge tubes and allowed
to settle overnight at 4° C. This suspension was then treated like
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Table 2.

Type and volume of injected indicator suspension.

Volume of "washing fluid (0.9 per cent Na Cl)

Recovered amount of indi-

cator in per cent of injected

Agglutinated blood corpuscles in senun' m = 100

Volume injected = 0.85 ml g srs -f* 2*2

Volume of "wasbing fluid — 1.04 ml
Number of joinst =18

Agglutinated blood corpuscles in serum^ m = 97

Vol^nne injected = 0.85 ml e = + 4.0

Volume of "washing fluid = 0.60 ml
Number of joints = 14

Agglutinated blood corpuscles in saline^ m — 100

Volume injected = 0.86 ml e = ± 2.2

Volume of washing fluid ^ 1.04 ml
Number of joints =11

^ Concentrations of hemoglobin in the used corpuscle suspensions 6—9 g
per cent.

Signs: m = arithmetic mean,
e = standard error of the mean.

the one containing serum: with, respect to hemolysis and aggregate

magnitude it exhibited the same properties as the latter. Tests were

then carried out exactly as under 1.

These tests demonstrated that the washing of the joint cavity seems to

be complete, that the obtained residual volume seems to be the true one,

and that consequently the calculated amount of test fluid at the end of the

test period seems to represent the amount remaining unabsorbed in the

joint. (Table 2.)

B. Are the values obtained uninfluenced by the intermittent varia-

tions in pressure which are a result of the washing?

Even if in the above control experiments the indicator is totally

recovered, the present author contends that this possibly might be

caused by some systematic error of method.

During the washing with saline the intraarticular pressure changes

intermittently and must on the whole be far higher than the pressure

caused by the injection of test fluid only. This might cause some of

the test fluid to be forced through the synovial membrane while

simultaneously the indicator, agglutinated red blood corpuscles,

remains in the joint cavity. Such being the case the concentration

of indicator in the washing fluid would be higher than would have

been the case had there been no leakage of fluid during the washing
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procedure. This possibility implies that the calculated amount of

indicator recovered can amount to 100 per cent despite the existence

of a fraction of the intraarticularly injected indicator -which is

inaccessible to the -washing fluid. In spite of the two different vo-

lumes of washing fluid that have been injected the three lands of

tests listed do not exclude the possibility of leakage. This reasoning

is justified by the fact that a smaller volume of washing fluid must

necessarily give a lower intraarticular pressure and less leakage, if

any. By chance smaller leakage might in the latter case give the same

degree of recovery as in the experiments where larger volumes were

used. The possibility exists on the other hand that the accessible

volume of injected indicator is smaller when a smaller washing volume

is used. Owing to the lower pressure during the washing in the latter

case the recesses in the intraarticular ca-dty might be less completely

unfolded. The possible influence of these systematic errors are best

shown by the foUo-wing calculations.

Suppose that the volume and concentration of the injected indicator do not

change in the joint before the washing procedure has begun.

Volume of injected indicator

Concentration of indicator in V
Washing volumes

h’ractions of the injected volumes accessible to washing, the

= Fml
= Cp

= 1.04 and 0.60 ml

volumes being 1.04 and 0.60, respectively

Washing leakage (1.04 ml)

Washing leakage (0.60 ml)

100 per cent recovery of indicator in both cases

= and j5iF
= a ml
= Qj ml
= F-Cp

Hence the indicator concentration in the washing fluid

must be:

1.04 ml washing volume

0.60 ml washing volume

Gp-pV
1.04 + )SF—

a

cvhy
0.60 -f /?iF— Cl

Since we have complete recovery in both cases the following identity must

be valid:

0.6 -h F 0.6 + PiV—ai
1.04 + F“i.04 + ^F— a ^^SjF’

If we introduce numerical values into the formulae it is ob-vio\is that identity

can only exist if Oj < a when j5 F= F.

If the volume accessible to the washing is smaller in the case when 0.60 ml
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•washing fluid -was used, then complete recovery in both cases also here

depends on and a. However, a small leakage, which is equal in both cases,

may be compensated by a smaller volume accessible to washing in the case

when a smaller washing volume was used. Hence these control tests prove

nothing as to the general validity of the method, at any rate whenever )5V and

a are not determined.

The following experiments were carried out to ascertain whether any fluid

leaked out during the washing and whether only a fraction of the intraarticularly

injected fluid was accessible to washing.

0.85 ml of an agglutinated corpuscle suspension in serum was injected intra-

articularly as described before. The washing was then performed -with a sus-

pension of agglutinated red blood corpuscles in saline. The volume of the

•washing fluid was 1.04 ml.

Assuming that no aggregates are absorbed from .the joint catdty during the

washing — which is improbable owing to their average diameter— the intra-

articular volume occupied by the indicator calculated from the sample taken at

30 seconds + 1.04 ml (the volume of washing fluid used) ought to be equal to

the volume of the articular ca^vity and syringe + the residual volume in the

syringe used in taking the 30 seconds sample + the volume of this sample when

the volume of the articular cavity and the ssn-inge are computed from the hemo-

globin concentration after washing in the washing fluid.

The above is best illustrated by the foUo^wing:

Volume of indicator injected

Hemoglobin concentration in indicator

Volume of washing fluid

Hemoglobin concentration in washing fluid

= 0.85 ml
= Cp
— 1.04 ml
= Oto

Concentration of hemoglobin in sample taken 30 seconds

after the injection of indicator —
- Cs

Hemoglobin concentration in sample of the washing fluid

after washing = Ctcs

Residual volume in syringe used to take sample for de-

termination of Gs + volume of sample = 0.073 ml

Intraarticular volume 30 seconds after injection of in-

_Cp
dicator —~

Os

Capacity of articular ca-rity -f syringe, calculated from

the hemoglobin concentration in the washing solution

after washing

0.85 = Fi

V.
Cp • 0.85 + 1.04 • Cu,— 0.073 • Cs

11
C,ws

Under ideal conditions (complete washing, no leakage)

+ 0.073= Fi -f 1.04.
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Table 3.

Typo and volume of injected indicator bus- S( Fit+ 0.073 - Fi - 1.04)

pension. Typo and volume of washing fluid

Indicator: Agglutinated blood corpuscles

in serum
Volume injected =0.85 ml
Concentration of hemoglobin in indicator

suspension = Op

Washing fluid: Agglutinated blood cor-

puscles in saline

Volume of washing fluid = 1.04 ml
Concentration of hemoglobin in woshing

fluid = Om

Dm = 0.02 ml

c = ± 0.02 ml

Number of experiments =17

In listed experiments Otc ~ 2 Op
Range of Op: 3.6- ,S.6 g per cent

Signs: Dm — arithmetic mean of differences D.
c = standard error of Dm.
For explanation of Vi, Fji, and constants 0.073 and 1.04 boo text.

Before more fully discussing these controls the possible influence of fluid

leakage and the possibility that only a fraction of the intraarticular fluid is

accessible for washing must bo considered. (The possibility that corpuscle ag-

gregates arc forced out of the joint cavitj' during the washing is improbable

owing to their average diameter.)

Suppose that Op — Cg

Then Vi = 0.85 ml = F
Washing leakage — a ml
Volume of indicator accessible for washing —

Since in this theoretical case we can neglect the quantity of hemoglobin
^nthdra^\•n in the 30 second sample and the residual volume in the syringe used
for the sampling wo get:

Otet
P V-Cp + 1.04 0,

a

.

/? F + 1.04—

a

Suppose that the controls give a calculated complete recovery of volume
then we get:

7r+ M-a"“ >' • + 1.01

This expression may bo transformed into:

1.04 F Op
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If Cu) > Cp and the experiments result in + 0.073 = Fj + 1.04

leakage dmring the washing and/or only a fraction of the injected indicator

being accessible to the washing fluid can then be neglected as falling within

the error of the method.

By tlie controls just described it was proved that the obtained values

are uninfluenced by measurable leakage and incomplete washing proce-

dure. Table 3.

c. Is the method reliable when the resistance to flow of the synovial

membrane is lowered, i. e. when its permeability is very great?

The following artefacts may exist witb reference to tbe type of

experiments described under A and B.

It may occur that tbe red blood corpuscle aggregates block tbe

pores in tbe synovial membrane, thereby preventing an outward

passage of fluid, which would have occurred attending the intermit-

tent increase in pressure caused by the washing of the articular ca-

vity, had not the washing flidd been a corpuscular suspension. In

biological systems such decreased permeability caused by particulate

matter has been found by Danielli (1940) who used thrombocytes

as particles and by Chambers and Zweipach (1940) who suspended

red cell ghosts and carbon particles in the perfusion fluid. These

authors attributed the observed decrease in capillary permeability

to a blocking of the intercellular pores in their perfused preparations.

Moreover, complete recovery of the indicator in the above control

experiments by no means implies that the method of determining

the absorption of colloid and water from joints is valid when the

resistance to flow of the joint membrane is lessened, i. e. when the

breaking point is absent.

The following experiments were performed in order to demonstrate

the absense of these artefacts.

A slight edema in the synovial membrane should induce a lower

resistance to flow in the synovial membrane. When absorption tests

with two different washing fluids — isotonic saline and suspensions

of agglutinated red blood corpuscles — are carried out on such pre-

treated joints, one might expect that a possible blocking effect of the

corpuscle suspension and/or a leakage of fluid during washing with

saline or corpuscle suspension could, provided that the latter fluids

had suitable hemoglobin concentrations, be demonstrated as numeri-

cal differences between the obtained absorption figures.
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Since it has been shown in the above that under certain cir-

cumstances it can be determined that all the injected indicator is

accessible for washing, the following reasoning holds provided

that such is actually the case.

Volume of washing fluid

Hemoglobin concentration in washing fluid with corpuscle

aggregates =

Hemoglobin concentration in washing fluid after washing

with corpuscle suspension in saline =

Volume of intraarticular contents 40 minutes after injection

of hemoglobin solution into the joints

Hemoglohin concentration in V40 determined from sample

taken immediately before washing

Volume of above sample + residual volume in syringe

used in sampling

Washing leakage

Non-corpuscular hemoglobin concentration in a

1.04 ml

Cu,

Oivsc

Vio

Op

0.073 ml
a ml

It can be shown that

40 1.04 -h 0.073.

.'me

If leakage takes place during the washing the calculated volume is not

F40—0.073 ml but another V. F40— 0.073= Vp

Then we get

a (Ow-z^A
y__ Cp~Cw

1.04 , ,

a(Oa— Cp)'
1.04 i —

Gp— Cu>

1. Suppose that

Close Op

Cm Cmse

Since it was assumed that all the intraarticular fluid was accessible for

washing the non-coipuscular hemoglobin in the joint of concentration Cp is

certainly lessened, even after the first injection of washing fluid.

Hence Ga < Op.

Then the obtained value for V must always be smaller than the real one

2. Suppose that

Omse Op

Cm Omse

Then T" -t- 0.073 > F40 when Cm >
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It cannot be proved that such is actually the case after, for example, the first

injection and aspiration of washing fluid. However, since the washing proce-

dure takes about 30 seconds the leakage taking place when Ga > Gw cannot in

the opinion of the present author have any measurable influence. This is best

illustrated by the foUovdng.

Assume that — as in the actual experiments — Gw^^Gp and Vio CO

0.60 ml. Then, in order to give values of V higher than F40 , only 0.50 ml of

the injected washing fluid need have been mixed with V,o to make Gui > Ca-

Undoubtedly, such incomplete mixing is possible at the beginning of the wash-

ing procedure only, perhaps only during the first injection of washing fluid.

If the values obtained for V,, are statistically identical — when

Cfg> Cp and < Cp— and also identical to the values obtained

in similar experiments where physiological saline is used as washing

fluid, the conclusions must be drawn that

a) Irrespective of the washing fluid there is no leakage during the

washing, or

h) the tissue pores become completely blocked when corpuscular sus-

pensions are used, and

c) the leakage, if any, taking place when saline is used necessitates

that Cg = the hemoglobin concentration after washing in the

washing fluid.

Thus, it may be stated that no systematic errors are inherent in the method

as long as the above requirements are fulfilled.

Control Tests. The animals were anesthetized and needles in-

serted into the joint cavities as before. 0.6 ml of the supernatant of

a centrifuged, 24-hour8 old culture of the staphylococcus strain (des-

cribed previously) was after dilution injected intraarticularly (1 part

of culture to 5 of saline). The right and the left knee joints were alter-

nately injected first, the interval between the injections being 5

minutes. The time lag between the insertion of the needles and the

injection of the diluted supernatant was the same in both joints.

30 minutes after the injection of irritant the fluid in each joint was

aspirated with a syringe and 0.85 ml of hemoglobin solution was

injected intraarticularly. 40 minutes after the hemoglobin instillation

a sample was taken for determination of the intraarticular hemoglobin

concentration. Then the washing procedure was carried out as fol-

lows.

In alternate rabbits the first injected joint was washed with 1.04 ml
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Fig. 17. Rabbits injected intraarticularly with 0.5 ml of a diluted staphylococcus

culture filtrate 30 minutes before the perfusion experiments began. Curves
start at pressures where measurable inflow first could be registered and end at

the highest used pressure. Average correlation coefficient (see text to fig. 11) =
0.989.

of physiological saline; the second joint with a suspension of aggluti-

nated red blood corpuscles, 1.04 ml in volume. In the other ani-

mals -washing "was performed the other way about. The calculated

amounts of hemoglobin and the net. amoimt of fluid absorbed were

then registered and classed according to the type of washing

fluid used.

In order to prove that the resistance to flow of the syno-vial mem-
brane was altered by the bacterial filtrate 5 joints were subjec-

ted to the test described in chapter III. In these joints the filtrate

was injected as above and 30 minutes after the injection the contents

of the joint was withdrawn, 0.5 ml Kinger solution injected and per-

fusion experiments performed as described elsewhere. (Fig. 17.)

The results of the control experiments to check the validity of the

method of determining the absorption of fluid and colloid from joints

are sho-wn in table 4. From the table it is e-vddent that the method
is satisfactory and that no measurable systematic eirors exist.

Hence, it is true that the method is reliable when the resistance to

flow of the synovial membrane is lowered, i. e. when its 'permeability

is very great.
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Table 4.

At 0^ injection of the diluted culture-

supernatant in the joint first to be

tested, at 6 , in the other. Absorption

experiments start 30^ after injection

of irritant. 0.86 ml 6.6 g per cent

hemoglobin solution in each joint.

Test period 40'”. Degree of joint

flexion,60°. 20 animals used

Absorbed he-

moglobin in

percent of in-

jected

Volume in ml
of intraarti-

cular fluid at

end of test

period

Concentration

in g per cent

of hemoglobin

at end of test

period

6 right, 6 left knee joints. Con-
centration of hemoglobin in the
corpuscle suspension used ds

washing fluid: Cto ~ 2 Cp

m = 62.6

e = ± 2.0

m = 0.496

e = ± 0.032

m = 3.69

e = ± 0.15

5 right, 5 left knee joints. Con-
centration of hemoglobin in the
corpsucle suspension used as

washing fluid: Cu> iCp

m = 62.4

e = + 2.3

m = 0.608

e = ± 0.033

m = 3.49

e = ± 0.13

10 right, 10 left knee joints.

Washing fluid 0.9 per cent
saline. One joint in each ani-

malusedwiththiswashingfluid

m — 61.8

e = ± 1.7

m — 0.536

e = ± 0.026

m = 3.32

e = + 0.06

Signs: m = arithmetic mean
e = standard error of the mean
For explanation of Cw and (7p see text.

D. Can the occurrence of intraarticular hemorrhage he a source of

error in the method?

Significant intraarticular liemorrliage as a cause of error in tte ex-

periments was avoided by excluding all animals with a red blood cell

count above 8,000 per cu. mm in tbe washing fluid after washing.

In the series with hemolytic solutions injected into the joints the

counting of corpuscles and/or ghosts took place in a phase-contrast

microscope, which made the ghosts visible. A regular type of

counting chamber was employed.

Such controls are impossible in experiments where corpuscles

are used either -in the washing fluid or as indicator. However, experi-

ence gained from about 2,000 absorption tests reveals that intra-

articular hemorrhage in an amount sufficient to invalidate the ex-

periment occurs in 2—3 per cent of the cases. Therefore, the author

considered it unnecessary to discuss intraarticular bleeding as a

source of error in the experiments described under A, B; and C.

Hence, intraarticular hemorrhage is not a source of error in the method.
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Fig. 18. Perfussion experiments on rabbits injected introarticularly witli 0.85

ml hemoglobin solution 40 minutes before tho perfusion experiments started.

Signs indicate perfusion pressure levels and corresponding flow rates.

E. Does the hemoglobin solution inflzience the resistance to flow of the

synovial membrane?

Hemoglobin solution (0.85 ml) was injected into the knee joints

of 5 rabbits in the manner described on page 33. After 40 minutes

the needle was connected to the perfusion apparatus described in

chapter III. No Ringer solution was injected into the joint cavity

before the perfusion experiment was started. Otherwise the experi-

ments were carried out exactly as described, using perfusion periods

at each apphed pressure of 4—6 minutes.

The results of the experiments to test the action of the hemoglo-

bin solution on the resistance to flow of the synovial membrane are

given in fig. 18. Evidently a breaking point exists in all these cases.

This agrees with the findings of Me Master (1941 c) who used
homologous serum as test fluid. Therefore the hemoglobin solution

employed has no effect on the course of the pressure/perfusion curve
which is the same as that in experiments where Ringer solution was
used.

Hereby it appears that the hemoglobin solution used does not cause
any structural changes as measured here in the synovial membrane.
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Part III

The Absorption of Colloid and Fluid from Normal Joints and the

Efiect on this Phenomenon of Intraarticular Pressure

The Absorption of Colloid and Fluid from Joints where the

Breaking Point no longer Exists owing to Previous Exercise

OF THE Animals.

The absorption of hemoglobin and fluid was calculated for each

knee separately and in the subsequent statistical calculations the

mean of the two joints was treated as one observation. The ex-

periments were arranged as follows.

1. 60° joint flexion. These experiments were arranged with a

view to investigate systematic variations in the results. The

following variations are conceivable.

a. Since animals classed only by body weight might not be of the

same age during different seasons and it ’is known that in rabbits

the permeability of at any rate dermal connective tissue is greater

in young (25—60 days old) than in adult animals (Duran-Keynals,

unpubhshed experiments, quoted from Duran-Reynals (1942))

and that in rabbits the adult type of permeability of dermal connec-

tive tissue is manifested in animals older than three months (Lurie

and Zappasodi, 1939), one series of animals was studied during the

months December—^February and another during August.

b. Since the pH of the test solutions remains constant and the

hemoglobin/methemoglobin ratio must change with the storage time

of the test solution this change might affect the absorption value ob-

tained. The colloid osmotic pressure is said to be the same in solutions

of hemoglobin and methemoglobin (Adair Ic.).

In order to investigate if the storage time of the hemoglobin solu-

tion in any way affects the absorption values, a series of animals

was tested with three fresh solutions of hemoglobin and the results

compared with the results obtained in the series described above

under 1 a where three different hemoglobin solutions also were used

in each series but where the storage time amounted to 4—14 days.

See table 5 for results.

Oncotic pressure during the test period of the injected

hemoglobin solution. Since the oncotic pressure of the injected

hemoglobin solution must affect fluid exchange through the synovial
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Table 5.

Intranrtioular injection of 0.86 ml
of hemoglobin solution. Jlean values

from right and left knee joint in

each animal=one experiment. Durn,

tion of experiment = 40 minutes.

Degree of joint flexion: 60°

Animals used in

Decombor-Fobru-

ary. Storage time

of the three diff-

erent hemoglobin

solutions: 4—14

days. 16 experi-

ments

Animals used in

August. Storage

time of the throe

different hemoglo-

bin solutions: 4

—

14 days. 16 ex-

periments

Animals used in

August. Storage

time of the three

different hemoglo-
bin solutions: 1-2

days. 16 experi-

ments

The amount of hemoglobin ab-
sorbed in per cent of the amount
injected

m = 60.3

c = ± 1.7

TO = 62.1

c = ± 0.8

TO = 61.8

e = ± 1.0

The intraartioular fluid volume
in ml at the end of the test

period

TO == 0.617

c = ± 0.020

TO = 0.592

c = ±.0.013
TO = 0.595

c == ± 0.012

The concentration of hemoglobin
in g per cent in the intraarti-

cular fluid at the end of the
teat period

TO = 3.77

c = ± 0.07
TO = 3.80

c = ± 0.05

TO = 3.79

e = + 0.05

Signs: ni = arithmetic mean
c — standard error of the mean.

membrane during the test period, the values of this pressure were

calculated from experiments carried out as follows. The hemoglo-
bin solutions having been injected, samples were taken at 0, 5, and 20,

minutes for determination of the hemoglobin concentration. This

was done in the maimer given on p. 33. 'Washing was then performed
after the samples taken at 5 and 20 minutes and the values calculated

in the usual manner for the absorption of hemoglobin and fluid

(table 6).

Then the oncotic pressures of the hemoglobin solution at 0, 5, 20
and 40 minutes after the injection of the test fluid were calculated by
the formula given by Adair (1928) and corrected for temperature
according to Wells et al. (1935).

It turned out that the oncotic pressure exerted in the joint by
the hemoglobin solution only could be expressed as a function of the
sc[uare root of the time in minutes after the injection of the hemo-
globin into the joint cavity. (Fig. 19.)

2. 0 Joint Flexion. These experiments were performed exactly
as when the joint flexion was 60®. One joint in each animal was flexed

60 after taking the concentration sample before washing, the washing
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Table 6.

jMean value from both joints in each

animal = one experiment. Degree

of joint flexion: 60°

Time in minutes after intraarticular injec-

tion of 0.86 ml hemoglobin solution. For
values 40 minutes after injection see table

6 (animals tested in December—February)

0 5 20

The amount of hemoglobin ab-

sorbed in per cent of injected

m — 33.2

e = ± 0.8

w = 17

m = 37.6

e = ± 1.4

n = 16

The intraarticular fluid volume
in ml at the end of the test

period

m = 0.690

e = ±0.011
n = 17

m — 0.693

e = ± 0.017

n = 16

The concentration of hemoglobin
in g per cent in the intrarti-

cular fluid at the end of the

test period

m = 5.26

e = + 0.04

n = 20

m = 4.54

e = + 0.05

n = 17

m = 4.23

e = + 0.07

n = 16

Signs: m = arithmetic mean
e — standard error of the mean
n — nmnber of experiments.

•was then carried out in this position. Since joints washed at 0° and

60° flexion exhibited no difference in absorption values, the means

from each rabbit were calculated as above.

3. 90° Joint Flexion. These experiments were carried out as

under 2, i. e. one joint was washed at 60° flexion, the other at 90°.

Nor in this case was there any difference; the mean values from

each rabbit were therefore calculated as above.

4. 60° Joint Flexion in Rabbits Preexercised in a Tread-

mill 16— 18 Hours before the Absorption Tests were

Performed. The manner of exercising the rabbits is described on

page 26. The absorption values and the hemoglobin concentrations

at the end of the test period were calculated as described above for

each rabbit.

The results of the experiments described in part III of this chapter

appear in tables 5, 6, 7 (p. 63) and fig. 19. Clearly, no seasonal varia-

tions in the absorption figures or changed absorptive data caused by

different storage times of the hemoglobin solution are measured.

Furthermore, it is ob-sdous that the intraarticular hydrostatic pressure

apparently has no influence on the absorption of colloid and fluid

or on the concentration of intraarticular hemoglobin before the
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Vmc in minutes

Fig. 19. Oncotic pressure exerted in the joint cavities by 0.85 ml 5.5 g per cent
hemoglobin solution injected at O'. Pressures are calculated from determinations
of hemoglobin concentrations. Full line; regression curve, dotted line; standard
error of estimate. Different signs in the same point of the graph indicate
coinciding values.

washing as long as the initial hydrostatic pressure lies below the
breaking point. When the initial hydrostatic pressure is above the
breaking point the absorption of both colloid and fluid is increased
and the hemoglobin concentration in the intraarticular fluid is higher
than in the normal cases”. The same data, however, also applies to
preexercised rabbits in the majority of which the brealdng point is

absent, (see p. 28).

Part IV

Discussion

Earlier Literature Dealing with Joint Absorption

Except for the paper of Edlund and Linderholm (1947) the li-
terature seems to contain no papers on joint absorption where the
amount of solute and solvent absorbed from the joint cavity has been
measured directljr, i. e. as differences between the amount of solute

e injeete volume and that remaining in the joint cavity after aam st period. Bywaters et al. (unpublished experiments, quoted
4-496036 T. Edlund



from Bauer et al. 1940) claimed to have been able to determine the

amount of pbenolsulpbonepbtbalein remaining in the knee joints of

normal dogs one hour after injection, but the results have apparently

never been pubbshed.

Bauer et al. (1933) found egg albumin and horse serum albumin

in the thoracic duct lymph 30 minutes after intraarticular injections

into the knee joints of dogs provided the legs were passively exer-

cised or massaged. None of these proteins were serologically detect-

able in the blood stream when all communications between the lymph-

atic and vascular systems were tied off. Horse serum globulin was

removed from the joint cavities with difficulty, if at all, when the

joints were exercised. They concluded that the size of a molecule

that can be readily removed from the joint cavity in dogs lies between

the molecular weight of horse serum globulin and horse serum albu-

min. Their experiments do not permit of any conclusions as to

whether the globulin molecules are withheld in the joint cavity or

cannot permeate the endothehum of the lymphatic capillaries or

if they are filtered off in the lymph nodules which the lymph

from the joint cavity must pass before it reaches the thoracic duct.

From experiments in which solutions containing mecholyl were

intraarticularly injected Rhinelander et al. (1939) concluded that

mecholyl was readily absorbed from the joint cavity, and that this

absorption was increased by passive exercise of the legs, as well as

from joint cavities where mild and severe acute inflammations had

been induced. Since they were able to counteract the fall in blood

pressure caused by the intraarticular injection of mecholyl by in-

traarticular injections of adrenalin — which presumably constricted

the subsynovial capillaries— and because the effect on blood pressure

was evident within 30—60 seconds after the injection, they concluded

that easily diffusible substances are removed from joints primarily

via the blood capillaries.

The earlier hterature on the subject of joint absorption in which the

results were obtained by anatomical studies has been mentioned in

chapter I of this paper. The concensus of opinion expressed in these

investigations was that high molecular substances were conducted

away from the joint cavity by the lymphatics, substances of small

molecular weight (diffusible dyes) by both lymphatics and blood capil-

laries. In the same chapter is was mentioned that the sjmovial

membrane has no capillaries or lymphatics which are freely
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accessible from tbe joint cavity; a covering consisting of connective

tissue is always interposed between tbe cavity and tbe endothelial

structure. This impbes that tbe passage of both solute and solvent

must take place through this layer of connective tissue before any

absorption can occur via the l3nmphatics or blood capillaries.

The Effect on Joint Absorption of Exercise, Massage and Intraarti-

cular Hydrostatic Pressure

Braun {1894), Kroh (1908), Muller and Lauber (1932), Bauer

d al. (1933), and Allen (1935) have all found that passive movements

or massage of joints promote the absorption from joint cavities.

Muller and Lauber (1932), after experiments on one dog, report

that compression of 6ne knee joint did not increase the absorption

of injected water-soluble, radio-opaque material, as compared to the

uncompressed knee joint. Kasahara (quoted from MiiLLER and

Lauber) reportedly obtained a greater absorption from joint cavities

when the intraarticular pressure was raised.

All the above papers are agreed that joint motion and massage in-

crease the absorption from joints, but none of them permit any con-

clusions to be drawn as regards the effect of intraarticular hydrosta-

tic pressure.

Earlier literature, including absorptive studies, on the physiology

of articular structures has been reviewed by Bauer et al. (1940),

and in part by Eeskind (1941 a, b).

Factors Affecting tbe Movement of Fluid and Soluble Matter in Con-
nective Tissue other than Synovial Membranes

I. The Influence of Blood Circulation on Fluid Exchange.
Since no quantitative data on the exchange of fluid through the
synovial membrane are known, this phenomenon must be discussed
in the light of knowledge gained through experiments with other
types of connective tissue.

Starling’s classical hypothesis (1896), based on his investigations
mto flmd absorption from connective tissue spaces, states, assuming
the outward and inward fluid transfer to take place at respectively
the venous and arterial end of the same capillary vessel, that the

ra ion o uid and its absorption are governed by the following
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1. Oncotic pressuie differences between the fluid in tbe blood ca-

pillaries and tbe surrounding tissues,

2. Hydrostatic pressure differences between tbe capillaries and tbe

surrounding tissues.

3. Tbe physical properties of tbe capillary membranes considered

as mecbanical filters.

Pappenheimee and Soto-Riveea (194:8) bave proved that

Starling’s theory is vabd with a very high degree of accuracy, by

using amputated mammaban bind bmbs as test objects.

However, tbe above experiments on Umbs where nervous control

bad been ebminated do not exclude tbe possibility that in tbe intact

animabfactors other than those listed may contribute to tbe mainte-

nance of fluid exchange through capillary membranes.

One such factor would be tbe type of fluid movement through ca-

pillary membranes proposed by Zweifach and co-workers, in whose

opinion vasomotor adjustments of the areas of outward filtration

and inward absorption in tbe capillary bed are of some importance.

In contrast to Starling’s theory which presupposes that filtration

and absorption occur in tbe same capillary, Zweieach and co-wor-

kers claim that filtration and absorption, respectively, take place in

anatomically individual vessels in tbe capillary bed.

Briefly, the mechanism of the above theory is as follows: In tissues

where the volume of flow is fairly constant the capillaries are not

perceptibly organized, but tissues where the nutritional demand

varies with the functional activity exhibit a well defined pattern.

The skin, for example, and the muscular and gastrointestinal systems

are such tissues. Whenever the tissue is inactive the flow of blood

is restricted to preferential channels; during tissue activity, how-

ever, the blood flow is widespread through the capillary network.

The preferential vessels have been termed thoroughfare or “a-v chan-

nels”, their proximal portions metaarterioles. The proximal portion

and its precapillary sphincteric offshoots are muscular and change

calibre spontaneously following activity of the muscular cells. This

motor activity of the vessels is termed vasomotion and consists of a

slow, intermittent, partial constriction or relaxation at intervals of

about 30 seconds—3 minutes. The mechanism is thought to regulate

the blood flow through the a-v channels and the “true” capillaries.

The latter vessels are devoid of muscular elements and constitute the

main type of vessels in the capillary bed. They start from the pre-
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capillary offshoots of the metaarterioles or arterioles and rejoin

the distal continuation of the a-v channels through inflowing tri-

butaries. The "true” capillaries sometimes constitute interanastomos-

ing systems.

Alleged Influence of Vasomotion on Fluid Exchange.

The influence of vasomotion on fluid exchange in the capillary

bed can be summarized as follows: The mean hydrostatic pressure is

relatively low in the true capillaries, and this is due to the sphincteric

action of the precapillary musculature. The flow through the a-v

channels is more rapid than elsewhere in the bed; the drop in pressure

between the arterial and venous end of this vessel is claimed to be of

smaller magnitude than in the side branches; the a-v channel is

thought to be the dominating organ for outward filtration; inward

absorption on the other hand, should be brought about by the true

capillaries.

This influence of vasomotion on fluid transfer which is caused by

modifications in the ratio between hydrostatic and colloid osmotic

pressures in the capillary bed is said to take place as follows;

1. Alterations in the time ratio between the duration of the con-

strictor and dilator phases of the precapillary sphincters. Obviously

a predominance of the constrictor phase of the precapillary sphinc-

ters (increased vasomotion) would tend to decrease the hydrostatic

pressure in the true capillaries and facilitate the absorption of tissue

fluid to these vessels, provided they are not bloodless.

2. Alterations in the rate of intermittent change in the calibre of

the a-v channels. Since to vasomotion is attributed a power of dimi-

nishing and sometimes interrupting the flow in the a-v channels

where an outward filtration of fluid is said to take place, an increased

vasomotion would tend to decrease the transfer of fluid from the

vascular bed.

Briefly, therefore, in consideration of 1 and 2, increased vasomotion

tends to promote the absorption of fluid from the tissues.

Of course, the hydrostatic pressure in the capillary bed is also de-

pendent on the state of constriction and rhythmic activity of the ter-

minal arterioles outside the capillary bed, the consequences of which

on the transfer are obvious in the light of Starling’s theory. A
decreased or ceased vasomotion, possibly combined with dilatation of

the terminal feeding arteriole, tends to flush the entire capillary bed,
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giving an increased outward filtration culminating in edema, pre-

supposing a relatively rmclianged arterial blood pressure.

Increased vasomotion is said to take place after acute bemorrbage,

sympatbetic stimulation, intravenous administration of adrenalin,

angiotonin and adrenal cortical extract. Diminisbed vasomotion is

a concomitant of elevated body temperature, lowered body tem-

perature, direct trauma, increased vital activity, prolonged anoxia,

denervation. Reportedly, increased vasomotion decreases lympb

flow; diminisbed vasomotion increases it. (Zweifach 1940, Chambers

and ZwEiEACH, 1944, Zweifach et al. 1944, Chambers and Zweifach

1947 a, review of tbe litterature by Chambers and Zweifach 1947 b).

Tbe influence of vasomotion on fluid absorption in connective

tissue bas never been directly measured. Me Master (1941 a, b)

observed, however, an intermittent absorption of fluid in dermal

connective tissue in tbe ears of mice and rabbits. He interpreted

tbis intermittence to be interrelated witb tbe blood circulation

since it could not be demonstrated in dead animals. In byperemia,

reactive and reflex-induced, an increased, intermittent inflow of

fluid was observed as long as no edema existed, in wbicb case there

was intermittent outflow of fluid from tbe tissues. (Me Master

1941 b).

Summarizing, tbe exchange of fluid through tbe synovial mem-

brane is probably governed by the factors entering in tbe classical

theory of Starling, perhaps modified by tbe existence of a vasomotor

mechanism as proposed by Zweifach and co-workers. To these me-

chanisms, wbicb merely apply to fluid transfer between tbe joint

cavity and tbe blood vessels, must be added tbe following mechanism.

Tbe hydrostatic pressure of the injected test fluid used in tbe present

investigation may be able to force fluid out of tbe joint cavity into

tbe connective tissue itself. With an isotonic electrolytic solution

as test fluid, tbis would mean that a fraction of tbe fluid wbicb was

absorbed from tbe joint cavity may be forced outwards by a mecha-

nism quite apart from tbe blood circulation.

II. The Transport of Fluid and Soluble Matter through

Connective Tissues other than Synovial Membranes. Earber

works on tbe permeability of tbe connective tissue of tbe skin have

been reviewed by Duran-Reynals (1942).

The results obtained on dermal connective tissue by means of
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mtradermal wheals injected at very high pressures cannot, however,

give fully adequate information about the physiological mechanism

governing the transport of fluid and soluble matter in connective

tissue where normal pressure conditions prevail, i. e. where the formed

elements are not forced apart by the injected fluid. Therefore only

those papers wiU be discussed where physiological pressure conditions

were employed.

Using a method whereby vital dyes could be injected into the der-

mal connective tissue in the ears of rabbits, Me Master and Par-

sons (1938) concluded:

1. Perfusion of the ears with blood using pulsating perfusion pres-

sure increased the spreading rate of the dye in comparison to experi-

ments where the perfusion pressure was constant.

2. Not only the spreading of the dye but also its absorption from

the ear was increased when pulsating pressure was used.

3. During edema formation the spreading of dyes was greater than

in normal ears when pulsating pressure was used.

Using the ears of mice as test objects, Parsons and Me Master

(1938) demonstrated that:

1. Hyperemia increases the spreading of dyes through the tissues.

2. Delivering the animals of between 2.5—i per cent of blood ex-

pressed as body weight decreases the spreading area as compared

with normal controls.

3. Very little spreading of the dye could be observed in animals

just killed (ether or chloroform).

4. During edema formation the spreading of the dye was greater

than in normal controls.

5. In manifest edema in either living or dead animals the spreading
of the dye was about the same and not greater than in normal living

control animals.

6. In actively moving unanesthetized animals the spreading of the
dye was increased in comparison to anesthetized controls. Inter-
imttent, pulsating pressure applied to the ears of unanesthetized
mice (pressure range 2—8 cm HjO) produced an enormous increase
in the spreading area.

These experiments lead to the conclusion that the spreading of
yes along or between tissue elements, not widely separated would be

favored by such mechanical forces as tend to rub or squeeze the formed
elements together.
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All the experiments involving increased spreading were interpre-

ted with, this hypothesis in mind. When edema was being formed this

“squeezing effect” was considered possible; when edema had already

developed this rubbing action of the pulse was impossible owing to

the separation of the formed elements by edema fluid.

In an extension of the above investigations Me Master and Par-

sons (1939 a, b) found that the spreading of dye in the coimective

tissue of mice took place along the fibrils, serving as conductors.

Rubbing or squeezing of these thin perifibrillar films greatly increased

the spreading of the dye along the fibres. In normal connective tissue

no free movable fluid could be detected. In edema the appearance

of the dye was different in so far as it appeared in the tissues as dif-

fusely coloured clouds that could be freely moved.

The possibility that the results obtained with respect to the peri-

fibriUar movement of dyes were caused by their staining properties

was thought to be excluded by the use of several chemically very dif-

ferent dyes.

In summary, the transport of dyes through connective tissue

partly takes place in perifibrillar films and is greatly promoted by

certain mechanical effects. In truly edematous tissue these mech-

anical effects apparently play a minor role; here the spreading of dye

is likely to take place only by diffusion.

In tissues where edema is being formed and where the resistance

to flow is accordingly lessened (Me Master 1911 c) the afore-mentioned

mechanical forces are still effective, resulting in an increased spreading

of the dye.

Whether or not the perifibrillar movement of dyes in coimective

tissue can be related to an affinity of certain acid azo dyes to the fi-

brillar elements in connective tissue (Helander 1915) or to the elas-

tin affinity of several acid dyes, especially azo dyes, (Kiyono and

Amano 1937/1938) will be discussed.

The possibility- exists that in early stages of diffusion through the

intercellular gel of the connective tissue the dyes are not perceptible.

Affinity to the fibrillar elements, causing an insoluble compound

between fibrils and dye, would then tend to cause a concentration

gradient between the tissue and the fibrils, accentuating the colour-

ation of the fibrils. At this stage one would get the impression of the

dye moving along the fibres. When the concentration of the dye

in the gel becomes sufficiently high the latter becomes coloured to
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the same extent as the fibres, the surface of which are saturated

with colouring material. The above state of affairs, however, seems

to be rather improbable, because as the second phase m the transport

of dye Me Master and Parsons (1939 a, b) found a broadening of

the perifibrillar films, indicating that a diffusion of dyes from the

fibres took place. This broadening was evident before any free

movable fluid in the tissue could be observed.

The Factors Governing the Movement of Fluid and Soluble Matter

in Connective Tissue as Applied to the Problems Involved by Ab-

sorption from Joint Cavities

The following considerations deserve attention:

1. The influence of blood circulation on the absorption of fluid

from joint cavities,

2. The effect of blood circulation on the transfer of fluid and sol-

uble matter through the synovial membrane.

3. The influence of the intraarticulax hydrostatic pressure on the

absorption of fluid and soluble matter from joint cavities.

1. The influence of circulatory changes in the synovial membrane

on fluid exchange should be the same as in connective tissue else-

where.

Lowering the hydrostatic pressure in the small blood vessels should

facilitate the absorption of fluid from the joints.

The same effect would be obtained if the vasomotion increased.

However, it is impossible to say whether an anatomical arrangement

and a circulatory mechanism similar to those found by Zweifach
and co-workers in the mesenteria, skin and muscles of various mam-
mals and amphibians also exist in the synovial tissues of the rabbit.

Me Master’s studies (mentioned above) seem to indicate that at
least intermittent absorption takes place in normal conneetive tissue

of the ears of mice and rabbits. This may be due to a mechanism of
vasomotion in the sense of Zweifach et al. but may also be explained
by the intermittent function of the terminal arteriolar vessels in the
rabbit ear (See Clark 1943 for description and references) or by the
rhythmic function of the below mentioned arteriovenous anastomoses.

In the view of the present author it is very difficult to explain the
increased inflow of fluid into hyperemic ears of mice and rabbits
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(Me Master 1941 b) if not a vasomotor mechanism including a shunt

arrangement is involved. As is well known hyperemia increases the

mean hydrostatic pressure in the capillary bed, and, according to

Starling’s hypothesis, this would tend to increase the net. transfer of

fluid from the blood capillaries.

Applying to the theories of Zvveifach and co-workers the increased

absorption of fluid in hyperemic tissue would be possible with an

unchanged vasomotor frequency provided that the number of ab-

sorbing “true” capillaries was sufficiently increased. However, rab-

bit ears are well supidied with arteriovenous anastomose (Clark and

Clark 1930, 1932, 1934 a, b; review of the literature on arterio-

venous anastomoses by Clark 1938), which arc rhythmically active

even in some stages of hyperemia. Supposing that most of them are

dilated during hyperemia and a fraction of them are rhythmically

active, the theoretical possibility exists that the hydrostatic pres-

sure is actually lowered in blood vessels where exchange of fluid takes

place, (Drinker and Yoffey 1941). In other words the absorption

of fluid to them is facilitated in spite of the increased blood flow,

which is shunted directly from arteries to veins. The rhythmic ac-

tivity of some of the anastomoses may in Me Master’s experiments

have been measurable as intermittent inflow.

Summing up, the intermittent absorption of fluid in the normal

mouse and rabbit ear together with the increased intermittent ab-

sorption in hyperemic ears can theoretically be explained by two dif-

ferent mechanisms, vasomotion in the sense of Zweifach and co-

workers and/or rhythmic activity and dilatation of arteriovenous

anastomoses in the connective tissue of the ears.

The existence of such mechanisms in the connective tissue of the

synovial membrane in rabbit should give similar results. It is un-

known whether arteriovenous anastomoses or the pattern of the ca-

pillary bed, permitting vasomotion, exist in the synovial membrane

of the rabbit.

2. The described phenomena, increasing or decreasing the spreading

of matter in dermal connective tissue, should be valid also for the

absorption of colloids from joint cavities.

The effect of the pulsation energy transmitted to the tissues in

connection with the interstitial transfer of matter must, however, be

discussed at some length.

It has been mentioned above that- hyperemia increases the rate
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solution may increase or decrease depending on tlie number of ab-

sorbing “true” capillaries and frequency of vasomotion. The same

effects as are caused by vasomotion in hyperemic synovial mem-
branes would be caused by shunting the blood through arterio-

venous anastomoses in hyperemic synovial membranes.

3. The effect of intraarticular hydrostatic pressure on the absorp-

tion of Ringer solution has been discussed in chapter III. It is im-

possible to decide how much of the increased absorption at raised

perfusion pressures that was caused by increased seepage of fluid

into the connective tissue or, respectively, by increased absorption

to the blood capillaries. The effect of intraarticular pressure on the

absorption of colloids will be discussed later in this chapter.

Are Comparisons Justiflal)le between the Mode of Absorption and
Transfer of Solutes and Solvents in Connective Tissues of the Skin

and Ssmovial Membranes?

Anatomical evidence justifying such comparisons has been men-

tioned in chapter I of this treatise. It is known of dermal connective

tissue that substances of small molecular weight are absorbed mainly

via the blood capillaries, colloids of a molecular weight matching that

of hemoglobin (66,000—68,000) mainly by the lymphatic system

(Lewis 1921, Field and Drinker 1931, Barnes and Trueta 1941).

Joint cavities exhibit no differences in the mode of absorption which

places them apart from connective tissue (Bauer et al. 1933, Rhine-

lander et al. 1939, Adkins and Davis 1940; review of the literature

by Bauer et al. 1940). In chapter III it was demonstrated that the

resistance to flow of synovial membranes was of the same type as in

dermal connective tissue in mice. Edlund and Linderholm (1947)

have shown that a mercurial diuretic (salygran = mersalyl) increases

the absorption of colloid and water from joints. This action of the

drug is not due to any changes in the osmotic pressure of the blood

(Edlund and Linderholm 1949 a) but to a “spreading factor”

action of the drug as found by measurements of the permeability

in the dermal connective tissue of rabbits (Edlund and Linderholm

1949 b). In joint membranes salyrgan, given in the same dosage as

in the above papers of Edlund and Linderholm, causes a disappear-

ance of the breaking point in the majority of cases, i. e. a decreased

resistance to flow which is typical of the action of spreading factors

(Edlund and Linderholm 1949 c). Edlund and Juhlin (un-
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published experiments) have shown that a descreased permeability

of the skin is in evidence after intraarticular burns. This diminished

spreading of intradermally injected hemoglobin solution can be coun-

teracted by administration of dibenamine, which agrees with the

findings on joint absorption to be described in the next chapter of

this paper.

Except for its contents of synovial mucin and plasma proteins

joint fluid is in a state of diffusion equilibrium with blood and tissue

fluid (cf. Bauer et al. 1940). The protein contents may easily be ex-

plained by the well known fact that blood capillaries are to a degree

permeable to blood proteins. It is beyond the scope of the present

paper to discuss the various theories concerning the site of formation

of synovial mucin, but it is worth mentioning that some authors claim

that synovial fluid is the liquid matrix of the connective tissue, lining

an enlarged tissue apace. (Hueter 1866, Key 1928, King 1935,

Collins 1936, Berger 1938). Thus, synovial mucin would corre-

spond to the mucoid constituent of other connective tissues (Hueck

1920). Vaubel (1935) maintains that mucin is the basic substance

in synovial tissue. Joseph et al. (1948) from studies on diffusion po-

tentials in dog synovialia concluded that in many cases the relative

mobilities of ions corresponded to the values calculated for aqueous

solutions, which have been confirmed for rabbit knee joints (Edlund
and Teorell, unpublished experiments).

Summarizing, it may be said that in direct measurements of

mode of absorption and transfer of solute and water there are no
known differences between dermal connective tissue and synovial

membranes. Indirect evidence — the composition of the synovial
fluid and studies on diffusion potentials across sjmovial membranes—
seems to indicate that no functions as regards selective permeability
or absorptive and excretory powers of synovial membranes make
them different from other connective tissue in which the exchange
of fluid and soluble matter is considered to take place as the result
of interaction between the various forces described earlier in this
chapter.

The theoretical consideration remains that part or parts of the ab-
sorption from joint cavities may take place through the articular
cartilage Little is known about the mode and rate of transfer of
fluid and solutes in cartilage. (Of. Bauer ed al. 1940.) Ingelmark
an KHOLM (1948), Ingelmark (personal communication) have
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shown that articular cartilatje in rabbits rapidly increases in thick-

ness in connexion with increased joint function. This was interpreted

as an imbibition of fluid from the articular space or more probably

from the marrow cavity in those areas where the bone marrow ex-

tends to the basal parts of the cartilage. If this swelling of the car-

tilage actually is caused by a mechanism which has anything to do

with absorption of fluid from resting joints is impossible to state

with certainty. The swelling may be due to altered physico-chemical

properties of the cartilagineous gel caused by the mechanical stress

and its attendant phenomena (increased metabolism, -changes in X)H,

etc,). The present author maintains that no existing evidence shows

that absorption, measurable with the methods used in the present

study, of fluid and solute can take place through the cartilage.

DiscuBBion of the Present Author’s Results

The accuracy of the methods has been discussed under the various

control experiments. Under the prevailing experimental conditions

they seem to be valid. However, the values for the initial intraarti-

cular hydrostatic pressure obtained by extrapolating to zero time are

somewhat doubtful. The statistical evidence justifying plotting of

the intraarticular pressure as a function of the square,root of the time

in minutes after the injection of the hemoglobin solution is valid

within the range of the measurements. Thus, it can never be proved

that the extrapolation to zero time gives the initial hydrostatic pres-

sure. However, the results obtained by absorption studies where

various degrees of joint flexion were employed compared with the

established level of the breaking point in synovial membranes suggest

that the error due to the extrapolation is insignificant. Moreover,

the existence of a breaking point in the five perfusion experiments

performed at a joint flexion of 60° support the opinion that “breaking”

pressures are not induced by intraarticular injection of 0.85 ml of

test fluid.

The Influence of Intraarticular Hydrostatic Pressure and

Previous Joint Exercise on the Absorption of Colloid and

Fluid from Joints. The data obtained in these respects in con-

junction with the studies by Bdlund and Linderholm (1947) on

the effect of sal3rrgan on the absorption of hemoglobin and fluid from

rabbit knee joints and the effect of the same dosage of salyrgan on the
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Table 7.—

^

—

-

D E

0,85 ml 5.5 J,'
(lor (iunt lioinonlobin

Hointion itijoctod iiitruurtieularly at

o' ia tlio iibsorjitioii tostH, wimro

tlio moan valno from both jointa in

each animal = ono oxporimont

A

Degree of

joint flexion

0°

n

Degree of

joint flexion

00°

C

Degree of

joint flexion;

00°

Degree of

joint flexion:

GU°. Exer-

eised ani-

mals

Degree of

joint flexion:

C0°. fialyr-

gnn-treated

nnimnls

1. The amount of hemoglobin nb
Borbed in per cent of injected

Test period 40 minutes.

7)1= SO.5

e= i 1-5

n=12

m=51.4
e=±0.7
n=40

rn=.S9.8

c= ±2.1
?z==18

in= 58.3

c=±0.6
?i= 15

7?)= 59.0

c=±1.5
71=14

'

2. The intraartieular fluid volume
in ml at the end of the test

period; 40 minutes

m==0.580
c=±0,0D
n=12

?» -0.602
c=±0.00!
11=46

??2=0.4.SO

) c=± 0 .02c

n=18

??)= 0.408

c=±0,01t
11= 16

771= 0.431

c= ±0.020
71= 14

3. Tho concentration of hemo-
globin in g per cent in tho in-

tvaavtieular fluid at tho ond
of the test period; 40 minutes.

}n=3.06
c=0.08
n=12

m=3,78
c=±0.02
n=4C

???= 4.20

c=±0.0!}
n= 18

711=4.24

c=±0.09
11=16

7/1= 4,46

f.= ±0,07
71= 14

4. Breaking point in cm H2 0.
(See table 1)

?»=0.5S
c=±0.5f
»=20

??i= 7.98
«*= 4.34

71= 6

711 = 12.00

«*=0,33

71= 7

dF
• 10‘

a. for pressures below the bre-
aking point

in=71
c=±9.6
n=20

vi=n
**=3762
71=6

771= 103
19*= 882
71= 7

b. for pressures above tho
breaking point

c. in perfusion experiments
not giving any breaking
point

m=42i
c= ±40
n=20

7)1=172

fl*=3r20
11=5

711=231
«*=2428
71= 8

771= 402
fi’=27182

71=7

7)1=287

«*=7872
n=8

„
dP

dVr
Mean of regression coefficients n
calculated from tho individual
experiments where the in- 7
traartieular hydrostatic pres-
sure was measured during tho
test period

-0.612?
±0.044

1=13

«= -0.404 ?

c= ±0,044
'*=10

»=-I.I08?
e= ±0.108
1=16

11= -0.300
c~ ±0.084
1=12
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0.86 ml 6.5 g per cent hemoglobin
solution injected intraarticularly at

0 in the absorption tests, -where

the mean value from both joints in

each animal = one experiment

A

Degree of

joint flexion;

0°

B

Degree of

joint flexion:

60°

C

Degree of

joint flexion:

90°

D

Degree of

joint flexion:

60°. Exer-

cised ani-

mals

E

Degree of

joint flexion:

60°. Salyr-

gan-troated

animals

7.
^
y— (cm/Vmin) of

the oncotic pressure of the
hemoglobin solution in the
joint cavities during the test

period

-1.197
e=± 0.074

n=l

8. Initial hydrostatic pressure in

cm HgO after injection of he-
moglobin solution. Calculated
from the individual experi-

ments by extrapolation to

zero time

m=7.07
e=±0.39
n=13

m=6.38
c= ±0.43
n=]6

m==13.03
e=±0.97
n= 15

m=5.42
e=±0.67
n=12

Table of diflferences;

—

Differences

Numerical
values of

differences

t V

1 C minus 1 B + 8.4 4.90

2C 2B - 0.146 6.26

3C » 3B -f 0.42 5.37

ID » IB + 6.9 6.20

2D » 2B - 0.134 7.12

3D » 3B + 0.46 6.95

IE 1) 1 B -f 7.6 4.58

2E )> 2B - 0.171 7.77 — A A1
3E » 3B + 0.67 8.71

5c D » 6a B -f- 160 8.60

7B » 6B - 0.733 8.50

8A )) 4B - 2.48 3.04

8B 1) 4B - 4.17 5.50

8C » 4B + 3.48 3.24

8D )) 4B - 4.13 4.70

8A » 8B -)- 1.69 2.86

Signs: m= arithmetic mean
e= standard error of the mean

a®=variance
n=number of experiments

t: for the statistical meaning of t

see Yule and Kendam- (1946).

p; the probability that the dif-

ference is caused by chance.

IB, 2B, 3 B calculated from values in

table 6.

IE, 2 E, 3 E from Edlund and Lindbr-

HOLM (1947).

4 E, 6 E from Edlund and Lindebholm

(
1949 c).

7 B: the standard error given is that of

the regression coefficient calculated

from the total sample given in fig. 19.

resistance to flow in synovial membranes (Edlund and Linderholm

1949 c) are summarized in table 7. The animal materials and ex-

perimental methods used by Edlund and Linderholm have been

identical to those presented in this paper.
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From tlie table it is evident that in all animal groups where it may

be suspected that the structural integrity of the synovial membrane

is broken the absorption values are statistically identical. Compared

to “normal” animals tested at 0° and 60° of joint flexion — wliich

in turn are statistically identical — the animals first mentioned

exhibit an increased absorption of both colloid and fluid.

As stated above it was impossible to decide whether the pre-

exercised rabbits had a slight edema in the knee joints.

At initial hydrostatic pressures exceeding the breaking point

the absorption of colloid and fluid is increased. The same may be

said of animal groups in which the breaking point is eliminated by

previous joint motion or the administration of saljTgan,

In the latter groups of animals the intraarticulnr hydrostatic pres-

sure has been measured in preexcrcised animals and was found to be

statistically identical to that in the normal control group. During

the test period the intraarticular pressure in the salyrgan treated

rabbits (Bdlund and Linderiiolm 1947) was not measured. There

is no reason to suppose, however, that salyrgan should cause in-

creased hydrostatic pressures during the test period as compared with

untreated animals at the same degree of joint flexion. It may be

concluded that the increase of intraarticular hydrostatic pressure

above the breaking point causes a structural derangement, at least in

part of the animals at 90° of joint flexion. In this group the absorp-

tion values are statistically the same as in animal groups wdiere

the intraarticular hydrostatic pressure is measured and presumed

to be the same as in “normal” controls. (Exercised and, respectively,

salyrgan treated animals.) However, in the two latter animal groups

the resistance to flow of the synovial membranes is altered, i. e. there

is no breaking point in part of the material. Hence, it seems defen-

sible to assume that the variously caused structural derangement is

responsible for the increased absorption of colloid and fluid rather

than the intraarticular hydrostatic pressure itself.

The conclusion drawn is that at two statistically different initial

hydrostatic pressures below the breaktng point, the pressure does not
affect the absorption of colloid and fluid. At initial pressures above
the breaking point, when the structural integrity of the synovial
membrane must have been broken, the absorption values are of the
same magnitude as in animal groups where the structural derange-
ment only has been induced,

5 - 406035 T. Edlund
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The five perfusion experiments made 40 minutes after injection

of the hemoglobin solution would seem to suggest that the absorption

of fluid containing colloid increases with increasing pressures, both

below and above the breaking point. Since, at least in dogs, joint

capsules have a length modulus of elasticity of about 300 kg/cm®

(Danckelmann 1937), it may be that the rise in intraarticular per-

fusion pressure levels cause an increased gradient of pressure from the

joint cavity, since the intraarticular pressure is not transmitted to

adjacent structures outside the synovial tissue. The result of this is

an increased outflow of indicator solution. On the other hand, in

the absorption studies where the intraarticular pressure was adjusted

by various degrees of joint flexion, the following chain of events may
take place. The degree of flexion used must induce tension in the

muscles and tendons surrounding the joint, differing for each degree of

joint flexion. This increased tension must so affect the intraarticular

hydrostatic pressure that an increased tension tends to raise the

intraarticular pressure. The result of raised tension in, for example,

the structure surrounding the joint capsule when the joint cavity

contains fluid may be an elevated pressure in the synovial membrane.

In turn this may affect the permeability of the synovial membrane

in line with the reasoning about liquid flow through deformable media

in chapter III.

Thus, the identical results obtained with respect to the absorp-

tion of colloid and fluid at two different pressure levels below the

breaking point may be caused in the following ways;

1. Increased pressures in the joint cavity do not mean tha.; an

increased pressure gradient exists across the synovial membrane.

2. The permeability of the connective tissue surrounding the ca-

vity may have altered when the pressure exerted on the membrane

changed. This may imply that changes in permeability counteract

the effects of altered pressure gradients on fluid transfer through

the membranes.

3. The findings of Me Master (1941 c) that at pressures below

the breaking point the inflow of homologous serum in dermal connec-

tive tissue is not raised by increased pressures, may be valid. Since

no determinations with hemoglobin solution as perfusion fluid were

carried out this possibility cannot be excluded.

Since the absorption values are statistically the same in the groups

whore the resistance to flow of the membranes is altered by various
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means independent of the provailins intrnarticulnr liydrostatic pres-

sure, the explanation nndeT 1 above seems to be the most likely.

This is especially true because Me Master’s findings with scrum as

perfusion fluid clearly indicate that there is an increased inflow above

the breaking point. The fact that in all groups of animals where thc

structure of the membrane has been altered the net. absori)tion of

fluid is increased more than the absorption of hemoglobin may be

explained by the possibility that the colliod serves as Jicarrien) of

the water (see p. 68). The oncotic pressure in the experiments where

the normal structural conditions of the joint membrane existed are

reproduced in fig. 19 p. 49. A tissue fluid with such oncotic jme^ssuro

would even after subtracting the intraarticula-r hydrostatic jmessure

tend to make any absorption of fluid to the blood capillaries al-

most impossible (Edlund and Linderholm 1917). The results ob-

tained with 90° joint flexion concerning the net.volumc absorjition

may partly he explained by the increased intraartieular pressure

counteracting the movement of water from the blood capillaries into

the joint cavity.

Whether a slight edema existed or not in the synovial membranes

of proexercised rabbits does not seem to be of great importance.

Both salyrgan and exercise have the same effect on joint abaorj)tion

and resistance to flow in synovial membranes. Tlie increased liemoglo-

bin absorption caused by these factors may be explained by the

findings of Me Master and Parsons as regards the trajisfer of dyes

in connective tissues where a alight separation of the tissue elements
has been produced, together with the possible effects of intranrticu-

lar pressure on the movement of indicator fluid through the membrane
when the resistance to flow is lessened. Por discussion of the j)ossible

mechanisms that may serve to explain the action of salyrgan on con-
nective tissue sec Em.UNo and Li.vdkrhoi.m (1919 b).

Some Theoretical Aspocte on the Absorption from Joints ol Fluids
and Soluble Matter

The driving forces for similar transport in other connective tissues
and their application to absorption from joints have been discussed
earlier.

It is known that no free tissue fluid seems to exist in normal
connective tmue (Ceark and Clark 1936, Mt; Master and Parsons

)• his implies that the water is hound in a gel. The rate
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as in a dilute protein gel in the same medium. This must mean that

the gel contains “pores” of solvent in which fluid is retained by ca-

pillary effects (Glasstone 1946). Thus, the theoretical possibiUty

exists that in connective tissue of the S3movial membrane transfer of

water and electrolytes caused by diffusion and osmosis may take place

throughout the membrane and not preferably along the fibrillar

elements like dye transfer in another type of connective tissue. (Me

Master and Parsons 1939 a, b). On the other hand, if hemoglobin

partly is transported through the membrane along the fibres, or

through it, by the mechanical forces mentioned earher, there may
take place the following chain of events, partly derived from the

experiments in the present chapter.

The following is evident from tables 5, 6, 7, and figs. 12, 19.

1. The oncotic pressure of the intraarticular hemoglobin solution

decreases steadily at a more rapid rate than the intraarticular hydro-

static pressure^

2. Hemoglobin absorption takes place throughout the test period.

3. The changes in intraarticular volume are greatest at the begin-

ning and end of the test period.

Hence the effective oncotic force exerted by the intraarticular

hemoglobin solution is insufficient to move fluid from the tissues

and blood capillaries to the joint cavity at such a rate as to render

constant or increase the intraarticular hydrostatic pressure and 1 or

the intraarticular fluid volume; the “resistance” of the membrane

is too high. The same “resistance” to -water movement should be

exerted when hemoglobin is conveyed through the membrane, i. e.

it is only slowly diluted.

Where hemoglobin can go there must be possibilities for water to

go. The solvent— water— for the hemoglobin when it passes through

the membrane must come from somewhere. Supposing now that

mechanical forces take part in the transport of hemoglobin through

the membrane and that the “resistance” is high to water movement

from the tissues and capillaries to the amount of hemoglobin being

in transport through the membrane, then it is likely that part of

the solvent water is taken from the water in the joint cavity.

On the other hand it is possible that these mechanical forces —
for reasons mentioned below — may cause no measurabee net. fluid

transfer of e. g. Ringer solution. The same mechanical forces may
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become measurably active in fluid transfer when a colloid is added to

the joint fluid, because the solute — hemoglobin — has a net.

transfer gradient directed from the joint cavity, and because part of

the solvent water for the hemoglobin is taken from the joint fluid.

The most extreme consequence of this theory would be that more

fluid is absorbed from the joint cavity when the intraarticular fluid

contains hemoglobin than when it consists of an equiionic water solu-

tion containing no colloid. This may be briefly explained as follows.

Under physiological conditions the filtration of fluid from the capil-

laries and absorption to them plus the lymphatic absorption are in

equilibrium. This balance should only be slightly affected by intro-

duction of Ringer solution in such an amount that the intraarticular

hydrostatic pressure does not rise appreciably above the “tissue

pressure” of the synovial membrane. The result should be a small

net. absorption of fluid from the joint cavity, smaller than when

hemoglobin was absorbed and served as a “carrier” of the water.

Comment

The methods developed have made possible measurements of intra-

articular hydrostatic pressure in and absorption of colloid and fluid

from joint cavities imder normal and altered structural conditions

of the synovial membrane. The method developed of measuring joint

absorption merely gives the amount of fluid and solute conducted

out of the joint cavity but says nothing about other exchanges of

solute and solvent. Nor is it possible to state whether the absorption

to the blood stream of either solute or solvent takes place via the

lymphatics or directly to the blood capillaries after passing the

barrier of connective tissues interposed between the joint cavity and

the blood and lymph vessels.

The hemoglobin solution did not affect the resistance to flow of

synovial membranes. The hemoglobin and fluid absorption was

studied at Various levels of intraarticular hydrostatic pressure.^ It

was found that at two such pressure levels below the breaking point

the absorption was not different. It was doubtful, however, if the me-

thod used to raise the intraarticular pressure — varying the degree

^ In such absorption studios the ideal intraarticular hydrostatic pressure

would be the otissue pressure* of the synovial membrane, but this has never

been measured.
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of joint flexion — actually increased the pressure gradient across the

synovial membrane. Initial pressures above the breaking point re-

sulted in increased fluid and hemoglobin absorption, but similar ef-

fects were obtained in animals where only the structural conditions of

the synovial membrane were changed. The reservations made above

as to joint, flexion, hydrostatic pressure and pressure gradients must

be kept in mind also in the latter case.

Thus, the onlj’’ statement that can be made is that the structural

conditions of the synovial membrane must be changed in order to

increase the absorption of colloid and fluid from joint cavities by

means of a physiological method of raising the intraarticular hydrosta-

tic pressure, i. e. joint flexion. Since such structural disorders appear

after previous joint exercise, the changes causing the breaking point

to disappear in the exercised rabbits may possibly be a physiological

consequence of stress, serving to promote fluid exchange in connective

tissue.

Earlier findings on joint absorption are briefly reviewed and ear-

lier papers dealing with the transfer of fluids and matter through

tissues, especially connective tissue, are in the discussion related to

the problems arising from the same phenomena in synovial mem-

branes.

Presented evidence seems to indicate that transfer of fluid and sol-

uble matter through synovial membranes are governed by the factors

that regulate the same phenomena in connective tissue in general.

CHAPTER V

The Efiect of Subcutaneous Inflammation and Intraarti-

cular Burns on the Absorption of Colloid and Fluid from

Joints with Structurally Intact Synovial Membranes

The Effect of Dibenairiine on Absorptive Changes thus Induced

and on the Absorption of Ringer Solution from Normal
Knee Joints

Duean-Reynals and Estrada (1940) have found that intrader-

majly injected staphylococcal and streptococcal cultures containing

spreading factor produced successively smaller lesions when injec-

ted at short intervals. The phenomenon could be observed as early
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as 30 minutes after the first inoculation. Concomitant with the

reduced lesions caused by the second, third and subsequent injec-

tions of these bacterial species the spreading area decreased of intrader-

mally injected dilute India ink. Such changes in the permeability

of the skin were not caused by low virulent bacteria, except when

the first lesion was very large or when spreading factor was added

to the inoculum. Duran-Reynals (1942) suggested that this lowering

of the permeability of dermal connective tissue in regions not inocu-

lated with bacteria was not restricted thereto but applied to all

connective tissue.

Commencing from some of the present author’s observations as

to the effect in rabbits of unilateral intraarticular burns on the

absorption of colloid and fluid from the »normal» knee joint, Edlund
and JuHLiN (unpublished experiments) have established that intra-

articular burns reduce the permeability of dermal connective tissue

in rabbit. (Measured as spreading areas of intradermal wheals

induced by injected hemoglobin solutions.) This reduction in per-

meability could be cancelled by dibenamine — which in itself is

without effect on the permeability of dermal connective tissue.

Experimental

With the object in view of investigating the effects of subcutaneous

inflammations, intraarticular burns and dibenamine on the absorp-

tion of colloid and fluid from joint cavities, the following sets of

experiments were made;

1. The effect of subcutaneously injected virulent bacteria on the

absorption of hemoglobin solutions from joints.

2. The effect of unilateral intraarticular burns on the absorption

of hemoglobin solutions from the non-lesioned knee joints.

2 a. The effect of dibenamine on the absorptive changes caused

by intraarticular burns. Experiments as under 2.

3. The effect of intraarticular burns on the absorption of Ringer

solution from the »normal)> knee joints.

4. The absorption of a test fluid, isoionic with the hemoglobin

solution employed, from »normal» knee joints in not burned animals.

5. The effect of dibenamine on the absorption of Ringer solution

from normal joints, with and without intraarticular burns in the

contralateral knee joints.
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G

Fig. 20. Water-jacketed syringe. For description see text.

6. The effect of intraarticular burns on the intraarticular hydrosta-

tic pressure induced by a given amount of test fluid injected into the

normal joints in comparison with that in animals not burned.

7. The effect of dibenamine on the resistance to flow of normal

synovial membranes.

8. The effect of intraarticular burns on the resistance to flow

of the synovial membranes in the non-lesioned joints.

9. The effect of intravenously injected sucrose solution on the

absorption from normal joint cavities of hemoglobin solutions.

Methods

Subcutaneous inflammations were induced by injection in the

nuchal regions of the animals of 2 ml of 24-hour old cultures of the

staphylococcus strain described in chapter II. Intraarticular burns

were caused by injecting 0.5 ml of 96° Ringer solution into the right

knee joints of the anesthetized rabbits.

The latter injections were made (see fig. 20) with an all-glass syringe

(D) mounted in a Incite water jacket through which flowed 300

ml/min. hot water, entering through F and escaping through E.

The temperature of the circulating water was such as to impart

a temperature of 96° to the contents in the syringe. By means of

the rubber sleeve C and the adaptor B the syringe D was connectable

to the intraarticularly inserted needle A.

Dibenamine, N,N-dibenzyl-p-chloroethylamine hydrochloride, was

administered intravenously in the marginal veins of the ears in doses

of 10 mg/kg body weight as a 1 per cent solution in 0.9 per cent saline

with sufficient 1 N HCl added to dissolve the drug. Such solutions

have a pH of 1.5—2. In all cases the drug was injected during

two minutes.
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All experiments were made with a joint flexion of 60°. In the

absorption experiments 0.85 ml of test solution was injected at the

beginning of the absorption periods. In groups 1, 7, 9 the experi-

ments began ten minutes after the end of the urethane injection.

The hemoglobin solutions had a concentration of 5.5 g per cent

(see p. 7 for data). The anesthetic, urethane, was administered as

described in chapter II.

Performance of The Various Types of Experiments

1. The bacterial culture was injected three hours before the absorp-

tion test began. Both knee joints of the same animal were used.

The eontrols were animals wliieh three hours earlier had been injected

with 2 ml of Einger solution in the nuchal region.

2. The urethane injection having been completed, hypodermic

needles were inserted into the right knee joints of the rabbits.

After the subsequent injection of 0.5 ml Einger solution (96°) into

the joint cavities the needles were stoppered. Needles were then

inserted into the corresponding left joints, just before the beginning

of the absorption tests, 30 minutes after the injections of Einger

solution. The controls had been given 0.5 ml 39° Einger in the

right knee joints as described above.

2 a. The dibenamine experiments were performed exactly as under

2 except that the drug was given only to animals burned with 96°

Einger solution. Dibenamine was given immediately before the

beginning of the absorption tests.

3. 4, 5. These experiments were carried out exactly as imder

2 and 2 a except that the test solutions were Einger and an electro-

lytic solution equiionic with the used hemoglobin solutions. Here

the washing fluid was 5.5 g per cent hemoglobin solution.

6. The intraarticular hydrostatic pressure during the test period

was measured in the normal joints of animals subjected to contra-

lateral burning 30 minutes before injection of 0.85 ml hemoglobin

solution. The pressure was measured as described in chapter IV.

7, 8. The resistance to flow of the synovial me^ibranes was deter-

mined as described in chapter III, the perfusion period at each pressure

level being 4—6 minutes. The perfusion experiments started as

soon as dibenamine had been given, i. e. 10 minutes after the end of
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Table 8. In all absorption tests and in measurements of intraarticular

hydrostatic pressures a volume of 0.85 ml test solution was injected

intraarticularly. In test groups 1, 2, 11, 12 are the mean values from
both joints in each animal = one experiment. In the other groups

only the left knee joints were used in the tests.

Signs:

m = arithmetic mean
e = standard error of the mean
s® = variance

n = number of experiments
f: for the statistical meaning of

t see Yttie and Kendai.l (1946)

p: the probability that the differ-

ence is caused by chance

A

Homogolobin
absorbed in

per cent of

injected

B

Intraarticular

fluid volume
in ml at end
of test period

C

Concentration

of hemoglobin

in g per cent

at end of test

period

1. Animals injected with virulent

bacteria in the nuchal region

3 hours before the testa

m=46.3
c = + 1.4

n = 13

771=0.621

e = ±0.024
71= 13

777=4.07

e =±0.11
77= 13

2. Animals injected with Ringer
solution in the nuchal region

3 hours before the testa. Test
period in groups 1 and 2: 40'

m=54.2
e =±1.1
n= 12

771=0.672

e =±0.015
71=12

777=3.66

e =±0.09
77= 12

3. Animals burned in the right

knee joint with 96° Ringer
solution^ at O'. Test period
30'—70' after btiming

wi=41.2
e =±1.2
n = 16

777= 0.667

e =±0.027
77 = 16

777= 4.24

6 =±0.11
77 = 16

4. Animals treated as tmder 3

except that 39° C Ringer solu-

tion was injected in the right

knee joint

ni.= 48.7

e =±1.9
n = 14

777=0.599

e =±0.036
77= 14

777=4.07

e =±0.11
77 =14

6. Animals treated as rmder 3

except that dibenamine was
given

to= 48.7

e =±1.8
71= 12

777= 0.610

e =±0.027
77 = 12

777=3.98

e =±0.12
77= 12

6. Animals treated as under 3.

Test fluid Ringer solution*

777=0.668

e = ±0.020
77=12

7. Animals treated as under 4.

Test fluid Ringer solution

777=0.760

e =±0.018
77=12

8. Animals treated as under 6

except that dibenamine was
given

777=0.623

e =±0.027
77= 12

9. Animals treated as under 7

except that dibenamine was
given

777=0.473

e =±0.025
77= 10

^ Temperature of the Ringer solution in the water-jacketed syringe, the tem-

perature of the solution when brought into contact with the synovial membranes
is of course unknown.

* Washing made with hemoglobin solution. Sample for determination of he-

moglobin concentration taken from the washing fluid after washing.
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(Table 8 Cent.)

Signs:

777 == arithmetic mean
e = standard error of the mean
8^ — variance

77 = number of experiments

<: for the statistical meaning of

t see YunE and KENDAiil, (1946)

p: the probability that the differ-

ence is caused by chance
|

A

Hemoglobin
absorbed in

per cent of

injected

B

Intraarticular

fluid volume
in ml at end
of test period

C

Concentration

of hemoglobin
in g per cent'

at end of test

period

10. Animals treated as under 4.

Test fluid was an electrolytic

solution^ equiionic with the
hemoglobin solutions

777=0.733

e = +0.029
77 = 13

1 1 . Animals given sucrose solution

at the beginning of the test

period which was 20'

777=44.7

e = + 1.0

77= 15

777=0.549

e =±0.013
77 = 15

777=4.73

e =±0.06
77 = 15

12. Animals not injected with
sucrose, serving as controls

to those in group 11. Test
period 20'

777=39.2

e = -f- 1.2

77= 10

777=0.673

e =±0.017
77 =10

777=4.22

e =±0.06
77 = 10

* See chapter II for the composition of this solution.

Perfusion experiments. The experiments started 30 min after the

injection of 96° C Einger solution

Breaking point in cm HjO

m = 9.46

e = + 0.74

71 =10

(ml/cm/min) • 10^ for pressures

below the breaking point

TJt= 99

e = ± 11

71 =10

These values are not significantly different from the values obtai-

ned in experiments where no intraarticular lesions had been made
(table 1, chapter III).

Measurements of intraarticular hydrostatic pressure. Hemoglobin
solution was injected in the left knee joint 30 minutes after the

injection of hot Einger solution in the right

Inital hydrostatic pressure. Calcu-

lated by extrapolation to zero time

m = 4.55 cm H^O
s® = 1.94

n =7

dP

(iKmin

gression coefficients

771= — 0.350
5* = 0.«055

77 =7

(cm/Kmin). Mean of re-

These values are not significantly different from the . values ob-
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tained in experiments where no intraarticular lesions had been made.
(Values classed as 6B and 8B, table 7, chapter IV).

Table of differences:

—

Table groups 1, 2
i> 0 3, 4
» » 3, 6

» » 6, 7

» » 7, 8, 9

» » 4, 10

» » 11 , 12

correspond to text group 1

2

2 a
3

6

4
9

See under the heading ’’Experimental”. The controls to the respective

text groups are included in the' table groups.

Differences between Numerical values

table groups of differences
t V

I A minus 2 A - 7.9 4.15

1C » 20 + 0.43 2.93

3 A » 4 A - 7.4 3.46

3 A » 5A - 7.4 4.15

6B » 7B — 0.102 3.70

8B » 7B - 0.137 4.20 < 0.019B » 7B - 0.287 9.16

9B » 6B - 0.185 6.86

4B » 10 B - 0.134 2.88

11 A » 12 A -b 6.4 3.38

IIB » 12B - 0.124 6.80
I

lie » 12 C -b 0.61 6.10
’

1

the urethane injection and 30 minutes after the hot Ringer injec-

tion, respectively.

9. Immediately after the injection of hemoglobin solution into

the first knee joint, 3 ml 50 per cent sucrose solution /kg body weight

was injected during some minutes into the marginal vein of the ear.

Hemoglobin solution was then injected into the other joint as de-

scribed in chapter IV. The same hemoglobin solution was used in

the experimental and control animals which were under treatment

simultaneously.

Results

The results appear in table 8, figs. 21, 22, 23, 21 and their

respective captions. The following findings may be deduced from

these results:

1. Animals subcutaneously injected .with staphylococcal cultures

exhibit lower absorption of hemoglobin from joint cavities than
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Fig. 23. Text, see fig. 22.

Fig. 24. Animals given dibenamine in connexion -with the beginning of the

perfusion experiments. Dibenamine has apparently no influence on the re-

sistance to flow. In the five experiments where the breaking point could be

calculated from the two regression lines, its mean value is 9.69 cm HjO. Average

— (ml/min/cm) • 10®, from these five experiments = 51. For obvious reasons
dp
the perfusion pressure levels and corresponding flow rates from the sixth ex-

periment are not used in these calculations.
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control animals. The hemoglobin concentration at the end of the

test period is higher in the infected animals than in the controls.

2. Unilateral intraarticnlar burns reduce the absorption of hemo-

globin from the »normal)> joint cavities.

2 a. Such lowered hemoglobin absorption can be rendered void

by dibenamine.

3. The absorption of Ringer solution is higher in the »burned»

animals.

4. The net. volume absorption of an equiionic electrolytic solution

containing no colloid is lower than of the same volume of 5.5 g per

cent hemoglobin solution in the corresponding animal group-.

5. Dibenamine increases the absorption of Ringer solution from

the joints of unburned animals. In burned animals given dibena-

mine the absorption is significantly increased compared to normal

and burned animals not given the drug.

6. Contralateral burns are without effect on the initial hydro-

static pressure caused by injection of 0.85 ml hemoglobin solution

into the »normal» joint.

7. Dibenamine has no effect on the resistance to flow or the brea-

king point of synovial membranes.

8. Contralateral burns do not affect the level of the breaking

point, nor the resistance to flow at pressures above or below the

breaking point.

9. Sucrose, intravenously injected, increases the absorption of

fluid and of colloid from joint caAdties. In sucrose treated animals

the hemoglobin concentration is higher at the end of the test period.

DiscusBion

Pharmacology of Dihenamino

Dibenamine is a powerful adrenolytic and sympathicolytic agent

with persistent action. It blocks the effector cells to the vasocon-

strictive action of epinephrine and the adrenergic transmitter. The
adrenolytic action is more pronounced than the symphaticolydic

(Nickerson and Goodman 1947, de Vleeschouwer 1947, Biorcic

1947, Folkow and Uvnas 1948). In the doses used in the present

investigation dibenamine causes no noticeable drop in the blood

pressure of urethane anestethized rabbits (Edlund and Juhlin,
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unpublislied experiments). The blocking effect was observed as

early as 5 minutes after the injection, which agrees with the findings

of the above authors.

The Effect of Various Drugs and Injuries on the Permeability of

Dermal Connective Tissue

FaVILLI (1939, quoted from Dukan-Reynals 1942) has found

that intravenous and locally injected vasopressine inhibits the

spreading of intradermaUy injected indicators admixed with testi-

cular extract and snake venom, both the latter containing hyaluroni-

dase. The effect of vasopressine is not apparent in excised rabbit

skin. Homburger (1945) has demonstrated that local and general

reduction of the permeability of dermal connective tissue in rabbit

could be induced by epinephrine and that this effect could be par-

tially inhibited by ergotamine tartrate, which in itself decreases the

permeabiht^ of the sldn. Cahen and Granier 1944) have shown

that morphine (subcutaneous admhlistration) decreases the permea-

bility of dermal connective tissue in rat and rabbit when dilute India

ink with or without hyaluronidase is used as indicater. One of

the possible causes of this effect on the permeability of the skin

advanced by these authors was the adrenergic action of morphine.

Mayer and Kull (1947) have established that in rat the permeabi-

lity of dermal connective tissue decreases when some antihistaminic

drugs are administered to the animals; the same effect was obtained

when hyaluronidase was added to the indicator— India ink. Edlund

and JuHLiN (unpublished experiments), using one of the antihista-

minic drugs adopted by Mayer and Ktjll, have in normal rabbit

skin verified the findings of the latter authors. Edlund and Juhlin

have also found that this reduced permeability, caused by intra-

venously administered antistine (2-N-phenyl-N-benzoylaminomethy-

limidazoline) could be annuled by dibenamine, which by itself is

without permeability effects. Furthermore, the action of antistine

is (according to Edlund and Juhlin) not due to any antihistaminic

or antihyaluronidase effects of the drug, the latter effect being sug-

gested by Mayer and
.

Kull.

Briefly it may be said of all the drugs mentioned, which decrease

the permeability of dermal connective tissue, that theoretically,

directly of indirectly, they may exert a vasomotor action. Vaso-

pressine has a vasoconstrictive action as has ergotamine tartrate.
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Some antihisteminio toss ate said to potentiate the action of opine-

phrine or increase the effect of sympathetic stimulation (for data

Ld references see Loew 1947, Yonkman 1947). Anyhow, the fact

that dibenamine annuls the decreased permeability of dermal con-

nective tissue in rabbits treated with antistine strongly indicates

that this effect of antistine is due to an adreno-sympathetic action.

This is especially true since the action of dibenamine is not influenced

by antihistaminic drugs (Nickerson and Goodman 1947). In chap-

ter IV of the present paper it was said that the transport of matter

through connnective tissue irrespective of the anatomical pattern of

the capillary bed ought to decrease if the terminal arterioles are

constricted. The effect of adreno-sympathetic stimuli^ on the ter-

minal arterioles should be vasoconstriction and increased vasomotion

in the organs where the structure of the capillary bed has the arrange-

ment described by Zweifach et al. (see chapter IV of the present

paper).

Thus the above drugs which have a vasoconstrictive action, may

decrease the transport of soluble matter through connective tissue

by reducing the amount of pulsation energy transmitted to the

tissue; this in line with the theories of the previous chapter.

Remarks on the Release of Histamine from Injured Areas

Loos (1931), Lambert and Rosenthal (1943), and Dekanski
(1945, 1947) have shown that superficial skin burns increase the
amount of recoverable histamine from the burned area in respectively
rabbit, dog, mouse and cat. Working with inflammations induced
by turpentine in the skin of rabbit, Zon el al. (1942) demonstrated
an increase of histamine in the injured area. Thus, it may be that
free histamine is absorbed to the blood stream from the injured
areas. In cat and dog it is known that small histamine doses induce
a discharge of epinephrine, leading to at least a temporary increase

;irS™' Kellawat and Cowell
1922 Hooben el al. 1924, Dam 1926, Feldbebg 1929), A similarmsehamnun rabbit ™ld imply that the findings mentioned above

C, al T .vasoconstric!tive^on tie blood vessels, at least during the period rvhen

^ At least in animals with no knmim
the rabbit (Bum 1938).

dronergic vasodilator nerves, e, g.

6-496036 T. Brllund
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the first diminution . of the lesion is observed. (For references on

the influence on the permeabihty of dermal connective tissue of

persistent inflammations see Duran-Reynals 1942.) On the other

hand a )>vasoconstrictive)> action in burned animals or animals with

dermal inflammations may as well be explained by increased adreno-

sympathetic discharge caused by pain or fever foUomng the injuries.

(See Gellhorn 1943, Best and Taylor 1945 for data and references.)

It being said that dermal connective tissue normally contains

hyaluronidase (Meyer 1947 : review of hterature. Mayer et al. 1948)

the general changes described above in skin permeabihty following

various drugs and injuries might theoretically involve a mechanism

influencing the activity of hyaluronidase and changing the state

of aggregation and permeabihty of the intercellular gel. How-

ever, there is no evidence to support the existence of such a mecha-

nism. (For papers and references on hyaluranidase inhibitors in blood

see Hechter and Scully 1947, Hadidian and Pirie 1948, Dort-

MAN et al. 1948.)

Summarizing, it may be said that the author has endeavoured to

ascribe the decreased permeabihty of dermal connective tissue in

the hsted types of experiments to a circulatory function, constric-

tion of the arterioles resulting in a decreased amount of pulsation

energy transmitted to the connective tissue, diminishing the transfer

of soluble matter (colloids) and (according to the theories in chapter

IV) increasing the absorption of fluid to the blood vessels. With

this in view the findings just mentioned will be associated with

those on joint absorption given in the beginning of this chapter.

The Kelationship between the Eaq)eriments in this Chapter and the

Theories on Joint Absorption in Chapter IV

It must first be emphasized that neither unilateral burns nor

dibenamine affect the resistance to flow of the synovial membranes

in the unlesioned joints. The decreased coUoid absorption in

animals with staphylococcus infection or intraarticular burns,

respectively, is interpreted by the author as though the lesions

diminish the flow of blood through the normal synovial membranes,

thereby lessening the mechanical forces supposedly partaking in

the transport of hemoglobin. This being so, the absorption of fluid

ought to be greater in the burned animals when the test fluid is



Einger solution. Such octually tho c.a«. Moreover, srmv «. v-

namine oanceis tie decrease in aKsorption of hemog.onm m toe

burned animals and has no effect on the pemteatoUty of thedermsi

connective tissue in normal rabbits, and since its Hochng .sc.iot

is very specific, it seems Ukely that the increase in hcmog.obm

absorption in the animals given dibenaminc is dne to a hlocuing

of the effector cells in the blood vessels to the action of cpinephnne

or any adrenergic transmitter that somehotr is released b> the

injury. Accordingly dibenamine ivould tend to incrc-asc the blood

flow in tlie s3TioviaI membranes of burned animal?. Hoxsever. a?

tbe blood pressure and the cardiac output in the burned dibena-

mine-treated animals is unknown, nothing definite can be said as vO

the cause of the increased absorption of Ringer solution in these

animals. In the unburned animals given dibenaminc the blood

pressure ought to be the same as in the control animals (in parallel

with the findings of Edltjkd and Jmiux reported earlier). It is, how-

ever, impossible to say if there is hyperemia of the syno\’ial mem-

branes in the dibenamine-treated animals as long as the cardiac out-

put is unknown; if it were knonm the general degree of arteriolar

dilatation could be approximated.

In any case, the decreased absorption of hemoglobin and the in-

creased absorption of Ringer solution, respectively, in the burned

animals cannot be due to any differences in intraarticular pressure

during the test period as compared with the "normal” values given

in table 7, p. 63.

The absorption tests carried out on animals injected Anth sucrose

indicate that the dehydration of the tissues surrounding the joint

has no reducing effect on the absorption of hemoglobin from joint
cavities. The effect of the sucrose injection was that the absorption
increased; of fluid greatly and of hemoglobin slightlv.

Mac SIaster and Parsons (1939 a) claimed tissue dehydration
as a possible cause of the decreased transfer of dyes found by them
in connective tissue of bled mice. Linderholsi (personal commu-
nication) has found a decreased permeability in the dermal connec-
tive tissue of rabbits subjected to dehydration by means of intra-
peritoneal injections of glucose solutions. Thus tie decreased pormea-
ihty of lomt membranes and dermal connective tissue after various
rugs and injunes may he due to tissue dehydration. This mav be

supported by the present author’s findings that Eingcr soluti™ is



more rapidly absorbed from tbe not lesioned joints in burned ani-

mals, wbicb is interpreted to be due to increased absorption of fluid

to tbe blood vessels. However, it may be concluded that tissue de-

hydration induced by intravenous injection of sucrose, wbicb causes

an increased blood volume (Ellis and Faulkner 1939), by no

means reduces tbe absorption of hemoglobin from joint cavities. Tbe

difference between tbe experiments carried out by tbe present author

and by McMaster and Parsons is that their tissue dehydration was

attended by a reduced blood flow, volume and pressure, thereby

decreasing tbe amount of pulsation energy transmitted to tbe tissues.

In tbe experiments of Linderholm tbe blood volume decreases

during tbe experiments (compare Mellors et al. 1942), possibly

resulting in tbe same circulatory effects as in tbe experiments of

Me Master and Parsons and thereby giving a reduced skin per-

meabibty.

Comment

In this chapter it has been shown that intraarticular burns and

subcutaneous inflammations^ decrease tbe absorption (as measured

by tbe method described in chapter IV) of hemoglobin from joint

cavities with structurally intact synovial membranes. In animals

subjected to intraarticular burns the absorption of Binger solution

from tbe unlesioned joint cavities is greater than in the controls.

Tbe lowered absorption of hemoglobin in tbe burned animals could

be raised to tbe same level as in the imburned controls by admini-

stration of dibenamine. In tbe burned and not burned animals

dibenamine increased the absorption of Binger solution. Dibe-

namine did not influence the resistance to flow of synovial

membranes.

Tbe present author tried to find a common cause for some of

tbe data in the bterature on penneabibty changes in dermal connec-

tive tissue following various drugs and injuries, and for the decrease

1 In this case it is unlikely that the decreased hemoglobin absolution was

due to a structm'al derangement of the synovial membranes induced by septic

metastasis. Routine testing of the .“washing fluid” to detect intraarticular

hemorrhage showed the same average number of leukocytes in the experi-

mental and control groups. Moreover, the absorption of hemoglobin from

joint cavities is increased in early inflammatory states (Edlukd 1948).
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and increase, respectively, in the absorption of hemoglobin and

Ringer from the joint cavities without lesions in animals with sub-

cutaneous inflammation and intraarticular burns.

This common cause would be arteriolar vasoconstriction^ due

to different agents but having the same effect, viz., to diminish

the amount of pulsation energy transmitted to the tissues and to

augment the quantity of fluid absorbed to the blood stream.

The author’s results seem approximately to fit the theories ad-

vanced in chapter IV. The effect of dibenamine on the absorption

of Ringer solution in animals with and without intraarticular bums

may be attributed to hyperemia in the synovial membranes caused

by the drug; the hyperemia not being sufficiently pronounced to

increase the hemoglobin absorption in the burned animals. The

above findings unth respect to Ringer absorption and dibenamine

would then be in line with Me Master’s (1941 b), who has demon-

strated an increased absorption of fluid in hn^eremic connective

tissue. If dibenamine induces hyperemia in the synovial membranes

of Ringer-tested animals (which is unknown), the increased absorp-

tion of Ringer implies (for reasons see p. 57) that there is probably

a shunt arrangement in the capillary circulation of rabbit synovial

membranes (in animals without intraarticular burns the drug ought

not to affect the blood pressure).

However, it must be mentioned that the validity of the above

theories cannot be proved by the methods used here. The only way
of verifying the theories is to investicate the absorptive properties,

the anatomical arrangement, and the reaction to stimuli of the smal-

ler blood vessels in different types of connective tissue.

Hence, it is evident that by studying the permeability of the

unlesioned connective tissue in animals subjected to injuries a true

picture will not necessarily be obtained of the permeability proper-

ties of “normal” connective tissue.

The parallelism between the changes in the permeability of dermal

connective tissue and the absorption of colloids from joint cavities

following subcutaneous inflanmiations and intraarticular burns

^ Obviously vasoconstriction causing total ischemia in the tissue concerned

must decrease the transfer of colloids and completely invalidate the ab-

sorption of fluid to the blood capillaries. This may have been the case in

some of the above experiments wherein the indicator fluid was admixed with

vasoconstrictive agents.
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indicates that, in these respects, synovial membranes are similar

to connective tissue elsewhere.

The theory in chapter IV (p. 68), stating that the net. volume
absorption of hemoglobin solution may exceed that of an equiiomc

solution, was verified.

CHAPTER VI

The Effect of Desoxycorticosteroneacetate on the Absorp-
tion of Hemoglobin and Fluid from Joints with Normal

and Lesioned Synovial Membranes

The effect of the cortical hormones of the suprarenal gland on

the permeability of the blood capillaries has not been settled. The

following review of literature will deal only with papers on capillary

permeability in animals with intact suprarenal glands or with per-

fusion experiments on isolated hind limbs of animals. The literature

on the physiology of the cortex hormones has been reviewed by

Swingle and Remington (194A).

The method most commonly used of studying the effects on per-

meabihty of these hormones has been to determine the seepage of

intravenously injected vital dyes into local inflammatory lesions in

the skin of animals and to note the action of various locally introduced

agents on the amount of dye escape. However, this method is open

to criticism (Rigdon 1940) since the stainability of the affected tissue

seems to be altered by the induced lesions, so that the dye is accumul-

ated in the tissue elements.

Menkin (1940 a), using extracts of adrenal cortex as hormonal

preparation and leukotaxine as irritant, has demonstrated that dye

seepage into the lesions could be reduced by the glandular extract.

Availing themselves of the same irritant and method, Freed and

Lindner (1941) have found that corticosterone and extracts of the

cortex lower the accumulation of dye in the lesions — something that

desoxycorticosteroneacetate (Doca) suspended in physiological sa-

line does not do. With peptone as the irritant Schleser and Freed

(1942) have found that cortical extract, imlike other hormonal pre-

parations tested, decreases the accumulation of dye in the lesions.
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Menkin (1942) claims tliat Freed and Lindner’s negative results witli

Doca were due to the insolubility of Doca in water, since he found

that Doca as well as other cortical hormones dissolved in sesame oil

decreased the seepage of dye into injured areas when leukotaxine

was used as irritant. Graham (1943) has verified Menkin’s results

by, unlike the previously mentioned authors, injecting the hormones

“cortin” and Doca intramuscularly, the irritant being carbon arc irra-

diation of the skin. With perfused hind limbs of frogs as test objects,

Hyman and Chambers (1943) report decreased capillary permeability

as the effect of water soluble substances from the suprarenal cortex.

Using perfused hind limbs of guinea pigs and frogs, Josebh and Pal-

mer (1946) found cortical hormones to be without effect on capillary

permeability. Cope and Moore (1944) find no effect of adrenal cor-

tical extracts in burned dogs after the burning procedure; they

measured the concentration of radioactive brominated diazo dyes in

the Ijunph and blood, thereby drawing certain conclusions about the

capillary permeability.

Evidently the above publications do not permit any definite con-

clusions as to the permeability effects of the cortical hormones.

An investigation into the effects of Doca on the permeability

of normal and injured connective tissue, i. e. syno\nal membranes

would therefore be rather interesting.

Methods

The animal material, anestethic, test solutions, and methods of

measuring resistance to flow and absorption of hemoglobin and fluid

are the same as are described elsewhere in this paper. The degree of

joint flexion was 60° in all animals.

In some animal groups the irritant was the supernatant of a 24-

hour culture of the staphylococcus strain used in the foregoing chap-

ter. Before use the supernatant was filtered through a Seitz’ filter

and stored for 3 months at — 20° C. Prior to injection into the

joint cavities it was diluted 1 : 4 with 0.9 per cent saline. In other

animal groups the lesions were caused by intraarticular injection of

hot Ringer solution of 70° and 80°, respectively, with the aid of the

water-jacketed syringe described in chapter V. 0.5 ml of the irritant

was always injected immediately the needles had been inserted intra-

articularly which was as soon as possible after the urethane injec-
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tions. The groups in which both knee joints of the animals were used
had a lapse of 5 minutes between the injections into the right and left

knee joints. In all groups the absorption respectively the perfusion

tests commenced 30 minutes after the induction of the lesions. The
hormone^ used was desoxycorticosteroneacetate dissolved in sesame

oil, 5 mg/ml. The same preparation was used throughout.

All of the control groups were given sesame oil in amounts and

at times corresponding to the Doca treated animals. In the absorption

experiments 2.5 mg/kg Doca (or sesame oil to the controls) was given

intramuscularly in one foreleg 45 minutes before lesioning. The pro-

cedure was repeated 45 minutes after lesioning in the other foreleg.

To facilitate absorption both sites of injection were massaged for one

minute. In the perfusion experiments 5 mg/kg of Doca or sesame

oil was given intramuscularly in one foreleg 45 minutes before intra-

articular injection of the irritant. The sites of injection were massaged

for one minute.

Before the perfusion or absorption experiments were started the

fluid remaining in the joint cavities was aspirated. It has been de-

monstrated (Edlund, impubhshed) that such aspiration is complete,

viz. in animals with and without previous injections into the joint

cavities the dilution of an intraarticuJarly administered test solution

will be the same.

Experimental

The following types of experiments were performed;

1. Absorption tests on animals treated with Doca and intraarticu-

larly injected with the diluted staphylococcus filtrate. As in all the

groups to follow the indicator used was 0.85 ml of a 5.5 g per cent

solution of hemoglobin. The test period was 40 minutes in these as in

all the subsequent absorption tests. The irritant was injected after the

end of the urethane injection as soon as the needles were in place.

2. Same as 1 excepting that sesame oil was given instead of Doca.

3. Absorption tests as described above on animals given Doca only.

Absorption tests began 30 minutes after the end of the urethane in-

jection. No injuries made.

4. Absorption experiments as under 3 on animals given sesame oil

only.

1 (Kindly supplied by AB Pharmacia, Stockholm).
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5. Absorption tests as under 1 on Doca-treated animals injected

with 0.5 ml 70° C. Einger solution.

6. Absorption tests as under 5 with sesame oil instead of Doca.

7. Absorption tests in sesame oil-treated animals injected with

0.6 ml 70° C. Ringer solution in alternately the right and left knee

joint. The unlesioned joint was used in the tests.

8. Absorption tests as under 1. Doca treated animals injected with

80° C. Ringer solution.

9. Absorption tests as under 8 on sesame oil-treated animals.

10. Perfusion experiments on animals burned as under 5 and trea-

ted with Doca as described above. Only one injured joint cavity in

each animal was used and the perfusion period was 4—6 minutes at

each applied perfusion pressure.

11. Same as 10 excepting that sesame oil was used instead of Doca.

12. Perfusion experiments on Doca-treated animals burned as un-

der 8, only one injured knee joint being used in each animal. Per-

fusion time 4—6 minutes at each pressure level.

13. Perfusion experiments as under 12 on sesame oil-treated ani-

mals.

Sections of the joint capsules were taken from 4 animals in groups

1 and 2, respectively. Such sections were also taken from 4 animals

in each of groups 5, 6, 8 and 9; these had been burned and treated

with respectively Doca or sesame oil. No absorption or perfusion

experiments were performed with the joints supplying these latter

tissue sections. 70 minutes after the injection of the irritant the ane-

stethized animals were killed by intravenously injecting additional

urethane. The sections were fixed in 10 per cent formalin.

Resiilts

From the results collected in table 9 and figs. 25, 26, 27, 28 it is

evident that;

A. Pretreatment with Doca lowers the increased absorption values

for both colloid and fluid in animals where the diluted ciilture fil-

trate was used as irritant (comparison between test groups 1 and 2).

However, the absorption of hemoglobin in group i is still higher than

in animals treated with only sesame oil and in which the synovial

membrane was not lesioned (comparison between groups 1 and 4).
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Fig. 25. Doca-treated animals, burned with 0.5 ml Ringersolution (70°)

the right knee joint 30' before the perfusion experiments began in the left,

breaking point is found in all experiments. Cinves start at pressures where
measurable inflow first could be registered and end at the highest used pres-

sure. The two regression curves in each experiment calculated according to

the method of least squares.

Fig. 26. Sesame oil-treated animals, burned in the right knee joint with 0.5

ml Ringer solution (70°) 30' before the perfusion experiments began in the left.

No breaking point is fo\md in the experiments (within the range of measure-

ments). Curves start at pressures where measurable inflow first could be re-

gistered and end at the highest used pressure. Regression curves calculated

according to the method of least squares. Flow-rates in each experiment de-'

termined at le^t at 7 different levels of perfusion pressure. Average correla-

tion coefficient = 0.976. Range of correlation coefficients = 0.988—0.948

(For definition of terms and symbols see the caption of fig. 11).

B. Doca does not affect the absorption of hemoglobin and fluid

from animals with intact synovial membranes (comparison between

groups 3 and 4).

>
5-
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Fig. 27. Doca-treated animals, burned in the right knee joint with 0.5 ml
Ringer solution (80°) 30' before the perfusion experiments began in the left.

No breaking point found in the experiments. Curves start at pressures where
measurable inflow first could he registered and end at the highest used pres-

sure. Regression curves calculated according to the method of least squares.

Flow-rates in each experiment determined at least at 5 different levels of per-

fusion pressure. Average correlation coefficient = 0.971. Range of correlation

coefficients = 0.990—0.935. (For definition of terms and symbols see the cap-

tion of fig. 11.)

Ffow In m/ ptr min

Fig. 28. Sesame oil-treated animals, burned in the right knee joint with 0.6 ml
Ringer solution 30' before the perfusion experiments began in the left. No
breaking point found in the experiments. Curves start at pressures where mea-
surable inflow first could be registered and end at the highest used pressure.

Regression curves calculated according to the method of least squares. Flow
rates in each experiment determined at least at 5 different levels of perfusion

pressure. Average correlation coefficient = 0.975. Range of correlation coef-

ficients = 0.990—0.870. (For definition of terms and symbols see the caption
of fig. 11.) Thick line in the figme indicates two coinciding regression curves.

C. Pretreatment witli Doca decreases the absorption of hemoglobin

from joints lesioned with 70° C. Ringer solution (comparison between

groups 5 and 6). The absorption values drop to the same mean level

as in group 7 wherein the absorption figures were obtained from rab-
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bits with unilateral burns and the absorption experiment made on

the unlesioned joint (comparison between groups 5 and 7). The ab-

sorption of hemoglobin in groups 5 and 7 are decreased in comparison

to group 4. In similarly burned animals on which perfusion experi-

ments were made, Doca increased the resistance to flow of the syno-

vial membrane; unhke the case of animals given only sesame oil a

breaking point appeared (comparison between test groups 10 and 11,

figs. 25 and 26).

D. Pretreatment with Doca increases the absorption of hemoglo-

bin in animals burned with 80° C. Einger solution (comparison be-

tween test groups 8 and 9). In the animals given no hormone the

absorption of hemoglobin is lower than in the “normal” controls

(comparison between test groups 9 and 4), The resistance to flow of

the synovial membrane decreased in all the animals given Doca

(comparison between groups 12 and 13, figs. 27 and 28).

Histological Exammation

The technical treatment of the various preparations was carried

out at the Institute of Histology, University of Uppsala, under the

supervision of Doctor B. H. Persson^, who also made the histological

analysis.

Stahting of the sections. The paraffin-embedded preparations

were cut into 10 micron sections. Three sections from each synovial

membrane were stained with hematoxyhn-eosine, Weigert’s fibrin

stain and Mallory’s phosphotungstic acid hematoxylin, respectively.

Dr B. H. Persson. “Test groups 1 and 2. Medial sections from the

joint capsule, parallel to the patellar tendon and reaching to the

fornix of the suprapatellar recess: shght separation of the fibrillar

elements in the villi and subsynovial regions, interpreted as edema.

Shght leukocytosis around the vessels, in some of the tissue spaces

single threads with the histological properties of fibrin. Hyperemia in

both groups, in group 2 local hemorrhages in the tissues in some of

the sections”. (Group 1 Doca-treated, group 2 sesame oil.)

Burned animals. Sections as above. “Test group 5. No cer-

tain histological evidence of edema or flocculation of fibrin were seen

1 I take this opportunity of thanking Dr. Persson for his valuable as-

sistance.
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in tlie sections, except in one synovial membrane where there was a

local separation of the fibrillar elements interpreted as edema.”

“Test group 6. Slight to considerable separation of the fibrillar

elements interpreted as edema were seen in the vilU and subsyno-

vial tissue. All the joint capsules but one contained single threads

with the histological properties of fibrin; the exception contained a

local delicate meshwork looking like fibrin in one of the villi.”

“Test groups 7 and 8, These groups have the same histological

appearance as group 6, containing merely single threads staining as

fibrin in the tissue spaces.”

Summarizing: In the animals in which intraarticular lesions had

been induced by the diluted culture filtrate histological signs of syno-

vial edema and inflammation could be seen in both Doca and sesame

oil treated groups of animals, (Groups 1 and 2.) In animals intra-

articularly burned with 70° Ringer solution the histological picture

exhibited signs of local edema in the synovial membrane in only one

of the Doca-treated animals and in all of those given sess^me oil. Both

animal groups burned with 80° Ringer solution showed signs of edema.

Discussion

Parsons and McMaster (1938) have found that in edema under

formation the spreading of dyes through connective tissue was greatly

promoted. In manifest edema the spreading was reduced. These

findings are discussed on p, 65 of the present pubhcation. McMaster

(1946 a, b) has measured the “interstitial resistance” and tissue pres-

sure in normal and edematous, human and animal, dermal cormective

tissue, finding that in rapidly forming edema the tissue pressure (in-

terstitial hydrostatic pressure of edema fluid) rises in proportion to

the formation rate of edema; in slowly forming edema there is no

measurable rise.

Theoretical

Assuming that the above mentioned findings of Parsons and Me
Master (1938) and McMaster (1946 a) are valid for another type

of connective tissue, the synovial membrane, the following chain of

events might occur, if Doca decreases the permeability of blood capil-

laries in injured synovial membranes. A slight lesion causing but

httle increase in the permeability of the blood capillaries and a slight
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edema in tlie synovial membranes should increase the absorption of

hemoglobin from joint cavities (agrees with the reasoning concerning

dermal connective tissue on p. 55) because the mechanical forces,

the amount of pulsation energy transmitted to the tissues, ought

to transport matter more effectively between slightly separated

tissue elements. In such cases a reduction of the effect of the noxious

agent on capillary permeability by pretreatment with Doca would

lessen the increase in capillary permeabihty following the injury. The

result of these phenomena may be a decreased absorption of hemo-

globin as compared with animals not given Doca.

Rapidly forming edema in the synovial membrane causing great

separation of the tissue elements would, on the other hand, tend to

decrease the hemoglobin absorption in comparison to non-lesioned

controls since it was assumed that in these cases the mechanical

forces were not particularly active in the transport of matter (Par-

sons and McMaster). In these latter instances pretreatment with

Doca, decreasing the permeability of the capillaries in the injured

synovial membranes and thereby reducing the edema, may lessen

the degree of separation of the tissue elements and increase the ab-

sorption of hemoglobin.

Measurements (by the methods described in chapter III) of the

resistance to flow of synovial membranes may theoretically give the

following results, providing that Doca really decreases the permea-

bility of the damaged capillaries.

In joints with slight or moderate edema the resistance to flow

ought to be lessened and the breaking point abohshed (McMaster

1941 c). In very slight edema there may be a breaking point, but at

each successively raised perfusion pressure level the increase in flow

ought to be greater than the correspondingly increased flow in joints

with non-lesioned synovial membranes. (This reasoning is analogous

with McMaster’s findings (1941 c) on dermal coimective tissue of

mice.) In such cases the effect of pretreatment with Doca would

be an increase in the resistance to flow — possibly these joints may

have a breaking point.

In groups with a rapidly developing edema of the synovial membrane

things would very likely be more complicated. Measurable inflow from

the perfusion apparatus (see chapter III) ought, owing to the increased

tissue pressure attending rapidly forming edema (McMaster 1946 a),

to be noticeable only at higher perfusion pressuresthanin animals with
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non-lesioned synovial membranes. Once tbe inflow has started, tbe

perfusion rate at each pressure level should be a measure of the re-

sistance to flow of the synovial membranes in animals with rapidly

forming edema which resistance theoretically ought to become

lower as the tissue elements separate, i. e. as the edema increases.

However, in the kind of perfusion experiments performed, commen-

cing 30 minutes after lesioning, the tissue pressure in the synovial

membrane could be expected to be on the increase since a considerable

edema is rapidly being formed. (This in analogy vdth McMaster’s

findings on rapidly forming edema in connective tissue of mice; 1946 a).

The effect during the perfusion experiments of this rising tissue pres-

sure would be to make the pressure difference between the perfusion

flmd and the 33movial tissues smaller than could be expected from the

increase in pressure in the perfusion apparatus dming the experi-

ments. (In McIMaster’s experiments the pressure of the edema fluid

in rapidly developing edema was rising as late as two hours after

the injury.)

If this were so, the increased rates of flow at the raised perfusion

pressures would be smaller than could be expected if the tissue pres-

sure in the edematous tissue was constant during the experiments.

Assuming that Doca counteracts the increase in capillary permeability

caused by the injuries, the implication would be that, when an irri-

tant causing rapidly developing edema is used, the formation rate

of edema would be reduced in the hormone-treated animals as com-

pared with untreated animals used as controls. Hence, this would

retard the rate of increase of the tissue pressure in the synovial mem-
branes. In other words, the tissue pressure of the synovial membra-

nes would not rise so rapidly in the perfused animals as in the con-

trols only given sesame oil. Hereby a pressure difference would be

caused at each perfusion pressure between the perfusion fluid and the

synovial tissues which would be greater than in the sesame oil-treated

controls. Hence the measured resistance to flow in the Doca-treated

animals may appear lower than in the animals given sesame oil.

The Author's Experiments on the Effect of Doca on the Absorption

of Hemoglobin Solution from Joint Cavities and on the Resistance to

Flow in Synovial Membranes as Related to the Above Theories

Experiments in which a diluted staphylococcus filtrate was

USED AS IRRITANT. Erom the histologist’s report on the microscopi-

7 -496035 T.Bdlund
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cal pictures of the injured synovial membranes the following is evi-

dent. A slight edenm in and inflammation of the synovial membranes

exist both in the Doca-treated and control animals (groups 1 and 2

above). The absorption of hemoglobin is lower in the Doca-treated

animals than in those given sesame oil, and this agrees with the above

theory.

However, the bacterial filtrate contains hyaluronidase and the hor-

mone may have behaved like a hyaluronidase inhibitor and therefore

caused the measured decrease in absorption. Edlund and Juhlin

(impublished experiments) have established that in rabbits intra-

muscularly injected Doca in the doses used above does not inhibit

hyaluronidase (measured as the effect of the hormone on the spread-

ing area of intradermally injected wheals of hemoglobin solution

containing hyaluronidase). According to Mayee et al. (1948) burning

of the skin increases the amount of extractible, active hyaluronidase

and, therefore, the above findings may be apphcable also to the

burned animals.

The increased absorption of fluid in the animals given only

sesame oil (group 2 compared to group 1) may perhaps be explained

by the theory verified in chapter V. In these cases hemoglobin may
serve as a “carrier” f(^r the water and the absorption of hemoglobin

being increase(3[^: this leads to an augmented absorption of water

and this augmentation may not be compensated by increased leakage

of fliiid into the joint cavity from the injured capillaries. The final

result may be measured increased net. absorption of fluid during the

test period.

Experiments with hot Ringee solution as irritant. The

histological report makes it plain that there was edema in the groups

given Doca and sesame oil and in which the temperature of the in-

jected Ringer irritant was 80° C. In the groups burned with 70°

Ringer solution the animals had edema which had not been given

Doca; one of the latter, however, exhibited histological signs of local

edema in one of the examined synovial membranes.

Experiments where the irritant was 70° Ringer solution.

In these animals pretreatment with Doca lowered the absorption

of hemoglobin to the level prevailing in sesame oil-treated animals

burned in the joint contralateral to the tested joint. (Group 5 com-

pared with group 7.) In this Doca-treated group the resistance to

flow in the injured joints was on par with that in animals with un-
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injured sjrnovial membranes, i. e. a breaking point existed. (Group

10 fig. 26, table 9 compared with table 1, p. 15).

The fact that pretreatment with Doca causes the breaking point

to persist — unlike the group of animals treated with sesame oil

in which no breaking point exists and the resistance to flow is lower

(group 10, table 9) — can be explained by the above theories con-

cerning the effect of Doca on injured capillaries. Histological findings

of edema, on the other hand, may explain why the absorption of

hemoglobin in the sesame oil-treated animals does not exceed that

in the uninjured control group (group 6 versus group 4). Depending

on the degree of edema an increased or decreased transport of matter

through connective tissue may occur. Therefore the absorption

values may by chance be the same in sesame oil-treated animals

as in normal animals with undamaged synovial membranes.

It is difficult to explain why pretreatment with Doca should lower

the absorption of hemoglobin from burned joints (group 5) to the

level obtained in animals given sesame oil and burned in the joint

not used in the absorption tests (group 7). One synovial membrane

is lesioned in this latter group of animals with unilateral burns and

the reasoning and results arrived at in chapter V offer some explana-

tion why the absorption of hemoglobin should be smaller in such

animals than in unlesioned animals. But in the burned, Doca-treated

animals there is no certain evidence of lesions, histological or mea-

surable as changes in the resistance to flow, and yet the absorption

is bilaterally decreased. This can only mean that in the Doca-trea-

ted animals the burning alone of both sjmovial membranes, despite

causing no visible signs of injury, has the same effect on the absorp-

tion of hemoglobin as burning of the joint not subjected to testing

(chapter V). Possibly the action of Doca may be that it is without

effect on the release of the chemical products of injury (with the

results suggested in chapter V) and at the same time diminishes

or prevents another local response; the inflammatory reaction. The

inhibiting effect of Doca on the inflammatory reaction would then

be similar to the action of ethanol (Pickrell 1938) or benzene

poisoning (Schkitzer and Goddard 1943) on the local vascular

reactions to injury.

Anyhow, since Doca is without effect on the absorption of he-

moglobin from unlesioned joints (group 3 in comparison to group 4),

the decreased absorption of hemoglobin in the burned animals cannot

— 496036
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be a direct consequence of the hormone treatment. That Doca is

without effect on the absorption of hemoglobin in animals with

unlesioned synovial membranes gives some support to the theory

that the Doca effect on the permeability of injured synovial mem-
branes is exerted by a regulation of the degree of edema which in

its turn is due to the action of Doca on the permeability of injured

capillaries.

Experiments in which the irritant was 80° C. Einger solu-

tion. The results were in agreement with the above theory that in

burned Doca-treated animals the absorption of hemoglobin ought

to increase as compared to animals treated with sesame oil only.

(It is assumed that burning with 80° C. Einger solution causes a

more rapidly forming edema than burning with 70° C., which seems

reasonable.) The alterations in the resistance to flow also followed

the above theories, the resistance being decreased in Doca-treated

animals. (Group 12/group 13.)

In the group of burned animals not given the hormone the ab-

sorption of hemoglobin was lower than in the unlesioned animals

given sesame oil (group 9/group 4). This agrees with the above

theories on the effect of pronounced edema on hemoglobin absorption.

The existence of a pronounced edema in these experiments is sup-

ported by the observation that the inflow from the perfusion appara-

tus seemed to commence at a higher level of perfusion pressure than

in animals with intact synovial membranes (figs. 27, 28 as compared

with figs. 2, 3, 4, 5 p. 12, 13) in line with the above reasoning con-

cerning the influence of raised tissue pressure on such measurements.

Comment

Changes in the chemistry of the blood and alterations in blood

pressure as the possible causes of the Doca-effects found in this

chapter were not discussed, since there is no evidence sa3dng that

such phenomena would set in sufficiently soon after treatment.

Nor were the possible influences of fibrin clots or intraarticular

pressure during the various types of experiments discussed, because

little or no fibrin was found in the histological sections (see Menkin

(1940 b) for possible effects on tissue permeability of fibrin clots)

and since the intraarticular pressure was not measured.

The author has investigated the effect of Doca administered before
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making intraarticular injuries on tlie absorption through and re-

sistance to flow of synovial membranes. In these respects the action

of Doca was such that it may confirm the opinions of previous

authors that Doca decreases the permeability of injured capillaries.

Doca increased the absorption of hemoglobin from joints with

supposedly severely lesioned synovial membranes, while it decreased

the same absorption from more mildly injured joints. Doca -was

without effect on the absorption from joint cavities with intact

sjmovial membranes. These effects were discussed in relation to

theories presented earlier in the chapter.

CHAPTER VII

Summary

There are described original methods of measuring (in rabbit knee

joints) the resistance to flow of synovial membranes, intraarticular

hydrostatic pressures during absorption tests, and the amount of

colloid (hemoglobin) and fluid absorbed; the validity of the methods

is discussed. (Chapter III and IV.)

The measurements of the resistance to flow of the synovial mem-
branes reveal that the author’s results are partly identical to findings

on dermal connective tissue of mice reported in the literature. Above

a certain hydrostatic pressure, the “breaking point” (average 9 cm
HgO), the resistance suddenly yields, as though the tissue elements

had been separated. (Chapter III.)

The method of measuring the absorption of colloid and fluid

permits the absorption tests to be carried out at varying pressures,

above or below the breaking point. Measurements of the absorption

of colloid and fluid reveal that — when the resistance to flow of

the synovial membranes was variously reduced, e. g. by previous

exercise or application of initial hydrostatic pressures above the

breaking point — the absorption of colloid and fluid increased

equally in animals initially subjected to “breaking” intraarticular

hydrostatic pressures and in animals not so treated but preexercised.

At the two pressure levels used below the breaking point there was

no measurable difference in the absorption of hemoglobin solution.
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This absence of pressure effects on absorption is perhaps due to the

method of altering the applied pressure, viz. by different degrees

of joint flexion in the various test groups. It is uncertain if the

raised intraarticular pressure thereby caused really increases the

pressure difference between the fluid in the joint cavity and the

surrounding tissue. (Chapter IV.)

It is demonstrated that burns in one joint or previous intradermal

injections of staphylococci decrease the absorption of colloid from

unlesioned joints. In burned animals Ringer solution as test fluid

is more rapidly absorbed from the joint not injured; the decreased

hemoglobin absorption, unlike the raised Ringer absorption, can be

counteracted by dibenamine. Dibenamine by itself increases the

absorption of Ringer solution from joint cavities. (Chapter V.)

The author proves that the net. volume absorption of hemoglobin

solution exceeds that from an equiionic solution not containing the

colloid. (Chapter V.)

The effects of pretreatment of the animals with desoxycorticoste-

rone acetate on the absorption of hemoglobin solution from injured

and uninjured joints as well as on the resistance to flow of lesioned

synovial membranes is studied. The hormone is ineffective on the

absorption from normal joints; in injured joints it either increases

or decreases the absorption and the resistance to flow, depending

on the type and degree of lesions. These effects of the hormone are

considered confirmative of those authors’ theories who claim that

it decreases the permeability of injured capillaries. (Chapter VI.)

In the tbeoretical sections in the various chapters the results

are discussed in relation to the physiology of other connective tissue

than sjmovial membranes; when some findings of other authors are

compared with the results presented here no apparent differences

can be found.
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Fig. 30. a, b, c, d, e, f. Radiographs* of the left knee joint of a rabbit after

injection of different amounts of lipoidol at different degrees of joint flexion,

a. 60'’ joint flexion, 0.5 ml lipoiodol. b. 0° joint flexion, 0.5 ml lipoiodol.

c. 90° joint flexion, 0 5 ml lipoiodol. d. 60° joint flexion, 0.85 ml lipoiodol.

e. 0° joint flexion, 0.85 ml lipoiodol. f. 90° joint flexion, 0.85 ml lipoiodol.

The radiographs show that injection of 0.5 ml lipoiodol completely fills the

joint cavity independent of the degree of joint flexion. The same events occur

when 0.85 ml is injected. This indicates that the absorbing area of the synovial

membrane ought to be approximately the same under the above conditions of

joint flexion and intraarticular volumes.

* The author is indebted to Dr. I. Hessen of the Roentgenological Depart-

ment, Akademiska sjukhuset, Uppsala, for taking the radiographs.
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Introduction

At the outset of this work several seemingly well founded

micromethods had recently become available for the quantita-

tive determination of different lipids in animal tissues. It was

felt that by means of these methods it might be possible to

attack many as yet unsolved problems regarding the topo-

graphical distribution of lipids in the nervouS system. The

fundamental question about the lipid distribution on axons and

myelin sheaths is unanswered, to say nothing of finer topo-

graphical details. The all but clear situation in this field is

home out i.a. by, for example, the incomplete and con-

troversial information in even recent textbooks and manuals

Quantitative data of the different lipids are given only rarely

and then often on the basis of very early investigations with

little developed methods. Thus, for example, as late as 1946.

V. Muralt (127) in his discussion on the chemical components

of nerves records Falk’s uncertain results (cf. p. 116) from 1908

as representative.

On the grounds of such defective information, it must be

difficult and perhaps misleading to draw conclusions pertaining

to physiological and pathological processes in which the lipids

are engaged. A careful examination of these matters seemed
to be badly needed. Hislochemical methods have liithcrto

largely failed and at best they can supply qualitative informa-
tion only. Applied to appropriate!}'^ selected tissue materials
modern chemical micromethods should lead further.

The general plan adopted for the author’s investigations was
to analyze a number of stnicturally different parts of the central
and peripheral nervous system and correlate chemical findings
with known histological structure. One of my main problems,
if not my chief problem, was to characterize lipid chemically
the axon and the myelin sheath. In order to do so I analyzed
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not only materials containing axons and myelin sheaths, res-

pectively, in the purest form available in adult tissues, but

also tried other means. A study of the lipid changes in nervous

tissue during fetal and postnatal development, which in itself

holds many interesting problems, was made for the same

purpose, as was a stud}”^ of the lipid changes during Wallerian

degeneration. In order to get an idea of the part in whole tissue

lipid pictures plaj^ed by the supportive tissue component a

series of anatyses on gliomas and other brain tumour materials

were carried out. The rather comprehensive material on

normal tissues in different ages was collected also in order to

obtain a basis for comparison in chemical studies on patho-

logical materials. A limited number of these of special relev-

ance in the discussion on topical lipid distribution have been

included.

The investigations, therefore, were extended to cover a fairly

broad field. As a consequence the analyzed material in most

instances had to be too small for statistical treatment, a cir-

cumstance which in particular cases of necessity lead to some

vagueness in tlie statements made. This admittedly is a weak-

ness. By combining results won from different materials it was,

however, not seldom possible to give clear answers on the

questions for solving. An advantage of my working method was

that many essential problems besides my main one could be

simultaneous!}’’ attacked and in some cases brought to at least

a tentative solution.

It was at first believed that the inquiry into the methods

would not require much -work but it soon appeared that numer-

ous methodological problems, of general nature or specific

for the nervous system, had to be tackled. In fact the work of

developing the methods and ascertaining their value expanded

so as to make it a main part of the investigation. Nevertheless,

methodologically there certainly remain many gaps to be filled

and many improvements to be made.

A large number of new findings as regards the individual

members in the lipid group have been published in recent

years; concerning many long known facts the concepts still

seem to be rather confused. Accordingly the author considered

it of some importance, at least in the interest of those non-
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chemists Avho are working within tlie physiology, pathology

and clinics of the nervous sj’stem and for whom my results

may he assumed to be valuable, to present a rather full review

of the present state of knowledge concerning the composition

of tiie lipid group. The interpretation of some of m^^ results

was hard for me, not being an expert in histology and histo-

pathology. and may no doubt he challenged or changed, if

.specialists can be stimulated to contest them.





PART I.

Lipids in the Nervous System and Their Quanti-

tative Determination under Various

Conditions

Chapter I.

Lipid Constituents and Classification

For several reasons Bloor (20) in his monography ^Bioche-

mistry of the Fatty Acids® finds the term lipids the most apt

and convenient one for the group of fatty substances in plant

and animal tissues. He defines lipids »as a group of naturally

occurring substances consisting of the higher fatty acids, their

naturally occurring compounds and substances found naturally

ill chemical association with them,® They are further »charac*

terized in general by insolubility in water and solubility in Tat

solvc.nts’.s Of necessity this definition is rather vague for the

group of substances is very heterogeneous indeed and motivat-

ed in the first place for methodological reasons.

As a rule the compounds included among the lipids are

composed of several molecular rests bound to each other by
main valences (ester, amide, ether, acetal, salt linkages) in

various combinations and releasable by different means. Since

the classification of lipids is at present best based on such
hydrolytically obtainable building stones in the lipid molecule
a review of these logically precedes an attempt at dividing the
lipids into various groups. In this review the present author
w’ill merely list such lipid substances as are recognized by
recent investigators. The existence of many other lipid
substances has been assumed, especially in earlier years but
they have later turned out to be mixtures, partial hydrolysis
products, contaminated lipids or unfindable by other investi-
gators. They will not be discussed here.
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Constiineuis of Lipids

Fatty acids, as appears from. Bloor’s definition, play an

essential part in the group of substances in question. When,
as in the case of a few lipids, they are not present they are

replaced by related compounds (e. g. fatty aldehydes) or

capable of being combined with them (cholesterol) . In amount
the fatty acids are without doubt the most important cons-

tituents of the lipids and to a great extent they determine

the physical and chemical properties of the latter. The result of

fractionation procedures which are based on solubility will,

when applied to lipid mixtures, to a high degree be dependent

on the fatty acids contents of the lipids. Under various

names the fractions obtainable by such means formed the sets

in older lipid classifications which therefore more than

anything else illustrated the distribution of fatty acids in the

mixtures; and, admittedly, the composition and metabolism of

lipid fatty acids ought to be of great importance also in the nerv-

ous system. However, the present author has at no time intended

to base his studies on fractionation of the lipids or analysis of

the individual fatty acids, a most complicated procedure,

difficult to interpret and more or less out of touch with target

set by the author for his research. In this work the lipid fatty

acids in nervous tissues will consequently be discussed only

briefly.

In nervous tissue lipids the following fatty acids, all of them

aliphatic, have hitherto been found: of underived, even-number-

ed, saturated acids those with 16-26 carbon atoms (palmitic,

stearic, arachidic, behenic and lignoceric) ; of underived, un-

saturated analogues of the former: the Cis-fatty acids with 1 or

2 double bonds oleic and linoleic, the Coo-acid with 4 double

bonds arachidonic, the Coo-acid with 5 double bonds clupano-

donic, the C24-acid with 1' double bond nervonic acid; of

hydroxyacids: the Co^-acids with one hydroxyl group, cere-

bronic and hydroxjmervonic acid, the latter also having one

double bond.

The sphingolipids excepted — in which the fatty acid is

amide-like linked to an amino group — the fatty acids in the

lipids are always in ester-linkage. As mentioned above there
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exisl lipids in which the piece of two fatly acids in a polyvalent

Lohol instead is taken by a /attp aMcApde. Stearic, paln.iL.e

and probably oleic aldehydes are -those hitherto recognize i

such combinations.

Alcohol radicals take a central part in most lipid molecules.

The higher monovalent alcohols of importance in the nervous

system are the sterols. Quantitatively by far the most im-

portant one is cholesterol which in normal nervous tissue is

known to occur practically only in unesterified form. It is in

itself, however, mostly classified as a lipid and then it constitutes

a very considerable fraction of the lipid mixture of most ner-

vous tissues. Other sterols loo have been found in nervous

tissue but only in minute quantities, e. g. dihydrocholeslerol,

dicholesteryl ether.

Tlie dihydric alcohol spbingosine is a consliluent of some

lipids. Its saturated analogue, dibydrosphingosine has reccnlly

been found to be able to occur instead (36).

The lipid constituents described hitherto — fatty acids and

aldehydes, higher alcohols and monoamino alcohols — are

those which have long carbon chains and are soluble in lipid

solvents and sparsely if at all in water. The other lipid pro-

ducts obtained by hydrolysis are preferably water soluble.

Of polyhydric alcohols glycerol is Avidely distributed in li-

pids. So is galactose. Glucose, on the other hand, has been
detected in considerable quantities only under special condi-
tions (82), mannose only in certain organisms (6). Moreover,
there are signs of a hexosamine (possibly chondrosamine (24)

)

or related compound in one lipid of seemingly very' complex
comtitution. The he.\osamine is not hound as such to the
lipid but in the form of neuraminic acid, a compound having
the formuk CioHipNOg but of unlcnown structure (97) . Lastly,
meso-inositol reportedly (68) is a constituent of a few lipid
substances.

Remaining kno™ organic constituents of lipids contain nitro-
gen Both aminoedianoi (colamine), a substance long known

(fil 1
f't'i swine, amino .acid recently found

which
“tsubsliluled amino groups. Choline,which may be considered as colamine wherein the N-group

lias been tnmelliylaled, is a lipid constituent occurring in most
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tissues in the majority of organisms. In addition there are

distinct signs of other N-compounds, probably related to the

mentioned ones (37, 24) . They have not as yet been identified.

Inorganic components are of importance in several classes

of lipids. Among anionic compounds phosphoric acid radi-

cals are most common, but sulphuric acid radicals also occur.

K, Na, Ca, Mg are the cations predominantly occurring in lipids.

Thus, in lipid combination there are recognized substances

generally classified as vitamins and sugars as well as charac-

teristic protein and polysaccharide components, nitrogen bases

and minerals. This suggests a metabolical connection to lipid

soluble cell structures of various other classes of compounds, but

at present only little is known as to the nature of such a connec-

tion.

Combination oi Constituents in Lipids

The way and sequence in which the various lipid constituents

are bound to each other is more or less definitely established

in several cases and will be apparent from the schematical

survey below. In it the lipids are considered as generally built

up about an alcoholic nucleus, to one or more of the hydroxjd

groups of which the other substances have been linked. (For

details see the monographies by Thierfelder and Klenk (182),

Page (132), and Bloor (20), as well as the recent survey by

Thannhauser and Schmidt (181) and the references in the

schema)

.

I. Monovalent-alcohol lipids

General formula: R • O • X
R = Hydrocarbon chain or ring of certain higher alcohols,

among them sterols.

X
H

Fatty acid* rest

Lipid schema

Lipid

Free alcohols that in

themselves may be

classified as lipids

e.g. cholesterol

Waxes, cholesteryl

festers
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II, Sphingosine lipids (sphingolipids)

General formula: CHg • (CHglig • OH : OH • OH • OH • CHo
III"
0 NH 0

R = Hydrocarbon chain of certain
fatty acids

H

Choline phosphoric
acid ester*

Hexose**

Hexose** sulphuric
acid ester

Hexose**

X,

H

H

H

H

Neuraminic acid

X„ 00 X.

R

Lipid

Ceramides

Sphingomyelins

Glycolipids

Cerebrosides

I

Cerebroside sulphu-
ric acid ester

(19)
(Sulphatides)

Gangliosides
(97)

.he he„sa.i„e
as yet little understood the nhn

^ ^ is

and incomplete. In this’ connerf^^
construction being tentative

recently cerebrosides containing ”
he””’'have been reported (Klene (98))

molecule

III- Glycerol hpids (glycerolipids)

Ho 0 — 0— Xj
0-eneral formula; HC)-_n v

j

^ *^2

ffsO-O — X,2 Gunnar Brante
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X, X, Lipid

H H Fatty acid* Monoglycerides

H Fatty acid* tl ti Diglycerides

Fatty acid* t tl n It

/Triglycerides

/(neutral fat)

Phosphoric acid* tt « » tt Phosphatidic acids

Diglyceride
phosphoric
acid ester*

it it

Diglyceride

phosphoric
acid ester*

(Unit in

\Cardiolipins (135)

N - base®— phos-
phoric acid ester*

H Saturated
fatty acid*

Lysophospholipids

Ethanolamine
phosphoric
acid ester*

It «

Fatty acid* Fatty acid*

Fatty aldehyde***

Phosphatidyl
ethanolamine (s)

Plasmalogens

Serine phospho-
ric acid ester*

Fatty acid* Fatty acid*
Phosphatidyl
serine (s)

Choline phos-
phoric acid

ester*
It tt it tt Lecithins

Glycerol lipids also containing sugars and inositol.

This group contains some as yet incompletely analyzed sub-

stances. Perhaps the best known is a brain lipositol (66)

that is regarded- as a diphospho-inositide, the two phosphate

radicals standing in metaposition. Glycerolipids containing P,

mannose and inositol have been isolated from bacteria.

The X’s in the formula under III may in each individual lipid be

situated in any mutual position in addition to the one illustrated.

Accordingly, the phosphoric acid radical may be linked to the central

carbon atom in the glycerol molecule as well as to any of the other two.

In the first case one speaks of |3-glycerophosphoric acid, and in the second

instance of a -glycerophosphoric acid. Hence, there are a -and ji-types of

all the glycerophosphoric acid containing lipids. If in the following

nothing is said to the contrary the coexistence of these variants is pre-

supposed. So are the variants due to the different cations and/or the

different fatty acids contained. Various fatty acids occurring in

different lipids will be discussed later in connection with the description

of the lipids in the nervous system.

* ester linkage *** acetal linkage
** glycoside linkage ° choline, ethanolamine or serine
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It should be noted that several combinations that would ^ogicaUy

complete the above schema, e.g. phosphatidic acids contaunng on j one

fatty acid, phosphatidyl monomelhyl- and dimclhyl-am.noothnnol, and

perhaps methylated serine phospholipids arc missing. Actually these tuip'

never exist, but the possibility remains that they arc present merely in

traces, constitute rapidly metabolized intermediary stages in the known

lipids, or, due to their properties, arc not readily isolated in delectable

amounts. In this connection considerable interest devolves upon tbc

mentioned reports (38, 24) of signs of non-amino N-bascs other Uian

choline in brain glycerol phospholipids.

In the groups of sphingosine lipids also there logically is room for

other combinations, e.g. sphingosinc-galactoside, ceramidc phosphoric

acid ester, sphingosine phosphoric acid ester and choline sphingosine

phosphoric acid dieslcr, sphingomyelin with other N-hascs than choline,

esterified with a fatty acid (143) etc. Moreover, among the hydrolysis

products of »protagon» there have been found (130) an ether of spliitig-

osine with a telradecylic alcohol. This opens up possibilities for the

presence of compounds other than those in the survey. In lOlG TllA.VN-

HAUSER and Schmiot slated (181) >lhal our present classification of the

sphingosine-conlaining constituents of brain is not yet complete.*

In addition to those in the survey a few other naturally occurring lipid

soluble and related compounds having no hydroxyl groups arc often

classified as lipids. Among them are the hj'drocarhons sfjualcne, caro-

tenoids, etc.

Lipids Occurring in the Nervous System

A tissue containing all the above described lipids liardly

e.xists, but as a rule every tissue contains several of tbcm. Of
most organisms, particularly higher, nervous tissue probably
exhibits the quantitatively and qualitatively richest piclure in
respect of lipids. The lipids that definitely have been estab-
lished to occur in nervous tissues appear in the following survey
which has been so arranged as to suit ilie purposes of tlic
author (see below).

covet 'r„r ""i
“ '"=

limes, however, with a mo,rr
"“'"'''''“''"o remains in p.arl; soiiio-

parisons with Ihe usaoe in olp
In order lo facililnlc com-

lipid nomenclalute may IhctcI^I hc'helTl "i''"
'“'mcrniiig

lecithins have desifinated 11m r
^

lipids, now denoled%hospholipiTs'(o
Phosphorus containing

tides). The phospholipids L ^
-r."*’

phosphn-
often classified according lt> llicir N-contenls.
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Difference is made between monoaminophospholipids, including lecithins

and cephalins, and diaminophospholipids, which are identical to sphingo-

myelins. Later it has been possible to divide the cephalin group (see

schema) into several subdivisions, and probably the fractionation is not yet

concluded. The name cephalins has formerly denoted those ether soluble

brain lipids which are difficult to dissolve in alcohol (consist chiefly of

phosphatidyl colamine and serine, lipositol and some plasmalogens)

;

nowadays it usually refers to the non-choline containing phospholipids,

as in the schema below. The hot alcohol releasable fraction which remains

in some tissues, especially brain, after alcohol drying and ether extrac-

tion, is called »protagon», a term often seen in earlier literature. The
fraction is not uniform and it chiefly consists of the sphingolipids

sphingomyelin, cerebrosides and gangliosides and contains hydrolecithin

as well (181 ).

Lipids in the Nervous System

I. Phospholipids

A. Glycerophospholipids

1) Choline containing = Lecithins,

unsaturated, containing at least one unsaturated fatty

acid; saturated (hydrolecithins), containing saturated

fatty acids only.

Occurring fatty acids: palmitic, stearic, oleic and

arachidonic.

2) Non choline containing = Cephalins

a) Phosphatidyl ethanolamine, containing fatty

acids, more unsaturated than those of ]>) and no

cations.

b) Phosphatidyl serine, containing the fatty acids:

stearic and oleic, possibly others, and the cations:

K, Na.

c) y>Brain diphospho-inositide»

,

containing fatty

acids, as yet unidentified and the cations : Ca, Mg.

d) Plasmalogens, containing the fatty aldehydes:

palmit- and stearaldehyd, probably others and

no cations,

B. Sphingophospholipids

Sphingomyelins, with the fatty acids: lignoceric,

nervonic, stearic.
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II. Glycolipids

a) Cerebrosides, per mol. containing 1 galactose rest

and of fatty acids: lignoceric, cerebronic, nerv-

onic, hydroxynervonic, n-hexacosenic, and poss-

ibly palmitic and stearic.

b) Cerebroside sulphuric acid K salt = a) per mol.

containing 1 KSO 4 rest.

c) Gangliosides, per mol. containing 3(?) hexose

rests (largely galactose) and 1 ^neuraminic acid»

rest, of fatty acids: stearic, and cations, hitherto

unidentified.

ni. Sterols

a) Cholesterol as free alcohol

b) » , csterified Math fatty acid

c) Dicholestergl ether (160)

d) in minute quantities: dihydrochelesterol and

others.

Considering our present knowledge of »the dynamic state of

body constituents* (153) the presence, possibly in minute

quantities but at any rate temporary, should be taken into

account of prestages to and the respective partial hydrolysis

products of the above already identified lipids.

In the author’s opinion the following would be most likely: under

I A 2: phosphatidic acids, possibly in the form of cardiolipins; partially

methylated intermediaries between phosphatidyl colamine and serine,

respectively, and lecithins, or possibly a glycerophospholipid containing

an N-base entirely different from choline, colamine or serine; under IB:
sphingophospholipids containing no N-base (= ceramide-phosphates), some
N-base related to colamine, serine and choline, or some entirely different

N-base, sphingomyelin fatly acid esters; under I B and II: compounds
containing ethers of sphingosine with higher alcohols; also sphingolipids

without P and glucose, e.g.. ceramides, sphingosine fats (143). Normally
neutral fats seem to be present in minute quantities if at all, but their

presence is considered possible under pathologic conditions.

The existence in nervous tissue of other lipids or lipid constituents

than those presented in the sun^eys is indicated by several reports

(Chargaff et al. (38), Chargaff el al. (37), Brante (24). This will be

discussed further in connection with compatible result in the present

investigation.
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On the Applicability in Lipid Determination of Constituent Analysis

In order that a lipid in a material is to be considered definit-

ely established it is at least required— as is the case as regards

other kinds of substances — that the compound in question is

produced in so purified a form as to be individible and un-

changeable by continued fractionation, which does not split

main valence bonds, and yields analytical values agreeing with

the calculated ones. In really uniform substances the various

molecular constituents as well as the elements are present in

constant and definite proportions. Naturally, this also applies

to lipids, but, as pointed out previously, the individual lipid

groups in the above classifications as a rule include several

variants which, other factors being equal, contain different

fatty acids. Owing to the difference in molecular weights of

the fatty acids each such lipid variant has its own definite

molecular weight and its own definite proportions of consti-

tuents. The corresponding proportions for the entire group in

question are dependent on the amounts in which, in the

individual case, the variants are included in the group, in other

words, simply on the average molecular weight. The number

of variants and consequently the proportions of components in

a group can be changed by physiological (e. g. age and nutri-

tion) and pathological causes. Some idea of the theoretical

limits of such shifts in the groups of nerve lipids may be

obtained from the tabulation below;

Lecithins;

Oephalins:

Plasmalogens

;

Sphingomyelins

;

Gerehrosides

:

Mol. % P Mol.

vr. vr.

dipalmityl 1. 752 4.12 diclupanadonyl 1. 902 3.44

ethanolamine „ c. 692 4.48 ethanolamine „ c. 842 3.68

serine „ c. 736 4.21 serine „ c. 886 3.50

K w « 924 3.35

palmital p. 437 7.09

stearyl s. 749 4.15 lignoceryl s. 833 3.73

% kexose % hexose

nervonyl c. 810 22.2 hexacosanoyl c. 840 21.4

K „ sulphuric

acid ester 957 18.8
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If, as nowadays often is the case, it is desirable to base a

determination of the exact quantities of a lipid group in a

material on a determination of a non-fattg acid constituent,

more or less characteristic of the group in question, the calcula-

tion imposes knowledge of the exact constituent proportion in

that group. Such knowledge may be gained by isolating the lipid

group in question from the material in a purified form and eva-

luating the level of the constituent in question. (Cf. Artom (8) )

.

Obviously one prerequisite for arriving at an exact result in

such a case is that the group is isolated in its native composi-

tion. With the possibilities of fractionation available at present

this is verj' difficult if not impossible for most lipid groups.

Owing to their special fatty acids the separate variants in each

group are individually soluble and since the isolation procedure

as a rule includes a fractionation by solvents it is extremely

difficult to avoid losses of predominantly some variants. The
value obtained will therefore be merely approximately correct,

but nevertheless it may be useful. Since, as already mentioned

the number of variants maj^ be changed for physiological and

pathological reasons, the concentration of the desired consti-

tuent should, if maximum exactitude is to be attained, be

determined in purified lipid groups from material in each one

of the conditions included in the investigation. If several ma-
terials and several lipid groups are to be investigated simul-

taneously such a procedure implies an enormous consumption

of material and time. In most cases it is more or less infeasible

and often unnecessar5\ If the main purpose of the investiga-

tion is to compare similar materials, then absolute figures often

are less important than differences. In such cases it may be

satisfactory to determine the amounts of analyzed constituents

in lipid groups isolated from an initial material (standard

material) and then apply the figures obtained to modified ma-
terials also. According to the above table (p. 22) the inherent

approximations may be considerable but probably only in very

unfavourable cases. How considerable it really is in the indivi-

dual case is difficult to tell. It certainly always is smaller than

the maximum one, in many cases minimal, and then the

method is useful. Several investigations of purified lipid frac-

tions from nervous tissue (mostly adult whole brain) are
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available. The following survey gives some representative

values (the mol. weights are the minimal ones, calculated from

iJie known P and hexose contents).

Lecithins: and Rolf (111) 3.90i % P, mol. w. 705.

Cephalins, unfractionated: Levene and West (112) a.87 % P,

mol. w. 801; Falk (56) whole brain 3',2S % P, mol. w. 960; ner-

ves 4.42 % P, mol. w. 701.

Phosphatidyl ethanolamine:FohCK (65) andRATHMAN (142) 3.65

% P, mol. w. 849; Burmaster (calf brain (33)) 8.34, mol. w. 928.

Phosphatidyl serine: Folch (67) 3.89 % P, mol. w. 798, as K
salt (its predominant form in the tissues) : 3.76 % P, mol. w.

824.

Brain diphosphoinositide: Folch (66) 7.3 % P, mol. w. 848.

Sphingomyelins: Hack (79) gives P analyses in brain sphingo-

myelins by about a dozen investigators; 3,24, 3.99, 4,10,

4.03, 4.09, 3.90, 3.96, 4.01, 3.72, 3.78, 3.89, 3.88 %, or as an

average of the 11 latest results 3.94 % P, mol, w, 787.

Cerebrosides: Based on Klenk’s data 1927 (99) for the com-

position of the cerebroside fraction of the brain the average

mol. w. is 822, galactose 21,9 %.
[Plasmalogens (from muscle): Feulgen and

B

ersin (59) 6.67%

P, mol. w. 465. Cardiolipins (from heart) : Pangborn (135) 4.18

% P, mol. w. 742.]

While the figures for the individual phospholipids have been

found to vary, the average P contents in the quantitatively more

important ones lies fairly consistently just below 4 % . In prob-

ably the most works on nerve lipids the figure 25 has been

used as a multiplier in computing the amount of phospholipid

from hpid P values. Thus, the generally adopted factor seems

to be a bit too low. By how much it will diverge from the cor-

rect figure will depend on the lipid mixtmre in the very part of

the nervous tissue to be analysed (cf. Falk’s figures above).

Since it is impossible to get the absolutely correct figure the

factor 25 may be used for the sake of convenient comparison

with older reports. It should be kept in mind, however, that the

figure is only approximatively correct. When the individual

phospholipids have been determined separately and calculated

by means of own factors, the total phospholipid value should

be corrected as required.
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Reporting in micro-equivalents per weight unit of tissue has

many advantages but does not permit direct comparison with

the commonly used method of expression in weight %

.

Summary

A survey is presented over the present state of our knowledge

of the chemical nature and constituents of lipids known to be

present in nerve tissues. The essential requirements for and

the applicability of the increasingly employed principle for

quantitative lipid analysis by determining characteristic lipid

constituents are dealt with in detail.



Chapter II.

Planning and Developing Methods for Lipid Determination

in Small Samples of Nervous Tissue

For purposes defined in the introduction the author using as

small samples as possible of fresh nervous tissues wished to

develop as simple a method as possible of producing as com-

plete and uncontaminated lipid extracts as possible. These

would then be subjected to various microdeterminations of the

characteristic lipid constituents. Knowing the amounts in which

these constituents are contained in their respective lipids, the

quantities of the latter could be approximately computed from

the results of the analysis.

The lipid constituents, on which a study like the one outlined

could be based appear in the above table (p. 16) . As mentioned,

due to their complexity the fatty acids were not intended to

be studied. When the experimental work was commenced
no convenient micromethods seemed to be available for the

determination of acetal phospholipids or sphingosine. Separa-

tely, in collaboration with Svennerholm (28), the physiological

variations of »neuraminic acid» was studied. For other lipid

constituents several suitable micromethods were available and

on them are based the author’s investigations. The procedure

is described in detail in the appendix on methods.

As the used procedures largely are adaptations of recent

methods already published elsewhere by their inventors, it may
seem unnecessary to recapitulate them. However, the original

papers are widelj’^ disseminated in numerous issues of several

journals and therefore it should be convenient for the reader

to have them collected in one place for easy reference, should

he find them interesting or conducive to further experimenta-

tion. Moreover, on several points they have been rationalized
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in addition to being presented in a uniform, practical, directly

accessible form.

In this chapter will merely be discussed the reasons why
this very combination of methods was adopted, its advantages

and disadvantages, as well as some qualitative investigations

into various isolated brain lipids.

Subdivision of Tissue to Be Extracted

For the purpose at hand an ideal subdivision would entail

that the lipids in the tissues should be rendered fully accessible

to the subsequent extraction. Each cell, each nerve fiber should

be accessible to the extraction liquid. Undivided portions or the

formation of lumps must be avoided as their centres can become

very inaccessible and difficult to extract. Subdivision in grind-

ers or mortars — a method adopted by many authors' — is

hardly satisfactory when applied to small tissue materials

(cf. Backlin (10)). Moreover, pounding in mortars as a rule

includes an admixture mth sand, which, although in itself in-

different, should be avoided as any » extras » may be trouble-

some, e. g. in connection with weighing. The methods appearing

satisfactory to the author were alternatively grinding in a

microgrinder (193) or sectioning on a freezing microtome.

Since in earlier studies (25) the author already had had good

experiences of the latter method, is was chosen for this work.

If the sections are cut extremely thin an ideal subdivision

would theoretically be obtained. But very thin sections are

liable to involve technical difficulties and when the cutting is

done manually the time lost is excessive. A compromise must

therefore be made by chosing a thickness which is sufficiently

effective and at the same time practical. The author has used

the thickness 7.5 p; as far as possible the cuts were made at

right angles to the fibres and faulty sections and lump forma-

tion were avoided.

The suspension of tissues obtained by shaking so treated ma-
terial in the exraotion liquids is verj’’ fine and homogeneous.

Its superiority over the mortar method was clearly demonstra-

ted in experiments.
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Though otherwise adequate the microtome technique is time con-

suming. When a really effective microblender is available it is probably

to be preferred. Subdivision with a microblender could suitably be per-

formed in the extraction medium. Ultrasonic subdivision in the extrac-

tion liquid is a possibilily that should be attempted and which perhaps

might prove superior to the other methods: it should also be feasible

with freeze-dried tissues.

Extraction

The requirements initially put on the extraction procedure

were: applicability to fresh tissues, completeness and selectiv-

eness as regards lipids and simplicity of technique so as to

be suitable for routine use.

Since drying of unfrozen tissues by experience entails a risk

of reduced releasability and no freezing drier was available,

the author considered it necessary to extract the tissues in a

moist state. For most of the more selective solvents this implies

that some sort of dehydration
^
must precede the extraction,

which may be carried out with water-miscible lipid solvents

such as acetone or alcohol. These solvents also cause a de-

naturing of proteins and a setting free of protein bound lipids.

As a matter of fact hot ethanol or methanol in excess is capable

of quantitatively releasing most lipids from tissue, particularly

when they are present in mixtures and mutually increase their

solubility. But alcohol also releases a troublesome quantity of

non-lipid tissue constituents. Although in certain respects con-

venient, alcohol extraction is therefore unsatisfactory without

special precautions. The power mentioned of alcohol to release

lipids from their combinations with other substances in tissues

does, however, in most cases render alcohol treatment desirable

or necessary. Using alcohol the object will then be to prevent

contamination by non-lipids.

Several means have been attempted to realize this object:

a) admixture to the alcohol of a certain proportion of more

selective lipid solvents (which in addition may increase the

power of alcohol to dissolve certain lipids).

b) pretreatment of the tissue so that troublesome water soluble

constituents are removed without loss of lipids.

c) ridding an evaporated alcohol extract from non-lipid im-
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purities, usually by reextraction with a more selective lipid

solvent.

A 3: 1 alcohol-ether mixture (according to Bloor (20)) is much
used for lipid extraction. On some materials the mixture has

proved adequately selective, e. g. in respect of phospholipids

(50) . The author had previously used this method in studying

plasmalipids (2d) and lipids in rat tissues (25). Among other

things these studies show^ed (unpublished) that an alcohol-ether

extract of rat liver contained a very small but measurable

quantity of phosphorus which could not be reextracted with

benzene. Results (extinction values)

:

Material

P h o 8 p horns C h 0 line

in alcohol-

ether extr.

ta CgHg re-

extract of

the alcohol-

ether extract

in alcohol-

ether extr.

in CgHg re-

extract of

the alcohol-

ether extract

Liver a 0.501 0.495 1.022 1.036

b 0.429 0.419

0.392 0.380

« d 0.456 0.444

Evidently, no choline phospholipids were lost in the reextrac-

tion. As cephalins throughout are soluble in benzene the dif-

ferences in the P-values are probably due to non-lipid phos-

phorus.

Additional experiments showed that similar contamination

occurs in alcohol-ether extracts of nervous tissues. The total

phosphorus value in an alcohol-ether extract of w^hole brain

was approximately 4.5 % higher than its value for an equiva-

lent quantity of its reextract in hot chloroform. On the other

hand the total choline value was the same in both cases.

The phospholipids are all soluble in chloroform. Probably

the evaporation and reextraction procedure used does not in

itself entail phospholipid losses (see below’^). From all this it

appears that the extra quantitj’^ of phosphorus in the alcohol-

ether extract probably is of non-lipid nature.

Besides, it is simple to demonstrate that the primar\- alcohol-

ether extract of fresh ner\'^o,us tissues contains water soluble

impurities. After completed reextraction with chloroform of
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an evaporated alcohol-ether extract there is left on the walls

of the vessel a considerable, usually white, fine-grained residue.

This substance very easily dissolves in distilled water, has a

salty taste and among other things contains phosphorus. The
alcohol-ether extract of tissues fixed in formalin contains little

or no such residue, which fact further supports the assumption

that it mainly consists of water soluble impurities. It probably

is equivalent to the »camithin» described by Maclean (117).

In lipid extraction this is O’btained in the alcohol fraction,

contains a little P, purines, amino acids, sugars, creatinine etc.

and has been found little soluble in chloroform (28).

An increase of the ether proportion to 2 parts to 3 of alcohol

(lid not change the results. Possibly the extraction of lipids was

rendered somewhat less complete.

The results of analyses carried out on one and the same ner-

vous material but with different extraction procedures were

(expressed in mg P per g dry substance); alcohol-ether 3:2 +

chloroform reextraction, 9,72; alcohol-ether 3: 1 + chloroform

reextraction, 10.0; alcohol-ether 3: 1, 10.16,

Other mixtures than theonesmentioned were not tested. How-

ever, it is obvious that an admixture of ether according to Blooe
is not enough to prevent troublesome impurities in the alcohol

extract.

Pretreatment of the tissues to remove contaminations can be

variously carried out. For example, the lipids can be precipi-

tated together with the proteins by an aqueous solution of

trichloroacetic acid, colloidal iron or formalin. Tlie author

has not tested the treatment with trichloroacetic acid but it

would seem to be a priori unsuitable for organs rich in acclal

phospholipids, for these lipids are easily broken down in an

acid environment. The effect of acid treatment on the mineral

contents in the lipids evidently also implies alteration of the

solubility of some lipids (67).

Prelreatment with colloidal iron is according to Folch and

VAN Slyke (69) a satisfactoiy method of avoiding certain conta-

minations in a subsequent alcohol-ether extraction of plasma.

The author tested this method bn finely divided nervous tissues

suspended in physiologic saline so that the concentration of
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dry substance would correspond to that in plasma. However,

it turned out that with this material considerable amounts of

lipids were lost. (Sperry reports similar experiences (164).

For results see Table I. It may be noticed that some

lipids (e. g. cholesterol, lecithins, cerebrosides in white matter)

gre less affected than others. The precipitability may be de-

pendent on the degree of acid dissociation of the lipid.

At one time Smith and Mair (162) used formalin treatment

of the tissues before extracting the lipids. Later several authors

have found that formalin has a destructive effect on some
lipids. The present author has also extensively studied this

formalin effect, particularly with respect to the usefulness of

pathological material fixed in formalin for studies on the na-

ture of lipids. These experiments are described in detail in

chapter V. Here it will merely be emphasized that formalin in

the long run destroys certain kinds of lipids, above all those

belonging to the phospholipid group. Brief treatment with for-

malin in a physiologic salt solution could, however, perhaps

be developed so that it becomes suitable for the removal of

water soluble contaminants. The author has not gone into this

question.

Lastly, dialysis at a low temperature is a conceivable method
of getting rid of water soluble substances. The author has

used this method in connection with autolysis experiments. As

a routine method it is, however, far too time consuming and
technically complicated. Moreover, it offers particular diffi-

culties in dehydrating the extract and in time entails the forma-

tion of decomposition products. The author has consequently

adopted this procedure in special cases only.

If therefore the various, hitherto available, methods of

pretreatment for lipid extraction all suffer from several

disadvantages, it must be admitted that so far we do not

possess an ideal reextraction agent. The most lipid selective

ones (petroleum ether, ether) are often more or less inferior

solvents for some lipids. Those that dissolve all lipids often

dissolve impurities too. Some are uncomfortably poisonous

(benzene), others (petroleum ether) far too volatile for con-

venient and certain apportioning, again others are difficult and

time consuming to evaporate (alcohols).
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Already at an early stage the author arrived at the con-

clusion that chloroform ought to be a suitable reextraotion

agent. Hot chloroform dissolves all hitherto known kinds of

lipids in brain tissue (perhaps fairly badly the gangliosides)

,

dissolves slightly if at all most other substances known to

occur in such tissue and it finally is convenient to work with

(boils without bumping, easy to pipette) and not too toxic.

It is of course a disadvantage that chloroform on evapora-

tion has a tendency to »creep» along the walls of the vessel

and that in so doing it brings some lipid matter along. This

phenomenon can, however, be counteracted by blowing away

the fumes with CO 2 during the evaporation. But all the same

a source of error due to co-solution of some non-lipid

substances remains. Probably this influences the results,

especially in determining total lipid contents and some

nitrogenous substances (see below). Artom (8) has used

a lipid extraction procedure similar to that of the author.

He found it highly effective, leaving only traces of fatty

acids in the extraction residue. However, he also suspects

some slight contamination. As regards brain Artom’s findings

have been confirmed very recently (124). Correctly, a chloro-

form reextract therefore should be rinsed.

In determining cerebrosides in blood and brain Bruckner

(29, 31) washes a chloroform reextract with trichloroacetic

acid. The present author has to some extent studied the

usefulness of this method; after the treatment the chloroform

extract becomes very cloudy and therefore less suitable for

subdivision. Moreover, the acidification as usual entails the

risk of decomposition (e. g. of acetal phospholipids) . On the

other hand washing of the chloroform extract with distilled

water should result in a solution of some phospholipids in

the water phase. Under such circumstances a dialysis pro-

cedure would be preferable. But even at this stage the latter

method suffers from some of the previously mentioned

disadvantages, and the author has not tried it other than in

purifying cephalins according to Folch (65) on a macro-scale.

In quantitative analysis on a micro-scale considerable diffi-

culties would certainly be encountered.

Therefore, despite the risk of slight contamination the
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author has routinely used a primary extraction with alcohol-

ether, 3: 1, followed by a reextraction with hot chloroform

which also was used to release any lipids remaining in the

tissue residue after the alcohol-ether extraction. By this

means an absolutely clear solution is obtained already at the

outset — even after cooling to room temperature — but in

which for some tissues (white matter) a white flocculation

generally separates out at the surface after hours or days.

This flocculation probably consists of lipids belonging to the

protagon fraction. At least in the beginning it usually easily

redissolves on heating, but as a rule the extract should as

soon as possible be allotted to the various determinations.

The question of the effectiveness of the adopted extraction

technique deserves some consideration. Birstlj" it should be

pointed out that the author has used at least as large a

portion of alcohol (75 ml) as prescribed by Bloou per g fresh

tissue, as a rule considerably more. By means of control

experiments it was proved that a tripling of the quantity did

not influence the result.

It has been stressed that, due to the risk of decomposition

lipid extraction with hot alcohol should not be too prolonged.

It has simultaneously been emphasized that boiling for some

time in alcohol is necessary for complete extraction. For

example, Backlin (10) obtained a maximum yield in his ex-

periments byi boiling in alcohol for 1 hour. The present

author has compared the results of alcohol-ether extraction

during 1 and 4 hours and could find no difference in yield.

It has long been known that owing to the ease with which
certain lipid fatty acids oxidize with consequent change in

solubility of the lipids and to the tendency to decompose of

some lipids certain precautionary steps are required when
lipid extracts are to be evaporated; for example, low tempera-
ture, diminished pressure and an indifferent atmosphere, e. g.

COo or No (20). Since the latter measure would involve

technical difficulties unsuitable in routine work, its necessitj’^

was tested. Aliquots of alcohol-ether extract of nervous tissue

were evaporated to dryness with and without leading in of

GOo, in both cases at temperatures below 60° at the beginning
and below 50° at the end of the evaporation and under

3 Gunnar Brante
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maximum vacuum obtainable by water suction. Both samples

were similarly reextracted in alcohol and the phosphorus

contents determined. The values were practically the same

(respectively 580 and 589). Hence, at least for phospholipids

(which ought to be most sensitive), it appeared that no

disadvantage accrued from the exclusion of the CO2 current.

In routine work, therefore, the author in order to protect the

lipids restricted himself to low temperature, reduced pressure

and short drying times.

In testing the power of several different extraction liquids

of releasing choline phospholipids from tissues Engel (52)

found that methanol was most effective. Among the less

effective was an alcohol-ether mixture in the proportion 1:1.

The present author has carried out experiments wherein

aliquots of material were subjected either to extraction accord-

ing to Engel with methanol for 8 hours or alcohol-ether 3; 1

for 2 hours. The choline concentration in the extracts was

determined. Results:

concentration, in %, of choline phospholipids

Extraction •with
from cattle liver

from cattle spinal

marrow

Methanol 2.65 3.69

Alcohol - ether 3:1 2.62 3.88

But it was mentioned above that choline lipids in an alco-

hol-ether extract had proved completely reextractible with

chloroform. Therefore, as far as choline phospholipids in the

tissues are concerned, the author’s method of extracting vith

alcohol-ether followed by reextraction with chloroform is prob-

ably not inferior to any other method known.
Finall}^ the author in many cases studied the possibility of

extracting additional lipids by boiling for 6-8 hours each with

methanol and then chloroform of the residue after routine pri-

mary extraction. As a rule the resulting extracts were cloudy.

Cholesterol or cerebrosides could not be demonstrated in them,
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and choline was prcsenl in negligible quanliJies if al nil. On

the contrary they contained an cvapovnlion residue that some-

times could amount to 3-6 % of the total lipid value in fiesh

tissue and up to 8 % of formalin fixed tissue. The residue was

to a great extent composed of phosphoric acid compounds —
converted into phospholipid the total phosphorus could amount

to between 2 and 10 % of the total phospholipid value in the

tissue in question. Approximately 90 % of this phosphorus

was rendered acid soluble by treatment with KOH. Possibly,

therefore, it maj’^ be a cephalin like substance which is fairly

strongly bound in the tissue. However, Artom’s results, men-

tioned above, speaks against this. The residue may also largely

be composed of non-lipids which are released d\iring the me-

thanol treatment and pass through the filler paper in finely

suspended form. The opacity of the filtrates corroborates this

view. Owing to the umfonnily with which the method adopted

by the author was performed this additional cxlraclible frac-

tion obviously bad lillle influence on results lo be compared

(see 0 . g. p. 84).

The possible occurrence of non-lipid contaminants in the

final chloroform extracts have also been studied. Tl\o contents

of inorganic or organic extractives, which are those substances

to be most expected as contaminanls, is in grey and while mat-

ter about 1 % each. As regards comi)ounds knowji lo be or lo

contain substances that also occur Imund in lipids, the apjjrox-

imale amounts in extractive form in the brain have been re-

ported (cf. e. g. Page (132)) as follows (in wet weight); free

bexose 0.03-0.05; Iiexose monopbospboric acid ester (a.s licxosc)

0.05-0.06; glycogen 0.07-0.18; inositol 0.3 (108) ; free amino acid-

N 0.10 (133); ethanolamine 0 (128); choline 0.015 (114); phos-
phorus in inorganic form 0.06, in organic non-lipid non-
protein form 0.01-0.05; sulphur in inorganic form 0.003, neu-
tral sulphur 0.010-0.020; potassium 0.036; sodium 0.020: cal-
cium 0.0015; magnc.sium 0.0025.

In addition to the above substances there must be present
different intermediary products formed in the synthesis or de-
composition of the lipids.

Thus, it is evidently a matter of quite considerable quantities.
In relation to the lipids the total extractives in grey matter
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amount to approx, 25-30 %, in white 5-10 %. Non-lipid hexoses

amount to 1.5 times the cerebroside hexose; free inositol 3 times,

total non-lipid inositol 5 times the brain diphosphoinositide ino-

sitol; total free amino acids 3 times the lipid amino acid; free

choline 5-10 % of lipid choline in grey matter, 2 % in white;

total extractive phosphorus 75-90 % of lipid P in grey matter,

30 % in White. Glycerophosphoric acid is assumed to be present

in free form only as split product of phospholipids (84),

It should be noted that the figures are only approximately

correct and refer to average conditions in adult normal nervous

tissue. Although conditions may be very different, the figures

still give some idea of the maximum possible error that may
be caused by the cosolution of these substances. For ethanol-

amine and choline it evidently is small, for other lipid consti-

tuents large.

In an experiment where certain lipid constituents (choline,

gljxerol, glycerophosphate, galactose, inositol) in free, water

soluble form and large quantities (5-20 mg.) were added to

subdivided white matter (600 mg.) from spinal marrow, and the

mixture was extracted in the usual way the result was a

homogenously opaque chloroform extract. On analysis it was
found to contain considerable amounts of all the additions.

While this experiment undoubtedly showed that the com-

pounds in question were coextractible, it is not certain that

they are so when they are included in cell structures. As usual

the chloroform reextract of the nervous tissue alone was ab-

solutely clear.

In analyzing chloroform reextracts from various tissues and

under diverse conditions contamination was in many cases

probable. Already the colour (e. g. yellowish in extracts from

jaundiced or hemorrhagic material) sometimes suggested that.

The sum of the analytically determined lipids in the extracts

was mostly considerably lower than expected from the total

lipid determination, as a rule 10-12 %.
In paper chromatography (24) of hydrolyzed chloroform

reextracts spots sometimes developed — particularly spots in-

dicatable by ninhydrin — which did not appear if the extracts

had been dialyzed against water before the hydrolysis. At least

for gre}" matter the result of amino acid determinations plus
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colamine determinations gave values so high as to be practic-

ally unreasonable. Consequently some amino acids can cont-

aminate the chloroform reexlracl. Apparently free hexose can

occur in minute quantities in extracts of grey matter (observ-

able in the nonhydrolized samples in the cerebrosidc determina-

tion). but extracts of white matter as a rule contain practically

no hexose. A water extractible form of inositol possibly occurs

to some extent in the chloroform reextract (see p. 98)

.

If some non-lipid contaminants undoubtedly can occur, it

is equally certain that others do not. The dialysis experiment

(p. 88) and the formalin experiments (p. 98)., for example,

prove that the choline and phosphorus values are but little

reduced by the treatments (for moderately long limes) which

would have been the case had they partly been composed of

water soluble impurities. The same experiments likewise show

that the above mentioned excess (unidentified fraction) of

extractible solids in relation to analyzed lipids only partly dis-

appears Avhen the water soluble impurities are removed. If

despite this the excess is due to non-lipid impurities these must
mainly come from nondialyzable or water insoluble non-lipid

substances in the tissues. In the author’s opinion, however, a

great part of the unidentified fraction rather is due to the pres-

cnee of unanalyzed lipids and the fact that the factors used
in computing the quantities of the individual lipids from the
values of their characteristic constituents arc only approx-
imativelg correct and with regard to the phospholipids prob-
ably too low.

Although the adopted extraction technique is not ideal and under
unfavourable circumstances theoretically might entail the presence of
disturbing non-hpzd contaminants, practical experiences apparently "o
to show that ,l as a rule is satisfactory. In the separate instances due
regard must, however, often be taken of a possible source of error arisingfrom the mode of extraction used, but this will be more fully discussedin the part dealing with the analysis of tissues.

hry Substance Determination

be^mad
determination of dry substance may

ade in immediate connection with the weigbing ofthe samples to be extracted. If the finely subdivided tis-
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sues are weighed in a preweighed receptacle, carefully mixed

and a sample to be extracted removed, the rest can be dried

and weighed. Thus will be obtained the contents of dry sub-

stance in exactly the same material as is extracted.

The problem involved by this determination is the method

of carrying out the drying. Different means are available. The

choice stands between vacuum dehydration at relatively low

temperatures and air drying in an oven and some combination

of both methods. Without special precautions vacuum dehydra-

tion alone is time consuming and involves the risk of incom-

pleteness, heat drying can cause oxidation, evaporation of other

substances than water etc. (cf. Teague 178) . The present author

chose brief drying at an elevated temperature of spread out,

thin sections of the material. All samples were consistently

dried in the same manner.

By repeated control tests the completeness was checked. A
prolongation of the drying time from 2 to 24 hours did not

result in a significant loss of weight. Exsiccator drying after

the heat drying did not influence the result. Exsiccator drying

alone over H2SO4 with the aid of suction to constant weight

(48 hours) in comparison to the routine drying method showed

a little higher values for dry substance (in two different ma-

terials, both from white matters, the difference was 0.4 % resp.

1 .8 %).

Error. This has not been estimated separately. Its order,

however, seems to be in the vicinity of that for total

lipid determination (see below) , i. e. a few tenths of a mg.

A few double determinations were done; examples: 36.1-36.2;

28.5-28.5; 29.0 (undivided sample) -28.4; 32.5 (undivided)

-32.5. The amount of drj'^ substance for weighing was seldom

below 30 mg. Thus the error of a single determination ought

to be about ± 1 %.

Total Lipid Determination

It v>^as considered valuable to have an idea of the total

quantity of substance contained in the chloroform extract.

It could, for example, supply information as to whether the

tissue contained significant quantities of other lipids than
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those determined in separate analyses. Moreover, total lipids

are easy to determine by simply evaporating and weighing an

aliqout of the chloroform extract. Provided the evaporation

was gently carried out the weighed substance could later be

useful for some other determination. The drying technique

adopted by the author proved satisfactorily mild and still

highly effective. Continued drjdng never had any effect on

the result.

Tlie value obtained is called Total Lipids. Manifestly these

must also include any contaminants present which, however,

according to the above discussion probably are of minor im-

portance.

Error. The standard error of a single determination (N. B.

includes errors of pipetting, evaporation and weighing) was

found to be ± 0.18 mg for quantities of 10-30 mg, i. e. at most

± 1.8 % (based on 10 separate double determinations).

Total Phosphorus Determination

In studying lipids the lipid phosphorus generally and suit-

ably is determined by means of a colorimetric method for in-

organic phosphorus following oxidation of the substance. The
latter is often carried out with for example perchloric acid

(King (96), Sperry (165)), or sulphuric acid followed by 30 %
HoOo. A coloiu', in strength proportionate to the quantity of

phosphorus and useful in microdelerminations, can be caused

by treatment with molybdate in acid solution and subsequent

reduction of the formed phosphomolybdic acid with e. g.

aminonaphtolsulphonic acid (Fiske and Subbarow), »ami-

dol» (51), or stannous chloride (108).

Alreadj’- in earlier works (25, 26) the present author has with

advantage adopted a modification by Teorell (179) of Fiske-

SuBBAROw’s (62) determination, including sulphuric acid-

30 % HoOo oxidation and aminonaphtolsulphonic acid reac-

tion. Tins method is not one satisfactory for the very smallest

samples but it has turned out to be adequately sensitive, easy

lo use and reliable in the hands of the author.

Some possibly sources of error in the method have been

studied.
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A certain concentration, not too strong and not too weak,

of the sulphuric acid is required for the development of the

colour (see Stewabt and HendSy (171)). Since in the authors

method the sulphuric acid is present already during the oxida-

tion a check was wanted that too much does not vanish or

become used up. Teorell (179) puts the lower limit of final

sulphuric acid at 0.33 ml per sample, i. e. 1.32 % concentra-

tion in solution for colorimetry. Experiments weie carried out

in which increasing quantities of neutral fat were oxidized in

sulphuric acid followed by addition of a given quantity of

phosphorus standard to the liquids. Results:

Series I Series II

No.
Addition
of fat mg.

Ext.

Coeff.
No.

Addition
of fat mg.

Vol cone,

HjSO^ ml.

Ext.

Coeff.

1 6.0 219 1 17 0.5 52B

2 8.5 228 2 17 0.6 539

3 14.5 211 3 17 0.65 535

4 21.8 217 4 17 0.65 535

5 0 217 5 0 0.5 529

6 0 0.65 529

The results prove that amj unfavourable action of the total

lipid quantity, which never exceeded 5 mg in my experiments,

can be excluded. The quantity of H2SO4 added to the samples

can without risk be increased to 0.65 ml.

Furthermore, it is generally accepted in the literature that

phosphorus analysis for phospholipid determination in lipid ma-

terials by methods similar to the present author’s satisfies all

reasonable criteria (cf. Gortner (74), Sperry (165)).

Standardizing. The standard tests run parallel with every

experimental series consistently gave a rectilinear curve passing

through or close to origo.

Error. Determinations were consistently duplicated (on two

different quantities of the same chloroform extract). On 50

double determinations with a mean amount 0.026 mg P per

sample the standard error of the single determination was

found to be ± 0.0011 mg P, i. e. ± 4 % . The error for a double

determination must lie considerably lower.
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Still smaller quantities of the substance would be required by a modi-

fication like Sperry’s (165) which accordingly would be preferable when

the material must be sparingly used.

Determination of “KOH decomposable" Phospholipids

A method reporledl}’ satisfactory' for the determination of

monoaminophospholipids and based on a selective liberation

and solution of the phosphorus in these lipids by means of a mild

alkali and acid treatment has been described by Schmidt et

al (148) and adopted by the present author. Largely the proce-

dure in the original work was followed. However, the solution

of the lipids in alcohol before the KOH hydrolysis was con-

sidered unnecessary” and was therefore left out (Hack (78)

apparently also excluded this step). Moreover, a 12 % solution

of trichloroacetic acid was used in place of a 10 % one for the

precipitation.

It could be experimentally demonstrated that inorganic

phosphorus or glycerophosphate that had been subjected to

the entire procedure (including hydrolysis) was recovered to

98-100 %. The monoaniinophospholipid phosphorus value was

the same in an extract made up in the usual manner from

white matter of spinal cord of adult cow for KOH concentra-

tions between 0.7 N and 2 N, at temperatures from 34-45° and
with hydrolysis during 24-48 hours, the latter holds also for

formalin-treated material. Consequently small variations from

the norms given in the Appendix on Methods do not significantly

influence the result. Solving in 0.2 ml ethanol before the

addition of KOH did not change the result on white matter,

nor did adding extra HCl to the hydrolysate to 0.1 N concen-

tration before trichloroacetic acid addition (used by Hack (78)).

The selectivity of the methods has been investigated by
Schmidt et al. (148) and later by Hack (78). In so doing they

used purified specimens of lecithin from eggs, heart and
brain, cephalin mixtures from brain (also human), lipositol

(raw material not stated), acetalphospholipids from brain,

sphingomyelins- from lungs and brain. In the purification all

forms of alkali treatment were avoided. In all these materials,

separate or in mixtures, both investigators demonstrated the
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lecithin and cephalin phosphorus to be practically 100 %
determinable, while the sphingomyelin phosphorus was
altogether excluded from the determination.

If an extract contains only the ordinary" lipids the method
should, therefore, tell the contents of all phospholipids except

sphingomyelin phosphorus, i. e. the sphingomyelin phos-

phorus would constitute the difference between total phos-

phorus and '>KOH-releasabIe phosphorus*. Such seemed to

1)0 the case in using the method on extracts of some nervous

tissues (particularly grey), while others (particularly those

rich in myelin) exhibited discrepancies from results obtained

In* glycerol and choline determination. These were of such a

nature that they suggested the presence besides sphingomyelin

of other lipids containing phosphorus that could not be

determined after treatment acc. to Schmidt et al. As such

lipids, if any, might have disappeared in the extensive purifica-

tions used by Schmidt et al and Hack the present author

besides purified lecithins, cephalins and sphingomyelins studied

also other lipid fractions. Tiie results appear in table 11. It

may be seen that in the most alcohol soluble and the acetone

soluble cephalin fractions and in the phosphatidyl colamine

a considerable part of the phosphorus is not rendered acid

.soluble by 1 N KOH. Yet, the same fractions contain no or

practically no choline. The P part in question cannot dien be a

constituent of ordinary sphingomyelin. The phosphatidyl etha-

nolamine had been diah’zed, so its contents of acid insoluble P
Avas not due to some dial)’zable contaminant. While it (the con-

taminant) could be a non-dialyzable one it seems more probable

that it, owing to the thorough preparation and the solubility

properties of the fraction (clear in chloroform and ether), is

in lipid combination. On analjnsis the phosphatid}^ ethanol-

amine preparation proved to contain about 50 % of the

theoretical amount of ethanolamine. There are at present no

reasons for the belief that any of the P of the ethanolamine

cephalins is resistant to 1 N KOH followed by acid treatment.

Thus, the KOH resistant part of the phosphorus in the prepara-

tion must be contained in some unknown lipid and, possibly,

linked to sphingosine as in sphingomyelin i. e. a sphingomyelin

like compound having instead of choline another, reineckate
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rion-precipitable, or no N-base. Liberation, of choline from

sphingomyelin during the preparation seems rather improbable

owing to the known difficulty of its liberation by hydrolysis in

vitro. Enzymatically this might take place in the tissues (cf.

(chapter IX). In lipid fractionation coming in the cephalin

fraction and being a choline free compound the supposed

unknown lipid has been reckoned to the cephalin group and is

in my tables denoted cephalins B (for its possible nature see

also p. 21)

.

Also in fractionation experiments according to Weil (table

III and p. 77) the presence of a similar substance is suggested in

fractions I and II, i. e. the most acetone or alcohol soluble, in

both grey and, especially, white matter. It seems to be present

in smaller amounts in other cephalin preparations in Table II

besides those already described, diminishing in amount with

decreasing alcohol solubility of the fraction. Some of it seems

to be contained in the lecithin but none in pure ’phosphatidyl

serine or the sphingomyelin preparations. Schmidt et al. (148)

state that the cephalin preparations, where they found the

phosphorus to be 100 % acid soluble after 1 N KOH treatment,

had been twice recrystallized from hot alcohol in order to

remove axiy sphingomyelin. Any choline free substance with

KOH resistant phosphorus must also have been removed by
this treatment.

Standardizing was carried out Avith each series and obeyed

Beer’s law.

Error. By Hack put at ± 1 % ; my own value was + 3.9 %

.

The method is an easily performed and rather exact one. According

to the present knowledge it reveals the part of the P in phospholipids

which is not bound to sphingosine, i. e. the part which is linked to gly-

cerol (and to a small extent to inositol). At present it seems to be the

only reliable method for sphingophospholipids (calculated by difference

from total lipid P), Hack (79) having proved that reineckate precipita-

tion — on which a formerly much used determination was based — is

neither specific nor complete for sphingomyelin.^

^ While this book was in press a method convenient for the determina-

tion of sphingosine in lipids has been reported (124).
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Glycerol Determination.

Among the few micromethods for the determination of

glycerol in lipids found by the author in the literature Blix’

(17) seems to be the most selective and least material requir-

ing one hitherto developod. Macy (118) uses a periodate method

which is selective for glycerol only if the extract is free from

e. g. nitrogen bases and inositol. First and foremost, therefore,

this method may be used to determine glycerol in phospholipid-

free neutral fat. What was required in the present author’s

Avork was a method of estimating the total quantity of

gljxerophospholipids, the brain only containing negligible

quantities of neutral fats. Actually Blix’ method is a way of

determining alkoxyl groups in the extract. But if the lipid

extract is pure, under the circumstances imposed by the

method only lipid glycerol and to some extent hexose should

react. Tlie error arising from lipid hexose can be corrected by

means of the cerebroside value (see Appendix on Methods) and

the true total glycerol value will be obtained.

Certain details in the method deserve special mention. The

quality of the hydriodic acid is of great importance. This has

been emphasized by Schmidt et al. (149) 1945 who points out

that each ncAv package should be tested on samples containing

known quantities of glycerol. Pregl’s (140) instructions were

followed in storing the acid and the blank values were not

allowed to exceed 0,20 ml 0.02 N thiosulphate. Under the ex-

perimental conditions used by the present author his hydriodic

acid gave a 100 % recovery of glycerol dissolved in acetic

anhydride and of glycerol in purified cephalins and lecithin.

Blix had the same experience, Folch (67) had 95-96 % re-

covery, while the acid of Schmidt et al. must have been inferior

since they obtained only a 75-85 % recoverjL The method of

evaporating and drying the samples was studied. Chloroform

alone, evaporated in the usual waj^ gave no blank value. White

matter chloroform extracts with or Avithout an addition of

8 % ethanol were after evaporation dried, either in the usual

way (see Appendix on Methods) or by repeated heating to 95°

with repeated evacuations. The values obtained were in either

case identical.
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Accordingly the author’s usual drying procedure completely

removes ethanol (even in increased quantities), which other-

wise would augment the glycerol values. The author routin-

ely dissolved the samples in acetic anhydride before the

determinations. This did not affect the results of the standard-

ization nor did it increase the blank. Raising the temperature

over the prescribed 120-125° to 130° did not significantly alter

the analysis result.

In later years Blix’ glycerol method has become widely used

in lipid analysis, especially for control analyses in lipid frac-

tionation. So far, however, it has not been much tested in

quantitative studies of lipids in biological materials. Blix (18)

studied the quantity of glycerol in plasmaphospholipids iso-

lated by precipitation with acetone and MgClj. The present

author determined the glycerol in unfractionated total extracts.

In addition to the phospholipids such extracts contain other

lipids. The influence of various lipids and lipid constituents

on the glycerol value therefore was investigated.

ScHUWiRTH (156) observed that Blix’ method yields a value

for cerebrosides. Their apparent glycerol contents was put at

0.84 %. He also found a » glycerol* value for glucose, amounting

to 2.74 % . If the figure for cerebrosides is converted to be

\alid for their hexose component the value 3.82 % will be

obtained. The present author tested galactose (Schering-

Kahlraum) and found the apparent glycerol percentage

to be dependent on the magnitude of the analyzed sample. On
the basis of the results a curve could be constructed and it

turned out that the apparent glycerol values for P free cere-

brosides (prepared acc. Klenk (103)), converted to be valid

for their galactose component, roughly followed the same
curve, (see fig. 1 and 8 which was used for correction for

cerebrosides in tissue extracts in glycerol determination).

Thus it is definitely established that the galactose component
and none other in the cerebrosides is responsible for the ap^
parent glycerol value of cerebrosides, probably owing to the
formation of a distillable alkyl iodide. (Similarlj’^ glucose

(30 mg) gave the value 0.77 %, mannose (40 mg) 0.54 %). No
value was found for inositol, choline, serine, colamine and
cholesterol. Fatty acids do not influence the determination.
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cerc6roj/okJ.

fallv aldehj'des were not tested theoretically they should

be inert.

Consequently hexose offers the only and well corrigible

soujrce of error for the method with respect to the lipid con-

stituents that can occur in the chloroform rcextracts.

Naturally the presence in the extracts is possible of

contaminants in the form of non-lipid glycerol or other re-

acting substances. Judging by the results of for example the

‘
. , the formalin treatment it is, however, unlikely

Ihat^ they can be of much importance. The glycerol lipids
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known in addition 1o neutral fat, winch as mentioned before

is negligible in nen^e tissues, are phospholipids with respect-

ively one and more glycerol molecules per atom of phosphorus,

'rile presence of the latter has not he demonstrated in the

nervous system but the occurrence of a phospholipid rich in

glycerol was suggested by analysis results. In the fractiona-

tion experiment according to Weil (table III and p, 77)

its presence is suggested in especially the more acetone and

alcohol soluble fractions. In concord with this finding the more

alcohol and acetone soluble fractions of cephalin prepared

according to Folch (65) in table II, contain much more

glycerol relative to P than can be accounted for by
monoglycerophospholipids. Tlie molar proportion glycerol/KOH

releasable phosphoric acid in phosphatidyl elhanolamine and

in the acetone soluble cephalin was = 4:3 and 5: 3, respectively.

TInis the proportion is not very far away from that in cardio-

lipin according to Pangborn (4:3) (135). It may be pointed

out that tlie isolation of the cephalin fractions had as usual

been preceded by thorough acetone extraction of brain and

alcohol precipitation of the ether extract. Accordingly, any

neutral fats present ought to have been largely eliminated.

However, the possibilitj’- remains that the fraction in question

contains partial decomposition products formed during the

preparation of the phospholipids and that consequently much
of the glycerol would be present as a diglyceride. Lastly, it

is not altogether impossible that in addition to glycerol other

alkoxyl groups, determinable by the glycerol method, could

be bound in phospholipids, but at present nothing is known
hereof.

Standardizing. See above.

Error. Calculated on 11 double delerminalions of different

amounts of glycerol in acetic anhydride the error of a single

determination was ± 0.025 ml. 0.02 N thiosulphate. 'The dif-

ferences of a few double determinations on tissue extracts la^’^

in the same range (1.43-1.43; 1.51-1.51; 3.54-3.50-3.48-3.53;

6.02-6.89). Tlius, since samples using up at least 1 ml. thio-

sulphate were practically always taken, the maximal error

was about ± 2.5 %.
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The method requires comparatively much material but at present the

author knows no useful alternative. Applied as in the present investiga-

tion on nervous tissue lipid extracts it may be assumed to yield data on
the amounts of glycerol lipids (if any minute traces of glycerophosphate
present in the extract are disregarded). In addition to the known mono-
glycerophosphatides in the nervous system they could perhaps also include

diglycerophospholipids and di- or triglycerides.

Inositol Determination

In this field useful micromethods have been developed only

during recent years. In 194)3 Platt and Glock (139) reported a

wholly chemical method based on the consumption of periodic

acid when that substance is used to oxidize inositol. Since, how-

ever, periodic acid reacts with several other substances (among

the compounds occurring in lipid extracts, e. g. glycerol,

hexose, serine, colamine), the determination in materials con-

taining such substances must be preceded by an involved isola-

tion procedure, and despite this the value obtained must be

corrected for any contained glycerol. But with this refinement

the results of the method are largely equivalent to those ob-

tained by the microbiological methods of determining inositol.

The latter are more convenient, require less material (a few

fxg (196) upwards of 200 pg (12) while Platt and Glock’s

method requires at least 500 pg of inositol) and are in all prob-

ability more selective. Several different inositol requiring micro-

organisms have been utilized for the determination. Wool-

ley (196) as the first and later Jurist and Foy (90), Wil-

liams et al. (193) all used a strain of Saccharomyces cerev.

Hansen; Burkholder et al. (32), JClockeria brevis; Beadle

(12), Neurospora crassa inositolless. Unlike the last the two

first organisms can grow, if only very slightly, on a medium

free from inositol. They require a more composite medium than

does the Neurospora which thrives in such simple an environ-

ment as one consisting of inorganic salts (containing NH^ ions),

sugar and biotine. The growth of the yeast fungi is determined

turbidimetrically while the rate of growth of Neurospora can

be measured in special tubes and its total growth by weighing

after drying, a more complicated method. The Neurospora re-

quires greater quantities of inositol for exact determination.
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as a rule a couple of hundred pg. Regarding N. crassa

inosilolless, Beadle (13) in 1945 stated: »no other compound

(than inositol) is known which will promote its growth,* Since

then ScHOPFER et al. (155) have studied the organism and its

reaction with meso-inositol and related compounds, isomers,

derivatives, etc. Only meso-inositol significantly promoted the

growth. Similarly, Saccharomyces cerev. has been shown to be

about as selective as regards meso-inositol, provided that the

environment contains optimum quantities of other growth pro-

moting factors. However, it seems to some extent to be in-

tluenced by other substances contained in the samples than

inositol.

Tims, at the present time it would apparently be preferable

to estimate inositol in lipid extracts by some microbiological

method. The proper organism to be used is a debatable ques-

tion. The present author selected the more material requiring

but probably most selective one, Neurospora crassa inositolless.

Beadle’s original method (12) was here altered on a few

points. In studying the maximum growth curves for various

closes of inositol it turned out that a maximum was obtained

earlier (up to a few days) for higher concentrations (39-35

ug/flask) than for lower (10-15 pg/flask). For this reason the

the proportionality as an ideal straight line between the inositol

contents and the quantity of mycelium will not be obtained if

the samples are incubated as briefly as prescribed by Beadle
(3 days), i. e. shorter than the period required for maximum
growth at any concentration. If the maximum growths are

estimated (see under Methods p. XX) a linear relation will on
the other hand be obtained. Consequently the author has used

the maximum growth method.

Since the author had in view to determine lipositol, which in

itself has no growth promoting action on N. Crassa inositolless

(12), the inositol in this compound must first be liberated. Ac-
cording to the findings of Woolley (197) the maximum libera-

tion of inositol from soy bean lipositol occurred after refluxing

for at least 6 hours with 20 % HCl. The present author there-

fore used this hydrolysis method. On subsequent neutralization

with a strong solution of NaOH the sample, whose volume is

4 Gunner Brante
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kept at a minimum, will be almost saturated with NaCl. It

turned out that the addition of NaCI in the quantities concerned
to the medium for N. c. inositolless markedly affected its

growth. For this reasons 1 ml of saturated NaCl solution was
added to the standard series of inositol doses.

Among other substances phytin (Giba) was used to test the

effectiveness of the hydrolysis. By experience it is difficult to

accomplish total liberation of inositol from this compound.

Refluxing for 6 hours with 18 % HCl, Beadle obtained only

about Vs of the calculated quantity of inositol in determin-

able (=free) form. The present author, using Woolley’s
hydrolysis, found 20.2 % inositol and 20.2 % P, both organic-

ally bound. This result is roughly equivalent to the theoretical

amounts and in the proportion of 1 inositol molecule to 6 P
atoms. The reason for the divergence from Beadle’s results is

hard to understand. On lipid extracts from corpus callosum the

same inositol result was obtained after 3 hours hydrolysis a.s

after 6 or 12 hours. 3N HCl yielded somewhat lower results

than 20 % HCl.

Galactose^ choline, aminoethanol, serine, glycerol, sodium

glycerophosphate in the maximum quantities with which they

usually occurred in the author’s extract samples did not them-

selves promote the growth of N. c. inositolless, nor did their

presence significantly influence inositol induced growth.

Lastly, it was attempted to further check the specificity by

studying the gammexane inhibition on the growth of N. c.

inositolless on lipid hydrolysates, gammexane being a com-

pound considered a possible structurally analogous competitive

inhibitor of meso-inositol (27) : equivalent doses of inositol

and lipid hydrolysates were in a like measure inhibited by

gammexane.
Standardizing. By the author’s maximum growth method

including NaCl addition a linear correlation was obtained be-

tween the dosis of inositol and the amount of mycelium for

inositol quantities between 15 and 35 pg.

Error. Beadle maintains that his development of the method

is accurate "within about 0.3 mg of mycelium at an inositol

concentration of 20 pg/flask. The present author’s experience of

Beadle’s method was not as satisfactory. With the modifica-
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lions mentioned in the foregoing the error of method was

certainly considerably lower than ± 5 %

.

The inositol method adopted cannot be objected to from the point of

view of selectivitj'. The relatively large material requirements are a dis-

advantage in respect of certain tissues studied by the author (grey mailer),

and in such cases some of tlie more sensitive and quicker methods should

be tried.

Choline Determination

Being a long since known chemical compound of consider-

able biological import, choline has been subjected to numerous

attempts at exact determination. In so doing its occurrence in

nature in a free state has been far more difficult to evaluate

quantitatively than its occurrence in phospholipids. This is

partly due to the fact that the amount of free choline in tissues

is much lower than the bound quantity, and partly because

biologically occurring substances may disturb the hitherto

tested methods of determining choline and in the main being

water soluble they especially affect the determination of free

choline. While thus determination of lipid choline should be

easier to perform, adequate methods have nevertheless been

difficult to develop. Owing to the great importance in the pre-

sent author’s investigations of the lipid choline, a fairly full

discussion of the problems involved in its determination must
be considered necessary.

The first step in the determination of lipid choline is always
its liberation. There have been adopted for the hydrolysis

various acids (168) or bases, in aqueous or alcoholic environ-

ment (118), and heating at atmospheric or higher pressures

(87). The liberated choline has then been determined
by chemical methods or biological assay procedures. Of the

latter pharmacological or microbiological methods, especially,

are useful. Pharmacologicalhj, choline is determined after

acetylation by quantitative measurements of its effect on e. g.

rabbit intestine. Borglin’s modification (22) of this method
seems to belong to the more sensitive and specific ones but its

standard deviation is apparently high even in the hands of

investigators well cognizant of pharmacological technique.
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More reproducible results despite very small sample quantities

may be had microbiologically by assay with the cholineless mu-
tant of the mould Neurospora crassa (87) but by this method the

specificity becomes relatively low since in addition to choline

and ammonium bases chemically related to choline the growth

is promoted also by methionine and unhydrolyzed lecithin,

i. e. in general compounds supplying »labile methyl*. Neither

are the chemical methods available characterized by absolute

specificity for choline. Two principles have chiefly been used

for microdeterminations. The first, involving primary precipi-

tation of the choline as a complex iodine compound, was re-

ported by Roman (146) and published in a recent modification

by Erickson et al. (55) ;
Handler 1947 (85) considers it »not

entirely satisfactory » and inferior to the one founded on the

second principle. This implies the primary precipitation of

choline as reineckate followed by some sort of colorimetrical

estimation. Various modifications of the reineckate method

differ essentially as to the precipitation conditions, the means

of purifying the precipitate and the preparation for colorimetry

of the pure choline reineckate.

As was mentioned in passing there are other bases than

choline, inorganic as well as organic, which may be precipi-

tated with reineckate. Metals that can be precipitated with

HzS in acid solution (e. g. Cd) form slightly soluble reineckates

(39). BaCl2 tested in saturated solution gives a reineckate

which is easily soluble in water. Consequently it implies no

source of error when Ba(OH)2 hydrolysis with HCl neutralisa-

tion is used. Numerous organic N-bases form reineckates. Only

those compounds, however, which contain tertiary or quater-

nary alkylated N-atoms form reineckates about as difficultly

soluble in water as choline reineckate. Thus, the solubilities

(cf. Guggenheim (75)) in water at room temperature for the

reineckates of some substances are given as follows: methyl

guanidine 0.43 %, histidine 0.3, betaine 0.28, creatine 0.16,

creatinine 0.16, carnosine 0.16, carnitine 0.10, choline 0,02,

acetylcholine 0.018, tetramine 0.003; in 10 % HCl the solubility

of the reineckates of betaine, carnitine and choline are re-

spectively 0.2, 0.15 and 0.03 (172). Numerous substances of

this type occur in the animal world. Du Vigneaud (46), lists
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quaternary, and even more exist. Preferably, they occur in

water soluble form, and as a rule in insignificant quantities

in relation to the quantities of phospholipid choline in the

same tissue. But probably many of them have such solhbility

properties that they can pass over into a lipid extract Together

they may then possibly become a significant source of error

in the determination of the choline. In fact, this seems proved

regarding some tissues by means of experiments carried out

by Entenman et al. (53) and Click (.73). Lastlj^ it is not impos-

sible that N-methylated and reineckate precipitable substances

other than choline are constituents in some phospholipids

(38, 24).

If choline exclusivel}' is to be determined the sources of

error mentioned in the above must therefore as far as possible

be eliminated. Except by refined extraction of the lipids, ex-

cluding water soluble contaminants (see above, p. 37), this

goal has been striven for by utilizing selective pTecipitation oiid

purification of choline reineckates. Click (73) points to the

above illustrated Tact that the solubility of betaine reineckates

is greater in comparison to that of choline reineckates at high

pH values. He therefore advocates a pH beetwen 8 and 10 for

precipitation of choline samples. Choline reineckate is deposi-

ted practically quantitatively in environments ^vith a

pH lower than 10 and excess of Reinecke salt where the

solubility of the choline reineckate will be 0.0015 %. As a

selective, choline preserving rinsing agent for the reineckate

precipitate Winzler and Meserve (195) used a saturated

aqueous solution of choline reineckate. Using such principles

one should be able to fairly exactly and selectively determine

choline in lipid hydrolysates from nervous tissue.

When the author faced the choice of choline method for the

present studies it seemed most profitable to employ a reineckate

modification which he himself had used earlier in studying

plasmalipids (26) and later had been adapted for 0.1-0.6 mg
choline. It involved hydrolysis with 0,1 N NaOH in ethanol,

precipitation of liberated choline with slight excess of Reinecke

salt at pH 2-3, rinsing with iced water and alcohol, and

colorimetry of the reineckate in acetone solution. The adopted
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than NaOH in water or HCl in methanol to separate choline

from lipids. The difference seemed to be due to relative inef-

fectiveness of the latter two hydrolytic agents on sphingomyelin
(tested on protagon from brain) . Later, reports have appeared

(Entenman et al. (54)) indicating that Ba(OH)2 in saturated

aqueous solution will still more completely liberate choline

from lipids. Hence, the author decided to reinvestigate the

action on brain choline lipids of some hydrolytic agents.

Firstly, the method mentioned above of Entenman et al. (54),

besides Ba fOHJa hydrolysis also including precipitation with

a great excess of Reinecke salt at 1.2 N HCl concentration,

rinsing with 1.2 N HCl and colorimetry in acetone solution of

the reineckate, was rendered useful for work on a microscale

(see Choline method, p. XIII) . Then it was used in parallel

with the author’s alcoholic NaOH method on extracts from

the nervous system. The results appear in table 1,

The Entenman method evidently yields clearly higher values

than determinations according to Brante. The absolute differ-

ence is greatest in material rich in myelin while in most cases it

is insignificant in grey matter. This circumstance parallels the

sphingomyelin contents of the respective tissues and hence the

difference may be suspected to be somehow allied with this

choline fraction. Such being the case it was a priori most prob-

able that Brante’s hydrolysis method did not completely set

free the choline in sphingomyelin. This was tested on brain

sphingomyelin purified without alkali treatment. The result

of the double determination expressed in mol. equivalents in

comparison to sphingomyelin P, which amounted to 2.97 % of

the substance, was according to Entenman = 0.97 and according

to Brante = 0,81, Consequently the latter method was about

84 % as efficacious as the former, and it therefore appeared

that the above mentioned difference was at least partly, but

scarcely altogether, explained. In the below table choline ac-

cording to Brante is in white matter but 71 % of the value

according to Entenman but if the lecithin choline included in

both values, which is quantitatively liberated not only by

Ba (OH) 2 but also by mild KOH treatment (cf, p. 59) and in

all probability also by alcoholic NaOH according to Brante,
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Table 1. Choline in Nervous Tissue Extracts Determined

According to Entenman ei al. and Brante, respectively

Material

Choline in mg/ml

Acc. to

Entenman et ah
Acc. to

Brante

b Alcohol-ether extract from

whole hraiu (meaa of 12 0.314 ± 0.013 0.280 + 0.011

determinations)

Choline %

Material
Grey matter White matter

Acc. to Acc. to Acc. to Acc. to

Entenman Brante Entenman Brante

11. Various chloroform reex-

tracts from nervous tissue

Man 1 (brain) 0.2C* 0.25* 0.51 0.31

n 2 „ 0.21 0.13 0.45 0.34

**3 „
— — 0.53 0.34

Cow 1 0.23 0.20 0.43 0.34

„ 2 „ 0.26 0.17 0.42 0.35

tt 3 „ 0.21 0.20 0.36 0.2C

« 4 — — 0.78 0.64

„ 5 (spinal marrow) — — 0.73 0.62

* mean of 5 determinations

is subtracted from the values in the above table it turns out

lhat the sphingomyelin choline in white matter according to

Brante 5s less than 45 % of the value according to Entenman
(computed for white matter mtrls. nr. 3 and 5 where KOH
choline was determined).

But the two tested methods did not differ only in the hydro-

lysis but also in the precipitation and purification conditions.

The strongly acid environment and the large excess of NH,-
reineckate in Entenman’s method probably both act in favour

uf codetermination of other reineckates besides that of choline.

The first mentioned factor and the presence of Ba ions can be

assumed to bring about the separation of the fatty acids in

such a way as to allow the choline to be more completely re-
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leased to the water phase. Lastly, the presence of BaCL could

somehow increase the precipitation of choline or any other

reineckate. Tlie latter alternative as regards choline could, how-

ever, immediately be disregarded since standard curves with

or without BaCL were identical. Several methods were applied

to attempt the solution of the other problems.

Thus, one experiment was carried out using Entenman's
determination method on Brante’s hydrolysate and vice versa.

In so doing alcoholic NaOH hydrolysate was acidified to 1.2

N HCl concentration, 150 mg BaCl. was added and for the rest

the sample was treated according to Entenman; Ba(OH):;

hydrolysate was neutralized with HoSO^ to pH 2-3, Ba ions

thereby largely being removed, and thereafter treated according

to Brante. Results of parallel determinations on extracts from

white matter (computed by means of standard curves, made
up simultaneously and separate for each method) appear in

Table 2.

Table 2

White matter

Ba(OH)j hydrolysis
according to Entenman

Alcoholic NaOH hydro-
lysis according to Brante

from: Determination
as usual »co.
to Entenman

Determination
acc. to Brante

Determination
as usual acc.

to Brante

Determination
acc. to Eiiten-

man

Cow I 0.35 0.34 0.26 0.31

„ 11 0.43 — 0.34 0.46

„ m 0.43 — — 0.32

Ty spinal
” marrow 0.73 0.64 0.52 0.80

V 0.78 0.62 0.54 0.63

Man I 0.57 0.45® 0.31 0.44

11 0.61 0.31 0.40

* Hinsing performed with saturated choline reineckate solution

Evidently the alcoholic NaOH hydrolysate values are consi-

stently much higher when determined under Entenman’s con-

ditions than according to Brante. In some cases 'they come up

to or even exceed the values in Ba(OH)2 hydrolysates deter-

mined according to Entenman. These latter are on the other

hand somewhat higher than the values for the same hydro-
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results demonstrate that after completed alkaline hydrolysis

the continued treatment is of great importance for the results

of reineckate determinable substance.

Tile reason for Ihc higher values obtained \vilh Entenman’s treatment

afler the hydrolysis was considered. Firstly, the HCl concentration might

have an additional hydrolysing effect or accomplish a more effective

extraction of liberated clioline. However, it appeared that the HCl con-

centration alone could n6l be very important as filtering at pH 2-3 did

not influence the result of determinations according to Entenman, and

determinations according to Click after neutralization to pH 8-t> witli

rinsing according to Brante did not yield significjintly lower values.

(Click (73) had similar results.) The presence of Ba ions and the ex-

cess of reineckate does not as mentioned affect the pure choline value.

Therefore the conclusion is arrived at that cither .<<omc factor preoents

complete determination of the choline present, or otherwise there must

be some other reineckate precipitable substance in addition to choline. In

the former case Ba ions and Reinecke salt in excess would reduce or

eliminate the factor in question, in the latter they would be essential for

the determinabilily of the substance. These matters require further in-

vestigations.

At this point the present author set out to investigate if any of the

bases known in lipids or any N-methyl compounds that can occur in

connection with lipids could have caused the described discrepancies,

bphingosine was a priori considered inconceivable in this connection (cf.

also the experiment with purified sphingomyelin, p. 54). Colamine, mono-

and dimethylaminoelhanol, serine, sarcosine, trimelhylamine, creatinine,

adrenaline and thiamine, all in quantities of 0.5-1 mg gave no values

after Ba(OH)., treatment in determinations according to Entenman.

Betaine yielded equivalent extinction values by Entenman’s and Brante’s

methods, viz. on a molecular basis about 30 % of that of choline. Simil-

arly, acetylcholine gave about 90 % of the choline extinction for both

methods, while the corresponding figures for neurine and trimethylamine-

oxide in repealed experiments was about 124 % and 30 %, respectively;

according to Entenman and 106 % and 0, respectively, according to

Brante. So, neurine and trimethxjlamineoxide were substances givimj

greater values, calculated as choline, under Entenman’s conditions than

under those of Brante, but the difference is small.

While the experiments hitherto described do not prove the

presence in the lipid extracts of any other substance precipit-

able by reineckate than choline it seems probable that the values

obtained by Entenman’s method of determining choline im

elude all, or practically all, the choline that can be released

from lecithin and sphingomyelin in brain. In fact, the present



author found 97 % and probably 100 % of the theoretically

present choline per P atom in pure sphingomyelin and lecithin,

respectively, to be determinable by the method described in

the present work (cf. Methods, p. XIII). The sphingomyelin

figure should be contrasted with Hack’s (79) who, using sim-

ilar methods of determination, even after 24 hours hydrolysis

of 'sphingomyelin preparations found considerably lower

choline contents than the theoretical. The reason for this dis-

parity is not clear. In addition to the ones mentioned the author

has tried some other hydrolysis methods, viz. refluxion with

3 N HCl, yielding values similar to those with alcoholic NaOH,
and Ba(OH)2 in alcohol according to Erickson (118), which

gave varying results at best comparable to those with Ba(OH) 2

in saturated aqueous solution according to Entenman. Hence,

the last mentioned method is the one that has given the highest

and most consistent figures. Carefully keeping in mind the

possibility of codetermination of other substances than choline,

the present author adopted it in his own investigations.

The method according to Entenman et al. was modified but

in as few respects as possible; thus it was developed to exactly

determine much smaller samples, viz. 0. 1-0.6 mg choline, by

using smaller volumes in the different steps and colorimetering

in longer couvettes. A marked tendency to cloudiness in the

final acetone solution of the choline reineckate could he elimi-

nated by thorough centrifuging and careful decanting. This

cloudiness was more difficult to remove completely if jinsing

and acetone dissolving was carried out on a glass filter — the

method first attempted. Rinsing on glass filter with saturated

choline reineckate solution according to Winzler and Meserve

(195) did not give significantly different results as compared

to rinsing with 1.2 N HCl. (If desired this may be interpreted

as pointing away from the presence in the precipitate of rein-

eckates other than that of choline in significant amounts.)

As previously mentioned the colorimetry was performed in

microcouvettes. The absorption was measured at 540 mu.

Greater extinctions could have been obtained at 327 mp or by

using Marenzi and Cardini’s (195, 120) method for determining

chromium in reineckates. However, the method adopted was

satisfactory and the difficulties encountered in adapting the
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method for such small choline quantities as the ones used lie,

as pointed out by Handler (85), before the colorimetrical pro-

cedure. If these difficulties could be eliminated (see below)

the modifications mentioned would probably become more

useful for the determination of reineckates.

Standardizing and recovery experiments. As a rule the stand-

ardizing gave a perfectly linear curve for choline amounts

ranging from 0.15 to 0.60 mg. 98-100 % recovery was obtained

in determinations on standard samples that had also been

subjected to the hydrolysis procedures, both the one ^vith

Ba(OH)2 and the one with alcoholic NaOH. Additions of pure

choline (0.3 mg) to lipid samples were also quantitatively

recovered. Tlie heating (see p. V) of the lipid samples during

evaporation and drying proved to be without importance for

the choline result.

Error. Calculated on 17 double determinations of choline

in different nervous tissue extracts the error of a single de-

termination was ± 0.013 mg., i. e. for the usual amount of

about 0.300 mg choline per sample ± 4.3 % . For pure choline

solutions the error was of the same order.

The method is rather time consuming but also sensitive and re-

producible. In addition to all lipid choline the values obtained probably

include most free choline (see p. 35) and perhaps also other reincckate

precipitablc compounds in lipid linkage or not, but certainly in small

(juantities. Hence, the method may be considered to yivc maximum
choline jigurcs, A possible means for the more selective determination

of choline in yet smaller quantities might in the view of the present

author be to separate the hydrolysate on a paper chromatogram, in-

tricate by iodine (24), excise the spot and determine by microbiological

means or following reincckate precipitation according to Winzler and

Meserve.

Determination of Lecithin Choline

In 1947 Hack (78) demonstrated that the same treatment

with 1 N KOH, which according to Schmidt et al. splits off

selectively to acid soluble form phosphorus from non-sphingo-

lipids, also involves a selective release of choline from the

same lipids. Judging by Schmidt et al.’s (148) investigations
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il is evident that 1 N KOH splits glycerophospholipids into

free fatty acids, glycerophosphoric acid and free bases. Its

action on sphingomyelin, however, in some respects involves

problems. Surely choline phosphoric acid ester is not liberated,

for this would imply acid solubility of the sphingomyelin

phosphorus after such treatment, which is not the case. It is

doubtful whether so mild alkali treatment can liberate amide

linked fatty acids (143). Clearly, the choline is not liberated

irx free form. This is surprising, for it is not known that choline

is differently linked in sphingomyelin than in glycerophospho-

lipids, i. e. esterified to phosphoric acid. Hack gives no ex-

planation; in passing he simply mentions that spingomyelin

unlike other lipid fractions was insoluble in the hydrolysis

agent. The present author considers it improbable that in-

accessibility to the hydrotysis agent can explain the non-

releasability of sphingomyelin choline. Even a fine suspension

of sphingomyelin yields no choline. Under such circumstances

at least a portion of it should be accessible to the hydrolysis

agent. If the explanation discussed can be disregarded, the

choline must be assumed somehow protected against the KOH
effect owing to the specific structure of sphingomyelin.

While the mechanism underlying the determination, conse-

quently, is an open question. Hack’s data based on analysis

of among other substances CdCL-lecithin from, eggs, lecithin

from heart and sphingomyelin from brain were found correet

for purified lecithin and sphingomyelin obtained from cow

brain (see table II for results)

.

As regards method it maj”^ be mentioned that the present

author largely has followed the principles laid down by Hack.

The HCl concentration before the filtration was, however, put

at 1.2 N instead of about 0.4 N and after the filtration the

determination was carried out strictly as described for the

determination of total choline. As may be seen in the foregoing

these alternations in no way affected the results on pure

lecithin or sphingomyelin. Just as little as when glycerol phos-

phorus was determined did raising the temperature to 45° or

lowering it to 34° during the hydrolysis affeet the choline

value, nor did prolongation of the hydrolysis to 48 hours.

Routine hydrolysis would thus appear to he complete. Addi
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lysates from white matter gave a slight increase of the value

(about 8 and 10 %, respectively, in double determinations in

two instances) . This may suggest the presence in these extracts

of some factor inhibiting the precipitation of choline or else

iiome substance capable of being determined as reineckate only

in the presence of Ba (cf. discussion in total choline determina-

tion p. 57). Thus, it is conceivable that the values for lecithin

in some tissues are too low, for BaCh was not added in the

routine determinations.

Standardizing. Cf. total choline method.

Error. This seems to be of tbe same order as that for total

choline determination. 7 double determinations on different

lipid extracts had the error + 0.008 mg., i. e. ± 4 % of the

in analysis generally used amount, 0.200 mg choline.

Everythiny indicates that the method adopted is selective and

seemingly quantitative for lecithin when determined in nervous tissues.

Some additional points of interest in this connexion arc discussed under

the total ciioline method.

Determination of WHs-N Bases

In many earlier publications NHo-N determination in a lipid

extract hydrolysate has been used as a measure of its contents

of cephalins, provided that the only base contained in them
was ethanolamine. But later it turned out that on the one hand
it was difficult to remove impurities containing NHu-N from
a lipid, extract, and on the other that besides ethanolamine

considerable quantities of serine (65) is linked in the cephalins.

This imposed the necessity of more specific methods, and
inicromethods for ethanolamine and serine in lipid analysis

have already been adopted by several investigators. All these

methods include hydrolj'^sis, the performance of which deserves

special mention.

Tlie present author required a hydrolysis method of simul-

taneous use for ethanolamine, serine and inositol analyses.

For the latter (see inositol method, p. 49) refluxing with
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6 N HCl for at least 6 hours was essential. Judging by data

in Thierfelder and Klenk’s monography on lipids (182i

such a procedure would quantitatively release all base from

cephalins, and it was therefore adopted in the present inves-

tigation. Artom (9) has found 6 N HGl methanol to be a satis-

factory hydrolysis agent. In the hands of the present author it

was foimd a little less effective than 6 N aqueous HCl for pure

phosphatidyl ethanolamine and phosphatidyl serine. Burmas-

ter (33) found 20 % HCl in 50 % alcohol satisfactory. Edman
and Aquist (49) used 2 N aqueous CHl and maintain that it

is quantitative for ethanolamine liberation. The present author

has not systematically studied the adequateness of the hydro-

lysis procedure used, but judging by the above statements it

should be satisfactory. Alkaline hydrolysis has repeatedly been

found to result in losses (e. g. Artom (9) )

.

Ethanolamine. In 1945 Artom (9) utilized the formation

of NHa in periodate treatment of ethanolamine and serine for

their quantitative determination in lipids. The NHs was esti-

mated in a hydrolysate before and after a permutit adsorption

procedure. The latter quantitatively removed the ethanolamine

whose NHg was calculated by difference. However, the amounts

required for determination were relatively large. Some disturb-

ing — value augmenting — factor seemed to be present in ma-

terials containing much sphingolipids. The method is specific

for compounds having a hydroxyl group and an amino group

on adjacent carbon atoms. A microdiffusion modification has

been used by Burmaster (34).

In 1941 Blix reported a probably even more specific prin-

ciple for the determination of ethanolamine (18). The ethanol-

amine in a hydrolysate is distilled off selectively into dilute

HCl and its amount estimated by back titration with dilute

NaOH. The sensitivity and specificity of the method were

improved by Edman and Aquist by introducing a colorimetric

method (Berthelot reaction), specific for NHa and primary

amines, for determination of the ethanolamine in the distillate.

The present author adopted the distillation apparatus in the

work last mentioned, but used NHo-N determination according

to van Slyke (137) instead of the colorimetric procedure. The
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to further exclude any disturbing action of NHs not driven

off by predistillation at a relatively low temperature.

Since strong HCl was used in the 'hydrolysis, and in the

neutralization with saturated NaOH solution to keep the

volume as low as possible, the resultant solution for estimation

was almost saturated with NaCl. Tests with ethanolamine

,

alone or mixed with amino acid or NH3 in saturated NaCl solu-

tion, showed the ethanolamine to be quantitatively recovered.

Determinations on purified phosphatidyl ethanolamine yiel-

ded values near to the theoretical ones.

For alkalization before distillation either NaOH according to

Edman and Aquist or a CaO dispersion according to Blix

could be used with equal success. Instead of Edman’s heating

bath with Wood’s metal an ordinary large water bath was

found more practical.

Error was not determined but seemed to be a few % for pure

ethanolamine as well as lipid samples (cf. Edman and Aquist) .

Thu elhanolamine delerminalion employed is salisfaclorily sensitive,

and seems highly specific, the only possible source of error being unsub-

sliluted amines with similar dislillabilily as ethanolamine. With NH„-N
delerminalion in Ihe dislillale il should nol codelerminc any mono- or

dimelhylaminoethanol, but, since Ihcse compounds distill at higher

pressures than elhanolamine, they must if they arc present in the

hydrolysate be contained in the resulting distillate. Any non-correlation be-

tween the NHj-N value and the base litre value in the distillate may make
their existence suspected and might be developed into a method for their

determination. The elhanolamine value represents the quantity of elhanol-

amine phospholipids, including phosphatidyl elhanolamine and any others
(e. g. plasmalogens).

Serine. Artom’s procedure has already been described in

the above. It is unduly insensitive but specific for certain

hydroxyamino acids. Less specific but more sensitive is the

method proposed by van Slyke et al.
(
161

)
employed in the

present investigations in which are estimated a-aminocarbox-
ylic acids. When applied to lipid samples free from contamin-
nants it specifically gives their lipid bound amino acids, i.e.

according to our present knowledge serine. The method has
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been adopted by several authors for determining amino acids

in fractions in the preparation of various lipids, but the author

has not yet seen it used in quantitative studies of amino acids

in tissues. And, in fact, the method is inconvenient unless a

lipid extract is used which is perfectly free from impuritities

containing amino acids. Therefore, the few results as to the

serine contents in nervous tissues given by the present author

must be regarded as certainly being too high.

The VAN Slyke ninh^i'drin method has been used unmodified.

Since the samples for determination were contained in almost

saturated NaCl solution recovery experiments were made with

pure alanine and serine in such solution. The recovery was

quantitative.

Error. According to VAN Slyke et al. (83) it amounts to

± 1 % at 0.04 mg quantities of amino carboxyl N per sample.

The present author had similar experiences.

Thu juclhod is complicated and lime consuming, but sensitive, evacl

and selective for amino acids. It requires a high degree of purity of the

lipid extract, a purity certainly not attained by chloroform reextraclion

as in the present study. This source of error might be excluded by a

separation by means of paper chromatography before determination.

In the present study a better value of the serine phospholipid contents

is perhaps obtainable bij the difference; (total phospholipids—[lecithin

•T- sphingophospholipids]) — elhanolamine phospholipids. Besides phos-

phatidyl serine the result may include unknown amino acid phospholipids.

Cholesterol Determination

To the present author the method developed by ScHOEN-

heimer-Sperry seemed the most tested and accurate one in

this field. As an advantage, it also affords a simple means of

determining any esterified cholesterol. Doktor Sperry had the

kindness to supply me with the latest description of his method

(dated 1945), and I have followed it fairly closely; the use of

a ready-mixed, chilled acetic anhydride-sulphuric acid reagent

was tried and found satisfactory, provided the experimental

series could be read off within 1 hour after mixing. For the

large experimental series of the present author this was practical
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only if an elccU-opliolomclcr was employed for Ihe colorimclnc

(lelerminalions. The readings of an elcclropholoraeler arc, of

course, seriously affccled by cloudiness in the solutions. As it

proved difficult always lo avoid some single flocculation, the

author went in for the old, more lime consuming method with

separate addition of anhydride and sulphuric acid and reading

in a Pulfrich pholomotcr where abnormal changes in the solu-

lion are immediately delected.

After carefully lesting a number of different cholesterol,

acetic anhydride and digilonin preparations the author finally

found satisfactory reagents (see p. XXIII). However, in each lest

series it proved necessary to include a blank thereby compen-

sating for the minute hut quite perceptible cKtinclion caused

by the digitonin preparation used.

For the determination the present author used aliquots of

bis chloroform extract. Unlike the acetone-alcohol extract gen-

erally used by Schoenueimer-Sperry it holds a great propor-

tion of other lipids than cholesterol. This might have a disturb-

ing influence hut such was rendered improbable by fact that

the cholesterol value in the acetone-alcohol recxtract of ihe

chloroform recxtract did not sifjnificnnthj differ from the direct

value in the latter. In the lipid fractions obtained according to

Weil from nervous tissue (p. 76) practically all the cholesterol

could be recovered in the first acetone extract. The combined
value of all the other fractions was less than 1 To of the value
in the acetone fraction. In the alcohol fraction a low value was
obtained for the unhydrolyxed sample and nil for the hydro-
lyzed one. This proved that in addition to cholesterol other
toloimfic substances can occur but their guantitij is minute
which, besides, indirectly ajjpears from Ihe fact liial the free
and total cholesterol values were identical for practically all
normal ners'oiis tissues.

Standardizing. With the reagents finally adopted a standard
(.urve was obtained which exactly obeyed Lamrert-Beer’s
law Its slope altered but insignificantly' from series to series
ior long periods.

only a few double samples were determined, the
standard error of a single determination had to be calculated
3 Gnnnar Branle
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on the differences between the value for free and total choles-

terol in white matter, where the bound cholesterol was =D.’

Based on 30 such differences the error was ± 0.0028 for a

mean value of 0.0756 mg cholesterol, i. e. ± 3.7 %.

Thus, the method was found highly sensitive and well reproducible.

It also seems to be highly specific.

Using some precautionary measures the method including ready-mixed

reagents could perhaps be electrophotometrically applied. This would

imply a saving in time.

Cerebroside Determination

For micro-quantitative determination of cerebrosides mostly

the reductive power of their hexose part has been utilized.

The reduction value has been determined by a modified

FEHLiNG-method (184), with ferricyanide followed by subse-

quent thiosulphate titration of residual unreduced ferricyanide

according to Hagedorn-Jensen (Kimmelstiel (94), Fawaz et

al. (57)) and, most recently, by oxidimetric titration with cerium

sulphate of the reduced ferricyanide according to Miller and

VAN Slyke (Brand & Sperry (23)). Since in the latter modi-

fication the hexose value is obtained directly in only one exact

titration and the proportionality behveen sugar amount and con-

sumption of titre fluid is accurately constant over a wide range,

the method constitutes an improvement of the Hagedorn-

Jensen procedure. It in addition involves a well developed

hydrolyzing technique which is quantitative for hexose in cere-

brosides. Most previously used hydrolysis methods have evid-

ently been incomplete or partially destroyed the hexose. By

the introduction of a determination of the reduction in un-

hydrolyzed extract sample, the value obtained for hydrolyzed

sample is corrected for the presence of any contaminating,

reducing non-cerebroside components. Kimmelstiel (94)

among others has pointed out the necessity of taking this

precaution.

During recent years methods have been developed also to

make possible colorimetric determination of the lipid hexose.
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BrUckner (30) determined lipid galactose by means of an

orcine reaction especially developed for the purpose; Edman
(48) did so using a karbazol reaction. Reportedly it is possible

with the aid of the extinction value in two different wave-

length bands to form some opinion not only of the galactose

level but also of the concentration of other hexoses. Otten-

STEIN, Schmidt and Thannhauser (impublished, see (181)) have

also used a quantitative method of separately determining

glucose and galactose in cerebrosides.

Thus, when they are as best, the titrimetrical methods of

reduction may be used to determine the total quantity of-

releasable hexoses in lipids while the colorimetrical methods

in addition yield a differentation between glucose and galactose

in cerebrosides. In certain cases the latter methods therefore

may be of great value (e. g. in studying cases of Morbus
Gaucher) but it has been found that the hexose in brain

cerebrosides is practically entirely galactose. (Klenk (100),

confirmed by the present author (24)). This is true also in

cases of Morbus Gaucher, where the cerebrosides deposited

in the reticulo-endothelium contain glucose. Such being the

case the titrimetric and colorimetric procedures ought to be

equivalent in analyzing nervous tissues. Probably other sugars

in addition to galactose occur in small amounts in the gang- '

liosides but in comparison to the cerebroside-hexose their

quantity must be so minute, even in grey matter, that they

are of little importance for the hexose lipid value obtained by

the reduction method. On the other hand the orcine reaction

may possibly be deleteriousl}' influenced by the neuraminic

acid in the gangliosides, thereby giving rise to errors in the

determination of galactose and glucose lipids. Since the orcine

method appeared less conclusively tested when the present

author commenced his experiments he chose to use the

method developed by Brand & Sperry.

Few deviations only have been made from the original

instructions for this method. Instead of stoppered flasks the

author used 10 ml ampoules that could be sealed by melting.

A lower blank was obtained if the hydrochloric acid for the

hydrolysis was redistilled. The filter papers were simply boiled

instead of Soxhlet treated’ with distilled water. By these means
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down to 0.25-0.40 ml cerium sulphate, for unhydrolyzed ones

to 0.08r0.13 ml. Miller and van Slyke’s original indicator,

Selopaline C, was used. Emulsification with alkyl sulphate was
not used. Like Brand &. Sperry the author in carrying out

determinations on tissue extracts sometimes obtained rather

much cloudiness in the imhydrolyzed samples. This cloudiness

is often difficult to remove by the aid of the recommended
refiltrations and it may to some extent make it hard to see

when the titration is concluded. Macy (118) recommends the

addition of NaCl before the clarification in order to reduce

the final opalscence. The author has, how’^ever, not tested this

possibility.

By means of determination on known galactose and glucose

solutions of various strengths with or without boiling with acid

or water it was demonstrated that none of these hexoses are

destroyed during the hydrolysis provided that perfectly clean

vessels are used.

The author got some suspicion that during the clari-

fication fatty acids to some extent passed through the filter

as soaps and then had a disturbing — reducing — action.

For in determining reduced substance in very large quantities

of purified and dialyzed phospholipids (25 mg colamine cephalin

j)er sample) unreasonably high values were obtained whether or

not the sample w^as hydrolyzed. It could be proved that ether

extraction of the samples before the clarification eliminated

most of this reduction. In practice a cerebroside sample from

nervous tissues contained at most 4-5 mg totally of phospho-

lipids. In order to eliminate the possibility of a disturbing

influence hereof, the reduction in samples, wdth the fatty acids

removed by ether extraction before the clarification, w'as com-

pared to that in samples, with the fatty acids left as usual. The

experiment w^as carried out on both w'hite and grey matter and

on fetal brain in which latter some authors (125, 104) in contra-

distinction to the present one had been unable to find any

cerebrosides. After the ether extraction the samples were abso-

lutely clear. However, clarification was carried out as usual.

After evaporation and dispersion in water the ether extracts

also gave reduction values. Results:
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Value of Value aft-

ordinary er ether
direct de- extraction

Extract termina- of fatty

tion acids

% fresh % fresh

tissue tissue

White matter spinal cord, cow 3.20 3.02

Brain cortex, boy 10 years old 1.25 1.22

Brain cortex, fetus 8 months old 0.20 0.21

Consequently, the presence of fatty acids and unhydro-

lyzed lipids during the clarification under ordinary circum-

stances have Utile or no influence on the reduction value. Nor

did cerebroside fatty acids have any effect in experiments on

purified cerebrosides.

Unhydrolyzed extract samples from grey matter consumed

about 0.03-0.30 ml— generally about 0.25— of cerium sulphate

per 10 mg dry substance, those from white matter 0-0.70 ml,

generally below Q.IO. As the samples for analysis from grey

matter usually contained about 30 mg dry substance, those

from white only about 10 mg, the influence exerted by reducing

non-cerebroside substances on the value of hydrolyzed samples

mostly was considerably greater for grey than for white matter.

In cerebrosides, isolated from cow brain in a phosphorus free

state according to Klene (103) and by paper chromatography

(24) proved to contain galactose as the only hexose, the method
yielded the galactose value 21.9 %, which agrees well with the

theoretical figure (see p. 22). Gangliosides were conveniently

isolated in a fairly pure state from brain of a child 2 months

old. On subtracting the phospholipids (lecithin), amounting to

about 25 %, the method yielded a value of 37 % for hexose,

computed as galactose, in the remaining substance. It deserves

mention as a comparison that in his purest ganglioside prepara-

tion Klenk found 43.5 % galactose.

Standardizing with and without hydrolysis in repeated ex-

periments demonstrated a linear relationship between galactose

and cerium sulphate quantities for amounts of galactose be-

tween. 0.1-0.6 mg (others were not tested). 0.145 mg galactose

or 0.109 mg glucose, respectively, caused the consumption of

I ml of cerium sulphate. Brand and Sperry found the figure

0.147 for galactose.
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Error. Brand and Sperry found the standard deviation for

the determination on 1.2-1.4 mig samples of cerebrosides, pure

or contained in brain lipid extracts, to be + 1.9-2.3 %. The
present author made only a few multiple determinations. The

experiences from them did not deviate from those of Brand and

Sperry.

The statements of Brand and Sperry as to method, which on the ma-

terials in question most likely is specific for glycolipids, were confirmed.

However, it requires relatively large quantities of test material and is in

this respect inferior to orcinol methods. If the latter can be improved to

completely exclude the disturbing influence of foreign substances (free

hexoses, colorifying substances other than hexose), they will probably

be preferable.

Application of the Methods on Nerve Tissties

The determinations were routinely carried out on single

samples for all the methods except the phosphorus analyses

(total P and »KOH P») where determinations were made on

two samples of each extract. As a rule a small portion of each

extract was saved so that in doubtful cases additional deter-

minations could be made. The average quantities of material

required for each single determination were as follows:

“Grey “White
matter", matter".

wet, mg. wet, mg.

Dry substance, neuraminic acid 200 100

Total lipids, total choline 120 60

Lecithin-choline 150 100

Total phosphorus 20 15

Phosphorus acid soluble after KOH treatment 25 20

Serine 180 60

Ethanolamine 240 80

Inositol 300 150

Glycerol 140 70

Hexose 300 60

Cholesterol, free 10 2.5

Cholesterol, total 10 2.5

Quantity of fresh tissue required

to do all the analyses 1695 720
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As a rule it was impossible for reasons of time or with the

quantity of material available lo carry out all the analyses. As

is suggested in the above discussions it is possible, however, to

reduce the material requirements for some of the methods,

e. g. for the disproportionately material-requiring determina-

tions of inositol, hexose, choline and possibly colamine. By so

doing it would be possible to arrive at a total material require-

ment of less than 1 g grey and 0.5 g white matter, respectively.

Treatment of the Analysis Eesults

In order to make them conveniently comparable with the

findings of earlier investigators the results have as a rule been

multiplied by suitable factors (see discussion, p, 23) to make
them valid for lipid groups. The values for total lipids and

cholesterol require no such conversion. Tlie average phospho-

lipid molecular weight has been arbitraril}' put at 775, the

glycolipid molecular weight at 820. The »diglyceride» mole-

cular weight is assumed to be 590 (i. e. containing fatty acids

of the same molecular weight as do phospholipids), that of

inositol phospholipids to be 848.

Principles of Compntation

Calculated directly from the analysis value

Galactose X 4.55= cerebrosides

Phosphorus X 25= phospholipids

Phosphorus, acid soluble after 1 N KOH treatment, X 25

= »KOH-decomposable» phospholipids

Choline X 6.4= choline phospholipids

Choline, acid soluble after 1 N KOH treatment, X 6.4=
lecithins

Glycerol X 8.42= glycerol as phospholipids

Ethanolamine-N X 55= ethanolamine phospholipids

Amino acid carboxyl-N X 55= serine phospholipids

Inositol X 4.7 = »diphosphoinositide»

Calculated by difference

Phospholipids — choline phospholipids = cephalins

»KOH-decomposable» phospholipids — lecithins= »KOH-
decomposables cephalins (A)
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Cephalins — cephalins A= cephalins B
Choline phospholipids — lecithins= sphingomyelins

[Total glycerol — glycerol in »KOH-decomposable» phos-

polipids (assuming them to be monoglycerolipids) ] X
6.41= » diglycerides »

Total lipids— (phospholipids + cholesterol + cerebrosides

)

= unidentified fraction.

When the analysis is as complete as possible the results

may conveniently be grouped as follows.

Total lipids

Phospholipids

Cholesterol free and total

Cerebrosides

Unidentified fraction

Individual phospholipids:

Lecithins

Cephalins A= »KOH-decomposable» cephalins

Cephalins B = »KOH-non-decomposable» cephalins

Sphingomyelins

»Diglycerides

»

Ethanolamine phospholipids

Serine phospholipids

» Diphosphoinositide »

.

In studying the results of the analysis it should be kept in

mind that the exact nature of the groups Cephalins B and

'!> Diglycerides

»

is unknown (see pp. 43 and 47). As a matter

of fact the former might well contain sphingolipids, the latter

could be composed wholly or partly of triglycerides or digly-

cerophospholipids. If this were so the value for the latter frac-

tion should rightly he corrected by multiplying it by about 1.41

or 1.31, respectively. If di- or triglyceride groups exist besides

the phospholipid group the »Unidentified fractions will be re-

duced by a corresponding quantity, if the » diglycerides » in

reality are in combination with phosphoric acid the substance

group is nothing else than a part of the cephalins, perhaps

contained in a cardiolipin.

The individuals in ^Unidentified fractiom are assumed, if

they are not di- or triglycerides, to consist of such prestages or
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decompasilion products as must arise in the metabolism of the

identified more complete lipids. Their nature AVas discussed in

connection with the lipid classification on pp. 19 and 21.

TIaat many of them do occur is unquestionable, the problem is

only to what extent. At present our knowledge of this subject

is limited; all we can say is that thej^ probably do not consti-

tute a greater part of the- total quantity of lipids.

Since only a limited number of analyses of some lipid groups

have been carried out' the table is in individual cases often

reduced. Both free and total cholesterol were determined

throughout but as the values in most coses were practically

identical, i. e. all cholesterol was free, this group has been

subdivided only in the cases when a significant quantify of

bound cholesterol was present. As the lipid groups calculated

from difference have greater errors, the groups calculated

directly have as a rule been reported in the tables as well.

The names of the former groups have here been marked off

from those of the latter by being placed more to the right of

the margin.

Basis of Calculation

Since the water content is a relalivelj’' variable factor, at

least in human clinical material where the mode of death (e. g.

under blood stasis) and subsequent preparations (e. g. water

irrigation during autopsy) vary with consequences difficult to

control, calculation on a wet basis will often be somewhat
misleading. Computation on a total solids basis yields a more

constant result. The latter method has therefore been adopted

for routine use in the present work. The greater part of the

author’s material, calculated in this manner, may be found in

Appendix I.^ With the aid of the figures given there the results

may, if desired, be recalculated on the basis of any other suit-

ably method. Values calculated on a total solids basis often do

pot give the clearest picture; sometimes it is possible to pene-

trate further with values on a wet basis, a total nonlipid solids

basis, etc.

The relationships between the individual lipids become parti-

cularly lucid on a total lipid basis or a » total identified (essen-

^ The tables in the Appendix arc numbered Avilh Roman numerals,

those in the text by Arabic ditto.
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tial) lipid» basis, those of the phospholipids, especially, on a

total phospholipid basis. Whenever in a special experiment

some group remains unchanged, any changes in the others may
become very apparent calculated on the basis of the former

group. Lastly, in some cases it may be of interest to know the

absolute contents in an entire organ.

Bases of computation of all these additional types were tested

throughout by the present author, and when they yield some-

thing of importance the values obtained with their aid are given.

Statistical treatments were performed acc. to Dahlberg (40)

.

Summary

For the application in analysis of lipids in nervous tissues

of principles described in chapter 1 a number of micromethods

developed during recent years are compared and contrasted.

The procedure adopted for routine work in addition to dry sub-

stance determination includes determination of total lipids,

phosphorus, KOH + mild acid releasable phosphorus, choline,

KOH releasable choline, ethanolamine, amino acid, glycerol,

hexose, inositol and cholesterol, in a total lipid chloroform

reextract.

It is stated that the extract may contain non-lipid impurities

but ordinarily in so small quantities that they do not signific-

antly affect other than the total lipids, amino acid, and inositol

methods, whose results therefore must he considered with

some caution.

It is maintained that complete analysis supplies in-

formation as to the contents in a tissue of phospholipids, cho-

lesterol, cerebrosides and any greater amounts of unidentified li-

pids (e. g. neutral fat), moreover as to the individual phospho-

lipids lecithins, cephalins, phosphatidyl ethanolamine and serine,

and sphingomyelins.— Applied to purified lipids and extracts

from brain the methods have indicated the presence in small

quantities of lipids other than the ones usually recognized in the

nervous system. It would then be a case of phospholipids with

difficultly releasable P without choline and phospholipids un-
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Chapter III

On the Selectivity of Brain Lipid Determination

by Fractionation with Organic Solvents

The author considered it desirable to test his methods on

lipid fractions obtained from brain tissues with some of the

fractionation procedures, by solvents, which formerly were much
employed in lipid analysis. Weil (189) had made use of such

a method, arranged according to the well-known principles

given by Maclean, and had carried out some interesting ex-

periments on nervous tissue. Weil’s method was adopted for

the present investigation.

Experimental. Pure cortical tissue (47 g) and pure white matter (71 gl,

respectively, were carefully dissected out from the brain of a 19 year old

man, who had died in uremia. The tissues were cut into small pieces and

ground in a mortar with 15 volumes of acetone. The mixture was allowed

to stand for 24 hours with occasional stirring. The supernatant was drawn

off on a BtlCHNEK funnel (filtrate = acetone I extract). The residue was

rapidly dried at 45° in ?. nitrogen current, ground in a mortar and ex-

haustively extracted with alcohol in a Soxhlet apparatus. The extract

was evaporated under reduced pressure on a water bath until the first

crystalline deposit appeared. Then the solution was precipitated with 10

volumes of acetone . When the deposit had settled well the supernatant

was withdrawn through a BOchner funnel (filtrate = acetone II extract).

The precipitate was then repeatedly pestled with 100 volumes of alcohol

during 24 hours. The fluid was drawn off through a BOchner funnel

(filtrate = alcohol extract). The residue was pestled with 100 volumes of

ether for 24 hours (filtrate = ether extract). The residue was heated with

pyridine to 45° for 15 minutes, rapidly cooled to room temperature,

allowed to stand 10 minutes, supernatant removed (filtrate = pyridine

extract). The residue was subjected to repeated heating with ethanol and

chloroform dissolving everything except a negligible, coloured rest

(filtrate = chloroform-ethanol extract).

The extracts thus obtained were analyzed, the first three being eva--

porated at 60° under reduced pressure and reextracted with, chloroform

before analysis.
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Results. The results appear in table III. For the sake of

comparison this also contains the corresponding results from

total extracts of grey and while matter from the same brain

obtained by the alcohol-ether -f" chloroform reextraction pro-

cedure routinely adopted by the author. The good agreement

between the latter results and the sums of the fractions will at

once be seen. Evidently the extraction method adopted by the

present author by no means is inferior to Weil’s in effectively

releasing the lipids from the tissue. It also seems to be more

selective for lipids, for the first three of Weil’s fractions con-

tained substances that could not be reextracted with hot chloro-

form. The same thing is suggested by the relatively greater

unidentified fraction in white matter by Weil’s method. Tlie

other values for the sum of the lipids in the Weil extracts are

higher only as regards cephalins B, but since cephalins A simul-

laneou.sly are more than as much lower it may be asJeed

ivhether cephalins D do not contain at least some cephalins A

whose phosphorus contents by the treatment has been rendered

non releasable by KOH. (Cf. the similar effect of formalin

treatment, p. 94). An apparent increase of »diglj'ceridesi>,

which ought to be the result of such an effect, is evident as

regards white matter.

Regarding the individual fractions several facts deserve atten-

tion. The lipids of unknown nature — unidentified, cephalins

B and »diglyccrides» — all largel}' belong to the more easily

soluble fractions. Tlie unidentified fraction in white matter is

un exception being almost as abundant in pyridine + chloro-

form-ethanol. Here it may therefore perhaps contain sphingo-

lipid-like substances without phosphorus or hexose. A triglycer-

ide nature of the *diglycerides^ (cf. p. 72) seems less likely

in view of their scarcity in the acetone I fraction (nil as regards

grey matter!) where, as is the case with cholesterol, any tri-

glycerides mainly would be found. From the values while matter

may, however, contain a small amount of neutral fat. In sup-

port of the view above that part of cephalins A during prepara-

tion became KOH non-decomposable may be regarded the fact

that the distribution of »diglyccrides» on the separate fractions

rather well parallels that of cephalins B.
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The parallelism is not absolute, however. As a rule » diglycerides* occur

in relatively smaller absolute quantities than do cephalins B. This maj'

to a great extent be due to the assumed lower molecular weight for the

> diglycerides* employed in the calculations and to the occurrence among
cephalins of phospholipids poor in glycerol such as diphosphoinosilide.

This lipid, in which the P is wholly KOH releasable and which therefore

is to be found among cephalins A, contains only Vi molecule of glycerol

per atom of phosphorus. Since *diglyceride» glycerol throughout (see

p. 72)) has been calculated under the assumption that KOH decompos-

able phospholipids contain 1 molecule of glycerol per P atom, the pres-

ence of diphosphoinositide in a fraction entails an improper reduction

of its * diglyceride* glycerol and consequently the * diglycerides* calculated

on that basis (in some fractions possibly the reason for negative sdi-

glyceride» values in the table). Conversely, diglycerophospholipids or

triglycerides are perhaps contained in the acetone fractions in which

case the * diglyceride* value would be raised. Owing to the many influ-

encing factors it is thus very difficult at present to form a definite opin’-

ion as to the presence, if any, and the amounts in the native state of

cephalins B and * diglycerides*. At least in part they may be artefacts

(cf. also pp. 4!7 and 97). Evidently the values obtained in tissues by

the author’s routine method for cephalins B and * diglycerides* reflect

the balance of influences in various directions. Therefore, and due to

their being calculated by difference (cephalins B by difference of two

differences), it is not surprising that in the author’s experiments these vary

more than the other lipid groups and consequently the figures for them

must be considered with some caution.

It is also of interest to compare the occurrence of colamine

and serine in grey matter in relation to that in white matter.

In the acetone extracts colamine is practically the only base

revealable by ninhydrin. This should mean that the cephalins

in these fractions are phosphatidyl colamine, i. e. in grey matter

6.5 %, in white 4.9 %. Colamine is present in considerable

amounts in the alcohol fraction too. Assuming that % of the

cephalins in the alcohol fraction are phosphatidyl colamine

the total amount of this substance will be 8.1 % and 8.8 % in

grey and white matter, respectively. Assuming the rest of the

cephalins to be of serine type this very approximate computa-

tion suggests that phosphatidyl serine occurs in greater quanti-

ties in white than in grey matter. This subject will be discussed

more in detail below (p. 120) . So Asdll some problems regarding

the presence of inositol in lipid extracts. Here it is sufficient

to mention that the greater part of the inositol extractible with

lipids resists extraction with acetone followed by chloroform re-
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extraction. Surprisingly great quantities are lotmd in the alcohol

fraction while the ether fraction contains 0.11 % and 0.09 %
diphosphoinositide calculated on a wet basis in grey and white

matter, respectively. As a comparison it may be noted that

Folch’s yield of pure diphosphoinositide from a similar ether

extract was 0.05 % of fresh brain (66).

Comparison with WEIL’S Experiences

In fresh human brain Weil 1929 (188) obtained the follow-

ing total quantities of lipids:

1

Acetone

I K
o
c
£

1

^
1 a

1j
Alcohol

M
O

Pyridine
Rest

1
Total

Weil lu.4 lo.C 2.7 5.G 2.0 1.0 43.2
Grey matter:

18.9 12.4 5.D 2.7 l.G 1.1 42.3

_ Weil 21.3 17.0 5.2 11.3 0.9 4.2 CS.O
White matter: _ .

Branto 21.2 U.2 11.8 3.0 11.0 5.0 G4.1

Tile present author’s results from non -recxtracted fractions

are given simultaneously (exception: Acetone II, white matter,

which is a reextract).

Evidently the agreement between Weil’s and my values on
the whole is rather good except for the alcohol and ether frac-

tions where the values appear to be reversed. Possibly this may
be due to the fact that the present author used 95 % alcohol

while Weil might have used absolute alcohol, possibly it is an
effect of autolysis (see p. 87; Weil’s material was fresher)

or the uremia.

Weil also determined the P contents in some of the fractions.

Expressed as phospholipids (P X 25) in % of dry tissue the

results were;

Acetone I Other fractions Total

Grey matter;

White matter:

Weil 4.7

Brante 5.8

Weil 2.9

Brante 2.4

18.8 23.5

13.2 19.0

23.0 25.9

22.2 24.6
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It should be observed that Brante’s values are partly ob-

tained from reextracts which may explain the lower contents

in »other fractions » in grey matter.

With the exceptions mentioned, the fractions obtained by

the present author are largely equivalent to Weil’s, Apparently

the latter author considers the contents of the fractions to be

the following. Acetone; cholesterol -f- some phospholipids; al-

cohol: chiefly lecithins but also cerebrosides and sphingomye-

lins; ether; chiefly cephalins; pyridine; chiefly cerebrosides;

residue; chiefly sphingomyelins. He is fully aware, therefore,

that the fractionation is incomplete, viz. that perhaps 50 % of

the phospholipids are lost in the acetone extracts and that the

substance in the pyridine extract contains but 40 % of the

galactose qilantities to be .found were it pure cerebrosides. This

agrees well with the present author’s results. However, it was

unexpected that practically all the lecithin ends up outside the

alcohol fraction, and merely about 50 % of the cephalins in the

alcohol and ether fractions while considerable amounts are

contained in the pyridine extract and residue, or that so large

quantities of cerebrosides pass over into the acetone extracts

(in grey matter most of theml) Results obtained by a method

like Weil’s are therefore often difficult to assess. A further

discussion of this matter will be given in later chapters (IV

and V)

.

Summary

The present author’s routine methods were used to test the

validity of a procedure for lipid determination (proposed by

Weil), based exclusively on fractionation with various organic

solvents. It turned out that all the fractions were mixtures, and

that some had an unexpected composition, very different from

the one assumed by Weil. Conclusions based on the relation-

ships between and behaviour of such fractions must be judged

with great care and some earlier experiences reconsidered in

the light of the new knowledge.



Chapter IV

The Effect of Autolysis on Lipids in Nerve Tissues

Since many of the materials the author planned to study

could be obtained only some time after death the effect of

autolysis under various conditions occurring in practice must

be known if the results are to be properly assessed.

Earlier investigations (e. g. 164, 57) have as a rule demon-

strated that in the nervous sj'stem the bulk of lipids both in

vivo and in vitro are metabolized at a slow rate only. However,

important displacements in the subgroups of the phospholipid

group were thought conceivable in connexion with autolysis;

they may be demonstrable only in pure grey or white matter;

appropriate experiments were therefore carried out.

Experimental. Various materials from the central nervous system of

cow were used. After suitable intervals they were frozen in »dry ice»,

sectioned, and subjected to extraction, dialysis, etc.

In some experiments (cows I, except the samples in the third column,

II-V) the material was taken from one of the hemispheres, the skull was
closed, aulolysis was allowed to go on for the slated duration, and a new
sample was taken from the exactly corresponding place in the other

hemisphere. In some cases the autolysis was carried out with sectioned

tissue in closed glass jars (cows I, third column, IV), in others with sect-

ioned tissues finely dispersed in certain salt solutions (cow VII-XI),

sometimes with 0^ supplied (cow X spleen nerves). In addition to

0.9 % NaCl (cow VII white matter) the more complex solutions of GOthlin

l77) and Tasaki (177) were used. The GOthlin solution was slightly

modified by substituting half the CaCl, equivalents with the same number
of MgCl, equivalents and addition of 0.1 % glucose. The pH of the solu-

tions employed was initially set at about 7 but this value was not checked

subsequently. During the autolysis the liquids were carefully agitated

several times. As a rule the dispersion was done in a given volume of the

solution with subsequent pipetting with the same pipette to a number of

dialysis tubes (cows VIII, IX-XI), in one case, however, (cow VII) directly

in the tube in w'hich instance a weighed amount of substance was poured

into the solution in the tube. Of grey matter 150-200 mg/ml of solution was

6 Gunnar Brante
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used, of while matter 120-140. The external liquid was 10-20 volumes
of the salt solution of which the tube contained a unit volume. In some
cases (see tables) the salt solution was shaken with toluene before use,

otherwise no sterilizing precautions Avere made.

When the contents of the dialysis tube was to be extracted it was
poured into alcohol-ether in an extraction flask, after which the tube was
carefully rinsed with additional alcohol-ether. The drying before reextrac-

tion of such -extracts must be performed with several successive portions

of ethanol, but despite this the chloroform reextracls usually became
somewhat cloudy.

Results. The results are given in detail in tables IV and V
(cf . also table 3) ,

among other things also io give the reader

some idea of the reproducibility of the values obtained by the

adopted procedure. The intention was throughout to make for

each individual as identical as possible the materials to be ana-

lyzed before and after autolysis. Obviously, however, some
sources of error must of necessity make themselves felt, e. g.

in sampling from different hemispheres or in pipetting off a

dispersion of sectioned tissues. It may similarly be difficult to

transfer all the material from the analysis tube although this

procedure always seemed to succeed. With the method of

computation emploj^ed such errors would affect the values of

all the lipid groups in a sample in a similar manner. The pro-

portions between them should not be much influenced. When-

ever such sources of error are suspected a computation based

on the total amounts of analyzed lipids, or on some lipid that

remains unaffected by the autolysis (e. g. cholesterol according

to Sperry (167), would probably give a truer picture of what

•has taken place during the autolysis. In those cases when

cholesterol on a dry substance basis has changed significantly

during the autolj’^sis error may be suspected.

If, with these reservations in mind, the results of fairly mild

autolysis are studied, it is remarkable that, even with the gen-

erally adopted computation basis, well reproducible values

are as a rule obtained in comparison to the initial figures. In

general the deviations lie within the limits of the above re-

ported errors of methods. It is also obvious that in themselves

dilution of the tissues in salt solutions and storage in a dialysis

tube do not necessarily cause appreciable tissue losses (see e. g.

white matter cow VIII). On the other hand these factors seem
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to entail an artificial increase of the unidentified fraction and
sometimes of tlie glycerol value {cf. the circumstance men-
tioned above that often the extracts could not be made absolu-

tely clear).

Autohjsis in undiluted tissues. The experiments were planned

so as to cover the different possibilities likely to be met in prac-

tice in taking samples from animals and man. It was technic-

ally impossible to obtain material from cows earlier than 20

minutes after death. Naturally, it is conceivable that at this

time some changes might already have taken place in some lipid

groups.

At room temperature the changes in the following up to 72

hours lake place but slowl}'. Although the observations often

are slighllj" variable the conclusion is warraiited that lipids,

phospholipids and cholesterol during the mentioned period of

time do not change significant^, nor do cerebrosides except

for a possible reduction in grey matter. Nor is there any mani-

fest, consistently similar tendencj' to change in any of the indi-

vidual lipid subgroups. If anything it would be a slight increase

of choline phospholipids to the detriment of cephalins during

the first hours. > Diglycerides* possibly increase slightly.

A reduction of KOH non-decomposable phospholipids in grey

matter is the most striking event during autolysis at 37°

(see also cow X table V). Tlie general increase of the values

in spinal marrow from cow XII during the aulolysis i^ possibly

attributable to an increased extractibility of the lipids due to

the autolysis. If the values are converted into % of total iden-

tified lipids the alterations become negligible except for a small

leduclion of the spliingomyelins. The same conversion of

the values for cow I (grey matter) yields similar results (see

table 3).

Autolysis in salt solutions (table V). From the very be-

ginning it must be emphasized that other solutions than those

employed may give other results, that a physiological supply
of On and COj was not ascertained and that sterile conditions

usually did riot prevail. In white matter a reduction of most of

the lipid groups could be observed. Converted into % of total

analyzed lipids most of the changes disappear, however, as

regards cow VII. Therefore they may be considered as being
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Table 3. Lipids in Nerve Tissues During

Calculation in % of total identified lipid

Cow VI Cow I
spinal white cortex

Dhectly 5 h. 15 h. Dir.
4 h.
20“

6 h.
37“

Cholesterol 23.8 23.7 27.0 16.4 16.7 16.8

Cerebrosides 29.4 31.0 27.2 19.1 13.6 15.1

Lecithins 9.2 8.4 9.6 16.7 18.6 21.6

Cephalins A 20.9 19.5 20.8 34.0 36.3 42.2

» B 10.2 10.0 10.2 5.7 2.2 3.4

Sphingomyelins 6.5 5.8 4.6 8.1 12.6 1.0

caused mainl}’^ b}’' the differences in pretreatment of the samples

(only subdivided, dispersed in saline, and dispersed in saline

contained in cellophane, respectively) . As regards cow VIII the

samples were treated identically apart from the duration of

autolysis. In this case there obviously seems to be a slight

decrease in phospholipids and cerebrosides. As far as phospho-

lipids go this decrease is mainly due to the loss of KOH non-

decomposable phospholipids. Also calculated on a cholesterol

basis (assuming this lipid uninfluenced by autolysis, see p. 82)

this is evident. For grey matter also the decrease in the

mentioned fraction of phospholipids is the plainest and most

constantly recurring change whether or not toluene was added.

Here other phospholipid fractions too are strongly affected

but in no definite direction. The excessive reduction in spleen

nerve cow IX may perhaps be due to bacterial action. In contra-

distinction to the phospholipids cholesterol and cerebrosides

are practically unchanged.

In brief the experiments here described demonstrate that

autolysis in intact nerve tissues at room temperature has no

significant effect on the lipid results as obtained by the author’s

methods. At a raised temperature (37°) and in a homogenized

state the result with or without simultaneous dialysis will he

a decreasing tendency in the phospholipids probably largely

caused bj" losses of KOH non-decomposable phospholipids;
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Antolgsis (see text p. 88 and 84)

weight units/w. u. cholesterol

Cow VII Cow vni
central white spinal white

•r,i_
Dir. in 6 h.
saline 37“

Dir. 1 h. 15 h. 24 h.

26.5 25.4 24.6 1 1 1 1

27.7 24.6 25.1 1.39 1.29 1.17 1.27

7.0
\

10.3 0.33 0.37 0.32 0.30
39.2

28.2 ) 30.5 0.93 0.87 0.88 0.93

1 1.7 0.40 0.42 0.37 0.29
10.7 V10.8

J
7.9 0.31 0.25 0.22 0.26

the losses in % being largest for grey matter. Some reduction

in cerebrosides cannot be completely excluded but if any, it is

small. The autolysis probably does not affect the cholesterol

fraction.

It must be emphasized that these statements refer to normal
tissues. Infected or in other respects morbid tissues may yield

different' results.

Discussion

Although — owing to the small number of experiments —
the found changes hardly can be considered definitely est-

ablished regarding the values obtained by differences, it is

interesting to relate them to the experiences of some recent

investigators.

Recent papers by Sperry and collaborators (167, 164) con-

tain a fairly full discussion of the changes in cholesterol and
phospholipids during brain autolysis. The reader is referred

to them and the paper by Backlin (10) for details. Here will

merely be discussed what seems established at the present time.

Sperry (167) points out the possibility of getting different re-

sults by autolysis in intact tissue sections as opposed to minced
tissue. In rat brain incubated in 0.9 % NaCl for 24 hours the

reduction in cholesterol and phospholipids was no greater than
to make it attributable to mechanical phenomena, not autolysis
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(167). Similarly, in -guinea pig brains autolyzed in situ at room
temperature for & hours, Fawaz et al. (57) found no significant

change in phospholipids. The present author’s findings on in-

tact tissue from cow are in complete agreement with Sperry’s

and Fawaz’s. Recently (164), Sperry reported that in homo-

genates of rat whole brain tissue incubated in saline-carbonate

buffer at S7.5° a consistent decrease, averaging about 8 % in

4 hours’ autolysis and increasing with time, resulted in the

amount of phosphorus extractible with alcohol-ether. Various

things indicated that the decrease was due to a cleavage of

phospholipids (not merely a loss of non-lipid phosphorus) by

a mechanism present in brain tissue (not by blood enzymes).

The process was no more effective in young rats with active

myelination than in adult ones. It was assumed to be slow or

inoperative in living animals due to their known low rate

of phosphoUpid turnover in adult brain. Results in all essen-

tials similar to the latter ones of Sperry’s have heen obtained

by Fries et al. (71) who found the -phospholipid decrease to

be 10-15 % in 4 hours.

The present author’s results on homogenates in GOthlin’s

solution point in the same direction. For white matter (cow

VIII) the decrease in phospholipids is found already after I

hour, reaching about 7 % after 15 hours and thereafter in-

creasing only slightly. For grey matter the decrease is greater.

However, it must be emphasized that sterile conditions seldom

prevailed. Addition of toluene at least partly prevented the dimi-

nution in total phospholipids, but not the relative decrease in

KOH non-decomposable phospholipids. If any appreciable

effect of infection is disregarded the present author’s results

would suggest that the phospholipid decrease observed by

Sperry and other investigators in brain homogenates during

incubation mainly should be due to the KOH non-decompos-

able fraction. The fact that it can be discovered in finely sub-

divided tissues and only there may depend on a liberation of

some enzyme from a tissue structure (axons, nerve cells?)

where it normally would contact the substrate in minute

amounts only or not at all. In this connexion it is interesting to

note that histological investigations into » degeneration in

vitroy> have shown (see Cajal (85) that in excised nerves
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kept in Locke’s solution signs of degeneration develop in

heat but not at 0“ with and without oxygen first in the axon

and much more rapidly ihan in vivo. Excised nerve cords

kept in a humid chamber or an »indifferent liquid» exhibited

no such changes. Even if these findings may be taken as being

purely physical phenomena it is not impossible lhat they are

a counterpart to the chemical experiences just described. Tliey

indicate the significance of dilution by salt solution.

All the results of lipid autolysis referred to up to now have

been obtained in unfractionated total lipid extracts. The ob-

served lipid changes are consistently very moderate considered

as a whole. In contrast to this, however, there are tlie extens-

ive autolysis changes in intact nervous tissue reported by

Weil (190) and Backlin (10) in using fractionated extraction.

After autolysis for 24 hours of brain and spinal cord at 37^

and in 0.9 % saline the former author found that not less than

60-75 % of the phosphorus which before autolysis came into

the acetone or alcohol fraction had become water soluble.

Unfortunately no data are given as to the extraction technique.

In the light of the experiences discussed above the conclusion

is warranted, however, that Weil’s results as regards phospho-

lipids must be due to a change in extractibilitg rather than to

true decomposition. Similar reasons may be the basis of Back-

lin’s results. This latter author maintains that in a single ex-

periment with whole rabbit brain (24 hours, room temperature)

he found statistically significant changes in some lipid frac-

tions. Among other things he foxmd an increase in unsaturat-

ed phospholipids and a reduction in cholesterol, amounting

to 55 and 25 %, respectively. His values for the quantity of

the fractions are based on non specific oxidative determinations

of fatty acids and cholesterol selectively isolated by solubility

and hydrolysis procedures. No P determination was carried

out. Since Backlin’s experimental conditions during the auto-

Ivsis in no way differed from those adopted in previously re-

ported works, it is very difficult to believe that the extreme

increase in Backlin’s phospholipid fraction was parallelled by

a corresponding increase in lipid phosphorus. The consider-

able reduction in cholesterol is, in tlie light of the disagreeing

results with more specific methods, as difficult to believe in.
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In the opinion of the present author Backlin’s results are more
suggestive of a changed fractionabilitg of the lipids. The sum
of the lipids was practically unaltered.

Among Backlin’s experiences there was also a reduction in

the cerebroside values amounting to almost 15 % . He emphas-

izes the good agreement of this finding with Kimmelstiel’s

(94:) of a reduction of cerebroside galactose during auto-

lysis in guinea pig brain. However, later than both

these authors Fawaz et al. (57) found, using a similar, but

improved, procedure to Kimmelstiel’s, that there was no

change in lipid galactose during autolysis in guinea pig brain.

They dismiss Kimmelstiel’s changes as non significant, viz.

as lying within the limits of his error of method. The present

author’s results on cow brains largely agree with those of

Fawaz et al. A possible small change in the glycolipids

especially in grey matter may on closer examination turn out

to be due to gangliosides. Thus, Backlin’s finding of a change

in the cerebrosides probably is an artefact and due to similar

reasons as the phospholipid and cholesterol changes.

A modified extractibility and fractionabiliity caused by auto-

lysis is interesting and may point to a breaking up of lipo-

protein complexes, cation changes, fatty acid alterations or

the like. Such changes do not influence and are not revealed

by a procedure like Brante’s.

Lastly, the dialysis experiments permit some- assumptions to be made

as regards contaminants. In white matter dialysis up to 15 hours causes

the disappearance of only 7 % of total lipid extractible P (but practically

all inositol)
; in grey matter the loss may be greater but at most 24 %

(cow IX), These reductions include such as are caused by aiitolysis,

adsorption at cellophane tubing, altered lipid extractibility, etc. If we

permit ourselves to ignore ineffectiveness of the dialysis caused by film

formation or, respectively, adsorption of water soluble non-lipids to the

lipids inside the tube, the results consequently indicate that in white

matter practically all the phosphorus determined by the author’s method

is lipid bound; in grey matter at least 80 %.

Summary

Autolgsis in intact healthy nerve tissues at room or body

temperature for hours up to several days had only negligible

effect on the lipid contents. (Some data to the contrary in the
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literature are interpreted as being caused bij autolytic breaking

of lipid linkages with other substances, fatty acid changes, etc.).

A small reduction in phospholipids, as a percentage greatest

in grey matter, on the other hand seems to set in when homo-

genized tissue is incubated in certain saline solutions. The loss

chiefly applied to phospholipids containing '»KOH non-releas-

able^ P (generally looked upon as being sphingophospholipids).



Chapter V.

The Action of Formalin Preservation on Nervous

Tissue Lipids

Since long the means for preservation of pathological tissues

has been formalin. Samples from' manj"^ interesting diseases

in the nervous system could be used for lipid determination

but for untoward effects of the formalin treatment. It is

known, that formalin does not lack a destroying action on

tissues. As far as lipids go phospholipids are particularly affec-

ted. However, the knowledge is limited as to the possible extent

of the formalin effect, its dependence on time, etc. Conceivably,

these processes develop so characteristically that, knowing the

duration of the formalin treatment, a definitive idea as to the

magnitude of the error implied in the individual case could be

gained. For these reasons the present author studied the

discussed problems.

Experimental. Materials from adult cow and from man were investi-

gated. In the former case white and grey matter were largely separated,

cut into about 5 mm thick slices weighing H-l g and placed in separate

jars with at least 10 volumes of 10 % formalin in distilled water. THe

liuman brains in 1-2 cm slices had been put into about 1-2 times their

volume of 10 % formalin in tap w'ater. The formalin solution was not

changed during the experiment.

As regards cow and one human brain tissue samples for analysis had

been taken also in a fresh state before the formalin treatment. Sub-

sequently samples of pure grey or white matter for lipid analysis were

taken at suitable intervals. Of white matter from man substance was

taken a little way from the surface. The surface layer had a more yel-

lowish appearance and was analyzed separately in one instance (white

matter child I, after 200 days, >yellow part*).

.Already after 9 and 12 hours, respectively, white and grey matter from

cow were apparently satisfactorily fixed in the formalin. Naturally this

was largely due to the thinness of the pieces.

Before sectioning on the microtome the lumps were wholly submerged
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for a moment in distilled water, after which the surface water was
blotted away with filter paper. It was sometimes found necessary to

moisten the microtome table in order to make the substance adhere to it.

Human material. Child I, dead in edema gloltidis. Tiie histologically

healthy brain was taken two daj’s after death. Children II and III bad

no histologically demonstrable brain changes; corpus mamillarc malacia

was present in the otherwise histologically sound brain from Adult

woman.

Eesults. The results are given in table VI. Before they are

discussed some special considerations deserve attention. The

compared samples are not altogether equivalent, not even when
the}*^ come from the same brain, for they are taken from

various places in it. Owing to the admixture of extra water,

which probably could not be mixed into the substance quite

uniformly, the determination of dry substance may have suf-

fered from a greater error than usual. This of course influences

the values computed on the basis of total solids.

The formalin treatment can certainly affect both proteins

and extractives as well as lipids. The composition of the dr>'

substance in a formalin treated sample therefore depends on how
far and in wliich direction the effect has set in for the various

groups of substances. Despite an absolute decrease a certain

substance may therefore increase in relation to other solids.

This makes it still more difficult to assess the value of results

on a dry weight basis. The investigation would have been most

easy to interpret if the absolute quantity of the various sub-

stances sought for was known in the sample before the begin-

ning of the treatment. However, the author’s experiments were

unfortunately not so planned. In such experiments Kimmel-
STIEL (95) could state that the quantity of cholesterol and
cerebrosides in brain remained unchanged by formalin treat-

ment, at least for the first 14 days. Computation of other sub-

stances on the basis of such unchanged substances can give a

better picture of any changes in the former substances and has

been adopted by the author (using cholesterol) alongside the

routinely used method of calculation on total solids.

In table VI and figs. 2 A and B it may be seen that most
important experiences as regards grey and white matter are

of similar kind. At a very early stage (9-12 hours) all the lipids

increase. The magnitude of this increase is what could be ex-
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pected by a loss of the part of the solids made up of organic and
inorganic extractives. Subsequently cholesterol and cerebrosides

remain relatively unchanged or even increase, at least during

moderately long durations; phospholipids on the other hand
decrease alread5’' early, and this decrease continues down the

years. The unidentified fraction decreases during the early

stages and then increases rather steadily.

During the early stages the choline phospholipids begin to

decrease onl3’^ relatively late, and this also applies to lecithins

as well as to sphingomyelins.

The reduction in cephalins is in evidence among those de-

composable bj’’ KOH, while cephalins B in the beginning in-

crease, even markedly. But this is only apparently so because

the P in cephalins A is evidently to a certain extent rendered

KOH non-releasable by the formalin treatment. This circum-

stance also entails a fairly parallel apparent increase of the

^ diglycerides

Discussion

Formalin effects similar to those reported here has been

found by Mladenovic and Lieb (126), Kimmelstiel (95),

Weil (1S8), Halliday (82), among others. These authors

describe the reduction in phospholipids as well as the relative

constancy of cholesterol and cerebrosides. Weil is the only

(me who attempted to find out which phospholipids are reduced.

With this in view he made use of the fractionation procedure de-

scribed above (p. 76) . The changes found by him were very

similar for white and grey matter. The acetone I (3>chotesterob)

fractions consistentlj’’ increased somewhat in quantity while

acetone II in most cases decreased. In sum the other fractions

decreased. This reduction was entirely caused by the ether and

residual (= chloroform-ethanol) fractions which decreased in

both grey and white matter in both cat and man while the

alcohol and pyridine (»cerebroside») fractions were unchanged

or even increased. Since the decrease of acetone II fraction

largely may be suspected to be due to the loss of extractives,

the greater part of the decrease in phospholipids can in all

probabilitj’’ be attributed to the ether and chloroform-ethanol
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fractions. According to the present author’s survey over the

contents of the Weil fractions the combined phospholipid

contents of the latter two fractions is about 85 and 70 % ,
respec-

tively, of mostly serine containing cephalins in respectively

grey and white matter. The decrease was most rapid in the

beginning of the experimental period of up to 109 days.

Essentially the present author’s data agree with those of

Weil. Thus, despite the fact that Weil’s experiences in part

may be due to a change in the fractionability of the lipids (cf.

p. 87
)

it seems justified to at least largely attribute to cephalms,

especially phosphatidyl serine, the reduction in phospholipids.

Opinions have been divided as to the mechanism of the

decrease in phospholipids. From the fluid used to fix brain

for 14 days Kimmelstiel using hot alcohol could not extract

more than insignificant amounts of phospholipids, not at all

enough to correspond to the reduction in phospholipids in

brain. So he believes that the latter is due to a stronger fixing

and lower releasability of the phospholipids owing to the for-

malin treatment . Halliday is of a similar opinion. She su-

spects that formalin treatment somehow changes lecithin chemi-

cally and bases the reduction in phospholipids in formalin

preserved liver on this assumption. In support of this theory

she points out that in a week or so pure lecithin diffuses out

into a formalin solution; from the latter it cannot be extracted

with alcohol-ether or chloroform. In experiments with liver

Mladenovic and Lies on the other hand find that the phos-

pholipids are decomposed by the formalin treatmerit. Weil is

of the same opinion. Parallel with the loss in weight of some
lipid fractions he found in the experiments described above

that their P contents also lessened while P in the residue after

extraction remained unchanged. The fixing fluid contained an

amount of P corresponding to the loss in brain and increasing

constantly with time. On formalin treatment carefully water

extracted and denatured brain lost P at the same rate as not

pretreated brain. Weil concludes that formalin does not fix

the lipids. On the contrary he maintains that the phosphoric

acid part is liberated from the phospholipids — mainly the

cephalin and sphingomyelin fractions — and is finally found

in a water soluble combination. Between the beginning of
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formalin preservation and this final stage there seems to be

a stage in which at first are found intermediary products. These
are not yet soluble in water but easily so in acetone and alcohol.

In the long run a release of the phosphorus part in phospholipids
ought to lead to an increase of lipid extractible substance without P or

hexose, i. e. of > unidentified fraction*. There is such a tendency in the

present author’s experiments (after the initial decrease). Since there is

no corresponding increase in glycerol the increase probably consists of

fatty acids, i.e. the lipids lose their glycerophosphoric acid part. How-
ewer, this effect is clearly in evidence only during the later stages.

Possibly, therefore, the considerable initial reduction in phospholipids

may be due to mostly other factors. Kimmelstiel’s opinion as to the

extraction of the phospholipids becoming increasingly difficult is offset

both by Weil’s results and by the fact that in the present author’s ex-

periments (from white matter, cow, after 200 days) only insignificant

amounts of additional substance could be extracted by continued ex-

traction with methanol and chloroform after the routine extraction. A
removal of undecomposed phospholipids from the tissue seems to be a

more probable reason for the reduction in the early stages. If this is

so and we are dealing with brain it is not a matter of lecithin as

Halliday suspects in respect of liver but of phosphatidyl serine. As is

known this lipid is but slightly soluble in alcohol which may explain

Kimmelstiel’s inability to extract phospholipids from the fixing fluid.

Can phosphatidyl serine be released in 10 % formalin? The author

tested his pure phospholipid preparations (see table II) finding that

pure phosphatidyl serine unlike lecithin and phosphatidyl ethanolamine

dissolved to a clear colloidal solution. The latter two formed cloudy

solutions. In all cases the solution took 10-30 minutes. After exsiccator

drying the lecithin and phosphatidyl ethanolamine could be dissolved

in alcohol, phosphatidyl serine could not.

Therefore, it would be within the bounds of possibility that phospha-

tidyl serine is colloidally released by formalin solution. The rapidity at

which this then would take place in some of the author’s experiments,

e. g. white matter from cow, is so great however, that it may be asked

if not the early reduction in phospholipids may be mostly an arte-

fact and due to a passing away of chloroform extractible, water soluble

non-lipids, le Breton (110) proved it probable that water soluble com-

pounds of glycerophosphoric acid contaminate lipid extracts from many

tissues. The present author found (p. 36) that free glycerophosphate may

pass into chloroform together with lipids from brain, although the solu-

tion will be cloudy. In the formalin experiments with nervous tissue the

chloroform extracts were always clear. The early, considerable decrease in

the unidentified fraction*, however, suggests that it partly consist of

water soluble non-lipids and that consequently a clear chloroform re-

extract also contains some such contaminants. It is known that some

dialysable phosphates accompany disphosphoinositide (66). However,
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they can hardly amount to more than a few % of tolal lipid phosphorus.

In the author’s experiments glycerol decreased parallely with phos-

phorus in the early stages of formalin treatment. This makes it probable

that the disappeared P compounds mainlj' consist of glj’cerophosphates.

Tlien they could be non-lipid in nature as in le Breton’s experience and
this possibility is difficult to exclude completely. However, for the follow-

ing reasons among others it seems to be of small importance quantitat-

ively.

1). The results of autolj’sis contradict so significant an amount of non-

lipid P in the chloroform reextracts as would be required by the reduc-

tion in phospholipids. 2). Grey matter from cow exhibited no measurable

P reduction during the first 12 hours although the formalin had permeated

the tissue. 3). Weil’s results.

While it remains to prove early occurrence of phosphatidyl serine in

the fixation fluid, largely in agreement with Weil’s findings, the sequence,

due regard being taken to all the facts mentioned, of the effects of form-

alin fixation on nervous tissue phospholipids may bo the following. At

an early stage a rapid outward diffusion sets in of cephalins, in the first

place phosphatidj’l serine, into the surrounding formalin solution. As the

concentration in the latter increases the release diminishes. In addition

a slow splitting off of the glyccrophosphoric acid part of the phospho-

lipids takes place from the very beginning and in the long run this leads

to practically complete disappearance of all the phospholipids.

In view of the above lipid analysis of formalin treated ma-
terials must be critically looked upon and regard taken to the

duration of the treatment and how it was carried out (e. g. ex-

change of solution, acidification of same, etc.). Under such

circumstances it should be possible to draw valuable conclu-

sions even when the material has been in formalin for a

year or more. Verj'^ brief formalin treatment, for example in

the form of some buffered saline solution, might even be de-

veloped into a suitable pretreatment before the lipid extraction

to remove water soluble contaminants. Without stating the

duration of the formalin treatment Smith and Mair (162) have

adopted a similar principle.

An important thing to remember is that the formalin treat-

ment, even of short duration, affects the hydrolyzahility of

some previously KOH decomposable phospholipids (seep. 94).

This is a very interesting observation. It does in fact show that

glycerophospholipids can be resistant to the hydrolytic action

of mild KOH and acid treatment. Tliere is nothing to prevent

glycerophospholipids with similar properties from being

7 Giinnar Brante
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present already before the formalin treatment or, respect-

ively, from being formed diudng the extraction procedure,

i. e. the group cephalins B should already normally at least in

part consist of glycerophospholipids. This is probable, especi-

ally when there simultaneously is present an approximately

equivalent amount of » diglycerides ». In white matter, which

contains a large quantity of cephalins B and no significant

simultaneous amount of » diglycerides », it is less likely.

A valuable piece of information obtained from the formalin

experiments is that fresh tissues apparently do not contain a

disturbing amount of free choline which would have been

demonstrated by a reduction of the lecithin figure after the

formalin treatment.

Finally, the author wishes to briefly discuss the »diphosphoinositiden

results. As pointed out above the contents on a wet basis of this group

is equalized as regards grey and white matter. This may indicate a

formalin releasability and free diffusability of the majority of the chloro-

form extractible inositol, on which, indeed, the results are based. Other

circumstances also suggest a free diffusability. Chloroform reextracls from

fresh brain gave a considerable inositol value even without hydrolysis,

amounting to about 80 % of the hydrolysis value for grey and to about

50 % of same for white matter. Since undecomposed lecithin and cephalins

do not promote growth, this result must mean that the extract either

contains free inositol or some unknown inositol compound of lipid nature

which is water soluble at the same time as its inositol part is very

easily released. While the latter alternative is improbable the knowledge

of the tendency of polyols to form adsorption compounds (61) supports

the former explanation. A similar substance may underlie the disappear-

ance of inositol in dialysis (cf. the autolysis experiments table V). In fact,

it renders strongly suspect as being mostly free inositol all the author’s

diphosphoinositide values which therefore have been put in quotation

marks. Hut as it may be interesting to follow the chloroform extractible

inositol in the nervous system they are included and computed in the

ordinary way.

Summary

It is again demonstrated that formalin treatment entails no

losses of cholesterol or cerebrosides from tissues, at least not

during the first year or gears, but that their phospholipid con-

tents are reduced. During 'the first days the phospholipids

disappear rapidly; during the following weeks the reduction
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rate successively diminishes to a low hut constant level so

that after some years there may be practically no phospholipids

left. Lipid analyses of materials preserved in formalin must be

considered in this light; their interpretation is difficult for pre-

parations more than a year old.

The initial rapid reduction in phospholipids is one of cepha-

lins, possibly phosphatidyl serine; later a slow, continuous

decomposition of all the phospholipids into fatty acid and gly-

cerophosphoric acid parts becomes apparent.

A special effect of formalin treatment is its rendering P in

part of the glycerol phospholipids non-releasable by mild KOH
and acid treatment acc. to Schmidt et al. (U/S).



Part II

Topical Distribution of Lipids in the

Nervous System

Outline

As was mentioned by way of introduction a main pur-

pose of the author was to attempt to enrich the knowledge

of the localization of the various lipids in structurally different

parts of the nervous system. These matters have earlier been

studied quite extensively. Of necessity chemical investigations

have as a rule been carried out by means of macromethods,

excluding many materials of interest from the possibility of

being studied. Examination by histological methods, on the

other hand, have often suffered from unspecificity or dif-

ficulties in interpretation owing to inadequate knowledge

of the reaction mechanisms. With the aid of the micro

-

methods given in Chapter II it was possible to proceed further

by chemical means. However, as yet it probably is impossible

to isolate homogeneous types of cells and, even less so, smaller

parts of cells for such a study. A method like that of Caspers-

SON’s for nucleic acids and proteins has not been reported for

lipids. Things being as they are it is necessary to select mater-

ials where the mixture of cell types and structures is as in-

complex as possible and then compare the analytic results with

those from other materials containing one or more other cellular

constituents. By investigating many dissimilar, relatively simple

materials, it would be possible by way of rejection to get a

more exact idea of the lipid contents in homogeneous cells or

structures. This principle has long been in vogue and, availing

himself of the resources open to him, the author has ende-

avoured to appl}’’ it as much as possible. Of course, many ma-

terials exist other than the ones studied hitherto which might
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have afforded valuable information, e. g. the axons in giant

nerve fibres, electric organs, brain lipidoses but as yet it has

been necessary to leave them aside.

There hardly exist any types of animal cells without lipids.

Cellular membranes, particularly, always contain lipids but

also other cellular structures such as mitochondria, Golgi ap-

paratus, etc., as well as the nucleus of the cell have been proved

to contain lipids. In this respect the cells in nerve tissues are

no exception. Both those of mesodermal and those of ectoder-

mal origin have been demonstrated to contain lipids under

physiological or pathological conditions. Lipids can even occur

outside (and consequently between) the cells. The nervous

system really holds a unique position in as much as in higher

animals it is the tissue richest in so called essential, lipids. If

is well known that this is due to the high lipid contents in the

myelin sheaths. Where these sheaths occur in great numbers

they become the main factor determining the lipid pattern

resulting in chemical analysis. When the not unimportant lipid

accumulations in other parts of the nervous tissue than myelin

sheaths is to be studied it is therefore necessary to avoid ad-

mixture of the latter.

To separate the tissue into pure myelinated (generally

*white matter*) and myelin-free (generally »grey matter*^

portions is not always easy or possible. The possibility closest

at hand is to study brain cortex and, respectively, nerve nuclei

and marrow separately, in which process sources of error from

contamination of cortical grey matter by marrow radiations

must be kept in mind. Heeding Weil’s advice (187) one

should however, obtain a satisfactory separation. The »pure*

grey and white matter obtained by such macroscopical se-

paration are, however, by no means tmiform. In addition

to the neurites with their sheaths and axons white matter also

contains glial elements of varying types and numbers and, of

course, a certain amount of blood vessels with surrounding

membranes. The vessels, and this also applies to cell body com-
ponents, are even more important in grey matter which other-

wise for the most part consists of nerve and glia cytoplasma

branches, together forming a closely knit filty tissue. A study

of the arachnoid or of the meningeoma should give data, use-
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ful for correction, on the lipid contents in, especially, connect-

ive tissue; the same information as regards the glia should be

obtained by analysis of various glioma, especially more mature

types, in doing which it must be remembered, however, that

the chemical composition of tumour cells can differ considerably

from that of their normal parent cells. This is also true in

drawing conclusions as to the glial chemistry of cases with

pathologically increased glia, e. g. diffuse sclerosis. The latter

and certain other demyelination conditions in brain marrow
are otherwise profitable objects for study in so far as at best

they may exhibit a selective disappearance of the myelin

sheaths in otherwise relatively unchanged tissue. During some

developmental stages the brain contains similar materials since

then the formation of mj^elin sheaths has not yet started. The
formation of axons similarly should be examined at still earlier

stages. They have also been studied in nerves poor in or free

from myelin such as sympathetic and evertebrate nerves, where

the neurites chiefly consist of the axon part. Of interest in the

study of the lipid distribution on axon, myelin sheath and sur-

roimding tissues may also be the quite complex changes taking

place during nervous degeneration and regeneration, when the

various histological structures alter at different rates. The

nerve cells themselves are difficult to attack separately. Gang-

lioneuuromas are rare and the nerve cells in them diluted with

glia, so probably they would not be of much help. Analysis of

individual nervous centres, different developmental stages of

the cortex, etc. where various types of cells are represented

might possibly yield some findings.

The present author has worked along lines similar to those

outlined above. The investigations in this study will in the

following be treated separately in the form of completed ex-

periments which in themselves are considered of value and the

validity of the results will be discussed from various aspects.

The findings gleaned from them of importance for the author s

main problem vdll then be dealt with in a final summarizing

chapter where an attempted picture of the lipid distribution in

the nervous tissue, based on experiences of the present author

and earlier investigators with chemical and histological

methods will be given.
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Earlier reports, which are very numerous as regards several of the

investigated problems, were thought to require a fairly full review —
something apparently only incompletely done so far. In each chapter,

therefore, a detailed discussion of earlier results, to a great extent re-

calculated to make them comparable to my own, is included. In cases of

divergencies between findings possible methodological reasons are discus-

sed.



Chapter VI

Distribution of Lipids in “Grey“ and “White“ Matter from

Different Parts of Adult Human and Animal Nervous System

For the study in question the following different types of

tissues were selected:

y>Greg matter^.' Cortex cerebri, some subcortical nervous

centres, symphatetic ganglia and nerves (interganglionic parts

of truncus sympthicus, spleen nerves, nervus vertebralis)

,

retina, papilla nervi oplici (distally of lamina cribrosa)
,
ventral

cord and claw nerve of invertebrate.

^ White matter^. From corpus callosum, hemisphere (centrum

semiovale) and spinal cord, nervus opticus, intradural nerve

roots, peripheral nerve trunks.

In interpreting results from these tissues the following must

in the first place be kept in mind as regards their histological

composition.

Cortex preparations from adults always contain — even

when, as in the present investigation, they are taken from the

parts nearest the surface where the vertical myelin-fibre

radiations largely have ceased— a certain admixture of tangen-

tial layers of myelinated nerve fibers. The types and amounts

of the cells and the occurrence of myelin sheaths and vessels

vary in different parts of the brain cortex. The lipids in various

types of cortex were therefore studied. According to v. Economo

(47) in man grey cells on an average constitute 4 % of

the total volume of the brain cortex (value xmcertain acc. to

Agduhr (1)); the volume of the capillaries about 1.2 % (113).

However, the total volume of blood and vessels probably may
be higher; for the whole brain Donaldson (44) puts it at about

6-8 % and the cortex is ricuest in vessels. It was difficult to

find any quantitative data as regards the glia. Donaldson

estimated it at 2-4 % of the total brain volume but it probably
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occurs most abundantly in grey matter. In man this latter sub-

stance takes up about 50 % of the total volume and conse-

quently the glia in the cortex should amount to less than 8 %
(if Donaldson’s data are correct). The axon-dendrite mesh-

work, would then amount to 75-80 % of the total cortical

volume of which probably < 5 % contains stainable myelin

sheaths. Similar conditions prevail in subcortical centres.

Judging by the consistency alone symphatetic ganglia are

rich in supportive tissue of both specific (similar to glia) and

aspecific (ordinary connective tissue) type. Consequently the

Ime nervous elements are fairly dilute in these ganglia. The
nerve cells are slightlj’^ different from those in the cortex, they

are enveloped in a close meshwork of nerve fibres containing

very few myelin sheaths. The interganglionic parts of truncus

symphaticus also appear to be rich in connective tissue; their

nerve fibres consist both of such poor in myelin sheaths and

quite a number rich in myelin. N. vagus shows a similarly mixed

but still myelinricher fibre picture. The fibres of nervus verte-

bralis are possibly all non-myelinated. Falk (56) has stated

that the spleen nerve of cow is practically free from myelinated

fibres. (In cat spleen nerve the latter fibre type is stated to

make up 5 % of all fibres (185)). Its unmyelinated fibres are

somewhat different to that of otlier »myelinfree» nerve fibres,

of a more primitive type (173). Here the epineurium was easy

to remove, but the interfibrillar connective tissue on histological

examination certainly still exceeded 50 % of the volume.

Regarded as an example of myelin-free nervous tissue the

retina is indeed anything but homogeneous. In addition to the

quantitatively less important axon layer it also contains lots

of supportive, nerve and sensory cells. From the point of view

of homogeneity papilla nerve optici contains more pure axonic

tissue; however, there is some admixture of vessels and sup-

portive tissue. The nervous system of the lobster, finally, is

nowadays considered to contain thin axon sheaths (151) with

some but small amounts of myelin. According to YoUNG (200)

the contents of connective tissue in the claw nerve is consider-

able. Probably one would not be far out by assuming that all

the above mentioned materials from parts of the peripheral

nervous system contain at least 50 % supportive tissues.
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The various kinds of white matter differ histologically by
the larger or smaller amount of tissue surrounding the nerve

fibres, viz. glia, Schwann cells, connective tissue, fat tissue,

blood vessels, and by different relative amounts of myelin
sheaths as opposed to axons. White cerebrospinal matter con-

tains almost unmixed nerve fibre tissue while peripheral nerves

ma}’^ he heavily diluted with connective and fat tissue. Some-
times the greater part of this can to a large extent be effectively

removed, as e.g. by pulling off the epineurium and peiineurium

of nervus ischiadicus of rabbit, but the macroscopically in-

accessible endoneural elements still comprise up to 50 % of

the nerve (De Robertis (42)). The relative volume ratio axon/

myelin sheaths varies considerably in various types of fibres and

possibly also in different parts of the nervous system; in average

it is given as Vi, by Donaldson and Hoke, about by Arnell,

both figures regarding spinal nerves and the latter, referring

to a native state, probably the truest one. In the central nervous

system and vegetative nerves owing to increased dilution with

non-myelinated axons and short, slightly myelinated ones the

average ratio will tend to higher values.

The author will return to the finer structural details in chap-

ter XI.
Experimental

The human material comprises individuals, 10 years or more of age and

•with healthy brains, in Chapter II; sympathetic chain came from sym-

pathectomized hypertonics. The animals employed, all fresh adults, were

killed without narcosis of any kind (cow and horse were shot, rabbit

injected with air in vein of ear, rat was decapitated, lobster chilled until

start of ice formation). The material was excised as soon as possible after

death, immediately chilled in >dry ice», and then stored at — 18° until

analysis could take place (within a day for two). The lime taken before

the nerve tissues were excised could vary from 5 minutes for rat to

20 min.-2 hours for cow. The lobsters (12) were kept at low temperature

all the time, the nervous material was transferred directly to frozen

vessels. Papilla nervi optici was excised distally of lamina cribrosa

from 40 cow eyes.

All preparations were carried out without the use of magnification.

Connective tissue, vessels and any other undesirables were meticulously

removed from the nervous material. Where nothing is said to the con-

trary brain cortex of larger animals was routinely taken from the greater

portion of the medial surface of the hemisphere (where most cortical

types are represented) by peeling off a layer about 1 mm thick. Cortex

from rat was always collected from 4-5 individuals for each analysis.
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As regards the other ncr\c cell materials also contamination with while

matter was as far as possible avoided, and while mailer was similarly

taken without admixture with grev*. White hemisphcral matter was

Inkcn from centrum scmiovalc; the lateral columns from spinal marrow;

ll)c membranes were removed from peripheral nerves, an easy procedure

in rabbit, less so in cow. TIjc rabbit nerves arc the normal ones in the

degeneration experiments (chapter IX).

Ilie different cortical tissue types in table VII were taken from Ibe

brain of a 12 year old subject from the following places selected accord-

ing to V. Economo’s wcll-knowji scheme: frontal type from gyrus frontalis

superior; agranular type from gyrus praecentralis; polar type from gyri

around bulbus olfactorius; granular type around fissura calcarina. Seem-

ingly pure grey matter was taken from caput nuclei caudati after removal

of the membrane towards the ventricle. As those above the hypo-

thalamus preparation also appeared to become pure while, owing to its

light colour, thalamus probably was admixed with some while matter.

RoBults

The rcsult.s appear in tables VHP and VIII”. For some of

them the standard deviation is computed despite tlip comparativ-

ely few individual determinations. Other multiple determina-

tions agreed within equal limits of error. On the part of rabbit

the dispersion is small, probably because this material was most

uniform. For man the vtilues are more dispersed which by no

means is surprising in view of the great differences in age of

the individuals, kind of disease or mode of death, storing time

jifter death, etc.

The agreement between brains of various mammals in lipid

contents on a dry weight basis is striking both as regards cortex

and marrow.

Grey matter. Commencing with a relatively simple structure,

the nervous system of lobster contains but a small proportion

of lipids in the strongly wateiw tissue. Centrally and peripheric-

ally the composition is much the same. Phospholipids predo-

minate markedly over cholesterol and cerebrosides which occur

in minute quantities only. While the strong and in all respects

typical colour reaction according to Schoenheimer and SPERRY

renders doubtless the presence of a sterol and with all proba-

bility cholesterol, the cerebrosides were indicated only by a

1 eduction value fairly low for the determination in question.

Before their presence can be considered absolutely established

further examinations should be carried out by more specific
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methods. Apparently the phospholipids mainly consist of

'>'Choliney> phospholipids (80-90 %] while the contents of

cephalins are low. The base in the former may be another

than choline for its reineckate precipitate seemed more- finely

grained and heavy than usual, of typical colour, however.

Unfortunately the experiments to determine KOH releasable P
miscarried, but the value for glycerol as phospholipids to-

gether with the choline values suggest that the occurrence, if

any, of KOH non decomposable phospholipids, and thus of

sphingomyelins, must be insignificant. Most (80 %) of the

phospholipids consists of a substance classifiable as lecithin.

Neutral fat is negligible or absent; so are cholesteryl esters.

As regards mammalian peripheral nerve materials, poor in

myelin, things are somewhat different. Throughout their phos-

pholipids contain in addition to lecithins considerable amounts

of cephalins and sphingomyelins. Choline phospholipids here

make up 41 % (interganglionic parts of sympathetic chain)

to 52 % (n. vertebralis) ; lecithins are somewhat more plentiful

than sphingomyelins. There also seems to be a small quantity

of cephalins B. Repeatedly obtained considerable reduction

values after correction for free hexose show that glycolipids

certainly are present and in approximately the same amount

os cholesterol. Small amounts of neutral fat may be present;

cholesteryl esters are absent.

Totally the lipids in the axon materials discussed constitute

onl}’^ a relatively small part of total solids, viz. as a rule ap-

proximately 15-20 %. Much the greater part of the rest is no

doubt proteins.

In respect of the lipid contents symphatetic ganglia do not

significantly diverge from the materials free from nerve cells;

retina as a whole as well as pap. n. optici are relatively richer

in phospholipids, for the rest they agree.

Relative to those tissues hitherto described brain cortex ex-

hibits a much higher lipid level, lipids constituting about

35 % of total solids. Here also the phospholipids predominate

while cholesterol and cerebrosides, occurring in about equal

quantities, together weigh only half as much. A good 40 % of

the phospholipids are choline phospholipids, and ^/4-% of

these latter are sphingomj^elins (in cow rather more). About
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80-90 % of the cephalins are KOH decomposable. The cephalins

are made up of about 75 % ethanolamine phospholipid (table

4), and most of the remaining 25 % probably is phosphatidyl

serine. (Tlie high amino acid value obtained in the analysis

probably is due to contamination, cf. p. S2,) Then there also

is a small quantity of »diphosphoinositide», probably much
less than is indicated by my value for chloroform extractible

inositol. Significant amounts of esterified cholesterol are absent;

the presence of small amounts of neutral fats cannot be ex-

cluded.

Tile analyses of the various cortical tissue types find basal

ganglia in table VII came early in my series of investigations.

As I do not consider the varying cerebroside values quite rei-

able I have refrained from draving any conclusions from them.

Other results sho^v that the lipid composition docs not vary

considerably with the type of cortex, the apparently’ lower

cephalin contents in polar type possibly excepted. The lipids

in nucleus caudatus (in this case, as in other human brains

and cow brains analyzed) and hjqiothalamus grey scarcely

differ from those in cortex, while the relatively high cerebroside

and cholesterol values in thalamus may indicate some ad-

mixture of white matter — indicated already macroscopicalh’

by the light colouring of the preparation.

"White matter. Tlie fibres in spinal marrow contained the

greatest proportion of lipids, or not less than % of total solids.

Here also the phospholipid group was predominant and weighed

almost as much as cholesterol and cerebrosides together. Of

the two latter the cerebrosides were somewhat more plentiful.

Choline phospholipids made up about 35 % of total phospho-

lipids, lecithins and sphingomyelins were about equal in

amount . 75-80 % of the cephalins are KOH decomposable.

='Diglycerides» and therefore possibly neutral fats seem to be
present in small amounts in rabbit but absent in the other

animals; cholesteryl esters are absent tliroughout.

Both towards the brain and towards the periphery, as

reckoned from the spinal marrow, the lipid contents of white

matter decreases. The proportions among the individual lipids,

however, are largely retained. Apparently conditions within

the choline phospholipid group are an important exception
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Table 4. Composition of Cephalins in Grey and White Matter

{% fresh tissue)

Subject

Total ce-
•phalins

(=phospho-
lipids—cho-
line phos-
pholipids)

Ethanol-
amine

cephalins

Phosphatidyl serine

By diffe- By amioo
1 ence acid deter-

mination

Grey

matter ^

Human
11 years old:

Mixed cortex 1.95 1.43 0.52 1.42

N. caudatus 1.75 1.31 0.44 1.86

T> Average 1.85 1.37 0.48 1.64

Cow I 5.94 2.65 3.29 4.59

White 11 6.60 2.42 4.18 4.12

matter .

(brain)

1 Human
11 years old 6.24 2.67 3.57 3.51

Human
48 years old 6.04 2.43 3.61 —

Average 6.21 2.53 3.67 —

because peripherally from the brain the sphingomyelin group

increases steadily in proportion to the lecithins; in peripheral

nerves the ratio between these groups is about 1.8/1, in brain

white about 0.7/1. The low cerebroside values in intradural

nerve roots may be accidental, for in other determinations on

nerve roots the author has obtained cerebroside results of the

same magnitude as the cholesterol values. (The determinations

on nerve roots from various segments and different individuals

yielded fairly diverging results and therefore require further

investigation.) Corpus callosum (case 2 years, table IX) gave

results which largely agreed well with the values from centrum

semiovale.

Experiments to determine the distribution of ethanolamine

phospholipids and serine phospholipids demonstrated that the

latter are predominant, amounting to about 60 % as against

40 % of the former of total cephalins (table 4). The »diphos-

phoinositide® values are of the same magnitude as in grey

matter; peripherally, however, they increase slightly.
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Discussion

I. Earlier experiences

Vertebrates. First will be discussed the correlation with

recent results obtained along similar lines. While the present

work was being written up there appeared some reports by

Johnson et al. (88, 89) who in studying lipids have adopted

methods in many respects similar to those of the present author

(same cerebroside, cholesterol, lecithin and KOH releasable

P methods). In an ethanol and ether extract they determined

cerebrosides directh', phospholipids in a precipitate through

acetone and MgClj, and cholesterol in the supernatant acetone

solution. They carried out a few investigations on lipids in grej"-

and white matter from normal brains. Some of their results,

expressed in mg/100 mg fresh tissue, together with some of the

present author’s results, recalculated on the same basis, appear

in table 5.

The results exhibit some typical differences. In grey matter

cholesterol and cerebrosides throughout lie on a higher level in

the determinations of Johnson et al. The underlying reason

may be a less successful separation of grey and white matter.

The other values are not significantly different. More marked
deviations as regards white matter from brain are present for

KOH non-decomposable phospholipid values which throughout

are higher in Johnson et al.’s material, while the values for

KOH decomposable phospholipids are correspondingly or even

more so lower. The question immediately arises if the acetone-

MgClo precipitation may not have a similar effect on the

hydrolyzability of P from some glycerophospholipids to, for

example, formalin treatment (see p. 97)? Lastly, the values

for the various lipid groups in nervus ischiadicus of rabbit in

Johnson et al.’s experiments are much lower than Brante's
all along the line, while the proportions between them (with

the exception of KOH decomposable and non-decomposable
phospholipids) are much the same. The removal of the epi-

neurium, which was maximum in Brante’s cases, may have
been imperfect as performed by Johnson et al.

Schmidt et al. (148), who were the first to make use of
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Table 5. Lipids in Greg and White Matter acc. to Johnson

et al. (88, 89) and Brante (% wet tissue)

Cortex

Human Cow Rabbit Rat Dog Cat

Brante Johnson et
al.

1 2

Brail'
te

Bran-
te

Brail'

te

• John-
son et

al. (2)*»

John-
son et

al. C2)**

Total lipids ;•> 5.30 5.1* 5.3* 5.89 6.63 7.05 7.04* 7.01*

Phospholipids 3.08 3.12 3.48 3.54 3.76 4.45 4.20 4.29

Cholesterol T> 0.77 1.00 0.97 0.82 0.88 0.93 1.33 1.25

Cerebrosides 0.63 1.20 0.63 1.20 1.09 1.24 1.62 1.48

Unidentified T> 0.82 — — 0.33 0.90 0.41 — —

Lecithins T) 1.10 0.61 1.16 0.96 1.32 1.53 1.00 (1.35)

Cephalins A 1.40 2.21 1.77 1.90 1.85 2.42 2.27 (1.94)

» B T> 0.30 \
, 1

0.25 0.22 0.12
1

0.30 |o.55 I0.93 I0.7I
Sphingomyelins 0.27

j1 1
0.41 0.35 0.38

1 i

Brain white matter Nervns isohi-

adicus

Human Cow Dog Cat Babbit

Brante Johnson et Bran- John- John- Bran- John-
al. te son et son et te son et

1 2 al. (2)*» al. (2;** at. (3)**

Total lipids V 17.9 14.85* 14.78* 20.0 20.7* 17.58* 19.8 11.9*

Phospholipids 7.73 6.24 6.80 8.65 8.47 7.96 9.76 5.94

Cholesterol 4.02 4.00 3.84 4.23 5.13 4.53 4.07 3.06

Cerebrosides 4.67 4.61 4.14 5.30 7.11 5.10 3.85 2.93

Unidentified 1.4S — — I;83 — — 2,12 —

Lecithins 1.66 0.90 1.49 1.54 1.64 1.36 1.27 0.81

Cephalins A 7> 4.11 2.60 1.80 4.86 3.17 2.59 4.74 2.26

i B J 0.87 ! 1.04 1 \ 1.45
12.74 >3.50 >3.67 |3.78 >2.86

Sphingomyelins 1.08
] / 1.20 / 1 2.30 /

* Sum of essential lipids

** In brackets number of cases analyzed
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the dilfereiit decomposability of the phospholipids, reported

the following results (P X25; % fresh tissue):

Grey matter, ox brain

White » ,
»

Ischiadicus, rat (5)

j>
,
cat (3)

Lecithins +
cephalins A

3.95

7.38

6.50

4.43

Cephalins B +
sphingomyelins

0.30

2.33

1.73

3.73

These results, obtained in a chloroform-methanol reextract

without any precipitation treatment, agree more closely with

those of the present author as regards the relative magnitude

of the group of KOH non-decomposable phospholipids.

Still earlier investigators who have analyzed grey and white

matter separately have generally adopted very different meth-

ods by which the phospholipids have not been divided into the

same subgroups as the present author’s.

Randall (141) has studied alcohol-ether extracts of brain

materials from normal and psychotic subjects. As in my
own investigations various cortical regions (frontal and parietal)

and nucleus caudatus agreed mutually as regards the lipid

contents and so did also different »white matters a • (corona

radiata, frontal white, parietal white) . The brain stem values,-

on the other hand, seemed to diverge away from those

of pure white matter towards the grey matter values,

the thalamus values away from pure grey matter values

towards w^hite matter values; the two tendencies to deviate

might well be due to admixture of grey and white matter, re-

spectively, which is likely to occur in the regions in question.

The following means on a dry weight basis for respectively

pure grey and white, matter can be extracted: total lipids

(Bloor’s oxidative technique) 32.7 % and 56.0 % ; phospho-
lipids (by P determination) 25.5 % and 30.2 % ; cholesterol

{Bloor’s colorimetric procedure) 6.29 % and 14.4 % (of which
little or none in esterified condition). Cerebrosides -were not
determined but computing by differences they would be prac-

tically absent in the cortex and amount to about 11.4 % of the
marrow. These low values must be considered in the light of

the fact that the phospholipid values are considerably higher

8 Gunnar Brante
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than those obtained in a more lipid selective reextract (cf. mv
own values) and thus perhaps too high owing to contamination

with non-lipid P (see p. 29). Otherwise the experiences of

Randall and the present author are largely in agreement.

The results on corpus callosum and intradural nerve roots reported

early by Koch and Koch (106), obtained from a kind of dilute acid

washed chloroform reextract and largely similar for man and dog, were
respectively as follows (averages, on a dry weight basis): total lipids 64.3%
and 64.5%; phospholipids (P determination) 28.8% and 36 04%; chol-

esterol (digitonin method) 10.25 % and 11.52 %. That these author’s used

a slightly higher conversion factor (25.77) for P in phospholipid does

not explain their relative to my own much higher phospholipid values

in nerve roots. The reason is obscure (cf. p;. 110).

In adult human subjects Smith and Mair (16S) found the following

figures for grey and white matter, respectively (on a dry substance basis),

total lipids 29 % and 59 % ;
phospholipids 15.3 % and 22.7 % ; cholesterol

5.5% and 13.8%; cerebrosides 1.9% and 12.2%; >olher lipids* 6.2%
and 10.4 %. As mentioned above (p. 31) the tissues were first formalin

treated and then the lipids were extracted with chloroform. Phospholipids

were determined by P analysis, cholesterol as digitonin precipitate

according to Windaus. The cerebrosides were weighed after having been

acetone extracted from a total lipid hydrolysate (by Ba(OH), which wouM
not appreciably change the cerebrosides). Judging by their figures, how-

ever, it seems probable that their cerebroside method in some of iU

stages causes losses, for the cerebroside values, especially in grey matter,

are lower than other authors’ and the unidentified lipids (obtained by

difference) are correspondingly higher. The low phospholipid levels must

be an effect of the formalin treatment. Smith and Mair already noted

the absence of significant quantities of eslerified cholesterol.

It would be valuable if by quantitative isolation it could be

confirmed that the values obtained for various lipids by com-

putations based on analyses of lipid constituents represent the

lipid amounts actually present. In addition to the already

mentioned experiments of Smith and Mair many more

attempts have been made down the years with the aid of various

fractionation methods. The most recent seems to be ScHU-

wirth's (158). His method also embraces a careful analysi.s

of the fractions isolated. Among other things he compares

whole cerebrospinal marrow and brain of adult, showing that

sphingomyelins are about 3 times as abundant in the dry’ sub-

stance of the former; a finding that only in part can be ex-

plained by the relatively higher contents of grey matter in brain.

While this result is well compatible Avith the present authors
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experiences, ScHUwmxH’s absolute level (2.7 %) for sphiago-

myelins in spinal cord is lower than that of the present author

(by about 50 % ) . Tins also applies to the cerebroside level

(5.7 %), while the cholesterol (17.3 ?o) and glycerophospho-

lipid (27.0 %) levels deviate but little. The figures in brackets

are means of two mutually fairly strongly diverging prepara-

tions, computed on a dry substance basis. Fractionation and

isolation usually entail losses. The only question is whether

ScHUwniTH’s procedure really can involve such a large and

.selective loss as 50 % of the sphingolipids found by the present

author.

In his so called fat and cholesterol fraetion Schuwirth found

glycerol values which transformed into molecular equivalents

exceed the number of P equivalents present (the ratio is about

’/i, cf. p. 47). However, the excess, calculated as neutral fat,

is no larger than to correspond to less than 1 % of the dry

substance. Using a less selective method, Kaucher et al. (93)

in whole ox brain found about 3 % neutral fat.

Backun also employed fraclionation (for methods sec p. 87) and

found in grey and white matter, respectively, from brain of adult rabbit

the following values (calculated on a dry substance basis): total lipids

39.6% and 52.3%; phospholipids 29.1% and 31.5%; cholesterol 5.5%
and 10.6%; ccrebrosides 5.0% and 10.2%. Here the surprising thing is

the high contents of phospholipids in relation to the values of Johnson
cl al. and Buante. While in white matter it is fairly well compensated
by lower contents of cholesterol and ccrebrosides, and consequently

suggests defective fractionation, it is so high in grey matter that the total

lipid value, based on the sum of analyzed lipids, exceeds the total lipid

obtained by Bhante by weighing. Therefore some methodological error

must be suspected in Backlin’s not particularly specific procedure, and
this is especially pronounced as regards grey matter.

Results obtained by FrXnkel’s fractionation methods (72) are difficult

to compare with those given above. However, they too clearly indicate

the great lipid preponderance in while matter as compared to grey, and
to a certain extent the same thing in spinal cord white matter sub-
stance in relation to cerebral while matter (79 % total lipids in total

.‘spinal cord, 74.8 % in pure white cerebral matter).

As regards peripheral nerves other investigations are available in

addition to the ones already mentioned in the above by Johnson et al.

and Schmidt et al. In Mav s experiments with rabbit ischiadicus, which
arc described in detail in chapter IX, the normal values were as follow.s

(computed on a dry substance basis); phospholipids = P X 2^): phospho-
lipids 15.2 %; cholesterol 7.8 %, or about 60-70 % of the present author’s.
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Is the difference due to variations in the removal of the connective tissue

sheaths around the nerve— just as was assumed for Johnson’s results
,

the highly different extraction methods, or to differences in rabbit strains?

In human ischiadicus and spleen nerves of cow Falk (56) found re-

spectively (% dry substance); total lipids 46.6% and 11.5%; lecithins

1.4% and 1.1%; cephalins 5.8% and 2.7%; cholesterol 116% and
5.4 %; cerebrosides 8.5 % and 0.7 %; other lipids 19.8 % and 1.6 %. While
the values for total lipids compare well with the present author’s most
of the other figures, obtained by obsolete fractionation procedures, are

highly different. Falk’s results for spleen nerves are at least of histori-

cal interest in so far as they seem to be the only ones hitherto reported

from this type of nerve, and have been frequently cited.

Invertebrates. Apparently the only more extensive chemical lipid ana-

lyses published hitherto are those of Patterson et al. (136) on

honey-bee brain. In this material the optical properties of the

nerve fibre sheaths are similar to those in Crustacea (144). The average

percentages on a dry weight basis were; total lipids 39, phospholipids

(P-determination) 17, cholesterol (Liebermann-Burchard method) 1.3

cerebrosides (orcinol method) 0, neutral fat about 2.5, unidentified lipids

(possibly including some fatty acids) about 13. Lecithins were about 2 %,
cephalins 12 % and sphingomyelins 1.5 %, but the authors point out

that their figures for choline phospholipids probably are too low. The

sphingomyelin values were obtained by the criticised reineckate method

characteristics in the species.

Thus, as regards the preponderance among the lipids of phospholipids,

the low cholesterol contents and the presence in negligible amounts if

at all of cerebrosides the results agree with mine from lobster. In respect

of phospholipids, however, there are some differences: 1) the phospho-

lipid percentage of total solids is about double, 2) lecithins amount to

only some 12 % of total phospholipids while in lobster the corresponding

figure is about 96 %•

The former difference may possibly be due to different contents of

.supportive tissue in the two nervous systems. The scarcity of lecithins in

lioney-bee brain may be an artefact arising from the too low choline values

or from losses during the preparation (relatively prolonged storage in

ph3'siOlogical saline). Naturally the differences may also be inherent

characteristics in the species.

The absence of cerebrosides in the cerebral ganglia of octopus has

been established by Lanfranchi (109), using Kimmelstiels method (se

p. 66).

If the impressions from the literature are condensed and the

explanations given of the divergencies in the results of other

investigators remembered, it will be found that the figures

obtained by the present author probably well represent the true

state of matters.
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n. Writer’s Eesults

Grey matter

Tlie values for central grey and peripheral (excluding lobster

nerves) grey matter, recalculated on a total essential lipids

basis, are in quite good agreement. Therefore, the great dif-

ference in the lipid contents of the two materials on a total

solids basis mostly is due to a relatively higher contents of non-

lipid solids in peripheral grey matter. Largely at least, this

preponderance must be due to connective tissue which contains

only little essential lipids in proportion to non-lipid solids

(table XII) and is abundant in the peripheral nervous system

(p. 105).

If it were possible to correct for the influence on the values

of the connective tissue, the resultant lipid level, chiefly that

of the axons, would probably not be very different for peri-

pheral grey and central grey matter. In the lipid picture of the

latter not only axons but also other processes and cell bodies

of nerve cells and glia and blood vessels with contents con-

tribute. With some right (l^l, 201) it may be assumed that the

contents in the axons is produced continuously in the nervous

cell and that the lipid contents in the latter is rather similar

to that of the axons. Blood contains less than 1 % lipids and

its negligible influence on the whole picture is therefore to

lower the lipid values. As already mentioned only data of

doubtful reliability could be obtained with respect to the amount
of glia in the cortex but what information there is suggests

that the quantity is fairly small (Donaldson (44)). This being

so, the cortex would give a lipid picture chiefly representative

of the axon; this will be made use of in computations further

below.

As regards lobster nerve its preparation at low temperature,

preserving the native state, may have been of significance for

its peculiar lipid analysis pattern.

White matter

Here the decisive factors in the' lipid picture are mainly the

ratio axon volume/myelin sheath volume and the relative

amount of supportive tissue. ITie latter factor is of minor im-
portance in the central nervous system, but peripherally it may
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be of great moment. The maximally high lipid values in the

spinal cord may probably be dependent on a high sheath/axon

ratio (N. Bv averaged for all fibres) at the same time as the

amount of supportive tissue is at a minimum. The reason

for the higher lipid values in the spinal cord in comparison

with brain white matter with its masses of short neurites with

relatively thin or »no» sheaths is most likely a lower sheath/

axon ratio, in comparison with peripheral nerves it is the con-

siderable extra contribution of supportive tissue in these latter.

Tlie correctness of this interpretation is borne out by the rela-

tive increase in lipids typical of myelin sheaths (see below)

in relation to lipids typical of axons from brain to the peri-

phery of the spinal nervous system (which was pointed out

above for sphingomyelin). These results thus indicate that the

sheath/axon ratio may increase not only in the spinal cord

as compared with cerebral marrow but also in spinal nerves

as compared with spinal cord. But owing to a simultaneous

increase of connective tissue between the fibres the latter

increase does not yield a corresponding rise in the total lipid

contents. I have not been able to find any representative histo-

logical data on sheath/axon ratios for brain and spinal cord

white matter; own preliminary examination clearly shows

pictures in the direction indicated by chemical means.

Ill, Attempt to A Computation of Lipid Distribution in the

Nerve Fibre

It should be noted that none of the lipids identified in mar-

row is wholly absent from vertebrate grey matter; the cere-

broside contents of the latter is, however, Avith certainty slightly

lower than the given figure which also includes gangliosides.

All the lipids are present in higher concentration in the wet

marrow than in the wet cortex. If the axons are assumed to

have the same composition in marrow and cortex, this should

mean that all the lipids determined, to some extent at least,

are contained in the myelin sheaths. If a lipid is predominantly

located in the myelin sheaths, the ratio between its concentra-

tions in marrow and cortex ought to be large, and vice versa.

The table below contains the calculated means for cortex and

white matter in man, cow, rabbit and rat, as well as the
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multiples by which the various substances are more abundant

in the marrow lhan in the cortex.

Table 6.

Cortex White matter

Brain Spinai cord

t/
• %

Multiple
of cociex
value %

Multiple
of von ex
value

Cholesterol 0.85 4.1 4.8 6.9 6.9

Cerebrosides 1.1 5.0 4.5 6.7 6.1

Lecithins 1.2 l.G 1.3 2.2 1.8

Cephalins A 1.9 4.5 2.4 C.l 3.2

» B 0.25'!
5-o.c

1.0)
1

4.0)
2.2 1 3.7

1.8 J

>3.7
7,2 )

>6.3
Sphingomyelins 0.36 / 1.2 JI 3.4 J 1.9/ 5.4/

It will be seen that cholesterol, cerebrosides and KOH non-
decomposable phospholipids are about equally or 4.4: and 6.4

limes as abundant in brain white and spinal cord white
matter, respectively, as in grey matter. Cephalins A are only
2.4 and 3.2 times and lecithins not even twice as abundant.
Apparently the best interpretation of this would be that the

3 groups mentioned first are essentially more characteristic
of myelin sheaths= are »sheath typical*. Not so with the latter
groups which— and this applies particularly to the lecithins
in considerable proportions also are contained in axons.

Adult cortex always contains some myelin sheaths revealable
by histological staining methods. Besides, in recent years it

has been shown by means of polarization optical methods that
most of the fibres found to be »unmyelinated* by staining
methods in fact have thin equivalents of myelin sheaths Youn

”

histologically unmyelinized cortex contains about 88 % water
mature about 85 %. The average ^vater contents of the myelin
sheath has been calculated to about 50 % (44 a 152) The if
Ihe reduction in the water contents in the cortex dnring matura
tion is cansed by welmization, the myelin quantity can be
computed to 8 % , Similarly, calculated with the aid of its
determined average water content, brain white will hold about
50 % each of axons and myelin sheaths, spinal cord white



about 34 % axons and 66 % sheaths. Assuming axons and

sheaths to maintain their proper compositions in all parts of the

nervous system, and the part of e. g. the cholesterol contained

in the axon to be= x, the part, y, which should be » sheath

typical® can be roughly calculated as follows:

brain -white; 0.5 x + 0.5 y = 4.1 1 x = 0 23 • — 8 0
cortex: 0.92 x + 0.08 y = 0.85/1

^ • »y

cord -white; 0.34 x + 0.66 y = 5.9 |
^ = 8.9

or in average x = 0.20; y = 8.4;

Similarly computed, the axon and sheath contents,

respectively, in % fresh tissue, will be: for cerebrosides

0.35 and 9.3, for lecithins 1.09 and 2.4 %, for cephalins A
1.37 and 8.1, for KOH non-decomposable phospholipids 0.24

and 4.8. But the cephalins are not a homogeneous group.

By means of the averages in table 4, it is easy to calculate

that the contents of ethanolamine cephalins in axon = 1.15 %,

in sheath = 3.9 % . Then the rest of the cephalins, chiefly

phosphatidyl serine, makes up 0.22 % in the axon and 4.2 %
in the myelin sheath.

The ethanolamine analyses are few but the conclusions

drawn from them are borne out by other results. The agreeing

findings obtained by chromatography of the lipid fractions in

grey and white matter have already been mentioned on p. 78.

The separation into the different fractions must partly have

been a consequence of differencies in the degree of unsaturation

of the fatty acids. This is known to be lower in phosphatidyl

serine (IN. 33) than in phosphatidyl ethanolamine (IN.= 78

and probably still higher in some ethanolamine cephalins).

The iodine number of phospholipid fatty acids in grey matter

has been found by Randall (141) and Yasuda (199) to be

much higher than in white matter. The figures of these in-

vestigators may be interpreted as pointing to a distribution

of the serine and ethanolamine cephalins similar to that

computed above from the present author’s results.

According to the above, therefore, the so called sheath

typical lipids would be cholesterol, cerebrosides, KOH non-

decomposable and amino acid containing phospholipids and part

of the lecithins and ethanolamine phospholipids. The small
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amounts in the axon of sheath typical lipids may be an

artefact. They disappear if the calculations are made on the

assumption that myelin sheaths make up 10 % of mature

cortex. This would be the result if in the above calculation

of cortical myelin sheath content a small amount of thinly

myelinized sheaths is considered to be present already in

>'youngs cortex. As regards gly'colipids the presence of a

small amount in the axons seems more probable than it does

for the other sheath typical lipids.

Of course, on account of the many assumptions necessary

to make the computations possible, these may later show

themselves to be faulty in certain details. For example, such

high myelin sheath contents that have been assumed to be

present in cortex is not easily compatible with histological

experiences; other factors in addition to myelination may play

a part in the dehydration mechanism during maturation of

the cortex, etc. On the whole, however, the computed values

are thought to represent the true state.

The picture of lipid distribution in axon and sheath which

the author has obtained with the aid of the results in this

chapter will be the following, the quantitative data presented

only with considerable reservation.

The predominant axonic lipids are lecithins and ethanol-

amine cephalins. They are present in about equal amounts or

approximately 1 % of fresh substance. Minute amounts of

cholesterol and glycolipids may be present besides. The myelin

sheaths contain a preponderance of cholesterol (25) and
cerebrosides (29), but considerable quantities of KOH non-

decomposable phospholipids (probably=sphingophospholipids)

(14), serine cephalins (13) and ethanolamine phospholipids

(12) as well as smaller amounts of lecithins (7) are also present.

The average proportions in the myelin sheaths of brain and
cord white matter are given in brackets in % of total essential

lipids. Division by the molecular weights and X 1000 gives

the following figures; 65, 35', IS, 17, 15 and 9; they are not

far off the series 68, 34, 17, 17, 17 and 8.5 which should

give the following molar proportions between the lipids in

the average myelin sheath: Cholesterol / cerebrosides I

sphinyophospholipids I phosphatidyl serine / ethanolamine ce-



phalins / lecithins = 8: 4: 2: 2; 2: 1. The sphingophospholipids

are composed of about equal parts of choline containing and
non-choline containing.

Lastly, the author would once more emphasize that these figures were
worked out under the assumption that both the myelin sheath and the

axon are essentially of the same composition in all kinds of nerve fibres.

Even if this assumption holds for the most part, there are sure to exist

discrepancies. I merely have- to draw attention to the peculiar micro-

scopical composition of the axon in spleen nerves and the olfactory bulb

and to authenticated chemical differences between afferent and efferent,

cholinergic and non-cholinergic fibres. Indeed, my own experiments

have also shown up such differences! e. g. between everlebrate and
vertebrate axons, between the ischiadicus myelin fibre and the average

myelinated fibre as regards sphingomyelins, which are relatively more
predominant in the former. Several authors have demonstrated a differ-

ence between the axoplasma in myelinated as opposed to unmyelinated

fibres. Myeloaxoplasma has been thought to be an axoplasma, somehow
modified by the simultaneous presence of the myelin sheath. Conse-

quently, the author does not discredit the rather attractive hypothesis,

that all the lecithins (and equivalent amounts of the ethanolamine

cephalins) may be located in the axon but that they vary in concentra-

tion, being relatively abundant in strongly myelinated, long fibres,

relatively rare in postganglionic, vegetative and short fibres. This would

be an alternative explanation of the higher lecithin contents in cord

white as compared to brain while matter and in while as compared

to grey matter. It also would suggest an intimate relationship between

myelin sheaths and the lipid contents of the axon.

The opposite possibility is that lecithins and phosphatidyl colamine,

just as is believed of the other lipids, are wholly contained in the myelin

sheath. In order to fit in with observed facts they must then be

contained in a special sheath-like layer which during the myelinizalion

increases but not at the same rale as the myelin sheath. During the

myelination it could be built in in the myelin sheath or remain interior

of the same. In the latter case it would be a matter of taste if it

were regarded as a surface part of the axon or,as an inner layer of the

myelin sheath.

Mammalian axons, finally, could well be assumed to contain almost

exclusively lecithins, just as is the case in lobster. But then the problem

is where the abundantly present cephalins in peripheral non-myehnated

mammalian nerve are located. It is difficult to imagine any other

site than the axon. Can cephalins be formed poslmorlally from

lecithins? Here it must be remembered that lobster nerves were

throughout prepared in the frozen state, while at least 5 minutes passed

after death before mammalian materials could be frozen. If during this

short period half the lecithins can be transformed, into phosphatidyl

colamine, i. e- extremely rapid demethylation, is difficult to Say,
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but seems incredible. Perhaps lobster axons are not at all comparable

to axons of higher species.

Summary

Different portions of the central and peripheral nervous

systems in several mammals and one evertebrate were analyzed

for lipid contents. Particular pains were taken to obtain axon

and myelin sheath nyaterials as uncontaminated as possible.

With the aid of the results an attempt was made to present

a picture of the lipid distribution in axon and myelin sheath.

Here, the chief lipids in the axon are lecithins and colamine-

containing cephalins; in the myelin sheath cholesterol, cere-

brosides, sphingophospholipids and phosphatidyl serine. The
myelin sheath also contains considerable amounts of ethanol-

amine cephalins and perhaps lecithins; the presence in the axon

of some cholesterol and glycolipids is not absolutely out of the

question.



Chapter VII

Distribution of Lipids in Various Parts of the

Nervous System during Development

In the first place these studies were intended to illuminate

conditions in man. Suitable materials for the purpose could

be obtained from operations and autopsies. Some corresponding

materials were studied in rat which in respect of brain devel-

opment (44 b) has been shown to reflect conditions in man
very faithfully. In rat the effect of some avitaminotic conditions

could also be studied and this was considered interesting as

they could be assumed to induce changes in lipid development

in the nervous system.

The following development stages were thought to be of

special interest for the author's main problem: 1) the time

for axon formation without simultaneous myelin sheath

development, 2) the time for formation of myelin sheaths,

3) advanced age when some apparently physiological lipid

changes are histologically observable.

1) begins in human brain during the 2nd. month of fetal life

(86) and continues without significant admixture of myelin

sheaths imtil about the 6th month; in rat the most lively forma-

tion of axons seems, to take place during the first 10 days of

life (43).

The development of myelin sheaths in the human brain

starts regionally already during the 6th. fetal month but they

are still sparse at birth; soon thereafter the myelination

accelerates rapidly and from a histological point of view it is

practically at a maximum within one year. In rat the histologic-

ally observable myelination starts in the spinal cord first, viz.

on the 2nd. to 3rd. day of life; in rat brain it sets in only after

10 days. It then continues at a high and undiminished rate

until about the 33 day and then successively decreases.
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Incipiently already at 30-40 years of age, indeed even earlier

in some parts, an increasing accumulation may be seen in man
of lipid pigment in most nerve cells and later also glial cells.

During the following two or three decades this pigment becomes

so abundant that often the cortex assumes a dark brown colour;

the change is at a maximum in senile dementia. The nature of

the lipid is unknown; its normal source is a t3^ical structure

between the nucleus and the axon basis in the nerve cell.

The presence of choline or its metabolic prestages may be

assumed essential for the formation of structures containing

lecithin and sphingomyelin. Thiamine which plays a vital part

in nerve metaholism, is localized to the myelin sheath (127)

and deficiency of it has been reported to result in demyeliniza-

tion processes (169), The latter have also been seen to occur in

pantothenic acid deficiency (169). Supposedly pantothenic

acid is contained in choline acetylase (133 b). Inositol, of in-

creased interest in connection with lipids since its recent dis-

covery in animal lipids, e. g. in brain, and its demonstrated

importance in the metabolism of liver lipids, has since long

been suspected to be somehow involved in the formation of

phospholipids. Already in connexion with some experiments

with fungi the author had tested a structurally analogous inhi-

bitor, gammexane, of inositol and in animals also it might

antagonize tlie normal function of the metabolite in question.

A-avitaminosis, finally, causes nervous degenerations which,

however, are considered mechanic rather than metabolic in

nature.

The author decided, parallelly with brain lipid development

under normal diet conditions, to study same in rats obtaining

a deficient supply of choline, thiamine, pantothenic acid and
vitamin A, respectively, or injections of gammexane.

Experimental

Human material

Fetuses were obtained in immediate connexion with legal abortions. The

brain was removed immediately, suitable parts were excised and frozen

in »dry ice*. The outer lager denotes a section about 1-2 mm thick of the

external surface of the hemisphere wall, the inner lager the corresponding

2 mm thick layer of the ventricular surface, the intermediarg lager, lastly,

the centre part of the wall of the hemisphere after removal of 3-4 mm
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on either side. Tlie ages are approximate and are based on data fror

the patients and the lengths of the fetuses.

Other human material was derived from autopsies, the bodies bavin

been stored for 1-3 days in a cold room after death. The cortical materia

was routinely taken from the medial side of the hemisphere, the marrm
from centrum semiovale.

Human Subjects

Age
Diagnosis and cause

of death

Autopsy,
days after

death
Eemarks

Premattire Bronchitis capillaris 2 Weight 2100 gm.
9 months

Full term Euptuia tentorii cerebelli 2

lived 6 days

Weight 3300 gm.
stillborn

2 months Vitium oTg. cordis 1

3 . Bronchitis capillaris 1

4= „ Ehabdomyoma —
2 years Oedema glottidis 2

3 „ Coeliacia + Pedatrophia 1 Extremely emaciated,

5 « Barbituric acid intoxica- 2

Hydropic degenera-

tion in cortex cerebri

10 .

tion

Accident

11 « Ether narcosis 3

12 Haematoma subduralae

16 „

(accident)

Shot through heart 3

19 „ Uraemia Oedema i

48 „

pulmonis

Pinal state after acute 1 Some diffuse

yellow liver atrophy astrogliosis cerebri

55 „ Infarctus cordis 1

55 Hypertonia 1

65 „ Cancer vesicae + 3

72 „

Embolia pulm.

Haemorrhagia cerebri —
75 „ Nephritis chronica 1 Cortex brown and

76 „

+ uraemia

Infarctus cordis 1

atrophic

78 « Anaemia 1 Cortex brown and

79 „
Cardiosclerosis i

atrophic

90 ;
Dementia senilis 3
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Bat material

The animals were albino rats belonging to a strain since long in use

at the Department of Histology, Upsala. They were reared in

accordance wth the usual instructions for dietic experiments (21). The
development of the young was checked by weighing, etc. The basal diet

was a food according to Sure (174, 175) containing:

Casein, vitaminTfree and repeatedly boiled in alcohol-ether 750

Cystine, A. R. 15

Butter 350

Glucose (Dextropur) 1755

Salt mixture (17G) 150

The components were thoroughly mixed in a rotary blender.

Daily adequate amounts in relation to age were given drop by drop

with a pipette pcrorally of choline, thiamine, calcium pantothenate,

niacin, riboflavine, biotin, and thrice weekly pure or synthetic prepara-

tions of vitamins A, D, E, and K.

The rats were grouped in litters. The control rats were put on a full

diet as were their mothers during pregnancy and lactation. The experi-

mental rats were given the same diet with the exception of the nutritional

factor in question. Some choline deficiency rats were during the final

weeks given glycocyamine in daily doses of 10 mM (37 days group) or

20-40 mM (45 days group and mother of 11 days group); in these groups

35 % lard instead of an equal amount of sugar was also employed. These

latter measures were taken to intensify the deficiency in labile methyl

groups (170). Gammexanc, in the form of a crude product (10 % y-isomer)

dispersed in propylene glycol, was administered in daily doses of 0 3-2

mg by means of subcutaneous injections into the mother during pregn-

ancy and the young after birth.

The groups; control 70 days, thiamine deficiency 70 days, A-avita-

minosis 70 days were obtained from the Swedish State Institute of Public

Health and belonged to the Wistar strain. They had been given an other-

wise adequate diet, with or without the addition of vitamins A and Bj.

The control rats apparently developed fully normally. In the rats on

deficient diets the following deficiency symptoms "were observed.

Choline deficiency rats

11 days. Average body weight 6.2 g. Consequently the young had not put

on more than about 1 g after birth (weight of control rats; 1 day 5.2 g,

11 days 19 2 g). When killed they were moribund and so feeble as to be

almost incapable of movement. Tire stomach of solitary animals con-

tained milk, but judging by the appearance of the intestines the intake

of food probably had been substandard. The internal organs exhibited

no special signs of choline deficiency (no hemorrhages, no fatty infiltra-

tions). The mother had a heavy fatty liver.

17 days. Normal development. No symptoms of choline deficiency.

24 days. Normal development. No symptons of choline deficiency.



37 days. Were killed, moribund, after about 1 week of intensified methyl
deficiency diet (see above) during which they rapidly lost weight and
towards the end developed severe tremor (uremic?). Massive renal

hemorrhages in all the animals, slight or no fatty infiltration in the liver.

The nervous system was macroscopically normal.

45 days. Some reduction in weight towards the end, otherwise normal
development. No symptoms. Slight fatty infiltration in livers, other organs

normal.

Thiamine deficiency rats

17 days. Possibly slight lag in weight, otherwise no symptoms. Internal

organs normal.

24 days. As for 17 days group.

40 days. Lost weight steadily during final 19 days. Towards the end clas-

sical symptoms of beri-beri with spasmodic rigidity of the hind legs and

.spastic-ataxic locomotion. Moribund when killed.

70 dags. Considerable weight reduction. Otherwise no obvious Bj defici-

ency symptions.

Pantothenic acid deficiency rats

Apart from a considerable weight lag in both groups and a tendency

to rhinitis and diarrhoea no changes. No nervous symptoms.

Gammexane rats

Despite increased doses of gammeexane the development of these ani-

mals was fully normal. No nervous symptoms. Enlarged liver was a gen-

eral postmortem finding. In some mottled liver, otherwise nothing re-

markable.

Vitamin A deficiency rats

Loss of weight and bad general condition at time of death. No nervous

symptoms.

Preparing the material to be analyzed

3-12 rats per group were used for each analysis. The lats were killed

by decapitation. The skull was immediately opened and the brain cut

off from the spinal cord at a place caudally in the medulla oblong-

ata and transferred whole to glass vessels in »dry ice*. This pro-

cedure took about 5 minutes. Then the spinal column was cut open and

the spinal cord separated from other tissues and removed in entirely.

Membranes and nerve roots were removed and the spinal marrow also

was chilled in »dry ice*. The whole programme for each animal took

about 10-15 minutes.
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Results

These appear in tables IX and X.

I. Human subjects

Fetal stages.

Tlie difference between the part which later becomes cortex

(j outer layers) and that which turns into marrow (sinner

layers) is but little pronounced at this stage of development.

Tlicre is a difference, however, and that as early as in

the 4tli. month of fetal life, Wl^ile the ccrebroside results

are open to some questioning, the absolute phospholipid and

cholesterol values are higher in inner layer; this is especially

evident when calculating on a total non lipid solids basis; the

proportions between the various lipids arc more equivalent for

the two laj'ers. A 3rd month fetal brain was examined whole and

the values did not deviate significantly from those in the four

month stage. In later stages the difference between the inner

and outer layer grows steadily; the contents of lipids in solids in

the latter increasing but little before birth while that of the

inner layer increases markedly. The intermediate layer, which

was studied in a 7th month fetus only, exhibited a lipid picture

most nearly corresponding to that of the inner layer.

During fetal development the lipids, and this applies to all

the layers, arc mostly composed of phospholipids, while the

cholesterol contents merely are as high and the cerebro-

sidcs, although present, lie on a still lower level. Tire phospho-

lipid group throughout consists of about equal parts of sub-

stances with or wlhout choline; the KOH decomposable ones

are strongly predominating. A small quantity of sphingomyelin

seems to be consistantly present already from the 4 month stage.

However, mostly it is so minute that it might be at least largely

an artefact due to differencics in the determination of lecithin

choline in relation to total choline, discussed on p, 61, The
same thing could be suspected to apply to the whole group of

KOH non-decomposable phospholipids whose level judging by
findings discussed on p. 98 probably to some extent depends on
the circumstances obtaining during the preparation. Tliis view

is contradicted, however, by the value for glycerol as phospho-

lipids which by difference suggests the presence of a small

9 Gunnar Brante
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quantity of non-glycerophospholipids. »Diglycerides* are at a
minimum or absent before birth in both outer and inner layer.

Thus, in human brain, from the 3 month stage until birth,

the ^essential lipids* amount to 20-25 % of total solids; in the

inner layer they increase successively in relation to other solids

while the increase is small in the outer layer during fetal

development. The » essential lipids* are composed of 70-75 %
phospholipids, 20-25 % cholesterol and about 10 % cerebrosides.

The phospholipids are made up of about equal quantities of

lecithins and cephalins while the sphingomyelins are almost

iiegligible. Evidently there are no neutral fats nor esterified

cholesterol, 'fhe *unidentified fraction* is quite considerable.

The neonatal period

Cortex. While during fetal development the lipid contents

in the outer layer as mentioned only changed insignificantly,

it increases rapidly after birth and attains values in most re-

spects comparable to those in normal adult cortex already

during the 3rd. month. During this process KOH non-decora-

posable phospholipids and sphingomyelins increase so that the

presence of these groups no longer can be doubted. Possibly

cephalins increase slightly at the expense of lecithins; some

*digl3xerides» appear during the 2nd. and 3rd. months.

Marrow. In premature the marrow lipid content was un-

expectedly high (which possibly may be due to faulty dry sub-

stance determination). Otherwise a continuous, rapid devel-

opment is the rule. This is especially true of cholesterol and

cerebrosides which more than double in quantity during the

first 3-4 months. At the same time the phospholipid level in-

creases by less than 50 % . This increase almost wholly centres

on the cephalins, more exactly the KOH non-decomposable

ones. KOH decomposable phospholipids seem to have attained

their final level already at birth. » Diglycerides* occur fairly

abundantly in the 2-4 months stage but they do not parallel

the increase in cephalins B very plainly. The high * unidentified

fraction* at 3 months should be noted since connected to the

V diglyceride* value it bears out the possible presence of neutral

fat. Cholesteryl esters were- present in small amounts during

the first months; later they were absent. It was tried to
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excise the purest white matter possible from brain of 2-4

months but owing to the thinness of the layer it was difficult

to avoid some admixture of non-myelinized future marrow
tissue. The fact that under such circumstances values are

obtained where the lipid proportions so closely agree with those

in adult white matter suggests that myelin already at the

moment for its laying down in the sheaths has much its definite

composition (perhaps the phospholipid constituents are an

e.xception, cephalins B being unusually abundant, sphingo-

myelins sparse).

Tlius, it is plain that the definite proportion of the various

lipids in total solids is largely arrived at during the neonatal

period both in pure white substance and cortex. Owing to the

still high water contents the values on a fresh substance basis

are as yet lower than the definite ones.

Childhood and youth

Cortex, Apart from a reduction of the water contents no

clear lipid changes take place here as compared to earlier stages.

Marrow. The proportions of cholesterol, cerebrosides and

sphingomyelins increase, lecithins decrease in relation to earlier

stages. The brain of a 10 year old exhibits much the adult

composition in all the respects analyzed, excepting possibly

cerebrosides which seem to increase slightly even in the

following.

Advanced age

Cortex. The somewhat varying values on the whole lie on

a slightly higher level than in younger stages, but in most cases

the difference is negligible (except for the 72 year old with the

phospholipid increase) and it cannot be said that there is a

special tendency to increase of any individual lipid.

Marrow. Except for a slight cerebroside increase no differ-

ences could be observed in comparison with the values in youth.

The case with senile dementia had a higher »unidentified frac-

tion » than usual, in marrow as well as in cortex.

II. Rats A. Controls

Brain at birth contains a little cholesterol and cerebrosides

but much more phospholipids. These latter are almost exclus-

ively KOH decomposable and consist of approximately equal

amounts of lecithins and cephalins. Cholesterol amounts to
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about 16 % of total essential lipids, cerebrosides to 11 % . At

H days these proportions remain unchanged; in the phospho-

lipid group, on the other hand a considerable proportion ofKOH
non-decomposable phospholipids has developed. All the lipids

have increased considerably relative to other solids. The picture

at 17 days scarcely at all differs from that at 11 days. Neutral

fat seems to be practically absent in the early stages; a little

cholesteryl esters may be present.

In spinal cord things are much the same during the first 17

days. Thus, at 11 days all lipids have increased, cholesterol a

little more than total phospholipids, cephalins more than

lecithins. The biggest increase, however, its noticed in KOH
non-decomposable phospholipids. This fraction is also respons-

ible for most of the increase during the next 7 days in which

period the amounts of other lipids remain practically constant.

During 17-24- days cholesterol and cerebrosides increase

overwhelmingly; during the remainder of the observation period

there is seen a decelerating increase of all lipids except lecithins.

The cortex was studied separately only from a relatively

late stage, i. e. at 24 days, and then it had almost attained its

adult composition as far as lipids go. Henceforth there was

only a slight increase comprising all the lipids but most pron-

ounced for cholesterol, cerebrosides and sphingomyelins.

B. Diet deiicient rats

As may be observed on p. 127 the deficiency disorders

obtained in the various groups were different in degree. The

animals subjected to gammexane administration would scarcely

have been damaged since the dosages was on the small side

and the symptoms conspicuous by their absence. Those of other

groups, where manifest symptoms of defiency were seen,

were: choline deficiency, pronounced in 37 days group, insigni-

ficant in 45 days group; thiamine deficiency, pronounced (with

nervous symptoms) in 41 days group, moderate 70 daj^s group,

vitamin A deficiency of moderate intensity. No definite pan-

tothenic acid deficiency picture could be seen. The state of

deficiency in the choline 11 da 5’^s group maj^ have been one

of undernutrion. (Was lactation depreciated by fatty liver in

mother?) The remaining animals could be considered almost

unaffected.
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Apart from small deviations the lipid values for the rats descri-

bed in these experiments run largely parallel with the correspond-

ing values for control rats. Thus, for example, no change could

be seen in the very ill beri-beri il days rats or in the choline

deficiency 37 days rats with renal hemorrhages, nor was there

any plain change (on a total solids basis) in 11 days choline

deficiency rats in which the body weight had remained practic-

ally the same since birth (their nervous system, however,

weighed much less than that of the 1 1 days controls and there-

fore its absolute amounts of all nerve lipids were consider-

ably less than those in the controls) . It was less surprising that

the A-avitaminosis, the gammexane, and the pantothenic acid

deficiency did not give rise to any changes. In the author’s

opinion the entire table contains only two groups in which

plain deviations from the normal appear. Tliey both are to be

found among the thiamine deficiency groups. One of them

consists of a much reduced cerebroside value in 70 days spinal

cord; the relatively low total lipid value likewise points to

some decrease in lipids. However, the brain stem in the same

animals upon analysis turned out not to have a lower cere-

broside value than brain stem from controls. The absence of

cerebroside changes in other thiamine deficiency groups also

bespeaks the accidental nature of the cerebroside reduction in

the 70 days group. In the 17 days thiamine deficiency group

the spinal cord exhibits a phospholipid picture which approx-

imately corresponds to that occurring normally shortly after

birth, i. e. the phospholipids, especially those KOH non-

decomposable, are lower than normal for the age. The
»unidentified fractions on the other hand is increased and
the impression therefore is obtained that lipid prestages of the

phospholipids had been synthesized but could not be further

developed. The conditions in spinal cord, however, are by no
means paralleled by any similar changes in brain, and one
solitary finding does not permit any conclusions to be drawn.
The results of the dietary experiments may perhaps best be

looked upon as a new proof of the priority of the nervous
system at the expense of other tissues as regards the utilization

of nutritional factors. Consequently, the results can therefore

to a large extent bear out and support the correctness of the

observations made in the control animals.



Discussion

A. On the Normal Development of Lipids in

Nerve Tissues

I. Earlier Experiences

a. On human subjects

Availing themselves of Koch’s procedure, Macartur and Doisy

(115) rarried out extensive studies on various brain parts during
several developmental stages. Those of their oft quoted results of

particular interest here refer to fetal stages when, as is known, no
considerable differentiation yet has taken place in marrow and cortex.

In 3 months fetus, 7 months do. and 1 month child they report the

following respective values (in % of total solids): Total lipids 22.1, 26.3

and 31.2; phospholipids 12.9, 13.1 and 16.3; cerebrosides 0, but sulphalides

(reckoned to contain 40’% cerebrosides) were 2.0, 2.9 and 2.1. Later all

values increased steadily. Considering the circumstances the agreement

with the present author’s values must be regarded as rather good.

SCHUWIRTH (156), using the fractionation procedure menti-

oned on p. 114, gives some interesting data on human 7-8

months fetus and newborns. In % of dry substance he finds

total lipids to be respectively 23.9 and 20.3; phospholipids 16.9

and 15.8; cholesterol 6.8 and 4.4; cerebrosides 0.02 and 0.05;

gangliosides 0.1 and 0.4. The phospholipids were all glycerol

containing ones; consequently there were no sphingomyelins.

In the fetal brains, on the other hand, he found not inconsider-

able quantities of lignerocylsphingosine, which was totally

absent in later stages of development. The »fat and cholesterob

fraction contained glycerol and P in the approximate molar

proportion 3: 2 (c. f. p. 47). If 1 molecule of glycerol is assumed

to be bound per atom of P the contents of neutral fat would then

be less than 0.8 % in both materials. Just as was the case with

spinal cord (see p. 115) Schuwibth’s values for sphingolipids,

therefore, owing to their minuteness, deviate strongly from

the present investigator’s. The cholesterol values deviate in the

other direction. Other findings are in agreement, e. g. that

practically all the phospholipids contain glycerol and that

neutral fats are absent or low. The cerebroside value is in

BraNTE’s experiments calculated on the basis of reducing sub-

stance to which gangliosides also contribute. Moreover, the

latter contain twice as high percentage of hexose as do cere-



brosides. Employing a method different from Schuwirth’s,

viz. Klenk’s neuraminic acid method, the author in collabora-

tion with SvENNERHOLM (28) has found in 7 and 8 months

fetus 0.4 and 0.5 % gangliosides, respectively. Converted into

cerebrosides this would correspond to about 0.8 and 1.0 %

.

.•Vt this stage, therefore, a great part of the present author’s

cerebroside values, and consequently of the difference between

Brante’s and Schuwirth’s cerebroside results, may consist of

gangliosides. (Being relatively water soluble these should also

affect the differences in cerebroside values obtained by Brante’s

as opposed to Koch’s and Smith and Mair’s methods:)
•

Loiuiaine-Smitii and Mair (1G3) seem to be the only investigators up

to the present who liavc studied human white and grey matter sepa-

rately during development; liowcver, only from birth and onwards.

Their results during early stages of development have been collected

in fable 7 and will be dealt with slightly before passing on.

Table 7. Lipids in Dry Substance at Different Ages

according to SMITH and MAIR (163). (in %)

Full toim 3 months 14 months 5 years Adult
stillborn old child old child old child hnman

Qiey White Grey White Grey White Grey White Grey White

Total lipids 25 31 31 40 29 63 31 51 29 59

Phospholipids 7.3 10.6 15.1 19.5 15.9 22.3 17.6 20.9 15.3 22.7

Cholesterol 4.5 7.0 5.1 7.3 0.2 13.0 5.0 12.5 5.5 13.8

Cerebrosides 0.7 1.2 0.7 3.G 1.3 9.9 1.3 8.3 1.9 12.2

Unidentified 12.5 0.4 10.1 9.0 5.7 8.4 7.2 9.3 6.2 10.4

It must be remembered that the brains were formalin .preserved,

which must have caused losses in phospholipids. True enough, as

compared with the present author’s, the phospholipid values are low
all along the line; >unidenlified fraclion> correspondingly higher in

more or less the same degree. Tlie relatively higher cholesterol values

in the early stages can also very well be attributed to the formalin
preservation treatment; not so with the low cerebroside level. 'The latter

should have some methodological background (cf. abm’e and p. 136)-

b. On rat

The classical works in this field are those of Koch (104) and
Koch and Koch (105). In the fetal brain of pig they found about the
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same composition at 40 as at 60 days (probably corresponding to about
o and 5 months for human fetus), including about 15% phospholipids
in total solids. At 90 days the phospholipid value had increased to 17 %.

Owing to many circumstances newborn albino rat was considered
to correspond to 60 days pig fetus as regards degree of development.

The chemical composition of the brain also agreed, among other things

as regards phospholipids. No cerebrosides were to be found. During the

first 10 days after birth, when axon formation and cell growth are

rapid, there was considerable phospholipids built up and still higher

protein formation in rat brain, thereby rather decreasing phospholipids

in % of total solids. During the next 10 days, when the myelinization

is most intense, the phospholipids increased very rapidly and the

percentage in total solids went up to about 21. Thereafter the rale of

m’^elinalion decreased progressively and no noteworthy increase of

phospholipids set in. The cerebrosides, on the contrary, increased from

about 3 % at 20 days to 6 % at 40 and 8 % after 120 days, all on a

total solids basis.

Thus, the present author’s results on w’hole rat brain deviate from

Koch’s by a) the presence of glycolipids already at birth, b) a consider-

able phospholipid increase in lipids on total solids already during the

first 11 days whereafter the increase slackens off. It is improbable that

the reason for the latter divergency is due to the 1 day longer period

of development. At birth Koch found 1.5 % sulphalides, 40 % of which,

judging by the method of determination, must be cerebrosides. These,

therefore, in part correspond to the cerebroside values in my analyses

in which no subdivision into S-containing and S-free cerebrosides was

made. Has tJie rest of the cerebrosides (or possibly the gangliosides'

been lost in some phase of the procedure (the water washings at lipoid

precipitation?, the hydrolysis?)?

Williams et al. (194) have recently studied lipids in raf

tissues and among them brain during development from 15-70

days. In % of dry weight their 15 days values were as follows;

total lipids 32.6%, phospholipids 21.3, cholesterol, free 4.4.

total 4.7, cerebrosides 3.8, choline phospholipids 11.0, cephalins

10.4, neutral fats 2.80; accordingly the agreement is very good

with the present author’s results for the 11-18 days period,

with the exception of the somewhat higher choline phospho-

lipid and neutral fat (same unspecific method as Kaucher ef

al.,'seep. 115) values of Williams et al. As their sphingomyelin

values were obtained by a method recently demonstrated to

be highly unsatisfactory (79), they will not be discussed.

Contrary to Koch they find the phospholipids in total solids

considerably increased from the I5tli. to the 45th. clay and
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then still more up to the 70th. day (27.2 %). The increase

solely consisted of cephalins while choline phospholipids de-

creased slightl3^ Proportionally, cholesterol and cerebrosides

increased most (70 days values 7.1 and 8.4 % ; only free chol-

esterol present). The present author possesses analyses only

of cortex and spinal cord during the latter two advanced stages.

Judging bj'^ them, it is obvious that the increased lipid concentra-

tions after 15 days may not be attributed to cortical devel-

opment, nor was this to be expected. Williams et al:s results,

recalculated by the present author, have been used for comple-

tion of the diagram on p. 140-41.

As regards the phospholipid group mj* spinal cord values

are on the whole well agreed in all the three stages; my
cholesterol and cerebroside values increase quicker and more;

an observation that should be a function of the greater pro-

portion of myelinized tissue in the spinal cord.

Waelsch et al, (186) have determined fatty acids and

iinsaponifiable lipids during early rat life, finding, in agreement

with my own figures on cholesterol, that already during the

first 12 days the unsaponifiable fraction increased continuously

in relation to other solids. Probably their consistently slightly

lower values can be ascribed to methodological reasons. Fatty

acids in % of solids, on the contrarj^ remained unchanged

during the same period. Assuming the fatty acid and phospho-

lipid molecular weights to be 302 and 775, respectively, thej’

obtained an average phospholipid value (calculated from fatty

acids) during the first 12 days= 13.3 % of dry tissue, i. e. not

far from my own value at birth. But my phospholipid values

had increased markedly alreadly after the first 11 days (also

true of the choline deficiency group). Possibly this deviation

from the finding of Waelsch et al. may be accidental, perhaps

due to dissimilar development in different rat strains or indi-

%idual litters, and this suggestion is supported by the above
described experiences of Koch. Morphologically, the period is

characterized by general -growth of the neurocellular cytoplasm
and no myelination as yet, i. e. there are no histologically ob-

servable reasons for an altered chemical composition if the

axon is assumed not to be differently composed than the rest

of the neuron. This problem is further discussed below (p. 146)

.
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II. Writer’s Eesults

Comparison between man and rat as regards lipid devel-

opment in nervous tissue.

Direct comparisons can be made only as regards whole brain

in three months human fetus and 1 day old rat brain and as

regards cortex. Other tissue samples are not equivalent. From
the point of view of morphological development 1 rat day may
be considered equivalent to 30 human days, A newborn human
subject is about as old as a 5 days old rat (Donaldson and

coll.). The 3 months human fetus therefore corresponds to a

rat 1 Vsrd. days before birth. A 1 day old rat brain, therefore,

should contain slightly more than the human fetal brain of

directly comparable lipids, and such was actually found to be

the case. The cortex in 24, 41 and 70 days old rat should be

compared with that in 1 y2 , 3 and 5 years old child; on the

whole the correlation is satisfactory. Probably this applies

generally to lipid development in thje nervous system (cf.

MacARTHUR and Doisy 115)).

This assumption is borne out by a special similarity as regards

the development of some lipids in human white matter and

rat spinal cord which, to be sure, mainly is composed of white

matter. During the more active phase of the myelinization

process both contain fairly pronounced accumulations of

cephalins B, which then alone are responsible for much the

largest part of the KOH non-decomposable phospholipids.

I.ater the sphingomyelins increase although the entire KOH
non-decomposable group remains fairly constant, cephalins B

therefore being reduced gradually to adult values. Hence it is

easy to regard cephalins B as being, at least in part, choline-

free prestages of sphingomyelins. A »diglyceride» increase,

which parallels the rise in cephalins B, suggests that at this

stage cephalins B may contain some KOH non-decomposable

glycerophospholipids, w’hile a simultaneous but inconstant in-

crease of the unidentified fraction points to the presence of

neutral fat or other non-analyzed lipids (cf. Sciiuwirth’s

finding of ceramides, p. 134).

My investigations on rats complete and extend the scope

of Koch’s. The results were recomputed with the aid of observed

weights or weights taken from Donaldson’s book ^'Flie Rat»
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(43) so as to apply to whole brain and cord, respectively, and

are illustrated in diagrams 13 and 4. It may be assumed that

the curves for corresponding human tissues would have a

similar course.

Cortex development

Human cortex contains no histologically observable myelin

sheaths until several months after birth. Such being the case it

is interesting to note that from the 4 months fetal stage to 2

months infancy the lipid proportion noticeably increases and

relatively more for cholesterol and cerebrosides than for phos-

pholipids. In the author’s opinion this may possibly be a

consequence of the axon formation and infiltration taking place

in this very period; the mechanism will be discussed later.

Naturally, the lipid increase may also be interpreted as due

to a relatively low protein level in axons or as some kind of

unexplained »maturing* process for the cellular contents of

the cortex. Already during the neonatal period the latter, owing

to the early lipid increase, attains a composition which sub-

sequently changes but little. This is surprising with respect to

advanced age because then, as mentioned previously, marked

lipid accumulations can be detected by histological means. The
nerve cells are often distended like balloons by sudan stain-

ing lipids. Since these cells constitute such an insignificant

fraction (p. 104) ,
of the entire cortex volume, however, the lipid

changes in them may not be detectable by methods like the ones

adopted by the present author. An alternative interpreta-

tion of the results is that the normal lipids for some reason have

become increasingly visible, e. g. by being released from lipo-

protein compounds and, why not, also owing to inadequate

transfer to the axons, possibly their normal route of removal

(191, 192, 201)!

Marrow development

The formation of brain marrow is commenced by infiltration

of axons from the cortex into the intermediate layer, in which
in 4 months fetus the internal, so called striated layers already

have developed; later these layers are the first to become
myelinated. They are located laterally of the ependymal layer
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and are in this early stage about 1.6 mm thick, whereas the

ependymal layer is only 0.2 mm thick. Thus, my so called

»inner layer » includes ‘ both the future white matter and a

small quantity of ependyma. It is not surprising, therefore, that

the intermediate layer (the infiltration zone of the axons)

analyzed like the inner layer. From the 4th. until the 6th. fetal

month the infiltration of axons into the inner layer continues,

and the increase in lipids during the same period is probably

due to these axons. Thereby, remarkably enough, the marrow
already at this early stage attains such high a lipid level as the

cortex assumes only after birth and, strange to say, without

histologically detectable myelination. The assumption that

could be made already in the discussion on the cortex that the

axons are richer in lipids than their parent cells (which practic-

ally alone make up the cortex at this early stage) is further

supported hereby. In fact, also in the earliest stages studied

the future marrow has consistently a higher lipid concentra-

tion than the corresponding cortex layer (p. 129).

After the 6th. fetal month lipid development progresses con-

tinuously, and now it is partly caused by commencing, histo*

logically observable, myelination. This gathers speed only after

birth, however, which appears to full evidence in the tables.

During myelination and especially at its maximum, in

the 3rd.-4th. month, an accumulation of strongly sudan staining

lipids appears in the marrow, in man regularly, in certain

animals also but less marked histologically. In some camps

this lipid deposition has been considered pathological and due

to partmition tramna (Virchow’s congenital neonatal encepha-

iitis), but the more recent view is that it is a phase in the

normal myelination of the nerve fibres (147, 183). This is

indicated by, e. g., the facts that at least partly the »fat» is

arranged in narrow strips along the axons, and that other-

wise the tissue appears normal. According to Rydberg (147)

the 3>fat» is greatly pericellularly localized, predominantly

around glia cells and in the neighbourhood of vessels, and in

his opinion it is composed of myelin prestages, deposited from

the tissue fluid upon the surface of glia cells or nerve fibres.

If this Sudan staining premyelih were inherently different

from final myelin, the results of my lipid analyses in cor-
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responding stages would show some typical upward alterations

from normal. As mentioned previously, in man as well as in

rat, the following were noticed as changes peculiar for the

rayelination period; a considerable rise in cephalins B (sphingo-

phospholipids before choline esterification?), a slight »digly-

ceride® (neutral fat? diglycerophospholipids?) increase and a

variable upward tendency of the unidentified fraction (cera-

mides? glycerides?). These groups (about other possible cont-

ents see p. 21) ma3% therefore, have something to deal wdth

the visible changes and thus with »premyelin». Schuwirth’s

finding (see p. 134) of ceramides in human fetuses should be

remembered in this connection.

Comparison between brain and spinal cord as regards lipid

development

The growing importance of the lipids in comparison to other

solids as the age increases is illustrated by the diagrams in

figs. 3 and 4. This is particularly noticeable in the spinal

cord, the non-lipid solids in which are predominant during

the first 20 dags of life after which the leading position as

regards concentration is gradually taken by the lipids. Un-
doubtedly, this phenomenon is due to the increasing myelina-

tion and ingrowing of centrally and peripherally arising myeliti

fibres. Nor can it be doubted that the deviating course for

chemical development in cord as opposed to brain chiefly is

due to the increasingly greater relative proportion of white mat-
ter and thus of myelin 'sheaths in the cord than in the brain.

If with Donaldson (44 a) the water contents of myelin sheaths

is assumed to be 50, % and of unmyelinized grey matter 83 %

,

then with the aid of Donaldson’s figures for water contents

(43) it will be found that whole brain after 1 day contains
practically no sheaths, after 11 days about 5 %, after 17 days
14 %, after 24 days 17 %, after 41 days 23 %, after 70 days
24

, % after 1 year 28 % . The corresponding percentages for
spinal cord are 4, 13, 19, 26, 37, 43 and 50, respectively.

11 days brain contains a small amount of histologically
observable myelin sheaths (apparenUy only in brain stem (43)
and certainly amounting to less than 5 % of the total brain
mass), otherwise it is histologically different from 1 day brain
chiefly in its very great increase of nerve cell branches, especi-

10 Gunnar Bronte
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ally axons, in relation to the cell bodies proper. The simul-

taneous increase in lipids in proportion to other solids (which

are unchanged on a fresh substance basis) is too great to be

explained even by the formation of 5 % myelin sheaths.

B. Considerations as to the Lipid Contents in the Developing
Axon

In 3 different materials (see p. 139, 144 and above) it

was observed that an increase of the axon contents without

simultaneous visible myelination in comparison to the cell body

contents in a tissue results in a raised lipid proportion of solids

in the tissue. This was usually not due to a decrease in non-

lipid solids of fresh tissue. Consequently lipids actually seem

to be more abundant in axons than in axonic parent cells.

The reason may be, that the cytoplasm contains more lipids

than the nucleus, or the increased surface area if it is assumed

that the lipids are more concentrated there. The increase is

relatively greater for cholesterol than for phospholipids,

perhaps suggesting that the former is more abundant than the

latter in the surface and/or throughout the cytoplasm; the

latter alternative seems less probable in the light of the findings

in chapter VI. If data were available for the surface it would

by means of the analysis results be possible to calculate the

proportion of lipids possible to be contained in a surface layer;

it may be surmised, however, that the increase in surface area

due to' branching of the cortical cells and ingrowing in the,

cortex of axons is too great to permit a particularly large

portion of the lipids to be so localized.

Howsoever the lipids are in detail distributed, it is fully

clear from the investigations in this chapter that the axons

on the whole contain a similar combination and quantity (by

no means less) of lipids as their parent cells. This is true of

fetal life and nothing suggests that such would not be the

case later also.

On a fresh substance basis the axon developing in the fetus

contains about 1.5- 1.6 % phospholipids, about 0,4 % cholesterol

and 0.2-0.3 % glycolipids. Here almost 90 % of the phospho-

lipids are KOH decomposable and the lecithins are predomin-

ant, amounting to 0.7 % of total phospholipids. These values
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are still far off those attributed to the axon in mature cortex.

Supposing that, as was done in the case of the latter, p. 119,

some of the lecithins are localized in a sheath equivalent, that

this contains also all the cholesterol and, finally, that the

ratios of cholesterol to lecithin and to cephalin are the same as

those calculated above for mature myelin sheath then a simple

numerical operation yields the result that during fetal life

the lecithins amount to 0.6 % of the immature axon, 0.1 %
of the »sheath». Tlie corresponding figures for cephalins are

0.3 and 0.4 % . Thus, the values would be much lower than

Uiose calculated for matme cortex. The calculations as to

fetal tissue ma3% however, be wholly misleading due to

special conditions during development. They may be regarded

as giving the minimal values for the axonic lipids.

Summary
Lipid development in grey and white matter was studied^

from early fetal stages far into advanced age in man, and from

birth to 70 days of age in cortex, whole brain and spinal cord

in rat.

When correlated with histological data the results obtained

in early development stages indicate a low concentration of

lipids in the young, unmyelinated axon, consisting chiefly of

lecithins and some cephalins while the small amount present

of cholesterol is perhaps contained to a great part in some

axonic coating. The lipid contents in the axon is yet larger than

that in the nerve cell body, perhaps owing to the relatively

greater surface of the former.

The predominance of lipids in the myelin sheaths is pregnantly

illustrated by a diagrammatical comparison between brain and

spinal cord during development.

The results on man should be useful as a normal material

in studying the lipid pathology of the brain. The microscopic-

ally observable, physiological changes in the lipids in the

myelination period and in advanced age are discussed.

Choline, pantothenic acid and vitamin A deficiency, respect-

ively, as well as gammexane injections did not disturb lipid

development in the nervous system of rat; in some cases but

not others thiamine deficiency seemed to do so, the significance

of which is difficult to determine.



Chapter VIII

Lipids in Brain Tumours

From morphological aspects gliomas are very similar to

normal fetal glia (147). Although they cannot be considered

equivalent to fetal glia and still less to mature glia, e. g. owing
to the lack of contact with neuronal elements, it was for tire

aims of the present investigation considered valuable to define

their lipid pattern. During the period, the analyses were going

on it was possible to obtain a limited number of tumours

only, but never the less a fairly representative assortment of

glial tumours of various origins can be presented. For the sake

of comparison tumours from mesodermal supportive tissue,

vascular and endothelial tissue were also analyzed, and so was
normal pia-arachnoidea.

Experimental

Immediately following operative excision the tumours were frozen

in dry ice in which they were stored until the analysis was performed.

They ^Yere then thawed out, rid of any adherent grey or white matter

as well as vascular and connective tissue and coagulated blood. In order

to make certain that the correct tissue was isolated smears were stained

and microscopically examined according to Russel’s method (146 a) prior

to the usual subdivision and analysis.

The tumours "yv’ere subjected to routine histological examination at

the Histopathological Laboratories of the Caroline Institute, Stockholm,

from which the biopsy reports emanate. The following may be emphas-

ized concerning the separate kinds of tumours: All the astrocytomas

were homogeneous and mature with the exception of III which was

rich in vessels and fibres. The ependymomas and matiynant glioma no. 3

were also rich in vessels. Necrosis was staled to be rather profuse in

some of the malignant gliomas (nos. 1, 3, 4). Histological!}' the gliomatous

teratoma was a pure glioma as was the glioma of the nose. Both these were

homogeneous and mature but had been formalin treated for months. All

the meningeomas contained an abundance of cells and vessels but no

psammoma bodies; the neurinomas were ordinary tumours of n. acusticus.

The haemangioma was an intermediary stage between h. racemosum and
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cnvcrnosum containing thrombi and fatty granular cells. Some vessels were

filled with lipid containing cells (degenerated endothelium?). The skull

hone was the site of cosinophiloiis rjranttlomas. Pia-araclmoidea was taken

from the dorsal side of the spinal cord of cow.

Since usually small quantities only of tumorous tissue could be

isolated from the preparations the analyses arc incomplete in many
respects.

Results

For results see table XL
There are no noteworthy differences in the lipid compositon

of mature and immature gliomas. TIac individual values vary

quite a lot but this is not surprising as regards tissues like

these. The average phospholipid contents is about 10 %

;

free

cholesterol about 1.6 %, total close to 2 % ; ccrebrosides 2-4 %

,

all on dry substance basis. If it could have been computed

in all the cases the unidentified fraction probably would have

varied most. The »digl3"ceride» fraction was small in the only

fresh analyzed. In the glial teratoma, on the other hand,

it was large, which partly may have been due to decomposition

of glycerophospholipids during the formalin treatment, which

I>robably also is the reason for the low phospholipid contents

in the gliomatous teratoma and the nasal glioma.

The lipid contents in tlie mcningeomas is practically identical

to that of the gliomas, while possibly the neurinomas contain

slightly less lipids. Tlie haemangiomas, on the other hand,

contain little phospholipids but they are very rich in choles-

terol of which rather more than 60 % is esterified, in other

words the same proportion as in the blood. It may be

suspected that the histologically obsers^able lipid cells in the

vascular lumina predominantly contained cholesterol that

had been absorbed from the blood. Naturally the lipid cont-

ents cannot be considered normal for blood vessels. The eosino-

philous granulomas had much the same composition but here

lecithins were strongly predominant in the phospholipids

(approximately as in the blood).

In comparison to tumours the normal lipid picture of pia-

arachnoidea is much poorer. The large unidentified fraction

may be supposed chiefly to consist of neutral fat.

A larger amount of inositol could be extracted wdth chloro-

form from malignant gliomas than from mcningeomas, but
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the experiments are too few to permit the drawing of any

conclusions. It was shown by means of paper chromatography

that choline, ethanolamine and serine were present in the

lipid fraction of gliomas; phosphatidyl ethanolamine made
up 70 % of the cephalins.

Discussion

Probably the small amounts of lipids in the pia-arachnoidea

must be assumed to be derived from its abundant supply of

nerves and the numerous blood vessels which unavoidably

contaminated the preparation. Such being the case the result

implies that only minute quantities of lipids are contained

in ordinary" mature connective tissue. (Cf. Fletcher et al.

(G3) who in connective tissue from rat (unknown source)

found 0.26 % choline phospholipids on fresh substance basis,

i. e. about 1.3 % on dry substance basis.)

Thus, it would seem, judging by the meningeoma analyses,

as though formation of tumours in mesenchymal connective

tissue (denionstrated in other cases also) increases the lipid

contents of the tissue. Indeed, this is what could be expected

as a result of the increased number of cells in proportion to

the amounts of intercellular fibres. If the same reasoning

holds for ectodermal supportive tissue the normal lipid

contents in the glia should therefore rather be lower than

that indicated by the glioma analyses. However, nothing can

be said with certainty about this matter. Possibly it may be

safe to assume that the lipid pictures of fetal glia and gliomas

are approximately the same.

It was slightly unexpected to find essentially similar, both

qualitatively and quantitatively, lipid contents in meningeomas

and gliomas, just as it was to find glycolipids in both. Brante

and SvENNERHOLM (28) have even found signs of ganglios-

ides in one glioblastoma out of three. Moreover, the propor-

tions of the separate lipids differ only little from those in

vertebrate >grey matter > table VIII), especially if a correc-

tion is made for the presence of a certain amount of myelin

in the latter. The whole picture is very strongly reminiscent

of that in brain in very early fetal stages.

Thus, the general impression is that the lipid combination
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in question is not specific for any special kind of cell in the

nervous system with membranes, but a fairly general cyto-

plasmic ingredient both in rather undifferentiated cells and

in a number of differentiated ones. Quite anotlier mailer is

that the lipid combination may constitute a larger (adult

central grey) or smaller (tumours, fetal tissue) portion of

total solids. Its concentration should be low in the presence

of abundant extracellular collagen (e. g. peripheral grey matter)

and high where lipidiferous structures are strongly developing.

The plasma membranes are characteristic representatives of

the latter, and they surely ought to be abundant, just as cyto-

plasm is, in mature grey matter, judging by its extremely

ramified cells and the resultant, enormous cellular surface.

The demonstrated correspondence between the lipid contents

in glia and nerve cells is not so strange, considering their com-

mon origin. As regards the meningeomas one school (see 190)

considers them to be of neuroepithelial origin. However,

probably there is nothing to prevent mesodermal tumours

from having a lipid contents like that of the meningeoma.

Some discrepancies in the tumour results from those of

normal tissue must not be forgotten, however, in this connex-

ion. Part of the cholesterol was constantly esterified in the

tumours, sometimes very much so. In some cases, moreover,

neutral fat seems to have been present. Both these » extra

»

lipids may, however, largely be products of necrosis a
not uncommon condition. Bierich and Lang (15) have clearlv

demonstrated a similar effect of necrotization in another type

of tumour (Jensen sarcoma).

Summary

The lipid contents was largely the same in gliomas and
meningeomas. The major portion of the essential lipids con-
sisted of phospholipids, but both cholesterol and cerebrosides

were also present. The cholesterol was partly esterified

neutral fat was apparently present in some cases; but these
two findings are assumed to be partly due to necrosis. Normal
pia-arachnoidea contained negligible amounts of lipids in
comparison to the tumours.
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The combination of lipids found in glioma and meningeoma

is composed like but is not as abundant as that in fetal brain

and adult cortex; it mag be a rather unspecific, general cyto-

plasmic constituent.

Haemangiomas in the brain and eosinophilous granulomas

in the skull bone were characterized by the high contents of

cholesterol, which exceeded the phospholipid level and to more

than 60 % qonsisted of cholesteryl esters, probably contained

in degenerated endothelial cells or other phagocytic elements.



Chapter IX

Lipid Changes in Spinal Nerve during Wallerian

Degeneration

Judging by histological results Wallerian degeneration of

peripheral nerves, despite being a very complex process, was

thought to supply some information as to the topical distribu-

tion of the lipids, the data on the changes in the various

liistological structures being fairly precisely determined.

Experimental

More than 1 year old rabbits of different breeds were used. Under

ether anesthesia and sterile conditions the ischiadicus was cut as close

to foramen ischiadicum as possible, the proximal end of the peripheral

slump was dislocated in among the surrounding gluteal muscles, fascia

and skin were sutured- Animals were killed at suitable intervals by

blowing air into the marginal ear vein. Equal lengths of the ischiadicus

— from the incision to the heel — were excised for analysis from the

healthy and degenerated side. The healthy and the degenerated nerve

was alternately excised first, and this was left lying in the muscles

while the other was excised. The top 1-2 mm of the degenerated nerve

often looked slightly inflamed and was removed, as was a corresponding

portion of the healthy nerve. Then the epineurium w’as apparently

completely removed by withdrawal with the aid of delicate tweezers,

and the nerves were frozen in >dry ice*. From the time of death the

whole procedure took 30-45 minutes. Each analysis included nerves

from 2-3 animals. No signs were observed at any time of establishment

of connection between the distal and peripheral stumps, nor were there

any signs of infection. The animals seemed healthy all the lime.

Besults

In table XII the values on a total solids basis for degenera-

ted nerves may be directly compared with the corresponding

figures for the healthy side.

12 hours after cutting cholesterol and cerebrosides are unchanged,

phospholipids, slightly reduced. The reduction is wholly limited to the
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KOH non-decomposable group, more precisely cephalins B, while sphingo-
myelins have increased. However, these changes are too small lo be
significant on the basis of a single analysis.

After 72 hours the reduction in phospholipids is more pronounced
and accompanied with a slight cholesterol and cerebroside decrease.

The KOH non-decomposable group of the phospholipids is further

reduced,, but now in all probability owing to sphingomyelin losses

(lecithins were not determined but judging by results before and after

3 days they may be assumed lo be unchanged).

After 6 days conditions are much the same, although the decrease

in KOH non-decomposable phospholipids is less pronounced, cephalins B
have even increased while a slight reduction in cephalins A has set in.

After 8 dfiys the position as regards total phospholipids and chol-

esterol is similar.

13 days after the operation the changes are considerable. To be sure,

total cholesterol is not much more reduced than in previous groups,

but quite a lot of it is converted into the esterified form. About 50 %
of the cerebrosides have disappeared (N. B. without increasing the

unidentified fraction). At this time cephalins A have gone down about

45 %, cephalins B on the other hand have gone up markedly and simul-

taneously sphingomyelins have decreased about 75%; the net result

being a slight loss of KOH non-decomposable phospholipids. In contrast

to the great changes in the other groups lecithins still are almost

uninfluenced.

In the 16 days group the loss in cephalins A and sphingomyelins

is even more accentuated and so is the esterification of the cholesterol.

Strangely enough there is no decrease in cerebrosides worth mentioning.

As before lecithins are unchanged.

On the 19th day the result differs from the preceding one by an

apparent slight retardation in the sphingomyelin decrease attended by

a considerable loss of cephalins B, whereby the entire group of KOH
non-decomposable phospholipids has become strongly diminished.

This tendency is still more accentuated in the values after 23 days.

Cephalins B have totally disappeared. For the first time during the

progress of the degeneration the lecithins are markedly lower. The

cholesterol is 50% esterified and the cerebrosides are reduced by half.

Cholesterol fatty acids constitute a considerable portion of the uniden-

tified fraction.

Briefly, the following general tendencies were observed

towards lipid changes in relation to other solids.

1) A decrease in the concentration of all the essential lipids.

It was noticeable but slight during the first week and

almost 50 % after 3 weeks.

2) A slight initial drop in the cholesterol level followed by

progressive esterification but only slow disappearance.
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Tliereby free cholesterol vanished slowly in parallel with

other lipids.

3) Progressive reduction in cerehrosides.

4) Progressive loss of cephalins A and (apart from 1st. day)

sphingomyelins during the first 16 days, then the former

remained constant and the latter to some extent regen-

erated. The changes in cephalins B were the » negative*

of the sphingomyelin picture.

5) Lecithins remained unchanged, at least during the first

19 days; if anything, » diglycerides* decreased.

But not only the lipids are affected hy the degenerative

process. The losses observed may wholly or partly be

merely relative and due to an increase of other solids

caused by cellular proliferation and invasion. The adopted

method of computation tells nothing of the absolute lipid

changes per nerve. The only approximate figures for the

weights of the excised nerve portions (the ringing of which

may have entailed incalculable losses) were therefore used

to roughly compute the absolute quantities of lipids per nerve.

The quantity of a certain lipid in the degenerated nerve was

then converted into a percentage of the amount of the same

lipid in the nerve on the fresh side. The standard deviation

must here naturally be considerable and, judging by the figxires

for water contents and non-lipid solids, the lipid values in

the 13 days degenerated nerve should be considered as too

high, those in 16 days degenerated nerve as too low. If this

is taken into account the picture in several respects becomes

the same as that on a total solids basis. How’ever, it is re-

vealed that already after 13-16 days the lecithins begin to

decrease (fig. 5) and that after 23 days this decrease amormts
to 50 % . Never the less, it is obvious that the loss of choline

phospholipids all the time chiefly is equivalent to a drop in

sphingomyelins. The changes in the cephalins B group dras-

tically contrast to those in the other phospholipids, especi-

ally the sphingomyelins.

From more general aspects the curve in fig. 6 demonstrates

agreement in the degeneration of total phospholipids, cho-

lesterol (considered in its normal free form) and cerehrosides:
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Figure 6
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Comparison with Earlier Investigations

Hitherto only few chemical investigations on lipid changes under
Wallerian degeneration, have appearedi. Noll’s results (131) as to the

decrease in protagon (see p. 20 for composition) during nervous de-

generation are probably the earliest. It is interesting for the investiga-

tion in question that only 3-4 % of the protagon disappeared per horse

nerve during the first 8 days. After 14-23 days 40-50 % had vanished,

after 28 days practically 100 % (horse, dog). Thus, considering that

Noll’s test animals were larger, there is good agreement with the

present author’s cerebroside and sphingomyelin results.

In cat Mott and Halliburton (80) among other things studied the P
fraction which still could be determined in ischiadicus nerves, subjected

to Wallerian degeneration for varying periods, after soaking for 21 days

in 5 % HCl. This P fraction was wholly or mainly thought to he derived

from phosphorized fat. According to present knowledge some phospho-

lipids (e. g. acetal phospholipids) should have been released or de-

composed during the acid treatment; the P results therefore not including

all phospholipids. The gravimetric P method employed probably also

was rather too insensitive for experiments of this type. However, the

authors demonstrated a progressive P decrease in solids, slow during

the first 6 days and at most amounting to 20 % of the normal value.

Thereafter the decrease became more rapid, during 8 days the loss was

55 %, 10 days 70 %, 13 days 80 %, 25-27 days almost 100 %. Zero P was

present during regeneration for 44-60 days while after 100 days 80 %
of the normal value had been attained. The zero values cannot correspond

to actual conditions as regards phospholipids, for the abundance of cells

in the regenerating nerve during the stages with zero P reasonably

must contain phospholipids, even if the lipids in the myelin sheaths

have disappeared completely (hardly after 29 days). Mott and Hal-

liburton’s normal values and early degeneration values for P, con-

verted into phospholipids by multiplication with 25 (27.5 % and 22.5 %,

respectively), agree very well, however, with those of the present author.

This fact may indicate that lipoprotein compounds must be physically

deranged and perhaps broken up to render the lipids susceptible to

the disturbing decomposition or liberation caused by the HCl treatment,

and that this requirement is fulfilled by the degeneration.

Mott and Halliburton also studied the choline contents in the

blood during regeneration, after 4 days finding an increase to a maximum
on the 8th. day with a continued high level until the 13lh. day and

then a rapid decrease to normal values. However, these results were

obtained with rough chemical methods and with probably unspecific

physiological performances, and therefore they need to be checked by

modern methods. As regards time, however, they agree well with the

rapid decomposition of phospholipids in ischiadicus of cat and would

therefore, as supposed by these investigators, represent a release during

degeneration of choline from phospholipds. In my own experiments
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myelins decreased considerably.
.

In more recent years May (121, 122, 123) Ims carried onl n senes

investigations into changes during Wallcrian degeneraUon rn .chmeh-

from dogs and rabbits. He determined various P, b

and total cholesterol, using methods which, judging
^

,

determinations, entailed fairly large errors. A primary alcohol and

ether extract of fresh nerve was reexlractcd (apparently without

with ether-benzene and supplied Uic lipid fraction. Owing to soliihi its

properties this rcextract would include only part of the sphingomyelins,

the remainder being included in the subsequent alcohol extracts after

washing the residue of the original extract with water.

If the total amount of P in May’s lipid and alcohol fractions is

converted into phospholipids his normal values will he on level with

mine. Therefore, the changes in these fractions, especially, arc of interest

for the present investigation. As compared to normal values P, calculated

on a dry substance basis, in the lipid and alcohol fractions changed

during the degeneration as follows:

in 7 days by — 0.4 "J> and — 8 respectively

— 47 7„ n

„ 21 n n ' 64 n „ "1*0,. *.

„ S3 „ „
—" 67 „ « 6 ^ n M

„ too , , — 90 » n 70 ., ~ , and from then

onwards scarcely at all. These figures refer to rabbit. In dog K in llio

lipid fraction behaved much like P above; in tlic alcohol fraction, on

the other hand, it increased, which if anything was due to non-lipid

substances (purines?) difficult to dissolve in water and not to lipids.

Largely, May’s results mentioned up to the present may be said to

agree with mine. After 100 days every trace of myelin rests had dis-

appeared; then P in the lipid (and possibly tlic alcoJiol) fraction should
be a measure of the phospholipids in the proliferated Schwann cells.

The approximate value, 2 % of total solids, is probably on the low
side, however, since large amounts of ordinarj’ connective tissue arc
jiresent besides the Scliwann cell.s (cf. lipid contents in pia-arachnoidea
table XI).

The agreement is not so good between May’s resiills (122) for total
cholesterol (gravimetric digitonin method) and my own. During de-
generation for 7-35 days (rabbit ischiadiciis) ^fAV consistently finds
cholesterol, in % of total solids, increased in proportion to normal
values and from the very beginning by not less than about 25 %. How-
ever. May looks upon the increase as being rnerelv relative and due to
a ^eater loss in proportion to cholesterol of other ’solid.s, for on a fresh

ho fh
decreases progressively. Thi.s can liardly

cholesLol
° for solids apart from

esterol can scarcely explain the observed early cliolcstorol increase
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in dry substance as being other than at least partly real. May’s normal
cholesterol value in ischiadicus on a total solids basis, 7.8 %, is con-

siderably lower than the author’s, although his yalues after degenera-

tion, about 8-12 %, are on my level. It may be wondered whether some
phase of May’s method reduced the determinability (extractibility?

digitonin precipitability?) of cholesterol in normal material or increased

it in degenerated.-

The Relation between Structural and Lipid

Chenxical Changes

When the experiment originally was planned the train of

thought was the following. After degeneration for 8 days axons

are practically absent while sheaths are deranged but only

slightly resorbed. The deviation from the normal lipid picture

would then mainly consist of axonic lipids. As mentioned

the result was that only small amounts of lipids vanished

and of these merely such as in chapter VI were characterized

as typical of myelin sheaths. This must imply that either the

axonic lipid picture is different to that assumed in chapter

VI, or otherwise the histologic disappearance of the axons

from the nerve fibres does not necessarily entail that their

chemical components decompose or leave the tissue. In the

latter event the mechanism on the part of the lipids might

merely be an absorption in the disorganized sheath lipids. If

no decomposition of the axonic lipids took place locally in

the axon prior to their release to the myelin, the axonic lipids

would in the latter mechanism be attacked relatively late,

probably only on having reached the surface of the sheath

and become accessible to decomposition by external forces

(Schwann cells, leukocytes). This in fact seems to be the case

as regards lecithin. This supposedly axonic lipid began to

decrease only during a relatively late degenerative stage,

approximately at the peak of the leucocyte invasion. If a

substance as generally metabolizable as lecithin had been

accessible to decomposition from the very beginning, its late

disappearance would be difficult to explain. An alternate ex-

planation would be that the proliferating Schwann cells

compensated for or rebuilt decomposed lecithin.

In interpreting the results of the degeneration experiment

at least 2 periods must be distinguished: 1) the preleucocj-tal,
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and 2) the leucocytal. During the former the changes are

released wholly by means of the cellular elements inherently

present. The latter, however, does not remain constant during

the period, for Schwann cells swell up already during the

first days and proliferate as from the 4th. day, with maximum
between the 6th. and 9th. day. Thus, period 1) comprises a
preparatory stage with moderate changes only in the cellular
elements,= the first 3 days, and a later stage characterized
by lively multiplication,= 4th. until about the 8tli. day. During
the period the active enzymes those present in axons,
sheaths and Schwann cells, and, notabl}; witJjout tlie normal
stimulus from nerve impulses. Tfic veiy^ earliest changesmay be assumed to correspond the normal chain of events at
rest, J2-hours lipid results would indicate a charge of the

f’chlr ? by consLiplion(Choi™ esterifeation?) of .cephalins B. (al least in pari, sea
P- ’'•'CSC probably are sphingolipids). Totally the KOH non
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near the axon; the reduction in cephalins A may be one of

phosphatidyl serine. From these points of view the results

of the degeneration experiments are not incompatible wth the

picture drawn in chapter VI of the lipid distribution in axons

and myelin sheaths, but the aspects do not convincingly support

the theory.

The most rapid rate of leucocyte infiltration takes place

from about the 8th. to the 14th. day, thereafter practically

no new leucocytes arrive. Judging by the results of tlie analysis

but insignificant amounts of lipids vanish during this period

which, therefore, rather implies a charging of the phagocytes

with nerve fibre constituents. During this process cholesterol is

partly esterified and choline released from sphingomyelin,

which perhaps is nothing but a continuation of the previous

process. After the 13th. day the lipids begin to vanish at a

seemingly equal rate for all types except some of the cholesterol

which, being esterified, remains longer, and possibly some

unidentified lipids (fatty acids bound to cholesterol deducted)

.

The latter should then not contain any increased amount of

triglycerides, for the »diglyceride» values, when the former

would be present, decrease fairly parallelly with other lipids.

Consequently there is no proof of the generally accepted vieu)

that neutral fats are formed from phospholipids during

Wallerian degeneration. The Sudan staining, isotropic sub-

stance that is released from the myelin sheath and transported

in phagocytes probably contains both unchanged myelin

sheath lipids and cholesteryl esters as well as partial decom-

position products such as diglyceride and lignocerylsphingosine

phosphoric acid esters, ceramides, fatty acids. All these e.\ist

in an unorganized and undispersed state, which accounts for

their properties in polarization microscopy (159) and fal

staining.

Summary

During Wallerian degeneration the most marked feature as

regards lipids before the leucocyte invasion is a release of

choline from sphingomyelins. At the same time there are small

losses of cholesterol, cerebrosides and cephalins, while lecithins

remain unaffected. The only lipid group to increase is ce-

phalins J3». Its increase parallels the decrease in sphingo-
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myelins and is therefore assumed to consist of ceramide phos-

phoric esters. If during the early stages the myelin sheath is

assumed to protect the axonic lipids and these are secondarily

released into the myelin, the results are compatible with the

picture given in chapter VI of the lipid contents in axons and

myelin sheaths.

After the leucocyte infiltration has been completed most of

the lipids are removed at approximately the same rate.

Cholesterol is largely esterified and remains longer. There are

no signs of neutral fat formation.



Chapter X

Lipid Changes in some Demyelinizing Diseases

In man there exists a group of diseases which have in

common that they selectively destroy the myelin sheaths

without correspondingly affecting the nerve cells or their

axons. The most common and best known are multiple and
diffuse sclerosis. I have had the opportunity of studying three

cases of the latter fairly rare condition, and these are the

subject of the present chapter. For comparison one case is

included of epidemic encephalitis which besides demyelination

also exhibits considerable destruction of axons.

Material

Diffuse sclerosis. All three preparations were stored in formalin.

The first case has already been published in a paper by Kauser and

Lundquist (91) in which the chemical analysis and comments are mine.

The second case will soon be published more fully by Brante, Kaijser

and Frankel. The third case had been preserved in formalin for as

long as 11 years.

In all the 3 cases the >white matten w’as greyish, hard and tough.

Typically changed but not disintegrating pieces were taken. Tlie grey

matter in the spinal cord was carefully removed- After dipping in

distilled water the materials were sectioned and analyzed in the usual

manner.

Encephalitis. 59 years old woman. Died 1 week after beginning of

symptoms. Autopsy one day after death. Consistency of brain was soft

and resilient, the cortex was locally disintegrating. No formalin treat-

ment.
Histological data

Case I (see 91). Tlie cortex was largely normal with the nerve cells

preserved. In the marrow severe disappearance of myelin sheaths,

locally axonic do. and profuse embryonal and pathological glia with

epitheliform cells; by clinical and histological data classified as Krabbe’s

disease. Case II. Largely the same picture. The epitheliform pathological

glia cells still more abundant. Krabbe’s disease. Case III. Schilder’s

disease. Histological findings equivalent to those in cases I and II.
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Kesults

Diffuse sclerosis. The results of the first case >vere originally

grouped in a manner different from the one used here. They were

later completed with a determination of KOH releasable phos-

phorus (lecithins+cephalins in (^1) were calculated on the

basis of glycerol determination) and in theirnew form the values

are presented in table XIII. a) and b) signify separate specimens

from two different parts of brain white matter. The table

also gives the figures for case III, while case II will be

published separately and here will be discussed only briefly

and correlated to the others. In considering the results every

regard must naturally be taken to the formalin treatment.

Case /. Most of my previous statements concerning this case

still hold (cf. the paper by Kauser and LundQUIST). Thus, the

lipid contents in the cerebral cortex is approximately that

to be expected normally according to the age and 1 year of

formalin preservation (cf. fig. 2 and table VI). In while

iftatter, however, the values for all the separate lipids are

much lower than normal in comparison to other solids, this

is especially the case concerning central -white matter for

which the values are merely %rd. of normal; here the values

are even lower than in grey matter, in spinal cord white

matter, on the contrary, they are about the same as here.

Furthermore, the proportions between the various main lipid

groups have shifted towards those in grey matter, i. e.

cholesterol and cerebrosides are relatively more reduced
(mutually to approximately the same extent) than phospho-
lipids. The KOH non-decomposable fraction of the latter

seems relatively little reduced, cephalins most.
Case III. Owing to the excessive duration of the formalin

treatment the results are more difficult to interpret. The
figures for grey matter do not differ significantly from those
in table VIII for cortex of adult woman, formalin-preserved
for 8 yars. The white matter values do differ, however, just
as in case I the essential lipids are reduced by about %, the
phospholipids as much, proportionately, as cerebrosides and
cholesterol. This may, however, be a result of the longer
formalin treatment — a fact suggested by the uncommonly
high unidentified fraction.
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Case 11. Tliis material (from about 1 year old child) had
been preserved in formalin for a short period only (a month
or so) and is therefore to be considered more suitable for

analysis than those from cases I and III. In most essentials

the results agree with those described above. The cephalin

fraction was, however, still more reduced in relation to the

other phospholipids and the white matter was changed to

about the same extent in the spinal cord and the brain.

Encephalitis. This condition involves abnormalities not only

in the marrow but also in the cortex. The water contents

are about normal; non-lipid solids have increased consider-

ably in the marrow and possibl}^ decreased a little in the

cortex; the chief changes are to be found in the lipid fraction.

In the cortex the total amount of chloroform extractible

solids is if anything slightl}’’ increased, and it turns out that

the increase is derived from the unidentified fraction, the

concentration of which is thrice normal. The phospholipid and

cerebroside values are on the contrary distinctly lower than

usual, which may imply that decomposition products from

these groups are contained in the unidentified fraction; but

they can hardly make up all the increase of the latter group.

Nor can neutral fat which seems to be totally absent.

Cholesterol seems to occur in approximately normal concentra-

tion but partly in bound form — another indication of lipid

decomposition, or perhaps phagocyte invasion.

The changes in the lipids of the marrow are not less

marked. In this connexion it must be remembered, however,

that the relative increase in non-lipid solids entails some non-

existent decrease in lipids on the basis of total solids. But

even if expressed in percent of fresh substance the reduction

of the lipids is ver}-- considerable, viz. about 35-40 % of

cholesterol, cerebrOsides, KOH non-decomposable phosphor

lipids and choline phospholipids. Just as in the case of

cortex the unidentified fraction is higher than usual and this

increase is not caused by glycerides.

DiscuBsion

Already on an earlier occasion I have emphasized the

similarity between the white and the grey matter .in the lipid

picture of case I and written (translated from Swedish):
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.On comparing the values for while and grey mailer il

appears that there is a remarkable similarity between while

matter in tlic spinal cord and grey mailer in the cerebrum.

In diffuse sclerosis the absolute lipid contcnls in brain

white matter is lower than in grey. But here also the nuilual

proportions of the separate lipids are more like tbosc in

normal cortex than in while matter.

Since in the early stages of development cerebral cortex and

marrow contain almost identical amounts of lipids, the

obsen^ations mentioned above may be interpreted as an early

incapacity of differential generation of while matter (—in-

adequate power of myelinization), or as a selective dis-

appearance of the lipids in the myelin sheaths, caused by

the pathological process. 'Tlic result, whatever the reason,

being that the marrow will con.sisl of a matrix with infiltra-

tions of substitutive tissue. This matrix is similar to the one

normally present before the beginning of the myelin sheath

development..

The results from the new cases of diffuse sclerosis in con

junction with observalioas of glioma and various develop-

mental stages of the human brain support my previous

statement. It must be emphasized, liowever, that the sub-

siitulive tissue hitologically' only' partially' was identical to

fetal glia. It to a large extent also consisted of accumula-
tions of hyqierlrophicd glial and adventitial elements, often

polynuclear and filled with lipid material which apparently
was of myelin or premyelin nature (their interior slightly

Sudan staining according to Gellerstedt and ery’throchromic
according to Feyrter and consequently’^ partly consisting of
glycolipids, cf. chapter XI). Finally’, some more or less normal
myelin sheaths were obsen'cd as well as degenerated axons and
some fibres in apparent Wallerian degeneration, the picture
in the white matter therefore in fact being very composite.
Consequently the materials cannot supply the information
lioped for, viz. the changes given by ptirc (loniyelinization,
Some conclusions can be dr.awn, however, providcd'lhat (which
seems perfectly jnstified) the changes are regarded as a
cytoplasmic increase at the expense of a loss in myelin
sheaths. It then turns out tliat tlic cytoplasm {glial, axonic)
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as compared with the myelin sheaths probably is poor in

lipids, especially such belonging to the groups cerebrosides,

cholesterol and cephalins. This is in good agreement with

the observations in chapters VI-IX.

Encephalitis being a more acute process than diffuse scle-

rosis and affecting the whole neuron, it is interesting to comp-

are the two. In encephalitis the cortex was involved in the process,

but the nature of the lipid change was unclear since it was most

pronounced in the unidentified fraction. In the marrow the

process had resulted in equivalent losses of cholesterol,

cerebrosides and KOH non-decomposable phospholipids, which,

according to the conclusions in chapter VI, is compatible with

demyelination and agrees well with the findings in diffuse

sclerosis. So does the relative increase in lipids of KOH
decomposable phospholipids and probably on the same grounds

(cellular infiltration). Thus, in encephalitis the lipid changes

in the marrow were largely similar to those in diffuse sclerosis

but quantitatively much smaller; more rapid, however, when
the durations of the two processes are compared.

The results obtained are hardly such as to permit any more

significant conclusions to be drawn as to the origin of the

conditions in question. The possibility that lipolytic ferments

are the active agents in the marrow-sclerosing processes has

been discussed (119); the fact that no lipolytically active

contagion has been demonstrated in the brain has been given

as a reason against an infectious etiology (11). The epidemic

form of encephalitis must surely be infectious, so in this case

it must be virus which directly or indirectly causes a loss of

lipids from the brain similar to that in sclerosis.

The present author had rather expected that some special

lipid would show itself selectively much attacked in diffuse

Sclerosis. It cannot be said that such actually was the case

except perhaps as regards cephalins, especially cephalins A,

which were most reduced. The formalin treatment makes

interpretation difficult, however, so it is essential that fresh

material also is studied.

In contrast to the findings in diffuse sclerosis other de-

generative processes in the peripheral and central nervous

system, e. g. Wallerian degeneration, anaemic degeneration
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(162) and general paralysis (162), show an esterification of

cholesterol, a slow removal of the same lipid relative to other

sheath lipids and an increase of unidentified fraction. Hierefore

the sclerotic process might be assumed to include a more

effective removal of degeneration products. This, however, is

not borne out by the histopathological picture which, accord-

ing to, among others, Scholz (154), rather suggests insuf-

ficiency of the glia function as regards »Abbau5>. He emphasizes

the accumulation of myelin sheath staining lipids in glio-

genous cells. My own staining results are in complete concord

with Scholz’ experiences. The chemical findings are well

compatible with a disordered glia function.

Summary

Under the assumption that the lipid distribution between

the cytoplasm and the myelin sheaths is the one suggested

in chapters VI and VIII there is a far-reaching correspondence
between the chemical findings of lipid changes and the histo-

logical experiences of demylinization and cellular infiltration

into the marrow in diffuse sclerosis and acute encephalitis.

Some discrepancies between the lipid changes in diffuse
sclerosis and those associated with other degenerative pro-
cesses in the nervous system are discussed and are assumed
to be connected with a disordered glia function.



Chapter XI

Comparisons between the Chemical and Recent Histo-

chemical Findings as regards the Topical Distribution

of Lipids in the Nervous System

The more exact knowledge of the lipid distribution in the

nervous system, which in the author’s opinion is offered by the

investigations described, should have a nmnber of consequences

for the interpretation of the patterns obtained by histological

methods. Down the years many histochemical lipid analyses

have been attempted, but few .of the Yesults have stood up

under careful examination. The author has no intention of

systematically scrutinizing such methods.

Here some recent methods will be briefly discussed, the

principles of which seem to be fairly well founded. The ex-

periences won with these method will allow further con-

clusions to be drawn from my own results.

Feulgen’s plasmal reaction (68)

Under special conditions fuchsin is specifically reduced by

fatty aldehydes, giving rise to a purple colour. In the nervous

system this dj^e stains the myelin sheaths while unmyelinated

parts of the cortex remain practically colourless. Another

reaction, with 2,4-dinitrophen3dhydrazine (2), which has been

demonstrated to behave similarly versus plasmalogens, also

is selective!}' positive for myelin sheaths. Consequent!}' the

plasmalogens seem to be almost exclusively located in the

myelin sheaths. Plasmal has been found (59) to make up

8-10 % of phospholipids in brain. The histologically dis-

cernible myelin sheaths in the whole brain probably amount

to about 25 % of the total mass and their phospholipids to

more than 50 % of total phospholipids. Tims, probably 25-

30 % of myelin sheath phospholipids are plasmalogens. My
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own investigaMons showed that the concentration of ethanol-

amine phospholipid and total phospholipid in the mj-olm

sheaths in white brain matter is about 3.9% and 15
3 ^,

respectively of fresh tissue, i.e. elhanolamine phospholipids

amount to about 25 % of myelin sheath phospholipids. The

correspondence between Feulgen’s figures and my own would

seem to suggest the possibility that most or all of the ethanol-

amine phospholipids contained in myelin sheaths are present

in the form of plasmalogens.

Feyrter’s olycolipid staining (60 a)

Under Feyrter’s special conditions thionin induces raeta-

chromasia for red in some othei^vise non-metachromatic

tissue structures. Judging by extraction experiments the

melachromatic tissue substance in question is of lipid nature

and by in vitro experiments with purified lipids probably some

glycolipid. The method has been criticized (PiscHiNGER (13^8)),

the positiveness being attributed to formalin from the fixation

adhering to some tissue elements which normally would be

negative. Be that as it may, yet there are, as mentioned

previously, some lipids which in a purified state induce

metachromasia already without formalin treatment.

Using Fevrteb’s piocedure, the present author tested a series of

purified lipids, finding pnrc cercbrosidcs and gangliosidcs strongly

positive; lecithin, hydroledthin, phosphatidyl serine, phosphatidyl
ethanolamine, »diphosphoinositide» and sphingomyelin negative. The
result was the same with and without preliminary formalin tralment.

Some of these substances had earlier been tested with the same result

by Feyrter (60 a), who in addition obtained negative results with
cholesterol, neutral fat and some fatly acids and lastly with cerebroside
sulphuric acid. The latter rather confusing finding might indicate that
to react one end of the hexose molecule in the cerebroside must be free.

As regards tbe nervous system, Feyrter has found that
myelin sheaths give a strongly positive reaction, which is

very easily explained by their great abundance of cerebrosides,
levealed by chemical analysis. But axons also induce erythro-
chromia even if it be weak; not weaker, however, than for
the author to recommend the method as especially suitable
lor tracing the paths in tissues of unmyelinized fibres. The
axon staining is not so easily explained. Possibly it may be an
instance of unspecific reaction in tbe sense of Pischinger, but
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the presence of glycolipids inside the axon is not out of the

question. My cerebroside analyses demonstrate the presence

of glycolipids in unmyelinized fibres also, hut their localiza-

tion is unknown and may be in Schwann’s cells and the axonic

surface just as well as in the inner of the axon. Feyrter’s

result may suggest the latter localization.

Does the axon contain cerebroside or ganglioside? By means
of analysis according to Klenk (102), Brante and Svenner.

Holm (28)) consistently found a small but significant gang-

Hoside content in
.
different unmj'elinized nerves. In Nvliite

matter gangliosides jannot normally be demonstrated by this

method, but this may be due to disturbing effects derived from
the cerebrosides simultaneously present in large amounts. In

diffuse sclerosis, where the myelin largely has disappeared

without a corresponding reduction in axons, Brante and

Svennerholm could demonstrate conclusively the presence

of gangliosides in brain marrow. The localization of the

gangliosides in cortex, finally, may fairly safely be attri-

buted to the nerve cells. In Tay-Sach’s disease the nerve

cells swell enormously because of lipid accumulation. Klenk

(101, 97) has demonstrated that the deposited lipid is gang-

lioside; Feyrter (60) has demonstrated pronounced erythro-

chromia of the abnormal cell contents. The lipid deposition

is assumed to be related to and possibly start with an in-

crease of the lipid structure normally occurring at the axonic

base in the nerve cell, later it is accumulated in the glia

also. Feyrter has found the erythrochromic lipid also in

peripheral neurogenic cellular elements at the terminal rami-

fications of the ners’^es. While they naturally may have been

formed in loco as a sign of a general metabolic disturbance

in a specific cellular system, they could very well have got

there via the axons which then would form the normal route

for gangliosides which are produced in nerve cells and

overproduced in TaY-Sach’s disease.

Tile above conclusions may of course be considered pre-

maturely drawn. In the opinion of the present author, how-

ever, the histological and chemical facts mentioned un-

animously indicate that the gangliosides in the nervous system

are components in the neurocellular cytoplasm, chiefly.
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in all probability also of the part iormmg the axon rutthor-

more, they may pathologically and to a lesser ex enl also

normally L contained in the glia cells. If m addit.on cere-

brosides are contained in the neurocellular cytoplasm is more

difficult to say — the investigations of fetal stages, however,

suggest that if so their concentration is low.

Alsterb erg's staining method for nnsaturated

phospholipids (3, 4, 5)

By means of a fairly cumbersome method involving AgCN

precitation from a JCN-AgClOa solution in the presence of

unsaturated fatty acids and subsequent conversion of the

deposit into AgS, Alsterberg maintains tJiat he is

able specifically to stain colloidally dispersed unsaturated

fats, and consequently unsaturated fatty acid containing phos-

pholipids in the state in which they normally appear in the

tissues. He basis his theory’’ on a number of experimental

investigations both on tissues (staining in connexion with

fractionated lipid extraction) and purified lipids. Largely the

method seems to be well founded, although, owing to the

peculiar structure of tissues, many side-effects foreign to

lipids remain to be eliminated.

In the nervous system Alsterberg reports tlie following

reactions: nerve cells, dendrites, glia cells and axons in mj'e-

Imated fibres, as a rule strongly positive; uiimyelinized axons
(e. g. in spleen nerves and cortex) and myelin sheaths, only
weakly positive. Hence and because of experiences from
extraction experiments, etc., Alsterberg states the following
to be the main phospholipids: in nerve cell protoplasm lecithins;

in axis-cylinders lecithins; in myelin sheaths traces of lecithins,
little if any other unsaturated phospholipids; in glia cells
cephalins. An especially interesting finding of Alsterberg is
that myelin forms develop chiefly from the axis-cylinders.
It has long been known (76) and is easy to confirm that the
unsaturated phospholipids (according to my own experience
especially lecithins, phosphatidyl ethanolamine and the possiblv
existing diglycerophospholipid mentioned on p. 47) generate
myelin forms most easily.

As regards the predominantly cytoplasmic localization of
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unsaturated phospholipids my own findings bear out Alster-
berg’s, just as they did with determinations of the iodine

number (p. 120); Alsterberg even considers his method a

»microscopical » iodine number determination. There may be

a discrepancy, however, with respect to spleen nerves as well

as other unmyelinized nerve fibres (e. g. nerves under fetal

development), in which I find the lecithins contents fairly

high; Alsterberg on the contrary obtains only a weak coloura-

tion. This discrepancy may be due to higher degree of satura-

tion of the lecithins in these fibres or, for unknown reasons,

a too weak response from Alsterberg’s method as applied to

naked axis-cylinders. Just as I do, Alsterberg finds signs

of small amounts of lecithins in the myelin sheath also and
therefore its exclusive localization to the axon (see p. 122)

seems less likely. A greater accumulation of lecithins in the

axons of myelinated fibres as suggested by Alsterberg is by

no means incompatible with my own results (cf. p. 122),

Alsterberg’s preponderance of cephalins in glia cells does

not agree with my findings in glial tumours, diffuse sclerosis,

etc. This may be a manifestation of the pathological condi-

tion; Alsterberg’s conclusions on a solubility basis are on the

other hand open to criticism, since very little is known of

lipid linkage in various cells.

Concluding DiscuBsion

The following final tentative picture of the lipid distribution

in the mammalian neuron is based on the available histological

and chemical data.

The cytoplasm of cell body and branches contains unsaturat-

ed phospholipids of the lecithin tj'p® (f !) well as ethanolamine

cephalins (1.1); possibly both these are more concentrated in

myelinized axons. The cytoplasm also seems to contain gang-

liosides (0.5), whereas ordinal^' cerebrosides probably are lack-

ing. If cholesterol belongs here it may be located mainly in a

surface layer.

The myelin sheath lipids are composed of cholesterol (8.4),

cerebrosides (9.8), sphingophospholipids (4.8), phosphatidyl

serine (4.2), plasmalogens (3.9), and probably a small amount

of lecithins (2.4).
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other components in the materials exposed — are tentatively

subgrouped in axon (A) and sheath (S) parts.

Although the primary division of the lipids into axonic and
sheath groups hence may be assumed to have been largely

performed, their internal position in the structures in question

remains to be determined.

The axonic lipids may be localized 1) in a true sheath

belonging to the axon (in myelinized fibres, presumably inside

the real myelin «heath}, 2) a special condensed surface coat

of the axis-cylinder (equivalent to a plasma membrane)
, 3) the

fibrillary structures in the axon or 4) interfibrillarly in the

axoplasm.

There is much evidence in support of the existence of alter-

native 1). As early as 1913 GcJthlin (76) clearly showed the

presence of oriented lipids in the surface layer of or as a

cementing substance around the axons in some evertebrate

nerves, formerly thought to be unmyelinized, among them
claw nerves of Homarus (lobster) . He substantiated the belief

that cholesterol is of especial importance in this lipid layer.

In recent years many works, particularly those by Schmitt

and COworkers (150, 15’1, 152), have sho’svn that most evertebrate

as well as many so called unmyelinized vertebrate nerves have

around their axons thin sheaths with optical properties equi-

^'alent to those of vertebrate nerve myelin sheaths. However,

these thin saxon sheaths® make up only some few % of the

diameter of the axis cylinder and their protein component is

relative to their lipid do. much more important than it is in

ordinary myelin sheaths. Consequently the amount of sheath

lipid would scarcely be more than fractions of one per cent of

fresh nerve fibre. At least part of the lipids I have found in

lobster nerves must be localized in the »axon sheath®, but

which and how large a part is hard to say. As regards insect

nerves, in w'hich Richards (144, 145) has demonstrated the

presence of similar sheaths around the axons, Patterson et al.

(136) maintain that their lipid values for bee brain (see p,

116) correlated with Richards’ optical results prove that >a

large part of the lipids are located in the sheaths of the bee’s

nerves but presumably an uhknowm fraction would be obtain-

ed from the nerve cells and fibres themselves.® Richards
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presente some evidence for the presence of phospholipids in

^raorit is clear that to the stniclure usually called the axon

there may belong a lipid-containing sheath which m fact from

many points of view has proved to be equivalent to the ordmarj'

myelin sheath. This sheath has been shown to be able to

envelop the axon continuously as well as the nerve cell belong-

ing to the latter and its structural similarity to the plasma

membrane of cells in general has been emphasized (76, 201).

The »axon sheath* and also the myelin sheath could b© an

intense magnification of this plasma membrane. In several

respects, however, the comparison misses, it has for example

been demonstrated (already Nageotte (129), later by Bear

et al. (14)) that the evertebrate *axon sheath* really is

separated from the axon by a layer of thin cells, probablj’

analogous to the Schwann cells of vertebrate nerves. For this

reason comparisons between evertebrate nerves and the major-

ity of unmyelinized vertebrate nerves will be of doubtful value,

it having not been shown that similar Schwann cell-axon condi-

tions prevail- in the latter. My lipid results from lobster, clearly

different from those in myelinized vertebrate nerves, in

this connection tend to strengthen the suspicion of a species

difference.

Alternative 2) will be further dlScuissed belo^v in connexion
with alternative 4).

All authors seem to be agreed that the fibrillar structures in
the axon chiefly consist of proteins. According to De Rober-
Tis and Schmitt’s very recent papers (41, 42) the fibrils are
actually a kind of tubular formations. The wall of the tube.
havmg a typical electrone microscopical pattern, predominantly
contains proteins; any constituent lipid would be very strongly
linked to the protein. The tubes are thought to contain a verv
dilute soMira-, mue if any substance seems to occur inte;.
tubuiarly. This new structural picture of the axon — if it
IS confimed- leaves little room for any lipids inside the axon.

® intemeurotubular layer^d/or surround the entire bundle of neurotnbnli. In fart

.. “r.i." — i..
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assume them to be remnants of the myelin sheath. Their

method involves fairly radical measures and perhaps eiilaiis

the loss of easilj^ destroyed or dissolved lipids; as yet their

results are difficult to correlate vdth older conceptions, 'i'he

fact remains, however, that the essentially fibrillar structures in

the axon- probably contain little substance of lipid nature, and

alternative 3) may therefore be disregarded.

Many findings indicate the presence of lipids in the inter-

fibrillary substance. In 1913 Gothlin found that several types

of axons were classifiable as myelotropic, others (among them

axons in the retina of Lepus cuniculus and Acanthus vulgaris

and parity spleen ner\'es of beef) as metatropic and this as a

rule throughout the fibre, not only in the marginal portions.

He states: »t)brigen diirfte es vollig gerecht fertig sein, iin

allgemeinen (italicized bj^ the present author) in der inter-

fibrillarsubstanz die Gegenwart von Lipoiden anzunehmen-

and sWenn bei den stabil proteotropen Nerv^en wirklich cine

Spur von einer der Myelin der weissen Nerren homolngen

Substanz vorhanden ist, so ist sie zunachst in der Interfibrillar-

substanz zu suchen.^ GOthlin supposes that cephalin is the

predominant lipid in the axon; it is suggested to have the most

suitable solubility properties. In the intrinsically somewhat

different fibres in the olfactorj^ nerve of Esox lucius the lipid

substance is apparently especially abimdant and each separate

fibril is characterized as almost being » einer ausserordentlich

feinen markhaltigen Nervenrohre.T> Cholesterol could be cr5'st-

allized from this interfibrillary structure, which also was

generative of mj^elln forms and stained like mj’elin.

The observ^ations of Alsterberg, above described, bear out

Gothlin’s; so do Bear, Schmitt and Young’s finding of a

myelin form giving, P containing substance in truely sheath-

free extrudates of squid giant ner\'e fibres. Consequently,

alternative 4), perhaps partly in the form of alternative 2).

seems to be most likely, at least as regards vertebrate

axons generally. Then, the lipids I have attributed to the

vertebrate axons would predominantly be interfibrillarly

located — considering GOthlin’s results this is especially

clear in respect of the retina axons. Such being the case, the

phospholipids, according to Alsterberg’s results, and perhaps



General Summary

The aim of the work presented here was to reinvestigate the

topical distribution of lipids in the nervous system by use of

modern micromethods. Interest was especially directed towards
the problem of the lipid contents in axons as opposed to that

in the myelin sheaths.

I. For this purpose the requirements for and the applica-

bility of lipid micromethods, based on the principle of cha-

racteristic constituent analysis, were examined (chapter I) and

a lot of such methods, determining most known lipids present

in nervous tissue, were tested (chapter II).

For reasons described some of the methods were selected

for routine use. They include determination of total lipids

(p. 38) ,
lipid phosphorus, phosphorus relaasable by mild alkali

and acid treatment (p. 41), glycerol (p. 44), choline (p. 51),

choline in lecithin (p.59), ethanolamine (p. 62), amino acid

(p, 63), hexose (p. 66), inositol (p. 48) and cholesterol (p. 64).

Special attention was given to conditions at sampling, per-

formance of lipid isolation from tissues by extraction and

possible sources of error. Important observations were;

A. Chloroform-reextracts of alcohol-ether tissue extracts

contain, in addition to all the lipids, some contaminants

(pp. 32 and 36). These disturb significantly some of the

methods employed; the determinations of inositol (p.98),

amino acids (p. 36} and total lipids; but the others little

or not at all.

B. Tie presence in the nervous system of lipids, with

phosphorus difficult to release by KOH acc. to Schmidt

el al. (148) and other than sphingomyelin, is indicated

(p. 42 and 161); so is the presence of phospholipids con-

taining more than one mol. glycerol/atom P (p. 47 and 78)).

C. A diagram useful for the correction of the influence

of cerebrosides in a sample on its glycerol value acc. to Blt.\
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(17) has been worked out (p. 46). Hydrolysis by Ba(0H)2

in saturated water solution liberates all lipid choline (p. 57)

.

A number of other technical details are discussed and

improvements described. Possible means of further

developing the methods are suggested.

D. A procedure (Weil (189)) for lipid determination

based on fractionation with solvents, included great errors.

Tlieir nature is penetrated in detail.

E. Autolysis of a duration and intensity, generally met

with in autopsj’’ materials, does not significantly influence

the results on intact nervous tissue with the writer’s

methods (p. 83). Nervous tissue homogenates, especially

when suspended in sail solutions, during antol3'sis lose

some phospholipids, probably those containing sphingosine

to the greatest extent. Other lipids are little or not at all

affected.

F. During formalin preserv'ation of nerve tissues phos-

pholipids are lost, initially at a rapid rale, later more

slowly but continuing (diagrams pp. 92, 93). Tlie early

loss consists of cephalins; a disappearance (breaking

down) of the other phospholipids loo becomes apparent

only later. The study included materials preserved up
to 9 years and the data obtained may be used as references

in studies of pathological formalin-treated nerve materials.

Formalin treatment, even though short, renders part of

the glycerophospholipids unhydrolyzable by mild KOH
and acid treatment in the method acc. to Schmidt et al.

(p. 9-4).

11. The experiences from the methodological study made it

possible to perform an investigation of nerv'e lipid distribution
similar to the oiie considered in the beginning of the summary
(see also p. 100)

.

A. The chief lipids in the axon and nerve cell cytoplasm
seem to be lecithin and phosphatidyl ethanolamine, almost
equal in amount, viz. 1.1 %
fibrillarly (interneurotubularly) located. Gangliosides are
probably also present, in a concentration of a few tenths
of 1 % , and possibly cholesterol in minute amounts.
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In the myelin sheath cholesterol and cerebrosides predo-

minate; the phospholipids present seem to be phosphatidyl

serine, plasmalogens, sphingophospholipids and a little

lecithin. The molar proportions between the lipid groups

are approximately estimated as 8 : 4: 2: 2: 2: 1 . As a grouj)

lipids make up some 35 % of fresh myelin sheath. Neutral

fat and cholesteryl esters are generall}' absent.

B. The given lipid picture applies to normal conditions

and was obtained in investigations of the following.

1) Normal mature grey and white matter from various

sources, central and peripheral, of vertebrate and evertebrate

nervous system (p. 118-122).

2) Developing nervous system of man and rat (p. 146).

3) Some pathological materials, viz. brain tumours (p. 150)

,

spinal nerve during Wallerian degeneration (p. 162) and

brain in demyelinizing diseases (p. 167).

4) Also by correlation of chemical findings to known
histological data and to results with recent histochemical

and polarization optical methods (chapter XI).

In addition to the contributions to the chief result pre-

sented under II A, these studies gave many oilier ex])eri-

ences.

a) Different brain cortex regions do not differ significaiilly

as to the lipids analyzed (p. 109)

,

b) » Greys nerves contain lipids of a similar com-

position to those in cortex but in a lower concentration:

the latter fact is assumed to be largely dependent on the

dilution of the nerve elements by supportive tissue poor

in lipids (p. 117).

c) Lobster neix^es differ from sunmyelinated- verte-

brate nerves in showing a phospholipid picture composed

about 80/0 of a lecithin-like substance and containing

practicall}’ no cerebrosides (p. 107).

d) White matter in spinal cord is definitely richer in

lipids than brain w'hile matter; the reason is thought to

be a more abundant sheath supply in the former (p. 118).

e) Even before stainable myelination has appeared, jiarts

of the brain rich in axons have a greater lipid concentra-



tion than parts poor in axons. Thus, axons seem to contain

more lipids (but oi the same composition) than thnr

parent cells (p.l46); at least before maturity.

f) Diagrams showing in detail lipid dcvelnpinent in lirnin

and spinal cord are presented (pAlO-M;t).

g) Even extreme deficiency in choline and thiamine during

the early development of rats did not change the normal

lipid formation; nor did A-avitaminosis, pantothenic acid

deficiency of moderate degree or. injections of gammexane

(p. 132-133).

h) The fat deposits histologically identifiable by fat

stains during the height of m3-ermation are paralleled by

some slight appearance of lipids of uncertain nalure

(possibly in part neutral fat p. 145)

.

i) No changes in the normal adult lipid picture arc reveal-

ed by the author’s methods as a cause of the visible, ac-

cumulation of lipid pigment in advanced age (p. 13tl).

j) The lipid complex found in glioma ai^d mcniugcoma

has a similar composition hut is not as abundant as that

in ordinary grey matter; it is supposed to be a general

cytoplasmic constituent (p. 151).

k) The most striking event in respect to lipids during

Wallerian degeneration was a large drop of sphingo-

myelins and a simultaneous parallel increase in choline-

free KOH resistent phospholipid (fig. 5, p. 156). The latter

is considered to consist of the rest of the sphingomyelin
molecule remaining after choline liberation (p. 161). Leci-
thins are attacked late in the degeneration process; this is

assumed to be dependent on a protected position relative
to Uie other lipids (p. 100). After the leiicocvtc invasion
cholesterol is eslerified to a great extent. A rapid removal
of all lipids then sets in (p. 162).

1)

Diffuse sclerosis and encephalitis, diseases known to
include demyelinization, are accompanied by a loss, cbiefly
of those lipids in other experiments found to be typical
of myelin sheath (p. 167-168).
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Table IV. Effect on Lipid Contents of Autolysis

I. White matter
Cow I brain Cow II brain

20 min.
after
deatU

Auto-
lyzed
4 h. at
20“

Auto-
lyzed
6 h.

at 37“

(subdi-
vided)

30 rain,

after
death

Auto-
lyzed
2 h.

at 25”

Auto-
lyzed
6 h.

at 37”

Dry substance
"/o 'vet

tissue 32..3 32.3 32.4 32.5 32.0 33,2

Total lipids % dry
tissue

62.5 64.4 58.3 59.7 57.8 57.8

Phospholipids P 28.6 28.0 25.4 27.0 26.5 26.0

Cholesterol P 14.0 13.5 12.4 11.3 9.7 10.7

Cerebrosides P 14.0 18.2 14.9 — —
Unidentified 2/

5.9 4.7 5.6 — — —

Lecithins P 3.9 4.4 4.3 3.8 4.6 4.3

Cephalins A y> 18.0 15.2 13.9 15.8 14.1 13.8

» B V 2.0 2.5 1.4 4.7 2.6 4.6

Sphingomj'clins 4.7 5.9 5.8 2.7 5.2 3.3

sDiglyceridesx » (-1.2) 0.8 0.7 0.1 0.4 1.1

Choline phospholipids » 8.6 10.3 10.1 6.5 9.8 7.6

KOH decomposable
phospholipids 21.9 19.7 18.2 19.6 18.7 18.1

Glycerol as
phospholipids 1/ 20.3 20.7 19.1 19.8 19.2 19.5

IL Grey matter cortex cortex

Dry substance
% wet
tissue 17.9 17.4 19.7 17.4 17.3 —

Total lipids 7o dry
tissue

34.8 34.2 27.2 31.3 33.0 —

Phospholipids » 21.6 22.1 15.8 20.1 20.5 —
Cholesterol r> 5.5 5.3 3.9 5.9 5.8 —

Cerebrosides 6.4 4.3 3.5 (5.2) (1.7) —
Unidentified 1.3 2.5 4.0 0 5.0 —

Lecithins V 5.6 5.9 6.0 5.7 4.6 —
Cephalins A 5/ 11.4 11.5 9.8 10.7 12.2 —

» B 1.9 0.7 0.8 2.6 1.6 —
Sphinsoins'elins )/ 2.7 4.0 0.2 1.1 2.1 —
»Diglycerides» J/ 1.1 2.7 — 2.0 — —

Choline phospholipids = 8.3 9.9 5.2 6.8 6.7 —
KOH decomposable
phospholipids 17.0 17.4 14.8 16.4 16.8 —
Gb’cerol as

phospholipids > 18.5 21.0 — 19.0 — -•



Performed in Undiluted Tissue, Intact or Subdivided

Cow III brain Cow IV brain Cow V brain Cow VI

Auto- Auto- spinal marrow

2 h.

after

death

Auto-
lyzed
24 h.

at - IS”

Auto-
lyzed
24 h.

at

2 h.

after

death

lyzed
24 U. at
25“ and
24 li. at

4“

1 h.

after
death

lyzed
48h.
at 25“

and 24
h.at4“

30 min.
after
death

Auto- Anto-
lyzed lyzed
5 h. at loll, at
37“(sub- 37“(suh-
divided) divided)

32.1 31.6 30.5 31.6 31.8 33.8 32.9 36.8 38.5 44.0

G2.3 61.7 58.7 67.1 60.1 00.9 63.2 70.9 78.4 81.8

25.6 27.0 26.0 28.5 25.3 27.9 27.1 31.1 31.8 32.8

12.9 11.3 12.7 15.4 13.5 11.2 11.8 15.7 17.2 19.0

17.5 16.2 15.9 18.3 — 17.3 9.2 19.5 21.7 19.5

6.3 7.2 4.1 4.9 — 4.5 15.1 4.0 7.7 10.5

]l6.9 \l9.7
I

>19.0

> 7.0
)

>20.1
\

>18.2
— — 6.1 5.9 6.9

)

j
8.7

i

I

> 7.3

)

> 8.4

)

)

> 7.1

\

jl9.9 lio.o
13.9

0.8

14.8

7.1

15.3

, 7.3

) ) ) — — 4.3 4.0 3!3

6.^ 6.9 6 5 7.6 7.7 8.0 8.1

O.G

10.4

3.8

9.9

1.4

10.2

16.9 19.7 19.0 20.1 18,2 — — 20.0 20.7 22.2

— — — — — 20.8 — 20.8 25.7 24.0

n.

17.6

35.7

21.3

5.9

5.6

2.9

caudafcus

17.3 —
37.4 —
22.1 _
6.1 _
6 3 —
2.9 _

cortex

15.5 15.4

40.4 35.6

20.9 19.7

1.8? 5.3

9.6 2.2

8.1 8.4

cortex

16.7 16.4

36.3 32.9

22.9 20.2

3.8 4.3

7.1 5.2

2.5 3.2

18.3

28.9

17.6

4.0

4.9

2.4

cortex
(3 h)

21.0

32.3

16.8

4.2

—

jl8.3

1
3.0

|l9.2

j
2.9 —

I

>19.4
\

|l8.4

I

|1.3

I

jl3.l jn.9

5.4

9.6

0.5

2.1

5.1

11.0

jo.,

—

8.4

18.3

8.7

19.2 —
8.0

19.4

7.8

18.4

9.S 8.3

0.4

7.5

15.0

6.1

16.1

—

' — — — 15.5
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I. “Grey matter"

Table VIII Lipids in Different

Brain cortex

Human (12)’*' Cow (5)’*’ Babbit (6)* Rat(2)”'

Dry substance
“/„ wet
weiglit 15.1 ± l.G 17.2 ± 1.1 18.9 ± 0.5 20.4

Tolal lipids Vo dry
weight

35.1 + 5.0 34.3 ± 4.5 35.1 ± 0.9 34.G

Phospholipids 20.4 + 1.2 20.6 i 2.0 19.9 + 0.3 21.9

Cholesterol 5.1 + 0.7 4.8 + 1.1 4.7 — 4.6

Ccrebrosides 5 4.2 ± 1.9 7.0 ± 1.9 5.8 ± 0.6 0.1

Unidenlified /) 5.4 + 2.5 1.9 — 4.8 — 2.0

Lecithins S 7.3 ± 1.3 5.6 ± 0.2 7.0 ± 0.3 7.5

Cephalins A T> 9.3( + 1.8) 11.1 — 9.8 ± 0.8 11.9

s B 2.0 (± 1.1) 1.5 — 1.2 ± 0.5 0.6

Sphingomyelins i.s ± 0.7 2.4 — 1.9 + 0.4 1.9

sDiglyceridess 1.1 — — 1.1 — (-1.4)

Choline phospholipids » 9.1 + 1.4 8.0 + 1.1 8.9 ± 0.4 9.4

KOH decomposable
phospholipids T) 16.G + 2.3 1G.7 i 1.4 16.7 ± O.G 19.4

Glycerol as
phospholipids T> 18 0 ± 1.1 — 18 2 + 0.8 17.G

“ Diphosphoiuositide « 1.3 (4)' — — 1.2(1)

II. “White matter"

Hemisphere
central white

Human (12)* Cow (12)*

Dry substance
% wet
weight 29.2 ± 2 1 31.6 i 1.2

Tolal lipids
dry

weight
G1.2 ± 3.6 63.4 + 3.1

Phos])holipids > 2G.5 + 1.6 27.4 ± 2.0

Cholesterol 13.8 + 1.3 13.4 ± 1.5

Cerebrosides IG.O ± 1.8 16.8 2.2

Unidenlifiotl 4.9 + 1.7 5.8 ± 1.9

Lecithins •) 5.7 + 0.5 4.9 -L
1 0.9

Cephalins A TV 14.1 (± O.G) 15.4 ± 1.7

s B 3.0 (+ 1.2) 3.3 + 1.8

Sphingomyelins •> 3.7 ( + 1.3) .3.8 + 1.0

»Diglycerides» (-0.3) — 0.8 + 1.0

Choline phospholipids 9.4 ± l.G 8.7 + 1.6

IvOH decomposable
phospholipids 5 19.8 ± 1.3 20.3 + 1.9

Glycerol as

phospholipids > 19.4 + 1.8 213 + 2.4

•> Diphosphoinositide® 1.4 (5;1* -—

number of separately analyzed materials on which the averages are based.



Adult Nerve Tissues

Sympa-
thetic
gangliae

Cow(l)*

Internodial
parts of sym-
pathetic chain

Spleen
nerves

N. ver-
tehtallB

Retina
Papilla
n.opiici

Ventral
marrow

Claw
nerve

Human (1)
• Cow(l)* Co\v(4)* Horsed)* Cow (1)* Cow (1)* Lobster (I)*

23.8 29.1 25.0 1G.7 28.7 16.4 9.6 14.4 13.9

21.9 40.5 22.8 15.5 — 22.9 — 1C.7 13,7

9.2 7.7 7.4 8.3 5.2 13.7 12.3 8.1 7.3

1.9 2.3 2.1 — 1.7 2.1 1.7 1.9

2.4 2.0 1.6 — 2.G — — 0.8

8.4 — 11.1 3.5 — 4.9 — 3.7

2.7 1.6 2.5 — 5.5 < 4.3 G.7 G.2

4.7

0.7 1
2.5

3.G

0.8

3.4

O.S )2.6 }7.1
> 4.9

^ 31 j
0.9

}

1.1 — 1.4 1.6 1.1 0.6 (-0.3)

— — 0.9 — — — — —
3.8 5.2 3.0 4.1 2.7 6.C 7.2 5.9

7.4 5.1 5.2 5.9 — — 9.2 -—

_ . 7.1 12.7 7.8 7.0

1.2(2)* —

White matter Intradural Nerrus Periferal spinal N. va-

from spinal cord nerve roots opticus nerves (ischindicvis) gus

Cow (3)* Horse (1)* Rabbit (5)* Cow (D*
ventral dorsal

Cow (2)* Cow (1)’ Rabbit (7)* Cow(l)'

36.2 36,2 37.3 + 1.9 29 0 33.8 33.0 38.0 35.4 + 3.0 43.2

75.8 74.6 69.4 ± 2.6 49.3 52.8 56.4 45.5 00.9 + 3.7 35 6

33.7 30.6 30.9 0.8 26.3 27.7 22.8 lO.I 27.4 .f 2.3 7.6

15.9 — 15.9 — 12.2 12.6 12.0 6.2 11.5 1.1 3.2
19.7 — 17.2 + 2.6 6.3 7.8 13.8 9.0 10.9 ± 2.4 2.3
6.5 — 5.3 — 5.5 4.6 7.8 14.2 0.4 ± 2.3 22.5

6.3 5.7 5.4 + 0.2 4.9 5.7 3.4 2.1 3.6 -f 0.3 1.2
17.1 16 2 16.0 ± 0.4 11.5 11.6 13.9 7.8 13.4 ± 1.3 3.9
5.2

5.1

0

11.4

2.4

6.4

(-1.4)

12.1

4.5

5.2

2.6

10.6

±
+

+

0.9

0.9

1.1

2.6

6.3

0.2

11.2

4.1

6.3

0.6

12.0

1.1

4.4

(-0.3)

7.8

2.3

3.9

7.4

C.O

4.1

6.5

2.0

10.2

±
±

±

0.7

1.8

1.7

0.

9

1.

G

9.4

2.8

23.4 21.9 21.4 ± 0.5 16.4 17.3 17.3 9,9 16.9 ± 1.3 5.1

23.4 20.1

2.1(1)* _
24.8

2.1

± 1.1

(2 )*

10.7 18.1 10.9 19.6 19 5 — 17.5
— 1.1 2.1(3)*
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METHODS
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Subdivision of, dry substance determination in, and

extraction of lipids from fresh tissues

Principle

The tissues are rendered easy of access to the extraction liquids by

being cut into sufficiently thin sections. A weighed part of the thus finely

subdivided, mixed and weighed material is saved for extraction, the rest

is dried and the decrease in weight through loss of water determined.

Quantitative application

Determination of dry substance. For samples of 100—400 mg fresh

tissue. (If the dry substance is required for determination of neuraminic

acid at least 200 mg of grey matter or the like will be requi^;ed.)

Extraction for lipid analysis.

Complete analysis (see plan, p. 70): For 17,00 mg grey matter or the like

or 760 mg white matter.

Complete analysis without cephalin grouping: For 800 mg grey matter

or the like or 350 mg white matter.

Reagents

Alcohol-ether mixture, 3 parts 96 % alcohol to 1 of peroxide free ether.

Chloroform, A. R. or redistilled, with 1 % ethanol added.

Accessories

Freezing microtome

Stainless knife

Glass weighing jars with ground-on covers, 40 x 30 mm
Analytical balance

Vacuum exsiccator

Oven for constant temperature of 104®

200 ml Jena or Pyrex round-bottom extraction flasks with 12 mm taper
grinds

Reflux condenser with 12 mm taper grinds
250-500 ml Jena or Pyrex evaporation flasks with 26 mm taper grinds
Glass vacuum still with 26 mm taper grinds
Glass beads

Various measuring flasks (10-50 ml), standard quality
Various fat-free filter papers (Munktell 1 F boiled for 10 minutes each

in two lots of alcohol-ether).
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Subdivision

Freeze dressed material on microtome table and cut into 7.5.10 sec-

tions and receive same on the edge of a stainless knife. A number of

sections having been received scrape off knife on inside of a weighed

weighing vessel, repeat procedure until enough material is available. The

evaporation effect remains negligible since the knife is always scraped

off on the same spot, thereby keeping the material cool. Close vessel tightly

and weigh at once. Open vessel and stir rapidly \vdth a long slender glass

rod, partly transfer contents to an extraction flask, precharged with a

suitable quantity (see below) of alcohol-ether (the material as a rule

»drips» into the flask). Using the glass rod, quickly spread the material

over the wall of the vessel and close same. Dip and move about in the

alcohol-ether the end of glass rod, covered with material. Close extraction

flask with a glass stopper and shake vigorously. Wash down any substance

adhering to the wall of the flask with alcohol-ether. With a stainless knife

scrape any material sticking to the glass rod into the flask which then is

ready for extraction.

Determination of dry substance
»

Weigh closed weighing vessel, open same and place in oven at 104° for

2 hours, cool in vacuum exsiccator over HjSOi for 30 minutes, close vessel

and weigh. N.B. Before all the weighings wipe vessel with a dry towel,

this includes the weighing of empty vessel, predried in oven and vacuum
exsiccator.

Computation

4 weights are obtained for each sample: 1-2 = weight of fresh sample to

be extracted; 2-3 = weight of fresh sample for determination of dry sub-

stance; 3-4 = quantity of dry substance in 2-3. The water contents of the

material can be computed from the 2nd. and 3rd. differences The result

of the determination of total lipids in fresh tissue (see below) can be used

in finding the concentration of nonextractible substance.

If neuraminic acid is to be determined in the dry substance by Klenk’s

method (102), it is dried to constant weight in a vacuum e.xsiccator over

H2SO4 at room temperature.

Extraction of lipids

Suitable quantities of extraction liquids

For Grey matter

ml/g fresh

alcohol-ether 3: 1 about 100

chloroform » 15

White matter

ml/g fresh

about 150

» 30—50

Extract sample well suspended in alcohol-ether by refluxion on water

bath at 70° for 3-4 hours. Place flask overnight at room temperature and



filler conlcnl-s complclcly lUroupU fftl-frcc filler pnper into a s,il

ovnporation flask ^vith Rround «eck. CureniUy save reMtlur in exlmrUon

flnsk nntl laler jultl lo same n snilaWc qiianlily ttf chlornfurin.

Pul some small Rlass licads or qunrir. lumps info ll.e evapnrallnn flask

anti conned same lo n slill provitlctl svilh meati-- for saem.m '.urii..r,.

Submerge flask sligblly below inner Utputl surface in a ss-ater bdb a! </l

Agilnling Ihc flnsk. ntljusl by means of a pressure iqualirlnK flask ibr

vacuum suclion lo give motlernle boiling in flask. P.etUtrc lejiiprr.'tlnre b<

below r)0° at the end of tbe cvaporalion. Tovsards Ibe end ag'tlate the

flask lo prevent csplosivc bumping wbidt often desrlojn. kVljen flte sub'

.stance scerrus perfediy dry .submerge flask wludly below Utpud Mufa^e

for 1 minulc. Hemove lop stopper and pour 5 ml of dbattol along ibe ssaU

into the flask while tilling entire apparatus nl various angles, llepea!

evaporation as before nt fiO^. When the contents are slry increase •.tiction

to maximum for 1 minute with the flask cornpldrly .sutimcrges! t-efosr

tbe surface of flic liquid. .Again rnnovr stopper and pour in rnougb

cblorofonn down ibe wall, Iflsronnrd flask from still and sssirl armind

liquid for 5 ininitlc.s. heating nt the cud till liipiid bej:i(is to simmer. {Vmr

the hot liquid on same filter as before and filler iutts a suitably dimen-

sioned measuring flask, Uepealctlly wash rvapttraliotr flask svith Isot

chloroform nml via the eslrnclion flask pour .same r>n to' Idler, fferehp

the residue Irani the eitraeiion if also sulijertn) la exiractioti ttdlh hat

chloroform. Finally wash filler paper from the edge insvardt ssith chlotv*.

form. At 20® fill the mc.a.suring flask to the mark. Shake measuring fl.isk

vigorously nud ns soon as possible apporlit'n esirael to Ibe v.ari'n(t

procedures.

Determination oi total lipid contontfi

Principle

Ti-ssuc lipids, sclcdivcly isolated by exlraclion, are freed ftmn snlsmls
dried and weighed.

Quantitative application

For 10 mg or more lipid cxirncl.

Accessories

Glass weighing vc.sscls with ground on lids. 00 x 40 mnr

Method

oven and cool Murder vnanim for^!qrTiflnntTs'"’Tl'

n.e Chloroform samples il:;:rpr::,r::^;::‘;
^

I cigiieo sessijs, evaporate tn a r.nrhon
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dioxide current on a water bath at 65-70°. Heat closed vessels for 2

minutes at 100°, vacuum exsiccate for 30 minutes, dry and weigh (the

substance remaining in the vessels may later be used for determination

of total choline).

Computation

The difference between the former and the latter weights is used as a

measure of the total lipid contents. If the figure thus obtained is sub-

tracted from the quantity of dry substance in the tissue the result will be

the quantity of substances inextractible with lipid solvents.

Determination of the total phosphorus contents in lipids

[(Modified from Teorell (179), in its turn a modification of

Fiske-Subbarow (62)]

.
Principle

Inorganic phosphate, obtained by oxidation of lipid compounds con-

taining phosphorus, in sulphuric acid solution is permitted to combine

with ammonium molybdate to form phosphomolybdic acid. This is reduc-

ible with aminonaphtolsulphonic acid giving a blue colour which is color-

imelrically determined by comparison to a standard wdth a wavelength

of 720 mp.

Quantitative application

For samples containing 0.02-0.06 ang P, i.e. about 0.5-1.5 mg phopholipids.

Reagents

Distilled water, free from phosphorus

Concentrated sulphuric acid, A. R.

30 % hydrogen peroxide, free from phosphorus (e.g. Perhydrol Merck)

Ammonium molybdate, A. R., in 5 % solution

1-4-6- aminonaphtolsulphonic acid (ANS)

Sodium Irisulphite, A. R.

Sodium sulphite, A. R'.

Accessories

Pyrex tubes, 21 x 2 cm. Volume about 20 ml.

Sand bath with thermoregulator having a range up to 250°.

Pulfrich photometer or photoelectric colourimeter with 2 cm couvettes

and filter S 72.

Special preparations

Standard phosphorus solution prepared from KHsPOa (crystalline, dried)

and containing 0.1 mg P per ml.

0.25 % f-4-6- aminonaphtolsulphonic acid solution prepared as follows:

Dissolve 0.5 g ANS in 195 ml sodium bisulphite solution. Add 5 ml or



more of sodium sulphite solution until the liquid clears. Filter. Fresh ANS

solution should he made up every third week at least.

15 per cent sodium bisulphite solution: Dissolve 30 g sodium bisulphite

in 150 ml distilled water, Dilute to 195 ml.
r it •

25 per cent sodium sulphite solution: Dissolve 10 g NasSO^.? HsO m

20 ml distilled water.

PuTificatioTi of ANS for detctnunation of phosphorus

Pul 60-70 g substance + 200 g pulverized borax + 450 ml distilled water

in a porcelain dish. Filler mixture through a 10 cm Biichncr funnel, wash

with 100-150 ml distilled water. Add to filtrate a solution consisting of

850 ml 95 % alcohol + 150 ml HCl + a few drops bromine (agitate until

all bromine dissolves), shake well and let stand for 5 minutes. Filler

through 15 cm Buchner funnel. Wash with 700-800 ml 10 % NaCl solution.

Repeat procedure with precipitate except that SOO-lOO ml 95 % alcohol +

200 ml ether is used in place of NaCl.

Standardizing

Concurrently with each lest serins 6 tubes, each containing 0.5 ml con-

centrated sulphuric acid only, arc »oxidizcd» as below.

Then add to:

1) and 2) 22.5 ml distilled water

3) and 4) 2 ml standard phosphorus solution diluted 1 in 10 and 20.5 ml

distilled water

5) and 6) 6 ml standard phosphorus solution diluted I in 10 and IG.5

ml distilled water.

Add thereafter to each of the 6 lubes 2 ml 5 % molybdate solution and

agitate. Add ANS and read off in colorimeter ns for lipid .samples (sec

below). As blanks read lube 1) as the first in the series and tube 2) ns

the last.

Determination in lipid samples

Transfer an adequate quantity of lipid extract to a Pyrex lube. Eva-
porate solvent on a water bath, starling at 85° and increase gradually to
100°. Remove residual solvent (which would unnecessarily raise amount
of HiSOi required for oxidation) by repeated blowing with COj. Wipe
bottom of tubes, add to each 0.5 ml H-.SOa and imbed them in mound of
sand in a sandbalh at about 250° for 3 hours. Shake lubes genllj', remove
them from sandbath and allow to cool for a moment and add to each
1 ml 30 % H2O2 . Shake well so that contents washes walls of lubes and
replace in sandbalh for 1 hour or longer. Prevent lubes from spluttering

—

generally noticeable immediately after imbedding in sand-by careful
observation during beginning of oxidation and removal to another place
If lubes appear explosive where tliey are. If « tube should still be .sligtilly
brown 1 hour after the addition of H202. add 3 more drops of peroxide
to all lubes and oxidize 1 hour more. Remove tubes and let them cool
when all samples are completely oxidized and colourless. Shake lubes
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collectively against rubber bung after adding to each 22.5 ml distilled

water and 2 ml 5 % ammonium molybdate solution. Note time and at

2 minute intervals add to each tube 1 ml ANS immediately followed by

shaking and immersion in water bath at 25°, After exactly 20 minutes

read off each tube in a colorimeter using 2 cm couvettes and a filter

for 720 ft.

Computation

Plot a standard curve based on the extinction values for the standard

samples and by introducing in the curve the individual extinction value

of each sample its phosphorus contents may be obtained. Quantity of

phospholipid = quantity of P x 25.

Determination of phosphorus in easily splittable phospho-

lipids (”K0H decomposable” phospholipids)

[(Modified after Schmidt et al. (148)]

Principle

Unlike phosphorus in sphingomyelin the same element in lecithin and

cephalin becomes acid soluble by mild treatment with KOH and that in

acetalphospholipids by subsequent acidification. Total phosphorus in the

solution is determined.

Quantitative application

For samples containing 0.02-0.08 mg lecithin + cephalin phosphorus, i.e.

about 0.5-1.5 mg lecithin + cephalin.

Reagents and accessories

Same as for total phosphorus determination plus:

Trichloroacetic acid, A.R. in 3 and 12 % solutions

6 N Hydrochloric acid, A.R.

1 N Potassium hydroxide, A.R, Preferably this reagent should be fresh-

ly prepared for each series from a saturated KOH stock solution,

Small test tubes (12 x 1.5 era)

Funnels (largest diameter 5 cm)

Quartz lumps (half pea size), purified for analysis by repeated boiling

in concentrated HiSOi.

Filter papers, Munktell OOR, 7 cm o. Should first be carefully washed

a few times in 3 % trichloroacetic acid.

Standardizing

Standard solution containing 0.04 mg P per ml is prepared by diluting

20 ml 0.1 mg P per ml standard s'olution (see determination of total phos-

phorus) with distilled water to 50 ml at 20°.
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III small Icsl lubes take:

j
4.2 ml distilled water

II. Exactly 1 ml standard solution + 3.2 » » »

III. , 3 » » » +1.2 » » »

To each tube add: 1.8 ml 1 N KOH, 0.3 ml 6 N HCl and 2.1 ml 12 per

cent trichloroacetic acid. Shake.* Filter each sample into 10 ml measuring

vessel through filter washed in trichloroacetic acid. Wa.sh test tube Avilh

first 1 ml and then 0.5 ml trichloroacetic acid. Pour xvashing acid into

measuring vessel and fill same with trichloroacetic acid until lower surface

of meniscus is in level with 10 ml mark. Transfer with precision pipette

into Pyrex tubes:

11 5 ml I = 0 mg P 4) 3 ml II = 0.012 mg P

2) 3 ml I = 0 mg P 5) 5 ml III = 0.06 mg P

3) 5 ml II = 0.02 mg P C) 3 mg III = 0.036 mg P

Thereafter, from and including the evaporation, treat standard samples

like lipid samples.

Detcrminalion in lipid samples

Evaporate chloroform samples to dryness at 65-70° in carbon dioxide

current. Dryness having been atlaincd (complete absence of chloroform

odour), cool lubes to room temperature and add to each 1.8 ml 1 N 3vOH,

shake well*, stopper and pul into oven at 37°, shaking well* cvcr.v hour

until a maximally fine emulsion is obtained and then at longer intervals.

Remove tubes from oven and add to each 0.3 ml 6 N HCl. Shake.*

Add 2.1 ml trichloroacetic acid, shake*, let stand for 2 hours, add 4.2 ml

distilled water, shake*, let stand 20 minutes.

Now filler samples one by one into 10 ml measuring fla.sks through

fillers washed in trichloroacetic acid. Rinse each tube with first 1 ml and
then 0.5 ml trichloroacetic acid and filter into the respective measuring
flasks. Fill up to 10 ml mark. Filtrate .should now be clear. Withdraw
with precision pipettes one 5 ml and one 3 ml sample and put into Pyre.x

tubes.

To each combustion tube add some acid-treated quartz lumps and 0.5 ml
concentrated H2SO4. Evaporate samples in healing chamber at 120°.
Towards the end raise temperature to 145—150° for some hours. Transfer
tubes to sandbalh and oxidize for 1 hour, add to each 1 ml HsOs, shake
along sides of lubes, heat for 1 hour, add 3 drops H5O2, shake, heal for
another hour, remove from sandbalh and direct carbon dioxide current
into hot tubes. Determine phosphorus in by now clear and colourless
samples colorimetrically as in total phosphorus method.

Computation

Cf. total phosphorus method. Px25 = KOH decomposable phospholipids.

* See that shaking is effective at bottom of lube.
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Determination of glycerol in lipids

[According to Blix (17)]

Principle

The glycerol is released from the lipids and converted into isopropyl

iodide by treatment with hydriodic acid:

C3H8(0H)3 + 5 hi = C3H7I + 2 I2 + 3 H2O

The isopropyl iodide is distilled in a special apparatus. On its way

to the receiver the distillate is conducted through a thiosulphate solution

to remove free iodine. The receiver contains a solution of bromine and

sodium acetate in glacial acetic acid. Here the following reactions take

place (in part first after the addition of water).

CaHjI + Brj CgHjlBrj
^IBr

IBr + 2 Br, + 3HjO -> HIOs 5 HBr

Excess bromine is removed by formic acid. The iodic acid is allowed

to react with iodide at an acid pH and the iodine liberated is determined

by thiosulphate titration.

Quantitative application

For samples containing 0.2 mg or more of glycerol, i.e. about 1.7 mg
or more of glycerol lipid.

Reagents

Hydriodic acid, sp.gr. 1.70 for methoxyl determination acc. to Zeiscl

(Mfg. Ah Sv. Finkemikalier or Sobering).

Acetic anhydride, A.R.

Red phosphorus

6 % sodium thiosulphate solution (aqueous Na2S203. 5H2O)

10 % sodium acetate (.3 H2O) solution in glacial acetic acid

Bromine

Formic acid (85 %, Kebo)

i % aqueous sodium acetate (.3 H2O) solution

Dilute sulphuric acid (25 ml cone. IHSOi to 500 ml distilled water)

5 % potassium iodide solution

1 % soluble Starch solution

0.02 N solution of sodium thiosulphate (factor set by potassium iodate

titration, see Kolthoff (107)).

Glycerol, A.R. twice redistilled at 161° and 10 mm Hg pressure.

Accessories

Modified Pregl apparatus according to Blix 1937 (17) with a narrow
conical centrifuge tube as receiver.

Nitrogen cylinder with reduction valve and washing flask containing

10 % NaOH

Practical note

Hydriodic acid is very unstable and is best kept in small quantities in a

brown bottle with a carefully ground-in stopper which after each opening
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immediately is paraffined whereafter the bottle is put in a cool dark place.

k carefully cleaned and dried pipette is necessary in removing contents

from bottle (cf. Pregl (140)).

Preparation of samples

Evaporate to dryness a suitable quantity of chloroform extract in a

microdistillation flask at 65-70° and with suction above the surface. Heat

with suction for 20 anin. at 80°. Leave overnight in evacuated e.xsiccator

containing CaCIj and paraffin on the bottom.

Determination

Assemble microdistillation apparatus. Lubricate stopcock and stoppers

with a little distilled water before firmly and air-tight putting them in

place. Avoiding formation of air bubbles, introduce about 0.3 ml 5 %
Na2S203 into washing receiver. The thiosulphate must be a few mm above
the lower end of the inner tube. Charge receiver with 3 ml 10 % sodium
acetate in glacial acetic acid and 2 drops bromine and place below distilla-

tion tube so that it dips into solution. Now charge distillation flask with
0.2 ml acetic anhydride which dissolves substance during heating on
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glycerol bath (approx. 100°) with subsequent cooling to room temperature.

.\dcl a piece of red phosphorus ithe size of a pin point and lastly 2 ml

hydriodic acid. Immediately afterwards fit distillation flask tightly to still,

connect tubing from ;nitrogen cylinder to feeding tube and place whole

assembly so that distillation flask dips % cm into glycerol bath with

temperature 120-125°. Raise receiver so that internal tube almost touches

bottom. Admit nitrogen at a rate sufficient to permit one bubble to leave

bottom of receiver when preceding bubble has reached liquid surface,

.\rrange protective screen around flask and thermometer on top of bath

and asbestos sheet between bath and receiver. Fasten some wet cotton

wool around the widening on the distillation tube above the flask. Permit

a small drops of distilled water to fall on the upper rim o^f the distillation

flask to ensure that the upper half of the stopper is tight. Now the distilla-

tion process should continue for 3 Vt hours with control of temperature,

gas flow and perhaps replacement of cotton wool, when necessary.

When distillation is finished low'er receiver so that feed tube comes above

liquid surface. Squirt outside of tube with some distilled water which may
drip into receiver. Transfer quantitatively contents of receiver to a 300 ml

flask and wash repeatedly by filling with distilled wnter and transfer this

to 300 ml flask. Finally, having removed the stopper, wmsh inside also

of feed tube wdth distilled water and let it flow into 300 ml flask.

Add 2 drops of formic acid to contents of 300 ml flask whereupon,

shaking lightly, remove bromine by suction from water pump above

surface. The liquid being absolutely colourless, add 25 ml 4 % sodium

acetate solution and 5 ml sulphuric acid and shake. Add 2 ml 5 %
potassium iodide solution and shake for a moment. Let stand for 1 minute.

Then titrate with 0.02 N sodium thiosulphate solution until only slight

yellowness remains. Add 1 ml 1 % starch solution and continue titration

until lasting blue colour disappears for 1 drop sodium thiosulphate.

Blank

0.2 ml acetic anhydride in a distillation flask is treated as above like

a lipid sample.

.A blank test is made for each new package of hydriodic acid and is

repeated for control at intervals of 4 or 5 lipid samples.

Standardizing

In the author’s experiments a solution \vas used containing 0.5 mg
glycerol per 0.2 ml acetic anhydride. The glycerol value for 0.2 ml of this

solution was checked at least once for each new hydriodic acid package.

Computation

No. of ml thiosulphate consumed by sample minus no. of ml consumed

by blank gives quantity of thiosulphate in ml used up by the substance

in the sample. The figure obtained is translated into mg glycerol by using

the relation; 1 ml 0.02 N thiosulphate is equivalent to 0.307 mg glycerol.

The calculated quantity of glycerol in the sample must be corrected by a
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factor from the standardization of thiosulphate and if cerebrosides are

present for their galactose contents (see below).

The thus corrected figure includes both phospholipid and neutral fat

glycerol, if any. If the sample contains no neutral fat the figure can be

directly converted to glycerol phospholipid by multiplication with 8.42.

If the sample does contain neutral fat the phospholipid portion of the

glycerol must be computed with the aid of the value for KOH releasable

phosphorus and subtracted from the total quantity of glycerol. The dif-

ference times 9.62 is a measure of the quantity of neutral fat.

Correction for cerebrosides.

The amount of cerebrosides in the sample for glycerol determination is

calculated. Its apparent glycerol value is taken from the diagram, fig 8,

and subtracted from the glycerol value obtained by determination.

Determination of total choline

[Modified from Entenman et al. (53, 54)]

Principle

Choline is liberated from lecithin and sphingomyelin by means of

hydrolysis with a suitable hydrolysis agent. After neutralization and
filtering the choline is precipitated as reineokate the red colour of which
is colorimetrically determined in acetone solution.

Quantitative application

For samples containing 0.15-0.6 img choline, i.e. about 1-4 mg choline
phospholipid.

Reagents

96 % alcohol

Barium hydroxide, A.R.

6 N hydrochloric acid

0.1 N hydrochloric acid

1.2 N hydrochloric acid

Reineoke salt (Hoffman-La Roche, purified as below)
Acetone, redistilled

Choline hydrochloride (Hoffman-La Roche, twice recryslallized from
alcohol and dried).

.4ccessories

Weighing veseeU and ™ier baih a, tor lolal lipid dolerminalinn
Watch glasses suitable as covers for the vessels
Funnels, max. diam. 3 cm.
Filler papers, diam. 5.5 cm, Munktell IF.
Centrifuge tubes, conical for Corda centrifuges with 16 tube hold

(cf. cholesterol method).
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Pointed glass rods, 3.5 and 12 cm in length.

Test tubes, 10 x 1.4 cm
4 ml measuring flask

Photoelectric colorimeter or Pulfrich photometer with 6.0 cm couvettes

holding 1.1 ml.

Special preparations

Preparation of saturated barium hydroxide solution (accordnig to Enten-

man et al. (63) ) : Heat 200 ml distilled water to boiling for some minutes,

add 20 g barium hydroxide while hot. Agitate for a short time. Filter with

the aid of suction solution through large glass filter into suction flask.

Decant from suction flask into storage hottle with rubber stopper. Allow

to cool and crystallize before use.

Purification of Reinecke salt (92): Pour 160 ml distilled water at 50°

over 20 g Reinecke salt in a bea/ker. After stirring and when most of the

salt has dissolved falter the solution at the same temperature (heated

funnel). Put filtrate contained in a 100 ml centrifuge tube in refrigerator

at —4° for crystallization. Centrifuge after crystallization.

Pour away supernatant, dissolve and treat residue exactly as above but

take only 100 ml distilled water.

Dry final residue between filter papers, shake it with minimurh quantity

of ice-cold 96 % alcohol, centrifuge off same. Finally pour on and centri-

fuge off minimum quantity of ether. Dry preparation in vacuum exsiccator.

Preparation of reineckate solution in 1.2 N HCl: Take about 200 mg
purified Reinecke salt per 100 ml 1.2 N HCI, shake every now and then

during 10 minutes, filter.

Standard solution of recrystallized choline hydrochloride: Prepare a'

stock solution by rapidly weighing exactly a quantity of dry choline

hydrochloride and dissolving same in 1.2 N HGl. Cheek choline concentra-

tion in solution by N-determination according to-Kjeldahl.

When needed prepare a 1:10 dilution of the stock solution with 1.2

N HCl.

Standardizing

Simultaneously with each test series precipitate m the same manner a

standard series made up from standard solution of 0.3 ong choline per

ml 1.2 N HCl by instilling with a precision pipette into each tube;

1) 2 ml standard choline solution +0.5 ml 1.2 N HCl

2) 1 ml » » » + 1.5 ml 1.2 N HCl

3) 0.5 ml » » » + 2.0 ml 1.2 N HCl

To all tubes add 1.5 ml reineckate in 1.2 ml HCl, etc. (see below).

Determination in lipid samples

Hydrolysis. After weighing (see Determination of total lipids, p. V)

introduce along the walls of each vessel 1 ml 96 % alcohol. Heat briefly

on water bath so that if possible the substance dissolves. Then add 2 ml

saturated barium hydroxide solution to all vessels and also put same in
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a 50 ml Erlcnmeycr flask. Add to the latter 1 drop phcnolphthalcin and

titrate with G N HCl from a 1 nd mcasnring pipette nnlil the red colour

disappears for % drop. Note quantity of G N JICI required.

Place all weighing jars in the test series in steam from a water hath.

While alcohol evaporates liquid often exhibits Icndcncj' to foam which

may he prevented hy now and then carefully setting liquid in motion.

When tendency to foam has completely disappeared (naturally loo much

liquid must not evaporate), add, if required, a small quantity of distilled

water and cover opening of vessel with a walch glass. The hydrolj'sis may

now go on for 1 hour, care being taken that liquid does not dry out nor

foam up the walls and that the water hath contains enough water. .After

1 hour add 2 ml more of Ila(OH)! solution. Repeatedly shake vessels

with care during hydrolysis, remove walch glasses .after 2 hours. Row

allow liquid to evaporate nnlil the sulislance just begins to dry' at the

centre of the bottom of vessel. At this moment remove same. N, R. Care-

fully walch vessel during evaporation, for drying sometimes may be very-

rapid.

To each of the thus hydrolyzed samples pour down wall of vessel the

quantity (as measured hy litre according to the above) required to neu-

Iralizc the Ba(OH )2 plus 0.5 ml of HCl. With a separate small glass rod

for each vessel pry lose substance from walls and bottom so that nil of

it contacts liquid. Heat inomenlarily on boiling water hath (only long

enough to make liquid quite hot, no significant evaporation anay lake

place). Stir again with glass rod in vessel, crushing all adherent suhslancc.

Allow covered jar with glass rod in.sidc to stand overnight.

Then filter liquid through minimal filter paper (Munktcll 5.5 cm), pre-

moislcncd with water, into a small centrifuge tube. Rinse weighing vessel

three limes with 0.5 ml 1 N HCl, tilling it to ensure complete w.n.vhing of
internal surface, and pour off onto filler over same spot on edge of vessel.

Finally squirt 0.3 ml O.l N HCl along upper edge of filter to wash sanu'..

When everything has filtered through remove filler and blow any remain-
ing liquid into funnel.

Precipitation. When all samples lluis have been filtered and proved
clear (after thorough shaking) add to each 1.5 ml Reineckc salt in 1.2

N HCl. Shake well. Allow samples to stand overnight at room temperature.
Centrifuging and washing of precipitations. Centrifuge lubes at ,3000 revs,

for 8 minutes. Decani off supernatant hy a careful uniform movement
controlling hy eye that no precipitate accompanies the liquid (recentrifnge
when there is a tendency to do this!). Biot away hist drop of liquid hv
means of a clean filter paper.

Now pour down walls of lube 0.5 ml 1.2 N HCl and hy slanting tube
make it contact all parts of lower lube walls. Stir precipitate with n slender
glass rod and remove same so that no precipitate goes along and centri-
fuge mbc as before. Twice repeat washing with 1.2 N, HCl and at the lastwashmg the supernatant usually will be entirely colourless (if not wash
all tubes once more).
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After the last decantation add 1 ml of acetone along walls of tube, stir

and centrifuge. Carefully decant solution into a small test tube without

letting any deposit pass over. Wash in the same way two times more
with acetone. N.B. After each centrifuging check against the light that

the solution really is clear, also see that contents of the small test tube

are absolutely clear. If such is not the case recentrifuge solution.

Coforimetry. When all samples in the test series are clear and dissolved

in acetone, fill them up one at a time to a volume of 4 ml in a measuring

flask, (Carefully wash tubes and funnel, each with at least three lots of

0.3 ml acetone.) Then colorimeter in the electrophotometer.

Computation

Plot a calibration curve with the aid of the extinction values of the

standard series. The extinction values of the test series can be trans-
\

formed into mg choline by means of the curve. The choline quantity x 6.4

= quantity of choline phospholipid.

Determination of lecithin choline

[Modified after Hack (78)]

Principle

With the aid of mild treatment with KOH only that part of the choline

which is Imund to lecithin is liberated in acid soluble form. The hydro-

lysate is filtered after neutralization and its choline contents determined

as described for total choline, p. XV.

Quantitative application

For samples containing 0.15-0.6 mg lecithin-choline, i.e. 1-4 mg lecithin.

Reagents and accessories

See total choline method

1 N KOH must be prepared afresh for each test series horn saturated

KOH solution

Method

Pipette chloroform extract into small pyrex test tubes. Evaporate chloro-

form in carbon dioxide current on a water bath at 65-70°. Add 1 ml IN
KOH to each tube. Put tub^ into thermostatically controlled oven at

37° for 24 hours. Shake thoroughly every hour until maximum emulsifica-

tion of lipids is attained. Then shake at longer intervals. Take out tubes

and neutralize with HCl until a distinctly acid reaction is obtained. Keep

tubes at 0° for some hours. Filter into centrifuge tubes through smallest

possible filters. Add to each 0.5 ml 6 N HCl. Shake carefully, precipitate

with Reinecke salt and determine as in total choline method (p. 000) using

its standard curve for computation of the values.

Computation

See total choline method. Choline quantity x 6.4 = lecithin quantity.
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Determination of ethanolamine in lipids

[Modified after Blix (18) and Edman and Aquist (49)]

Principle
, i .

Ethanolamine in lipids is set free by hydrolysis and
‘ ^ Jwn-hv

distilled off. Amino nitrogen is determined m the distilla .

indirectly the ethanolamine contents.

Qiianfdaffoe application

For samples containing > 0.02 mg cthanolaminc-N,

ethanolamine cephalin.

i.e. > l.l nvg

Reagents

6 N HCl (distilled according to Peters and van Slyke (137))

Calcium oxide, A.R.

0.1 N HCl

0.1 N NaOH
Glacial acetic acid, A.R.

Sodium nitrite

Potassium permanganate

Sodium hydroxide

Ethanolamine. (purified as described)

For determination of NHj-N.

Accessories

Edman’s still (49) with ordinary small test tubes as receivers and a

wafer bath as source of heat

van Slyke-Ncill’s manomctrical apparatus

Method

Purification of ethanolamine can he performed by rcdistillation 2-3

times of ordinary commercial ethanolamine in the Edman apparatus at

80° C. and 10-15 mm Hg pressure yielding an absolutely colourless product

with a faint odour and with the nitrogen contents as "NHi agreeing with

the calculated figure.

Liberation of the base. Evaporate in a 50 ml flask an aliquot (sufficient

for serine determination also) of lipid extract. Add 4 mil 6 N HCl. Reflux
mixture for 3 hours on a sand bath. Neutralize hydrolysate with con-
centrated NaOH solution (indication by dipping a thin glass rod in the
solution and testing the pH on an indicator paper). Adjust pH to approxim-
ately 2-3 by adding 1 N HCl. Permit the mixture to stand for at least an
hour for separation of the fatly acids. Then filler it through a Munktell
OOR filter paper (0 8 cm) into a suitable volumetric flask. Wash hydro-
lysis vessel at least three times with 1 or 0.3 ml portions of saturated
NaCl solution and filter. Neutralize the filtrate to pH 7. Then fill the flask
to the mark with saturated NaCl solution and shake. Lastly filler the
contents anto a test lube and pul same, well-stoppered, into refrigerator
until determination can be made (as soon as possible).
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Separation of ethanolamine by distillation. Introduce a suitable quantity,

(at most 3 ml) of the lipid hydrolysate into the distillation flask. Add 0.1

ml of 10 % CaO suspension. Drive off any NHa present at 40° and highest

vacuum possible. Then put in a receiver containing 0.5 ml 0.1 N HCl into

which the tube from the condenser just dips (adjust this during distilla-

tion), and continue distillation at 80° and highest applicable vacuum,

taking care that bumping over does not occur. Wind wet cotton wool

around the stopcock to the cup to prevent overheating. When dryness

is attained in the distilling flask reduce the pressure in the apparatus to

10-15 ‘mm Hg and continue distillation for another 6 min. with flask

completely submerged in water. Now wash down 1 ml distilled water from

the cup into the flask and swirl it round the wall. Evaporate and repeat

dry distillation for 6 min. ^ before. Remove receiver and neutralize with

0.1 ml 0.5 N NaOH.
Determination of NHs—N, Wholly or partly transfer distillate into cup

of van Slyke apparatus, in the former case washing out the tube a few

times with distilled water. Then determination of NHa nitrogen at 0.5 ml
volume with no deviations from van Slyke’s method (137).

Computation

Compute NHs-N in mg according to Peters and van Slyke (137). Mg N
X 4.36 = mg ethanolamine. Quantity of ethanolamine x 12.7 = quantity of

ethanolamine cephalin.

Determination of a-amino acid in lipids

[Acc. to van Slyke et al. (161, 83)j

Principle

The amino acids bound in lipids are liberated by acid hydrolysis. COz

from the a -amino-carboxyl group is driven out quantitatively by treat-

ment with ninhydrin under suitable conditions. The quantity of COs is

determined by gasometric methods and by means of the value obtained

the quantity of a-amino-carboxyl-N can be computed.

Quantitative application

For samples containing 0.03-0.05 mg a-amino acid carboxyl-N, i.e. if

the amino acid is serine 1.7-2.8 mg serine-cephalin.

Reagents

Ninhydrin, powdered, (LKB or Pfansliehl)

Approx. 0.5 N NaOH solution as free as possible from COs in almost

saturated NaCl solution

Approx. 5 N NaOH
Approx. 2 N lactic acid in almost saturated NaCI

Citrate buffer for pH 2.6 (acc. (161))
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Computation

Pressure of CO2 generated by sample = PCO2 = Pi — P2 — c. where

c = Pi. — 7>2 in blank.

a-amino acid carboxyl-N in mg may (be calculated from PCO2 with

tables by Mac iFadyen (116).

If tbe amino acid is assumed to consist solely of serine its quantity in

the sample is determined by multiplying the iV-value by 7.5. Quantity of

serine x 7.4 = quantity of serine cephaline.

Determination of inositol in lipids

[Modified after Beadle (12)]

Principle

Free inositol in a lipid hydrolysate is allowed to supplement an inositol

free culture medium for an inositol requiring organism. Within certain

limits the maximum resultant growth is a measure of the inositol contents

of the hydrolysate.

Quantitative application

For samples containing 0.15-0.35 mg free inositol, i.e. 1-2 mg brain

lipositol.

Organism

Neurospora inositolless (No. 37401 obtained from G. W. Beadle, School

of Biol. Sciences, Stanford University, Cal. U.S.A.).

Reagents

Inositol free basal medium (see below for preparation).

Inositol, A.R.

Saturated NaCl solution.

Accessories

Standard equipment for microbiological technique.

Pyrex round^bottom flasiks with 12 mm taper grinds.

Preparation of basal medium (all substances A.R. quality)

S
Ammonium tartrate 15

.\mmonium nitrate 3

KH2PO4 (Sorensen) 3

MgS04 . 7 H2O 1.5

NaCl 0.5

CaCU, anhydrou.s 0.3

Saccharose 60

Biotine 15 X lO-"
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Include with each test series a standard series as per the above. From
the results plot a standard curve with maximum quantity in mg of myce-

lium per flask and inositol quantity in pg per flask as abscissa and ordinate,

respectively. If the curve consistently becomes rectilinear between 15 and

35 pg the 20 and 30 pg concentrations may be excluded from the stan-

dardisation.

Determination in lipid hydrolysate.

Hydrolysis (Woolley (197)). Evaporate a suitable quantity of chloro-

form extract in a 50 ml hydrolysis flask. Emulsify in distilled water

while heating, add concentrated HCl until concentration in mixture becomes

20 %. Then reflux for 6 hours. Neutralize while shaking w’ith concen-

trated NaOH, acidify to pH 2-3. Set aside for an hour or so. Filter sample

into a measuring flask and repeatedl}' wash hydrolysis flask with saturated

NaCl solution. Now neutralize to approximately pH 6 (indicating paper),

fill up with saturated NaCl to desired volume and filter.

Pipette into each one of at least 9 flasks 1 ml of sample. Add 20 ml
basal medium and subsequently treat sample like flasks in standard series.

In so doing the growth in the test series must be estimated in relation

to that in the standard series and the flasks should only ibe incubated for

a period relative to their probable inositol contents, as a rule 5-6-7 days,

3 flasks taken daily.

If the sample is large enough the contents in two different dilutions of

same sample should be determined.

Computation

The maximum mycelium due to the inositol in the lipid hydrolysate is

calculated and plotted in the standard curve and the inositol contents

read off.

Determination of free and total cholesterol in lipids

[The Schoenheimer-Sperry method acc. to Sperry (166)]

Principle

Cholesterol, preformedly free or released by hydrolysis, is quantitatively

precipitated by means of digifonin. The purified precipitate is subjected

to an empirically found and standardized colour reaction with acetic

anhydride and sulphuric acid in acetic acid solution with subsequent

colorimetry.

Quantitative application

For samples containing 0.02-0.06 mg free cholesterol or total cholesterol,

respectively.
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Ucagenis

Mixture of redistilled ncelonc nnd clhiiuo . 1: 1.

j, „ n peroxide free elluT. 1:2

Approx. 0.4 % digilonin soliilion (prep, -see In-lovvi (dipt.inin. Iloff.nnu

La Roche or Merck)

Approx. ,13 % KOH (preparation sec below)

1 % alcoholic phenophtbalcin solutioiv

10 % acetic acid solution

Glacial acetic acid, A.R.

Acetic anhydride, A.R. (Merck)

Concentrated HsSOt, A.R.

Cholesterol, A.R. (if possible repeatedly recry.sl alii zed from alcohol)

1 mg/ml stock standard .solutions of cholesterol, A.R.. in glacial acetic

acid and chloroform, respectively.

Working solutions of 0.1 mg cholesterol per ml in the ahuve .solvents

Accessories

Slender, pointed glass rods approx. 13 cm long

1 I preserving jars with ruhher gasket, half filled with .sand

Pyrex or Jena centrifuge tubes with conical bnllom.s nnd bolding apjirox.

12 ml, for Corda centrifuge with bolder for 10 tnbc.s

Dropping pipettes, IG cm glass lubes with max. diameter 8 mm nnd

provided with a drawn out, narrow, f> mm long tip.

Rubber bulbs for Ibc dropping pipettes.

Temperature regulated water bath for 25 ± 0,.5° provided with n rack

for about 20 centrifuge lubes so arranged that they are in the dark

and dip a few cm into the water.

Sand box with a si\nd layer about 3 cm thick.

Colorimeter (pbotoclcctrical or PuUricb pbotomcler) wUli l.t ml micro-

couvctlcs of 5 cm length nnd fillers with maximum ab.sorpUon at

610 mp.

Preparations

Digitonin sofiilion. Dissolve 400 mg digilonin in 100 ml di.stilled water.

Let it stand for some days, a precipilnlc being formed. Now filter and
repeal filtering immediately before use if the solution has become rloudy.
KOH solution. Take 20 ml of a concentrated solution (made from 51 g

KOH and 49 g distilled water free from COj) and dilute with 10 ml CO;
free water. Renew when cloudiness becomes marked.

Standardizing

To test the reliability of the reagents and apparaliis careful .standardisa-
tion should be carried out before the method is started and also from
time to time thereafter. Tliercby will also be obtained the .standard curve
lamr used to convert the extraction samples into (lunnlily of cholesterol.
The level of tins cholesterol curve is further cheeked hv incUuling in each
sera^ at least one standard sample (for example 0.1 mg chole.sterol in
1 ml glacial acetic acid).
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The more complete standardisation, can advantageously be carried out

with the following series:

Tubes 1) and 2 )
1 ml working solution

)) 3) )) 4) 0.5 » » » + 0.5 ml solvent

)) 5) 6) 0.2 )) » » + 0.8 » »

)> 7) )) 8) 1.0 w »

The solvent is either chloroform or glacial acetic acid. In the former

case the entire determination procedure is carried through with and with-

out hydrolysis and including digitonin precipitation. In the latter case only

the colorimetric procedure itself is standardized. The curves should be-

come rectilinear, pass through the origin and preferably coincide.

Determination in lipid samples.

Free cholesterol. Evaporate the samples (each containing at most 1 ml
chloroform) to dryness oh a water bath at 60-65°, blowing away the fumes

with CO2. Add 2 ml acetone-alcohol to each sample. Heat while stirring

momentarily the tubes in the water bath. After cooling add to each 1 ml
newly filtered, clear digitonin solution and 1 drop of 10 % acetic acid.

Stir vigorously until completely homogeneous. Stand samples with glass

rods inside in tightly closed preserve jars overnight. i\fter gentle stirring

to lessen any particles of substance adhering to the tube at the surface

of the liquid, remove rods without touching upper part of tube and place

them on a wire frame in order so that no dried substance, if any, falls off.

Centrifuge the tubes at 3000 revs, for 12 minutes. Carefully decant the

supernatant liquid without disturbing the deposit and catch the last drop

on a piece of filter paper. Add 2 ml acetone-ether, 1: 2, stir, centrifuge for

10 minutes, decant, add 2 ml ether, stir, centrifuge for 8 minutes, decant.

Repeat ether rinsing once.

Now place tubes in a shallow pan containing a 3 cm layer of sand which

has been heated to 110-115°. Place in oven ai. same temperature for 'A

hour. Remove sand bath and with tubes in the still hot sand accmately

add 1 ml ({standard pipette) of glacial acetic acid along wall of first tube

and along lower part of glass rod in same. Shake vigorously. Leave the

tube in the sand for about 2 minutes while adding acid to and shaking

second and third tube. Then again stir first tube and remove it from the

sand. Manipulate the remaining tubes as the first, then place all tubes

with glass rods in them in a tightly closed preserve jar overnight.

Place tubes with glass rods inside for at least 5 minutes in a' water

bath protected from the light at 25°. For each series include a blank con-

taining acetic acid only and a standard sample. At 5 minute intervals

pipette in turn into each of the tubes 2 ml acetic anhydride and 0.1 ml
sulphuric acid. Stir vigorously unUl completely homogeneous and return

to the water bath. Reeping the temperature of the water bath constant

at 25 ± 0.5°, remove tube no. 1 after exactly 30 minutes, take out stirring

rod and draw up some of the solution in a pipette without disturbing

any sediment, enough to rinse the couvette twice. Decant carefully and
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finally fill the couvette and read the extinction in a Pulfrich photometer.

In so doing the blank couvette contains glacial acetic acid.

Total cholesterol Evaporate samples as for free cholesterol but dis-

solve them in only 1 ml acetone-alcohol, add 1 drop KOH. Stir with a

vigorous up and down motion of the rod until the drop of alkali at the

lip of the rod disappears. Leave the rod in the lube. At the same lime

put all the tubes in a 3 cm layer of sand in a preserving jar where the

temperature of the sand is 45°. Close the jar tightly and place for 30

minutes in an oven at 37-40°.

Remove the tubes, let them cool, lake out the glass stirring rods, add

1 ml acetone-alcohol and 1 drop of phenolphthalein solution per tube, stir

gently, titrate drop by drop with 10 % acetic acid (4-6 drops) until colour

disappears. Add another drop of acetic acid and 1 drop of digitonin

solution (clear) and henceforth treat the samples ns for free cholestorol

after the addition of digitonin.

Computation

By means of the standardisation curve the extinction values of the

samples are converted into quantity of cholesterol.

Determination of hexose in lipids

[Acc. to Brand and Sperry (23)]

Principle

The reductive power in an aqueous extract of evaporated lipid extract
is determined (before and after hydrolysis. The increased reductive power
induced by the hydrolysis is due to hexoses chemically hound in the
cerebrosides and with a knowledge of their type and normal quantitative
occurrence in cerebrosides the latter may be quanlitativcly computed.

Quantitative application

For samples containing O.l-O.G mg hexoses, i.c. about 0.O-2.8 mg cerc-
broside. °

Reagents

6 N HCl
Slightly more than 6 N NaOH (free from CO-).
Approx. 1 N HGl
0.1 N NaOH
0.1 % aqueous chlorophenol tpU t ,

to dissolve indicator)
^ ^aOH added

4.5 % zinc sulphate solution (prenarpU
Alkaline ferricyanide solution /

Approx. 18 N HsSOa
iP’^eparalion, sec below)

’
I

”

0.TON,vo»k,„g solution otmimnsmpl,ale .

’
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0.1 % solution of Setopaline C (J. R. Geigy, Basle, Switzerland) (prepara-

tion, see below)

Washed 7 cm filter papers (preparation, see below)

Accessories

Water bath with holders for 10 hydrolysis flasks at the same time.

Hydrolysis flasks, round bottom, of relatively thin Jena or Pyrex glass

holding 10 ml and provided with long meltable neck (15 cm).

50 ml Erlenmeyer flasks of Jena or Pyrex glass

Standard microburette, total vol. 2-5 ml, graduated in 0.01 ml

Special preparations.

6 N HCl. There is used a distillate according to Peters and van Slyke

(137).

6 N NaOH. 34.3 ml concentrated NaOH solution (50: 50) is let out of

a pipette below the surface of about 50 ml cold, boiled, distilled water in

a 100 ml measuring flask. Shake while cooling in running wafer. Fill to

the mark with boiled, distilled water at 20° C.

Approx, 18 N HsSOa. During water cooling add 213.9 g concentrated

HsSOi to 133.8 g water. (The cone, sulphuric acid may not contain any

reducing substance. Test as follows: To 20 ml acid add 60 ml water and

0.05 ml approx. 0.1 N potassium permanganate. The red colour should

remain for at least 5 minutes.)

Setopaline C solution. Prepare as needed in suitable quantities by dis-

solving 1 mg Setopaline C per ml distilled water.

Stock solution of cerium sulphate. Mix and heat slightly 20 g cerium

sulphate (Merck with 4 HaO), 7 ml concentrated HaSO* and 7 ml distilled

water. Add small portions of water until everything is practically dissolved.

Then filter solution and refill to 200 ml. To exactly 15 ml samples add

50 ml water and 3 ml 18 N HaSO» and titrate with 0.1 N Mohr’s salt

(39.214 g Fe(NH4)2(SO.i)2.GHaO, A.R., and 25 ml 18 N HaSO, in 300 ml

water, afterwards diluted to 1 1) until colour almost fades away. Add 8 ml

Setopaline C and continue titration until a sharp colour change takes place

from golden brown to straw yellow. Then the normality of the cerium

sulphate solution will he = volume of Mohr’s solution/volume of cerium-SOi

solution X 0.1000. With the aid of the found value the solution can then

be diluted with distilled water to exactly 0.15 N. Store in brown bottle.

Dilute cerium sulphate solution. Prepare as needed by diluting with

distilled water exactlj’^ 2 ml slock solution and 5 ml 18 N H2SO4 to exactly

100 ml.

Alkaline ferricijanide solution. Dissolve in water to 500 ml 2.5 g purified

(cf. Folin ^70)) K3Fe(CN)6 and ’5.3 g anhydrous Na2003. Store in brown

bottlo in the dark.

Washing of filter paper. Wash Munklell OOR 7 cm filler papers by

boiling them twice for 5 minutes in distilled water. Rinse in distilled water

and dry in air.
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Standard solution. 0.3 ml galnclosc per ml
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Standard series

Flask 1) and 2) 2 ml slnndard solnlion = 0.6 nig galactose

3) and 4) 1 ml » >' = ”

6) and 6) 0.4 ml » « - 0.12 nig

Add 10 each odd sample 2 ml 6 N IICl. Then dilute all samples to 4 ml

with distilled water. Boiling and other treatment a.s for the corrc.spoiiduig

lipid samples, this also applies to Wanks.

Determination in lipid sample.^.

HtjdroUjsis. Pipette equal quantities of a lipid extract into each of

two hydrolysis flasks (one with an odd numher and the other with the

next highest even number) taking care that the whole sample lands in the

middle of the bottom of the flask. After removal of the solvent hy mild

heating (60-70°) in carbon dioxide current or with suction above the

surface, add to each flask 2 ml redistilled water. Place fla.sks in boiling

wafer hath for 5-10 minutes, swirling conlcnls from lime to lime to emul-

sify the lipids. Then add to all odd flasks 2 ml 6 N llCl and to all even

ones 2 ml redistilled water. Swirl conlcnls round inside fln.sk.

As (blanks pipette into an additional (odd flask) 2 ml 6 N HCl + 2 ml

redistilled water, into another (even) 4 ml redistilled water.

Seal necks of flasks by melting over a flame and then heat in boiling

water hath for 45 minutes. (Swirling after 15 and 30 minutes.)

Neutralization. After cooling add one drop of chlorophenol red and

2 ml 6 N HCl to all odd flasks. Then add 1 M llCl drop by drop until

solution becomes acid (yellow) and lastly bring colour to a distinct purple

by careful drop-by-drop addition of 0.1 N NaOll, To cneb even flasks

add 1 drop chlorophenol red, 2 ml distilled walcr and O.l N NaOH until

colour becomes distinctly purple.

Clarification. After cooling add 0.5 ml zinc sulphate solution to all fla.sks,

lollowcd by 2 ml 0.1 N NaOH. JShakc samples vigorously then Jet them
stand for a little while until deposit is formed, surrounded hy clear .solution.

Filtering. Transfer solution quantitatively through a washed filler to ii

50 ml Erlenmcyer flask of Pyrex. Wash four limes hydrolysis flask and
filler with 3 imt portions of distilled water under sucli conditions that
none of the original contents of the hydrolysis flasks gels lost. The fjltralc.s
should be clear or at most slightly opaque. Rcfilter through the same
paper cloudy filtrates.

ferricyanide solution to each

Nater bath for e.xactly 15 minutes. Take out flasks and let them standn running water for 3 minutes. Then set thorn aside for subsequent tiintmn which must be carried out witiiin 1 hour.
««‘«equcnt t.lra-
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Titration. Add to each sample about 1 ml 18 N H2SO4 followed by

7 drops indicator immediately before titration of the sample. Titrate solu-

tion with dilute cerium sulphate solution in white light against a white

background until the straw yellow colour turns golden brown. (N.B. The

transition must be sharp and must not be confused with moderately

deepening coloirr during the titration.) Set the burette to give a relatively

rapid stream of drops. The colour should change for 1 drop.

Computation

Assuming the consumption in ml of cerium sulphate to be:

for hydrolyzed sample x, unhydrolyzed d:o z;

for hydrolyzed blank y, unhydrolyzed d;o q;

and that 1 ml cerium sulphate is used up per k mg galactose, the lipid

galactose contents of the sample will be expressed by the formula

[(x— g) — (z—g)] X k

Quantity of galactose x 4.55 = quantity of cerebrosides.
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at all, but rather unilateral. Recent research iii this laboratory

has clearly demonstrated, that in the earlier stages of hypoxic

hyperventilation, one set of chemosensitive cells, i.e. the centre,

is actually less active than during normal air-breathing. The

relationship between centrogenic and chemoreflex drives may
convincingly be revealed by observing the respiratory reactions

following a sudden withdrawal of all chemoreflex drive, prefer-

ably by using the cold-blocking technique. It was found, that

the hyperventilatory defense against hypoxia originates entirely

in the chemoreceptors, the decrease in central support being

dependent on the degree of blood alkalosis or hypocapnia, set

up by the purely reflexogenic hyperventilation. The centre may
eventually become apneic from missing chemical stimulation

during hypoxic hyperventilation. However, apart from the

conditions of eupnea and hypoxic hyperventilation, the inter-

action of centrogenic and reflexogenic chemical control of breath-

ing is very little understood, and has to be studied in other

conditions, before the true mechanism of respiratory activity

under different physiological and pathological conditions can

be explained.

The theme of the present work is to study the r6le of the

respiratory centre and the chemoreflex mechanism in the respi-

ratory defense against experimentally induced acid-base displace-

ments in the blood. It seems worth while to inquire into the

mutual interplay between the variables in the acid-base balance

and the activity of the chemosensitive cells of the centre,

1) when acting alone, and 2) when being modified by the

chemoreflex component. Especially when considering that the

question of a specific stimulus to the centre itself is still open,

and that practically nothing is known about the importance of

the chemoreflex component in clinical conditions of acidosis

and alkalosis, the need for information on these points should

be felt.

An experimental approach to the subject seems particularly

justified by 1) the development of the measuring and recording

technique, employed in the present work, and 2) the use of

the cold-blocking technique. With the aid of special devices for

direct, automatic and continuous recording of blood pH and

pCOg, two of the three variables in the acid-base balance were
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made available for direct observation and control. As a conse-

quence, certain important hemo-respiratory reactions could

directly be followed in the anaesthetized dog. Is was there-

fore believed, that some new aspects of an old and complex

question — the chemical regulation of breathing — would

result from the experimental procedure, employed in the

present work.

Before the nature of the main problem is presented (p. 19),

a short review is given of certain earlier, basic investigations,

from which the present work was derived. However, it was

strongly felt, that a vast amount of references had to be omitted

for the sake of clarity. No attempt is therefore made to account

in detail for the overwhelming mass of data concerning the

chemical regulation of breathing, which is now available. Refe-

rence will only be made to such investigations, which bear

fundamental relationship to the present work. For complete
reference the reader should consult special reviews, which will

be mentioned in the text.



III. Approach to the Problem.

1. Physicochemical Factors in the Acid-Base

Balance of the Blood.

It is a well known fact that the amount of pulmonary (al-

veolar) ventilation has a great influence on the acid-hase balance

of the blood. This fact may now be clearly understood since

the classical works of L. J. Hendeeson, Hasselbalch, Haldane
et ah, Y. Henderson et ah and Van Sltke et ah in the first

two decades of this century, from which the modern concep-

tion of the acid-bace balance in the body is derived. For com-

plete reference, see reviews by Liljestrand (1928), Peters &
Van Sltke (1931), Haldane & Priestley (1935), Shock &
Hastings (1935) and Y. Henderson (1938).

It is now well recognized that the acid-base balance of the

blood in normal condition as well as in experimental or clinical

acidosis and alkalosis can be expressed in terms of three vari-

ables, viz. the hydrogen ion concentration, [H], the amount of

CO2 in the form of free carbonic acid, [HgCOs], ^be bi-

carbonate concentration, [BHCO3]. In confirmity with the Hen-

derson-Hasselbalch equation the relation of these variables

is: [H] = K X in which K is a constant. The amount

of free carbonic acid is in direct proportion to the PCO2 ,

whereas the bicarbonate concentration at a given amount of

available alkali varies with the pCOg in accordance with the

well known COg absorbtion curves. Since at a given rise in

pCO. the increase of H2CO3 is relatively greater than that of

BHOOg, it follows that an excess of CO2 in the blood, e. g.

during inhalation of COg, will cause an acid shift in the blood

reaction (“respiratory acidosis”). On the other hand, a COg

deficit, as caused by hyperventilation, will result in alkalosis

(“respiratory alkalosis”). When the amount of available alkali

is reduced, for instance by accumulation of fixed acids in the
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blood, the denominator in the carbonic acid/bicarbonate ratio,

and hence the pH, is decreased (“metabolic acidosis”), whereas

increased bicarbonate concentration following intravenous in-

jections of alkaline solutions leads to a rise in the pH (“meta-

bolic alkalosis”). The conditions mentioned may secondarily

become more or less compensated by changes in respiratory

activity and by other adaptive processes, thus restoring pH
to normal range,

2. Notable Conceptions concerning the Interplay

between Acid-Base Displacements in the Blood

and the Activity of the Respiratory

Mechanism as a Whole.

It is now firmly established that under normal conditions

at rest the chemical control of breathing is closely related to

the alveolar (arterial) pCOg. This conception is derived from

a series of classical experiments by different investigators,

Miescher-Rusch (1885) thus stated, that the COg percentage

in the air of the lungs ordinarily determines the chemical re-

gulation of breathing, and not the Og percentage. The “crossed

circulation” experiments on animals by Fbedeeicq (1901) showed

that alterations in ventilation could be produced by varying

the gas composition in the arterial blood supplying the head.

However, it was not until Haldane & Priebtlet (1905) in-

troduced their method for direct determination of alveolar pCOg,

that the full significance of carbon dioxide in the control of

breathing could be realized. By using this method they were

able to demonstrate that, under physiological conditions, the

alveolar pCOg is kept almost constant (about 40 mm Hg),-and

furthermore that an increase of about 0.2 % in the alveolar

COg is sufficient to double the resting alveolar ventilation,

whereas a similarly small dirainuition in the alveolar COg may
produce apnea. When, on the other hand, the oxygen percen-

tage of the inspired gas was changed over short periods, the

ventilation was found- to remain substantially unchanged until

the alveolar oxygen percentage was reduced to about 8. Below

this percentage breathing was found to increase markedly with

decreasing alveolar pOg. On the basis of these and other ob-
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servations the authors stated, that during normal condition the

breathing is regulated so as to give a constant percentage of

COg in the alveolar air, and that COg therefore acts specifically

in exciting the respiratory centre. The increased ventilation

during pronounced oxygen deficiency was ascribed to a stimu-

lating effect of hypoxemia upon the centre. The exceedingly

sensitive response to COg has later been repeatedly confirmed

(see Campbelu, Douglas & Hobson 1914, Liljesteand 1918,

and Nielsen 1936).

Later on Boycott & Haldane (1908) found that the diminu-

ition in alveolar pCOg during low atmospheric pressure was

caused by hyperventilation due to oxygen deficiency. Walter

(1877) had shown that, when HCl was administered to animals

by the stomach, the respiration was increased and the bicarbon-

ates of the blood were decreased. Investigations by Araei (1894)

and Galeotti (1904) seemed to show that, during oxygen

deficiency, there is a decreased alkalinity of the blood, which

was ascribed to excess production of lactic acid. Taking the

latter findings into consideration. Boycott & Haldane, from

their observation that the alveolar pCOg does not at once Te-

turn to normal on returning from low pressure, came to the

conclusion, that the combined effect of carbonic acid and other

acids on the reaction of the blood is the real stimulus to which

the respiratory centre responds.

In 1911 WiNTERSTEiN udvanccd his first “reaction theory’’,

according to which the respiratory activity during all condi-

tions, including oxygen deficiency, is regulated by the arterial

cH. The theory was strongly supported by the experiments of

Hasselbalch (1912). By changing the diet he could demon-

strate considerable alterations in the alveolar pCOg, whereas

the arterial cH remained substantially unchanged. The blood

reaction theory gained practically universal acceptance, and the

hyperventilation during oxygen deficiency was explained as

caused by “asphyxial acidosis”.

However, it was not long before evidence began to accumu-

late, which seemed to be more or less incompatible with this

theory. By using modern electrometric methods for direct

measuring of the pH of the blood, Winterstein (1915) could

demonstrate that during acute oxygen deficiency the blood
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reaction shifts to the alkaline side. Laqueob & Verzar (1912)

showed that injections into the aorta of new-born rabbits of

acid solutions as well as of weak alkaline solutions w’ith a high

pCOo could initiate respiratory activity. They therefore believed

that carbonic acid exerts a specific effect independent of its

properties as an acid, and that the stimulating effect of the

acid solutions was not due to the H-ion, as stated by Winter-

stein, but to excessive liberation of COo, H0CO3 or HCOs
in the tissues. The respiratory response to acetic acid was

ascribed also to a specific stimulating effect of the COOH ion

upon the respiratory centre. Hooker, Wieson & Connett (1917)

came to the conclusion, that carbonic acid acts specifically on the

respiratory centre. They perfused the isolated medulla of dogs

with definibrated blood of varying cH and pCOo, and observed

a greater respiratory activity when, at the same cH, the pCOo

was higher. Scott (1918) found no close parallelism between

arterial pH and respiration, when NaoCO., was injected at a

slow rate in decerebrated cats. The respiratory response to

increased COo was only somewhat less after the injections.

Scott stated that uudissociated COo acts as a “specific respi-

ratory hormone" and explained the diminishing in the response

to COo as caused by the fact, that “the threshold value of COo
may be raised in a condition of alkalosis and lowered in the

presence of an elevation in the cH of the blood". Connir and
Backus (1920) found increased respiratory activity after injec-

tion of small amounts of NaHCOg into the cisterna magna
or the carotid artery. Intravenous administration of NaHCOg
(CoEEiP 1920) caused increased ventilation if injected in mod-

erate doses, whereas massive doses caused a gradual decrease

in the respiratory movements, which finally ceased. Coelip

deduced a specific sensitivity of the respiratory centre to the

HCOg ion. Meleanby (1922) and Ege & Henriques (1926).

show'ed that the respiratory response to increased COo or oxygen

deficiency was much greater than that caused by similar changes

in the pH of the blood after injection of different acids and

alkalis. Ege & Henriques therefore concluded, that COg exerts

a specific action upon the centre.

The most conspicuous contradiction to the old blood acidity

theory was raised when Haebane, Keeeas & Kennawat (1919)



and Haqoaed & Y. Hendeeson (1919—20) demonstrated the

real nature of the hypocarbic condition during oxygen defici-

ency. They showed, that the decrease in bicarbonates during

hypoxic '
hyperventilation is not due to an accumulation of acid

metabolites, but is secondary to the effects of the hyperventila-

tion. HaIiDane, KEiiiiAs & Kennawat demonstrated a reduction

in excretion of acid and ammonia by the kidneys and concluded,

that this should be a quite normal adaptive compensation of the

alkalosis produced by the excessive blowing out of COg during

hypoxic hyperventilation. Already in 1918 Y. Hendeeson &
Hagoaed (see Hbndeesoit 1938) had shown in experiments on

animals that by merely varying the ventilation of the lungs, and

thereby adjusting the pCOg of the blood, they could induce a

marked decrease or increase in the alkali as bicarbonates of the

blood. When the lungs were over-ventilated, and the COg in the

blood was thus decreased, the bicarbonates were also greatly re-

duced. These and subsequent observations led them to the con-

clusion, that the hypocarbic condition during oxygen deficiency is

caused by the disappearance of alkali from the blood into the

tissues and urine as a result of the hypocapnic condition during

hypoxic hyperventilation. Accordingly, the old conception that

the decreased “titration alkalinity” of the blood during oxygen

deficiencj’’ involved acidosis must be given up. From this time

on the hypoxic hyperventilation became a real paradox.

In 1921 WiNTEESTEix advanced his second “reaction theory”,

according to which during oxygen deficiency the chemical reg-

ulation of the pulmonary ventilation should be dependent on

the cH within the respiratory centre itself. Oxygen deficiency

was thought to produce a local acidosis in the centre from

increased local accumulation of lactic acid. Two years later

Gesele (see Geseee 1925) proposed the well-known “intracellular

acidity” theory, postulating that “the activity of the respiratory

centre is fundamentally a function of its own acidity, as

opposed to the acidity of the arterial blood, the specificity of

carbon dioxide and the direct stimulating effect of lack of

oxygen”.

Meanwhile it was shown by Jacobs (1920) that alkaline so-

lutions of HgCOg— NaHCOs exert acid effects in the in-

terior of the cells of certain unicellular organisms and flowers.
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The cause of this changing relationship between extracellular

and intracellular cH was ascribed to a rapid diffusion of COo

into the cell, whereas “the ions as such do not penetrate to

any appreciable extent’’. Loeb (1922) stated, that weak undis-

sociated acids diffuse freely through cell membranes. The

increased ventilation following injection of NaHCOg was con-

sequently explained as caused by an acid shift in the centre

as opposed to the alkaline shift in the blood. In 1926—27

Gesell and his coworkers (see Geseee 1929) measured the

changes in pH in the cerebrospinal liquor and in arterial and

venous blood, as well as the changes in the COo of the expired

gas following intravenous injections of different alkaline so-

lutions and pharmaca. Administration of NallCOg resulted in

an alkaline shift in the blood, whereas the liquor turned acid,

and the expired COo increased. These findings were thought

to support the intracellular acidity theory.

According to Nielsen (1936) COo is “der ad&quate Reiz des

Atemzentrums’’, not by virtue of its acid-forming properties,

but through a specific action of its own. This conclusion was

derived from experiments on human subjects, in which was

shown that a certain change in arterial pH was associated with

a larger increase in ventilation when caused by inhalation of

COg than by ammonium chloride acidosis. This statement of

Nielsen has been adopted by several authors (cf. Krogh 1941,

Schmidt 1941, Best & Tatlor 1943). The theory of Nielsen
also implies, that alterations in pulmonary ventilation mainly

result from changes in the excitability of the centre to COg.

The increased ventilation during ammonium chloride acidosis

was consequently explained as caused by an increased excitability

of the centre to COg (see further “Discussion” p. 48).

3. Influence of the Discovery of the Chemoreflex
Mechanism on the Validity of Earlier

Respiratory Theories.

When J. F. and C. Hetmans and C. Hetmans and his col-
laborators in the years 1924—27 and 1930—32 discovered the
peripheral chemoreflex mechanism, a new and more secure
foundation was given upon which the physiological research in
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respiration could advance. It was not long, until the observa-

tions of Hetmans and his associates became confirmed in the

main by a number of different workers, though there still are

some difference in opinion about certain points of fundamental

importance. During the last years also some new and interesting

aspects as to the interaction of centrogenic and chemoreflex

drives have been put forth. For reference and reviews see

Hetmans, Bouckaeet&Hegniees (1933), Eulbb & Liljesteand

(1936), Hetmans & Bouckaeet (1939), Gesell (1939, 1941),

Schmidt & Comeoe (1941), Beenthad (1944), Schmidt (1945),

and Bjuestedt (1946).

The dominating role of the chemoreflex drive in the respi-

ratory defense against acute oxygen deficiency is now firmly

established. The chemoreflexes are entirely responsible for the

hypoxic hyperventilation, at least in the initial stages, that

are associated with blood alkalosis. Since the chemosensitive

ceils of the centre itself have been shown to be less active in

hypoxic hyperventilation than during eupnea, the chemoreflexes

also have to compensate for the decrease in central support.

The latter has been shown to depend directly upon decreased

stimulation resulting from hypocapnia and alkalosis, thus being

no inhibitory effect from oxygen lack per se (Bjdkbtedt 1946).

Consequently those theories must be refuted, according to

which the hyperventilation during acute oxygen deficiency

results from direct stimulating effect of hypoxemia upon the

centre (Haddane & Priestley 1905), from increased arterial

cH (WiNTERSTEiN 1911), increased intracentral (Winteestein

1921) or intracellular cH in the centre (Geskli. 1923). However,

these conceptions may theoretically be as valid to day as they

were before the discovery of the chemoreflex mechanism, if

restricted to imply that the dominating factor controlling the

self-engendered activity of the centre is the pCOg or cH of the

arterial blood or of the centre.

Gesjsll seems to foreshadow the required modification of the

original intracellular theory in one of his latest reviews (1941).

Stressing the importance of intracellular acid excitation for the

activity of the ehemoreceptors (see below Eulee, Liljesteand

& Zotteeman 1939) he states, th.at there is no need for excluding

the centre in the general sclieme of the intracellular acidity
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theory o£ respiratory control. “Like the chemoreceptors it re-

sponds to changes in acidity.’’

Experiments, showing that the chemoceptively denervated

centre responds to increased COo in the inhaled air, are not

actually inconsistent with any of the earlier theories if modified

to refer to the chemosensitive cells of the centre. However,

only few direct investigations seem to have been performed

to elucidate the question as to the identity of the chemical

stimulus to the centre itself. Banub and his collaborators (1944)

made intravenous injections of HCl on dogs completely deprived

of their chemoreflexes, and found only minimal fluctuations in

arterial cH with marked decreases in alveolar pCOo. They

therefore attributed the increased pulmonary ventilation to the

action of hydrogen ions w’ithin the cells of the centre.

The theories, which postulate increased excitability of the

centre to the “normal’’ stimulus during acute oxygen deficiency

(LiNBHAKn 1911, Nielsen 1936, Hendeuson 1938), seem not to

have been experimentally proved. Such an increased excitability

is anyhow of minor importance in the acute hypoxic hyper-

ventilation, since during this condition— as mentioned above
— the central support in the respiratory defense has later been

shown to be markedly reduced.

As to the role of the chemoreflex drive in the hypercapnic

hyperventilation opinions differ considerably. There is no doubt

that the peripheral chemoreceptors are stimulated by increased

CO 2 or cH. This has been shown by studies on the action

potentials in the sinus nerves. Euleb, Liljestband & Zotteb-

MAN (1939) found under condition of pure oxygen inhalation

that the chemoceptive fibres began to discharge as soon as

the alveolar pCOo exceeded about 30 mm Hg, and that the

discharge increased in approximatively linear relation to the

pCOg. They also presented evidence that the exciting factor to

the chemoreceptors is the cH within the chemoceptive cells

themselves.

Increased discharge from the peripheral chemoreceptors

during progressive hypercapnia should, however, not be con-

sidered the same as increased chemoreflex influence in the

respiratory response to hypercapnia. The importance of the

chemoreflexes as compared with that of the chemoceptively

2 Hesser
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isolated centre in the defense against increased pCO^ has been

much discussed with respect to 1) sensitivity (threshold for COg

stimulation), 2) relative power of the two components, and 3)

speed of reaction. The experimental results have unfortunately

been controversial in all three respects, and as yet the questions

must he considered open. Conceivably the differences in ex-

perimental approach have largely contributed to the confusion.

In several cases the carotid bodies have been separately per-

fused, and from these experiments it is quite clear, that hy-

percapnic and weak acid solutions may produce reflex hyper-

ventilation, when acting locally on the chemoreceptors. However,

quantitative data as to the nature of the reflex stimulation can

hardly be obtained from studies of the amount of ventilation

in perfusion experiments, since the respiratory reactions also

depend on the condition of the centre. For instance, isolated

stimulation of the peripheral chemoreceptors with resulting

hyperventilation will produce hypocapnia and alkalosis at the

centre, which in turn will diminish the central component, thus

modifying the outcome of chemoreceptor excitation (cf. Hetmans

& Bouckabkt 1939). Hence, as long as the stimulation of

chemosensitive cells in the chemoreceptors and centre is not

caused by chemical changes in the arterial blood, acting on

both structures, the condition is not only artificial but will

derange the normal interaction of the two components.

In this connection some interesting experiments by Gesele,

Lapiues & Levin (1940) seem to have given new aspects on

the chemoreflex mechanism. By repeated cold-blockings of the

sinus nerves during progressive hypercapnia they found that,

as hypercapnia was becoming more intense, temporary with-

drawal of the chemoreflex component caused a diminishing

absolute reduction of the total ventilation. At 5—6 per cent

of CO2 in the inspired air blocking no more caused any effect

whatever. It was concluded that increasing pCOg at the centre

or elsewhere along the chemoreflex pathway exerts an increasing

blocking effect on the signals set up in the chemoreceptors,

and that hyperpnea of high grade hypercapnia is purely

centrogenic.
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4. The Problem.

From the investigations mentioned in the preceding review

it is evident, that the question is still open as to the “identity

of the chemical stimulus" for the self-engendered activity of

the respiratory centre itself. Among the variables in the acid-

base balance, which is without doubt of very great importance

in the respiratory adjustments to the metabolic needs of the

body, both cH and the CO* molecule are known to exert a

stimulating influence upon the acitivity of the chemoceptivcly

denervated centre. However, there are differences in opinion,

as to 1) which of these variables in the acid-base balance is

the dominant factor, and 2) the mode of action of these vari-

ables. Very little is known concerning the interaction between

central and chemoreflex components in the respiratory activity

during acid-base displacements under high arterial oxygen

saturation. Both questions are of major importance for the

understanding of the chemical control of the respiratory appa-

ratus as a whole. It seems therefore pertinent to inquire into

the above-mentioned mechanisms in the trend to elucidate the

various factors, which are involved in the complex regulation

of the pulmonary ventilation.

The response of the respiratory centre itself to changes in

its chemical milieu can be studied in animal experiments by
observing respiratory reactions after complete, surgical discon-

nection of the chemoreflex mechanism. It therefore seemed

probable that, by using a procedure, in which the chemo-

ceptively denervated centre could be studied under the influence

of experimentally induced acid-base displacements in the blood,

as judged by the aid of a special measuring and recording

system, some new information on the chemical excitatory

mechanism of the centre itself could be gained.

Information could also be expected on the importance of

the chemoreflexes in the respiratory defense against acid-base

displacements by use of the same experimental facilities in the

chemoceptivcly intact animal in combination with the cold-

blocking technique. The chemoreflex component cannot be
studied by disconnection of the centre, since the latter is a
necessary integrant in the nervous pathway from the chemo-
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receptors to the respiratory muscles. However, by suddenly

and temporarily blocking the chemoreflex drive, the relationship

between central and chemoreflex components in the respiratory

activity is promptly revealed, at a given situation of interaction.

It should be stressed at once, that the cold-blocking experi-

ments must not be contaminated with such experiments, in

which respiratory reactions are observed after permanent chemo-

reflex denervation, made in advance. This is because the

result of a “chronical” denervation will conceivably be a con-

dition, which entirely differs from that which is set up by the

normally continuous chemoreflex influence upon the centre.

Neither can such respiratory reactions be considered represen-

tative for the absolute response of the peripheral chemosensitive

structures, which are obtained in experiments with isolated

perfusion of these regions, since the reflex influence on the

respiratory muscles are greatly modified by chemical changes,

induced at the centre by the respiratory reactions per se.

The above-mentioned experimental approach to the problem

of the importance of the chemoreflexes in acidotic and alka-

lotic conditions, i.e. the cold-blocking technique, was therefore

considered the method of choice.



lY. Experimental Section.

1. Methods.

General Procedure.

All experiments were performed on dogs under cliloralose

anaesthesia (see below “Anaesthesia”). 32 dogs of 12 to 32 kilos

weight were used.

One principal feature of the method involved direct, simul-

taneous and continuous measuring and recording of the relative

changes in pulmonary ventilation, alveolar carbon dioxide pres-

sure and arterial pH (see below “Pleasuring and Recording

Apparatus") during the development of experimentally induced

acidotic and alkalotic conditions. Another integrant was to reveal

experimentally the ccntrogcnic and chemoreflex components at

different stages of such conditions.

Deviations from the normal acid-base balance were induced

either b}' having the animals inspire a mixture of COj in Oo,

or by intravenous injections of HCl and NallCO., as well as

Ra.COg. The reason for choosing HCl in favour of those organic

acids, which are actually formed by the body itself under certain

conditions (e. g. lactic and acetic acid), was that the latter acids

are normally oxidized in the body, thereby inducing only a

transient acidotic displacement. Since preliminar}’’ observations

revealed that the hemo-respiratory reactions following the injec-

tions were highly dependent on the rate of injection, these were

usually performed by means of a special syringe assembly

(see below “Administration of Acid and Alkaline Solutions”),

admitting an administration of the solutions at a desired and

constant rate.

In a first series of experiments the hemo-respiratory reactions

under acid-base displacements were studied in animals, the

respiratory centre of which had been permanently freed from
all known influences from peripheral presso- and chemoreceptor
excitation (see below “Disclosing of Centrogenic and Chemo-
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reflex Components”). To exclude any devitalizing effect of

hypoxemia upon the centre, the animals were allowed to inhale

continuously oxygen-rich gas mixtures.

In order to reveal the centrogenic and chemoreflex components

in the respiratory activity under acid-base displacements in

the blood, the chemosensory impulses in the sinus nerves were

temporarily cold-blocked at different stages of such conditions

(vagi and pressosensory fibres originating in the sinuses being

cut. See below “Disclosing of Centrogenic and Chemoreflex

Components"). Hence, when blocking the impulses in the sinus

nerves all known remaining chemoreflex influences were select-

ively eliminated. Thus any change in respiratory activity on

blocking and deblocking must be referred to withdrawal and

addition of the remaining chemoreflex drives.

However, the possibility of an actual excitation of the sinus

nerves during cooling had to be taken into account. As shown

recently by Eulee (1947) a local cooling down to about 15°C.

of the mammalian somatic nerves by means of the tbermode

technique excites thb thick myelinated afferent fibres but not the

thinnest afferents. Though in the present work the sinus nerves

were rapidly cooled locally to about 0° C,, there may conceiv-

ably be some adjacent parts of the nerves central to the ther-

modes which were only slowly cooled down to about 15° C. as

in the experiments made by Etjlee, The electroneurogram of the

sinus nerves of the dbg has been found to consist of larger, medi-

um-sized and very small action potentials, the first two groups de-

riving from baroceptive fibres only, the latter also from chemocept-

ive fibres (Eulee & Zotteeman 1942). Therefore no theoretical

evidence of excitation of the chemoceptive fibres during cooling

of the sinus nerves seems to exist (nor have any signs of such

excitation been revealed in the present work). As to the pres-

sosensory fibres the assumption of such a cooling excitatory

effect may be warranted. Actually an initial decrease in the

arterial blood pressure may be observed on blocking the sinus

nerves, after the vagi and baroceptive fibres originating in the

sinuses have been sectioned. However, this “depressor” effect

was most, striking when blocking tbe sinus nerves during hyp-

oxemia. This effect may therefore readily be explained as

caused by a withdrawal of a pressor drive from the chemore-
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ceptors (cf. Etjler & Liljestband 1942). In addition, blocking

with the pressosensory fibres intact always caused a large increase

in the arterial blood pressure, indicating that the pressosensory

fibres were not excited to any significant degree, but that in

these cases the pressor impulses were actually blocked.

It was therefore concluded that the cold-blockings as used

in the present work actually caused a functional, temporary,

but complete disconnection of the remaining chemoreflex com-

ponent in the respiratory activity.

It was considered important to avoid changes in the respira-

tory activity from fluctuations in the body temperature. There-

fore the body was maintained at practically constant tempera-

ture by means of built-in heaters in the operating table. The

body temperature was checked with a thermometer in contact

with the circulating blood (see below “Arterial pH”),

Anaesthesia.

In all experiments chloralose was used, administered intraven-

ously in doses of about 10 ml per kg of a 1 per cent solution.

In order to avoid spontaneous changes in the respiratory activity

during the course of an experiment as a result of alterations in

depth of anaesthesia, small succeeding doses of chloralose were
given at intervals of 2—3 hours. The anaesthesia level was con-

trolled so as to just s\ippress spinal motor reflex reactions.

Operation.

A special cannula belonging to a device for automatic recording

of alveolar pC02 (see below “Alveolar Carbon Dioxide Pressure”)

was inserted into the trachea. The right femoral vein was used
for intravenous injections, while the right femoral artery was used
for recording of the arterial blood pressure. On those dogs, on
which the cold-blocking experiments were performed, the carotid
regions were exposed and the pressosensory fibres from the sinus
regions severed, essentially in accordance with the general tech-
nique previously described and discussed in detail by Bjurstedt
(1946). The following modifications of this technique were em-
ployed. Before the pressosensory denervation began large doses of
heparin (about 5 mg/kg) were given intravenously in order to avoid
the risk of clotting in the carotid bodies, which might have other-
wise occured when operation in these regions was carried out.
The most painstaking ligation of all open vessels in the operation
wounds therefore had to be done in order to avoid large losses
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of blood through hemorrhage. The pressosensory fibres from the

sinus regions were then severed before by-passing the carotid

bodies by means of a fine pair of scissors. However, in several

instances it was found advantageous not to cut the pressor fibres

altogether but to ligate a large portion of them in order to avoid

damage of small arteries which frequently run amidst the pressor

fibres. By denuding the walls of the sinuses and the large vessels

near the bifurcation the nerve network on the surfaces of these

vessels was destroyed. After the vagi had been cut between liga-

tures in the mid cervical region the pressosensory denervation

was considered complete when no pressor effect appeared after

clamping of the common carotids. To avoid injury of the sinus

nerves a thin layer of tissue surrounding the nerves was left.

Finally the glass chamber belonging to the devices for measuring

and recording of the arterial pH and oxygen saturation (see

below “Arterial pH” and “Arterial Oxygen Saturation”) was inserted

into the left femoral artery.

Disclosing of Centrogenic and Chemoreflex

Components.

Temporary blockings (usually lasting 1-2 minutes) of the chemo-

sensory impulses in the sinus nerves were attained by local and

temporary cooling of the sinus nerves. For this purpose fine silver

thermodes were placed around the tissue cords containing the sinus

nerves (see “Operation”), about a half to one centimeter central

to the carotid bodies. The temperature of the thermodes could be

decreased to about 0° C. within a few seconds by means of rapidly

circulating alcohol of 0° to -2° C., sucked from a large container

in a cold-store refrigerator. Deblocking could be brought about

within a few seconds by shifting to alcohol of 37—38° C., obtained

from a large container including a thermo-relay arrangement.

Usually the thermodes were permanently kept in place during the

course of an experiment, the head of the dog being fixed to the

operating table by means of a clamp. After the vagi had been

cut the effectiveness of the cold-blocking was repeatedly tested by

checking that no respiratory stimulation was evoked by inhalation

8—10 per cent Og iu N 2 or by intravenous injections of chemo-

reflexly active doses of NaCN. The general vitality of the chemo-

reflexes on deblocking was checked in the same manner.

"When a permanent elimination of the presso- and chemoreceptor

reflexes was desired, the vagi were cut between ligatures, and the

tissue-cords containing the sinus nerves ligated about one centi-

meter central to the carotid bodies. The effectiveness of the denerv-

ation operation was tested in the same manner as when testing

the effectiveness of the cold-blocking (cf. fig. 4 D).
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Measuring and Becording Apparatus.

For the present -work a number of devices have been constructed
for measuring and recording directly, automatically and contin-

uously a) the pulmonary ventilation, b) the alveolar carbon diox-

ide pressure, c) the arterial pH, d) the arterial oxygen saturation,

and e) the systemic arterial blood pressure. These variables were
recorded simultaneously on photographic paper by means of an
optical system and a camera. Fig. 1 gives a schematic represent-

ation of the general arrangements of the measuring and recording

systems.

a) Pulmonary Ventilation.

The volume of breathing was recorded by using alternatively

two different methods (fig. 2). In one series of experiments the

animals were allowed to rebreathe in a Krogh’s respirometer in

which the soda lime was removed in case a gradual increase of

the GO2 concentration of the inspired gas was desired. In order

to prevent a gradual and technically disturbing sinking of the

respirometer lid caused by oxygen consumption or removal of gas

through the C02-analyzer (see below “Alveolar Carbon Dioxide

Pressure”), the closed system was automatically supplied with

additional oxygen as corresponding to the loss of gas. This was
made by having the oxygen, which was stored under pressure in

a steel cylinder, pass a pressure reducing valve and then an elec-

tromagnetic valve before entering the respirometer. Each time the

lid would sink to a certain level a contact arrangement was closed

and power supplied to the electromagnet. This opened the valve

temporarily and the respirometer was thus inflated with small

amounts of oxygen. The oxygen pressure of the inspired gas could

be checked by means of a Pauling oxygen tensimeter. The move-

ments of the respirometer lid were transmitted to a sliding alumin-

ium screen, the latter uncovering more or less the light-sensitive

surface of the phototube of an electronic light-measuring device.

After passing a direct current 1-stage vacuum tube amplifier the

changes of the phototube current, caused by the movements of the

respirometer lid, were directly recorded on photographic paper by

means' of a torsion band oscillograph.

In another series of experiments, in which the composition of

the inspired gas had to be changed suddenly and then kept con-

stant for a certain period, the expiratory volumes were recorded

in the following manner. The gas mixtures needed for inhalation

were delivered from large steel cylinders, containing 40 liters of

gas at a pressure of about 150 atmospheres. Each gas mixture

first passed a pressure reducing valve and then a demand valve.

Pioneer type A-12 regulator. The outlets of the demand valves
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were connected to the six openings on the inlet-side of a seven-way
stopcock. The stopcock consisted of a slide valve formed hy two
pieces of brass with a centre bolt. One of the plates was provided
with six holes and the other with a single opening. The latter

was connected to the inspiratory side of a one-way respiratory

valve. Shifting from one gas mixture to another could be made
quickly by turning the slide valve during the expiratory phase
to the desired position. Since the volume of the gas in the tube

connection between the slide valve and the trachea was relati-

vely small, the actual shifting of inspired gas usually took place

during the subsequent inspiratory stroke. The expiratory side of

the respiratory valve was connected to a gas meter. By means
of a friction coupling, the turning of the meter spindle with each

expiration was transmitted to an iron shaft placed along the axis

of a coil electromagnet. A cord wouud on a brass wheel on the

iron shaft was fastened to the screen of the afore-mentioned

phototube device. In this way the screen moved in proportion to

the volume of each expiration. At certain intervals power was
automatically supplied for a short period to the electromagnet

from a time-controlled relay. This causdd a temporary release of

the friction coupling which allowed the spring-loaded shaft and

screen to return rapidly to their zero setting. In this way the

volume of breathing was recorded on the photographic paper as

a stair curve, the height of each step corresponding to the volume

of each expiratory stroke and the height of an entire stair to the

volume of expired gas during a certain period of time.

b) Alv.eolar Carbon Dioxide Pressure.

The alveolar pC02 was measured and recorded automatically

and continuously by means of a method especially developed for

the present purpose and described in detail in the “Appendix”,

Alveolar samples were drawn automatically from the trachea of

the animals only during the last phase of each expiration and

the subsequent respiratory pause, irrespectively of rate and depth

of breathing as well as of resting respiratory level. The carbon

dioxide in the intermittently obtained samples was measured and

recorded automatically and continuously by a thermal conductive

analvzer, especially designed for shortness of time lag and automa-

tic compensation of disturbances from co-existent gases.

c) Arterial pH.

The pH of the circulating arterial blood was measured electro-

metrically by means of a glass electrode assembly (see fig. 3)

inserted into the left femoral artery, and a special tube electro-
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Fig. 3. Oximeter and glass electrode assembly (halt natural size).

meter, previously described by Bjuestedt (1946). The device was

especially designed for suppression of zero drift, the latter amount-

ing only to some millivolt during uninterrupted measuring of up
to 10 hours. A Multiflex galvanometer, type MG 3, connected to

the electrometer continuously recorded the changes in arterial pH
with a time lag of about one second. By switching temporarily

the glass and reference electrodes to a Beckman pH-meter, model
M, momentary pH-values could be read on the dial of the latter.

The galvanometer deflexion corresponding to O.i of a pH-unit could
be checked and photographed by switching in a special calibrator.

The temperature of the circulating blood was checked by means
of a small thermometer, fltted into the glass electrode chamber.
Clotting was prevented by repeated intravenous injections of large

doses of heparin.
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d) Arterial Oxygen Saturation.

The oxygen saturation of the circulating arterial, blood was
measured and recorded continuously by means of a photo-electric

oximeter device, automatically compensating for alterations in the

hemoglobin content of the circulating blood. The principles and
theory of the compensating oximeter have been described by
Millikan (1942). The oximeter unit was placed over a flattened

prolongation of the glass electrode chamber (see fig. 3), the interior

transverse section of the prolongation amounting to about l.o X
8 mm. In this way a constant and homogeneous optical medium
between the lamp and the barrier-layer light-sensitive cells of the

oximeter was ensured, disregarding the variations in the hemo-

globin content of the circulating blood. However, by using an

especially elaborated rnodification of the “third” Millikan oximeter

device the changes in light-transmission owing to dilution of the

circulating blood were automatically compensated. The oximeter

device was connected to a Multiflex galvanometer, type MG 3, the

sensitivity of which could be varied by means of a rheostat. The
calibration of the oximeter was made principally according to

Millikan. The “Coleman filter A” was used for adjustment of the

“green” (infra-red) light-transmission, whereas 100 % oxygen satura-

tion was attained by having the dog breathe pure oxygen or car-

bogen (6.5 % CO2 in O2). The glass electrode and the thermometer

of the glass chamber were placed proximal to the oximeter unit

in order not to be influenced by the heat from the lamp of the

oximeter.

e) Systemic Arterial Blood Pressure.

The arterial blood pressure was recorded from the right femoral

artery by means of an ordinary optical rubber membrane mano-

meter. The tube connecting the artery cannula and the manometer

was filled with Ringer solution to which had been added heparin

in order to prevent clotting of blood streaming out into this tube

connection.

Administration of Acid and Alkaline Solutions.

Conditions simulating metabolic acidosis and alkalosis were
experimentally induced by giving intravenously solutions of N/2
HCl and NaHCOg as well as NaoCOg, the bases usually in molar
concentrations. The NaHCOg solutions were always freshly prepared
and used immediately in order to avoid transition to NaoCOg by
escape of COg. The solution's were administered in varying doses

and at difierent rates. When a constant rate of injection was
desired the plunger of the syringe was uniformly pushed by means
of a motor-driven propelling screw (see fig. 1).
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2. Preliminary Observations and Comments.

Before the main results are described and discussed (p. 39)

some preliminary observations which are only indirectly related

to the main theme of the present work will be mentioned and

commented on. Some of these observations deal with ques-

tions connected with the procedures and technique used for

ensuring uniformitj'' of the experimental basic conditions. Other

preliminary observations refer more closely to the main problem

and had to be considered in the interpretation of the main results.

Influence of Anaesthesia and Operation.

It has been stated by ScHMinx (1940) that the use of cblor-

alose as an anaesthetic disturbs the normal interrelationship

between centrogenic and chemoreflex components in the respira-

tory activity not onl}’’ by causing a depression of the central

response to carbon dioxide but also by actually exaggerating

the chemoreflex excitability. It seems conceivable that, in order

to moderate this unbalance between centrogenic and chemo-

reflex drives, the anaesthesia should be light. However, in the

too lightly anaesthetized animal an increased respiratory activ-

ity may incidentally be evoked refiexly from sensory, non-

specific stimulation. If chloralose is used in suitable doses

major disturbances may be avoided, whereas at the same lime

the depression of the respiratory centre may be fairly insig-

nificant as indicated by the absence of a rise in the alveolar

carbon dioxide pressure (see Euler & LiL.TESTEAxr) 1936, 1940).

Euler & Liljestraxd further showed that under such condi-

tions a fairly stable state in respect to respiration could be

kept for hours as revealed by the relative constancy of the

alveolar carbon dioxide pressure.

The disturbed balance between centrogenic and chemoreflex
components in eupneic breathing under chloralose anaesthesia
seems to be an established fact. This unbalance may partly
be explained by an increased hypoxic excitation of the periph-
eral chemoreceptors owing to a certain degree of desaturation
of the arterial blood, which usually develops under such condi-
tions. A simultaneous depression of the centrogenic drive may
therefore be masked. A certain depression of the central
response to COo could actually be demonstrated in the present



V\^ 4 A and B Effects of sudden shifts from pure oxygen to CO,-Oo-inixtures

• ^
h moceptively intact dog. Between A and B section of the vagi. Note the

kckinTparallelism between pulmonary ventilation and arterial cH. No respiratory

insufficiency after bilateral vagotomy during high arterial Oj saturation, although

the respiratory pattern has changed.
^ ^

Between first two markings 6.5 % COo in O2 ,
between following two markings

2.8 % COo in Oj.
. , ,

C and D. Reactions on administration of 7.D % Oj in Nj instead of pure oxygen

before (C) and after (D) denervation of the sinuses (vagi cut), illustrating the

mutual relationship between O, saturation and pH of the blood. Note: in D

after the shift to the oxygen-poor gas mixture the pH-tracing goes towards the

alkaline side although no increase in ventilation occurs. tYhen shifting back to

ure oxygen, however, the pH-tracing shows a shift to the acid side again without

arrsimultaneous decrease of ventilation.
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experiments by observing the bemo-respiratory reactions of the

anaesthetized dog Vv'hen shifting from O 2 to mixtures of CO 2

in Oo in the inspired gas (see fig. 4 A). Though the increase

in pulmonary ventilation was marked, the same rise in alveolar

pCOo or arterial cH would presumably have evoked a larger

increase in the unanaesthetized animal.

It would be suspected, that if the chemoreflex excitability is

actually exaggerated in chloralose anaesthesia, the chemoreflex

drive elicited by COj or arterial cH should increase relative

to the centrogeuic drive, the deeper the anaesthesia. In the

experiment illustrated in fig. 5, the respiratory apparatus was

profoundly depressed by adding large doses of chloralose. In

consequence the ventilation decreased considerably and the

pCOo and cH of the arterial blood increased correspondingly,

whereas shifting from Oo to 2.8 % COo in Oo in the inspired

gas hardly evoked any increase in the respiratory activity. The

relative importance of the centrogenic and chemoreflex drive

in this condition was revealed when the chemoreflexes were

blocked. A just observable increase in the average arterial cH
(indicating a very small decrease in the alveolar ventilation)

during the block points to the minor importance of the chemo*

reflex component and to the dominant role of the centrogenic

support. It is therefore concluded that chloralose only to an

insignificant degree, if at all, exaggerates the chemoreflex drive,

caused by CO 2 or arterial cH.

Since a spontaneous change in the depth of anaesthesia may
result in a changed balance between central and chemoreflex

components, it was considered important to keep the anaesthesia

level as constant as possible. As already mentioned a fairly

stable state in respect to respiration may be kept for hours if

chloralose is given in suitable doses. By additional small doses
of chloralose at intervals of some hours this condition could
usually be extended to last during the entire course of an
experiment. In the present experiments it was therefore no
obvious reason to expect any significant change in the balance
between centrogenic and chemoreflex drives due to a mere
change in the depth of anaesthesia. It is therefore concluded
that changes in this balance, as revealed in short-lasting cold-
blocking experiments under different acid-base displacements

8 Hesser
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in the blood, refer to actual changes in the mutual relationship

between central and chemoreflex components.

It was often found that after the preparatory operative pro-

cedure had been completed under air breathing, the alveolar

pCOg was rather low. At the same time the arterial pH was

found to be either ’’normal” or swung to the acid side, implying

a decrease in the BHCO3 content of the blood. The cause of

the hypocarbic condition was here presumably complex. The

condition may have involved a process, in which alkali was

’’driven out of the blood” in consequence of the prevailing

hypocapnia (see Henderson 1938). The hypocapnia, on the

other hand, may have been the result of decreased metabolic

production of COg under narcosis (Henderson 1938) and in-

creased ventilation. Several factors may have cooperated to

produce increased ventilation, viz. 1) initial excitation from

the anaesthetic per so, 2) stimulation from surgical trauma,

and 3) exaggerated hypoxic stimulation of the chemoreflexes

under chloralose anaesthesia and air breathing. Apart from the

secondary condition of alkali being driven out of the blood, a de-

crease in the BHCO3 content of the blood may possibly also

result from liberation of acid metabolites from injured regions.

After the operation had been' almost completed, oxygen-rich

gas mixtures were usually given throughout the experiment.

After shifting to increased oxygen the vagi were sectioned in

the mid cervical region in order to eliminate any influence

from the aortic presso- and chemoreceptors. Here it was ne-

cessary to consider the statement that vagotomy leads to respira-

tory insufficiency (cf. Hess 1931, Gollwitzer-Meier & Lerche
1940). However, as judged from the alveolar pCOg, the alveolar

ventilation remained practically unchanged after double vago-
tomy during high oxygen (fig. 4 A and B), although the resp-

iratory pattern changed to a deeper and less frequent type, often
with a considerable change in the pulmonary minute volume.

Arterial (Alveolar) Carbon Dioxide Pressure and pH.

It is well known that as long as the metabolic production
of CO2 remains unchanged and a "steady state" prevails, de-
termination of the average alveolar pCOg yields a more satis-
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factory and direct information as to the effectiveness of the

respiratory activity than does measuring of the pulmonary

ventilation. An increase or decrease in the alveolar pCOg under

these conditions proves that the alveolar ventilation has decreas-

ed or increased.

Since the pCOg of the alveolar air is usually practically the

same as in the systemic arterial blood (Keogh & Keogh 1910,

Boce et al., 1929), it follows from the Hendeeson-HasbelbaiiCh

equation that, under an unchanged buffering capacity of the

blood, the cH of the arterial blood will change parallel to the

alveolar pCOg. Hence, a continuous recording of arterial pH
and/or alveolar pCOg will reveal even the slightest changes in

the alveolar ventilation and thus in the effectiveness of the

respiratory activity, also when no significant changes in pul-

monary ventilation can be detected directly. In some of the

present experiments, especially in those with cold-blocking of

the sinus nerves, the respiratory activity was therefore some-

times preferably judged from the alveolar pCOg and/or arteri-

al pH.

It should be quite difficult to determine directly and con-

tinuously the variations in the alveolar pCOg within the respi-

ratory cycle itself (see Appendix”). However, this can be made
indirectly by recording continuously the pH of the arterial

blood, as has been done in the present work. The rather para-

doxical fact was established that the fluctuations in the arterial

pH during the course of a respiratory cycle increased with the

buffering capacity of the blood as alkali was given intraven-

ously. The observation is, however, not so surprising when

remembering that the BHCO3 fraction has little buffering in-

fluence against carbonic acid as compared to stronger acids.

The main point is further, that when alkali is given, the al-

veolar pCOg also increases. Hence, the pressure difference be-

tween alveolar pCOg and the pCOg of the ambient air is in-

creased. Therefore great fluctuations in the alveolar pCOg appear

with each inspiration, further exaggerated by the slow rate of

respiration.

Also in other cases in which for some reason the rate of

respiration was appreciably decreased {e.g. in vagotomized

animals), considerable fluctuations could be observed in the
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saturation and pH of the arterial blood is illustrated in fig, 4 D.

A sudden shift from Og to inspiration of 7,9 % Og in Ng iii

the completely presso- and chemoceptively denervated dog caused

a marked hypoxemia, whilst the pulmonary ventilation gradu-

ally decreased. Meanwhile the arterial pH shifted to the alkaline

side in consequence of the oxygen desaturation, but then

slowly decreased as a result of the decreasing ventilation. When
the dog was suddenly allowed to breathe pure oxygen again,

the arterial blood became rapidly saturated with oxygen. As a

result the blood became more acid until the ventilation began

to increase again, which caused the arterial pH to approach

gradually its pre-hypoxic level.

Systemic Arterial Blood Pressure

and Pulmonary Ventilation.

The influence of changes in the arterial blood pressure upon

the respiratory activity had to be recognized especially in those

experiments in which rapid injections of acid or alkali were

made. In the completely “presso-denervated” animals changes in

the arterial pressure may alter the respiratory activity in conse-

quence of alterations in blood perfusion of the centre (cf. Schmidt

1941) or of the carotid bodies {Eulee & Liljebteand 1936, 1937,

1940, Eudee, Liljesteand & Zotteemah 1939, Bjuestedt &
Hessee 1942). The presence of intact pressor reflexes in certain

injection experiments, on the other hand, puts forth the question

as to the possibility of a reflex inhibition of the respiratory

activity from an increase in the arterial blood pressure (cf.

Hetmans & Bouckaeet 1930, Koch & Maek 1931, Bjuestedt

& Eui.ee 1942), However, for the interpretation of the results

of the present experiments a reflex inhibition in the intact

animal has no significance except in those experiments, in which

the respiratory activity decreased in direct connection with the

injections, i. e. after carbonate injections. Also in the “presso-

denervated” animals a contamination in the respiratory reac-

tions from alterations in blood perfusion of tbe centre or ca-

rotid bodies had presumably very little significance, since usu-

ally the average blood pressure and the arterial “oxygen satu-

ration were high.
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Several interesting observations as to llio effect of acid and

alkali injections upon the arterial blood pressure were made,

which will be described and discussed in subsequent papers.

In the present work only such blood pressure effects will be

mentioned, which may interfere significantly with the respira-

tory activity and thus are of importance for the interpretation

of the respiratory reactions.

3. Eesults and Discussion.

The Response of the Chemoceptlvely Denervated Centre to

Changes in the Arterial pCOo and cH.

When trying to reveal the relative effects of increased

arterial pCOg and cH on the activity of the chemoceptively

denervated centre it seems appropriate to compare the effects

of inhalation of carbon dioxide and intravenous injections of

acids. It is recognized that both procedures will eventually

evoke hyperventilation. However, inhalation of carbon dioxide

gives rise to hypercapnia as well as increased arterial cH with

substantially unchanged buffering capacity of the blood (normo-

carbia), whereas intravenous injection of acids will primarily

cause a shift to the acid side by virtue of decreasing the bi-

carbonate concentration (hypocarbia) and increasing the pCOo
of the blood, which will have to pass the lungs on its way to

the centre. As will be shown and discussed below, in the case

of acid injections the further courses of arterial cH and pC02
deviations are not parallel as in hypercapnic hyperventilation,

but are greatly influenced by the washing out of carbon dioxide,

that takes place in the lungs. It is apparent, that in the

type of hyperventilation set up by acid injections, the stimu-

lating factor should be sought among the same variables,

that are involved in the true hypercapnic hyperventilation.

The important point is, however, that these factors, viz.

the arterial pCOg, cH and bicarbonate concentration, do not
move in the same directions during hyperventilation of the
truly hypercapnic and acid types. By comparing the nature
of the respiratory response in the two cases with the behaviour
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of the afore-mentioned three variables, it should therefore be

possible to draw certain conclusions as to the mode of action

of these variables in the arterial blood.

a) The lacking Parallelism between Pulmonary Ventilation and

Arterial pCO^ (cW in Hypercapnic Hyperventilation.

It is conceivable that hypercapnic hyperventilation in animals,

which have been completely deprived of their peripheral cbe-

moreceptor mechanism, should be caused by some stimulating

factor, carried by the arterial blood to the centre. The con-

ceptions, that the stimulating factor is either the increase in

the arterial cH or pCOj per se, require that the pulmonary

(alveolar) ventilation should change in close time-correlation to

the change in arterial cH or pCOg, when gas mixtures of COg

in Og are temporarily given for inhalation instead of pure

oxygen. That the required correlation does not exist became,

however, apparent from the recordings of arterial pH, alveolar

pCOg and pulmonary ventilation under this type of hypercapnic

hyperventilation (fig. 6 A). A audden increase to a constant and

tolerated degree of the COg concentration in the inspired gas

gave rise to a fairly rapid increase in the arterial cH and

alveolar pCOg, whereas the pulmonary ventilation increased

only gradually, and attained its maximum first after the COg

mixture had been breathed for some minutes. "When at the

maximum of the hypercapnic hyperventilation pure oxygen

was substituted for the COg mixture, the pulmonary ventilation

only gradually decreased to its pre-hypercapnic value. The

arterial cH as well as the alveolar pCOg decreased rapidly not

only to pre-hypercapnic levels, but actually showed a signific-

ant “overshooting” to alkalosis and hypocapnia. After some

minutes the three variables had returned to the pre-hypercapnic

pattern (fig. 6 A). The lacking parallelism between pulmonary

ventilation and arterial cH and pCOg during the acutely induced

hypercapnic hyperventilation apparently means that under this

condition the activity of the centre is not directly regulated

by the arterial cH or pCOg.

It seems reasonable to assume that the respiratory activity,

as expressed bj^ the volume of the pulmonary ventilation, would
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substantially be in proportion to the concentration of the che-

mical stimulus, other factors remaining constant. Hence, in the

related experiments the chemical stimulation at or in the centre

would be in proportion to the ventilation. It is well known
(cf. Henderson & Haggard 1943) that a certain time is requir-

ed for a tissue-region to become physically saturated with a

gas, which is inhaled at a given pressure. Respiration and

circulation remaining constant, the saturation time is dependent

mainly on the blood perfusion of the tissue and the solubility

coefficient of the gas for the particular tissue. The same holds

true for the process of desaturation. From this fact it is obvious

that, when the arterial blood is rapidly loaded with COg, the

cells and the extracellular spaces in the respiratory centre will

only gradually become saturated with COg of the same pressure

as in the blood. When on the other hand the arterial pCOg

is rapidly decreased again, the pCOg of the centre will decrease

only gradually. This implies that the changes in pCOg and

thus also in molecular COg concentration and cH of the centre

lag behind those of the arterial blood. The lacking parallelism

between the response of the centre and changes in arterial

pCOg and cH may therefore be explained, granting that the

activit}' of the centre follows the ’’intracentraF' changes in the

molecular COg concentration or cH.

Additional evidence was obtained from the following experi-

ments, illustrated in fig. 11 A. When hypoxic hyperventilation

was set up by having the chemoceptively intact animals breathe

8—10 % Og in Ng for some minutes, shifting to pure oxygen

always caused a marked reduction in ventilation, in most cases

even to apnea (cf. also fig. 4 C). The cause of the apnea seems

to be, that in the hypocapnic and alkalotic condition, which is

produced by hypoxic hyperventilation, the chemosensitive cells

of the centre itself become apneic from missing stimulation.

Hence, when the hypoxic stimulation of the periplieral che-

moreceptors is suddenly removed by breathing oxj’-gen, there

will be no respiratory drive at all (see Bjuestedt 1946). In the

present experiments it was demonstrated that the arterial cH

increased rapidly during the apnea to overshoot its pre-hypoxic

level considerably, before respiration started again. Only after

a considerable period the ventilation and arterial cH had
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returned to their pre-hypoxic values. Also in many cases a

short apnea was produced by shifting to 6.5 % CO2 in Oo after

the preceding hypoxic hyperventilation, despite the fact that

in these cases the arterial blood temporarily became markedly

acid. The apneic condition of the centre as opposed to increased

arterial cH (pCOo) apparently demonstrates that the centre is

not directly stimulated by the arterial cH or pC02. The tempo-

rary “overshooting” of the arterial cH, on the other hand,

seems to establish that the actual stimulus was only slowly

built up. Granting the activity of the centre follows its own

cH or pCOo, the slow increase of the stimulation supports the

opinion, that the centre was only gradually loaded with

CO2 from the blood. This conception seems to be inconsistent

with the original intracellular acidity theory of GESEnn, advan-

ced in 1923 (cf. Gesell 1925), according to which the acti-

vity of the respiratory centre is fundamentally a function

of its own intracellular acidity by virtue of its owrp acid meta-

bolism. In the experiments described above, the central meta-

bolic stimulation by endogenous acid was in any case very

slight, compared to the effect of exogenous carbon dioxide.

Otherwise, the pulmonary ventilation would have started again

much sooner, which would have prevented the strong acid

shift in the arterial blood reaction.

If the opinion is correct, that the changes in pCOg of the

centre lag behind those of the arterial blood in consequence

of saturation and desaturation processes, the changes in pCOg
and cH of the venous blood coming from the centre would
be smaller than those of the arterial blood. In order to obtain

evidence on this point, the pH of the blood in the internal

[Jugular vein was recorded continuously in experiments on three

dogs. When a gas mixture of 6.5 % CO2 in Oo was temporarily
given for inhalation instead of Oo, it was observed that the
venous cH increased only very gradually, and to a much lesser

degree, than did usually the arterial cH (cf. fig. 6A and 6B).

On readministration of Og, the cH continued to increase for a
short period before returning fairly slowly to its pre-hypercapnic
value (fig. 6B). Also, only less pronounced changes in venous
pH were observed when O2 was administered after hypoxic
hyperventilation. Though the pH was measured in the mixed
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venous blood coming from the head, it seems probable that

the recordings closely reflected the reaction of the blood

returning from the centre. When comparing the respirator}^

response to COg with arterial and venous cH, it becomes ob-

vious that the parallelism is closer in respect to venous cH.

Actually it may be possible to correlate the response to a

cH (pCOg), the value of which lies somewhere between the

arterial and the venous cH (pCOg). These observations seem

to speak in favour of the conception, that the centre only

gradually comes into CO-g equilibrium with the blood during

its passage through the centre tissue.

-Several possibilities may exist as to the mode in which the

cH or COg acts upon the centre, e. g. 1) by directly affecting

or stimulating the surface of chemosensitive cells of the centre,

2) by exaggerating the excitability of the centre by attacking

its synaptic interconnections, or 3) by a specific stimulating

effect only after having entered the interior of the cells.

Summing up the above results the following conclusions may
be drawn. The lack of time-correlation of arterial pCOg or

cH and pulmonary ventilation shows that the activity of the

centre is not directly regulated by the arterial pCOg or cH.

The lacking parallelism may, however, be accounted for, grant-

ing the cH or molecular COg concentration within the centre

is the actual stimulus. With a certain time lag either of the

two variables is altered in relation to changes in arterial

pCOg, the time lag being due to rather slow processes of

saturation and desaturation in the centre in respect to COg.

On the other hand, the data from these experiments give no in-

formation as to the question whether the cH or COg per se

of the centre is the actual stimulus, since they varied here

simultaneously and in the same direction.

b) The Effects of Deviations from the Normoearhic Condition.

The main arguments against the first “reaction theory” of

WiNTERSTEix (cf. p. 12), according to which the respiratory

activity is regulated by the cH of the blood, were the lack

of parallelism of breathing and arterial cH during oxygon

deficiency and following intravenous injection of NallCOg.
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However, after the discovery of the peripheral chemoreceptor

mechanism, the first condition seems no longer to be con-

tradictory to the theory, if this is restricted to refer only to

the centre itself. Actually, the self-engendered activity of the

centre decreases in close relationship to the decreasing arterial

cH during acute and tolerated oxygen deficiency, as has been

clearly demonstrated by Bjurstedt (1946). Whereas observations

of lacking parallelism between breathing and blood cH following

NaHCOg injection in the chemoeeptively intact animal are

numerous, only incomplete information on this point after

complete chemoceptive denervation seems to be available in the

literature. According to Gesell (1939), an increased ventilation

arises from injection of NaHCOg in the denervated animal,

but no direct data as to the blood cH and pCOg were

given. Nielsen (cf. p. 15) ascribes the increased respiratory ac-

tivity during ammonium chloride acidosis to an increased

excitability of the centre to GOo, but gives no clue to how such an

increased excitability to CO^ during acidosis should be explained,

apart from an implication, that it might be caused, directly or

indirectly, by the changes in blood reaction. The suggestion of

Schmidt (1941) that the increased excitability of the centre

during acidosis may partly or even entirely be due to the

reflexes from the aortic and carotid bodies seems not to have

been experimentally confirmed.

From these considerations it is obvious, that reliable infor-

mation on the inherent mechanism of stimulation of the centre

itself can hardly be obtained from experiments on animals with

active chemoreflex drive. More significant data in this respect

would be obtained after freeing the centre from chemoreceptor
connections. By observing continuously the alterations in pulm-
onary ventilation, arterial pH and pCOg associated with ex-

perimentally evoked variations in the buffering system, it should
be possible to draw certain conclusions as to the nature of the
activating stimulus within the centre.

It was mentioned above that the hemo-respiratory reactions
following administration of acid and alkali varied considerably
according to the rate of injection. The effects of rapid in-
travenous injections of relatively small doses of acids and alkalis
in the presso- and chemoeeptively denervated dog are shown in
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fig. 7

A

and B. The predominant reactions following the injections

of HCl and NagCOg seem to harmonize with those theories,

according to which the activity of the centre is regulated by
the arterial cH or pCOj,, as well as with the conceptions that

the COg or the cH of the centre itself is the dominating

chemical stimulus. However, a more close examination of the

recordings reveals that the changes in respiratory activity lag

behind those in arterial cH and pCOg. This fact yields further

support to the conception that the centre is not directly stimulated

by the arterial cH or pGOg, "which becomes still more ap-

parent from the effects produced by injection of NaHCOg. The

question then arises, whether the COg or the cH in the centre is

the dominant factor in the central chemical control of breathing.

The lack of time-correlation between changes in arterial

pCOg and ventilation seems to be in harmony with both the

theory of a specific action of COg and the acidity theory,

remembering the fact shown above, that the changes in pCOg

of the centre lag behind those of the arterial blood. The con-

ditions of an initially increased arterial pCOg and ventilation

following injections of HCl and NaHCOg as well as of a tem-

porary reduction in arterial pCOg and ventilation after NagCOg

may be explained by either of the theories, since both the

molecular COg concentration and cH of the centre vary in

proportion to its pCOg. The further course of the hemo-

respiratory reactions is, however, contradictory to the theory

of a specific action of COg. Thus the period of decreased ar-

terial pCOg after NagCOg injection is followed by a condition

of increased pCOg and subnormal ventilation (fig. 7 B), whereas

some minutes after the injection of HCl the arterial pCOg is

lower and the ventilation larger than before this injection.

These deviations in the arterial pCOg cannot to any significant

degree be due to alterations in the COg production, since they

appeared within the course of some minutes, but must mainly

be due to actual changes in alveolar ventilation. Moreover^

there seems to be no reason to believe that, during these later

periods, the pCOg of the centre differed significantly from that

of the blood, for the arterial pCOg was now fairly constant. It

follows then that the molecular COg cToncentration of the centre

during the periods mentioned was altered in opposite direction
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to the changes in respiratory activity. Hence, the present ex-

periments do not support the theory of a specific action of

CO 2 ,
if this theory implies that the effectiveness of COg as a

stimulus is in proportion to its molecular concentration.

The accessory theory proposed by Niklsen, that the excitabi-

lity of the centre to COg may become altered during changes

in the blood reaction is of course acceptable, but how such

changes are brought about was not explained by Nielsen. The
suggestion of Schmidt, that the chemoreflex drive may be

responsible for such alterations is obviously not relevant to the

experiments described above. However, granting the basal

inherent activity of the centre itself is mainly controlled by its

own cH, the changes in ‘^excitability” of the centre to COg during

acid-base displacements may be explained on a quite logical

and definite basis, as pointed out by Gesell (1939). Thus in

acidosis, produced by injection of HCl, the bicarbonate content

of the blood is reduced, which means not only that the carbonic

acid/bicarbonate ratio, and hence the blood cH, is increased at

a given pCOg or a uniform production of metabolic COg, but

also that the excitability of this ratio to a given change of the

pCOg is increased. In alkalosis, produced by injection of NagCOg,

the reversed condition is prevailing. On the other hand, this

argument can be used for the centre itself only in case the

buffering alkali of the centre changes in relation to that of

the blood, but any direct proof on this point seems not to

be available in the literature.

The important question, whether and at which rate acid-base

displacements in the blood wall be reflected within the centre

seems to rest m'ainly on the permeability characteristics of the

cells within the centre. It is well knowm that COg, and probably

also HgCOg, penetrates the cell membrane very rapidly (cf. Jacobs

1920). It can therefore be expected, that during acid-base displace-

ments in the blood the HgCOg concentration wdthin the centre

fairly rapidly becomes substantial!}’' the same as in the blood,

assuming the solubility coefficient of COg is similar for blood

and tissues. Therefore, the question as to the rate of pene-

tration of the H-ion itself is probably of minor imporlance for

the H-ion equilibrium between blood and centre, since the cH

always is determined by the carbonic acid/bicarbonate ratio.
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It is generally considered, that strong acids such as HCl only very

slowly penetrate the cell membrane. Also this conception seems to

be irrelevant to the present experiments, for fixed acids entering

the blood Avill immediately react with the buffering alkali, and

thus cannot exist freely in the blood or tissues. Alkalis liberated

into the blood stream will combine with the CO2 of the blood, and

are thus converted into bicarbonates. Accordingly, intravenous

injections of acids and alkalis will produce alterations in the

buffering alkali content of the centre to the extent in Avhich

the cell membranes within the centre are permeable to the

anions of acids and to the cations of alkalis. The opinion

vigorously maintained for many years, that certain cells may

be completely impermeable to certain ions, can no longer be

held in the light of evidence, which was based on the new'

technique Avith radioactive elements (for reference, see Heii,-

BRONN 1943). On the other hand, it has also been established

that the rate of penetration may differ considerably for different

ions, and moreover, that each type of cell show's special

characteristics of permeability. The question then arises as

to Avhich type the cells w'ithin the centre may belong, and

as to the rate of penetration of those ions, the equilibrium

of which is disturbed during acid-base displacements in the

blood.

Returning to the later course of the hemo-respiratory reactions

following rapid injection of NagCOa (fig. 7 B), the condition of

a fairly constant arterial pCOg and of a gradually increasing cH
denotes that the buffering alkali of the blood decreases gradually.

This fact obviously demonstrates that ‘‘alkali is driven out”
of the blood into the tissues and presumably also into the
centre, though nothing can be said Avhether this is due to

an actual migration of alkali into the tissues or to a reversed
migration of acid radicals. The main point is, however, that
the buffering alkali content of the centre increases. Conse-
quently the denominator in the carbonic acid/bicarbonate frac-
tion, and hence the pH within the centre, increases. The sub-
normal ventilation prevailing in the steady state after admini-
stration of NajCOg may thus be explained, assuming the cH
within the centre itself to be the dominating regulator of the
inherent activity of the centre. The herao-respiratory reactions

4 Ifesser
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following rapid injection of NaHCOg (fig. 7 A) may be accounted

for in the same way. The sudden rise in arterial pCOg is followed

by an increase in the pCOg and thus in cH of the centre, and
hyperventilation is set up. Gradually the buffering alkali con-

tent of the centre raises, thereby depressing the cH, and con-

sequently the ventilation is again reduced.

If w^e presume that the blood is suddenly charged with an

acid radical, that may rapidly penetrate the membranes of the

cells within the centre, the ventilation should probably increase

to such a degree that, after the initial rise in arterial cH, a

temporary alkaline shift in the blood shoula be produced due

to excessive w^ashing out of CO^. In order to confirm this con-

ception it was considered appropriate to make rapid, intravenous

injections of acetic acid, since it is well established that w'eakly

dissociated acids have a strong penetrating power. As shown

in fig. 7 B the expected effects were actually produced. Thus,

although the initial rise in arterial cH and pCOg w^as con-

siderably less than that following injection of HCl, the

increase in ventilation w^as the same or even larger in the

former case. These findings are evidently in harmony wdth the

opinion, that the activity of the centre is mainly regulated by

the cH within the centre, thus giving strong support for a

theory of intracentral acidity.

As mentioned above the permeability characteristics may vary

considerably in different types of cells. It is therefore reasonable,

that the rate of ion equilibration following experimental acid-

base displacements in the blood should vary considerably in

different tissues. This conception is supported by the findings

of Katz & Banvs (1927), that muscle tissue does not contribute

significantly to the buffering of HCl, liberated into the blood

stream. Also, Eons <fc Beattie (1926) found that the changes

in cH folloAving injection of fixed acid showed a marked

variation in different tissues. From the conclusion of the pre-

sent work, that the buffering alkali in the centre changes rather

rapidly, when acid or alkali is added to the blood, it follows

that the ions in view probably pass through the cell mem-

branes within the centre fairly rapidly. This statement does,

however, not imply that, when equilibrium is prevailing, there

is equality of ion concentration in blood and centre. Thus (he
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Fig. 8. Hemo-respiratory reactions in the chemocept'ively denervated dog following

intravenous injections of acid and alkaline solutions at a “moderate” rate.

A. Between markings injection of N/2 HCl, 2.5 ml/kg. The intraccntral changes

in pH in connection with this injection and the correlation between ventilation

and intracentral reactions are discussed on pp. 51—52.

B. Between markings injection of a molar solution of NaHCOj, i ml/kg. The
intracentral reactions caused by this injection are discussed in the text and
correlated with the changes observed in pulmonary ventilation pp. 52—54-.

cH within the centre may differ significantly from the blood

cH, even in conditions of steady state.

Assuming therefore, that changes in the buffering alkali

within the centre will follow those of the blood in rather
close time-correlation, whereas in certain other tissues such
equilibration is slower, one would expect that the hemo-
respiratory reactions produced by injection of fixed acid at a
moderate rate would be as follow^s (cf. fig. 8 A). During the
course of the injection the buffering alkali content of the blood
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will rapidly decrease and the pCO^ temporarily rise due to

liberation of COo from the bicarbonates. At the same time the

cH within the centre will increase as a result of the rise in

pCOo and the diminishing buffering alkali content within the

centre. Thus hyperventilation is set up, thereby causing a

reduction in the alveolar pCOg. After the injection is completed,

the bicarbonate content of the blood gradually increases again

as alkali is called into the blood from tissues with low per-

meability. As a consequence the buffering capacity of the centre

now increases, and thus the hyperventilation is reduced. Finally

a state of equilibrium is attained, where the carbonic acid/

bicarbonate ratio, and hence the cH, within the centre is

somewhat increased, and consequently also the alveolar ven-

tilation. It was also found that the more slowly the injections

were made, the less was the initial rise in arterial pCOo. This

observation may be accounted for as due to the more gradual

liberation of COg from bicarbonates in these cases, and fur-

thermore to the increased ventilation set up mainly due to the

decreasing bicarbonate content in the centre, the latter process

also meaning a locally increased cH.

During the course of injection of NaHCOg, made at a moderate

rate, both the arterial pCOo and pH gradually increased,

whereas the ventilation remained unchanged or decreased

a little (fig. 8 B). According to an intracentral acidity theory

the cH within the centre should therefore remain unchanged

or be slightly depressed. As mentioned above it is highly

probable that the buffering alkali in the centre follows the

changes of that in the blood in rather close time-correlation,

but this does not mean, that the changes in concentration of

bicarbonates are the same in blood and centre. Thus, although

the carbonic acid/bicarbonate ratio in the arterial blood dimin-

ished considerably, this ratio maj^ have decreased only insignifi-

cantly within the centre. Hence, only insignificant changes in

ventilation appeared. The gradual reduction in the bicarbonate

concentration of the blood, and thus of the centre, after the

injection was completed (see fig. 8 B), was probably due to

migration of alkali into tissues with low permeability. Simul-

taneously the pCOg of the blood and the centre diminished,

thereby preventing a rise in or even depressing the cPI of the
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Fig. 9. Same dog as in figure 4-. Influence of devinlions from the normocnrbic

condition upon the activity of the chcmoccptivcly dcnervntcd centre.

A. Normoearbic condition. — B. Hypocarbic condition (“metabolic acidosis”). —
C. Hypercarbic condition (“metabolic alkalosis”).

The respiratory activity is greater in hypocarbia and smaller in hypcrcarbia tlmn
in the normoearbic condition. The respiratory response to an increase of the
CO2 concentration of the inspired gas is also greater in hypocarbia and smaller
in hypercarbia, if compared with the response under normocarbia.

Between first two markings; Sudden change from Oj to G.5 % COo in Oo,

Between following two markings: Sudden- change from Oo to 2.8 % COn in Oo.
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centre. Thus the slight reduction in ventilation after the comple-

tion of the injection is rendered intelligible.

The increased response of the respiratory apparatus to COo

during acidosis obviously cannot be entirely due to chemorehex

influence, when considering that the response of the completely

chemoceptively denervated centre to CO 2 is increased during

acidosis, produced by fixed acids. The above-mentioned ex-

periments with rather slow injections of HCl have already

clearly demonstrated that in the denervated dog hyperventilation

can be produced in spite of reduced arterial pCOg. However,

it was considered appropriate to make another series of ex-

periments, illustrated in fig. 9. The hemo-respiratory reactions

following a sudden increase in the COg concentration of the

inspired gas were here observed in the normocarbic (fig. 9 A),

hypocarbic (fig. 9 B), and hypercarbic (fig. 9 C) condition. Hy-

pocarbia was produced by injections of large doses of HCl,

whereas hypercarbia was induced by administrating large doses

of NaHCOg. The recordings were postponed until a steady con-

dition in respect to pulmonary ventilation, alveolar pCOg and

arterial pH was established. If comparing the three recordings

it becomes evident that, under oxygen inhalation, the activity

of the centre itself, as expressed by the volume of alveolar

ventilation (alveolar pCOg), is greater in acidosis, and less in

alkalosis than in normocarbic condition. The conclusion is

obviously that the response of the centre to COg can change

without active chemoreflex drive. The observations are in

agreement with an intracentral theory, according to which the

changes in excitability are due to alterations in the value for

the denominator of the carbonic acid/bicarbonate ratio within

the centre, which causes changes in the “excitability” of this

ratio to a uniform production of metabolic COg. In hypocarbia

the ratio, and hence the cH, is increased, and hyperventilation

is set up, whereas in hypercarbia the ratio, and thus the cH,

is depressed, which leads to reduced ventilation.

According to the theory, a given rise in alveolar pCOg should

produce a greater increase in ventilation during hypocarbia

than during hypercarbia. This statement was confirmed in the

mentioned experiments, for during the periods of inhalation of

COg gas mixtures, the ventilation increased considerably more
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in the acidotic than in the alkalotic condition, though the rises

in alveolar pCOg were substantially of the same order (cf. fig.

9 B and 9 0). The rather surprising observation that the in-

crease in arterial cH was much the same in the two conditions

must not involve similarity in rise of intracentral cH. It follovrs

from the CO 2
dissociation curves of the blood that, in hypo-

carbic conditions, the bicarbonate concentration increases rela-

tively more than under hypercarbia after a given rise in pCOg,

which would bo the main cause of the similarity in rise of

arterial cH. Since hemoglobin is the main source of the libe-

rated alkali, it seems probable that the bicarbonate concen-

tration within the centre should increase significantly less than

in the blood. Hence, assuming similar solubility coefficient of

COg, the changes in intracentral cH would be greater than

those in the blood, and also relatively greater in hypocarbic

than in hypercarbic conditions.

Interaction of Centrogenic and Chemoreflex Drives during

Acid-Base Displacements in the Blood.

As pointed out in the definition of the problem very little

is known concerning the relative importance of central and

chemoreflex components during conditions of metabolic disturb-

ances in the acid-base balance of the blood. Opinions differ as

to the role of the chemoreflex drive during normocarbic con-

ditions in combination with high arterial oxygen saturation

and varying alveolar pCOg.

It was also pointed out that the most direct information as

to the interaction of the two components at a given situation

will be obtained from experiments, in w^hich the chemoreflex
component is suddenly and temporarily withdrawn bj^ cold-

blocking the chemosensory signals. However, during very rapid
and short-lasting changes in the acid-base balance, a. g. after
rapid injection of acid and alkaline solutions, the cold-blocking
technique is not suitable for this purpose. In these situations
a comparison of the hemo-respiratory reactions of the chemo-
ceptively intect animal with those of the chemoceptively de-
nervated animal, however, yielded some information as to the
role of the chemoreflexes.
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a) Hypercapiic Hyperventilation.

The fact, which was confirmed in above-mentioned experi-

ments, that the centre itself responds to increased COg in the

inspired gas makes it evident, that the importance of the chemo-

reflex drive in the hypercapnic hyperventilation is not so con-

spicuous as in the hypoxic hyperventilation. It is weU estab-

lished that, during acute progressive hypoxemia, the chemo-

reflex component gains the upper hand of the central compo-

nent, and furthermore that under eupneic conditions the peri-

pheral chemoreceptors are moderately active. It is also known

that both CO2 and “normal Og-want” in the arterial blood are

factors in maintaining electrical discharge from the chemore-

ceptors during eupnea. Whereas it now seems generally accepted

that part of the total respiratory activity during eupnea is

maintained by a tonic influence from hypoxic stimulation of

the peripheral chemoreceptors, opinions still differ as to the

importance of reflex stimulation by the arterial pCOg during

eupnea.

Before the cheraoreflex component in the hypercapnic hyper-

ventilation will be discussed, it therefore seems appropriate to

inquire into the quantitative significance of this component in

the respiratory activity during 100 per cent arterial oxygen

saturation and normal pCOg. The respiratory effects of a sudden

withdrawal of the chemoreflex drive during condition of oxygen

inhalation should give the most direct information as to the

role of the chemoreflex component for the maintenance of

normal pCOj. As shown in fig. 10 a temporary chemoreflex

disconnection of the centre results in a small reduction in the

alveolar ventilation, indicating that the centre alone is unable

to maintain the pCOo at the usual level. The conclusion is

that the arterial pCOo even under high arterial oxygen satura-

tion stimulates respiration also over the chemoreflex mechanism,
and that, consequently, the chemoreflex component should be

a necessary factor in the finer adjustment of breathing under
physiological conditions with respect to carbon dioxide. Hence,

the condition is that of a chemoreflex pace-making, as is also

the case with respect to the maintenance of normal arterial

oxygen. The possible complication of an indirect stimulating
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Fig. 10. Effects of withdrawal of the chemoreflex component during oxygen

breathing. The decrease of the pulmonary ventilation is small but certain, as

revealed by the increase in arterial cH and alveolar pCOj. This indicates that

even under conditions of high arterial Oj saturation the chemoreflex mechanism

has a tonic influence on the respiratory activity. See pp. 56—57.

effect on “central” respiration by increased metabolism after

section of the sinus and depressor nerves is presumably of

minor importance in the present short-lasting cold-blocking

experiments
.
(cf. Euler & Liljestka.nd 1935, Hahn 1940).

As to the tonic reflex inhibition on the respiratory activity

from the pressoreceptors, this complication is apparently not

relevant to the present experiments, since the pressosensory

fibres had been sectioned in advance. The sligt rise in the

blood pressure during the blocking period cannot to any signifi-

cant degree be responsible for the decrease in ventilation.

Also the following observations are in harmony with the
conception that, under condition of oxygen inhalation, section
oE the sinus nerves results in decreased ventilation and in-
creased alveolar pC02 ,

and that the main cause of these effects
is the withdrawal of a reflexly stimulating effect of COo upon
respiration over the glomus mechanism (cf. Euler & Lilje-
STRAND 1936, 1940). Thus after vagotomy, section of the sinus
nerves under oxygen breathing resulted in decreased alveolar
ventilation (increased alveolar pCOg), whereas the arterial cH
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increased (cE. fig. 4 B and 9 A). The withdrawal of the respi-

ratory inhibitory action of the pressoreceptors could only pro-

duce a counteracting effect, thereby to a certain degree masking

the full effect of chemoceptive denervation. The possible influ-

ence of the moderate rise in arterial blood pressure on respi-

ration was probably of less importance in these experiments,

since the arterial oxygen saturation was kept at 100 per cent.

It may be anticipated that, since the activity of the chemo-

receptors are known to increase with increasing arterial pCOo

(Eulee, Liljestranb & ZoTTEEMAX 1939), also the chemoreflex

drive should increase under these conditions. In consequence

one would expect that repeated, temporary withdrawals of the

chemoreflex drive during the course of progressive hypercapnia

should, cause an increasing aibsolute reduction in the hyper-

capnic hyperventilation. However, as already discussed (p. 18),

“chemoreceptor excitation” is a thing quite different from

“chemoreflex drive”. Actually' direct experimental evidence did

not confirm the above-mentioned anticipation. As shown in fig.

11 B, temporary cold-blocking of the peripheral chemosensory

impulses causes a small reduction in the alveolar ventilation

only at the beginning of progressive hypercapnia, induced by

having the animal breathe in a respirometer without COj ab-

sorption and containing pure oxygen. In all experiments of

this type (rebreathing with COo accumulation) no block effect

could be observed as soon as the alveolar pC02 exceeded about

60 mm Hg,

From experiments, in which the alveolar pCOo was kept

higher than normal, but constant, by means of inhalation of

constant mixtures of COo in Oo it also became clear, that

blocking the chemoreflexes does not influence the amount of

hyperventilation, when the alveolar pCOo exceeds about 60

mm Hg.

These findings are in sharp contrast to cold-blocking experi-

ments during acute progressive hypoxemia or during a constant,

acute and tolerated degree of oxygen deficiency. In the latter

cases the withdrawal of the chemoreflex drive causes marked

reduction in ventilation, as shown by Gesele, Lapides & Levin

(1940) and Bjuestedt (1946). These observations have been

confirmed in the present work, exemplified in fig. 11 A. Thus
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Fig. 11. A. The figure demoiislrnles the iniporlnnt role of the chcmorcficx compo-

nent during acute hypoxic hypervcutilntion. revealed by the marked decreiifc of

the ventilation when the chemosensory impulses arc blocked. Xolc the long-

lasting apnea when oxygen is again administered. The arterial cll increases

temporarily above its pre-hypoxic level before the respiration starts again, indi-

cating that the arterial cH docs not directly regulate the respiratory uclivily.

Beween vertical markings 8.2 % 0; in Ns substituted tor Oj.

B. Eepeated withdrawals of the chcmorcficx drive during progressive bypcrcapmc

hyperventilation. The figure shows that the chcmorcficx component im.s only a

minor share in the respiratory activity during moderate degrees of hypercapnia,

the hyperventilation of high grade hypercapnia being cnlerily ccnltogenic (p. uS).

the remarkable fact is revealed that, ^Yhen a progressive!}’ in-

creasing hyperventilation is set up by increasing hypoxic stimu-

lation, the chemoreflex component gradually gains the upper
hand of the central component, but when caused by progres-

sive hypercapnia the chemoreflex component in the hyper-

ventilation gradually decreases. The situation becomes interest-

ing, when remembering that in both types of hyperventila-
tion the activity of the peripheral cheinosensitive cells is

known to increase gradually. It is therefore evident, that the
outcome of the chemoreflex signals, i.e. the chemoreflex drive,
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is modified by some intermediary mechanism. It seems reason-

able to assume, that the cause of this modifying influence should

bo sought among those Yariables, which differ most conspicu-

ously in the hypoxic and the hypercapnic types of hyperven-

tilation, viz. the arterial pCOo, cH and pOg. Geselu, LArinES

& Levin concluded from their experiments, earlier referred to,

that increasing pCOo exerts an increasing central blocking

action on the signals, which are set up in the chemoreceptors,

and conversely, that decreasing pCOg diminishes this central

blocking action of COj, thereby potentiating the signals arising

in the chemoreceptors. Direct evidence for this hypothesis

was, however, not presented. Bjurbtedt (1946) presented evi-

dence, that the increase of the chemoreflex drive during the

development of the respiratory alkalosis under acute oxygen

deficiency is not only determined by the hypoxemic stimulus

to the chemoreceptors, but is actually potentiated by the alkaline

change per se.

Whether the increased pCOo or cH during hypercapnic hyper-

ventilation is involved in such an intermediary mechanism,

modifying the outcome of the chemoreflex signals, cannot be

decided from the experiments referred to above, since both pCOo
and cH exceeded their normal values. However, it should be

possible to obtain some information on this point in experiments,

in which only one of the two variables deviates significantly

from normal levels. The results from such experiments will

be presented on p. 63.

The hemo-respiratory reactions following sudden and tempo-

rary administrations of COo—0, gas mixtures instead of Oo to

the chemoceptively intact animal are shown in fig. 4 A and B.

By comparing these reactions with those of the chemoceptively

denervated animal (fig. 9 A), some further information as to

the role of the chemoreflex drive during hypercapnic hyper-

ventilation might be obtained. The rise in arterial cH and
pCOo at the maximum of the hypercapnic hyperventilation is

substantially the same in the “intact’’ and chemoceptively de-

nervated animal, indicating that the increase in alveolar ven-

tilation was approximatively the same. This fact supports the

conception that the importance of the chemoreflex component
is insignificant in the hyperpnea of high grade h^'percapnia.
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When, on the other hand, Oo was suddenly substituted for the

O2 gas mixtures, the temporary shift to the alkaline side

in the arterial blood reaction became more pronounced in the

intact animal, indicating that the alveolar ventilation decreased

more slowly, when the chemoreflex drive was in function. This

observation is in harmony with the opinion that, as long as

the arterial cH and pGOo vary within their normal psysiolo-

gical ranges, the arterial pCO.^ stimulates respiration also over

the chemoreflex mechanism.

b) Deviations from the Normocarhic Condition.

The evidence presented above, that the centre responds to

changes in cH within itself, and that hyperventilation is set

up during acidosis of the hypocarhic type (“metabolic acidosis”)

in the chemoceptively denervated dog, indicates that the chemo-

reflexes are not essential for this type of hyperventilation. In

“metabolic alkalosis”, on the other hand, one would from a

teleological point of view expect that during air-breathing the

chemoreflex drive should gain increasing importance, remem-

bering that alkalosis is associated with a decreased alveolar

ventilation and consequently with a lowered arterial oxygen

saturation.

In order to obtain experimental evidence the chemoceptive

signals were first blocked in hypercarbic conditions. Fig. 12

shows the effects of temporary withdrawal of the chemoreflex

drive under 1) air-breathing, 2) 6.5 % GOg in Oo, and 3) 5.i %
GO2 in air. The marked increase in arterial cH and pGOg
under air-breathing indicates that the alveolar ventilation was
reduced considerably. This points to an important role of the

chemoreflex component in the maintenance of the respiratory

activity during hypercarbia and air-breathing. When 5.i % GOg
was added to the inspired air and hyperventilation was thus

set up, blocking of the chemoreflexes revealed, that the chemo-
reflex support was now definitely less than under air-breathing.

It seems highly probable that the greater support of the chemo-
reflexes in the former case was partly caused by a more marked
hypoxic stimulus to the cheraoreceptors. Although the arterial

o^yg®n saturation was only somewhat less during air-breathing.
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the arterial oxygen pressure was considerably less in this con-

dition. This becomes evident it calculating the pOg from the

determined pH and oxygen saturation and the standard disso-

ciation curves for oxygen.

It seems to be no reason to assume any central blocking

action of COg per se on the signals, which are set up in the

chemoreceptors, as suggested by Gebell, Lapides & Levin.

Thus although the arterial pCOg during air breathing was con-

siderably higher than normally, the outcome of the chemo-

receptor activity was probably not diminished to any significant

degree. On the contrary, it seems not impossible, that the

chemoreflex drive was actually exaggerated to some extent, be

it by a modifying action of tissue alkalosis or hypoxia at the

centre or, along the chemoreflex nervous pathway. If so, the

remarkable difference between the effects of blocking under

air-breathing and 5.i % CO 2 in air will become more intellig-

ible. For under inhalation of 5.i % COo in air the arterial cH
and pOg increased to normal levels, and it should therefore be

no reason to expect any significant modification of the chemo-

receptor influence. Hence, in this case the blocking should

reveal the relative activity of the central and peripheral chemo-

sensitive cells.

When the arterial cH and pOg were increased to supernormal

values by having the dog breathe 6.5 % CO 2 in Og, withdrawal

of the chemoreflex drive hardly produced any reduction in

ventilation (fig. 12). It is therefore evident that the chemore-

flexes hardly had any share in the hyperventilation. The peri-

pheral chemoreceptors were without doubt stimulated By in-

creased acidity within themselves, but the chemoreceptor ex-

citation caused only an insignificant part of the respiratory

activity. Hence, the response of the centre to the afferent im-

pulses must have been influenced by some intermediary me-
chanism. The increase in ventilation when the dog was allowed
to breathe 5.i % COg in air, i. e. when the firing activity of
the peripheral chemoreceptors was not modified to any signifi-

cant degree, shows that the centre was not firing at its maximum.
It therefore seems evident, that the cause of the decreased
chemoreflex support under inhalation of 6.5 % COg in Og was a
modifying, action of the increased arterial cH or pOg on the
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chemoroflexes, either at the centre or along the chemoreflex

nervous pathway.

Blocking experiments during hypocarhia and oxygen breathing

revealed that only a minor part o£ the acidotic hyperventila-

tion is maintained by the chemoreflex component. These find-

ings are in harmony with the afore-mentioned observations

that the centre itself responds to “metabolic acidosis’’ with an

increased activity. On some occasion, however, it was found

that, when the peripheral support was temporarily withdrawn

shortly after the injections of HCl, the ventilation decreased

more significantly. A possible explanation of the increased

chemoreflex support under these conditions would bo that the

permeability characteristics of the cells within the carotid bodies

differ from those of the cells within the centre. Assuming

that on HCl-admini stration the cH within the carotid bodies

increased more rapidly, it seems evident that in the stages

shortly after the injection the chemoreflex support should be

increased.

Additional support for the opinion that the cH changes more

rapidly within the carotid bodies than within the centre after

intravenous injections of acids was obtained from the following

observations. In the chemoceptively intact animal rapid injec-

tions of HCl and acetic acid produced a marked increase in

ventilation almost at the same moment as the “acidotic” blood

passed the chemosensitive regions (fig. 7 C). In animals deprived

of their chemoreflex mechanism the same injections produced

a slower and lesser increase in ventilation (fig. 7 B). These

divergent effects seem to point to a more rapid response of the

peripheral chemoreceptors to changes in arterial cH, and fur-

thermore, to an additive action of the central and chemoreflex

components in the respiratory defense.



Y. Summary.

A short survey is given o£ notable conceptions of the respi-

ratory defense against acid-base displacements in the blood.

The influence of the discovery of the chemoreflexes upon the

validity of earlier theories of chemical control of breathing has

been taken into consideration.

The central and chemoreflex components in the respiratory

activity during acid base displacements in the blood have been

investigated experimentally in dogs under chloralose. Deviations

from the normal acid-base balance were produced by admini-

stration of COa—Oa gas mixtures and intravenous injections

of acid and alkaline solutions.

The response of the centre itself to deviations in the acid-

base balance was studied in dogs, permanently deprived of

all known chemoreflex influence. The interaction of central

and chemoreflex drives was followed by observing the hemo-

respiratory reactions, which were caused by temporary, repeated

withdrawals of the chemoreflex component by means of short-

lasting cold-blockings of the ehemosensory impulses in the

sinus nerves (vagi cut). The hemo-respiratory reactions were

judged by the aid of special devices for measuring and recor-

ding directly, continuously and simultaneously the pulmonary

ventilation, the alveolar pCOg, the arterial pH and the arterial

oxygen saturation. The investigations yielded the following

data and conclusions.

Response of cliemoceptivehj denervated centre (pp. 39—65):

The centre responds to changes in arterial pCOo and cH, but
only after a certain time lag, which indicates that the activity
of the centre is not directly regulated by the arterial pOOg or
cH. Evidence is presented that the lack of time-correlation is

due to the time required for the centre to come into COg
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equilibrium with the blood during its passage through the

centre tissue.

The centre responds to “metabolic acidosis’’ with increased

activity and to “metabolic alkalosis” with decreased activity.

The buffering alkali content of the centre follows the changes

of that in the blood in rather close time-correlation. This con-

ception does not imply similarity in bicarbonate concentration

or in changes in bicarbonate concentration. In acidotic condi-

tions the response of the centre to COg is increased, and con-

versely, in alkalotic conditions the response is decreased. Among

the variables in the acid-base balance — cH, COg (HgCOg), and

BHCO3 — the cH within the centre tissue is the dominating

factor in the control of the self-engendered activity of the

centre. Experimental evidence speaks in favour of an intra-

central acidity theory for the direct chemical stimulation of the

centre itself. The intracentral cH is only to a minor degree

dependent on the metabolism of the centre tissue.

Interaction of central and chemoreflex components (pp. 55—64):

The chemoreflex component has only a minor share in the

hyperpnea of low grade hypercapnia, and does not support

the hyperpnea of high grade hypercapnia. Evidence is presented

that the outcome of the chemoreflex signals, i. e. the chemo-

reflex drive, is influenced by a modifying action of the arterial

cH or pOg at the centre or along the chemoreflex nervous

pathway.

The respiratory activity is increased during “metabolic aci-

dosis” and decreased during “metabolic alkalosis”. The chemo-

reflex drive gains in importance under alkalosis and eupnea,

mainly due to a more marked hypoxic stimulation to the

cheraoreceptors, and probably to some extent due to an exagger-

ating effect upon the chemoreflex drive of tissue alkalosis or

hypoxia.

Withdrawal of the chemoreflex component during acidotic

conditions revealed that the hj'perpnea during acidosis is mainly
centrogenic.
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Other data and conclusions from the present loorlc:

The changes in alveolar pCOo and arterial cH within the

respiratorj’^ cycle may become very marked at a slow rate of

respiration, especially in alkalotic conditions (p. 36 and fig. 6).

lJuder physiological conditions the arterial pGOo stimulates

respiration also over the chemoreflex mechanism, and conse-

quently, the chemoreflex component is a necessary factor in

the finer adjustment of breathing with respect to carbon dioxide

as is also the case with respect to arterial oxygen saturation

(pp. 56—57 and fig. 10, cf. Eulbe & Liljesteand 1936, 1940).

The peripheral chemoreceptors probably respond more rapidly

than do the central chemosensitive cells to changes in arterial

cH (p. 64 and fig. 7).
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A Device for Measuring and Recording

Automatically and Continuously tlie Carbon

Dioxide in tlie Alveolar Air.

By

C. M. HESSER.

It is well established that the pCOo of the alveolar air is

practically the same as in the arterialized blood leaving the

lungs. Therefore, determinations of alveolar pCOo will yield a

possible method of observing indirectly the pCOg of the S3fst-

eraic arterial blood. Since Haldane and Priestley (1905) pub-

lished their classical method of direct sampling of alveolar air,

a number of modifications have been developed for collecting

alveolar air in human subjects and animals. (For special refer-

ence, see Liljesteand 1925).

In studies of the significance of the arterial pCOg for the

chemical regulation of the pulmonary ventilation under varying

conditions it became necessary to develop a method for con-

tinuous recording of this variable. The method, which also

involves automatic sampling and analysis of alveolar air, is

described and discussed in detail below.

Sampling of Alveolar Air.

In a “continuous” measuring of the pCOg of the alveolar
air, i. e. the portion of the pulmonary gas actually talcing part
in the respiratory gas exchange, the variations within the resp-
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iratory cycle itself can not be observed because in practice the

sampling can only be made from the gas leaving the alveoli

during expiration. However, it is mainly the variations in the

average alveolar pCOg, that are of physiological significance in

the pulmonary ventilation. The pCOg of the gas leaving the

alveoli during the expiration will usually at a certain moment
correspond to the average alveolar pCOg of the whole respiratory

cycle. However, this moment varies with rate and depth of

respiration, and too, the pCOg increases during the time neces-

sary for obtaining the sample of alveolar air. On the other

hand, if the sample is obtained from a space which still con-

tains some inspired gas at the time of sampling, the pC02 of

this sample will have any value between that of the alveolar

air and the inspired gas. Therefore, the risk of obtaining a

“mixed sample” is increased when the sample is taken early

in expiration. The same risk is incurred when the sample is

drawn distant to the alveoli and when the respiration is shallow.

In order to get proper samples, they must be collected during

the last phase of the expiration and/or during the subsequent

respiratory pause, and from a space as close to the alveoli as

practically possible. In practice the sampling may be made from

the trachea in animals or the posterior oral cavity in human
subjects.

Several methods for obtaining automatically and “continu-

ously” the alveolar air have been reported, but none seems to

satisfy all of the above-mentioned requirements. In the methods,

where the last part of each expiration is automatically collected

from the proximal end of a tube, attached to the expiratory side

of a valve device (Hendeeson and Haggaed 1925, Smith

and Heinbeckee 1928, Benzingee and Beattch 1934, Rahn,

Mohney, Otis and Fenn 1946) there will be a considerable risk

for getting a “mixed sample”. Such a contamination will always

be the result, if the volume of expired gas is less than the

functional dead space. Moreover, the procedures increase the

functional dead space, thereby increasing the average alveolar

pCOo and thus disturbing normal breathing. Keamee and
Saeee (1936) described a method for automatic sampling of

alveolar air from the trachea of animals. The samples seem

to be drawn during the phase, when the velocity or pressure



of the expired gas is highest, i. e. during a short period some-

where in the middle of the expiration, and consequently not

during the pause following the expiration as was claimed by

the authors. The period of sampling should in many instances

be too short to provide a gas anal5'^zer with an adequate amount

of alveolar air. Moreover, if the velocity or pressure of the

expired gas is very high, the sampling will start almost imme-

diately after the expiration has begun, thus increasing the risk

for obtaining a “mixed sample". In the method of Loebchke,

Opitz and Schoedel (1939) the samples are drawn from the

trachea during the last phase of the expiration and the sub-

sequent respiratory pause. The sampling is accomplished by

means of a pump, which is set in function by an electro-

magnetic device at the moment when a respirometer, inserted

beyond the expiratory valve, has reached a certain degree of

filling during the expiration. But besides the necessity of having

a load on the lid of the respiromcter, an arrangement w'hich

hampers the expiration, there is also an Hg-contact on the

respirometer which needs adjustment every time the depth of

expiration changes. These adjustments must be made by an

operator and will be difficult or impossible, if the depth of

expiration changes rapidly and unexpectedly.

In the present communication the alveolar samples arc drawn

by a suction pump through a catheter in the trachea of animals,

or the posterior oral cavity in human subjects. The principle

of the method for automatic sampling of alveolar air is based

on the pneumotachygraphical pattern of the pressure (velocity)

changes of the tidal air in the upper respiratory tract. The use

of the pressure pattern for timing of the suction from the space

of sampling seems to be ideal, provided that the suction can

be made to begin, when the pressure of the tidal air after pass-

ing its maximum approaches zero, i. e. at the end of the expira-

tory stroke, and to stop, when the pressure becomes negative,

i. e. at the onset of inspiration. Because of the constancy of
the pressure pattern the timing of the sampling actually remains
undisturbed by changes in rate and depth of breathing as well
as in resting respiratory level. The pneumotachj^graphical control
of sampling is effected by the following arrangement (cf. fig. 1).

A rubber tube connected to the sampling catheter passes an
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Fig. 2. Automatic timing of sampling, controlled by the pressure fluctua-

tions in the tidal air as expressed by the pneumotachygram. Alveolar air

is collected during the last phase of each expiration and subsequent res-

piratory pause, irrespectively of rate and depth of breathing as -well as of

resting respiratory level. The periods of sampling are signalled by replacing

the electromagnetic valve with an electromagnetic writer (interrupted line).

Upper curve = respirometer tracing. Lower curve = pnedmotachygram
(movement of Marey tambour) as recorded by means of an optical rubber
membrane manometer. Expiration f in upper tracing. In lower tracing

indicates zero pressure of tidal air. Positive pressures (expiration) above
M, negative pressures (inspiration) below M.

electromagnetic device, which compresses the tube, when not

operated. Power to the electromagnet is supplied by a double

thyratron relay, which includes two Philip EC 50 gas triodes.

The Philip EC 50 gas triode permits a high discharge current,

sufficient to operate the electromagnetic valve. This valve is

inserted into the anode circuit of one of the thyratrous. The
relay is controlled by the special series of electrical contact-

making of a modified Marey tambour. The tambour is provided

with the contacts a, 1) and c, and is attached to a mouthpiece

or a breathing mask, or in the case of animals to a side-opening

in a tracheal cannula. Under the influence of the varying press-

ure of the tidal air during the respiratory cycle, the rubber
membrane of the tambour moves out and in, giving graphic-

all}’^ the pneumotachygram (see fig. 2).

During a respiratory cycle the apparatus functions, in the
following manner. When during the last phase of the expira-

tion the contact a of the rubber membrane first touches the
stationary spring contact 6, the capacitor C2 makes contact with
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the cathodes. This induces a momentary reduction of the nega-

tive control grid bias of the thyratron 11 [Tn], which causes the

tube to fire. The electromagnet is then thrown in gear, thus allow-

ing sampling to take place. When the membrane also contacts

the second stationary spring contact c at the onset of the inspira-

tion, the negative grid bias of the thyratron I [Ti] is reduced

momentarily in the same way. Hence, this tube will fire. How-
ever, owing to the pesence of the capacitor Cg between the

anodes, the firing of one tube will always cause the other to

be extinguished, and therefore the sampling is now interrupted

by the release of the electromagnet. Thyratron II remains non-

conducting until the moment its grid bias is again reduced

momentarily at the end of the next expiration. In this way
sampling will occur only during the last phase of the expira-

tion and during the subsequent respiratory pause (fig. 2). This

means that irrespectively of rate and depth of breathing, the

period of sampling from the upper respiratory tract permits

the securing of a gas sample, the pCOg of which approximates

that of the average alveolar air.

Additional features of the device are the rapid and precise

action of the electromagnetic valve. Also, the exceedingly small

currents passing the contacts of the tambour leave the contacts

clean by excluding arc formation.

Continuous and Automatic Becording of the Carbon

Dioxide in the Alveolar Air.

Several physical methods for determination of CO2 iu samples

of alveolar air have been developed, most of them based on

the specificity of the refractive index or of the thermal con-

ductivity of the gas. Optical interferometric gas analysis seems

not to be suitable for continuous and automatic recording of

the alveolar pCOo (see Benzingee and Kitzingee 1948). For

this purpose the hot wire method of measuring the thermal

conductivity of the gas appears to be the simplest and most

generally employed. The principles and theory of the method

have been reviewed i. a. by Datneb (1933) and Rein (1937).

In continuous recording of the alveolar pCOj with the hot

wire method of Rein (1937), the intermittently obtained samples
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further
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text.
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of alveolar air must pass the analyzing cells at a constant rate.

This is attained by causing the samples to stream out in an open

tube, from which the gas to the analyzer is continuously sucked.

However, in this arrangement the samples of alveolar air must

be 6—10 times larger than the gas actually passing the ana-

l3"zer. Moreover, another objection is that the analyzing cells

of Rein are fairly difficult to manufacture. On the other hand

Bekg (1947) has described an easil}^ built thermal conductivity

gas analyzer. However, Berg’s analyzer can not be used for

automatic recording of the alveolar pCOg.

The following is a brief description of a thermal conductivity

gas analj’^zer, especially designed for recording continuously and

automatical^ the pCOa of intermittently obtained samples of

alveolar air (cf. fig. 3).

The arrangement for insuring a continuous and stead}”^ flow

of alveolar air through the COg-analj^zer is as follows: Between

the electromagnetic sampling valve .and the suction pump a

water-manometer and the analyzing device are connected in

series. As long as the valve remains open, the pump will suck

gas through the analyzer directl}’- from the original space of

sampling. Meanwhile the water level in the manometer falls

aud a fraction of the alveolar air is stored above the Avater.

When the valve closes, the stored gas is drawn through the

anal3"zer, thus preventing interruption of the flow in the ana-

lyzer. The rh3dhmical fluctuations of pressure deriving from

the manometer and the pump are prevented from being trans-

mitted to the anal3’^zing cells b3^ means of narroAV capillar3" tubes

on both sides of the cells. For the same purpose a pressure

levelling bottle is placed before the pump.

To insure the anal3'zer of a sufficient amount of gas when

the valve is closed, the maximum volume of the gas above the

water in the manometer can be adjusted b3’ elevating or lower-

ing a levelling leg of the manometer. A safct3
’ water valve

prevents the water of the manometer from entering the anah’zer

in case the intermittent obtaining of gas samples is interrupted

for longer periods. A supph' of atmospheric air or known test

mixtures of COo for checking zero reading or empirical cali-

bration of the anah’zer maA* be made 1)3
* means of a three wa3

'

stopcock placed after the electromagnetic A'alve.
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After the gas has been divided by a T-tube, one stream is

drawn through two bottles, one with 33 % KOH and the other

with concentrated H2SO4. These act as absorbents for CO2 and

water vapor. The gas then enters an analyzing cell. The other

gas stream is drawn through twm bottles with concentrated

Ii2S04 and then through another analyzing cell. In order to

enlarge the contact surface between the gases and the absorb-

ents, the absorbent bottles also contain small glass prisms. The

spaces on top of the fluids in the bottles are of approximalively

the same size and should be kept as small as possible. The

analyzing cells and the tube-connections should also be kept

at a minimum. All this will ensure a rapid .and matching flush-

ing out time in the two lines.

Each one of the analyzing cells consists of a thin, doubled,

and electrically heated platinum wnre inside a glass tube wdth

a T-connection at each end. The wdre is held taut with a helical

spring between the angled end of the wire and a Bakelite plug

at one end of the tube. The two free ends of the ware are

soldered on copper filaments passing through a Bakelite plug

at the other end of tiie glass tube. The plugs are sealed into

place with De Khotinsky cement. The platinum wares of the

two cells constitute one pair of the resistance-arras in a Wheat-

stone bridge arrangement, w'hereas the other pair is formed by

two constantau filaments and R2 with matching resistances.

The two cells and the resistors are immersed in a bath of liquid

paraffin in order to prevent transient changes in the heat uptake

of the environment and subsequent alterations of the resistances.

The current flow from a storage battery through the Wheat-

stone bridge is controlled by a rheostat and a milliammeter

rnA, connected in series. The changes in resistance of the plat-

inum wires are recorded on photographic paper by means of a

sensitive mirror galvanometer G in the Wheatstone bridge. For
adjusting the electrical zero and the sensitivity of the bridge

a potentiometer P and a rheostat Pg are connected to the bridge

as showm in the figure.

The arrangement of the assembly has the advantage that

changes in the thermal conductivity of the analj'zed gas, w'hich

refer to gases other than COg, will have negligible influence

on the galvanometer readings. The deflections of the galvano-
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Fig. 4, Time composition and empirical calibration curves of the CO2
-

analyzer. Between vertical lines knowm test mixtures of CO2 (analyzed by
the Haldane volumetric method) are supplied via the sampling catheter,

the electromagnetic valve being open. Latency time and half time of the

adjustment period amounts to about 6 seconds each. Readings reflect almost
linearly the percentage of CO2 ,

gases other than CO2 having negligible

influence. Note also, constancy of zero-line and of amplitude of deflection

for a gas of fixed composition. Time marking = 30 seconds.

A. 4.8 G % COo in N2 .
— B. 8.87 % GO2 in O2 . — C. As in B., after continuous

operation of analyzer for two hours.

meter therefore reflect practically linearly the COo percentage

of the dried gas samples (see fig. 4).

Since the gas needs a certain amount of time to pass through

the entire analyzing assembly, the reading lags behind the

event as is also the case with other similar hot wire methods

for gas-analysis. At a flow of about 1 c. c. per second through

each cell the latency time is about 6 seconds, i. e. the time

elapsing from the moment the gas is drawn from the space

of sampling until a fraction of the gas reaches the cells. The

half-time of the subsequent “adjustment period'^ i. e. the time

required for 50 % flushing out to constant conditions in the

cells (50 % of full galvanometer deflection), also amounts to

about 6 seconds. Thus the beginning of a galvanometer deflec-

tion alwaj^s indicates a change in the alveolar pCOj, which has

taken place 6 seconds earlier. At every moment the amplitude

of the reading reflects the average COo percentage of a series

of dr}’ alveolar samples, drawn during a period of between 12

and 20 seconds previous to the beginning of the latency time.

An example of the constancy of the zero line is also shown

in fig. 4. After continuous operation of the analyzer up to 16
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Fig. 6. Dog 22 kg., chloralose. Automatic and continuous measuring and
recording of average alveolar pCOo by method described in text. Shift

from room air to 10 Oj in No at marking. Note decrease of alveolar

pCOj, arterial cH and ox3’gen saturation during hypoxic hyperventilation.

Dips of pH-tracing indicate interruption of recording for calibration.

Lcgmd: Arterial pH, recorded by a glass electrode arrangement. Arte-
rial oxygen saturation, recorded by a photoelectric barrier-layer' cell oxi-

meter. Both measured in a. femoral, sin. Height of stair tracing shows
volume of expired gas after every 15 seconds period. Lowest curve =
systemic arterial blood pressure (approximately 140 mm. Hg).

hours, the drift of the zero line hns been proved less than

corresponding to 0.1 % COo.

Fig. 5 illustrates the combined function of sampler and ana-

lyzer in an experiment on a dog under chloralose.

Summary.

A short critical review is given of a number of earlier methods

for automatic sampling of alveolar air.

A description is given of an arrangement, especially designed

for continuous and automatic recording of alveolar pCOg, and
consisting of the following devices:

l) An electronic sampler device, controlled by the pressure

fluctuations in the tidal air as expressed by the pneumotachy-
grara. The samples are collected via a narrow catheter from
the trachea of animals or in human subjects the posterior oral

cavity. The samples are drawn automatically during the last

phase of each expiration and the subsequent respiratory pause.
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irrespectively of rate and depth of breathing as well as of

resting respiratory level.

2) An easily built and accurate thermal conductivity analyzer

for recording continuous!}’^ the PCO 2 of intermittently obtained

samples. The analyzer is especially designed for shortness of

time lag and automatic compensation of disturbances from

co-existent gases, as well as for suppression of zero drift.
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